
From: Michael Godec [m.godec@att.net] 
Friday, March 02, 2012 1 :57 PM 
Wright, De'Shawn (EOM) 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

vincent.gray@dc.gov; Henderson, Kaya (OOC); Tommy Wells; Bonnie (COUNCIL) Cain 
IFF Study & Tyler Elementary School 

Attachments: 

March 1, 2012 
1339 East Capitol St., SE 
Washington, DC 20003 

De'Shawn Wright 

020712 Tyler Times.pdf; Letter to DeShawn Wright IFF Study 030112.docx 

Deputy Mayor for Education 
The John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20004 

RE: IFF Study and Tyler Elementary School 

Dear Mr. Wright, 

I recently received a copy of your Dear Friends letter regarding the Illinois Facility Fund (IFF) study where you 
said "[t]his study is merely a starting point." My daughter has attended Tyler Elementary School for the past 
four years. As you know, Tyler Elementary School is placed in Tier 4 by the IFF study, and is projected to have 
0% of its students proficient by 2016. I wanted to share with you why I would never use the IFF study as a 
starting point for a discussion about Tyler Elementary School. 

When I discuss Tyler Elementary School with people, the first things I start talking with them about are: 

• The thriving Spanish Immersion program where about 1/3 of the students at the school starting at three 
years old are learning to speak and write in both Spanish and English; 

• The high-quality city-wide special education program that serves to teach primarily students with 
autism and other students with full or part-time Individual Education Plans, representing about 1/3 of the 
students at the school. The teaching community of special education staff includes some of the 
strongest, most dedicated in the District. In my opinion, the Tyler special education program saves 
DCPS tens of millions of dollars a year because parents with children in the program believe it serves 
and meets their child's needs and thus those families do not have to seek costly out-of-DCPS placement 
to meet those students' academic needs; 

• The arts integration program incorporating the arts into all subject areas in order to engage students 
more intently on their learning; 

• The Outdoor Classroom and School Garden (a parent-led initiative) that raised over $300,000 to 
transform a fenced, asphalt lot behind the school into a beautiful urban oasis that provides recreational, 
learning and nutrition opportunities for the school community; 

• The school's principal, Jennifer Frentress, who is an experienced leader who initiated a transformative 
and effective rejuvenation of teaching and learning at the school in August 2010; and 

• The active Parent Teacher Association that supports the school in a multitude of ways including raising 
funds to support a mini-grant program to fund projects, materials, performances and field trips, 
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producing the weekly Tuesday Tyler Times newsletter for timely communication with families on 
school activities, and sponsoring staff appreciation activities throughout the year. 

When I finish talking about the above activities, I generally start talking about the partnership the school has 
with the Phillips Collection or the performance of "Hansel y Gretel" that was performed for all the students by 
the educational performance troupe "Teatro de la Luna" in early February or the focus on wellness at the school 
which promotes (and is producing results in) healthy eating and exercise (including the school's national 
recognition for a Bronze Award by the Alliance for a Healthier Generation), or the partnership the school has 
with Turning the Page, an organization that conducts in-school programming that increases parental 
involvement in students' education and within the school. 

I always tell people how happy my daughter is at Tyler Elementary, how much Spanish she is learning in the 
Spanish Immersion program, how she enjoys going to school each day, and how fortunate we are that she has 
such good teachers. I also always tell people how fortunate we are to have such a high quality DC public school 
right in our neighborhood. 

I hope my letter encourages you to stop using the IFF study as a starting point for discussing any of the schools 
in Washington, DC. I hope you will actually visit schools like Tyler Elementary to see first-hand how DCPS 
has the capacity to produce, and is, in fact, producing high-quality public schools, and how flawed the findings 
of the IFF study must be if it identifies a school like Tyler Elementary as Tier 4. Finally, I sincerely hope you 
will stop talking about closure, turnaround or school management changes based on the IFF study because that 
language will not inspire thoughtful decisions about how to strengthen and improve the DC public schools. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Wells 
Parent 
Tyler Elementary School 

cc: Mayor Vincent Gray 
Chancellor Kaya Henderson 
Ward 6 Councilmember Tommy Wells 
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March 1, 2012 
1339 East Capitol St., SE 
Washington, DC 20003 

De'Shawn Wright 
Deputy Mayor for Education 
The John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20004 

RE: IFF Study and Tyler Elementary School 

Dear Mr. Wright, 

I recently received a copy of your Dear Friends letter regarding the Illinois Facility Fund (IFF) 
study where you said "[t]his study is merely a starting point." My daughter has attended Tyler 
Elementary School for the past four years. As you know, Tyler Elementary School is placed in 
Tier 4 by the IFF study, and is proj ected to have 0% of its students proficient by 2016. I wanted 
to share with you why I would never use the IFF study as a starting point for a discussion about 
Tyler Elementary School. 

When I discuss Tyler Elementary School with people, the first things I start talking with them 
about are the: 

• thriving Spanish Immersion program where about 1/3 of the students at the school 
starting at three years old are learning to speak and write in both Spanish and English; 

• high-quality city-wide special education program that serves to teach primarily students 
with autism and other students with full or part-time Individual Education Plans, 
representing about 1/3 of the students at the school. The teaching community of special 
education staff includes some of the strongest, most dedicated in the District. In my 
opinion, the Tyler special education program saves DCPS tens of millions of dollars a 
year because parents with children in the program believe it serves and meets their child's 
needs and thus those families do not have to seek costly out-of-DCPS placement to meet 
those students' academic needs; 

• arts integration program incorporating the arts into all subject areas in order to engage 
students more intently on their learning; 

• Outdoor Classroom and School Garden (a parent-led initiative) that raised over $300,000 
to transform a fenced, asphalt lot behind the school into a beautiful urban oasis that 
provides recreational, learning and nutrition opportunities for the school community; 

• school's principal, Jennifer Frentress, who is an experienced leader who initiated a 
transformative and effective rejuvenation of teaching and learning at the school in August 
2010; and 

• active Parent Teacher Association that supports the school in a multitude of ways 
including raising funds to support a mini-grant program to fund projects, materials, 
performances and field trips, producing the weekly Tuesday Tyler Times newsletter for 
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timely communication with families on school activities, and sponsoring staff 
appreciation activities throughout the year. 

When I finish talking about the above activities, I generally start talking about the partnership the 
school has with the Phillips Collection or the performance of "Hansel y Gretel" that was 
performed for all the students by the educational performance troupe "Teatro de la Luna" in 
early February or the focus on wellness at the school which promotes (and is producing results 
in) healthy eating and exercise (including the school's national recognition for a Bronze Award 
by the Alliance for a Healthier Generation), or the partnership the school has with Turning the 
Page, an organization that conducts in-school programming that increases parental involvement 
in students' education and within the school. 

I always tell people how happy my daughter is at Tyler Elementary, how much Spanish she is 
learning in the Spanish Immersion program, how she enjoys going to school each day, and how 
fortunate we are that she has such good teachers. I also always tell people how fortunate we are 
to have such a high quality DC public school right in our neighborhood. 

I hope my letter encourages you to stop using the IFF study as a starting point for discussing any 
of the schools in Washington, DC. I hope you will actually visit schools like Tyler Elementary 
to see first-hand how DCPS has the capacity to produce and is, in fact, producing high-quality 
public schools, and how flawed the findings of the IFF study must be if it identifies a school like 
Tyler Elementary as Tier 4. Finally, I sincerely hope you will stop talking about closure, 
turnaround or school management changes based on the IFF study because that language will not 
inspire thoughtful decisions about how to strengthen and improve the DC public schools. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Wells 
Parent 
Tyler Elementary School 

cc: Vincent Gray 
Kaya Henderson 
Tommy Wells 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Michael Dutton [mail@change.orgj 
Sunday, November 18,20124:04 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 

Subject: I just signed "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

I just signed Chris Sondreal's petition "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
CQ]JnQiLJJQ __ nQLg1Q_S_~ __ F);_~_IJQi~LS1~Y~mLEC" on Change.org. 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Dutton Washington, District Of Columbia 

There are now 4 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council-

@]-----." 
.2.J ~h' 

do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= ;: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, January 10, 20134:17 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); adam@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

This is my stab a laying out what input influenced DCPS's decisions. Again-I just can't imagine this document without some fiscal 
analysis, so I keep raising it, but obviously if there is none, it is two major areas that influenced decisions, not three. All of the 
varying specific concerns-travel safety; middle grades in high schools; disrupting a school turning around-these all fall under the 
public and local school input ... 
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Our Revised Plan 

There were three key inputs following the release of our proposal that affected our final plan decisions. First was the 

extensive public and local school input, second a more detailed look at the D.C. Office of Planning age level projections 

and forecast, and third, a more complete analysis of the operating and capital costs associated with implementation. 

Another factor that influenced our decision was knowing we could work over the winter and spring as part of the 

enrollment policy, attendance boundary and feeder plan process to improve the plan to make sure we have the best 

possible plan for students and their community. 

A key criteria we used to evaluate the public and local input on the concerns with and alternative suggestions to our 

proposals for consolidation and reorganization was whether we thought the students would be better off with the 

implementation of the consolidation or reorganization proposal. ilBetter off" was measured in terms of the potential 

for a more comprehensive and enriched educational program at the receiving school; whether the facility was 

modernized; and whether the school was either better, or improving academically, as measured by test scores, the 

Proving What's Possible Program, or other school climate and parental engagement initiatives. However, even when 

students might be better off educationally, the safety concerns communicated by families forced us to reconsider our 

recommendations. Safety concerns were expressed related to combining middle grade students with high school grade 

students and with travelling of students elementary and middle grade from home to school. 

While DCPS has suffered from declining enrollment and the District, as a whole, has had a rapidly declining 
child population, it seems clear from the population projections and forecast from the D.C. Office of Planning 

that the District of Columbia may well be facing a decade from 2012-2022 far different from the one decade of 
2000-2010. The Office of Planning is projecting significant child population increases between 2015 and 2022, 
particularly among children ages 0-10. While preliminary information was available on this when we first 
provided our consolidation and re-organization proposal, as we continued to work with the Office of Planning, 
and we came to a better understand the potential impact this might have on particular neighborhoods. 

Finally, we had the opportunity to do a thorough analysis of the cost of each proposal and we were able to 
evaluate the trade-offs need between the implementation of the original proposal and alternative proposals. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 
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We have not gone over these edits with ADG yet, so we will have a few more updates to this shortly. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq; kathy@ksaplus.com; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

ok, but did amy's edits get added to the draft I sent at 2pm? If not, i think that's a problem. 

I'm going to work on Next Steps next .... pls send me latest version of that section .... and I won't mess around 
with the rest of the document for now. 

thanks, 

adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Wait! Amy made some some edits from our end ... and we are about to review with AdG to then send to Chancellor in 
next 30 min. You should probably work off that version. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W_!'Y.w.:_9_~.QD_~J!:!_Q_g_:.Q.rg. or !'Y._w!'Y._,Qn_~J~_D.ftQ_~:g.Q'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

Ok, i'll integrate these edits into what I sent at 2 .... so we have a new master. 
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Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:25 PM, MFilardo@2lcsforg wrote: 

This was your earlier version with my edits added to letter and intro section, am working on intro to plan. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)' 
Subject: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

This may be easier to look at-I cut the what we heard school by schools, then you have a 14 page doc without the 
table, which will be 2 pages. 

<Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks MF.doc> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Next steps 

For the affected schools 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:29 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
adam@ksaplus.com; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Next steps draft 1 

DCPS is committed in practice, not just theory to having the consolidations and reorganizations improve the quality of 
the educational experience for our students, families, and staff. In order to ensure that we retain our families in our 
schools and that the 2013-2014 school experience is as good as or better than this year's experience DCPS will continue 
the engagement of families, communities and staff throughout this winter and spring to prepare for next year. 

For schools consolidating, DCPS is setting up consolidation committees for each pair of sending and receiving schools. 
The consolidation committees have been assigned a central office staff person responsible for facilitating the committee 
meetings, provide communication support and outreach to families, communities and staff. This central office liaison 
will help with enrollment planning, logistics of the relocation, and concerns about transportation. 

Where schools will not be consolidated or relocated, but proposals were made that require or will benefit from 
continued engagement, DCPS has assigned a central office liaison to continue to work with the school community to 
develop the implementation plans for the revised proposal. 

For DCPS and the Community 
As was clear from the issues and challenges raised during the consolidation and reorganization process, DCPS has more 
work to do to organize its schools, boundaries, feeder patterns and policies so that families have access to both 
neighborhood schools as well as other high quality school choices, near home or across town. During the winter and 
spring of this year, DCPS will work with a citizen advisory committee to the Chancellor on enrollment policies. This 
advisory committee will examine current policies on the out of boundary lottery, special admissions, transfers, and 
feeder schools. It will consider issues of walkability and geography as it relates to enrollment policy and attendance 
boundaries. It will consider how to support and advance economic, racial and cultural diversity in schools. The advisory 
committee will consider how DCPS policy might be revised to reflect the complex choices parents and families have 
among and between DCPS neighborhood, out of boundary, special admissions and public charter schools. The advisory 
committee will also consider policy that will affect grandfather provisions associated with boundary and feeder changes, 
in advance of the changes being proposed. 

Following the policy considerations of the advisory committee, DCPS will prepare a proposal of revised boundaries and 
feeder patterns consistent with the citizen advisory committee policy considerations. These proposals will be taken out 
to the public for input and revision before final action will be taken by the Chancellor. 

For D.C. 
Even as DCPS can determine a plan that affects families and students in the DCPS system, we know that families and 
students enter and exit our DCPS schools and public charter schools regularly. Students move among and between DCPS 
schools; among and between public charter schools and move back and forth between DCPS and the charter sector. To 
try to address the larger public education issues, DCPS will be working with the Mayor and the Public Charter School 
Board to develop a DC Education Plan. This education plan will reflects the desire to find ways to collaborate across 
education agencies and sectors from early childhood through our UDC, using our operating and capital resources more 
equitably, efficiently and effectively. 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 3:18 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: print PO 

I spoke to Jim, he is getting me a revised quote ... can't get PO without that... 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: print PO 

When can Adam and I meet with you, Anthony and Josephine tomorrow? 

Also, I really think we need to see all the draft text together. We need to do a purchase order on this and it seems like it 
might be a much shorter document. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lerman, Amy CDCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
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Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Luian@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet.... I am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 
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Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
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mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 
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Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 
campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
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receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 

with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 

Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 

including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 

Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 

the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 

utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 

Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 

annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 

Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 

Washington, DC 20002 

T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:03 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
print PO 

When can Adam and I meet with you, Anthony and Josephine tomorrow? 

Also, I really think we need to see all the draft text together. We need to do a purchase order on this and it seems like it 
might be a much shorter document. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet.... I am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 
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MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 
campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:00 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes, I will do the table format. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
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21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet.... I am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
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To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.orq [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.orq [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
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and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to ~hange the nearby education 
campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09, 20132:27 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet .... 1 am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.orq [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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Claudia. you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
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the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
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In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
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students). recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09, 2013 1:45 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
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a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 
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Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 
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Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under

enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 

Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 

opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 

community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 

(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 

would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 

with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 

Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 

who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 

address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 

educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 

(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
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would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 

has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 

offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 

Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 

students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 

percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 

opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 

with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 

present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 

Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 

including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 

Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 

Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 

the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 

utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 

Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 

Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of the Chancellor 

1200 First Street, NE 

Washington, DC 20002 

T 202.478.9284 

F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 
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Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I figured a page at most. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09,20131:14 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
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21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
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receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
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In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
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students). recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
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Washington. DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 X11 (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
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educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
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from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 
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Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of the Chancellor 

1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202.478.9284 

F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, January 09,201312:27 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 

population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 

Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 

and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 

opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 

community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 

students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 

schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under

enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 

Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 

opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 

community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 

(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 

would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
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(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Monday, January 07,20135:51 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
FW: pricing from KSA 
Consolidation-est-1-7.pdf 

I asked Adam for an estimate of their time on this final doc. I don't think they have the scope exactly right. I will work 
with them on this tomorrow, but my guess is the cost is unlikely to change much. I could probably get it down to 
$12,000, but with the printing at $5500 and their costs at $15,000 so far, this is $20,500. Not far off the $25,000. 

Thoughts? Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Kathy Ames [mailto:kathy@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 5:10 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Subject: Re: pricing from KSA 

Adam just called me back, so I brought him up to speed. Attached is the estimate. 

Let me know if you need anything else. For now, I included a full report, a 4-page summary, and up to 16 one-pagers for 
school profiles. That gives us some flexibility depending on where we end up. 

Kathy 

on 1/7/13 4:40 PM, Mary Filardo at mfilardo@21csf.org wrote: 

Yes, include the time he has already spent on the outline. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
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www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Kathy Ames [mailto:kathy@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 4:17 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Subject: Re: pricing from KSA 

Also, should this include the time Adam has already spent on the outline or start from today? 

on 1/7/13 4:06 PM, Mary Filardo at mfilardo@21csf.org wrote: 
Kathy-can you get us an estimate for the design, writing and edit of document from KSA? We can cover it in our 
current contract, but this just means we won't have enough for the next phase of work, so DCPS is willing to do a 
purchase order on this, which I think we should take them up on. So the estimate would just be for this one report. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org <http://www.21csf.org> 
www.BESTfacilities.org <http://www.BESTfacilities.org> 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 3:33 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I'm flying back from az then. Hope Kathy can go. I can comment online. Adam 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please pardon typos 

On Jan 7,2013, at 10:46 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

We will send what we have today. Any chance we can meet Wednesday afternoon to review options? 4? 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org <http://www.dconefund.org> <http://www.dconefund.org> or 

www.onefund.dc.gov <http://www.onefund.dc.gov> <h1tp;j!WWW,_QXH~fitn~L~lQ,gm.'>. One City, Working 
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Together! 

From: MFilardo@21csf.orq [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orq] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org <http://www. 21csf. org> <http://www . 21csf. org> 
www.BESTfacilities.org <http://www.BESTfacilities.org> <http://www.BESTfacilities.org> 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
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Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 

KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-3801 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com <http://www.ksaplus.com> <http://www.ksaplus.com> 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJmJdi!1,LJJj!1!1@JIg.$QY> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 

Letter from the Chancellor 

Review timeline 

Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 

{ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to the challenges 
and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation of charters, no control over 
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charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, the achievement gap that is impacting 
education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 

Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 
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o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JD, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 

General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who to 
contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org <http://www.dconefund.org> <http://www.dconefund.org> or 

www.onefund.dc.gov <http:Uwww.onefund.dc.gov> <http://www.onefund.dc.gov>. One City, Working 

Together! 

Kathy Ames 
Sr. Project Director 
KSA-Plus Communications, Inc. 
703/284-7117 (direct) 
703/528-7100 (main) 
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Kathy Ames 
Sr. Project Director 
KSA-Plus Communications, Inc. 
703/284-7117 (direct) 
703/528-7100 (main) 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Monday, January 07,201312:46 PM 
To: 

Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS) 
kathy@ksaplus.com; Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Lerman, Amy 
(DCPS-OOC); NHuvendick@21csf.org; JComey@urban.org 

Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, It would be great if we can get some of the photos and graphics ready now, while we wait for and folks write 
and revise text for the revised proposal release document. Some of the things we can set up to make sure the deadlines 
for document publication are met: 

1) Agree on Title for final document 
a. The original brochure was: IIDCPS Consolidation and Reorganization: Better Schools for All Students"-I 

would suggest a different title for this, one that helps focus the public on positive results from the 
research done for this process and from the community engagement in the process -something like City 

Rising: Revised Consolidation and Reorganization of DCPS Schools; Managing Decline and Growth: DCPS 
Plan for Consolidation and Reorganization; Adam and others are better at this than me, but I think we 
need to start going back and forth on this. 

2) Upload photos taken from the community meetings (be sure they are labeled) into the dropbox for KSA-I 
suspect you will want at least one, maybe two photos from the community meetings to put in the IIwhat we 
heard" section. 

3) Identify other graphics that might be incorporated into final document maybe some photos of the modernized 
Cardozo-pictures from the design development documents, illustrating how DCPS receiving schools will be 

ready to offer better conditions/programs for students. 
4) Identify the info-graphics aligned to the messaging 

a. -for example, we might want to really simple map of DC with wards and river/parkland and DCPS 
schools per the final decisions, the idea would be to illustrate that DCPS is still a citywide, extensive 
system of schools. 

b. What would the population graphic be? A version of decline and increase again? 
c. What is the fiscal graphic? Council was clear that it wanted to have some understanding of the cost and 

potential savings of this proposal? Where does this come in? 
5) What about some summary stats on capacity, building square footage, enrollments, receiving school 

performance compared to consolidated schools performance? 
6) Figure out the review schedule for document-Mayor, Council Chair? Council Members? Does Chancellor need 

to do a round of meetings with a final draft document before it is finally printed? 

Other items we can start on? 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:24 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 
many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 
etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 
1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 
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Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 
o Our focus is improving programs 
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o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 
• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 
SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 
to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Monday, January 07,2013 11 :18 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
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ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 
o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 
o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 
o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 
Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 
o Charter school impact 
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o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 

General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 
to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sunday, January 06,201311 :13 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
RE: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

right, this comment should be added to the policy rationale, but I still think the question of cost benefit and how long 
transportation is provided needs to be addressed. 
Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 X11 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 10:04 AM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

The other factor is large thoroughfare or intersections that pose safety concerns. This is true for Kenilworth and 
Marshall. Davis there is no major road to cross but there is the cemetery - which could or couldn't be an issue. 
Given that there are multiple buses that go up the road to Plummer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6,2013, at 8:07 AM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

On average distance from where students live: 

I think you will want to be careful with distance from student's address, because you need a formulation 
for who has rights to this and who doesn't that minimizes transportation, due to the cost and the other 
impacts of putting kids on buses--district liability, walking is more healthy for children, etc. 

All other closing proposals for elementary schools have the receiving schools in close proximity to the 
sending schools--except in the case of Marshall and Kenilworth. In these cases there are actually not 
other options--which is why I think these factors should be iterated into the decision about cost benefit of 
closing and consolidating, whereas, with Malcolm X for example, the transportation would not be a 
factor. These schools, like Ross, could be supported as one class per grade schools, using the small 
school tool box to ensure it has program and is affordable. 

I keep thinking about the notion that "principals don't like being responsible for two locations" but why 
does that trump 300 families needing to put their 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, and 11 year olds on buses, and lose a 
school in their community? It seems like this is an example of it shouldn't be about the public 
employees, but about the public. 

Mary 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 10:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

Thanks! Helpful. 

Where does the average distance from where students live factor in? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5,2013, at 4:33 PM, "Dropbox" <no-reply@dropbox.com> wrote: 

From Mary: 

"claudia here is work on transportation, read the inside of document for 
policy discussion and recommendations. i will invite Anthony to get file 
from drop box too. It was too big to email because of the maps." 

Click here to view Transportation 

(Mary shared these files using Dropbox. Enjoy!) 

© 2013 Dropbox 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sunday, January 06, 2013 8:07 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

On average distance from where students live: 

I think you will want to be careful with distance from student's address, because you need a formulation for who has 
rights to this and who doesn't that minimizes transportation, due to the cost and the other impacts of putting kids on 
buses--district liability, walking is more healthy for children, etc. 

All other closing proposals for elementary schools have the receiving schools in close proximity to the sending schools-
except in the case of Marshall and Kenilworth. In these cases there are actually not other options--which is why I think 
these factors should be iterated into the decision about cost benefit of closing and consolidating, whereas, with Malcolm 
X for example, the transportation would not be a factor. These schools, like Ross, could be supported as one class per 
grade schools, using the small school tool box to ensure it has program and is affordable. 

I keep thinking about the notion that "principals don't like being responsible for two locations" but why does that trump 
300 families needing to put their 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, and 11 year olds on buses, and lose a school in their community? It 
seems like this is an example of it shouldn't be about the public employees, but about the public. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 X11 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 10:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

Thanks! Helpful. 

Where does the average distance from where students live factor in? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5,2013, at 4:33 PM, "Dropbox" <no-reply@dropbox.com> wrote: 
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@j, .... " 
L:J ~t' 

" 

From Mary: 

"claudia here is work on transportation, read the inside of document for 
policy discussion and recommendations. i will invite Anthony to get file 
from drop box too. It was too big to email because of the maps." 

Click here to view Transportation 

(Mary shared these files using Dropbox. Enjoy!) 

© 2013 Dropbox 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sunday, January 06, 2013 8:07 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

On average distance from where students live: 

I think you will want to be careful with distance from student's address, because you need a formulation for who has 
rights to this and who doesn't that minimizes transportation, due to the cost and the other impacts of putting kids on 
buses--district liability, walking is more healthy for children, etc. 

All other closing proposals for elementary schools have the receiving schools in close proximity to the sending schools-
except in the case of Marshall and Kenilworth. In these cases there are actually not other options--which is why I think 
these factors should be iterated into the decision about cost benefit of closing and consolidating, whereas, with Malcolm 
X for example, the transportation would not be a factor. These schools, like Ross, could be supported as one class per 
grade schools, using the small school tool box to ensure it has program and is affordable. 

I keep thinking about the notion that "principals don't like being responsible for two locations" but why does that trump 
300 families needing to put their 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, and 11 year olds on buses, and lose a school in their community? It 
seems like this is an example of it shouldn't be about the public employees, but about the public. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 X11 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 10:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

Thanks! Helpful. 

Where does the average distance from where students live factor in? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5,2013, at 4:33 PM, "Dropbox" <no-reply@dropbox.com> wrote: 
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@j, .... " 
L:J ~t' 

" 

From Mary: 

"claudia here is work on transportation, read the inside of document for 
policy discussion and recommendations. i will invite Anthony to get file 
from drop box too. It was too big to email because of the maps." 

Click here to view Transportation 

(Mary shared these files using Dropbox. Enjoy!) 

© 2013 Dropbox 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, December 19,20128:01 AM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Charles, Hassan (DCPS); JComey@urban.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); NHuvendick@21csf.org; ADonahue@21csf.org 
RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

Shanita, I have been paying attention to Philly for a long time, the approach and work they have done on their school 
closings is far from a best practice approach. They hired real estate consultants to develop a list over a year ago, the 
public could not get information on it, nor was invited to participate in any way. 

New Supt Hite is inheriting a mess. I think DC has the opportunity to lead on these issues of portfolio planning. Before 
you sent your chiefs to the spin masters on closings, I am happy to have you talk with some of the well respected, well 
established community groups on it. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.orq 
www.21csf.orq 
www.BESTfacilities.orq 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: 'Adam Kernan-Schloss' 
Cc: Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Mary Filardo; <JComey@urban.org> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

I would like to propose calls to make to the Chiefs here, so if you can send me (when you have a chance this week) your 
contact/s name/s and their role in the specific school districts, that would be great! 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3: 18 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Mary Filardo; <JComey@urban.org> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: Re: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 
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I know a few folks too ... in communications, engagement and strategic planning offices (if they're still 
there) .... plus I'm glad to reach out to Bill Rite if needed. 

Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Dec 18,2012, at 2:47 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

I'd like to set up some learning calis where we can share information and learn from each other. Who is your contact? 

From: Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2:41 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 'Adam Kernan-Schloss'; Mary Filardo; <J.CQm~Y.@.l,!rQ~m,Q[9> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

I know some folks .. see me when you're free. 

-Hassan 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2: 12 PM 
To: 'Adam Kernan-Schloss'; Mary Filardo; <J.CQm~Y.@.l,!rQ~m,Qrg> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

Thanks for sharing - their community meeting schedule is impressive. I wonder who leads them and what how they are 
facilitated. 

Does anyone have contacts in Philiy in particular we can connect with? 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W.~W.:.g.~.QD.~.f!:l.D.9.:.Q.rg or ~W~.&Q.~.f\J.DftQf:gQ'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 9:27 AM 
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To: Mary Filardo; <JComey@urban.org> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Burney, Shanita 
(DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: Fwd: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

fyi ... 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

Begin forwarded message: 

School Closings Announced, Protested in Philadelphia 
Posted: 17 Dec 201202:16 PM PST 
More than 17,000 students in Philadelphia may be moving to new schools next year. Last week, the 146,000-student 
district unveiled a plan to close 37 buildings and to relocate or change the grade distribution in several others. 
The Philadelphia Inquirer reports that under the district's plan one in six of the district's schools would close: 22 
elementary schools, four middle schools, and 11 high schools. 
Serious budget woes and declining school enrollment led the district to this point. This restructuring has been in the 
works for a while; last spring, the Boston Consulting Group recommended that the district close as many as 40 schools in 
a plan to restructure and cut costs, which can be found through the district's website. Here is a Q&A about the 
closings with superintendent William Hite, who's in his first year at the district. 
Closing schools is always a difficult-and often emotional-proposition. In Philadelphia, as in Chicago, some community 
members fear violence in the wake of the closings. The Philadelphia Public School Notebook reported on Friday about 
a community meeting at which parents reported such concerns to Hite. (The meeting began with a moment of silence 
for the victims of the tragic school shooting in Newtown, Conn.) Parent groups are also lodging complaints against the 
BCG for its work in creating the plan. Parent and student groups in Chicago, Philadelphia, and Washington were among a 
number of groups that filed civil rights complaints earlier this year alleging that theclosings disproportionately affect 
minority students. The district will hold three more meetings, including one tonight, about the plan. 
Other large urban districts also have closings on the horizon. Last month, the District of Columbia school 
system announced that about one in six of its schools-that's 20 schools-would close. A spokeswoman from 
the New York City schools told me earlier this fall that the district was "in conversation" with 36 struggling elementary and 
middle schools, including two charter schools. 
Meanwhile, the Chicago Public Schools' deadline for announcing which schools would close next year was recently 
extended until March 31. The district was initially required to announce school actions by early December, but CEO 
Barbara Byrd-Bennett requested an extension. There's still confusion and concern about the district's plan. Byrd
Bennett created a Commission on School Utilization (also meeting tonight) that will make recommendations about 
the closures. 
The fate of the buildings that close remains contentious in all ofthese cities, where the growth of charter schools and 
other nontraditional public options has caused some of the underenrollment that leads to the closings. Philadelphia just 
received a grant from the Gates Foundation aimed at fostering district-charter collaboration. 
Want to keep up with school district and leadership news? Follow @districCdosson Twitter. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Wednesday, December 19,20128:01 AM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Charles, Hassan (DCPS); JComey@urban.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); NHuvendick@21csf.org; ADonahue@21csf.org 
RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

Shanita, I have been paying attention to Philly for a long time, the approach and work they have done on their school 
closings is far from a best practice approach. They hired real estate consultants to develop a list over a year ago, the 
public could not get information on it, nor was invited to participate in any way. 

New Supt Hite is inheriting a mess. I think DC has the opportunity to lead on these issues of portfolio planning. Before 
you sent your chiefs to the spin masters on closings, I am happy to have you talk with some of the well respected, well 
established community groups on it. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.orq 
www.21csf.orq 
www.BESTfacilities.orq 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: 'Adam Kernan-Schloss' 
Cc: Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Mary Filardo; <JComey@urban.org> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

I would like to propose calls to make to the Chiefs here, so if you can send me (when you have a chance this week) your 
contact/s name/s and their role in the specific school districts, that would be great! 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3: 18 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Mary Filardo; <JComey@urban.org> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: Re: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 
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I know a few folks too ... in communications, engagement and strategic planning offices (if they're still 
there) .... plus I'm glad to reach out to Bill Rite if needed. 

Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Dec 18,2012, at 2:47 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

I'd like to set up some learning calis where we can share information and learn from each other. Who is your contact? 

From: Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2:41 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 'Adam Kernan-Schloss'; Mary Filardo; <J.CQm~Y.@.l,!rQ~m,Q[9> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

I know some folks .. see me when you're free. 

-Hassan 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2: 12 PM 
To: 'Adam Kernan-Schloss'; Mary Filardo; <J.CQm~Y.@.l,!rQ~m,Qrg> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: RE: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

Thanks for sharing - their community meeting schedule is impressive. I wonder who leads them and what how they are 
facilitated. 

Does anyone have contacts in Philiy in particular we can connect with? 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W.~W.:.g.~.QD.~.f!:l.D.9.:.Q.rg or ~W~.&Q.~.f\J.DftQf:gQ'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 9:27 AM 
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To: Mary Filardo; <JComey@urban.org> Comey; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Burney, Shanita 
(DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: Fwd: District Dossier: State Providing Mental Health, Security Support to Newtown 

fyi ... 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

Begin forwarded message: 

School Closings Announced, Protested in Philadelphia 
Posted: 17 Dec 201202:16 PM PST 
More than 17,000 students in Philadelphia may be moving to new schools next year. Last week, the 146,000-student 
district unveiled a plan to close 37 buildings and to relocate or change the grade distribution in several others. 
The Philadelphia Inquirer reports that under the district's plan one in six of the district's schools would close: 22 
elementary schools, four middle schools, and 11 high schools. 
Serious budget woes and declining school enrollment led the district to this point. This restructuring has been in the 
works for a while; last spring, the Boston Consulting Group recommended that the district close as many as 40 schools in 
a plan to restructure and cut costs, which can be found through the district's website. Here is a Q&A about the 
closings with superintendent William Hite, who's in his first year at the district. 
Closing schools is always a difficult-and often emotional-proposition. In Philadelphia, as in Chicago, some community 
members fear violence in the wake of the closings. The Philadelphia Public School Notebook reported on Friday about 
a community meeting at which parents reported such concerns to Hite. (The meeting began with a moment of silence 
for the victims of the tragic school shooting in Newtown, Conn.) Parent groups are also lodging complaints against the 
BCG for its work in creating the plan. Parent and student groups in Chicago, Philadelphia, and Washington were among a 
number of groups that filed civil rights complaints earlier this year alleging that theclosings disproportionately affect 
minority students. The district will hold three more meetings, including one tonight, about the plan. 
Other large urban districts also have closings on the horizon. Last month, the District of Columbia school 
system announced that about one in six of its schools-that's 20 schools-would close. A spokeswoman from 
the New York City schools told me earlier this fall that the district was "in conversation" with 36 struggling elementary and 
middle schools, including two charter schools. 
Meanwhile, the Chicago Public Schools' deadline for announcing which schools would close next year was recently 
extended until March 31. The district was initially required to announce school actions by early December, but CEO 
Barbara Byrd-Bennett requested an extension. There's still confusion and concern about the district's plan. Byrd
Bennett created a Commission on School Utilization (also meeting tonight) that will make recommendations about 
the closures. 
The fate of the buildings that close remains contentious in all ofthese cities, where the growth of charter schools and 
other nontraditional public options has caused some of the underenrollment that leads to the closings. Philadelphia just 
received a grant from the Gates Foundation aimed at fostering district-charter collaboration. 
Want to keep up with school district and leadership news? Follow @districCdosson Twitter. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, November 16,20121 :59 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

3 and 4 year olds will be helpful, but what DC needs to do is a longer term plan, not just 
reactive and next year plan. Chancellor can say, we are responding to forces, but part of 
what the technical team hasn't fully finished with is helping DCPS understand what the data 
is saying about the future, based on 0 to 4 year olds. So for example, if a community has 
been redeveloped and now has families, it is entirely possible that if there are 60 3 year 
olds in year one of community rebuilding, that in year 2 there will be 60 or more 3 year 
olds, and 60 or more the next year ... so after a few years, a school has grown its enrollment. 
This would be a function of births and kids coming up. this is part of what the Garrison 
community is reacting to, not in data, but in experience--babies, strollers, toddlers in 
parks. We didn't focus on this for DCPS and I think it needs to be looked at. 

I am thinking about what should be a part of this next phase of the school consolidation 
process. I wonder if it is something like the following, DCPS says they will be influenced 
by three things: 

1) reactions to the proposals, public concerns, questions, issues--through reading, 
categorizing and analyzing testimony, public comments, input on mind mixer, input from 
meetings with DCPS; input provided from community dialogues. 
2) counter proposals based on the issues and problems raised by Chancellor--staffing, 
facilities, funding--proposals would come from working groups, independent groups, council 
members, even from DCPS's own 
3) New data and analysis in request to issues, concerns, or counter proposals made 

Then at the end of public comment and input period, chancellor can say: 

1) This is how I understand the reactions to the proposals 
2) This is how I have assessed the proposals for modifications to the DCPS proposal 
3) This is new data, information we have looked at that influenced any modification 

So basically she is saying I have been influenced by three things--public reactions; new 
ideas; and new data. Then she can make changes (hopefully) but if not, based on how she 
responds to these three areas. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:23 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
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Cc: GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Any way we can just make it 3&4 yo? Folks are going to wonder how much of the number 
accounts for 1-2 year olds .... 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
-----Original Message-----
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Great. I had looked for the map, must have missed it. Yes, I think the 0-4 maps are 
important and I would also like to see the 14-17 maps. Also, I know Marc keeps asking about 
the capture rates. What do we have for them on this? I had done a capture of DCPS kids by 
age, but I really think these runs should come from Urban and not 21CSF, more consistency in 
methods, etc. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:21 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Mary -
Thanks for sending. I'm opening now and can focus on it and the missing data holes until 3pm 
today. 

Besides the memo, our other immediate tasks for the school closures is the map of where the 
2011-12 DCPS student live to have ready for the community meetings and help inform the 
receiving schools final decisions. We'll send one of Kenilworth shortly that meets 
confidentiality standards and can be used externally. Can we get sign off on the format of 
the maps so Graham can get started. 

Mary - I hear you that we should provide a cluster level map for 0-4 year olds. 

And Graham already did the development map based on Art's projects that have been permitted. 
DCPS Boundary Feeder Analysis<https://sp-rc.urban.org/met/dcps> > Reference 
Documents<https://sp-
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rc.urban.org/met/dcps/Reference%20Documents/Forms/AIIItems.aspx?View=%7b431AD0F4%2d4CD1%2d473 
C%2d97BF%2dD96089C98A48%7d> > Enrollment and Population Maps and Data > Pipeline_Elementary 
or Pipeline_Middle We just need to add the data source. 
jc 
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Subject: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Folks, This is where we are now. After listening to the hearing last night, over 3 hours of 
testimony, I will work a little more on the larger context and vision. It is clear that 
major problem is very little big picture wrapped into our immediate issues. DCPS wants us to 
finish this up this week coming up. 

Also Jenn, seems to me there are a couple of data holes that DCPS will need to inform whether 
it will change its proposal. We plied them with 4-17 year old data, but the 0-4 year old 
data is actually pretty important for some of the communities. I thought we were going to 
have a map of the specific 2014 already in the works development projects. This came up 
around Ferebee Hope and the Highlands-DCPS needs to see exactly where projects are in play. 

Mary 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, November 16,20121:18 PM 
JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Great. I had looked for the map, must have missed it. Yes, I think the 0-4 maps are 
important and I would also like to see the 14-17 maps. Also, I know Marc keeps asking about 
the capture rates. What do we have for them on this? I had done a capture of DCPS kids by 
age, but I really think these runs should come from Urban and not 21CSF, more consistency in 
methods, etc. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:21 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Mary -
Thanks for sending. I'm opening now and can focus on it and the missing data holes until 3pm 
today. 

Besides the memo, our other immediate tasks for the school closures is the map of where the 
2011-12 DCPS student live to have ready for the community meetings and help inform the 
receiving schools final decisions. We'll send one of Kenilworth shortly that meets 
confidentiality standards and can be used externally. Can we get sign off on the format of 
the maps so Graham can get started. 

Mary - I hear you that we should provide a cluster level map for 0-4 year olds. 

And Graham already did the development map based on Art's projects that have been permitted. 
DCPS Boundary Feeder Analysis<https://sp-rc.urban.org/met/dcps> > Reference 
Documents<https://sp
rc.urban.org/met/dcps/Reference%20Documents/Forms/AIIItems.aspx?View=%7b431AD0F4%2d4CD1%2d473 
C%2d97BF%2dD96089C98A48%7d> > Enrollment and Population Maps and Data > Pipeline_Elementary 
or Pipeline_Middle We just need to add the data source. 
jc 
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; adam@ksaplus.com 
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Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Subject: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Folks, This is where we are now. After listening to the hearing last night, over 3 hours of 
testimony, I will work a little more on the larger context and vision. It is clear that 
major problem is very little big picture wrapped into our immediate issues. DCPS wants us to 
finish this up this week coming up. 

Also Jenn, seems to me there are a couple of data holes that DCPS will need to inform whether 
it will change its proposal. We plied them with 4-17 year old data, but the 0-4 year old 
data is actually pretty important for some of the communities. I thought we were going to 
have a map of the specific 2014 already in the works development projects. This came up 
around Ferebee Hope and the Highlands-DCPS needs to see exactly where projects are in play. 

Mary 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 15, 2012 11 :57 AM 
Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
FW: Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

Fonda, I tried to forward this to you, but didn't get your email correct. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: LoganCircieNews@yahoogroups.com [mailto:LoganCircieNews@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Evans, Jack 
(COUNCIL) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:21 AM 
Subject: [LoganCircieNews] School Closings in Ward 2 

Dear Neighbors: 

I am writing to address the recent proposal by DC Public Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson to close 20 DC 
Public Schools beginning next school year. In Ward 2, the proposal is to close Garrison Elementary School as 
well as Francis-Stevens. 

With regard to Garrison, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure and 
understand Councilmember Graham agrees, as a number of Ward 1 families also support Garrison. Garrison, 
with its lively and involved support system consisting of parents, a strong PTA, and community support from 
the Logan Circle Citizens Association and the ANC, should remain open. If consolidation is needed, students 
can come from Seaton to Garrison. Garrison is at nearly 70% capacity - higher than almost any other school set 
to close. 

With respect to Francis-Stevens, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure 
also. While I support School Without Walls and think the concept of using space at Francis-Stevens is an 
interesting idea, I cannot support the idea of closing Francis-Stevens as it exists today. When the executive 
closed Stevens School, a commitment was made to the community regarding Francis-Stevens. If enrollment 
numbers are down, it more likely indicates problems with the K-8 model rather than a lack of need or demand 
for educational resources in the neighborhood. 

Council Chairman Phil Mendelson has scheduled Council hearings for today, November 15, as well as on 
November 19, but I understand from community members that the witness list signups were closed the same 
day the school closure lists were released. I am asking the Chairman to re-open the witness lists so that 
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everyone can put their views on the record. 

The DCPS website lists several ways<http://dcps.dc.govIDCPS/cr> in which parents and the community can 
provide feedback: 

* Way #1: Two DC Council hearings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
t~mphJJinglyLind~0;Jsp}yg.n~2~;t9i_~t=!J/I:g922QJQ_dJQ!JJIQYgnY(;MIQQQQQ_2_2Q,2~2QftRCRP> 
* Way #2: Four community meetings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #3: Online forum for feedback<h1tp;j!WWWJ~mg~g~dg_p_~ ___ QJ:gL> 
* Way #4: Office hours<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext-
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD>: DCPS will hold 
office hours in December for interested individuals and community stakeholders. Available times will be posted 
on the DCPS website after Dec. 5,2012. 

Please take advantage of all these forums to express your views. In addition to my communications with the 
Mayor and the Chancellor, I will be participating in these hearings and also have a meeting on Monday with 
teachers' union president Nathan Saunders. 

Jack 

http:// dcps. dc. gOY IDCP SlParents+and+CommunityIDCP S+ Proposed+Consolidations+and+ Reorganization 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 

Reply via web post Reply to sender Reply to group Start a New TopIc Messages In this tOPIC (1) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
VISit Your Group 

I :" ;;:1 ::::~:::; :::;:,:-;::::;:;:::,,::;::::::: r::::;"'" o,,,_~ 
SWltch--ta-- Text-Only, Dally Digest· Unsubscnbe • Terms of Use· Send us Feedback 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

FYI 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Sean ODonnell 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 15, 2012 11 :37 AM 
Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
fonda.sutton@dc.gov 
FW: Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: FW:Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

From: LoqanCircieNews@yahooqroups.com [mailto:LoqanCircieNews@yahooqroups.com] On Behalf Of Evans, Jack 
(COUNCIL) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:21 AM 
Subject: [LoganCircieNews] School Closings in Ward 2 

Dear Neighbors: 

I am writing to address the recent proposal by DC Public Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson to close 20 DC 
Public Schools beginning next school year. In Ward 2, the proposal is to close Garrison Elementary School as 
well as Francis-Stevens. 

With regard to Garrison, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure and 
understand Councilmember Graham agrees, as a number of Ward 1 families also support Garrison. Garrison, 
with its lively and involved support system consisting of parents, a strong PTA, and community support from 
the Logan Circle Citizens Association and the ANC, should remain open. If consolidation is needed, students 
can come from Seaton to Garrison. Garrison is at nearly 70% capacity - higher than almost any other school set 
to close. 

With respect to Francis-Stevens, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure 
also. While I support School Without Walls and think the concept of using space at Francis-Stevens is an 
interesting idea, I cannot support the idea of closing Francis-Stevens as it exists today. When the executive 
closed Stevens School, a commitment was made to the community regarding Francis-Stevens. If enrollment 
numbers are down, it more likely indicates problems with the K-8 model rather than a lack of need or demand 
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for educational resources in the neighborhood. 

Council Chairman Phil Mendelson has scheduled Council hearings for today, November 15, as well as on 
November 19, but I understand from community members that the witness list signups were closed the same 
day the school closure lists were released. I am asking the Chairman to re-open the witness lists so that 
everyone can put their views on the record. 

The DCPS website lists several ways<http://dcps.dc.govIDCPS/cr> in which parents and the community can 
provide feedback: 

* Way #1: Two DC Council hearings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #2: Four community meetings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #3: Online forum for feedback<h1tp;j!WWWJ~~!1g~g~d~])_~_._QrgL> 
* Way #4: Office hours<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext-
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD>: DCPS will hold 
office hours in December for interested individuals and community stakeholders. Available times will be posted 
on the DCPS website after Dec. 5,2012. 

Please take advantage of all these forums to express your views. In addition to my communications with the 
Mayor and the Chancellor, I will be participating in these hearings and also have a meeting on Monday with 
teachers' union president Nathan Saunders. 

Jack 

http:// dcps. dc. gOY IDCP SlParents+and+CommunityIDCP S+ Proposed+Consolidations+and+ Reorganization 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 

Reply via web post Reply to sender Reply to group Start a New Topic Messages in this topic (1) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
VISit Your Group 

I : 'x'l ::::~:::;:::;:,:-;::::;:;:::,,::;::::::: r::::;"'" o,,,_~ 
SWltch--ta-- Text-Only, Dally Digest· Unsubscnbe • Terms of Use· Send us Feedback 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

FYI 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Sean ODonnell 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 15, 2012 11 :37 AM 
Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
fonda.sutton@dc.gov 
FW: Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: FW:Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

From: LoqanCircieNews@yahooqroups.com [mailto:LoqanCircieNews@yahooqroups.com] On Behalf Of Evans, Jack 
(COUNCIL) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:21 AM 
Subject: [LoganCircieNews] School Closings in Ward 2 

Dear Neighbors: 

I am writing to address the recent proposal by DC Public Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson to close 20 DC 
Public Schools beginning next school year. In Ward 2, the proposal is to close Garrison Elementary School as 
well as Francis-Stevens. 

With regard to Garrison, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure and 
understand Councilmember Graham agrees, as a number of Ward 1 families also support Garrison. Garrison, 
with its lively and involved support system consisting of parents, a strong PTA, and community support from 
the Logan Circle Citizens Association and the ANC, should remain open. If consolidation is needed, students 
can come from Seaton to Garrison. Garrison is at nearly 70% capacity - higher than almost any other school set 
to close. 

With respect to Francis-Stevens, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure 
also. While I support School Without Walls and think the concept of using space at Francis-Stevens is an 
interesting idea, I cannot support the idea of closing Francis-Stevens as it exists today. When the executive 
closed Stevens School, a commitment was made to the community regarding Francis-Stevens. If enrollment 
numbers are down, it more likely indicates problems with the K-8 model rather than a lack of need or demand 
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for educational resources in the neighborhood. 

Council Chairman Phil Mendelson has scheduled Council hearings for today, November 15, as well as on 
November 19, but I understand from community members that the witness list signups were closed the same 
day the school closure lists were released. I am asking the Chairman to re-open the witness lists so that 
everyone can put their views on the record. 

The DCPS website lists several ways<http://dcps.dc.govIDCPS/cr> in which parents and the community can 
provide feedback: 

* Way #1: Two DC Council hearings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #2: Four community meetings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #3: Online forum for feedback<h1tp;j!WWWJ~~!1g~g~d~])_~_._QrgL> 
* Way #4: Office hours<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext-
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD>: DCPS will hold 
office hours in December for interested individuals and community stakeholders. Available times will be posted 
on the DCPS website after Dec. 5,2012. 

Please take advantage of all these forums to express your views. In addition to my communications with the 
Mayor and the Chancellor, I will be participating in these hearings and also have a meeting on Monday with 
teachers' union president Nathan Saunders. 

Jack 

http:// dcps. dc. gOY IDCP SlParents+and+CommunityIDCP S+ Proposed+Consolidations+and+ Reorganization 
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BACKGROUND DATA ON DCPS SCHOOL CLOSINGS: 2013 PROPOSED 

By Mary Levy November 2012 

1. Basis of the 2013 proposed closings 

• Proposed closings are based on enrollment, plus factors of distance, facility condition, 

major roads and other barriers, but not test scores 

• Most of the schools proposed for closure have similar or slightly lower test scores than 

those with which they would be consolidated. See IIDatabase 2013 closings" 

2. Virtually all children in schools proposed for closing are minorities and over 80% are low

income 

• These schools enroll a grand total of 36 white students out of 3,800 who will be 

displaced. 

• 89% of students in schools proposed for closing are black and 7% Hispanic. Of total 

enrollment in 2012, 68% are black, 14% Hispanic, and 9% white. 

• 83% of students in schools proposed for closing are low-income. Of total enrollment in 

2012, 66% were low-income 

See IIDatabase 2013 closings," data here derived from OSSE fall 2011 enrollment audit 

3. Over 40% of the students to be displaced are in schools affected by earlier recent closings 

• The earlier closings were almost all in 2008, with one (McGogney to MC Terrell) in 2006 

• These communities would be subjected to continuing 

See IIDatabase 2013 closings" 

4. Enrollment loss after 2008 closings 

Year 1990 2000 2004 2007 2008 2009 2010 
DCPS 80,316 68,814 61,567 52,645 49,422 45,190 44,718 
Charters -0- 6,530 13,715 19,733 21,947 25,729 27,660 
Tuition 378 1,948 2,605 2,186 2,225 2,422 2,412 
Total 80,694 77,292 77,887 74,564 73,594 73,341 74,790 

*Unaudited from OSSE website 

2011 2012 2013* 
45,630 45,191 45,835 
29,366 31,562 35,019 
2,221 1,754 ??? 

77,217 78,507 80,854 

When 23 schools were closed in the summer of 2008, the combined enrollment of closing and 

receiving schools dropped by 3,000. DCPS as a whole lost over 4,000 students, while charter 

schools gained almost 4,000, twice as big an increase as in other years.l Recently overall DCPS 

enrollment seems to have stabilized, but not in grades 1-12. Rather, losses in these grades have 

been offset by increases in enrollment in early childhood education, made possible by new DC 

Government funding for these non-compulsory school age slots. 

1 The conversion of six Catholic schools to charter status brought 600-700 of their pupils into the charter system. 
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The question is how many of these new students will remain in DCPS after the early childhood 

years. DCPS has a long history of shrinking cohorts. For many years, one-third to one-quarter of 

students in each first grade class have left by 5th grade, and one-half by t h or 8th grade. These 

are families who have tried DCPS and left. 

See IIDCPS enrollment by grade fall 90-fall 11," derived from OSSE annual enrollment audits 

5. School-age population loss per U.S. Census2 is much greater than public school enrollment 

change 

• As of 2010, the District had almost 15,000 fewer school-age children than in 2000, but 

only about 2,500 fewer enrolled in DCPS and charter schools combined. 

• Moreover, the total audited enrollment in SY 2012 (2011-12) was higher than in SY 

2000, and that the unaudited SY 2013 enrollment is higher than not only that of SY 2000 

but that of SY 1990. 

Year Early childhood Elementary Middle High school 
Ages 3-4 Ages 5-10 Ages 11-13 Ages 14-18 Total 

2000 13,260 42,368 17,562 27,690 99,433 

2010 12,062 31,173 14,875 22,199 84,974 

Change -9.0% -26.4% -15.3% -19.8% -14.5% 

6. DCPS standards for "under-enrollment" and charter school comparison 

• Fewer than: Elementary - 350 PK-8 - 500 Middle - 450 High school - 600 

• Three-quarters of public charter school buildings were under-enrolled by these 

standards in SY 2012, including almost all schools with secondary grades. (Excludes 

early childhood, alternative, special education and adult schools) 

Level # charter schools "Under-enrolled" DCPS standard 

Elementary 30 18 12 

PreK-8 17 14 3 

Middle 17 16 1 

High school 10 9 1 

Grades 6-12 5 4 1 

Total 79 61 18 

Derived from OSSE annual enrollment audit, fall 2011 

2 These numbers include an estimate of the number of 18 year-aids by excluding those in zip codes housing college students. 

Since the Census is taken in April, most DCPS seniors are presumably at least 18 years old. 
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7. Number of DCPS buildings active as schools 

• The number would decrease by 18, with 8 fewer at the elementary level. 

• The number of middle schools would decrease by 4, almost one-third of the total. There 

would be one fewer high school, but School Without Walls would expand into a second 

building. 

Levell Sch year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014? 

Elementary 97 93 93 66 64 63 65 64 56 

PK-8 6 6 5 19 19 19 16 17 15 

MS/JHS 19 18 18 14 14 14 14 14 10 

SHS 16 16 17 15 16 17 18 18 18 

Special Ed 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 3 0 

Swing spacelAlt 4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 0 

Total 146 141 141 121 118 119 117 117 98 

8. Disposition of buildings - "preliminary thoughts" 

• Three would be sold or leased to public charter schools (listrategic partnerships")

Sharpe Health, Hamilton, Malcolm X 

• 
• 

Five to be determined 

Eleven to be kept in the DCPS inventory. Francis would accommodate School Without 

Walls expansion. Spingarn would be modernized as a career-technical high school -

though it is immediately adjacent to the newly modernized Phelps career-technical high 

school. Others for undetermined use: Garrison, Macfarland, Marshall, Prospect, 

Garnet-Patterson, Davis, Kenilworth, Ferebee-Hope, Johnson. 

See Appendix E to DCPS School Consolidation and Reorganization Full Proposal. 

9. Who's in charge? 

• DCPS is run by the Mayor and Chancellor. The Council has power to enact legislation 

governing DCPS and to change line items in the DCPS budget, but has not changed DCPS 

budgets, and has not adopted any laws or rules requiring approval of school closings. 

• Public charter schools are chartered and overseen by the DC Public Charter School 

Board (DCPCSB), an independent body appointed by the Mayor from a list of candidates 

provided by the U.S. Secretary of Education. Charter schools must comply with laws 

generally applicable (such as building codes or immunization requirements) and with 

requirements of the charter school law enacted by Congress, and are otherwise 

governed by the terms of their charters. They can be closed for failure to meet any of 

the above or for serious fiscal mismanagement. The DCPCSB may, but does not have to 

charter up to 20 schools per year. 

See IIpublic education org chart Aug 2012" 
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DCPS SCHOOL CLOSINGS TO DATE: THE RECORD 

By Mary Levy November 2012 

1. DCPS has been closing schools for several decades 

• From 1976 to 1990: 20 schools (15 buildings no longer used as DCPS schools) 

• From 1990 to 2008: 

• In 2008: 

• Since 2008: 

35 schools (33 buildings no longer used as DCPS schools) 

23 schools (24 buildings no longer used as DCPS schools) 

5 schools (5 buildings no longer used as DCPS schools) 

2 new schools opened in buildings formerly closed. 

See IIDCPS Schools Closed 1976-2012" 

2. Basis of the 2008 closings 

• Closings were based on enrollment, plus factors of distance, facility condition, major 

roads and other barriers, but not test scores 

• High test scores have helped keep schools off closing lists in the past. Low test scores 

have been a basis for removing the principal and staff (lireconstitution") but not for 

closing schools. 

• In fact, many of the schools closed had higher test scores than those with which they 

were consolidated. See IIDCPS closing history-test scores" 

3. Experience from the closings of 2008 and later: large enrollment loss and no recovery to date 

• In 2008, over 3,000 students left the schools affected by the 23 closings. In all, DCPS 

enrollment dropped by over 4,000 students. 

• Receiving schools, as of last year, still had 3,000 fewer students than the total of the 

consolidated schools before the closings. 

• Some receiving schools enrolled fewer students last year than they had before the 

consolidations. One-third of the receiving schools had fewer than 300 students, and 

one-half fewer than 325. 

See IIDCPS closing history-enrollment" 

4. Experience from the closings of 2008 and later: test scores largely falling or stagnant 

• In virtually all elementary schools the percentage of students scoring proficient is lower 

or about the same as before the closings 

• In middle schools the percentage is somewhat higher 

• But in almost all the consolidated schools the percentage proficient is below the DCPS 

average, which is itself only 42-46% 

See IIDCPS closing history-test scores" 

5. Experience from the closing of 2008 and later: virtually all children in closed schools were 

minorities and three-quarters were low-income 
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• These schools enrolled a grand total of 15 white students out of 6,400 who were 

displaced. 

• 91% of students in closed schools were black and 8% Hispanic. Of total enrollment, 80% 

were black, 11% Hispanic, and 7% white. 

• 77% of students in closed schools were low-income. Of total enrollment, 59% were low

income 

See IIDatabase closed schools 2008-2012" 

6. Experience from the 2008 closings: square footage reduced but square feet per pupil 

unchanged 

• Over 2 million square feet were removed from the DCPS inventory of active schools in 

2008, which went from 14.8 million to 12.6 million square feet. 

• As of 2012, the inventory of active schools still included 12.5 million square feet. 

Although several more schools had been closed, the space eliminated was offset by 

modernizations that increased building size and new schools 

• The average square footage per student is unchanged since SY 2006, and since SY 2009. 

See IIDCPS active school buildings-square footage and enrollment" 

7. Number of DCPS buildings active as schools 

• The number has decreased by about 30 since 2006, with most of the change at the 

elementary level, where one-third of the schools have been closed. 

• The number of middle schools has been diminished by about one-quarter. Senior high 

schools have been increased by the addition of one new selective high school (Phelps) 

and a separate building for an alternative high school {Washington Metropolitan).l 

Levell Sch year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Elementary 97 93 93 66 64 63 65 64 

PK-8 6 6 5 19 19 19 16 17 

MS/JHS 19 18 18 14 14 14 14 14 

SHS 16 16 17 15 16 17 18 18 

Special Ed 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 3 

Swing spacelAlt 4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 

Total 146 141 141 121 118 119 117 117 

8. Disposition of buildings of schools closed since 1990 

• The majority - slightly over half - have been sold or leased to public charter schools 

• The disposition of 15 is either unknown or to be determined 

• Nine were put to different uses within DCPS, eight sold to private entities, six used as DC 

government facilities 

1 Other senior high changes due to movement into and out of swing space during modernizations. 
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See IIDCPS Schools Closed 1976-2012" 

9. Audited enrollment 

Year 1990 2000 2004 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

DCPS 80,316 68,814 61,567 52,645 49,422 45,190 44,718 45,630 45,191 

Charters -0- 6,530 13,715 19,733 21,947 25,729 27,660 29,366 31,562 

Tuition 378 1,948 2,605 2,186 2,225 2,422 2,412 2,221 1,754 

Total 80,694 77,292 77,887 74,564 73,594 73,341 74,790 77,217 78,507 

When 23 schools were closed in the summer of 2008, DCPS lost over 4,000 students, while 

charter schools gained almost 4,000, twice as big an increase as in other years. 2 Recently overall 

DCPS enrollment seems to have stabilized, but not in grades 1-12. Losses in these grades have 

been offset by increases in enrollment in early childhood education, made possible by additional 

DC Government funding for these non-compulsory school age slots. 

The question is how many of these new students will remain in DCPS after the early childhood 

years. DCPS has a long history of shrinking cohorts. One-third to one-quarter of students in 

each first grade class are gone by 5th grade, and one-half by t h or 8th grade. These are families 

who have tried DCPS and left. 

See IIDCPS enrollment by grade fall 90-fall 11" 

10. School age children, per U.S. Census3 

Year Early childhood Elementary Middle High school Total 
Ages 3-4 Ages 5-10 Ages 11-13 Ages 14-18 

2000 13,260 42,368 17,562 27,690 99,433 

2010 12,062 31,173 14,875 22,199 84,974 

Change -9.0% -26.4% -15.3% -19.8% -14.5% 

As of 2010, the District had almost 15,000 fewer school-age children than in 2000, but only 

about 2,500 fewer enrolled in DCPS and charter schools combined. 

11. Who's in charge? 

• DCPS is run by the Mayor and Chancellor. The Council has power to enact legislation 

governing DCPS and to change line items in the DCPS budget, but has not changed DCPS 

budgets, and has not adopted any laws or rules requiring approval of school closings. 

2 The conversion of six Catholic schools to charter status brought 600-700 of their pupils into the charter system. 

3 These numbers include an estimate of the number of 18 year-aids by excluding those in zip codes housing college students. 

Since the Census is taken in April, most DCPS seniors are presumably at least 18 years old. 
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• Public charter schools are chartered and overseen by the DC Public Charter School 

Board (DCPCSB), an independent body appointed by the Mayor from a list of candidates 

provided by the u.S. Secretary of Education. Charter schools must comply with laws 

generally applicable (such as building codes or immunization requirements) and with 

requirements of the charter school law enacted by Congress, and are otherwise 

governed by the terms of their charters. They can be closed for failure to meet any of 

the above or for serious fiscal mismanagement. The DCPCSB may, but does not have to 

charter up to 20 schools per year. 

See IIpublic education org chart Aug 2012" 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13,20124:06 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW AND COMMENT: Community Engagement Plan 

Importance: High 

Shanita, I think you need to look at www.mindmixer.com. Jill Nyhus is working hard on this. I suggest this because it 
seems to me that the engagement strategy that you have described is not integrated with the online strategy and that if 
you integrate the two, I think you will have more public dialogue, which is needed, as opposed to just quick in/out 
meetings with ANC commissioners and their constituencies; and you will have more time. I also think what you have 
laid out for office hours will be a huge problem for DCPS, and not advance public trust, dialogue or problem solving
and likely get cancelled on your office. Public will not come in meekly for 20 minute scheduled meetings. 

I would urge ANC folks to submit issues, concerns on the web site first. I would not meet with them so close to the 
announcement. If you want you I would not hold any office hours until after the hearing on the 19th

. In any early 
meetings you will just get reactions, which are good, but are better done in the public square and online or at a hearing 
venue. 

I would suggest that the reason for office meetings be with ANCs or others would be IF they have come up with 
suggestions for modifications to the proposals-could be just don't do it, but would have to include how will the school 
increase enrollment. So I would do NO office hours to start with. I think people will be upset about trying to do 20 
minute meetings; with being handled. All information you are proposing to give them they can get on the web site, so it 
is unclear what they would get from meeting with OFPE. 

I would, however, invite people to create working committees-through their ANCs and local schools and come to the 
dialogues-which really need to be extended to 3 hours-people should have time to become familiar with the 
challenges as DCPS sees it, express their concerns, but also to begin to grapple with what can/should be done about it. 

On Ward Dialogues: I think the hours need to be extended to 3 hours-21CSF will provide food. At the dialogue the 
public should be invited to address two types of issues: 

1) The proposals specifically: for example, they should have the opportunity to make the case against or for the 
specific proposal-basically have the opportunity to make the case, why the school in my community should 
continue to be operated by DCPS-with whatever minor modifications might be proposed by the public. Should 
the proposals be modified, if so, how? 

2) Concerns about implementation-will transportation be provided to children from sending schools? what will 
happen to the closed school? what programs will be available at the consolidated schools? Is there really 
enough capacity at the receiving school? It the consolidation pairing the right ones-middle schools into high 
schools, for example; These are mostly implementation issues. 

Both of these are important to address during the dialogues and often get mixed up. I would recommend we use the 
electronic vote equipment as part of how to register issues, concerns in the room and develop a set of questions around 
the proposals and the implementation to bring to the public-this would be done together, then have people work at 
their tables to try to figure out how to solve the problems that were raised. 

MAry 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Nancy Huvendick; Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: FOR REVIEW AND COMMENT: Community Engagement Plan 
Importance: High 

Mary, 

I have attached a detailed community engagement plan for the next several weeks ... 1 would like you to review it and 
let's discuss prior to our Thursday meeting so I can ensure your role in each meeting is clarified. Be on the lookout for 
some dates as well I'd like to hold on your calendar for these moving forward. If there is anyone else other than Nancy 
you would like me to invite, please let me know. Thanks! 

Shanita Burney 
Director, Family and Community Engagement 

Office of Family and Public Engagement 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NE (lih floor) 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: (202) 442-5612 
C: (202) 997-9887 

Become a fan on Facebook and stay connected: www.facebook.com/DCPSPartners 

Be a part of public education's greatest turnaround story. APPLY NOW 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks. Mary 
Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, November 13,20129:12 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
RE: post editorial 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) [anthony.deguzman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 8:35 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: post editorial 

Mary, 
Thanks for your email. I wanted to let you know that we are starting to analysis this now in advance of our 
engagement. Wanted to let you know that it was received. 
Anthony 

From: Mary Filardo <MFilardo@21csf.org> 
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 08:25:08 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: post editorial 

Anthony, You have probably seen the post editorial, but I think this is a problem for DCPS. While it has some of the 
framing right, to link this with the IFF report is wrong. 

Kaya needs to clear this up at her announcement. There is usually no light between the Post editorial position and DCPSr 

but she needs to make some. 

There is NO way that the closings, from our technical position were about implementing the entirely flawed IFF report. 
Austin, from Urban Institue had a scathing critique of the methodology of IFF report, we have a written critique of it. It 
has been soundly dismissed by any with methods integrity. We did not apply any test score criteria to the candidates for 
closing. Again, Kaya needs to be clear on this. 

According to our findings, there is no justification for opening or expanding schools in wards 7 or 8 at this time. 
Enrollment has been declining, it is projected to continue to decline. DCPS is working under this proposal to expand 
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capacity for high quality for DCPS students. The Post should be saying, we need the students to stay with DCPS--the 
consolidated schools will be better. Instead Post is saying the Closed schools will be better. How is this an endorsement 
of DCPS??? 

Kaya needs to say she wants DCPS students! The consolidated schools will be the best options because she can offer the 
rich programming, supports, build on civic connections in the communities, etc. 

Otherwise it just looks like she doesn't want to educate ALL children, which I know is not true. 

I am sure we will talk soon. In this town, beware your friends. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; JComey@urban.org Comey 
Cc: Kathy Ames; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: post editorial 

Editorial Board, Published: November 12 

EVEN BEFORE DETAILS are released, critics are circling to attack the school-closing proposal that D.C. 

Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson will release Tuesday. The shuttering of a beloved school can be one of 

the hardest blows to a neighborhood. But some schools have to close, and facts ought to trump emotion or 

nostalgia in the process. 

A report commissioned by the administration of Mayor Vincent C. Gray CD) prepared the ground this year. 

The report examined the geography of school quality, cataloguing neighborhood by neighborhood what 

was offered by traditional and charter public schools. The report confirmed that there are too many under

enrolled and low-performing schools. Ms. Henderson has made no secret of her belief that school reform 

depends upon right-sizing the system. 
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Comments 

• Weigh In 
• Corrections? 

Personal Post 

Washington Post Editorials 

Editorials represent the views of The Washington Post as an Institution, as determined through debate among members of the 

editorial board News reporters and editors never contribute to editorial board discussions, and editorial board members don't have 

any role In news coverage 

Latest Editorials 

A spymaster's secret 
@]a---'" 

: A ~h' 
, " 

Editorial Board NOV 12 

Petraeus's extramarital affair has done damage to the country 

Putin's Internet rollback 

@]:;;I" L:..J ~h' 
00 

Editorial Board NOV 12 

RUSSia's crackdown reflects weakness, not strength 

Closing D.C. schools 
~ E] 

Editorial Board NOV 12 

A painful but necessary process that Will help students 

Read more 

Even after closing 23 schools under former chancellor Michelle A. Rhee, the District operates many more 

schools for the number of students served than do surrounding jurisdictions or other urban districts of 

similar size. D.C. has 123 schools for 47,247 students while Fairfax County has 196 schools for 181,536 

students, even though Fairfax covers far more area. Many of the District's public schools are operating 

well below capacity, with some enrolling as few as 131 students. Under-enrolled schools do not allow for 

the best or most efficient use of resources. Schools with larger enrollments have more robust staffing, 

including librarians and art teachers, and encourage collaboration that is difficult to achieve in small 

schools. 

Ms. Henderson has been careful to brief council members whose wards will be affected, and she 

reportedly plans a series of meetings in neighborhoods as plans are refined and finalized. It is important 

that she explain how students will benefit from the consolidations and also what will become of the closed 
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schools. Previous administrations allowed closed schools to lie unused and deteriorate; Mr. Gray's interest 

in providing space for quality charter schools is an encouraging sign that better choices will be made with 

this important real estate. 

The D.C. Council has no formal role in school closure decisions, but council members can help build 

support for the hard choices that need to be made. It will be instructive to see which members rise to that 

challenge. 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-3801 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks. Mary 
Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, November 13,20129:12 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
RE: post editorial 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) [anthony.deguzman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 8:35 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: post editorial 

Mary, 
Thanks for your email. I wanted to let you know that we are starting to analysis this now in advance of our 
engagement. Wanted to let you know that it was received. 
Anthony 

From: Mary Filardo <MFilardo@21csf.org> 
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 08:25:08 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: post editorial 

Anthony, You have probably seen the post editorial, but I think this is a problem for DCPS. While it has some of the 
framing right, to link this with the IFF report is wrong. 

Kaya needs to clear this up at her announcement. There is usually no light between the Post editorial position and DCPSr 

but she needs to make some. 

There is NO way that the closings, from our technical position were about implementing the entirely flawed IFF report. 
Austin, from Urban Institue had a scathing critique of the methodology of IFF report, we have a written critique of it. It 
has been soundly dismissed by any with methods integrity. We did not apply any test score criteria to the candidates for 
closing. Again, Kaya needs to be clear on this. 

According to our findings, there is no justification for opening or expanding schools in wards 7 or 8 at this time. 
Enrollment has been declining, it is projected to continue to decline. DCPS is working under this proposal to expand 
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capacity for high quality for DCPS students. The Post should be saying, we need the students to stay with DCPS--the 
consolidated schools will be better. Instead Post is saying the Closed schools will be better. How is this an endorsement 
of DCPS??? 

Kaya needs to say she wants DCPS students! The consolidated schools will be the best options because she can offer the 
rich programming, supports, build on civic connections in the communities, etc. 

Otherwise it just looks like she doesn't want to educate ALL children, which I know is not true. 

I am sure we will talk soon. In this town, beware your friends. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; JComey@urban.org Comey 
Cc: Kathy Ames; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: post editorial 

Editorial Board, Published: November 12 

EVEN BEFORE DETAILS are released, critics are circling to attack the school-closing proposal that D.C. 

Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson will release Tuesday. The shuttering of a beloved school can be one of 

the hardest blows to a neighborhood. But some schools have to close, and facts ought to trump emotion or 

nostalgia in the process. 

A report commissioned by the administration of Mayor Vincent C. Gray CD) prepared the ground this year. 

The report examined the geography of school quality, cataloguing neighborhood by neighborhood what 

was offered by traditional and charter public schools. The report confirmed that there are too many under

enrolled and low-performing schools. Ms. Henderson has made no secret of her belief that school reform 

depends upon right-sizing the system. 
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Comments 

• Weigh In 
• Corrections? 

Personal Post 

Washington Post Editorials 

Editorials represent the views of The Washington Post as an Institution, as determined through debate among members of the 

editorial board News reporters and editors never contribute to editorial board discussions, and editorial board members don't have 

any role In news coverage 

Latest Editorials 

A spymaster's secret 
@]a---'" 

: A ~h' 
, " 

Editorial Board NOV 12 

Petraeus's extramarital affair has done damage to the country 

Putin's Internet rollback 

@]:;;I" L:..J ~h' 
00 

Editorial Board NOV 12 

RUSSia's crackdown reflects weakness, not strength 

Closing D.C. schools 
~ E] 

Editorial Board NOV 12 

A painful but necessary process that Will help students 

Read more 

Even after closing 23 schools under former chancellor Michelle A. Rhee, the District operates many more 

schools for the number of students served than do surrounding jurisdictions or other urban districts of 

similar size. D.C. has 123 schools for 47,247 students while Fairfax County has 196 schools for 181,536 

students, even though Fairfax covers far more area. Many of the District's public schools are operating 

well below capacity, with some enrolling as few as 131 students. Under-enrolled schools do not allow for 

the best or most efficient use of resources. Schools with larger enrollments have more robust staffing, 

including librarians and art teachers, and encourage collaboration that is difficult to achieve in small 

schools. 

Ms. Henderson has been careful to brief council members whose wards will be affected, and she 

reportedly plans a series of meetings in neighborhoods as plans are refined and finalized. It is important 

that she explain how students will benefit from the consolidations and also what will become of the closed 
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schools. Previous administrations allowed closed schools to lie unused and deteriorate; Mr. Gray's interest 

in providing space for quality charter schools is an encouraging sign that better choices will be made with 

this important real estate. 

The D.C. Council has no formal role in school closure decisions, but council members can help build 

support for the hard choices that need to be made. It will be instructive to see which members rise to that 

challenge. 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-3801 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, November 13,20128:25 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
FW: post editorial 

High 

Anthony, You have probably seen the post editorial, but I think this is a problem for DCPS. While it has some of the 
framing right, to link this with the IFF report is wrong. 

Kaya needs to clear this up at her announcement. There is usually no light between the Post editorial position and DCPSr 

but she needs to make some. 

There is NO way that the closings, from our technical position were about implementing the entirely flawed IFF report. 
Austin, from Urban Institue had a scathing critique of the methodology of IFF report, we have a written critique of it. It 
has been soundly dismissed by any with methods integrity. We did not apply any test score criteria to the candidates for 
closing. Again, Kaya needs to be clear on this. 

According to our findings, there is no justification for opening or expanding schools in wards 7 or 8 at this time. 
Enrollment has been declining, it is projected to continue to decline. DCPS is working under this proposal to expand 
capacity for high quality for DCPS students. The Post should be saying, we need the students to stay with DCPS--the 
consolidated schools will be better. Instead Post is saying the Closed schools will be better. How is this an endorsement 
of DCPS??? 

Kaya needs to say she wants DCPS students! The consolidated schools will be the best options because she can offer the 
rich programming, supports, build on civic connections in the communities, etc. 

Otherwise it just looks like she doesn't want to educate ALL children, which I know is not true. 

I am sure we will talk soon. In this town, beware your friends. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; JComey@urban.org Corney 
Cc: Kathy Ames; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: post editorial 

Editorial Board, Published: November 12 
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EVEN BEFORE DETAILS are released, critics are circling to attack the school-closing proposal that D.C. 

Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson will release Tuesday. The shuttering of a beloved school can be one of 

the hardest blows to a neighborhood. But some schools have to close, and facts ought to trump emotion or 

nostalgia in the process. 

A report commissioned by the administration of Mayor Vincent C. Gray CD) prepared the ground this year. 

The report examined the geography of school quality, cataloguing neighborhood by neighborhood what 

was offered by traditional and charter public schools. The report confirmed that there are too many under

enrolled and low-performing schools. Ms. Henderson has made no secret of her belief that school reform 

depends upon right-sizing the system. 

Comments 

• Weigh In 
• Corrections? 

Personal Post 

Washington Post Editorials 

Editorials represent the views of The Washington Post as an Institution, as determined through debate among members of the 

editorial board News reporters and editors never contribute to editorial board discussions, and editorial board members don't have 

any role In news coverage 
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Even after closing 23 schools under former chancellor Michelle A. Rhee, the District operates many more 

schools for the number of students served than do surrounding jurisdictions or other urban districts of 

similar size. D.C. has 123 schools for 47,247 students while Fairfax County has 196 schools for 181,536 

students, even though Fairfax covers far more area. Many of the District's public schools are operating 

well below capacity, with some enrolling as few as 131 students. Under-enrolled schools do not allow for 

the best or most efficient use of resources. Schools with larger enrollments have more robust staffing, 

including librarians and art teachers, and encourage collaboration that is difficult to achieve in small 

schools. 

Ms. Henderson has been careful to brief council members whose wards will be affected, and she 

reportedly plans a series of meetings in neighborhoods as plans are refined and finalized. It is important 

that she explain how students will benefit from the consolidations and also what will become of the closed 

schools. Previous administrations allowed closed schools to lie unused and deteriorate; Mr. Gray's interest 

in providing space for quality charter schools is an encouraging sign that better choices will be made with 

this important real estate. 

The D.C. Council has no formal role in school closure decisions, but council members can help build 

support for the hard choices that need to be made. It will be instructive to see which members rise to that 

challenge. 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-3801 (cell) 
wwwJqmJ)J~Hu~9m 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, November 13,20128:25 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
FW: post editorial 

High 

Anthony, You have probably seen the post editorial, but I think this is a problem for DCPS. While it has some of the 
framing right, to link this with the IFF report is wrong. 

Kaya needs to clear this up at her announcement. There is usually no light between the Post editorial position and DCPSr 

but she needs to make some. 

There is NO way that the closings, from our technical position were about implementing the entirely flawed IFF report. 
Austin, from Urban Institue had a scathing critique of the methodology of IFF report, we have a written critique of it. It 
has been soundly dismissed by any with methods integrity. We did not apply any test score criteria to the candidates for 
closing. Again, Kaya needs to be clear on this. 

According to our findings, there is no justification for opening or expanding schools in wards 7 or 8 at this time. 
Enrollment has been declining, it is projected to continue to decline. DCPS is working under this proposal to expand 
capacity for high quality for DCPS students. The Post should be saying, we need the students to stay with DCPS--the 
consolidated schools will be better. Instead Post is saying the Closed schools will be better. How is this an endorsement 
of DCPS??? 

Kaya needs to say she wants DCPS students! The consolidated schools will be the best options because she can offer the 
rich programming, supports, build on civic connections in the communities, etc. 

Otherwise it just looks like she doesn't want to educate ALL children, which I know is not true. 

I am sure we will talk soon. In this town, beware your friends. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; JComey@urban.org Corney 
Cc: Kathy Ames; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: post editorial 

Editorial Board, Published: November 12 
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EVEN BEFORE DETAILS are released, critics are circling to attack the school-closing proposal that D.C. 

Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson will release Tuesday. The shuttering of a beloved school can be one of 

the hardest blows to a neighborhood. But some schools have to close, and facts ought to trump emotion or 

nostalgia in the process. 

A report commissioned by the administration of Mayor Vincent C. Gray CD) prepared the ground this year. 

The report examined the geography of school quality, cataloguing neighborhood by neighborhood what 

was offered by traditional and charter public schools. The report confirmed that there are too many under

enrolled and low-performing schools. Ms. Henderson has made no secret of her belief that school reform 

depends upon right-sizing the system. 

Comments 

• Weigh In 
• Corrections? 

Personal Post 

Washington Post Editorials 

Editorials represent the views of The Washington Post as an Institution, as determined through debate among members of the 

editorial board News reporters and editors never contribute to editorial board discussions, and editorial board members don't have 

any role In news coverage 
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Even after closing 23 schools under former chancellor Michelle A. Rhee, the District operates many more 

schools for the number of students served than do surrounding jurisdictions or other urban districts of 

similar size. D.C. has 123 schools for 47,247 students while Fairfax County has 196 schools for 181,536 

students, even though Fairfax covers far more area. Many of the District's public schools are operating 

well below capacity, with some enrolling as few as 131 students. Under-enrolled schools do not allow for 

the best or most efficient use of resources. Schools with larger enrollments have more robust staffing, 

including librarians and art teachers, and encourage collaboration that is difficult to achieve in small 

schools. 

Ms. Henderson has been careful to brief council members whose wards will be affected, and she 

reportedly plans a series of meetings in neighborhoods as plans are refined and finalized. It is important 

that she explain how students will benefit from the consolidations and also what will become of the closed 

schools. Previous administrations allowed closed schools to lie unused and deteriorate; Mr. Gray's interest 

in providing space for quality charter schools is an encouraging sign that better choices will be made with 

this important real estate. 

The D.C. Council has no formal role in school closure decisions, but council members can help build 

support for the hard choices that need to be made. It will be instructive to see which members rise to that 

challenge. 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-3801 (cell) 
wwwJqmJ)J~Hu~9m 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 08,20122:35 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Fine with me.need to go to NY for TG, but not leaving until Thursday AM .• Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 X11 (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08,20122:14 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Mary, 

This is how I want to move forward with Empower DC. 

You and I will meet with home and his team. 

I propose we have the meeting Tuesday, 11/20 or Wednesday, 11/21 (I know this day is not ideal since prior to 
Thanksgiving holiday) and have the goal shift to having a dialogue post-announcement, post-hearings and pre
community meetings. 

Thoughts before I move forward? 

As an FYI, our Senior Press Secretary spoke with Jonetta Rose Barras today refuting the claim that a meeting was 
promised to Empower DC with the Chancellor. ® 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:34 PM 
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To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Got it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2,2012, at 2:03 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Yes, but there was concern (that makes sense to me) that we would have been meeting with him before 

the Mayor had received a full briefing, before all the CM.s, etc. 

So, I have been communicating with him and had to unfortunately cancel twice and am stalling him right 

now. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orgl 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 
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Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be 
important that now more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on 
school closures. Please join us on Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the 
announcements and to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings City Council will be 
having on DCPS school closures. If you haven~t already please make sure to register to 
give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to contact me 
with any questions or concerns. 

? Saturday ~ November 10th (12:00 ~ 2:00pm) ~ School closure Testimony 
development meeting for upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office ~ 1419 V Street, NW 
(close to the U Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for 
the upcoming hearings the City Council will have on DCPS school closures. 
Please let me know if you are able to attend and if you will need child care. 
Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

? Thursday, November 15th (4:00 ~ 8:00pm)~ Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 1) 

o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school 
closures. This is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school 
closures in your community and the city at large. We really want to let the 
city know that we need a Moratorium on schools closures immediately! This 
is a good day for Students and Parents to give testimony as it 
starts at 4:00pm. 

? Monday, November 19th (2:00 ~ 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 2) 

o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact 
Erika Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email 

at ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, 
November 13th. Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 08,20126:33 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
delay of release 

High 

Folks, I feel very concerned about the delay of release. It is a relief, as time on mind mixer, and any other written 
documents always improves them. But the public has been so anxious about this, ever since the DME issued the IFF 
report, that I think it would be good to provide some information, short specific list. 

I wonder if we can't post, or provide some kind of background piece that will help the public wrestle with the proposals 
when they get them. I was working on a response to the Janney Principal about boundaries and think that the principals 
and schools getting consolidated deserve, at least as much. 

I am thinking that maybe we could just post on the DCPS web site--tweeting the link--some basic definitions of some of 
the information used in the DCPS preparation ofthe proposal. This will give the many community groups some 
vocabulary ahead of the release. 

For example: what is school building capacity? what is general education funding? what are walking distances and how 
were they calculated? what is a "service rate"? What is the difference between a full modernization and a phase 1 
classroom modernization and a stabilization? What is in boundary and out of boundary? 

I am sure there are some other concepts and data pOints we use, but it seems it would be good to get something out. I 
am envisioning a front back glossary sort of thing. I know everyone will read it for clues, but still it seems it might 
contribute to the quality of dialogue. Otherwise there is so much being released at once and so little time for the lay 
public to have time to understand it--including council members and press--before the hearings, that the quality of 
comments won't be as thoughtful and informed as they could be. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 08,20126:33 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
delay of release 

High 

Folks, I feel very concerned about the delay of release. It is a relief, as time on mind mixer, and any other written 
documents always improves them. But the public has been so anxious about this, ever since the DME issued the IFF 
report, that I think it would be good to provide some information, short specific list. 

I wonder if we can't post, or provide some kind of background piece that will help the public wrestle with the proposals 
when they get them. I was working on a response to the Janney Principal about boundaries and think that the principals 
and schools getting consolidated deserve, at least as much. 

I am thinking that maybe we could just post on the DCPS web site--tweeting the link--some basic definitions of some of 
the information used in the DCPS preparation ofthe proposal. This will give the many community groups some 
vocabulary ahead of the release. 

For example: what is school building capacity? what is general education funding? what are walking distances and how 
were they calculated? what is a "service rate"? What is the difference between a full modernization and a phase 1 
classroom modernization and a stabilization? What is in boundary and out of boundary? 

I am sure there are some other concepts and data pOints we use, but it seems it would be good to get something out. I 
am envisioning a front back glossary sort of thing. I know everyone will read it for clues, but still it seems it might 
contribute to the quality of dialogue. Otherwise there is so much being released at once and so little time for the lay 
public to have time to understand it--including council members and press--before the hearings, that the quality of 
comments won't be as thoughtful and informed as they could be. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,201211:47 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: 
Subject: 

adam@ksaplus.com; JComey@urban.org; anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org 
Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

Attachments: Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

This is part 2 of the presentation, per last email, the explanation. It has a couple of holes, so not quite right, but closer
I will work on it more in the early AM-CNN just called it for Obama, so I am feeling better. Hope this is right. 

Anyway, see what you think. It just seems like we have been trying to do so much in one presentation. I wonder if 
dividing it doesn't make a better narrative. 

Kaya also asked for her walk around talking points-see if this captures it. 

1) DCPS is committed to a strong and growing system of neighborhood, alternative, special ed and magnet schools 
2) However, we need to address our present challenges with low enrollment schools 
3) We are proposing consolidations of 15 neighborhood schools and reorganization of 3 special ed and one 

alternative ed school 
4) It is not surprising that we are still addressing problems of low enrollment, under utilization, and program 

inequities in our schools 
5) DC school age child population has been declining since 2000 and is projected to continue to decline until 2015 

in most parts of the city 
6) At the same time public charter enrollment has increased from XX in 2000 to 31,xxx in 2012 
7) At the heart of the challenge with low enrollment schools is that even with the same spending per pupil, there is 

less money that is available for the instructional program 
8) But it is not just fix staffing costs for administration that affects program opportunities, the fixed costs for the 

facility also limit programs 
9) In addition, as DC looks to modernize its entire inventory, there are some schools which should just not be 

invested in because their basic design is flawed-this was true with Bruce Monroe, and Gage Eckington, and is 
also the case with MC Terrell, Winston, Ferebee Hope and Malcolm X. These facilities need to be replaced, but 
replacement can't be justified until the population beings to grow later in this decade. 

10) The challenge for the city will be working together to make sure we lose no children in this transition. We are 
committed to our families and we want to keep them in DCPS, but our best argument for this will be high quality 
programs in all of our neighborhood schools and a plan to be ready to respond to demand for growth-even 
before crowding our current schools. 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,201211:47 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: 
Subject: 

adam@ksaplus.com; JComey@urban.org; anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org 
Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

Attachments: Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

This is part 2 of the presentation, per last email, the explanation. It has a couple of holes, so not quite right, but closer
I will work on it more in the early AM-CNN just called it for Obama, so I am feeling better. Hope this is right. 

Anyway, see what you think. It just seems like we have been trying to do so much in one presentation. I wonder if 
dividing it doesn't make a better narrative. 

Kaya also asked for her walk around talking points-see if this captures it. 

1) DCPS is committed to a strong and growing system of neighborhood, alternative, special ed and magnet schools 
2) However, we need to address our present challenges with low enrollment schools 
3) We are proposing consolidations of 15 neighborhood schools and reorganization of 3 special ed and one 

alternative ed school 
4) It is not surprising that we are still addressing problems of low enrollment, under utilization, and program 

inequities in our schools 
5) DC school age child population has been declining since 2000 and is projected to continue to decline until 2015 

in most parts of the city 
6) At the same time public charter enrollment has increased from XX in 2000 to 31,xxx in 2012 
7) At the heart of the challenge with low enrollment schools is that even with the same spending per pupil, there is 

less money that is available for the instructional program 
8) But it is not just fix staffing costs for administration that affects program opportunities, the fixed costs for the 

facility also limit programs 
9) In addition, as DC looks to modernize its entire inventory, there are some schools which should just not be 

invested in because their basic design is flawed-this was true with Bruce Monroe, and Gage Eckington, and is 
also the case with MC Terrell, Winston, Ferebee Hope and Malcolm X. These facilities need to be replaced, but 
replacement can't be justified until the population beings to grow later in this decade. 

10) The challenge for the city will be working together to make sure we lose no children in this transition. We are 
committed to our families and we want to keep them in DCPS, but our best argument for this will be high quality 
programs in all of our neighborhood schools and a plan to be ready to respond to demand for growth-even 
before crowding our current schools. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, November 02,20122:13 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Not sure. Shanita has been talking with Daniel on this. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

FYI-

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be important that now 
more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on school closures. Please join us on 
Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the announcements and to develop testimony for the 
upcoming hearings City Council will be having on DCPS school closures. If you haven't already please 
make sure to register to give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development meeting for 
upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to the U 
Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings the 
City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know if you are able to 
attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 - 8:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 1) 
o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school closures. This 

is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school closures in your community 
and the city at large. We really want to let the city know that we need a Moratorium on 
schools closures immediately! This is a good day for Students and Parents to give 
testimony as it starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 - 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 2) 
o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact Erika 
Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email at 

ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, November 02,20122:13 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Not sure. Shanita has been talking with Daniel on this. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

FYI-

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be important that now 
more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on school closures. Please join us on 
Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the announcements and to develop testimony for the 
upcoming hearings City Council will be having on DCPS school closures. If you haven't already please 
make sure to register to give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development meeting for 
upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to the U 
Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings the 
City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know if you are able to 
attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 - 8:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 1) 
o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school closures. This 

is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school closures in your community 
and the city at large. We really want to let the city know that we need a Moratorium on 
schools closures immediately! This is a good day for Students and Parents to give 
testimony as it starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 - 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 2) 
o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact Erika 
Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email at 

ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, November 02,20121 :56 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

FYI-

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be important that now 
more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on school closures. Please join us on 
Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the announcements and to develop testimony for the 
upcoming hearings City Council will be having on DCPS school closures. If you haven't already please 
make sure to register to give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development meeting for 
upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to the U 
Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings the 
City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know if you are able to 
attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 - 8:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 1) 
o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school closures. This 

is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school closures in your community 
and the city at large. We really want to let the city know that we need a Moratorium on 
schools closures immediately! This is a good day for Students and Parents to give 
testimony as it starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 - 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 2) 
o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 
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To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact Erika 
Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email at 

ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, November 02,20121 :56 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

FYI-

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be important that now 
more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on school closures. Please join us on 
Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the announcements and to develop testimony for the 
upcoming hearings City Council will be having on DCPS school closures. If you haven't already please 
make sure to register to give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development meeting for 
upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to the U 
Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings the 
City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know if you are able to 
attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 - 8:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 1) 
o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school closures. This 

is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school closures in your community 
and the city at large. We really want to let the city know that we need a Moratorium on 
schools closures immediately! This is a good day for Students and Parents to give 
testimony as it starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 - 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 2) 
o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 
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To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact Erika 
Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email at 

ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOL ACTIONS l 

2012-2013 SCHOOL YEAR 
ISSUED OCTOBER 31,2012 

("Draft Guidelines") 

Chicago Public Schools' ("CPS") Chief Executive Officer ("CEO") publishes the following 
Draft Guidelines to help the public and all interested stakeholders understand the criteria for 
school actions. CPS is committed to providing every child in every community with access to a 
high quality education that prepares them for college and career. To that end, CPS must take 
every step possible to focus our resources on investments that will improve schools for all 
students. School action proposals will be presented to the Chicago Board of Education 
("Board") to help CPS meet this commitment to all its students so that they may access higher 
quality school options. All proposals presented to the Board for consideration will reflect a 
commitment to provide impacted students with the option to enroll in a higher performing 
school. 

For the 2012-2013 school year, the CEO will consider the criteria specified below when 
recommending any of the following school actions: 

• closure, 
• consolidation, 
• reassignment boundary change, 
• phase-out, or 
• co-location. 

I. CRITERIA 

A. Criteria for Closure, Consolidation, Reassignment Boundary Change, or Phase-Out 

The CEO may propose a closure, consolidation, reassignment boundary change or phase-out 
using the criteria outlined below. 

1. Space Utilization or Grade Alignment 

Space Utilization 
A school may be considered for a closure, consolidation, reassignment boundary change, or 
phase-out if it is underutilized or overcrowded based on CPS' Space Utilization Standards and 
student enrollment numbers recorded on the 20th attendance day for the 2012-2013 school year. 

Grade Alignment 
A school may be considered for a closure, consolidation, reassignment boundary change, or 
phase-out if two elementary schools, sharing some part of each other's attendance area, 
individually offer less than Kindergarten through eighth grades and can be reconfigured to a 
single Kindergarten through eighth grade school. 

1 Issuing these Draft Guidelines is consistent with the Illinois School Code (105 ILCS 5/34-230) requiring that the 
CEO publish guidelines outlining the criteria for school actions. 

1 
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2. Constraining Factors 

The CEO may only propose a closure, consolidation, or reassignment boundary change if: 

(a) the students impacted by a closure, consolidation, or reassignment boundary 
change have the option to enroll in a higher performing school; and, 

(b) the resulting space utilization after closure, consolidation, or reassignment 
boundary change will not exceed the facility's enrollment efficiency range as 
defined by the CPS' Space Utilization Standards. 

The CEO may only propose a phase-out if the resulting space utilization after considering a 
closure, consolidation, or reassignment boundary change would exceed the contemplated 
receiving facility's enrollment efficiency range as defined by the CPS' Space Utilization 
Standards. 

3. Additional Information to Consider 

In determining whether to propose a closure, consolidation, reassignment boundary change, or 
phase-out, the CEO may consider other information including, but not limited to: safety and 
security, school culture and climate, school leadership, quality of the school facility, school type 
and programming, family and community feedback received throughout the school year 
independent from the process described below, analysis of transition planning costs, 
neighborhood development plans, whether the school has recently been affected by any school 
actions, changes in academic focus or actions taken pursuant to 105 ILCS 5/34-8.3, or proximity, 
capacity and performance of other schools in the community. 

B. Criteria for Co-location 

The CEO may propose a co-location of two schools within the same facility if: 

(1) the combined projected enrollment is within the facility's enrollment efficiency 
range as defined by the CPS' Space Utilization Standards; and 

(2) the facility can support the academic programming of both schools. 

Furthermore, in determining whether to propose a co-location, the CEO may consider other 
information, including, but not limited to: safety and security, school culture and climate, school 
leadership, quality of the facility, and an analysis of transition planning costs. 

II. PROCESS FOR COMMENTING ON DRAFT GUIDELINES 

These Draft Guidelines will be made available on www.cps.edu. Public comments on the Draft 
Guidelines are welcome and can be submitted on-line, via e-mail (Qualityschools@cps.edu), fax 
(773-553-5345), or by mail (Chicago Public Schools, 125 S. Clark Street, 5th Floor, Chicago, IL 
60603, attn: CEO's Office re: Draft Guidelines). Public comments must be received by 5:00 
p.m. on November 21,2012. 

Following public comment and prior to announcing proposals for school actions, the CEO will 
publish the final Guidelines. 
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III. NOTICE AND SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANS 

Notice of any proposed school action will be provided to the principal, staff, local school 
council, parents or guardians, Illinois State Senator, Illinois State Representative, and Alderman 
for the school or schools that are subject to the proposed school action. Notice will include the 
date, time, and place of public meetings being held to elicit public comment on the proposal. 

Along with notice of the CEO's proposal, the CEO will issue a draft school transition plan 
dependent on the unique circumstances of the proposed school action. The draft school 
transition plan will include, but is not limited to, the following: (1) services to support the 
academic, social, and emotional needs of students; supports for students with disabilities, 
homeless students, and English language learners; and support to address security and safety 
issues; (2) options to enroll in higher performing schools; (3) informational briefings regarding 
the choice of schools that include all pertinent information to enable the parent or guardian and 
child to make an informed choice, including the option to visit the schools of choice prior to 
making a decision; and (4) the provision of appropriate transportation where practicable. 

IV. DEFINITIONS 

"Closing" or "closure" means closing a school and assigning all of the students enrolled at that 
school to one or more designated receiving schools. 

"Co-location" means two separate, independent schools with their own schoolleader(s) co
existing within a Chicago Public School facility. 

"Consolidation" means the consolidation of two or more schools by closing one or more schools 
and reassigning the students to another school. 

"Higher performing school" means: 

(1) receiving a higher level on the Performance Policy for the 2011-2012 school year, or 
(2) if the 2011-2012 school year level on the Performance Policy is equal, higher performing 

means performing higher on the majority of the following metrics: 
• for elementary schools - for the 2011-2012 school year, percentage of points on the 
Performance Policy, ISAT composite meets or exceeds score, Value Added reading, and 
Value Added math, 
• for high schools - for the 2011-2012 school year, percentage of points on the 
Performance Policy, PSAE composite meets or exceeds score, EPAS gains percentile in 
reading, and EPAS gains percentile in math, or 

(3) for elementary schools, if the 2011-2012 school year level on the Performance Policy is 
equal and the school does not have Value Added metrics, higher performing means a 
higher percentage of points on the Performance Policy and a higher ISAT meets or 
exceeds score for the 2011-2012 school year, or 

(4) for high schools, if the 2011-2012 school year level on the Performance Policy is equal 
and the school does not have EP AS metrics, higher performing means a higher 
percentage of points on the Performance Policy and a higher PSAE composite meets or 
exceeds score. 
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"ISAT" stands for Illinois Standard Achievement Test. 

"ISAT composite" means the score of the combined ISAT reading, math and science tests. 

"EP AS" stands for Educational Planning and Assessment System and includes the EXPLORE 
test for freshmen, the PLAN test for sophomores, and the ACT test for juniors. 

"Performance Policy" means the Board of Education of the City of Chicago's School 
Performance, Remediation and Probation Policy, 12-0725-P02, establishing standards and 
criteria for placing a school on Remediation or Probation for the 2012-2013 school year based on 
assessments administered in Spring 2012 and other performance data from prior school years. 
The score and status are determined by evaluating key indicators that assess a school's current 
performance, trend over time and student growth. 

"Phase-out" means the gradual cessation of enrollment in certain grades each school year until a 
school closes or is consolidated with another school. 

"PSAE" stands for Prairie State Achievement Examination. 

"Reassignment boundary change" means an attendance area boundary change that involves the 
reassignment of currently enrolled students. 

"School action" means any school closing; school consolidation; co-location; boundary change 
that requires reassignment of students, unless the reassignment is to a new school with an 
attendance area boundary and is made to relieve overcrowding; or phase-out. 

"Space Utilization Standards" mean the Chicago Public Schools' Space Utilization Standards, 
found at: 
http://www . cps. edul About CP S/Poli ci es and gui delineslDocuments/S pace Utilizati onStandards. 
pdf, establishing standards for determining enrollment efficiency, overcrowding, and 
underutilization. 

"Value Added" means the metric that assesses school effects on students' academic growth, 
controlling for student characteristics (including, but not limited to, student mobility rates, 
poverty rates, special education status and bilingual education status), grade level, and prior 
performance through a regression methodology. Academic growth is measured by the change in 
scale score points on the ISAT from one year to the next. 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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WEBSITE OF CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS: 2012-2013 GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOL ACTIONS 

http://www.cps.edu/About CPS/Policies and guidelines/Pages/2013GuidelinesforSchooIActions.aspx 

[NOTE: Here is the CPS website link to view the Feedback CPS collected: 

ht!.p.;l1w.wW&Q~!.~.~.~lA~Q~L~~~l~QHfI~.L~D.~...K~I~~!Jx~g~l~~g~.~I~f.h.QQ!Af!IQD.~fg~.~.~.~.~~.~~.~Q?! ] 

Chicago Public Schools (CPS) released draft guidelines that will be used to help the public understand 
the criteria used to determine various school actions the district may take to help address challenges it 
faces in investing more resources to support student learning and give every child in Chicago access to 
a high-quality education. Tough choices need to be made to meet this commitment as 50% of schools 
are under-used, and nearly 140 schools are more than half empty. This year's guidelines propose criteria that 
will be used to inform future decisions surrounding school actions, and help CPS make decisions that are in 
the best interest of students. Decisions surrounding actions will be made with a rigorous community 
engagement process that gives parents and CPS communities a voice in the process and respect they 
deserve as part of that process. 

~~ 

)~; Download the Summary of 2012-2013 Guidelines 

7~ Download the 2012-2013 School Actions Guidelines 
~~ 

.. i':i Frequently Asked Questions about the 2012-2013 Guidelines 

DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOL ACTIONSI1l 

2012-2013 SCHOOL YEAR 
ISSUED OCTOBER 31, 2012 

("Draft Guidelines") 

Chicago Public Schools' ("CPS") Chief Executive Officer ("CEO") publishes the following Draft 
Guidelines to help the public and all interested stakeholders understand the criteria for school actions. 
CPS is committed to providing every child in every community with access to a high quality education 
that prepares them for college and career. To that end, CPS must take every step possible to focus our 
resources on investments that will improve schools for all students. School action proposals will be 
presented to the Chicago Board of Education ("Board") to help CPS meet this commitment to all its 
students so that they may access higher quality school options. All proposals presented to the Board for 
consideration will reflect a commitment to provide impacted students with the option to enroll in a higher 
performing school. 

For the 2012-2013 school year, the CEO will consider the criteria specified below when recommending 
any of the following school actions: 

• closure, 
• consolidation, 
• reassignment boundary change, 
• phase-out, or 
• co-location. 

I. CRITERIA 

A. Criteria for Closure, Consolidation, Reassignment Boundary Change, or Phase-Out 

The CEO may propose a closure, consolidation, reassignment boundary change or phase-out using the 
criteria outlined below. 1 

1. Space Utilization or Grade Alignment 

Space utilization 
A school may be considered for a closure, consolidation, reassignment boundary change, or phase-out if it is 
underutilized or overcrowded based on CPS' Space Utilization Standards and student enrollment numbers 

__ .L _" ___ 1_ _1_ __""'''' __ '''''''''''' __ '- __ , 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Monday, October 22,20126:34 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); JComey@urban.org 
Subject: RE: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 

Jenn, This looks like a good list. Only thing I would add is what to do with capture rates. 
These are related to projections. I think we need some version of a 5 and 10 year public 
school projection scenario, with low medium and high and various sector scenarios also. A 
kind of line graph that shows different potential outcomes ... against the child population 
projections. 

Might be able to put capacity on it also, but it will look odd to close schools with 
capacity, as is and growth--but I think DCPS needs to see this. The big picture I worry 
about is that it looks like DCPS is proposing to close schools that it will need in short 
order. The distribution of growth by cluster is important to see, but I know that the more 
you break down projections, the less reliable they become. It would be good to have some sort 
of ward distribution, not just clusters. I find the clusters extremely awkward from an ed 
facility and enrollment planning perspective. Just look at how incredibly unbalanced they 
are in terms of student population and distribution, so many with none, but then some with 
huge numbers. REally not a good ed planning tool. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 10:37 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 

Can we connect in the am via phone? Want to make sure I understand the charter piece. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 21, 2012, at 9:57 PM, "Comey, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org> wrote: 

> Howdy all -- I was out of town on Saturday and just got back tonight, so I'm catching up on 
the emails. Here's what I think are the next steps for Monday: 
> 
> 1. Revisions to the criteria list. 
> --break up the campuses, like Oyster Adams into separate locations. 
> --add in ward designations and run Mary's enrollment, capacity, and number of schools for 
DCPS. Create bar graphs comparing enrollment and capacity by ward. Talk about how to show 
number of kids and number of schools. 
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> --Mary asked that we add back in the senior high schools, alternative, special ed schools 
but this will throw off the criteria flag. How about. How about we create a separate tab with 
those schools, so DCPS has the info but it won't mess with the criteria flag? 
> --need updates to the scheduled modernization flags (DCPS to provide which scheduled 
modernization are legit). 
> 
> 2. Charter enrollment tables 
> --go back over why some clusters not adding up. 
> --run number of LEAs, number schools, number students. 
> Mary, I think having a cluster map showing the increase in enrollments of the charters by 
cluster/ward is important and is a critical factor influencing DCPS' enrollment. My issue was 
using this map to help determine which DCPS schools to close. My concern was that we needed 
to know the permancy of the locations of the charters before making school closure decisions. 
> 
> I think there was one other thing to do on Monday but I need to send this in order to 
scroll through my emails. 
> jc 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> From: MFilardo@21csf.org [MFilardo@21csf.org] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 11:59 AM 
> To: Litschwartz, Sophie; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
> Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov; Comey, Jennifer; MacDonald, 
Graham 
> Subject: RE: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 
> 
> Sophie, this is really getting close. I spent a little more time on this this weekend. 
Couple of comments--
> 
> 1) Oyster should be broken into two schools, one is at the Calvert location grades PK-4th, 
with its own building number (I'll send it on, don't have it in my head anymore) with the 
other location at Adams on 19th street building code 201--with grades 5-8th, I think. This 
is important as we need to provide some ward level analysis. 
> 
> 2) We 
show by 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

need the ward designation pulled in. Obviously to do the ward analysis. I want to 
ES, MS and HS (might have to do PK8 in ward 5 and 4): 
a) 2011-12 DCPS enrollment by ward 
b) 2012 DCPS capacity by ward 
c) 2012 number of DCPS schools by ward 
d) 2011-12 number of students who live in the ward 

> What this will do is show the distribution challenges for DCPS, it will highlight the fact 
that while there may be more DCPS students in 7 and 8, there is much more school capacity, 
and far more schools than in other wards, particularly for ES and MS--hence smaller school 
enrollments. 
> 
> I think this could be in one bar graph, with enrollment compared to capacity include in one 
bar--then total DCPS children living in the ward in a separate bar, with the number of DCPS 
schools by level listed below the ward axis designation. There would be three of these--one 
for ES, MS, HS. 
> 
> I also don't think it makes sense for us to work with a partial master school file--so the 
special education, alternative and STAY schools should be added in. DCPS is making 
recommendations on these programs and even though it is based on a different criteria 
analysis, we want to have a complete school file for them to work from. 
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> 
> Thanks. Mary 
> 
> 
> 
> Mary Filardo 
> Executive Director 
> 21st Century School Fund 
> (202)745-3745 Xll 
> (202)745-1713 fax 
> mfilardo@21csf.org 
> www.21csf.org 
> www.BESTfacilities.org 
> 
> 1816 12th Street, NW 
> Washington, DC 20009 
> 
> From: Litschwartz, Sophie [SLitschwartz@urban.org] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:48 PM 
> To: Mary Filardo; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
> Cc: Nichols, Austin; Nancy Huvendick; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov; Comey, Jennifer; MacDonald, Graham 
> Subject: RE: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 
> 
> Sorry to send out two emails. I made a couple last minute edits to a couple of the headers, 
and here is the latest file. There is also a copy on the sharepoint for the project. Also, 
just a note, the scheduled modernizations haven't been re-categorized to reflect which 
scheduled building mods are set and which can be changed because we're still waiting on the 
update. 
> Sophie 
> 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Litschwartz, Sophie 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:18 PM 
> To: 'MFilardo@21csf.org'; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
> Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov; Comey, Jennifer; MacDonald, 
Graham 
> Subject: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 
> 
> Here's the latest updated closure criteria and school characteristics file. Let me know if 
you have any questions. 
> 
> Sophie Litschwartz 
> Research Associate 
> Metropolitan Housing and Communities 
> The Urban Institute 
> 2100 M St. NW 
> Washington, DC 20037 
> (202) 261-5332 
> www.urban.org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, October 18,20129:44 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
FW: capture rate by age 

Attachments: Population4_11_2010_20.pdf; Population11_14_201 0_20.pdf; Elementary-Charter.pdf; 
Middle_Charter.pdf 

More maps from Urban. I am trying to get actual data tables for the maps. I find them confusing. mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: MacDonald, Graham [mailto:GMacDonald@urban.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 9:26 AM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Mary Filardo; Nichols, Austin; Litschwartz, Sophie 
Cc: Nancy Huvendick 
Subject: RE: capture rate by age 

I'm attaching the charter maps and population maps for 2010-20 (it looks like those from the previous e-mail go to 2015, 
so you should use these). They are also on the sharepoint as well, which you should all have access to at this point
please e-mail me if you need login instructions. 

Graham 

From: Comey, Jennifer 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:06 AM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; MacDonald, Graham; Litschwartz, Sophie 
Cc: NHuvendick@21csf.org 
Subject: RE: capture rate by age 

Thanks for starting this, Mary. I do see the need for the capture rate, because right now our punchlines say that 
approximately 7,800 more elementary aged kids are estimated to live in the city by 2020. First, this number is high and 
one could reasonably wonder why are we closing schools when so many more predicted kids. And the second point is 
that DCPS shouldn't expect to capture the full 7,800 kids. We'll talk internally about ways to estimate the capture rate, 
and we should do it for 2000 too as a point of comparison. 

Attached are the population maps and narrative. The narrative is written to simply explain the maps - they aren't 
written in the context of closing schools. And again the main punchline is that we're expecting a lot more elementary 
aged kids virtually all over the city by 2020 and more middle school kids in some parts of the city. This begs the question 
of why close schools. Showing two maps-that there are loses but then gains may make the argument clearer. 

Also attached are the revised DCPS enrollment maps with capacity and the new legend for schools/clusters. Graham has 
the charter maps done too - we'll send around with narratives later on today. 
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Claudia - we're almost done with the criteria table - Sophie is going to send you the list of scheduled modernizations so 

we can learn which ones should be removed. 

We should also start sharing through Sharepoint. 
Thanks, 

jc 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orgl 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 11:43 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Nichols, Austin; MacDonald, Graham; Litschwartz, Sophie 
Cc: NHuvendick@21csf.org 
Subject: capture rate by age 

Did a quick check on this. Seems interesting, according to this DCPS captures only 50%--1 have mixed years (by one) 

seems like it would be best to use 2010 enrollment, rather than 2011, but the enrollments were close that year, so may 

not make much difference to get relational scale. After looking at this, I decided to see distribution by age group: DCPS 
has 55% of 4-11 year olds; 39% of 11-14 year olds and 50% of 14-17 year olds. (I think I did the breaks correctly-

4,5,6,7,8,9,10 in first span; 11,12,13 in second span; and 14,15, 16,17 in third span) otherwise the percentages will be 

very different. Mary 

DCPS capture rate for 4-17 year olds 50% 

ALL 

Children Census 
age span totals 2010 DCPS SY 2011 

age 4-11 41,912 Age 4 2178 

age 11-14 20,015 Age 5 3338 

age 14-17 22,154 Age 6 3793 

age 4-17 84,081 Age 7 3728 

Age 8 3345 

Age 9 3345 
Age 
10 3234 
Age 
11 2979 
Age 
12 2455 
Age 

13 2335 
Age 
14 2497 

Age 
15 2680 
Age 
16 2748 

Age 3091 
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Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 

mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

17 

41,746 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, October 18,20129:15 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
FW: capture rate by age 

Attachments: Middle.pdf; Population MethodoI09LSources_Punchlines.docx; PopForecasts11_14_ 
2010-2020.pdf; PopForecasts4_11_201 0-2020.pdf; Elementary.pdf; School_Cluster 
Crosswalk.docx; Cluster_School Crosswalk.docx 

These are the maps and projection pieces for today. mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:06 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nichols, Austin; MacDonald, Graham; Litschwartz, Sophie 
Cc: Nancy Huvendick 
Subject: RE: capture rate by age 

Thanks for starting this, Mary. I do see the need for the capture rate, because right now our punchlines say that 
approximately 7,800 more elementary aged kids are estimated to live in the city by 2020. First, this number is high and 
one could reasonably wonder why are we closing schools when so many more predicted kids. And the second point is 
that DCPS shouldn't expect to capture the full 7,800 kids. We'll talk internally about ways to estimate the capture rate, 
and we should do it for 2000 too as a point of comparison. 

Attached are the population maps and narrative. The narrative is written to simply explain the maps - they aren't 
written in the context of closing schools. And again the main punchline is that we're expecting a lot more elementary 
aged kids virtually all over the city by 2020 and more middle school kids in some parts of the city. This begs the question 
of why close schools. Showing two maps-that there are loses but then gains may make the argument clearer. 

Also attached are the revised DCPS enrollment maps with capacity and the new legend for schools/clusters. Graham has 
the charter maps done too - we'll send around with narratives later on today. 

Claudia - we're almost done with the criteria table - Sophie is going to send you the list of scheduled modernizations so 
we can learn which ones should be removed. 

We should also start sharing through Sharepoint. 
Thanks, 
jc 

From: MFilardo@21csf.orq [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 11:43 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Nichols, Austin; MacDonald, Graham; Litschwartz, Sophie 
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Cc: NHuvendick@21csf.orq 
Subject: capture rate by age 

Did a quick check on this. Seems interesting, according to this DCPS captures only 50%--1 have mixed years (by one) 

seems like it would be best to use 2010 enrollment, rather than 2011, but the enrollments were close that year, so may 

not make much difference to get relational scale. After looking at this, I decided to see distribution by age group: DCPS 
has 55% of 4-11 year olds; 39% of 11-14 year olds and 50% of 14-17 year olds. (I think I did the breaks correctly-

4,5,6,7,8,9,10 in first span; 11,12,13 in second span; and 14,15, 16,17 in third span) otherwise the percentages will be 

very different. Mary 

DCPS capture rate for 4-17 year olds 50% 

ALL 

Children Census 
age span totals 2010 DCPS SY 2011 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 X11 (phone) 

age 4-11 

age 11-14 

age 14-17 

age 4-17 

41,912 

20,015 

22,154 

84,081 

Age 4 2178 

Age 5 3338 

Age 6 3793 

Age 7 3728 

Age 8 3345 

Age 9 3345 
Age 

10 3234 

Age 

11 2979 

Age 

12 2455 

Age 

13 2335 

Age 

14 2497 

Age 

15 2680 

Age 

16 2748 

Age 

17 3091 

41,746 
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(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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Our goals 

• Fulfill promises of our Capital 
Commitment strategic plan 

• "Provide every student with a safe, 
academically challenging, and 
inspiring learning experience by 2017." 

• 1. Increase achievement 

• 2. Invest in struggling schools 

• 3. Increase graduation 

• 4. Improve satisfaction 

• 5. Increase enrollment 

District of Columbia Public Schools I October 2012 
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Our assets 

• DCPS has invested in its teachers and principals in schools throughout the 
District. 

• DC has either modernized and improved its buildings and grounds or has 
plans to make sure every DCPS school is a healthy, safe and educationally 
inspiring place for teaching and learning. 

• With 107 neighborhood schools and 22 special admissions schools, DCPS is 
uniquely positioned to support a walkable city and offer great elementary 
schools close to home and secondary schools connected to public 
tra nsportation. 

• DCPS serves every ward and community in the District of Columbia and its 
families and student body are economically, racially, and culturally diverse. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I October 2012 3 
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Our challenges 

• Can't raise achievement and graduation rates unless all students have 
quality programs. We can't offer consistent quality if schools are too full or 
too empty. 

• Can't invest in struggling schools if we're not efficient with the staff and 
funds we have. Getting alignment of students and program and facilities right 
is about affordability and equity. 

• Can't increase satisfaction unless all families have access to safe, 
academically challenging and inspiring schools. That means providing 
choices, but also investing where children live. 

• Can't increase enrollment unless DCPS helps bring and keep families in DC 
and we compete effectively with charters. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I October 2012 4 
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Strategic Objectives for Enrollment and Utilization 

1. Increase enrollment at DCPS schools with low and declining 
enrollments 

2. Reduce crowding at DCPS schools with high and increasing enrollments 

3. Increase utilization of school buildings and grounds. 

1. Reform enrollment policies so that every child has access to a public 
school of right that is safe, academically challenging, and inspiring. 

2. Redraw school boundaries so they incorporate changes in population, 
neighborhood development and public school options. 

3. Revise feeder patterns in the elementary to middle to high school 
pathways so there is program alignment and adequate enrollment sizes 
for our schools. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 5 
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Our guiding values 

• Excellence and equity. All students, no matter where they live, should have 
guaranteed access to excellent public schools with a full range of programs. 

• Clarity and predictability. Boundaries, feeder patterns, school options, 
enrollment and transfer rights and registration procedures should be 
consistent and easy to understand. 

• Safety and accessibility. DCPS students should have safe access to a public 
school. Whenever possible, elementary school students should be in walking 
distance and secondary school students should have access to public 
transportation choices. 

• Efficiency and affordability. Our staff, programs and facilities should be 
efficiently used and affordable for our community. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 6 
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Why does enrollment size matter to DCPS? 

• All public schools in DC are funded on a per pupil basis. 

• Staffing is the largest cost for schools, and lower enrollment means less staff. 

• Less staff means less ability to deliver comprehensive, enriching programs 
and services. 

• Low enrollment also often means under utilization of facilities, so DCPS and 
the District are operating, maintaining, and investing in buildings that are not 
fully used. 

• Inequity-must spend more on low enrollment and utilization schools, but 
still they get less program. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 7 
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What enrollment size schools is best? 

• Elementary schools with at least 2 classes per grade results in an elementary 
school of about 350 students and means the school's budget can support a 
FT art, music, and PE teacher, FT librarian and adequate programs for special 
needs students. 

• Middle schools with at least 6 homerooms per grade, which means at least 
450 students. With this enrollment the school's budget can support various 
levels of basic courses, an array of art, music, PE and world language and 
other electives, co-curriculars and athletics so students will be well prepared 
for high school. 

• Comprehensive High schools with at least 800 students, so city high schools 
can serve a diverse population and provide various levels of core curriculum, 
as well as electives, co-curriculars, and athletics. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I October 2012 8 
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Enrollment sizes of DC public schools 

28 ES less than 300 

X MS less than 450 

X PS/K-8 schools less than 500 

X HS less than 750 
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Low enrollment and low utilization schools 

x 
x 
x 
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Why does over-crowding matter? 

• Students lose opportunities because class size is so large. 

• Can't schedule special classes because there isn't enough space for all 
sections. 

• Over-crowded schools are getting more than their share of students (and the 
$$ that accompanies them). That leaves other schools under enrolled and 
unable to offer full programming. 

• Responding through new construction or portable classrooms is duplicative 
and wasteful, particularly if DCPS already has modernized schools nearby. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 11 
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Crowded Schools 

10 ES less tha n 300 

X MS less than 450 

X PS/K-8 schools less than 500 

X HS less than 750 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 12 
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Why does low utilization matter? 

• DCPS wants as many of their funds to go into instruction and services to 
students as possible, not into maintaining under utilized facilities. 

• DCPS has some schools with excess capacity and some schools that are 
crowded, planning may uncover options to address the imbalanced 
alignment of students and schools. 

• There may be opportunities for DCPS to raise revenue to support small 
schools if building utilization is expanded through leasing excess space. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 13 
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Tools in the Box 

• DCPS's enrollment is ten times larger than the next largest 
public education agency in DC and because of its size has many 
options for organizing schools, programs and services: 

• School relocation, consolidation and closing 

• School facility expansion and new school opening 

• Facility use innovation 

• Enrollment policy reform 

• Reorganization of school administration 

• Innovations in classroom staffing 

• Revisions to school based budgeting 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 14 
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How can the public contribute to these decisions? 

TELL us ... 

• What challenges are we missing? 

• What opportunities are we missing? 

• For each challenge, we've offered a possible solution. How would you modify 
it ... to provide more equitable programs in every neighborhood school ... 
within our budget? 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 15 
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What is the timeline for discussion and decisions? 

• To come 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 16 
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How can I get involved and stay informed? 

• Attend community meetings. 

• Join a ward-level working group. 

• Get the facts and follow progress on our web site: URL to come. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 17 
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What size are the District's public high schools? 

8 HS Enrollments 2011-2012 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 
Less than 300 300-400 students 400-500 students 500-700 students 

students 
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700-1000 

students 
Over 1000 
students 

:::::: Deps HS 

:::::: pes HS 

19 
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What size are the District's public elementary schools? 

30 

..... 

25 

.,/ 

.,/ 

20 

.... 
.... 

15 ~~m~m DCPS ES 

~m~m~ PCS ES 
.... 

10 
. , .... 

,/ 
, .... 

5 

..... , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mmm . . .... 
. ,/ , .... 

0 

< 300 students 300-400 400-500 500-700 700-1000 > 1000 
students students students students students 
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What size are the District's middle and PS-8 schools? 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

< 300 

students 

< 300 

students 

300-400 

students 

300-400 

students 
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400-500 

students 

400-500 

students 

500-700 700-1000 > 1000 

students students students 

500-700 700-1000 > 1000 

students students students 

~:~:~: Deps P-8 

:::::: pes P-8 

:::::: Deps MS 

:~:~:l pes MS 
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Inadequate Educational Program Offerings 

......... ~ ................................................................ I ......... ~.~ ...... ~.~ .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ .. ~ .. ~ ...... ! ... ~ ... ~ ... ~.~ ... ~ .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ ........................................................................................................................... 1I.. ...... ~ ......................................... ..Il ......... ~ ... ~ ...... ~.~.:. .. ~ ....... ~ .. ~ .. ~.~ ...... ~ .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ .. ~ ... ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ ..................................................................................................... 1 

•• x • MS without international •• 2 •• HS over 100% utilization • 

X ~ HS with less than 2 international j~ ~ 

I languages II I I 
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Does enrollment matter to students and families? 

• Low enrollment means your family and your child are known personally by 
the administration and staff. 

• Low enrollment means there is less need for impersonal security measures. 
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Does enrollment size matter to public charter schools? 

• Michigan study on administrative costs 

• Schools trying to increase their enrollment, expand grades offered to get 
better economies of scale. 

• Push in national charter movement is networks of public charter schools, 
rather than mom and pop charters 

District of Columbia Public Schools I January 1, 2010 24 
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What are low and declining enrollment schools like? 

• Findings: 

• Add table 

• Ward 

• % special ed 

• % FIR lunch 

• % located in high-poverty census tract 
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What are overcrowded schools like? 

• Add table 

• Ward 

• % special ed 

• % FIR lunch 

• % located in high-poverty census tract 
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Why do some schools have low and declining enrollment? 

• Some neighborhoods don't have as many school-age children anymore. With 
data. 

• Some neighborhoods have very high percentages of students attending 
public charter schools. With data. 

• Some elementary schools "feed" very few students into their nearby middle 
school. With data. 

• Some middle schools "feed" very few students into their nearby high school. 
With data. 

• Some high school students leave school before graduation. 
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Why are some schools crowded? 

• Some neighborhoods have a lot more school-age children these days. With 
data. 

• Some neighborhoods have very low percentages of students attending public 
charter schools. With data. 

• Some elementary schools "feed" a disproportionate number of students into 
their nearby middle school. With data. 

• Some middle schools "feed" a disproportionate number of students into 
their nearby high school. With data. 

• High demand for schools with rich and comprehensive programs, co
curricular opportunities, and athletic teams. 
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What can DCPS do about low-enrollment schools? 

• Use a combination of strategies to increase enrollment so all schools can 

afford the staff needed to offer full classes, programs and services. 

• FOR 2013-14 

• Close and consolidate DCPS schools that are too small to offer a full, affordable 
program. 

• Relocate DCPS crowded specialized schools or programs into under-used, but 
already modernized facilities. 

• Consolidate enrollment within existing DCPS school and lease excess space 

• For examples .... 

FOR 2014-15 AND BEYOND 

• Change boundaries and feeder patterns 

• Revise enrollment policy to make out-of-boundary enrollment easier. 

• Invest in programs and facilities. 
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What can DCPS do about over-crowded schools? 

• Use a combination of strategies to reduce crowding so that all students are 

attending schools with appropriate space. 

FOR 2013-14 

• Modify feeder patterns. 

• Other?? 

FOR 2014-15 AND BEYOND 

• Expand space available for in-boundary students. 

• Change school boundaries. 

• Attract students to low-enrollment schools, where program investments can 
be made if they have enough students and staff. 

• Expand crowded school to another campus, under same administration, but 

in two buildings 
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Which schools is DCPS targeting for changes in 2013-147 

• DCPS proposes increasing enrollment at: 
• Cardozo 

• Roosevelt 

• Coolidge 

• Dunbar 

• Turner 

• ?? 

• Patterson 

• Hardy 

• Francis 

• XXX 

• BY: closing Malcolm X 

• I like this set-up ... we want to do something positive for lots of schools but to get 
there we need to do something negative for one school. Are there other examples 
like this? 
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Preliminary strategies 

• Add table 

• School 

• Challenge 

• Proposal 

• Year for Implementation 
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Measures of Success 

• Quality of curriculum, programs, and services improve for students. 

• DCPS increases enrollment 

• Communities support the actions of DCPS. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, October 04,20129:08 AM 
JComey@urban.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: cluster populations 

Claudia, Jenn said she thought what I sent just a few minutes ago was right. Said they need 
a couple weeks on the sled data when we get it. It takes time. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:53 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; Nichols, Austin; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Litschwartz, 
Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Yeah - what I've attached is the full analysis plan and where we are. So far we've focused on 
neighborhood changes and the short list criteria but we aren't finished with the projections 
(a key piece) nor have we finished the walkability piece (another key piece). We also haven't 
looked at in-out of boundary at all and can't until SLED data are ready. 

There are other policy factors that should be taken into consideration before identifying 
schools to be closed such as what can be moved, collocated etc. 

I see the email from Mary that she is going to take a stab - Mary take a look at the 
individual analysis points attached. This isn't exactly what Anthony needs but may help you. 
Jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:39 AM 
To: Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Yes, sort of. We are trying to say to folks here that the following analysis/data is 
important to consider before making a final decision on what list to go with. We don't have 
it now, but will at X time. 

Does that make sense? 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4, 2012, at 8:34 AM, "Comey, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org<mailto:JComey@urban.org» 
wrote: 
Claudia -
I'm just seeing this now (sorry I'm an hour behind). I want to make sure that I understand 
the ask. You want to know what pieces of analysis we're working on? 

I'll send something over in a sec. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:32 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org> 
Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS
OOC); Comey, Jennifer; Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9:15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>" 
<MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org» wrote: 
Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org<mailto:mfilardo@21csf.org> 
www.21csf.org<http://www.21csf.org> 
www.BESTfacilities.org<http://www.BESTfacilities.org> 

Grade.DC.gov<http://Grade.DC.gov> has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov<http://www.grade.dc.gov> today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, 
Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 
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I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are 
all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong (OCTO has cluster 
names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 
46) . 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing 
in the graph comparing my projected totals to Op's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 
1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age 
up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 
over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 
and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough 
guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, 
the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>; 
NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 
I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17-year-olds and overestimates the number of 
0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster
specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates 
to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the 
same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to 
their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change 
from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, October 04,20128:52 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); JComey@urban.org 
anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: cluster populations 

Jenn or Austin, If you can add to correct what I just sent and then put time frames on this. 
The original (revised) plan was that by Oct public meeting, all of this information would be 
available and presented, along with the problem, which is one DCPS and the public has: 

In the short term, we have low enrollments and need to make changes to address program/budget 
challenges, but in the long term, we need policy, boundary, feeder changes to strengthen the 
system and grow its enrollment. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:39 AM 
To: Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Mary Filardo; Nichols, Austin; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Litschwartz, 
Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Yes, sort of. We are trying to say to folks here that the following analysis/data is 
important to consider before making a final decision on what list to go with. We don't have 
it now, but will at X time. 

Does that make sense? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4, 2012, at 8:34 AM, "Comey, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org<mailto:JComey@urban.org» 
wrote: 

Claudia -
I'm just seeing this now (sorry I'm an hour behind). I want to make sure that I understand 
the ask. You want to know what pieces of analysis we're working on? 

I'll send something over in a sec. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:32 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org> 
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Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS
DOC); Comey, Jennifer; Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9:15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>" 
<MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org» wrote: 
Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org<mailto:mfilardo@21csf.org> 
www.21csf.org<http://www.21csf.org> 
www.BESTfacilities.org<http://www.BESTfacilities.org> 

Grade.DC.gov<http://Grade.DC.gov> has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov<http://www.grade.dc.gov> today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, 
Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are 
all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong (OCTO has cluster 
names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 
46) . 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing 
in the graph comparing my projected totals to Op's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 
1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age 
up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 
over 2015 projections! 
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If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 
and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough 
guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, 
the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>; 
NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 
I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17-year-olds and overestimates the number of 
0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster
specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates 
to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the 
same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to 
their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change 
from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, October 04,20128:52 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
JComey@urban.org; SLitschwartz@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: cluster populations 

High 

I will take a first stab at this and hopefully others will weigh in. What we just learned 
yesterday is the preliminary results of the Office of Planning population estimates for DC. 
As I understand it, they are preliminarily projecting tremendous population growth in the 
city, 750,000 total residents by 2022, with much of the growth in areas that have seen 
declining population (ward 7 and 8). They have just provided to Urban their preliminary 
population estimates by age, which Urban is reviewing, per their request. With this comes 
child population increases and under any scenario, unless DCPS puts in place a deliberate 
strategy to reduce its capacity, growth in DCPS enrollment. 

So missing data points: 

School level data: 

1) the capacities of the schools do not look right, per official records--according to this, 
DCPS is at 82% capacity. 
2) information about the building capacity and site sizes of the public charter schools. 

With the city projecting tremendous child population growth, DCPS needs to pay attention to 
the city's ability to respond to increased demand. It can reduce capacity, if there is other 
capacity in the city and near population growth centers. 

City level data: 

1) The 5 and 10 year student population projections, based on Office of Planning child 
population estimates. 
2) The capture rates on their child populations estimates for ALL public school children. 
3) Based on a set of assumptions (aspirations, plans ... ) what is the DCPS capture rate, as 
different from public charter 

(This requires some assumptions on such questions as: What is the desired, appropriate, 
likely split between students attending public charter schools and DCPS schools? Is the 
projection a 40 to 60 split as is is now? A recapture of students in DCPS? A continued 
movement toward an all charter system? These are to a large extent policy driven and the 
decisions DCPS is making now will affect this outcome, for example, if DCPS closes more 
schools, there will be a higher charter population.) 

Student level data: 

1) OSSE SLED data to be able to answer the questions related to mobility among and between 
schools and sectors. 
2) demographic data in order to provide a profile of the impact of various decisions, from an 
equity lens. 
3) residence data overlaid onto population estimates in order to identify the appropriate 
receiving schools. 

Does this seem right? 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:32 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: ANichols@urban.org; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); JComey@urban.org; 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9:15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>" 
<MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org» wrote: 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org<mailto:mfilardo@21csf.org> 
www.21csf.org<http://www.21csf.org> 
www.BESTfacilities.org<http://www.BESTfacilities.org> 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov<http://www.grade.dc.gov> today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, 
Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
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Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are 
all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong (OCTO has cluster 
names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 
46) . 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing 
in the graph comparing my projected totals to Op's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 
1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age 
up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 
over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 
and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough 
guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, 
the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>; 
NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 
I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17-year-olds and overestimates the number of 
0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster
specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates 
to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the 
same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to 
their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change 
from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,20127:24 PM 
To: anichols@urban.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS

OOC); JComey@urban.org 
Cc: SLitschwartz@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but the cluster 
names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the graph comparing my 
projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than saying we will 
have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the school closing list 
could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 
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I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, 
but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my 
estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people 
age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 totals 
(cluschg.png). 
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Frorn: 
Sent: 
To: 

rnfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, October 02,20128:10 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: next steps 

Claudia, Austen said OP finished their population projections. Says they are showing big increases in child 
population. He said he could meet with us tomorrow afternoon. Does 3 :30 work for you? He said they needed 
some time to get the projections on usable condition. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 1:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> wrote: 

I am thinking we need to dig into walkability and demographic factors that will impact how we 
look at a certain area of the city. This is rationale for why we close or not close a school from 
our first list. This is going to be particularly important for Ward 7. But, not really needed for 
other areas. 

The data points that I am missing from my conversations are the birth/population, demographic, 
and demand data. The internal conversations are moving at a quicker pace over here, and I want 
to make sure we catch up. 

I think the best step right now is to put our data package together (maps, etc) with our 
recommended list to present to senior leaders here at DCPS. The recommendations should be 
based on data and facilities. Our leaders can then layer on the budget, and other non-data factors 
that they think will impact the list. But, at least we have made a solid proposal of what we go 
out with. Make sense? 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn he 

to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Corney, Jennifer [rnailto:JCorney@urban.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,2012 1:54 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: nhuvendick@21csf.org; MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: next steps 

Claudia -
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I got messages from Mary and Nancy that you want to starting thinking about neighborhood 
analysis for the short list criteria. I'm out of town for work starting tonight, but Austin and 
Graham are available to chat. What are you thinking so we can get a heads up? 

How did the meeting go with the Chancellor yesterday? 
JC 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research Associate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
l«gJIt~Y.@\!LI?-'i1J:LQrg 

www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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Frorn: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

rnfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, October 02,20126:59 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 

Subject: 
JCorney@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; anichols@urban.org 
Re: next steps 

I would say we should take a stab at an approach to projecting the enrollment impact of various scenarios. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 1:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

I am thinking we need to dig into walkability and demographic factors that will impact how we 
look at a certain area of the city. This is rationale for why we close or not close a school from 
our first list. This is going to be particularly important for Ward 7. But, not really needed for 
other areas. 

The data points that I am missing from my conversations are the birth/population, demographic, 
and demand data. The internal conversations are moving at a quicker pace over here, and I want 
to make sure we catch up. 

I think the best step right now is to put our data package together (maps, etc) with our 
recommended list to present to senior leaders here at DCPS. The recommendations should be 
based on data and facilities. Our leaders can then layer on the budget, and other non-data factors 
that they think will impact the list. But, at least we have made a solid proposal of what we go 
out with. Make sense? 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn he 

to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Corney, Jennifer [rnailto:JCorney@urban.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,2012 1:54 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: nhuvendick@21csf.org; MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: next steps 

Claudia -
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I got messages from Mary and Nancy that you want to starting thinking about neighborhood 
analysis for the short list criteria. I'm out of town for work starting tonight, but Austin and 
Graham are available to chat. What are you thinking so we can get a heads up? 

How did the meeting go with the Chancellor yesterday? 
JC 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research Associate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
l«gJIt~Y.@\!LI?-'i1J:LQrg 

www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sunday, September 30,201212:53 PM 
NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
adam@ksaplus.com; andrea@ksaplus.com 
thoughts about activities for community meeting 

Claudia, Shanita, Nancy, Adam, et al 

I keep thinking about the first community meeting and how there will be way too much energy 
in the room for folks to just sit there and listen to a presentation. 

So what about this: 

People are at tables, each table has a set of materials for the table participants: 

1) a book of profiles alpha by school, with one page profile on each school (Maybe a table 
with basic info on each public charter school) with the back of the school profile graph 
paper that uses each square as a student (or 10 students maybe? not sure how many squares on 
a piece of graph paper ... but the graph paper would be shaded to show the number of students, 
(could show number of students per grade ... more complicated) and the capacity of the school. 

2) a large, table sized map of DC with all DCPS and PCS schools on it, with their grades 
offered identified; map would have current child population by neighborhood cluster and 
perhaps planned development. 

The presentation would be, here are our challenges, but here are the assets we have (might 
add an asset on having a public passionate about public schools). It would be much shorter 
than I had originally thought--could do some overview numbers--we have X schools under 350, 
only XX students who attend their assigned neighborhood school, a few points, and a budget 
point that helps people understand the problem. 

Then ask people to do 5 short exercises: 

Exercise #1) Using the backs of the profiles (might need to be separate) set up the feeder 
pattern for one of the comprehensive high schools--making sure each HS is done; I would like 
to assign this to tables and have ward 3 look at a feeder into eastern, and folks in ward 7 
or other ward do wilson. 
The question would be posed--what do you notice about the feeder pattern, what are the 
problems you see, do you have any ideas already about what to do about the problems? 

Exercise #2: Using the graph paper (each piece represents a school, its enrollment and its 
capacity or the school profiles, or school excel tables) identify the under utilized schools
-parents or community who are not as used to working with numbers and percents could use the 
graphic versions, others could use the individual profiles and others could go to the lists. 
The question would be posed, what do you notice? what are the problems you see? do you have 
any ideas already about how to address under utilization? 

Exercise #3: Using the graph paper (other other items) find the crowded schools. Question: 
what do you notice, what are the problems you see, do you have any ideas already about how to 
address crowding? 

Exercise #4: Find the full and phase I modernized schools. What do you notice, what are the 
problems you see, do you have any ideas already about how to address the problems you see. 
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Exercise #5: Find the low enrollment schools. What do you notice? What are the challenges? 
Do you have ideas already about what can be done to meet the challenges. 

Then at the end of this, Kaya could do the more detailed part of the presentation with more 
data and information--sort of summarizing what people would have found at their tables. The 
closing is to say that we are working on scenarios to address these challenges and are 
seeking input from working groups to evaluate and develop scenarios. If people have worked 
with the issues, then they will understand the power point, but before they have a chance to 
work with the school data and information, I think it will go right over peoples' heads. 

Exercise #3: 
Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Nancy Huvendick 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: imagine v2 

If Bell has more room would it just draw from Cardozo and Roosevelt? 

Bancroft students might prefer to go to Banneker rather than just the neighborhood MS 
school. Whether they would be thrilled with MacFarland is another question. It might be a 
matter of branding Banneker MS. And Mt. Pleasant to Banneker is 1.5 miles. But that leaves 
MacFarland still the orphan. And where does Banneker MS feed? Caradozo is very close but 
there might be ties to Banneker at Dunbar too. 

If Adams reverts to ES, then I should think Reed would go there - - even if it replicates 
Oyster ES (which would be something to consider) still the Reed students would go there. 

Francis/Stevens just festers as a PS-8? or becomes a PS-5/6 with Walls' 9th grade sharing the 
building? 

Reed might make a MS for Adams/Oyster/Reed ES, Ross, HD Cooke, Cleveland, Garrison and 
Stanton - - Thomson AND Bancroft? The Woodley Park in-boundary kids could still go to Deal 
or Hardy. The whole could feed to Cardozo/Ellington - - OR Bell. Reed would have to be re
configured and enclosed which would take a lot of creativity. 

That leaves Lincoln consolidated with (1.5 miles distance between) MacFarland and fed by 
Tubman ( 1 mile to MacFarland), BM/Park View (.9 miles to MacFarland), Raymond (.7 miles to 
MacFarland) , Powell and Barnard (.75 miles to MacFarland). Feeding to Roosevelt. 

All precedented on pursuading Banneker to become Banneker/Dunbar. And Cardozo re-inventing 
itself. 

I would hope the city could land-bank Shaw and Banneker for a future school sites. And if 
Garnet-Patterson is developed, keep the auditorium and gym for commuity use maybe by the 
residents/business that Garnet becomes? 
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Maybe too much change for the system to manage without a whole lot of trust built up. 

Nancy Huvendick 
DC Program Director 
21st Century School Fund 
Thurgood Marshall Center 
1816 12th St. NW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20009 
202-745-3745 x15 
nhuvendick@21csf.org 

"Working to improve urban public school facilities" 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 12:59 PM 
To: Nancy Huvendick; Adam Kernan-Schloss; Alex Donahue; Jenn Comey 
Cc: Andrea Sussman; claudia.lujan@dc.gov 
Subject: RE: imagine v2 

Nancy, What about Bell taking over the entire CHEC? Could a "lincoln" middle school 
consolidate with "banneker" or Macfarland? What about marie reed as a middle school and 
adams back as an ES? There is room at HD cooke, garrison, for reed students, maybe this 
could work. 

Banneker might make a great site for teacher rental housing and Macfarland could serve the 
dual language middle school population. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Nancy Huvendick 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss; Mary Filardo; Alex Donahue; Jenn Comey 
Cc: Andrea Sussman 
Subject: RE: imagine v2 

I love it too. 

However, with respect to Banneker, Howard Road is a low/mediocre-performing K-8 in two 
buildings near the Anacostia metro - - it very likely serves its own neighborhood and those 
kids are not likely to travel especially as Banneker is about a mile from the nearest Metro 
stop. We'll see when Urban's analysis is done. Banneker is a classic MS next to a great set 
of Rec fields, across the street from Howard (so it feels safe). 

However, the whole middle school in the central city is a conumdrum. Banneker has no 
accompanying 6th-8th - it has a dying Shaw/Garnet-Patterson with a dead Francis MS not far 
and a dead MacFarland to the north. Middle school students seem to be served with the 6th-
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8th portion of CHEC, Meridian's PS-8th upper grades and Cesar Chavez's Bruce MS, (how does 
Oyster/Adams fit into this mix?) so maybe there are very few middle school students left in 
the area - - so we need to figure out how to keep them. I think Walker-Jones is too far east 
to be much of an issue. But we should add up the 6th-8th populations in these schools. 

A very small but growing number of concerned parents at Garrison, Ross, Francis-Stevens, 
Cleveland and Marie Reed (no one from Seaton or Meridian yet) have been meeting to think 
about this; they have promised the administration a report this fall. Banneker could be a MS 
site for that group but it is a bit of a distance from many of those feeders. Garnet
Patterson is a great building but has no outdoor athletic space (although with the new 
Garrison field in the works, that might work if schedules could be worked out); Shaw now has 
minimal outdoor space because a dog park and skate park have taken over that field. Both 
these new ammenities are well-used. Even after razing the old Shaw building, field space 
would be tight. 

However, the cachet of the Banneker BUILDING might rub off on a MS there and pull in students 
from all-over as Hardy does. 

Marie Reed to Banneker - 1 mile 
Garnet-Patterson to Banneker - 1/2 mile 
Francis to Banneker - 2.4 miles 
Banneker to Dunbar 1.3 miles 
Walker-Jones to Shaw - 1 mile 
Walker Jones to Garnet-Patterson 1.4 miles 

Nancy Huvendick 
DC Program Director 
21st Century School Fund 
Thurgood Marshall Center 
1816 12th St. NW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20009 
202-745-3745 x15 
nhuvendick@21csf.org 

"Working to improve urban public school facilities" 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 8:53 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue; Jenn Comey 
Cc: Andrea Sussman 
Subject: imagine v2 

mary, a few tweaks. 

i love it :) 

adam 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Saturday, September 29,20129:47 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
capacity numbers 
Closure List_Sent092812.xls 

Claudia, here is the spreadsheet with comments from me on some of the capacities. They really look screwy. We can 
discuss tomorrow if you want. I am flying out to Sacramento, CA for all day meeting on Monday. I arrive in CA around 
noon their time 3PM here, so if you want to discuss, we can do it them. I will have email on the flight and will be 
working. 

Otherwise we should talk in the AM Monday, I am always up early, as I stay on east coast time. I take the red eye back 
tuesday night. If you want to schedule our tuesday prep call, this is good. I will be fine in the AM. just a 2PM (5 our 
time) meeting. 

To get the universe defined, I think you should 1) eliminate modernized, scheduled and phase 1 schools; 2) eliminate 
program investments and committments; 3) then do the low enrollment filter. It gets you to the same list, but it seems 
that the modernized and program criteria is really coming first in your thinking. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: walkability issues in ward 7 and 8 

I agree on looking at walkability, but not as main criteria. I said that to Jen too. Instead as a further lens when we look at 
each ward/area. This is going to be particularly important in ward 7. 

FYI - Have party at chucky cheese in va at 5. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29,2012, at 1:04 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org" <MFilardo@21csf.org> wrote: 

claudia, see below. nancy is right to push us on what are the walkability considerations. I am looking 
forward to discussing all this tonight. 

Mary 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn he 

to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Nancy Huvendick 
Sent: Saturday, September 29,20126:19 AM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 

Something seems just wrong with the capacities - - Hyde-Addison has dropped to 292 from 330 
in 2003 when it was just one building - - lots of other drops too that seem non-sensical even 
when you consider increases in special education students. 

But I've been thinking about distance - - which does not seem to have been considered, 
paraticularly walk-ability in Wards 7 and 8. I think the system of right has a responsibility to 
consider this as policy and expense and investment. 

Pondering the map I'm struck by the fact that wards 7 & 8 were built up in the 20th century 
(almost entirely) and schools were mostly sited for liz mile intervals. Those that are closer have 
mostly already been consolidated - - but so many of those closed schools turned into charters the 
closing efficiency has been lost to the city. The many schools along Alabama and Mississippi 
Ave are at roughly liz mile intervals. The exceptions have already been addressed. 

Furthermore the terrain is so often hilly and cut by empty parkland or heavily travelled 
thoroughfares that walk-ability is often limited. It is not Ward 3 in that regard nor with respect 
to having family cars readily available for transport. 

• At Me Terrell/ McGogney and Moten! Wilkinson replacement schools were built and 
the old schools never torn down; and those pairs have already been addressed, sort of. 

• Turner/GreenlMalcolm X - - Green is already closed but may remain in play. 

• PattersonlLeckie - - which are about 1/4th mile - and Patterson has no playing field, so 
closing Leckie is problematic (although the city should buy the small parcel next door). 
Leckie got a Phase I this summer. I doubt that either capacity could manage both 
populations. 
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• Nalle/CW Harris; each about liz mile from Shadd, more than V4 mile but less than liz mile 
apart. It looks as if some homes in the CW Harris catchment area would require nearly a 
mile's walk to Nalle. But enrollments and capacities don't seem to fit. Nalle got the 
Phase I. 

• Smothers and Aiton are more than V4 mile apart but less than liz mile - - but their 
catchment area north ofE. Capital St. is large (not counting Richardson! Arts & 
Technology, which just expanded.) Smothers sort of got a Phase I in 2008; it is one of 
the only older, pre-1940s schools architecturally left in 7 & 8 (Garfield, Ketchem, 
Anacostia, Kennilworth?). Aiton is the site with good outdoor space, horrid as it is at 
present; there has been next to no facilities investment there. 

• Kennelworthl N. Thomas/ Houston! River Terrace are all liz mile or more distance and 
with highways between. Losing Kennelworth would pass-up possibilities for partnership 
with the Aquatic Gardens, which is a waste. 

• Ferebee-Hope and Simon are slightly less than liz mile apart but kids would have to wade 
Oxen Run as the walk around via Wheeler Rd. and Mississippi Ave. looks to be well 
more than a mile. 

• Ferebee-Hope and Hendley are liz mile. Ferebee-Hope has had some investment but 
remains a dog of a building with immense neighborhood amenities and somehow, 
without decent play space for little kids. 

• Davis and Plummer are a bit more than liz mile but within a large catchment area between 
Benning Rd. and Fort Dupont. 

• Beers and Winston are liz mile, Winston and Stanton are liz mile, Stanton and Garfield, 
Orr and Randle Highlands, Orr and Ketchem, Ketchem and Savoy, Burrville, Drew and 
Houston, etc., etc. 

As for criteria: 

Can distance from other schools of the same grade levels (ES, MS, HS) be used as a signal for 
the need to invest in or sustain isolated schools in order to maintain walk-able, accessible 
schools-of-right. 

Can positive weight for investment be put on secondary schools that are near the metro but NOT 
elementary schools, which should be within neighborhoods, serving families that can walk to the 
metro more than students arriving by metro. This also puts adult athletic fields within metro 
access. So Ron Brown and Wilson and Columbia Heights are well sited but Malcolm X is not. 

Nancy Huvendick 
DC Program Director 
21st Century School Fund 
Thurgood Marshall Center 
181612th 5t. NW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20009 
202-745-3745 x15 
nhuvendick@21cslorq 

"Working to improve urban public school facilities" 
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From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Friday, September 28,2012 11:19 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin; anthony.deguzman@dc.gov; adam@ksaplus.com; 
andrea@ksaplus.com 
Subject: looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 

Folks, 

Here is the spreadsheet, from Jenn, but with the capacities and building square footages from Nancy I. 
added to it. I had to guess at HD woodson's GSF, the 2012 capacity's in red are the 2003 capacities, 
since it seems they haven't finished with the 2012 capacity review. I also threw in estimate for the 
oyster ES enrollment, as the building utilizations are different--I still need to adjust the adams 
enrollment. There are other bits needing clean up, but you will be able to see the basics. 

I suggest we turn the question on its head--so rather than looking at enrollment size, I wonder about the 
question, Where could DCPS increase enrollment and provide better programs and environment? (ie 
where has DCPS invested (facilities and program) and where do we have more capacity?) 

So I put on a filter at 65% of capacity (I can explain the other figure--it is a sort of building efficient 
check, some schools, like MC Terrell, are given a very low program capacity, but actually have lots of 
room for students and staff) then looked at which schools with less than 65% utilization had full 
modernizations. So there are 4 (Walker Jones, Phelps, Kelly Miller, and Eastern) that meet that criteria. 
There are two that are soon to open (Cardozo and Dunbar who will be at very low utilization at opening) 
and two others, Ballou and Roosevelt with planned modernization that will low enrollment. 

One can do the same with 65% capacity and with the phased modernizations and program investment-
to see the universe of schools that could immediately deliver better conditions and better programs IF 
there was the enrollment to support them. 

So then, the question is, where are there schools with low or declining enrollment, and relatively worse 
facility conditions and without program investment that could be reassigned to these low capacity, good 
schools? (these are basically the "close universe". 

It sort of flips the problem to be solved, it becomes where are our high quality under utilized assets, how 
can we utilize them better? If one were to do an IFF overlay, in terms of where test scores are 
increasing, this would put another lens to this. 

Next step is to look for is which schools and or communities could be consolidated or reassigned to the 
better quality schools--to relieve crowding and/or to improve program. This helps DCPS with the problem 
of overpromising, as it only changes existing schools, to the extent it can find a better school for students 
to attend. The great thing about 2012 over 1993, 1997,2006, and 2008 or any of the other years DCPS 
schools have been closed, is that there really are some great facilities in DCPS. 

One of the things you need to realize is that according to DCPS figures, the capacity for DCPS is only 
about 55,000 now. This is with 12.5 million GSF of space, so it seems to me there is room for a sizeable 
number more than this, but it is true with larger shares of early childhood and special education, the 
enrollment the efficiencies of 140, 170 and 200 GSF per student at the various grade levels are hard to 
achieve. According to DCPS capacities, DCPS occupied schools (omitting special and alternative ed 
schools) are an average of 82% utilized. This is hardly a utilization rate that suggests any major "right 
sizing" is required, although-what is clear from the range of utilization rates in schools, is that there is 
serious reallocation needed. 

I will send other notes and ways to communicate these pOints tommorrow. Mary 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Attached is the latest run of the ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria that we discussed yesterday. We 
tweaked the following based on our meeting yesterday: 
--categorized the 5 EC campuses in Ward 5 as ES and pulling their enrollments for just Ps-s. 
--added in three-year average change in enrollment 

--removed alternative, special ed, and STAY schools from the original list 
--made sure have the consolidated schools accurately collapsed 

--identified all three types of modernization data (phase I, full mod, and planned) 
--tweaked the enrollment thresholds 

There are four flags in the file: 
l. Flag for a low enrollment (the label describes the cutoffs) 
2. Flag whether the school experienced a negative three-year average enrollment (which is a 

pretty low bar) 
3. Flag for no building investment/modernization flag (school did not receive phase I, full mod, 

and planned) 
4. Flag for no central admin programmatic investment 

Column O-school closure list flag (shorthand for now) -- identifies those schools that meet none of the 
3 criteria listed above (1, 3, and 4). We did not include negative 3-year enrollment (criteria 2) in the 
school closure list flag for now because we hadn't discussed it. 

Below is a summary of the total number of schools that we started with in each grade category, how 
many are on the short list if we use 3 criteria (22), and how many on the short list if we use all 4 criteria, 
including the negative enrollment, (9). 

Since this is in Excel, you can sort and filter at a whim. 

Let us know what you think and if you see any issues. We still need to put on DCPS school codes (will do 
for Monday's iteration), and we need to make sure no eligible school was dropped from the original 
total number (112). 

Let us know, 
jc 
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DCPS Elementary, Middle, High, and Education Campuses that did not meet enrollment, facility, or 

programmatic criterion 9/28 

Schools Total number On short list On short list 
of possible for closing, for closing, 

schools consolidation, consolidation, 
colocation colocation 
based on 3 based on 4 

criteria criteria 
{without 3-yr (including 

average negative 3-yr 
change in average 

enrollment) change in 
enrollment) 

Elementary 70 13 6 
Schools (5 EC 

schools in 

Ward 5 

switched to ES) 

Middle Schools 14 3 1 

Education 13 3 0 
Campuses 

High Schools 15 3 2 

Total 112 22 9 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Saturday, September 29,20121 :00 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
walkability issues in ward 7 and 8 

claudia, see below. nancy is right to push us on what are the walkability considerations. I am looking forward to 
discussing all this tonight. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Nancy Huvendick 
Sent: Saturday, September 29,20126:19 AM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 

Something seems just wrong with the capacities - - Hyde-Addison has dropped to 292 from 330 in 2003 when it 
was just one building - - lots of other drops too that seem non-sensical even when you consider increases in 
special education students. 

But I've been thinking about distance - - which does not seem to have been considered, paraticularly walk
ability in Wards 7 and 8. I think the system of right has a responsibility to consider this as policy and expense 
and investment. 

Pondering the map I'm struck by the fact that wards 7 & 8 were built up in the 20th century (almost entirely) 
and schools were mostly sited for liz mile intervals. Those that are closer have mostly already been consolidated 
- - but so many of those closed schools turned into charters the closing efficiency has been lost to the city. The 
many schools along Alabama and Mississippi Ave are at roughly liz mile intervals. The exceptions have already 
been addressed. 

Furthermore the terrain is so often hilly and cut by empty parkland or heavily travelled thoroughfares that walk
ability is often limited. It is not Ward 3 in that regard nor with respect to having family cars readily available 
for transport. 

• At Me Terrell/ McGogney and Moten! Wilkinson replacement schools were built and the old schools 
never torn down; and those pairs have already been addressed, sort of. 

• Turner/GreenlMalcolm X - - Green is already closed but may remain in play. 
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• PattersonlLeckie - - which are about 1/4th mile - and Patterson has no playing field, so closing Leckie is 
problematic (although the city should buy the small parcel next door). Leckie got a Phase I this summer. 
I doubt that either capacity could manage both populations. 

• Nalle/CW Harris; each about liz mile from Shadd, more than V4 mile but less than liz mile apart. It looks 
as if some homes in the CW Harris catchment area would require nearly a mile's walk to Nalle. But 
enrollments and capacities don't seem to fit. Nalle got the Phase I. 

• Smothers and Aiton are more than V4 mile apart but less than liz mile - - but their catchment area north of 
E. Capital St. is large (not counting Richardson! Arts & Technology, which just expanded.) Smothers 
sort of got a Phase I in 2008; it is one of the only older, pre-1940s schools architecturally left in 7 & 8 
(Garfield, Ketchem, Anacostia, Kennilworth?). Aiton is the site with good outdoor space, horrid as it is 
at present; there has been next to no facilities investment there. 

• Kennelworthl N. Thomas/ Houston! River Terrace are all liz mile or more distance and with highways 
between. Losing Kennelworth would pass-up possibilities for partnership with the Aquatic Gardens, 
which is a waste. 

• Ferebee-Hope and Simon are slightly less than liz mile apart but kids would have to wade Oxen Run as 
the walk around via Wheeler Rd. and Mississippi Ave. looks to be well more than a mile. 

• Ferebee-Hope and Hendley are liz mile. Ferebee-Hope has had some investment but remains a dog of a 
building with immense neighborhood amenities and somehow, without decent play space for little kids. 

• Davis and Plummer are a bit more than liz mile but within a large catchment area between Benning Rd. 
and Fort Dupont. 

• Beers and Winston are liz mile, Winston and Stanton are liz mile, Stanton and Garfield, Orr and Randle 
Highlands, Orr and Ketchem, Ketchem and Savoy, Burrville, Drew and Houston, etc., etc. 

As for criteria: 

Can distance from other schools of the same grade levels (ES, MS, HS) be used as a signal for the need to invest 
in or sustain isolated schools in order to maintain walk-able, accessible schools-of-right. 

Can positive weight for investment be put on secondary schools that are near the metro but NOT elementary 
schools, which should be within neighborhoods, serving families that can walk to the metro more than students 
arriving by metro. This also puts adult athletic fields within metro access. So Ron Brown and Wilson and 
Columbia Heights are well sited but Malcolm X is not. 

Nancy Huvendick 
DC Program Director 
21st Century School Fund 
Thurgood Marshall Center 
181612th 5t. NW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20009 
202-745-3745 x15 
nhuvendick@21cslorg 

"Working to improve urban public school facilities" 
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From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Friday, September 28,2012 11:19 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin; anthony.deguzman@dc.gov; adam@ksaplus.com; andrea@ksaplus.com 
Subject: looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 

Folks, 

Here is the spreadsheet, from Jenn, but with the capacities and building square footages from Nancy I. added to it. I had 
to guess at HD woodson's GSF, the 2012 capacity's in red are the 2003 capacities, since it seems they haven't finished 
with the 2012 capacity review. I also threw in estimate for the oyster ES enrollment, as the building utilizations are 
different--I still need to adjust the adams enrollment. There are other bits needing clean up, but you will be able to see 
the basics. 

I suggest we turn the question on its head--so rather than looking at enrollment size, I wonder about the question, 
Where could DCPS increase enrollment and provide better programs and environment? (ie where has DCPS invested 
(facilities and program) and where do we have more capacity?) 

So I put on a filter at 65% of capacity (I can explain the other figure--it is a sort of building efficient check, some schools, 
like MC Terrell, are given a very low program capacity, but actually have lots of room for students and staff) then looked 
at which schools with less than 65% utilization had full modernizations. So there are 4 (Walker Jones, Phelps, Kelly 
Miller, and Eastern) that meet that criteria. There are two that are soon to open (Cardozo and Dunbar who will be at 
very low utilization at opening) and two others, Ballou and Roosevelt with planned modernization that will low enrollment. 

One can do the same with 65% capacity and with the phased modernizations and program investment--to see the 
universe of schools that could immediately deliver better conditions and better programs IF there was the enrollment to 
support them. 

So then, the question is, where are there schools with low or declining enrollment, and relatively worse facility conditions 
and without program investment that could be reassigned to these low capacity, good schools? (these are basically the 
"close universe". 

It sort of flips the problem to be solved, it becomes where are our high quality under utilized assets, how can we utilize 
them better? If one were to do an IFF overlay, in terms of where test scores are increasing, this would put another lens 
to this. 

Next step is to look for is which schools and or communities could be consolidated or reassigned to the better quality 
schools--to relieve crowding and/or to improve program. This helps DCPS with the problem of overpromising, as it only 
changes existing schools, to the extent it can find a better school for students to attend. The great thing about 2012 over 
1993, 1997, 2006, and 2008 or any of the other years DCPS schools have been closed, is that there really are some great 
facilities in DCPS. 

One of the things you need to realize is that according to DCPS figures, the capacity for DCPS is only about 55,000 now. 
This is with 12.5 million GSF of space, so it seems to me there is room for a sizeable number more than this, but it is true 
with larger shares of early childhood and special education, the enrollment the efficiencies of 140, 170 and 200 GSF per 
student at the various grade levels are hard to achieve. According to DCPS capacities, DCPS occupied schools (omitting 
special and alternative ed schools) are an average of 82% utilized. This is hardly a utilization rate that suggests any 
major "right sizing" is required, although-what is clear from the range of utilization rates in schools, is that there is serious 
reallocation needed. 

I will send other notes and ways to communicate these pOints tommorrow. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
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21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Attached is the latest run of the ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria that we discussed yesterday. We tweaked the 
following based on our meeting yesterday: 
--categorized the 5 EC campuses in Ward 5 as ES and pulling their enrollments for just Ps-s. 
--added in three-year average change in enrollment 
--removed alternative, special ed, and STAY schools from the original list 
--made sure have the consolidated schools accurately collapsed 
--identified all three types of modernization data (phase I, full mod, and planned) 
--tweaked the enrollment thresholds 

There are four flags in the file: 
1. Flag for a low enrollment (the label describes the cutoffs) 
2. Flag whether the school experienced a negative three-year average enrollment (which is a pretty low bar) 
3. Flag for no building investment/modernization flag (school did not receive phase I, full mod, and planned) 
4. Flag for no central admin programmatic investment 

Column O-school closure list flag (shorthand for now) -- identifies those schools that meet none of the 3 criteria listed 
above (1, 3, and 4). We did not include negative 3-year enrollment (criteria 2) in the school closure list flag for now 
because we hadn't discussed it. 

Below is a summary of the total number of schools that we started with in each grade category, how many are on the 
short list if we use 3 criteria (22), and how many on the short list if we use all 4 criteria, including the negative 
enrollment, (9). 

Since this is in Excel, you can sort and filter at a whim. 

Let us know what you think and if you see any issues. We still need to put on DCPS school codes (will do for Monday's 
iteration), and we need to make sure no eligible school was dropped from the original total number (112). 

Let us know, 
jc 

DCPS Elementary, Middle, High, and Education Campuses that did not meet enrollment, facility, or programmatic 
criterion 9/28 

Schools Total number 
of possible 

On short list 
for closing, 

On short list 
for closing, 
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schools consolidation, consolidation, 
colocation colocation 
based on 3 based on 4 

criteria criteria 
{without 3-yr (including 

average negative 3-yr 
change in average 

enrollment) change in 
enrollment) 

Elementary 70 13 6 
Schools (5 EC 

schools in 

Ward 5 

switched to ES) 

Middle Schools 14 3 1 

Education 13 3 0 
Campuses 

High Schools 15 3 2 

Total 112 22 9 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Folks, 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, September 28,201211 :20 PM 
JComey@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS
OOC) 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; anichols@urban.org; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); 
adam@ksaplus.com; andrea@ksaplus.com 
looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 
Closure List_Sent092812.xls 

Here is the spreadsheet, from Jenn, but with the capacities and building square footages from Nancy I. added to it. I had 
to guess at HD woodson's GSF, the 2012 capacity's in red are the 2003 capacities, since it seems they haven't finished 
with the 2012 capacity review. I also threw in estimate for the oyster ES enrollment, as the building utilizations are 
different--I still need to adjust the adams enrollment. There are other bits needing clean up, but you will be able to see 
the basics. 

I suggest we turn the question on its head--so rather than looking at enrollment size, I wonder about the question, 
Where could DCPS increase enrollment and provide better programs and environment? (ie where has DCPS invested 
(facilities and program) and where do we have more capacity?) 

So I put on a filter at 65% of capacity (I can explain the other figure--it is a sort of building efficient check, some schools, 
like MC Terrell, are given a very low program capacity, but actually have lots of room for students and staff) then looked 
at which schools with less than 65% utilization had full modernizations. So there are 4 (Walker Jones, Phelps, Kelly 
Miller, and Eastern) that meet that criteria. There are two that are soon to open (Cardozo and Dunbar who will be at 
very low utilization at opening) and two others, Ballou and Roosevelt with planned modernization that will low enrollment. 

One can do the same with 65% capacity and with the phased modernizations and program investment--to see the 
universe of schools that could immediately deliver better conditions and better programs IF there was the enrollment to 
support them. 

So then, the question is, where are there schools with low or declining enrollment, and relatively worse facility conditions 
and without program investment that could be reassigned to these low capacity, good schools? (these are basically the 
"close universe". 

It sort of flips the problem to be solved, it becomes where are our high quality under utilized assets, how can we utilize 
them better? If one were to do an IFF overlay, in terms of where test scores are increasing, this would put another lens 
to this. 

Next step is to look for is which schools and or communities could be consolidated or reassigned to the better quality 
schools--to relieve crowding and/or to improve program. This helps DCPS with the problem of overpromising, as it only 
changes existing schools, to the extent it can find a better school for students to attend. The great thing about 2012 over 
1993, 1997, 2006, and 2008 or any of the other years DCPS schools have been closed, is that there really are some great 
facilities in DCPS. 

One of the things you need to realize is that according to DCPS figures, the capacity for DCPS is only about 55,000 now. 
This is with 12.5 million GSF of space, so it seems to me there is room for a sizeable number more than this, but it is true 
with larger shares of early childhood and special education, the enrollment the efficiencies of 140, 170 and 200 GSF per 
student at the various grade levels are hard to achieve. According to DCPS capacities, DCPS occupied schools (omitting 
special and alternative ed schools) are an average of 82% utilized. This is hardly a utilization rate that suggests any 
major "right sizing" is required, although-what is clear from the range of utilization rates in schools, is that there is serious 
reallocation needed. 

I will send other notes and ways to communicate these pOints tommorrow. Mary 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Attached is the latest run of the ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria that we discussed yesterday. We tweaked the 
following based on our meeting yesterday: 
--categorized the 5 EC campuses in Ward 5 as ES and pulling their enrollments for just Ps-s. 
--added in three-year average change in enrollment 

--removed alternative, special ed, and STAY schools from the original list 
--made sure have the consolidated schools accurately collapsed 

--identified all three types of modernization data (phase I, full mod, and planned) 
--tweaked the enrollment thresholds 

There are four flags in the file: 
l. Flag for a low enrollment (the label describes the cutoffs) 
2. Flag whether the school experienced a negative three-year average enrollment (which is a pretty low bar) 

3. Flag for no building investment/modernization flag (school did not receive phase I, full mod, and planned) 
4. Flag for no central admin programmatic investment 

Column O-school closure list flag (shorthand for now) -- identifies those schools that meet none of the 3 criteria listed 
above (1, 3, and 4). We did not include negative 3-year enrollment (criteria 2) in the school closure list flag for now 
because we hadn't discussed it. 

Below is a summary of the total number of schools that we started with in each grade category, how many are on the 
short list if we use 3 criteria (22), and how many on the short list if we use all 4 criteria, including the negative 
enrollment, (9). 

Since this is in Excel, you can sort and filter at a whim. 

Let us know what you think and if you see any issues. We still need to put on DCPS school codes (will do for Monday's 

iteration), and we need to make sure no eligible school was dropped from the original total number (112). 

Let us know, 
jc 
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DCPS Elementary, Middle, High, and Education Campuses that did not meet enrollment, facility, or programmatic 

criterion 9/28 

Schools Total number On short list On short list 
of possible for closing, for closing, 

schools consolidation, consolidation, 
colocation colocation 
based on 3 based on 4 

criteria criteria 
{without 3-yr (including 

average negative 3-yr 
change in average 

enrollment) change in 
enrollment) 

Elementary 70 13 6 
Schools (5 EC 

schools in 
Ward 5 
switched to ES) 

Middle Schools 14 3 1 

Education 13 3 0 
Campuses 

High Schools 15 3 2 

Total 112 22 9 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Friday, September 28,20126:52 PM 
To: JComey@urban.org; anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 

Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: SLitschwartz@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com; andrea@ksaplus.com; DeGuzman, Anthony 

D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Just to clarify, the concerns I have are with the short list, but also the fact that some of 
the schools that have had phase 1 mods are seriously small and declining. There is also a 
way that the list didn't jump out at me as, ah yes, these make sense, so I am going to work 
with the list this weekend (it will be tonight and Saturday). I will add the capacity 
numbers we got from Nancy I. and the square footages. 

I will also try reframing the question, for example, rather than what schools look like we 
should close, ask the question which schools do we think should have increased enrollment-
criteria would be modernized schools with excess capacity, schools that have had phase ones 
and have stable or growing enrollment, but excess capacity, schools with program investments 
(??) not sure all the filters here. 

THEN, take the list of schools with low and declining enrollments, without modernization, and 
see if they benefit from consolidation or new boundaries that move students into schools 
targeted for adding students. 

With the question, which schools should we target for increased enrollment, you then get to 
some of the most glaring challenges--fully modernized Cardozo; Dunbar; Roosevelt, with its 
planned modernization starting next year. So hopefully this approach gets to a set of 
proposals that have the potential to increase enrollment and revenues, save capital funds, 
and generate schools with more program. 

Adam and I are also working on a What if ... set of scenarios, which basically is a text 
version of the frame I am trying out on the data. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

-----Original Message-----
From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Nichols, Austin; Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie 
Subject: RE: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Maps certainly tell a story about ward 7. 
jc 
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-----Original Message----
From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:52 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; 'MFilardo@21csf.org'; 'NHuvendick@21csf.org'; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
(Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
(Amy.Lerman@dc.gov) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie 
Subject: RE: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

As I read it, the short list is mostly ES and EC, so the map for those levels may be helpful, 
even if we don't have SLED data etc. 
I've attached one that shows the concentration around Aiton-Smothers-Plummer. 

Aiton Elementary School 
C.W. Harris Elementary School 
Davis Elementary School 
Francis-Stevens Education Campus 
Garfield Elementary School 
Garrison Elementary School 
Houston Elementary School 
Kenilworth Elementary School 
Kimball Elementary School 
Langdon Education Campus 
Malcolm X Elementary School 
Payne Elementary School 
Plummer Elementary School 
Raymond Education Campus 
Smothers Elementary School 
Winston Education Campus 

MacFarland Middle School 
Ron Brown Middle School 
Shaw Middle School @ Garnet-Patterson 

Benjamin Banneker High School 
Coolidge High School 
Spingarn High School 

From: Comey, Jennifer 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) (Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov); 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) (Amy.Lerman@dc.gov) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Attached is the latest run of the ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria that we discussed 
yesterday. We tweaked the following based on our meeting 
yesterday: 

--categorized the 5 EC campuses in Ward 5 as ES and pulling their enrollments for just PS-5. 

--added in three-year average change in enrollment 

--removed alternative, special ed, and STAY schools from the original list 
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--made sure have the consolidated schools accurately collapsed 

--identified all three types of modernization data (phase I, full mod, and 
planned) 

--tweaked the enrollment thresholds 

There are four flags in the file: 

1. Flag for a low enrollment (the label describes the cutoffs) 

2. Flag whether the school experienced a negative three-year average 
enrollment (which is a pretty low bar) 

3. Flag for no building investment/modernization flag (school did not 
receive phase I, full mod, and planned) 

4. Flag for no central admin programmatic investment 

Column a-school closure list flag (shorthand for now) -- identifies those schools that meet 
none of the 3 criteria listed above (1, 3, and 4). We did not include negative 3-year 
enrollment (criteria 2) in the school closure list flag for now because we hadn't discussed 
it. 

Below is a summary of the total number of schools that we started with in each grade 
category, how many are on the short list if we use 3 criteria (22), and how many on the short 
list if we use all 4 criteria, including the negative enrollment, (9). 

Since this is in Excel, you can sort and filter at a whim. 

Let us know what you think and if you see any issues. We still need to put on DCPS school 
codes (will do for Monday's iteration), and we need to make sure no eligible school was 
dropped from the original total number (112). 

Let us know, 

jc 

DCPS Elementary, Middle, High, and Education Campuses that did not meet enrollment, facility, 
or programmatic criterion 9/28 

Schools 

Total number of possible schools 

On short list for closing, consolidation, colocation based on 3 criteria (without 3-
yr average change in enrollment) 

On short list for closing, consolidation, colocation based on 4 criteria (including 
negative 3-yr average change in enrollment) 

Elementary Schools (5 EC schools in Ward 5 switched to ES) 

70 

13 

6 
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Middle Schools 

14 

3 

1 

Education Campuses 

13 

3 

0 

High Schools 

15 

3 

2 

Total 

112 

22 

9 
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From: mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Sent: Friday, September 28,20125:59 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); JComey@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS

OOC) 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SLitschwartz@urban.org; anichols@urban.org; Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
RE: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

This seems to me a problematic list, doesn't seem like the right criteria. Let's discuss. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, September 28,20123:53 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin; Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Thanks, Jen and team. Will review now. 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 

prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Attached is the latest run of the ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria that we discussed yesterday. We tweaked the 
following based on our meeting yesterday: 
--categorized the 5 EC campuses in Ward 5 as ES and pulling their enrollments for just PS-5. 
--added in three-year average change in enrollment 
--removed alternative, special ed, and STAY schools from the original list 
--made sure have the consolidated schools accurately collapsed 
--identified all three types of modernization data (phase I, full mod, and planned) 
--tweaked the enrollment thresholds 

There are four flags in the file: 
1. Flag for a low enrollment (the label describes the cutoffs) 
2. Flag whether the school experienced a negative three-year average enrollment (which is a pretty low bar) 
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3. Flag for no building investment/modernization flag (school did not receive phase I, full mod, and planned) 
4. Flag for no central admin programmatic investment 

Column O-school closure list flag (shorthand for now) -- identifies those schools that meet none of the 3 criteria listed 
above (1, 3, and 4). We did not include negative 3-year enrollment (criteria 2) in the school closure list flag for now 
because we hadn't discussed it. 

Below is a summary of the total number of schools that we started with in each grade category, how many are on the 
short list if we use 3 criteria (22), and how many on the short list if we use all 4 criteria, including the negative 
enrollment, (9). 

Since this is in Excel, you can sort and filter at a whim. 

Let us know what you think and if you see any issues. We still need to put on DCPS school codes (will do for Monday's 
iteration), and we need to make sure no eligible school was dropped from the original total number (112). 

Let us know, 
jc 

DCPS Elementary, Middle, High, and Education Campuses that did not meet enrollment, facility, or programmatic 
criterion 9/28 

Schools Total number On short list On short list 
of possible for closing, for closing, 

schools consolidation, consolidation, 
colocation colocation 
based on 3 based on 4 

criteria criteria 
{without 3-yr (including 

average negative 3-yr 
change in average 

enrollment) change in 
enrollment) 

Elementary 70 13 6 
Schools (5 EC 
schools in 
Ward 5 
switched to ES) 

Middle Schools 14 3 1 

Education 13 3 0 
Campuses 

High Schools 15 3 2 

Total 112 22 9 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Friday, September 21,20128:07 AM 
JComey@urban.org 

Cc: adam@ksaplus.com; andrea@ksaplus.com; anichols@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org; 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); NHuvendick@21csf.org 

Subject: Re: criteria for schools needing short term actions and long term plans 

I think we need to discuss. What us conflated in the list is a narrative on how these things 
relate. We can discuss later. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 21, 2012, at 6:43 AM, "Comey, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org> wrote: 

> Mary-this is a very comprehensive list of factors to consider. We 
> could create some type if indice to help boil them down. 
> 
> One thing we have to consider is the criterion should be straight 
> forward enough to communicate clearly. Having 20 indicators, and some 
> are presumably more important than others, makes this hard. 
> With that said, I could see us identifying a smaller number of 
> indicators that creates the short list if potential school closures 
> and then the analyst team (and community, advisory board) would get a 
> full profile of each of the short list schools to fully understand 
> these schools. 
> 
> I think that each school needs a profile, it's just that not each of 
> the factors on the profile are part of the first round criterion. 
> 
> What do u think of that? 
> Jc 
> 
> Please excuse any typos. I am sending from my cell phone. 
> 
> On Sep 20, 2012, at 11:12 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org" 
> <MFilardo@21csf.org> wrote: 
> 
» Jenn, thinking about our meeting tomorrow on criteria for schools to 
» look at more closely for short term actions. Not sure if it will just 
» be you at the meeting or others on your team. But it would be good 
» to get Austin thinking about how to construct the theory associated 
» with an action related to the factors below. 
» 
» I know that DCPS wants to do is have certain of these factors that 
» would just eliminate schools from consideration for closing--for 
» examples: school is fully utilized (no matter its enrollment size or 
» test results); the building has been modernized; there are not school 
» options within access (no definition for this yet) of the school. We 
» can do this, but I think we need other filters that we are looking 
» at. 
» 
» Let's discuss ranking each school by the following factors within 
» cohorts of ES; PK8; MS; HS; Special ed schools; select admission 
» schools: 
» 
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» 1) Total Enrollment 2011-2012 
» 2) Special education enrollment (% of total) 
» 3) Over-age enrollment (%2 years or more out of grade) 
» 4) Free/reduced priced lunch (% free lunch) 
» 5) (% of poverty) income of the 2010 census tract of student 
» residence 
» 6) Cohort survival rate (in total) (first compulsory grade offered to 
» end grade offered totals) 
» 7) Cohort survival rate-student specific (mobility) (1,2,3,4,5 yea r 
» cohort survival of individual students-maybe percent of students who 
» stay 4 or more years at ES; 2 or more years MS; and 3 or more years 
» HS) 
» 8) Multi-year enrollment change (factor that describes enrollment 
» change over 3 years) 
» 9) # of public school grade-appropriate children within half mile (in 
» boundary?) of school 
» 10) # of DCPS grade-appropriate children within half mile 
» 11) # of PCS grade appropriate children within half mile 
» 12) Gross square feet per student 
» 13) Percent utilized (actual enrollment/capacity) 
» 14) Facility investment (dollars per GSF) 
» 15) Change in results of standardized test scores 
» 16) Dollars per "basic school student" by school (drop ELL and sp ed 
» weights) 
» 17) % of optimal educational program elements included in school 
» (look at the highest performing ES in DCPS, what do they have? Ie 
» art; music; PE; science; library; international language; after 
» school enrichment; other??? 
» 18) some way to rank schools in terms of how much supply competition 
» they face (number of grade comparable seats within one half mile?) 
» 
» So if we knew all of this about every school (DCPS and PCS??) what 
» would we know that would help DCPS make short and or long term 
» decisions about enrollment planning? 
» 
» 
» Mary Filardo 
» Executive Director 
» 21st Century School Fund 
» (202)745-3745 Xll 
» (202)745-1713 fax 
» mfilardo@21csf.org 
» www.21csf.org 
» www.BESTfacilities.org 
» 
» 1816 12th Street, NW 
» Washington, DC 20009 
» 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, September 13,20122:09 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
adam@ksaplus.com; andrea@ksaplus.com 

Subject: FW: Emanuel's administration would close 80 to 120 public schools and open many charter 
schools, sources say 

The context in DC is not just local. Here is what else is going on in Chicago. We had talked earlier about my having an 
opportunity to meet with Chancellor Henderson about this work before she is out there publicly. I think I need to do 
this. To the extent people in DC see actions of DCPS being ones designed to strengthen charters, rather than DCPS 
schools, there will be NO cooperation with her families and constituents, a group I think she wants to engage and secure 
their support. I think Henderson has to be willing to really defend the values, special responsibility and unique role and 
importance of a robust and growing municipal school system, as a sustainable, smart, efficient, diverse, way for the 
District to deliver high quality education. She needs to find ways to articulate the IIhopes and dreams" of citizens and 
families who want and believe in a DCPS school system. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Sean ODonnell 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 1:38 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick 
Subject: Emanuel's administration would close 80 to 120 public schools and open many charter schools, sources say 

www.chicagotribune.comlnews/educationlct-met-teachers-strike-school-c1osings-20120911,0,5041684.story 

chicagotribune.com 

Mayor's plan to close schools fuels union fears during teachers strike 

Emanuel's administration would close 80 to 120 public schools and open many charter 
schools, sources say 

By Noreen S. Ahmed-Ullah, John Chase and Jeff Coen, Chicago Tribune reporters 

11 :55 PM CDT, September 11, 2012 
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Mayor Rahm Emanuel's administration is considering plans to close 80 to 120 public schools on the city's South 
and West Sides, sources told the Tribune, bolstering concerns by striking Chicago teachers that more union jobs 
will be lost in an accelerating shift toward privately run charter schools. 

Chicago Teachers Union officials have complained that the administration will close underperforming or 
sparsely attended public schools, prompting their demand that the district rehire laid-off teachers for job 
openings. That is among several contentious issues at the center of the strike that has shut down public schools 
since Monday. 

Emanuel spokeswoman Sarah Hamilton called the idea of up to 120 school closings in the near term 
"completely untrue," as did CPS spokeswoman Becky Carroll. 

But several sources said that while details of the closings and the time frame remain fluid, there are plans to 
launch a targeted outreach program to broach the topic with community groups as soon as a teachers contract is 
settled. Communities expected to see the greatest share of school closings include Bronzeville, North Lawndale, 
Garfield Park and Englewood. Many of the affected neighborhoods have seen dramatic population declines in 
the past decade. 

An administration source said there is not a final number or list of schools for closing but that both 
underperforming and low-enrollment schools will be considered. "That's for after" contract negotiations are 
completed, the source said. 

At the same time closings are being considered, Emanuel is building on an effort begun under Mayor Richard 
Daley to give more of the responsibility for educating Chicago children to private operators of charter schools, 
which take in taxpayer money and employ nonunion teachers. Emanuel has declared that charter schools are a 
key component in fixing elementary and secondary education. 

One school board member confirmed Tuesday there have been talks about shuttering some schools. 

"I'm going to be honest, there's a conversation about school closings," school board member Mahalia Hines said 
Tuesday. "Now as far as the number or anything, that conversation happened really before we got to the board." 

Publicly, CPS has acknowledged it plans to dramatically transform the structure of the school system to address 
a deficit that is expected to reach nearly $1 billion next year. Some have suggested the teachers strike can be 
linked to a national push by teachers unions against privatization efforts. 

"The union is going to have to face the brutal truth that with declining enrollment and continuing growth of 
charter schools, there will be continuing pressure to reduce the teacher workforce," said Terry Mazany, CEO of 
the Chicago Community Trust, who was interim schools chief last year. 

While many of the schools targeted for closing also need millions of dollars in repairs, the growing charter 
movement, with a waiting list of 19,000 students, has often found that using old CPS buildings is cheaper than 
building its own schools. 

In a proposal to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, CPS officials have laid out a plan to create 60 more 
charter schools over five years. 

CTU President Karen Lewis has complained that city and school leaders are making efforts to "privatize public 
education and further disrupt our neighborhoods" by drastically boosting the number of charters. 
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Emanuel has done little to allay that fear. When he ran for mayor, he developed a relationship with well
financed businesspeople who had track records in the school reform effort first championed under Daley. Some 
became key contributors to Emanuel and had his ear as he searched for solutions for the city's troubled schools. 

Most of those allies strongly back efforts to give school officials more control to reward and punish teachers 
based on student test scores. 

Those pushing Emanuel to take a hard line with the union include venture capitalist Bruce Rauner, who sits on 
the boards of both the Chicago Public Education Fund, which pushes for more teacher accountability, and New 
Schools for Chicago, a group that focuses on private investment in charter schools. 

Brian Simmons, board chairman of the Chicago Public Education Fund, said: "The Education Fund and I have 
encouraged CPS and City Hall not to compromise their core principles in recall and evaluation. We think it's 
critical to progress and improving outcomes for kids. " 

The rise of charter schools supported by the superwealthy and "venture philanthropy" has been well 
documented. And Chicago has been no exception, as more than 50,000 city students now attend charters. 

But as those numbers swell, union members and other education advocates have said they fear the creation of a 
two-tiered city school system. The charter system, fed in part by public money, would funnel support away 
from traditional neighborhood schools. They also note that many do not perform much better than CPS-run 
schools. One of the most successful local charter groups has been the Noble Network. "We do hope to be part of 
the city's plan for improving public education going forward," Noble CEO Michael Milkie said in an email 
Tuesday. Milkie was part of Emanuel's transition team on education. "Our plan is grow to 20 public high school 
campuses serving 15,000 over the next four years, approximately doubling our current size." 

Also on the Noble board of directors is Martin Nesbitt, a friend of President Barack Obama who is listed in the 
mayor's official calendar as being part of his "kitchen Cabinet," and William Rowe, son of another Emanuel 
ally, former Exelon CEO John Rowe, chairman of New Schools. 

Emanuel often mentions Noble when he talks about giving parents more options. 

In one promotional video, Emanuel says Noble has the "secret sauce" to school success. "They've got the 
combination to the lock," the mayor said on the video. 

But the organization's most prominent face may be Rauner, who has a Noble school named for him and whose 
wife Emanuel also put on his education transition team. 

The Tribune has reported that Rauner met with CPS officials 13 times during a nine-month span as new chief 
Jean-Claude Brizard's team was organizing policy after he was named schools boss. And Rauner's name has 
appeared on Emanuel's official calendar as well, as recently as June. 

Rauner was placed on the influential board of World Business Chicago by Emanuel, and he has ties to one of 
Emanuel's most lucrative deals from his timing as an investment banker. The future of education in Chicago is 
charter schools, Rauner said in an interview this week. 

"We in the business community are passionately dedicated to high-quality public schools," he said, calling the 
city's best option having "empowered parents, informed parents." 
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.. There are many, many terrific teachers, and they should be appreciated and rewarded for their work," Rauner 
said. "And if there are some teachers who are not, they should do something else. We have to be able to 
evaluate the difference and act on it. " 

Rauner, who said he talks to the mayor" all the time on a lot of topics," said he thinks the mayor agrees with 
those kinds of sentiments. "I think he and other leaders of public schools around the country would agree with 
what I just said." 

Tribune reporter Kristen Mack contributed 

Copyright © 2012, Gbjq~gQJ)jb]J}J~ 

Sean O'Donnell, Senior Communications Associate 
21st Century School Fund 

Join 21CSF on FACEBOOK! I Follow 21CSF on TWITTER! 
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0202.745.3745 ext. 131 F 202-745-1713 
1816 1th Street 1 Washington, DC 20009 

"Improving Urban Public School Facilities" 

**See schools through the eyes of students and teachers. www.ThroughYourLens.org virtual photo and story 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Tuesday, September 11, 2012 10:05 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: Empower DC Education Campaign - Upcoming Actions to fight School Closures 
Sept 20th flyer.doc; ATT00001.htm Attachments: 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Daniel del Pielago" <daniel@empowerdc.org> 
Date: September 10, 20124: 10: 15 PM EDT 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Upcoming Actions to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

I want to let you know about two opportunities to fight School Closures in the DC. On Tuesday 
the 18th we will be Welcoming Back the Council and seeing what they plan to do to Strengthen 
Public Schools. And on Thursday the 20th along with National Grassroot organizations we will 
be rallying in front ofDCPS headquarters calling for a moratorium on school closures and then 
marching to the US Dept. of Education to call for a National Moratorium on School Closures. A 
flyer is attached with details for the 20th and feel free to call me with any questions (202-234-
9119 xt. 104). 

Tuesday September 18th lOam to 12pm - Welcome back/Council visits, 
Empower DC will be welcoming back the city council with council visits and the 
main focus will be how they plan to strengthen Public Schools. We will focus first 
on the Wards (1,4,5,7,8) that have had school closures and are threatened again and 
then focus on the Chair and At-large council members. We will be gathering in 
front of the Wilson Building (1350 Pennsylvania Ave) 

Thursday September 20th - JOURNEY FOR mSTICE- RallylPress conference 
at DCPS calling for a moratorium on school closures. Several national grass root 
organizations are coming in town calling for a National Moratorium on School 
Closures (flyer attached). We will begin at 11am in front of DCPS central office 
(1200 First Street, NE) with a press conference and rally, at 11:45am we will 
begin a march from the DCPS central office to the US Dept. of Education 
where we will have a similar rally calling for the National Moratorium on 
School Closures. The plan is to stay at the DOE for as long as possible so if 
you are not able to join us at 11am come down to the DOE when you can. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
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202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Monday, September 10, 2012 1 :06 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
draft letter 
CKH Memo_9612-1.v2.doc 

Shanita, I just don't think we have a coherent plan or message yet--getting there, 
definitely, but adding the closing conversation really changed the task from the 2008 one. 
See some of my comments on the letter. I think the discussions we have with Claudia tomorrow 
will be extremely helpful. For example, not sure if you saw a recent auditor's report on the 
cost of the 2008 closings--put at about $40 million--so the message defining the problems the 
Chancellor is working to solve with the help of this ADvisory Group (committee?) needs to be 
clear and properly documented. What does it mean to say DCPS wants to reduce or reallocate 
"cost" if it costs so much to close schools? 

I still wonder if Chancellor doesn't frame this work as developing the strategic plans for 
meeting the capital commitment to increase enrollment and bring greater support to struggling 
schools. The problem for the advisory group is what can DCPS do to increase enrollment and 
bring support to struggling schools as it relates to student assignment and school 
utilization? Among some of the tools the Chancellor will ask the public and advisory 
committee to look at to increase enrollment and improve struggling schools are the policies 
and practice of DC and DCPS associated with: assignment and school utilization. For 
examples, lottery out of boundary and special school application processes, feeder patterns, 
the neighborhood school boundaries, joint use of public school facilities and grounds; and 
school closings. 

Chancellor then says, DCPS will work with DME on the capital planning for school facility 
improvements. The DME has no authority to close DCPS or PCS schools but has a unique role in 
helping to rationalize our system. DCPS will work with DME and PCS to ensure that families 
in DC have access to a healthy, high quality system of neighborhood schools. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 10:57 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: FW: 

Hey there -

I wanted you to take a look at the reworked memo I did for JBR ... specifically the dates I am 
proposing. Does this jive with what you all are thinking at this point. Please don't share 
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with anyone else at this point - just wanted to get any input from you all if there is 
anything glaringly off in here. Thanks! 

Shanita 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To 
learn how to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 10:56 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Cc: Holland, Burnell (DCPS) 
Subject: 

Josephine, 

I have attached a revised draft of the memo to CKH here. 

It is focused on the Advisory Group only. It has also been requested that we not share 
anything with the Chancellor until ADG has a chance to do his presentation for MT on Tuesday 
in order to have the appropriate sequencing of information going to her. 

Let me know if you want to discuss further. Thanks. 

Shanita 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Monday, August 13, 2012 3:33 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT 
WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

Attachments: image002.gif; image001.gif 

Shanita, What I am concerned about for your office is the scheduling and location of the community meetings. I know 
you will work with Claudia on this, but just to share what is upper most on my mind. As you well know, people hate it 
when there is little notice. I think there are four major community meetings, with roughly these agendas: 

1) Discussion of the issues some background information and data presented, but mostly community discussion-
on enrollment policy, boundaries, feeder patterns, school closings, consolidations and co-locations 

2) Review of lots of info and data, related to values and criteria type discussions from first meeting 
3) Recommendations on the policy changes on student assignment and school utilization 
4) A look at how the policy implementation might impact specific schools and communities related to boundaries, 

closings, and co-locations 

Depending upon the application of the policy in specific communities will depend upon how many individual community 
meetings following approval of new policies. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 3:11 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

Ok - is OFPE supposed to be working on something specific right now? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 3:10 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

Claudia said we would just work via email. I talked with her a minute ago. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
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Washington. DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 

mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

I don't have anything on my calendar 

From: J~1fiJ.Q[QQ@.2J~.s.f.Qr.g LmQ.utQ.;J~1f!!Q[g.Q@.2J~.s.f.Qr.g] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:49 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

I had a tentative 3PM meeting today on my calendar. Is this right? 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 

m.f[J.~[9Q.@nf.~tQr.g 

w.W.w.:.fJf.~.f:.Qr.g 
w.W.w.:.~.~?.I.f~f.iJ[~j.~.~.:Q[g 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [mQi)tQ.:.S..b.9.!J.[tQ ... b.!J.r.!J.~y@.q.c.,gQv.] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 20121:38 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: andrea@ksaplus.com; adam@ksaplus.com; Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Holland, Burnell 
(DCPS) 
Subject: RE: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

Thanks Mary for forwarding this. 

Sarah Johnson on our staff attended this meeting and provided a synopsis as well. 

Interesting perspective and one I'm not surprised by ... definitely something for us to prepare for as we continue to work 

on our visioning for community engagement and use of the commission. 

Check out the "One City Action Plan" 
Read Mayor Gray's comprehensive strategy to create a thriving city for all! 

Visit http://onecityactionplan.dc.gov to learn more. 

From: M.F..u9.r.qQ'@21~stQ.rg [mQ!!tQ;.M.F..u9.r.qQ'@21~stQf9] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 12:32 PM 
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To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: 9.o.g.r.eQ@.!§gp.J.US.,~9.m; QQ9.m@.!§gp.J.u.S.,~9.m 
Subject: FW: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

Claudia and Shanita ... A report of the DME's meeting on quality education from Ward 7. Mary 

"There was so much handwriting on the wall; even the wall fell 
down." - Christopher Morley 

Dear Neighbors, 

I truly believe Saturday's community conversation was never intended to be 
an honest discussion, dialogue, or discourse on the quality of our 
children's educational attainment. No, rather I am unequivocally convinced 
our facilitators were simply paid (although awkward) water-bearers of 
those aiming to flood and drown us, if necessary, with their highly-touted 
IFF recommendations to shutter schools predicated on DCPS' deplorable test 
scores, neighborhood schools' low enrollment, dilapidated facilities, and 
the Administration's laughable pretense to save education from the 
wetlands of academic despair, death and doom. But, that motley crew of 
less than 100 attendees were skilled divers who weren't about to go 
skinny-dipping in a cesspool of lies, misconceptions, deceptions, and mo' 
lies. Oh no, fully dressed in scuba gear, they jumped in deep to get to 
the bottom of what really lurks behind the recently proposed school 
closings. 

Approximately 10:45am, ANC 7A Chair Villareal Johnson, along with DME 
COS Jennifer Leonard and two Public Agenda staffers, convened the 
conversation and immediately sought to 'lay down some ground rules'. It 
was even more quickly dispatched the only ground rules adhered to would be 
the parents, elected officials, candidates, educators, community activists 
and other stakeholders, would rule the conversation and set our own 
agenda. A motion was put on the floor by Ward 7's very own UNBOUGHT, 
UNBOSSED, AND UNBOWED education stalwart, Emily Washington (hereafter 
affectionately referred to as Aunt Em) to forego the breakout sessions and 
instead have everyone remain in the same room and participate in 'one' 
conversation. It was loudly seconded and passed by the 
majority notwithstanding 6 objections and one abstention. If there had 
been any such scheme to divide and conquer us, that plot was expeditiously 
foiled, folded, and forgotten. We so ingeniously commandeered the 
discussion, our dumbfounded 'facilitators' needed to break out themselves 
to re-calibrate. Having wrapped their minds around the fact this August 
Saturday would be no leisurely day at the beach, our facilitators returned 
resigned to let the people have their say. And, we said a lot! If any 
wanted to see a mere snapshot of real community involvement, yesterday's 
meeting was a sight for sore eyes. A moment more proud than a high school 
valedictorian speech. No coward soldiers in this army! It was mutually 
agreed upon the first part of the conversation would cover questions from 
the audience and the second half, solutions. Our comments, concerns, and 
complaints would be duly recorded and published for the powers-that-be's 
consumption and consideration. Whatever! 
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When first responder and education advocate Jackie Pinckney Hackett 
fastballed if the DME was in compliance with NCLB's Section 1118 requiring 
parental involvement in anything that impacts children, Leonard sheepishly 
admitted the DME was NOT in compliance. Strike One! 

It is highly disingenuous to dog-and-pony parents and taxpayers of this 
city with meaningless conversations and nugatory engagement when we see, 
feel, taste, and can smell the permanent die of our children's educational 
demise has been cast. Every shut eye ain't sleep! We know very well dirty 
politics are at play to pilfer our property to pad 'their' profits. On 
August 7, the Washington Examiner reported both Henderson and Mayor 
Vincent Gray have not been shy in recent months about their desire to 
close schools, many of which are underenrolled. "We haven't issued a 
specified timeline yet," said DCPS spokeswoman, Melissa Salmanowitz of the 
proposed school closings. "Just do the math on it -- it's not 
sustainable," Gray said. "We're going to have to consolidate. "This is not 
something at this point that we're prepared to comment on," said Jennifer 
Leonard, the chief of staff for the deputy mayor. That's not the only 
thing Leonard's not 'prepared' to talk about. However, in all fairness and 
respect to Ms. Leonard, who appeared an affable lady, I pity her for she 
unwittingly put her delicate hand into the hornets' nest believing it a 
rabble of colorful butterflies. At the meeting's start, she was strutting 
four-inch heeled sandals. Before its end, Leonard had strapped on her 
running shoes and was saying goodbye 'cause her husband and kids were 
wai ting for her in the parking lot. (101) 

Strike Two and Three - I think even more insulting and offensive to our 
collective nostrils yesterday other than the facilitators not providing, 
much less having, a written agenda for the day's events was their inanity 
to admit they also had no idea of the definition of a quality education. 
There's a yellow flag on the field. Penalty! Are you serious?! They might 
as well walked into a hungry lion's den with a chunk of raw meat in their 
hands. In layman's terms so that anyone not smarter than a fifth grader 
could understand, the eight speakers preceding me wasted no time neither 
words defining a quality education for our ignorant facilitators. The 
clearinghouse list ranged from clean classrooms, highly effective 
teachers, resources, services, libraries staffed with librarians and 
books, technology to global curricula. Suddenly, my turn came to comment 
and I seized the moment as a point of clarification. "A fish rots from the 
head down. You don't have quality education because you don't have quality 
administration!" Say what now?!!!! I continued ... "If the IFF has provided 
its recommendations and DCPS and the Administration have made their 
decision - Why are we here?!" Iris Toyer, recently redistricted to Ward 8 
(and another whose spirit, spunk, and spine I've always admired) I believe 
questioned the connection of low test scores to school closings. The 
answers to my and Toyer's inquiries are probably still orbiting 
the Earth. 

Former education administrator and Ward 7 resident, Sharon Shanklin-Browne 
blew her whistle and called a foul on Public Agenda staffer, Gwen, for her 
unsportmanslike, condescending facial display, disposition and disrespect 
of participants while they spoke. Quite eloquently, she took each 
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facilitator to task for underestimating the intelligence, experience and 
savvy of the audience, citing her own impressive, stellar resume in 
education. She was in good company as there were present, three Ward 7 
principals as well as current teachers whose names I will NOT divulge as 
not to bear sole responsibility for them haplessly ending up on DCPS' 
notorious chopping block. Y'all know, with DCPS, speaking out is 
a expedited escort to the nearest exit. 

Ward 7 CM Yvette Alexander and At-large CM Vincent Orange attended and 
recalled their auspicious days of public education. While Orange, who was 
the first in his family to attend college, credits public education as his 
launching pad to success, Alexander lectured we need a different way of 
addressing education issues in Ward 7. I beg to differ. We don't need 
a different way - we need a darn plan! Got one?! 

Side note: It was not lost on attendees that Ward 2,3, and 6 are not 
scheduled for any 'community conversations.' Neither has it slipped 
past us Ward 3 reportedly has no charters. It is also noteworthy and 
telling that Ward 7's SBOE representative, Dorothy Douglas, was not in 
attendance yet her colleague, Ward 6 SBOE representative Monica Warren
Jones was present and participating. Such a well-spoken, thoughtful, 
seemingly involved, intelligent and knowledgeable person. We were blessed 
by her presence. Ward 6 must be so well pleased. Ahhh! 

If everyone is singing the same tune, you know the song is a hit! From 
Hillcrest to Deanwood to Eastland Gardens, the vibrations of our common 
education theme, Self-Determination, was earthquaking. When Aunt Em 
suggested we 'vehemently opposed any school closings and demand a 
moratorium on charters in Ward 7 UNTIL' (I'm paraphrasing) such time we, 
Ward 7, as the DME handout states, can identify, discuss, and move to 
action around ways that will improve access and quality of education for 
DC students, ours particularly, the recommendation rapidly morphed into a 
motion seconded, and voted upon UNANIMOUSLY. To ensure and safeguard our 
collective will from being reduced to a mere note of record, I insisted 
that it be extracted and post-haste forwarded to the Mayor, DME, 
Chancellor, and OSSE for their immediate notification and edification. The 
facilitators were asked to as soon as possible compile our suggestions, 
comments, and questions and submit them to ANC 7A no later than Wednesday, 
August 15 for distribution to the attendees so that we may share with the 
community at-large. Taking Greg Rhett's cue, we further voted in agreement 
to reconvene on Saturday, September 15, 2012, location to be announced, to 
create a plan to save our children. 

I already have a simple solution. If low enrollment is accelerating the 
closures of our Ward 7 schools, I would argue that we can stop the 
hemorrhage by bringing our kids (including Special ED students) back to 
their neighborhood schools and let the money follow them home. Put the 
necessary resources, wrap-around services and modernization back in our 
budget so our children can learn in a state-of-the-art facility. Staff our 
schools with highly effective, qualified teachers and experienced 
administrators, even if it means hiring veterans or reassigning educators 
from high-performing schools elsewhere in the city. What's the problem? If 
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you're highly effective, shouldn't matter if you're teaching Arnold 
Horshack or Albert Einstein. Adopt best practices and innovative, 
differentiated methods of instruction. Lastly, allow our schools to be 
shared space conducive and accessible to the community, i.e., health 
clinics, fitness, vocational education training, illiteracy and adult 
education centers. I say, don't close the schools; close 
the (achievement) gap. Do that! 

On September 15, bring your neighbors, family, friends and your solution 
to the problem. This is a clear and present danger and we need all hands 
on deck. The handwriting's on the wall ... What does it tell you? 

You have a choice. Either set your own agenda or follow someone else's. 
Yesterday, we put our children at the top of our agenda. 

Agendas are like opinions. Everyone has one. 

They came IN with theirs, but left OUT with ours! 

May the angels of rest cuddle each of you until dawn's breaking ... Good 
night, Ward 7 and EOR! 

.R~p.lyJ.Qn~.~.Q.~.~.r 1.R~p.lyJ.Q.gnHW 1.R~p.lYny.!!!nw.~JJ.nP'.Q.~~ I Start a New Topic 
M~.~~.~g~~jl1.1hi~.JQPig (4) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
Visit Your Group 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Monday, August 13, 2012 12:32 PM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
andrea@ksaplus.com; adam@ksaplus.com 
FW: [Ward 7] Re: [east_oCthe_river] THEY CAME WITH 'THEIR' AGENDA BUT LEFT 
WITH 'OURS'!!!!! 

Claudia and Shanita ... A report of the DME's meeting on quality education from Ward 7. Mary 

"There was so much handwriting on the wall; even the wall fell 
down." - Christopher Morley 

Dear Neighbors, 

I truly believe Saturday's community conversation was never intended to be 
an honest discussion, dialogue, or discourse on the quality of our 
children's educational attainment. No, rather I am unequivocally convinced 
our facilitators were simply paid (although awkward) water-bearers of 
those aiming to flood and drown us, if necessary, with their highly-touted 
IFF recommendations to shutter schools predicated on DCPS' deplorable test 
scores, neighborhood schools' low enrollment, dilapidated facilities, and 
the Administration's laughable pretense to save education from the 
wetlands of academic despair, death and doom. But, that motley crew of 
less than 100 attendees were skilled divers who weren't about to go 
skinny-dipping in a cesspool of lies, misconceptions, deceptions, and mo' 
lies. Oh no, fully dressed in scuba gear, they jumped in deep to get to 
the bottom of what really lurks behind the recently proposed school 
closings. 

Approximately 10:45am, ANC 7A Chair Villareal Johnson, along with DME 
COS Jennifer Leonard and two Public Agenda staffers, convened the 
conversation and immediately sought to 'lay down some ground rules'. It 
was even more quickly dispatched the only ground rules adhered to would be 
the parents, elected officials, candidates, educators, community activists 
and other stakeholders, would rule the conversation and set our own 
agenda. A motion was put on the floor by Ward 7's very own UNBOUGHT, 
UNBOSSED, AND UNBOWED education stalwart, Emily Washington (hereafter 
affectionately referred to as Aunt Em) to forego the breakout sessions and 
instead have everyone remain in the same room and participate in 'one' 
conversation. It was loudly seconded and passed by the 
majority notwithstanding 6 objections and one abstention. If there had 
been any such scheme to divide and conquer us, that plot was expeditiously 
foiled, folded, and forgotten. We so ingeniously commandeered the 
discussion, our dumbfounded 'facilitators' needed to break out themselves 
to re-calibrate. Having wrapped their minds around the fact this August 
Saturday would be no leisurely day at the beach, our facilitators returned 
resigned to let the people have their say. And, we said a lot! If any 
wanted to see a mere snapshot of real community involvement, yesterday's 
meeting was a sight for sore eyes. A moment more proud than a high school 
valedictorian speech. No coward soldiers in this army! It was mutually 
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agreed upon the first part of the conversation would cover questions from 
the audience and the second half, solutions. Our comments, concerns, and 
complaints would be duly recorded and published for the powers-that-be's 
consumption and consideration. Whatever! 

When first responder and education advocate Jackie Pinckney Hackett 
fastballed if the DME was in compliance with NCLB's Section 1118 requiring 
parental involvement in anything that impacts children, Leonard sheepishly 
admitted the DME was NOT in compliance. Strike One! 

It is highly disingenuous to dog-and-pony parents and taxpayers of this 
city with meaningless conversations and nugatory engagement when we see, 
feel, taste, and can smell the permanent die of our children's educational 
demise has been cast. Every shut eye ain't sleep! We know very well dirty 
politics are at play to pilfer our property to pad 'their' profits. On 
August 7, the Washington Examiner reported both Henderson and Mayor 
Vincent Gray have not been shy in recent months about their desire to 
close schools, many of which are underenrolled. "We haven't issued a 
specified timeline yet," said DCPS spokeswoman, Melissa Salmanowitz of the 
proposed school closings. "Just do the math on it -- it's not 
sustainable," Gray said. "We're going to have to consolidate. "This is not 
something at this point that we're prepared to comment on," said Jennifer 
Leonard, the chief of staff for the deputy mayor. That's not the only 
thing Leonard's not 'prepared' to talk about. However, in all fairness and 
respect to Ms. Leonard, who appeared an affable lady, I pity her for she 
unwittingly put her delicate hand into the hornets' nest believing it a 
rabble of colorful butterflies. At the meeting's start, she was strutting 
four-inch heeled sandals. Before its end, Leonard had strapped on her 
running shoes and was saying goodbye 'cause her husband and kids were 
wai ting for her in the parking lot. (101) 

Strike Two and Three - I think even more insulting and offensive to our 
collective nostrils yesterday other than the facilitators not providing, 
much less having, a written agenda for the day's events was their inanity 
to admit they also had no idea of the definition of a quality education. 
There's a yellow flag on the field. Penalty! Are you serious?! They might 
as well walked into a hungry lion's den with a chunk of raw meat in their 
hands. In layman's terms so that anyone not smarter than a fifth grader 
could understand, the eight speakers preceding me wasted no time neither 
words defining a quality education for our ignorant facilitators. The 
clearinghouse list ranged from clean classrooms, highly effective 
teachers, resources, services, libraries staffed with librarians and 
books, technology to global curricula. Suddenly, my turn came to comment 
and I seized the moment as a point of clarification. "A fish rots from the 
head down. You don't have quality education because you don't have quality 
administration!" Say what now?!!!! I continued ... "If the IFF has provided 
its recommendations and DCPS and the Administration have made their 
decision - Why are we here?!" Iris Toyer, recently redistricted to Ward 8 
(and another whose spirit, spunk, and spine I've always admired) I believe 
questioned the connection of low test scores to school closings. The 
answers to my and Toyer's inquiries are probably still orbiting 
the Earth. 
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Former education administrator and Ward 7 resident, Sharon Shanklin-Browne 
blew her whistle and called a foul on Public Agenda staffer, Gwen, for her 
unsportmanslike, condescending facial display, disposition and disrespect 
of participants while they spoke. Quite eloquently, she took each 
facilitator to task for underestimating the intelligence, experience and 
savvy of the audience, citing her own impressive, stellar resume in 
education. She was in good company as there were present, three Ward 7 
principals as well as current teachers whose names I will NOT divulge as 
not to bear sole responsibility for them haplessly ending up on DCPS' 
notorious chopping block. Y'all know, with DCPS, speaking out is 
a expedited escort to the nearest exit. 

Ward 7 CM Yvette Alexander and At-large CM Vincent Orange attended and 
recalled their auspicious days of public education. While Orange, who was 
the first in his family to attend college, credits public education as his 
launching pad to success, Alexander lectured we need a different way of 
addressing education issues in Ward 7. I beg to differ. We don't need 
a different way - we need a darn plan! Got one?! 

Side note: It was not lost on attendees that Ward 2,3, and 6 are not 
scheduled for any 'community conversations.' Neither has it slipped 
past us Ward 3 reportedly has no charters. It is also noteworthy and 
telling that Ward 7's SBOE representative, Dorothy Douglas, was not in 
attendance yet her colleague, Ward 6 SBOE representative Monica Warren
Jones was present and participating. Such a well-spoken, thoughtful, 
seemingly involved, intelligent and knowledgeable person. We were blessed 
by her presence. Ward 6 must be so well pleased. Ahhh! 

If everyone is singing the same tune, you know the song is a hit! From 
Hillcrest to Deanwood to Eastland Gardens, the vibrations of our common 
education theme, Self-Determination, was earthquaking. When Aunt Em 
suggested we 'vehemently opposed any school closings and demand a 
moratorium on charters in Ward 7 UNTIL' (I'm paraphrasing) such time we, 
Ward 7, as the DME handout states, can identify, discuss, and move to 
action around ways that will improve access and quality of education for 
DC students, ours particularly, the recommendation rapidly morphed into a 
motion seconded, and voted upon UNANIMOUSLY. To ensure and safeguard our 
collective will from being reduced to a mere note of record, I insisted 
that it be extracted and post-haste forwarded to the Mayor, DME, 
Chancellor, and OSSE for their immediate notification and edification. The 
facilitators were asked to as soon as possible compile our suggestions, 
comments, and questions and submit them to ANC 7A no later than Wednesday, 
August 15 for distribution to the attendees so that we may share with the 
community at-large. Taking Greg Rhett's cue, we further voted in agreement 
to reconvene on Saturday, September 15, 2012, location to be announced, to 
create a plan to save our children. 

I already have a simple solution. If low enrollment is accelerating the 
closures of our Ward 7 schools, I would argue that we can stop the 
hemorrhage by bringing our kids (including Special ED students) back to 
their neighborhood schools and let the money follow them home. Put the 
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necessary resources, wrap-around services and modernization back in our 
budget so our children can learn in a state-of-the-art facility. Staff our 
schools with highly effective, qualified teachers and experienced 
administrators, even if it means hiring veterans or reassigning educators 
from high-performing schools elsewhere in the city. What's the problem? If 
you're highly effective, shouldn't matter if you're teaching Arnold 
Horshack or Albert Einstein. Adopt best practices and innovative, 
differentiated methods of instruction. Lastly, allow our schools to be 
shared space conducive and accessible to the community, i.e., health 
clinics, fitness, vocational education training, illiteracy and adult 
education centers. I say, don't close the schools; close 
the (achievement) gap. Do that! 

On September 15, bring your neighbors, family, friends and your solution 
to the problem. This is a clear and present danger and we need all hands 
on deck. The handwriting's on the wall ... What does it tell you? 

You have a choice. Either set your own agenda or follow someone else's. 
Yesterday, we put our children at the top of our agenda. 

Agendas are like opinions. Everyone has one. 

They came IN with theirs, but left OUT with ours! 

May the angels of rest cuddle each of you until dawn's breaking ... Good 
night, Ward 7 and EOR! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, February 09,20124:24 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
comments on IFF study 
IFFreview_21 CSF _Siegel_Final.doc 

Kaya, This study was really shoddy work-just poor research methods and no evidence to basis for its recommendations. 
I attached the written analysis Mike Siegel (a colleague) and I did on it. I would like to meet with you soon. I really don't 

think we need to have others in the room. It would be good to just have an open discussion about what you are thinking 
and give you some honest feedback on it. I know there is all kinds of closing conversations around. We did the staff 
work for Michelle to make the round of closings possible. We don't think that districts should never close schools, but it 
is really not the time and certainly the IFF study provides no basis for closing anything. 

Please have your assistant call my office to schedule a time when we can meet. Let's do it sometime after the oversight 
hearing on the 1th. Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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Review of the Illinois Facility Fund's Analysis of School Location and Performance in 
Washington, DC 

Michael Siegel and Mary Filardo 
February 9,2012 

Background 

On January 25th
, the District of Columbia Deputy Mayor for Education released "Quality Schools: 

Every Child, Every School, Every Neighborhood"l The study was paid for by the Walton 
Foundation and prepared by the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF), a Chicago-based charter finance and 
real estate advisory organization. 2 Preparation of the study was overseen by IFF's Director of 
Research, Dr. Jovita Baber? 

The study comes at a time when the District is within about five years of completing an ambitious 
modernization and right-sizing program for its public school facilities, and a long and substantial 
decline in enrollment in DCPS's traditional public schools has slowed and may have begun to 
reverse. Perhaps not un-relatedly, some of the District's neighborhoods have also begun to 
reverse decades of declining population that saw the loss of much of its middle class. 

Summary 

IFF's study purports to identify "service gaps" between the supply of and demand for "performing 
seats" in both DCPS and public charter schools. IFF describes its study: 

At its core, this study is a supply and demand analysis. It subtracts the number of seats in 

performing schools from the number of students in the public system and provides that data by 

cluster for each of the 39 neighborhood clusters designated by the DC government for 

community planning purposes. To identify schools providing performing seats, the study 
averages the percent proficient in 2011 DC Comprehensive Assessment System (DC-CAS) and 

the predicted percent proficient in 2016, for each grade division (K-S, 6-8 and 9-12). To predict 

whether a school is likely to meet or exceed current state standards in the next five years (2016), 
the study uses an extrapolative regression of DC-CAS results over the past five years (2007-

2011). Based on the mean of the 2011 standardized test scores and a predicted projection for 

2016, each school is ranked. The top quartile of schools is considered performing and referred to 

1 A link to a pdf file of the full study can be found at the Deputy Mayor's website at: 
httR;LLQm~_J;k,gQyD)Cfl)MEaEE±N~_~JJ~±A~§_~_S_~!1Hm1±R~P9rt). 
2 FF' s web site describes itself as "as stakeholder in the charter school". See: 
http://www.iff.org/policy-and-research, and http://www.iff.org/lending, viewed January 31,2012. 
3 Dr. Baber has no evident qualifications in the subject area, or in quantitative research. Dr. Baber 
is affiliated with the SpanishlPortugeselItalian Department at the University of Illinois, Urbana 
campus. Her publications concern post-colonial Mexico and Iberia. See: 
http://www.sip.illinois.edu/people/jbaber, viewed January 31,2012. 
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as Tier 1 in a four tier system. Tier 1 schools have a high level of achievement on the 2011 DC

CAS results, a steep improvement slope over the past five years or both. (IFF p. 6) 

The report then makes recommendations that it presumes to close these service gaps. IFF 
summaries its recommendations: 

Increasing the number of performing seats is paramount. This study demonstrates that the actions with 

the greatest value for students will occur if DCPS and the Public Charter School Board (PCSB) work 

together to concentrate on the ten priority neighborhood clusters. In particular, IFF recommends: 

1. Invest in facilities and programs to accelerate performance in Tier 2 schools. 

2. Close or turnaround Tier 4 DCPS schools. Close Tier 4 charter schools. 

3. Fill seats in Tier 1 schools. Sustain the performing capacity of Tier 1 schools. 

4. Monitor Tier 3 schools. (IFF, p.6) 

Unfortunately, the study's methodology, analysis, and recommendations are so seriously flawed, 
they fail to provide a valid basis for any actionable policies, or for guiding public investment or for 
school facilities planning. 

Were the study's recommendations to be implemented, the immediate effect would be to halt and 
hamstring scheduled modernizations of schools throughout the District. They would cause 
unwarranted disruption and uncertainty for thousands of students and families, while reducing 
accountability and fostering public distrust. They would also close and transfer governance of 
dozens ofDCPS schools to charter operators, and turn over control of these real estate assets to 
the Public Charter School Board (PCSB) for use as "incentives" and disposition as it sees fit. 

IFF's Expected Outcomes are Based on Conjecture 
• The key premise of the study is that higher-performance follows charter operators to low

performing schools, and that undefined investment will do the same for tier 2 schools. 

• When asked, IFF's research director was unable to identify a low-performing school in any 
of the five large urban cities where it has made similar recommendations that were 
transformed to high-performing status upon transfer to a charter operator. 

• Much of the "creaming" effect that can result from re-sorting existing student populations 
into new and/or reorganized schools may have already occurred in the District which has 
the second-highest percent of students attending charter schools nationally, and a number 
of successful specialty schools. 

No Evidence for IFF's Speculated Outcomes 
• Transfer of Anacostia, Dunbar, and Coolidge High Schools to a charter operator in 2008 

did not elevate them to high-performing status. The charter manager for two of these 
schools was asked to leave after two years. 
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• A review and analysis of transformation case studies prepared for the U.S. Department of 
Education (DOEd) found fewer than three dozen successful examples nationwide, for 
which only "minimal" evidence was found that transformation strategies had any affect 
whatsoever on outcomes (see: http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwclPracticeGuide.aspx?sid=7). 

• A 2011 study of an urban school system found the post-closure and transfer performance 
of students from closed schools was adversely affected. Adverse affects were minimized 
when students were combined with the student body of an existing higher-performing 
school. This is not what IFF's recommendations would accomplish in the District, (see: 
http://www.sree.org/conferencesI2011/programldownloads/abstracts/34.pdf. 

• Because few (if any) high-performing District schools have excess capacity, and most 
charter students are likely to attend schools near their place of residence, the existing 
student body of schools IFF targets for closure can be expected to transfer largely intact 
to new charter schools, many to be located in the identical buildings or in a nearby 
replacement. 

• A 2009 "matched pair" study designed to eliminate differences in student demographics as 
a factor found charter schools to have under-performed their matched pair traditional 
public schools (see: 
http:// greatlakescenter. orgl docs/Think Twice/TT Miron CREDO. pdf. 

Conflicts and Lack of Qualifications 
• IFF's director of research, who oversaw its study of the District, lacks any prior 

publications, quantitative analysis, or expertise in education and pedagogic research (see 
Appendix A). 

• IFF is a self-described charter school "stakeholder" that provides real estate consulting 
services to charter operators. As a conduit lender to charters it also has a potential 
financial interest in the implementation of its recommendations. 

• IFF's recommends closing dozens of (mostly DCPS) schools it profiles as "low
performing" and the transfer of their publicly-owned real estate assets to the Public 
Charter School Board (PCSB) for use as "incentives" and disposition as it sees fit. 

Invalid Methodology and Analysis 
• Single-variate regression models are used by IFF to estimate trend lines based on five or 

fewer data points for each school. This approach is unlikely to have generated high R
square values or statistically significant results for many (and possibly most) schools. 

• Data for some schools are corrupted by cheating that reportedly occurred from 2008 to 
2011. 
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• IFF's methodology does not employ a more appropriate longitudinal model. Rather, its 
static single-variate model (erroneously) presumes the attributes of the modeled cohort 
apply to the following cohort, and fails to account for other factors known to affect 
outcomes (e.g., special education, ELL, economically disadvantaged). 

• IFF's tier assignments are essentially arbitrary. For example, the upper two tier 4 slots are 
occupied by Roosevelt and Cardozo high schools. IFF relegates them for closure and 
transfer (and perhaps for demolition), yet their forecast proficiency exceeds about a dozen 
tier 3 schools. 

It's also of no small concern that IFF's arbitrary replacement cost hurdle could consign to 
demolition some of the District's most prominent and historic legacy properties. Had its 
recommendations been in effect at the time, Wilson, Cardozo, and Walls Senior High Schools 
together with Janney Elementary could have met with the wrecking ball. 

Discussion of Methodological and Analytical Issues 

IFF's analysis is flawed by a paucity of data points, corrupted data, and a methodology that relies 
on the single variable of time to forecast the performance of students in 2016 - many of whom 
have yet to enroll in school or take their first DC-CAS tests. 

One can have little confidence in the predictive value of such a model. IFF explicitly 
acknowledges its model is inappropriate for the purposes for which it is utilized: 

"This model cannot and does not purport to forecast the percent that will be 
proficient in a school in 2016" (IFF, p. 9, emphasis added). 

Yet, this is precisely what IFF inexplicably proceeds to do. 

Its forecasts of proficiency are the core of IFF's study. They are used to profile schools into four 
tiers and to condemn those in the third to dis-investment (and likely future closure), and the fourth 
tier to summary closure and transfer to charter operators. 

Demonstrating an astounding disregard for the limitations of its methods and data also enables 
IFF to foresee the achievement of each District school six decades hence: 

IIAssuming the current trajectory of improvement, it will take approximately 33 years 
(2045) to have 75 percent of the students testing at grade level in math and 63 years 
(2075) for 75 percent to be at grade level in reading", (IFF, p. 22). 

No credible researcher with a passing familiarity of quantitative analysis would make such a 
statement, or attempt to apply such a model for the purposes IFF's study has done. 4 

4 No modeled outputs are included in IFF's study. It is likely that many schools' regression models do not 
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When questioned about the effect of reported widespread cheating5 on standardized tests, Dr. 
Baber responded that the study's large data set would wash out any effects. To the contrary, her 
study tells us that each school's forecast is based on as few as two, and no more than five, actual 
d 

. 6 ata pomts. 

IFF's methodology and analysis used to assign schools to a particular tier according to their 
forecast median performance on standardized tests is essentially arbitrary and invalid. 

IFF's Recommendations are Without Basis 

The premises for IFF's recommendations are also without basis and appear to be the product of 
confused thinking: 

ItThe economic diversity of students in Tier 1 schools [higher performing schools] and 
the geographic distribution of performing schools reaffirms that all students across the 
District can and do succeed when given the chance to attend a performing school" (IFF, 
p. 25, emphasis and materials in brackets added). 

IFF's "service gap" maps (maps 10, 12, and 14) shows a concentration of tier 1 schools in upper 
Northwest, west of 16th Street. But even in these schools "all students" do not succeed. 

Consider Murch Elementary and Wilson High School, both in affluent upper northwest DC. A 
significant number of out-of-boundary students attend Murch, while Wilson draws students city
wide. Murch's 2010 DC-CAS results show 50 percent of its 36 "economically disadvantaged" 
students in that year (representing 18 percent of all students tested in the school) to have not 
made A yP in reading 2010. At nearby Wilson Senior High School, 36 percent of such students 
did not do so. 

Similar reasoning is behind IFF's premise that closure and transfer of a school and its student 
body to a charter operator suffices to confer high-performing status upon their "seats". This false 
premise occurs because IFF conflates a "seat" - the physical capacity for one student - with the 
student sitting in it. A student sitting in a seat in a school transferred to a charter that operates a 
high-performing school elsewhere is deemed to be sitting in a high-performing seat. 

produce tight fits, high R-square values, or statistically significant results. 
5 Evans, Kane, "Unsolved Mystery: D.C. Public Schools Cheating Scandal", American Thinker, 
January14,20l2. This reportedly occurred 3 to 10 percent ofDCPS schools. 
6 " ... a regression was run with each school's percent of students that scored proficient or above .... ", (IFF, 
p. 6); and, It ... while regressing five years of DC-CAS results was the ideal, the sweeping changes in 2008 
necessitated that schools with only three to four years of test data be included. An adjusted 
calculation was made for schools with fewer than three years of reported DC-CAS results" (IFF, p. 9). 
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But "seats" and charter operators do not take DC-CAS tests - students do. IFF's conflation of 
seats and students leads it to conclude that performing seats can be ordered up like flapjacks at 
the fireman's supper: 

liTo accelerate performance in the District, add 27,070 performing seats in the Top Ten 
priority neighborhood clusters by 2016" (IFF, p. 42). 

IFF's study indicates that a closed school's student body would remain largely intact, often in the 
very same school building (IFF, p. 43). Accordingly, there is no basis to expect closed tier 4 (or 
later, tier 3) schools to be performing seats upon re-opening when all that has occurred is a 
transfer of operational management (change in governance). 

Charter management was imposed on three chronically low-performing DCPS public high schools 
in 2008 (Dunbar, Anacostia, and Coolidge). The performance of these three schools has not been 
elevated as IFF suggests. In fact, the charter manager of two of these schools was asked to leave 
after two years due to lack of improvement and widespread community dissatisfaction. 

IFF recommends targeting investment to tier 2 schools. Presumably, this would mean they would 
be modernized and/or obtain other operational enhancements. In either case, IFF confers tier 1 
status upon them. For reasons unexplained, IFF arbitrarily prefers this (assumed) outcome to 
investing in tier 3 and 4 schools that, by the same logic, would elevate them to tier 2 or 3. 

IFF would withhold facility investment altogether from tier 4 schools by imposing a burdensome, 
costly, time-consuming, and undefined "cost-benefit" requirement upon them that most would 
undoubtedly fail for equally spurious reasons. 

"Transformation" is Rare and Little Understood 

The unstated premise behind IFF's recommendation for tier 4 schools is that their closure and 
transfer to charter operators will result in the a priori transformation of a lower-performing school 
to a higher-performing school. For the parents and students attending these schools, this would 
likely to prove to be a cruel illusion. 

Consider that IFF has made similar recommendations in St. Louis, Chicago, Denver, Milwaukee, 
and Kansas City. Yet neither IFF's study nor its director of research can cite a single school 
where this remarkable turnaround has occurred. When queried, Dr. Baber vaguely referred to the 
U. S. Department of Education (DOEd) website for case studies of successful transformations. 
DOEd's transformation case studies were prepared by the Institute of Education Science (IES). 
A literature search found documentation for only 35 schools in which post-transformation student 
performance improved. Notably, IES could find only "low" or "minimal" evidence to link its 
recommended transformation strategies to improved student performance in these schools. IES 
could not distinguish why efforts at these schools succeeded when so many others failed. 
Consequently, IES warns: 
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"The recommendations in this guide are based on a collection of case studies of 
low-performing schools that improved student achievement in one to three years. 
The panel feels compelled to emphasize that the level of evidence is low 
because none of the studies examined for this practice guide is based on a 

research methodology that yields valid causal inference.,,7 

In reality, there is no evidence that a change in governance of tier 4 schools will assure 
their transformation to high-performing status. A well conceived and executed study 
(Miron, 2009) published by CREDO at Stanford compared performance scores of 
students in public charter schools to a matched traditional public school. 8 

Paired schools were matched by race, gender, special education, and English language proficiency 
to a demographically comparable public school. The results for charters were unimpressive. Only 
17 percent outperformed their matched public school, while 36 percent performed worse. The 
remainder of the pairs performed virtually the same. 

A study of performance-based school closures (Engberg, 2011)8 also provides little support for 
IFF's premise, particularly as the District has no effective surplus capacity in its higher-performing 
schools. This study found students from closed lower-performing schools experienced adverse 
affects when transferred, and that such affects could be minimized when students were transferred 
to higher performing schools. 

IFF's recommendation that charters be allowed to open in closed public school buildings before 
they are closed would likely to preclude any such beneficial effect as, upon re-opening as new 
charter schools, they would retain substantially the same student body as attended the closed 
school. 

IFF shows DCPS to operate a number of higher-performing schools, and a number oflower
performing schools to be operated by charters. IFF exhibits no interest as to what factors have 
contributed to these outcomes. 

Conclusion 

7 Herman, R., Dawson, P., Dee, T., Greene, J., Maynard, R., Redding, S., and Darwin, M. 
(2008). Turning Around Chronically Low-Performing Schools: A practice guide (NCEE #2008-4020). 
Washington, DC: National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance, Institute of 
Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, p. 6. 
8 Miron, G. & Applegate, B. (2009). Review of "Multiple choice: Charter school performance in 16 states." 
Boulder and Tempe: Education and the Public Interest Center & Education Policy Research Unit. 
8Enberg, J. (RAND), Epple, D. (CMU), et.al., "ClOSIng Schools In a ShrInlang Dzstrzct: Does Student 
Performance Depend on Whzch Schools are Closed? ", Spring, 2011. 
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In the final analysis, there is no valid evidence to justify the outcomes IFF's rankings and 
recommendations. Their only predictable results would be the disruption of the lives of thousands 
of students and families; the imposition of an arbitrary process to select schools for dis
investment, investment, demolition, and closure; the transfer of control of school facilities to a 
publicly-unaccountable appointed Board; and, the attendant loss of public trust that would result. 

Although IFF's study must be rejected, we are in agreement that the District should focus on its 
chronically lower-performing schools. It should do so in a manner that engages our citizens, 
educators, stakeholders, and capable local researchers to formulate a strategy for success. Such 
efforts could be informed by a study prepared for the District by the 21 8t Century School Fund, 
Brookings, and the Urban Institute in 20089 that recommends actions to increase education 
quality and housing opportunities. As part of an integrated strategy, we would not preclude the 
participation of charter operators with successful turnaround experience for a particular school or 
cluster. 

We would also urge the District to stay the course on school modernizations and capacity-based 
right-sizing, while re-doubling and expanding its restructuring efforts, and directing new resources 
towards its chronically under-performing schools. 

This will require additional resources which, together with other members of the Public Education 
Finance Reform Commission (PEFRC), we have recommended by assigning a funding "weight" 
to students who are economically-disadvantaged and substantially behind grade level. The 
PEFRC also recommends an adequacy study that we hope will also identify specific school-based 
resources needed to improve pupil performance in lower-performing schools. 

For these schools, DCPS must also concentrate on recruiting dynamic and successful principals 
and educators to spearhead restructuring efforts, and also align its central office to support them. 

For all such schools, it will also be necessary to develop use other metrics of success that would 
focus on stability, security, and fostering a culture of learning. Such metrics might include drop
out rates, pupil transiency and turnover, tardiness and absenteeism, incidents of violence, 
promotion and suspension rates, books checked out of the library, in-school tutoring, and 
participation at parent-teacher conferences. Improvement in these indicators can be expected to 
precede rising test scores. 

None of the foregoing will instantaneously transform a lower-performing school to a higher
performing school. There are no magic wands or easy answers that would accomplish this, 
despite what IFF would have us believe. We are confident, however, that positive results can and 
will be obtained with focused, well-informed, and sustained efforts. 

9"Quality Schools, Healthy Neighborhoods and the Future of DC", 21 8t Century School Fund, 
Brookings, and the Urban Institute, 2008. See: http://www.21csf.org/csf
home/publications/QualitySchoolsResearchReport/QualitySchoolsPolicyReport9-18-08. pdf. 
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Let's get to work. 
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About the Authors 

Michael Siegel 

Mr. Siegel specializes in public and environmental finance. He has 35 years of experience in 
preparing and analyzing studies related to economic and fiscal impact analysis, project feasibility, 
public sector cost, revenue forecasting and demand studies, utility rates and tariffs, and public 
education. Over the course of his career, Mr. Siegel has worked with and advised state and local 
governments, U. S. federal agencies, utilities, regulatory and licensing bodies, N GO's, economic 
development authorities, property developers, land owners, and attorneys on these and related 
Issues. 

His previous positions include having been the Assistant Director of the Research Center of the 
Government Finance Officer's Association (GFOA), and Director Maryland's Office of 
Commercial Revitalization. Earlier in his career, he was the regional impact analyst for the 
Council of Governments of a four-county area in northwestern Colorado. 

His experience in education-related issues includes having provided expert analysis and testimony 
to the Council of the District of Columbia and related subcommittees pertaining to the structuring 
of the District's schools modernization legislation. He prepared an analysis of non-public 
residential service providers for special education students in the District, Maryland (Baltimore), 
Massachusetts (Boston), and Illinois, for the District's State Education Office (now OSSE). 
More recently, he prepared an analysis of a proposed municipal reversion that involved the 
consolidation of two independent school systems in central Virginia. 

Mr. Siegel is a member of the District's Public Education Finance Reform Commission (PEFRC). 
The Commission was formed by the Council and Mayor to advise on potential revisions to the 
District's uniform per pupil funding formula, and related issues. 

Mary Filardo 

Ms. Filardo is the founder and Executive Director of the Washington, DC-based 21 8t Century 
Schools Fund which provides the District of Columbia and other urban communities with 
leadership, innovative financing solutions, research, and public policy analysis of school facility 
issues. She is a leading national authority on school facility planning, management and public 
private development. She has helped plan innovative projects in Washington, DC - J.F. Oyster 
Elementary School public private partnership (2001), Thurgood Marhsall Academy Public Charter 
School campus development (2005), School Without Walls high school university and public 
partnership (2008), and Savoy Elementary School (2008) and Savoy and Thurgood Marshall 
Academy Sports and Learning Center (2009). 

Ms. Filardo has written extensively on public school facility issues and developed software to 
support long-range facilities master planning. In 1994 she advocated for and then led the first city-
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wide educational facilities planning process in Washington, DC in nearly 30 years, leading to the 
Preliminary Educational Facilities Plan in 1995, which laid the foundation for regular educational 
facility master planning in the District of Columbia and more than $2 billion spent to improve and 
build DCPS and public charter school facilities. 

In 2001, Mary founded the Building Educational Success Together (BEST) collaborative, a 
learning community of urban education reform organizations dedicated to building the public will 
and capacity to improve urban school facilities so they support high quality education and 
community health. She received a BA in philosophy and mathematics from St. John's College, and 
a MA in Public Policy and Finance at the University of Maryland. She is a 1979 Truman Scholar 
from the District of Columbia. 

Ms. Filardo is a member of the District's Public Education Finance Reform Commission 
(PEFRC). The Commission was formed by the Council and Mayor to advise on potential 
revisions to the District's uniform per pupil funding formula, and related issues. 
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Appendix A, Google Scholar Search Results for IFF's Dr. Baber 

Search terms: author:jovita author:baber 
Returns: 

The construction of Empire: Politics, law and community in Tlaxcala, New Spain, 1521--1640 
(Mexico) 
RJ Baber - 2005 - gradworks.umi.com 
Abstract: Thank you for your interest in this graduate work published by ProQuest's UMI 
Dissertation Publishing group. This graduate work is no longer available through this web 
page. If you are interested in this or other dissertations and theses published by ProQuest, ... 
Cited by 3 - Related articles - Cached - Library Search 

[CITATION] Sexual Orientation Issues in the USA 
T Labriola, JQ Adams, V Huls, J Baber, R Schwitz ... - 1993 - RMI Media Productions 
Library Search 

CATEGORIES, SELF-REPRESENTATION AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE INDIO S 
RJ Baber - Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies, 2009 - Taylor & Francis 
In 1529, the king of Spain issued a royal cedula in response to a petition from the community 
of Tlaxcala in New Spain. In it, he wrote that "[he] was informed that the yndios of the 
province of Tlaxcala were the ones who had best served the Crown during the conquest ... 
Related articles - All 3 versions 

Doctoral Dissertation Research: Native Litigiousness, Cultural Change and the Spanish Legal 
System in Tlaxcala, New Spain (1580-1640) 
J Baber - PoLAR: Political and Legal Anthropology Review, 2001 - Wiley Online Library 
As contemporary Spaniards observed, and numerous scholars since have noted, native 
people in colonial Latin America were extraordinarily litigious throughout the colonial period 
(Borah 1983; Stern 1982; Taylor 1979). They used the imperial courts to challenge the ... 
Related articles - All 2 versions 

[CITATION] OPENING CLASSROOM CLOSETS: TEACHING ABOUT LESBIANS, GAY 
MEN, AND BISEXUALS IN A MULTICULTURAL CONTEXT 
RJ Baber ... - Cultural diversity: curriculum, ... , 1999 - Illinois Staff & Curriculum 
Related articles 

Subditos nativos, la burocracia imperial y el derecho indiano: la construcci6n compartida del 
Imperio 
R Jovita Baber - ... iberoamericana: XXXIV Reuni6n Anual de la ... , 2004 - dialnet.unirioja.es 
Localizaci6n: Estudios de historia iberoamericana: XXXIV Reuni6n Anual de la Society for 
Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies (SSPHS), Madrid, 2-5 de julio de 2003/coord. 
por Maria Soledad G6mez Navarro, Vol. 2, 2004 (Estudios de historia iberoamericana II), ... 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Thursday, November 03, 2011 7:49 AM 
Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Time to meet? 

Kaya, Any chance we can sit down together BEFORE IFF study is released? I would like to hear from you and 
discuss issues of school enrollment size, portfolio management, equity, and strategic ed planning. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 X11 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) [Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 6:53 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Roosevelt Family and Community Resource Center (resent--wrong email at first!) 

Thanks for the clarification on this, Mary. Kelly will be in touch if she needs more info. I'm good. 

Kaya 

Kaya Henderson 
Chancellor 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NE 
12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202535-1581 
E kava henderson@dc gOY 

W dcps dc gOY 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 5:17 PM 
To: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Cc: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Roosevelt Family and Community Resource Center (resent--wrong email at first!) 

Kaya, 
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I just wanted to give you a heads up that Mr. Mitchell, the principal at Roosevelt, has moved the STAY parent 
coordinator and the new Roosevelt parent coordinator out of the Family and Community Resource room to improve the 
supervision of these two staff people and to enable us to work with him to formulate a more formal Family and 
Community Resource Center environment. This has created a bit of a fire-storm in the PTA, as you have already heard 
from Ms. Angela Johnson, who is the STAY parent coordinator. I am happy to follow up with Kelly on this, it is just that I 
know you had heard from Ms. Johnson, already. 

Mr. Mitchell, working with Ron Hampton, the Director of the Roosevelt Family and Resource Center and with SHAPPE 
and 21CSF are very excited about this development and think it will accelerate the progress we have made with the 
Family and Community Resource Center. 

Let's get together if this makes sense for you or for Kelly. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Melissa Williamson [chica.solteras@gmail.comj 
Tuesday, February 07,20126:05 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Fwd: Parent Meeting 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: melissa williamson 
Date: Tuesday, February 7,2012 
Subject: Parent Meeting 
To: John.Davis@dc.gov 
Cc: Liisa.Ruda@dc.gov, kelly.young@dc.gov, nathaniel.beers@dc.gov, lolli.hawes@dc.gov 

Dear Mr. Davis, 

I hope this letter finds you in good health and in great spirts. My 
name is Melissa Williamson and I am the PTA president at Prospect 
Learning Center. I am writing with a number of concerns that the 
parents of Prospect Learning Center would like addressed. First, there 
have been rumors floating around that the school is slated for 
closure, secondly, we would like to know the long term plan for 
Prospect Learning Center and lastly, the parents would like know what 
the school system has in mind if the school does not meet A YP. 

We would like these concerns addressed in a formal meeting where we 
could ask questions and voice our concerns. It is important that DCPS 
does not overlook this school as this is the only full time LD program 
in the District of Columbia. We as parents believe that whatever is 
being planned for this school needs to be done above board. Meaning we 
as parents would like to be full particpants in the process and in 
whatever discussion that take place. We do not want any end of the 
year surprises that have not been fully discussed with the parents. 

While Prospect has failed to meet A yP for a number of years, there are 
exicting things happening at the school. For example, the READ 180 
program ,of which my son is a particpant, has and continues to exceed 
my expectations. My son's reading level has improved drastically and 
he has developed a love for reading that has suprised me. He now reads 
independently. Ms. Ava Adulsum, who is the READ 180 teacher has a 
passion for what she does. While there are areas for improvement, I do 
think that overall the school is functioning as best as it can with 
the resources that it has at its disposal. 

I have copied a number of persons of interest on this email. I would 
like for someone to attend who can respond to direct questions and not 
have to get back to us with answers. Mr. Davis can you get back to me 
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with a list of three dates that you would be available to meet. I am 
going to check with the principal to determine the best time. We do 
look forward to a prompt response from your office. 

I can be reached via telephone at (202)-253-1854. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear Mr. Davis, 

Melissa Williamson [chica.solteras@gmail.comj 
Tuesday, February 07,20124:01 PM 
Davis, John L. (OOC) 
Liisa.Ruda@dc.gov; Young, Kelly (DCPS); Beers, Nathaniel (OSE); Lolli.Hawes@dc.gov 
Parent Meeting 

I hope this letter finds you in good health and in great spirts. My name is Melissa 
Williamson and I am the PTA president at Prospect Learning Center. I am writing with a 
number of concerns that the parents of Prospect Learning Center would like addressed. First, 
there have been rumors floating around that the school is slated for closure, secondly, we 
would like to know the long term plan for Prospect Learning Center and lastly, the parents 
would like know what the school system has in mind if the school does not meet AYP. 

We would like these concerns addressed in a formal meeting where we could ask questions and 
voice our concerns. It is important that DCPS does not overlook this school as this is the 
only full time LD program in the District of Columbia. We as parents believe that whatever 
is being planned for this school needs to be done above board. Meaning we as parents would 
like to be full particpants in the process and in whatever discussion that take place. We do 
not want any end of the year surprises that have not been fully discussed with the parents. 

While Prospect has failed to meet AYP for a number of years, there are exicting things 
happening at the school. For example, the READ 180 program ,of which my son is a particpant, 
has and continues to exceed my expectations. My son's reading level has improved drastically 
and he has developed a love for reading that has suprised me. He now reads independently. Ms. 
Ava Adulsum, who is the READ 180 teacher has a passion for what she does. While there are 
areas for improvement, I do think that overall the school is functioning as best as it can 
with the resources that it has at its disposal. 

I have copied a number of persons of interest on this email. I would like for someone to 
attend who can respond to direct questions and not have to get back to us with answers. Mr. 
Davis can you get back to me with a list of three dates that you would be available to meet. 
I am going to check with the principal to determine the best time. We do look forward to a 
prompt response from your office. 

I can be reached via telephone at (202)-253-1854. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Meg Duberek [mduberek@erstrategies.org] 
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 12:02 PM 
Weber, Peter (DCPS) 

Attachments: 
RE: Scheduling 30 minutes this week with Don Hovey 
image001.jpg; image006.jpg 

Hello, 

Sounds perfect. I will send along an Outlook invite shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Meg 

Meg Duberek I Administrative Assistant 
Education Resource Strategies 
1 Brook Street I Watertown, MA 02472 
T: 617.600.4616 I F: 617.607.8957 

http://www.ERStrategles.org 

Rethinking Resources for Student Success 

Explore School Budget Hold'em to learn what's possible In tough times. 

J:.J Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Weber, Peter (OOC) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 12:01 PM 
To: Meg Duberek 
Subject: RE: Scheduling 30 minutes this week with Don Hovey 

9 am on Friday is great. My cell is 202-684-5049. 

From: Meg Duberek [mailto:mduberek@erstrategies.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 11:58 AM 
To: Weber, Peter (OOC) 
Subject: RE: Scheduling 30 minutes this week with Don Hovey 

Hello, 

Does Friday at 9:00am work for you? And what is the best number for Don to reach you at that morning? 

Thank you, 
Meg 

D
.... """'". Meg Duberek I Administrative Assistant 2J . Education Resource Strategies 

1 Brook Street I Watertown, MA 02472 
: 617.600.4616 I F: 617.607.8957 

bttQ.~//liYliVYY.,E;R~tElt.E!gl~~,QI9 
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Rethinking Resources for Student Success 

Explore School Budget Hold'em to learn what's possible In tough times. 

J:.J Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Weber, Peter (OOC) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.qov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 11:52 AM 
To: Meg Duberek 
Subject: RE: Scheduling 30 minutes this week with Don Hovey 

Early Friday is best for me. 

From: Meg Duberek [mailto:mduberek@erstrateqies.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 11:41 AM 
To: Weber, Peter (OOC) 
Subject: Scheduling 30 minutes this week with Don Hovey 

Hello Aspen CFOs, 

In preparation for the May Aspen CFO meeting, ERS Director Don Hovey is hoping to schedule 30 minutes with each of you for 
an interview around strategic planning/finance modeling. Due to school vacation next week here in Boston, these interviews 
would ideally take place by the end of this week. Even if you are not planning on attending the May Network meeting, we 
would still like to schedule a time to talk. 

We realize your calendars are full and your time is valuable, so I have listed Don's availability for the week below: 

Tuesday, April 10 
Wednesday, April 11 
Thursday, April 12 
Friday, April 13 

1:30-2:30pm EST 
9:00am-12:00pm EST, 1:00-2:00pm EST, 3:30-4:30pm 
9:00-1O:00am EST, 11:00am-1:00pm EST, 2:00-4:30pm EST 
9:00am-1:00pm EST, 4:00-S:00pm EST 

If none of those times work for you, please let me know and we can work to schedule something for as soon as possible. 
Thank you in advance for your efforts around these interviews. 

Meg 

Meg Duberek I Administrative Assistant 
Education Resource Strategies 
1 Brook Street I Watertown, MA 02472 
T: 617.600.4616 I F: 617.607.8957 

http://www.ERStrategles.org 

Rethinking Resources for Student Success 

Explore School Budget Hold'em to learn what's possible In tough times. 

J:.J Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Dear Kaya, 

Meeta Sharma-Holt [msharma-holt@fishingschool.orgj 
Monday, December 17,201210:28 AM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Leo Givs 
The Fishing School Programs Connection 
image002.png; image001.png; image003.png 

Thank you again for visiting The Fishing School summer camp program this past summer. The children loved seeing you 
dance with them! I also attended the Ward 7 School Consolidation meeting recently, but missed talking to you amid all 
the energy. I liked what you said about having to make IItough choices." Sometimes I think they are needed. 

I am writing because your name came up recently in a meeting with Pinkie Mayfield of the Washington Post, who I 
believe serves on the Board of DC CAP with you. I met Ms. Mayfield as part of our ongoing effort to expand our 
networks and find ways to create strong pipelines for our students. 

Since I came to The Fishing School last year, I have been working with our senior management to refine our program 
model and build on the success we have had with now five DCPS school-based programs (Kenilworth, Plummer, CW 
Harris, Houston and Ron Brown). We would like the chance to talk to you further about our refined model and our 
capacity to scale, beginning Fall 2013. We want to be part of DCPS compliment of offerings in schools and know that our 
model, which focuses on academics, lifeskills and parent engagement, can be a critical support. 

Please let me know if I can work with your scheduler to find time on your calendar to meet in early February and any 
other questions you may have about The Fishing School. 

Thank you. 

Meeta 

lvl ed"cv S"hcwl1WV-tloU" 
Director of Programs 
The Fishing School 
Tom Lewis Youth and Family Support Center 
4737 Meade Street, NE • Washington, DC 20019 
Tel: 202-399-3618 ext. 28 • Fax: 202-396-1014. Web: www.fishingschool.org 

21 Years of Changing Lives 
United Way #8553 • CFC #56490 

If you give a man a fish, you will feed him for a day. Teach him how to fish, and he will feed himself for a lifetime. By 
teaching young people to fish in the rivers of their minds, The Fishing School is changing generations. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Dianne, 

McNeil, Joyce (OOS) [joyce.mcneil@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, February 16, 2011 10:05 AM 
Jackson, Dianne Y. (ODCA); Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
RE: Audit DCPS Closure and Consolidation of 23 Schools 

I attempted to send it to you this morning as well but it bounced back. The message stated that your inbox was full. 

Joyce McNeil 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

DC Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St., NE, 12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202-442-5075 
F: 202-442-5026 
E: joyce.mcneil@dc.gov 
W: dcps.dc.gov 

From: Dianne Jackson [mailto:dianney.jackson@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 10:02 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Cc: McNeil, Joyce (005) 
Subject: RE: Audit DCPS Closure and Consolidation of 23 Schools 

Ms. Ruda, 

You can send it to me and I should be able to get it. Thanks, 

Dianne J. 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) [mailto:Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 7:27 PM 
To: Branche, Yolanda (ODCA); Jackson, Dianne Y. (ODCA) 
Cc: Artis, Sharon (DCPS-OOC); McNeil, Joyce (DCPS-OOS) 
Subject: FW: Audit DCPS Closure and Consolidation of 23 Schools 

Ms. Branche and Ms. Jackson, 

I am attempting to send to you DCPS's response to your questions relative to the above audit. However, the 

infamous "System Administrator" keeps bouncing the request back (See below). My colleague Joyce McNeil 

will contact you tomorrow to determine how we can get the response and accompanying documents to 

you. However, I wanted to alert you as I promised a response today. 

Thank you, 

LMR 

Preventing terrorism is everybody's business. 
If you SEE something, SAY something. 
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Call the Metropolitan Police Department at (202) 727-9099 or email at SAR@DC.GOVto report suspicious activity or behavior that 
has already occurred. 
Call 911 to report in-progress threats or emergencies. 

To learn more, visit http://www.mpdc.dc.gov/operationtipp. 

From: System Administrator 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 7:24 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: Audit DCPS Closure and Consolidation of 23 Schools 

~ssage did not reach some or all of the intended recipients. 

;ubject: 
lent: 

RE: Audit DCPS Closure and Consolidation of 23 Schools 
2/15/2011 7:22 PM 

The following recipient(s) cannot be reached: 

Branche, Yolanda (ODCA) on 2/15/2011 7:24 PM 
The e-mail system was unable to deliver the message, but did not report a specific 

reason. Check the address and try again. If it still fails, contact your system administrator. 
< smtp4-23.dc.gov #5.0.0 smtpj 5.1.0 - Unknown address error 552-'5.3.4 Message size 

exceeds fixed maximum message size' (delivery attempts: 0» 
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D~STRiCT OF COUJivlB1A 

Management Team Retreat 
June 21, 2012 

AGENDA 

1. Introduction/Expectations for Day (LMR) (9:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m.) 

2. ERS - Review of High Schools (PW) (9:15 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.)- See Attached PPT 

• The essential question they explore is: What are the highest priority school design changes 
and resource reallocations necessary for DCPS to achieve Strat Plan goals across the current 
HS portfolio and to work to fundamentally shift the distribution of student need over time? 

• We think there is a critical set of decisions the system will have to make in the next few 
years around high school strategy and resulting resource reallocation. These slides tell that 
story and recommend a set of actions that we think are the minimum actions the district 
would have to take to reach its Strat Plan goals. 

• As with last time, we are relying on you to come to Thursday's session having reviewed 
these materials and are hoping to spend most of our time having a discussion focusing on 
two questions: 

i. What are your big takeaways with respect to high school resource use? 
ii. What does this mean for the big changes the district will have to undertake to 

meet its strategic goals? 

3. DC CAS Investigation (PW/CS)(ll:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.) 

4. Closing (Close at Noon) 

1200 First Street, NE I Washington, DC 20002 I T 2024425885 I F 2024425026 I www deps de gOY 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McNeil, Joyce (DCPS) [joyce.mcneil@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:53 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

You met with Yolanda on 1/20/11 

Joyce McNeil 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

DC Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St., NE, 12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202-442-5075 
F: 202-442-5026 
E: joyce.mcneil@dc.gov 
W: dcps.dc.gov 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: McNeil, Joyce CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Right. She told me the same thing and I checked my calendar and Sharon was out that day (12/20/10) and it's 

not on my calendar. I went through my calendar and got the 6/22 and 2/6 dates and was asking both of you 

to help with the other meeting with Yolanda. 12/20 does not jive with my calendar which is why I wanted 

you to double-check. 

Thanks, 

LMR 

From: McNeil, Joyce CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:45 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Per Sharon, the Yolanda Branche mtg. was re 2007 school closures, separate audit. However, you met with the OCFO 

and auditors on 6/22/11 and the conf. call was held on 2/6/12. 

Joyce McNeil 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

DC Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St., NE, 12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202-442-5075 
F: 202-442-5026 
E: joyce.mcneil@dc.gov 
W: dcps.dc.gov 
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From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 3:41 PM 
To: McNeil, Joyce (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Sharon and I had at least two meetings (one with Yolanda Branche and one with OCFO and the auditor's 

contractor around this audit). Plus, I did a conference call with them. Can you pull up these 3 dates from the 

calendar? I need by the end of the day tomorrow. 

LMR 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: Sharon Artis 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Do you have the summary of the budget audit? I want to send it in to the Chancellor so she is not surprised on 

Thursday when she needs to sign the audit letter? 

LMR 

From: Artis, Sharon (OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

I'll put a summary together for you. 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22,20126:29 PM 
To: Artis, Sharon (OOC) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Do you have a summary of this report with key findings that I can share with the Chancellor? 

Thanks, 

LMR 

From: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) [mailto:jennifer.leonard@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22,2012 5:33 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); Weber, Peter (OOC) 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Lisa a nd Pete: 

As you are probably aware, the Office of the District of Columbia Auditor circulated a report on DCPS' 

budgeting process for DME review and response (the report is attached). De'Shawn would like us to sit down 

with you to go over the recommendations in the report before we provide our response so that we can get a 

sense of DCPS' position on the recommendations. 

Who to work with on this and can we schedule a meeting or phone call to discuss in the next week? 

DCPS 010287 



Thanks. 

Jennifer 

Jennifer Guste Leonard 
Chief of Staff 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 727-0953 (office) 
(202) 257-4056 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Iennifer.Leonard@dc.gov 
dme.dc.gov 

From: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11 :24 AM 
To: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) 
Subject: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Scheherazade Salimi 
Senior Advisor 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 724-6567 (office) 
(202) 258-4755 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Scheherazade.Salimi@dc.gov 

dme.dc.gov 

Download 0(311 and Start Reporting Today! 
With the new DC311 free smartphone app, reporting an issue to 311 is now easier than ever. 

Currently available in the iTunes App Store and in the Android Marketplace. 

Learn more at www.ouc.dc.gov 

DCPS 010288 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ok, I'll check again. 

Joyce McNeil 

McNeil, Joyce (DCPS) [joyce.mcneil@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:48 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

DC Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St., NE, 12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202-442-5075 
F: 202-442-5026 
E: joyce.mcneil@dc.gov 
W: dcps.dc.gov 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: McNeil, Joyce CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Right. She told me the same thing and I checked my calendar and Sharon was out that day (12/20/10) and it's 

not on my calendar. I went through my calendar and got the 6/22 and 2/6 dates and was asking both of you 

to help with the other meeting with Yolanda. 12/20 does not jive with my calendar which is why I wanted 

you to double-check. 

Thanks, 

LMR 

From: McNeil, Joyce CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:45 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Per Sharon, the Yolanda Branche mtg. was re 2007 school closures, separate audit. However, you met with the OCFO 
and auditors on 6/22/11 and the conf. call was held on 2/6/12. 

Joyce McNeil 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

DC Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St., NE, 12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202-442-5075 
F: 202-442-5026 
E: joyce.mcneil@dc.gov 
W: dcps.dc.gov 

DCPS 010289 



From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 3:41 PM 
To: McNeil, Joyce (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Sharon and I had at least two meetings (one with Yolanda Branche and one with OCFO and the auditor's 

contractor around this audit). Plus, I did a conference call with them. Can you pull up these 3 dates from the 

calendar? I need by the end of the day tomorrow. 

LMR 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: Sharon Artis 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Do you have the summary of the budget audit? I want to send it in to the Chancellor so she is not surprised on 

Thursday when she needs to sign the audit letter? 

LMR 

From: Artis, Sharon (OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

I'll put a summary together for you. 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22,20126:29 PM 
To: Artis, Sharon (OOC) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Do you have a summary of this report with key findings that I can share with the Chancellor? 

Thanks, 

LMR 

From: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) [mailto:jennifer.leonard@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22,2012 5:33 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); Weber, Peter (OOC) 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Lisa a nd Pete: 

As you are probably aware, the Office of the District of Columbia Auditor circulated a report on DCPS' 

budgeting process for DME review and response (the report is attached). De'Shawn would like us to sit down 

with you to go over the recommendations in the report before we provide our response so that we can get a 

sense of DCPS' position on the recommendations. 

Who to work with on this and can we schedule a meeting or phone call to discuss in the next week? 

DCPS 010290 



Thanks. 

Jennifer 

Jennifer Guste Leonard 
Chief of Staff 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 727-0953 (office) 
(202) 257-4056 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Iennifer.Leonard@dc.gov 
dme.dc.gov 

From: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11 :24 AM 
To: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) 
Subject: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Scheherazade Salimi 
Senior Advisor 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 724-6567 (office) 
(202) 258-4755 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Scheherazade.Salimi@dc.gov 

dme.dc.gov 

Download 0(311 and Start Reporting Today! 
With the new DC311 free smartphone app, reporting an issue to 311 is now easier than ever. 

Currently available in the iTunes App Store and in the Android Marketplace. 

Learn more at www.ouc.dc.gov 

DCPS 010291 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McNeil, Joyce (DCPS) [joyce.mcneil@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:45 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Per Sharon, the Yolanda Branche mtg. was re 2007 school closures, separate audit. However, you met with the OCFO 
and auditors on 6/22/11 and the conf. call was held on 2/6/12. 

Joyce McNeil 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

DC Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St., NE, 12th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202-442-5075 
F: 202-442-5026 
E: joyce.mcneil@dc.gov 
W: dcps.dc.gov 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 3:41 PM 
To: McNeil, Joyce (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Sharon and I had at least two meetings (one with Yolanda Branche and one with OCFO and the auditor's 

contractor around this audit). Plus, I did a conference call with them. Can you pull up these 3 dates from the 

calendar? I need by the end of the day tomorrow. 

LMR 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: Sharon Artis 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

Do you have the summary of the budget audit? I want to send it in to the Chancellor so she is not surprised on 

Thursday when she needs to sign the audit letter? 

LMR 

From: Artis, Sharon (OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 

I'll put a summary together for you. 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22,20126:29 PM 
To: Artis, Sharon (OOC) 

DCPS 010292 



Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Do you have a summary of this report with key findings that I can share with the Chancellor? 

Thanks, 

LMR 

From: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) [mailto:jennifer.leonard@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22,2012 5:33 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); Weber, Peter (OOC) 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM) 
Subject: FW: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Lisa a nd Pete: 

As you are probably aware, the Office of the District of Columbia Auditor circulated a report on DCPS' 

budgeting process for DME review and response (the report is attached). De'Shawn would like us to sit down 

with you to go over the recommendations in the report before we provide our response so that we can get a 

sense of DCPS' position on the recommendations. 

Who to work with on this and can we schedule a meeting or phone call to discuss in the next week? 

Thanks, 

Jennifer 

Jennifer Guste Leonard 
Chief of Staff 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 727-0953 (office) 
(202) 257-4056 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Iennifer.Leonard@dc.gov 
dme.dc.gov 

From: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11 :24 AM 
To: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) 
Subject: DC Auditor's report on DCPS' budget 
Importance: High 

Scheherazade Salimi 
Senior Advisor 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 

DCPS 010293 



Washington. DC 20004 
(202) 724-6567 (office) 
(202) 258-4755 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Scheherazade.Salimi@dc.gov 
dme.dc.gov 

Download 0(311 and Start Reporting Today! 
With the new DC311 free smartphone app, reporting an issue to 311 is now easier than ever. 

Currently available in the iTunes App Store and in the Android Marketplace. 

Learn more at www.ouc.dc.gov 

DCPS 010294 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 11,20128:57 AM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

Would it be helpful if the responses were sent to me on Friday and I was to format the document for your 
review on Monday/Tuesday? 

On Dec 11,2012, at 8:49 AM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathanie1.beers@dc.gov> wrote: 

Friday is fine. I will be out of the office so it can wait till Monday if need be. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tom Flanagan <thomasJlanagan@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2012 07:36:57 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, Neela Rathinasamy <neela.rathinasamy@dc.gov>, Art Fields 
<arthurJields@dc.gov>, Heather Elliott <heather.elliott@dc.gov>, Chuck Jackson 
<charles. jackson2@dc.gov> 
Cc: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

Catching up on email here. 

Nathaniel, we'll get a draft to you by Friday. Just let me know if you need it sooner. 

Tom Flanagan 
Interim Deputy Chief of Programming 
Office of Special Education 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20002 
p: 202.834.1035 
f: 202.654.6075 

From: <Beers>, "Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, December 10,20129:16 AM 
To: DCPS-OSE <thomasJlanagan@dc.gov>, "Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS)" <Neela.Rathinasamy@dc.gov>, 
"Fields, Arthur (DCPS)" <arthurJields@dc.gov>, "Elliott, Heather (DCPS)" <heather.elliott@dc.gov>, 
"Jackson, Charles W. (DCPS)" <charles.jackson2@dc.gov> 

DCPS 010295 



Cc: "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" 
<tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

I am going to SAP next Thursday. Can we make sure that work with Josephine's team to develop a brief 
powerpoint and review these questions? Some of them are really out there, but we should make sure that 
we develop responses. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Karla Reid-Witt <motherwitt@yahoo.com> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 07:33:55 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Karla Witt <motherwitt@yahoo.com> 
Subject: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

Good Morning Dr. Beers, 

The State Advisory Panel on Special Education is excited about the opportunity to speak with you regarding the 
impending DCPS closures during our December 20,2012 meeting. Unfortunately, I will not be able attend the meeting. 
have to attend a school event, for my daughter. John Quinn, SAP Vice Chair, will chair the December meeting. 

You are on the Agenda, from 6:55 p.m. until 7:25 p.m. The first 10 minutes of our time with you will be set aside for you to 
brief us on the impact of the closures on students who receive special education services, brief us on your plan to address 
the closures and to answer the questions within the attached document. The last 20 minutes are set aside for questions 
to you from SAP members. We would appreciate your providing a written copy of the DCPS OSE School Closure Plan 
and any other information you think important to share with us, before or during the meeting. 

We greatly appreciate the effort you have made to attend the meeting; and we look forward to a productive, informative 
and interesting discussion. Also, please let me know, how the SAP can be of service to DCPS in its efforts to serve 
students who receive special education services. 

Best, 
Karla Reid-Witt 

Karla Reid-Witt, JD 
E-mail: motherwltt@yahoo.com 

"We can, whenever and wherever we choose, successfully teach all children whose schooling is of interest to us. 
We already know more than we need to do that. Whether or not we do it must finally depend on how we feel about 
the fact that we haven't so far." Ron Edmonds, founder of the Effective Schools Movement 

DCPS 010296 



Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010297 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.cheston@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 11,20128:57 AM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

Would it be helpful if the responses were sent to me on Friday and I was to format the document for your 
review on Monday/Tuesday? 

On Dec 11,2012, at 8:49 AM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathanie1.beers@dc.gov> wrote: 

Friday is fine. I will be out of the office so it can wait till Monday if need be. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tom Flanagan <thomasJlanagan@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2012 07:36:57 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, Neela Rathinasamy <neela.rathinasamy@dc.gov>, Art Fields 
<arthurJields@dc.gov>, Heather Elliott <heather.elliott@dc.gov>, Chuck Jackson 
<charles. jackson2@dc.gov> 
Cc: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

Catching up on email here. 

Nathaniel, we'll get a draft to you by Friday. Just let me know if you need it sooner. 

Tom Flanagan 
Interim Deputy Chief of Programming 
Office of Special Education 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20002 
p: 202.834.1035 
f: 202.654.6075 

From: <Beers>, "Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, December 10,20129:16 AM 
To: DCPS-OSE <thomasJlanagan@dc.gov>, "Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS)" <Neela.Rathinasamy@dc.gov>, 
"Fields, Arthur (DCPS)" <arthurJields@dc.gov>, "Elliott, Heather (DCPS)" <heather.elliott@dc.gov>, 
"Jackson, Charles W. (DCPS)" <charles.jackson2@dc.gov> 

DCPS 010298 



Cc: "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" 
<tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

I am going to SAP next Thursday. Can we make sure that work with Josephine's team to develop a brief 
powerpoint and review these questions? Some of them are really out there, but we should make sure that 
we develop responses. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Karla Reid-Witt <motherwitt@yahoo.com> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 07:33:55 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Karla Witt <motherwitt@yahoo.com> 
Subject: SAP Questions / Dec. 20 SAP Meeting 

Good Morning Dr. Beers, 

The State Advisory Panel on Special Education is excited about the opportunity to speak with you regarding the 
impending DCPS closures during our December 20,2012 meeting. Unfortunately, I will not be able attend the meeting. 
have to attend a school event, for my daughter. John Quinn, SAP Vice Chair, will chair the December meeting. 

You are on the Agenda, from 6:55 p.m. until 7:25 p.m. The first 10 minutes of our time with you will be set aside for you to 
brief us on the impact of the closures on students who receive special education services, brief us on your plan to address 
the closures and to answer the questions within the attached document. The last 20 minutes are set aside for questions 
to you from SAP members. We would appreciate your providing a written copy of the DCPS OSE School Closure Plan 
and any other information you think important to share with us, before or during the meeting. 

We greatly appreciate the effort you have made to attend the meeting; and we look forward to a productive, informative 
and interesting discussion. Also, please let me know, how the SAP can be of service to DCPS in its efforts to serve 
students who receive special education services. 

Best, 
Karla Reid-Witt 

Karla Reid-Witt, JD 
E-mail: motherwltt@yahoo.com 

"We can, whenever and wherever we choose, successfully teach all children whose schooling is of interest to us. 
We already know more than we need to do that. Whether or not we do it must finally depend on how we feel about 
the fact that we haven't so far." Ron Edmonds, founder of the Effective Schools Movement 

DCPS 010299 



Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010300 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20126:11 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts on the Office of Special 
Education 

Will do! 
Almost home (about 10 more mins). I'll make sure it gets out once I get there. 
I'll be online for awhile tonight, so feel free to get in touch if I can be of any further assistance. I know you have 
a lot on your plate right now, and I'm happy to step up and do what I can. 

Best, 
Tara 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 6:09 PM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathanie1.beers@dc.gov> wrote: 

But can you send the updated file to the other folks we sent it out to. 
N 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:52 PM, "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> wrote: 

Uh oh! Did I send the wrong thing? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:51 PM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" 
<n~.t.b.~ni~Lb.~~[~.@d.Q,gm~> wrote: 

There was a slight error in the first sheet that went out. Some 
secondary proposed schools were listed that are not part of the 
currently proposed list that went to schools. Please use this list 
when talking with staff or others. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 16:03:36 -0500 

DCPS 010301 



To: lOOSE Central Office (DCPS-OSE)" <ose.central@dc.gov> 

Subject: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts 

on the Office of Special Education 

Good afternoon, OSE. 

Chancellor Henderson has released today a proposed school consolidations 
and reorganization plan to ensure that our school investments are of 
greatest benefit to our students. Please find attached a document titled 
"School Consolidation and Reorganization," which provides rationale for 
and an explanation of this plan. 

Additionally, the attached document titled "SY13-14 OSE Consolidations" 
provides information regarding OSE-recommended student feeder patterns 
that have been developed to meet the needs our students in light of the 
proposed reorganization and consolidations. 

I will be in touch with further information as it becomes available. 

Regards, 
NB 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of SpeCial Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<SY13-14 ose consolidations fec final Sheet1.pdt> 

DCPS 010302 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.cheston@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20126:11 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts on the Office of Special 
Education 

Will do! 
Almost home (about 10 more mins). I'll make sure it gets out once I get there. 
I'll be online for awhile tonight, so feel free to get in touch if I can be of any further assistance. I know you have 
a lot on your plate right now, and I'm happy to step up and do what I can. 

Best, 
Tara 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 6:09 PM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathanie1.beers@dc.gov> wrote: 

But can you send the updated file to the other folks we sent it out to. 
N 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:52 PM, "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> wrote: 

Uh oh! Did I send the wrong thing? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:51 PM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" 
<n~.t.b.~ni~Lb.~~[~.@d.Q,gm~> wrote: 

There was a slight error in the first sheet that went out. Some 
secondary proposed schools were listed that are not part of the 
currently proposed list that went to schools. Please use this list 
when talking with staff or others. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 16:03:36 -0500 

DCPS 010303 



To: lOOSE Central Office (DCPS-OSE)" <ose.central@dc.gov> 

Subject: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts 

on the Office of Special Education 

Good afternoon, OSE. 

Chancellor Henderson has released today a proposed school consolidations 
and reorganization plan to ensure that our school investments are of 
greatest benefit to our students. Please find attached a document titled 
"School Consolidation and Reorganization," which provides rationale for 
and an explanation of this plan. 

Additionally, the attached document titled "SY13-14 OSE Consolidations" 
provides information regarding OSE-recommended student feeder patterns 
that have been developed to meet the needs our students in light of the 
proposed reorganization and consolidations. 

I will be in touch with further information as it becomes available. 

Regards, 
NB 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of SpeCial Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<SY13-14 ose consolidations fec final Sheet1.pdt> 

DCPS 010304 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20125:53 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts on the Office of Special 
Education 

Uh oh! Did I send the wrong thing? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:51 PM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathanie1.beers@dc.gov> wrote: 

There was a slight error in the first sheet that went out. Some secondary proposed schools were 
listed that are not part of the currently proposed list that went to schools. Please use this list 
when talking with staff or others. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 16:03:36 -0500 
To: lOOSE Central Office (DCPS-OSE)" <ose.central@dc.gov> 

Subject: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts on the Office of Special Education 

Good afternoon, OSE. 

Chancellor Henderson has released today a proposed school consolidations and reorganization plan to 
ensure that our school investments are of greatest benefit to our students. Please find attached a document 
titled "School Consolidation and Reorganization," which provides rationale for and an explanation of this 
plan. 

Additionally, the attached document titled "SY13-14 OSE Consolidations" provides information regarding 
OSE-recommended student feeder patterns that have been developed to meet the needs our students in 
light of the proposed reorganization and consolidations. 

I will be in touch with further information as it becomes available. 

Regards, 
NB 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

DCPS 010305 



Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 
http //dcps dc gOY 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<SY13-14 ose consolidations fec final Sheet1.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.cheston@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20125:53 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts on the Office of Special 
Education 

Uh oh! Did I send the wrong thing? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:51 PM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathanie1.beers@dc.gov> wrote: 

There was a slight error in the first sheet that went out. Some secondary proposed schools were 
listed that are not part of the currently proposed list that went to schools. Please use this list 
when talking with staff or others. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 16:03:36 -0500 
To: lOOSE Central Office (DCPS-OSE)" <ose.central@dc.gov> 

Subject: DCPS Proposed Consolidations & Reorganization and Impacts on the Office of Special Education 

Good afternoon, OSE. 

Chancellor Henderson has released today a proposed school consolidations and reorganization plan to 
ensure that our school investments are of greatest benefit to our students. Please find attached a document 
titled "School Consolidation and Reorganization," which provides rationale for and an explanation of this 
plan. 

Additionally, the attached document titled "SY13-14 OSE Consolidations" provides information regarding 
OSE-recommended student feeder patterns that have been developed to meet the needs our students in 
light of the proposed reorganization and consolidations. 

I will be in touch with further information as it becomes available. 

Regards, 
NB 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

DCPS 010307 



Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 
http //dcps dc gOY 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<SY13-14 ose consolidations fec final Sheet1.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hello, all. 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,201210:46 AM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS) 
Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS) 
Re:Today 

975 is reserved for your use at 4 this afternoon. 
Would you guys like me to send out a formal invite? 

Best, 
Tara 

On 11/13/12 7: 54 AM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" <nathaniel. beers@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

>No I will do the first one but then we will follow up with a meeting 
>for the SES and programming team. We should also tell the SES liaisons 
>this morning so if they start getting calls. 
>N 
> 
>Sent from my iPhone 
> 
>On Nov 13,2012, at 7:52 AM, "Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS)" 
><Thomas.Flanagan@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
» Ok. I can attend the meeting too. Do you want us to make calls? 
» 
» 
» Tom Flanagan 
» 
» Interim Deputy Chief of Programming 
» Office of Special Education 
» District of Columbia Public Schools 
» 1200 First Street, NW 
» Washington, DC 20002 
» p: 202.834.1035 
»f: 202.654.6075 
» 
» 
» 
» 
» On 11/13/12 7:50 AM, "Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS)" 
» <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
» wrote: 
» 
»> The announcement is supposedly at 4pm. But there are things going on 
»>all day. Almost all schools for consolidation were notified last 
»>night by 10. 
»> Receiving schools have a 10 am call. I will be calling Raymond, 
»>Sousa and Brookland since they are only getting a couple classes. 
»>N 
»> 
»> Sent from my iPhone 

DCPS 010309 



»> 
»> On Nov 13, 2012, at 7:45 AM, "Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS)" 
»> <Neela.Rathinasamy@dc.gov> wrote: 
»> 
»» I am available but what is the plan? 
»» 
»» ----- Original Message ----
»» From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
»» To: McKenzie, Tara (DCPS); Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Rathinasamy, 
»» Neela (DCPS) 
»» Sent: Tue Nov 13 07:28:31 2012 
»» Subject: Today 
»» 
»» There is a meeting at 9am to talk about the plan today. I will be 
»» traveling from the dentist to another meeting. I am hoping either 
»»Tom 
»» or Neela can make it. There was not a location yet but Tara will 
»»help figure it out. Let me know who is going. 
»» N 
»» 
»» Sent from my iPhone 
»» 
»» Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
»» Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data 
»» to 
»» 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
»» Inform first responders in advance! 
» 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sounds good! :) 
I'll let SLT know now. 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,20124:05 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Re: Documents 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 16:04:33 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

How about next Friday? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 12:09:13 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

I have Tom down for Tuesday with the panel. 
Do you want me to give SLT a timeframe for reviewing the slide deck? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:53:20 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

As long as it is clear which is whose, they can come on one email and go to SLT (minus Tom of course). When are we 
interviewing Tom? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 

DCPS 010311 



Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:50:55 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

Wedid! 
Kevin sent his first, but I realized that the docs weren't attached. I emailed him back within four minutes of receiving the 
email. He replied with the docs at 5:30 p.m. 

Would you like me to compile the power point presentations in an email to you and SLT for review? Or should I just forward 
them on to all of you separately? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:45:21 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

Did we ever get them? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 7 Nov 2012 16:28:15 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Documents 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Hubner <aphhub@msn.com> 
Date: November 7,2012,4:25:17 PM EST 
To: "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Documents 

DCPS 010312 



Hi Tara 

My internet went down in house around 3:30 and I am at library trying to send documents but encountering 
issues gathering them iff the hard drive -

I have one powerpoint and one excel Gantt Chart that I am trying to send. 

I may need to send as seperate documents ..... . 

Please stay tuned and I will get these to you ASAP 

Thanks - Andy 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010313 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sounds good! :) 
I'll let SLT know now. 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.cheston@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,20124:05 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Re: Documents 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 16:04:33 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

How about next Friday? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 12:09:13 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

I have Tom down for Tuesday with the panel. 
Do you want me to give SLT a timeframe for reviewing the slide deck? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:53:20 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

As long as it is clear which is whose, they can come on one email and go to SLT (minus Tom of course). When are we 
interviewing Tom? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 

DCPS 010314 



Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:50:55 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

Wedid! 
Kevin sent his first, but I realized that the docs weren't attached. I emailed him back within four minutes of receiving the 
email. He replied with the docs at 5:30 p.m. 

Would you like me to compile the power point presentations in an email to you and SLT for review? Or should I just forward 
them on to all of you separately? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:45:21 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

Did we ever get them? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 7 Nov 2012 16:28:15 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Documents 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Hubner <aphhub@msn.com> 
Date: November 7,2012,4:25:17 PM EST 
To: "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Documents 

DCPS 010315 



Hi Tara 

My internet went down in house around 3:30 and I am at library trying to send documents but encountering 
issues gathering them iff the hard drive -

I have one powerpoint and one excel Gantt Chart that I am trying to send. 

I may need to send as seperate documents ..... . 

Please stay tuned and I will get these to you ASAP 

Thanks - Andy 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010316 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,201212:09 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Re: Documents 

I have Tom down for Tuesday with the panel. 
Do you want me to give SLT a timeframe for reviewing the slide deck? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:53:20 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

As long as it is clear which is whose, they can come on one email and go to SLT (minus Tom of course). When are we 
interviewing Tom? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:50:55 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

Wedid! 
Kevin sent his first, but I realized that the docs weren't attached. I emailed him back within four minutes of receiving the 
email. He replied with the docs at 5:30 p.m. 

Would you like me to compile the power point presentations in an email to you and SLT for review? Or should I just forward 
them on to all of you separately? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:45:21 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

Did we ever get them? 

DCPS 010317 



-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Date: Wed, 7 Nov 2012 16:28:15 -0500 

To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Documents 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Hubner <aphhub@msn.com> 
Date: November 7,2012,4:25:17 PM EST 
To: "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Documents 

Hi Tara 

My internet went down in house around 3:30 and I am at library trying to send documents but encountering 
issues gathering them iff the hard drive -

I have one powerpoint and one excel Gantt Chart that I am trying to send. 

I may need to send as seperate documents ..... . 

Please stay tuned and I will get these to you ASAP 

Thanks - Andy 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010318 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.cheston@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,201212:09 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Re: Documents 

I have Tom down for Tuesday with the panel. 
Do you want me to give SLT a timeframe for reviewing the slide deck? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:53:20 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

As long as it is clear which is whose, they can come on one email and go to SLT (minus Tom of course). When are we 
interviewing Tom? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:50:55 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Documents 

Wedid! 
Kevin sent his first, but I realized that the docs weren't attached. I emailed him back within four minutes of receiving the 
email. He replied with the docs at 5:30 p.m. 

Would you like me to compile the power point presentations in an email to you and SLT for review? Or should I just forward 
them on to all of you separately? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:45:21 -0500 
To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

Did we ever get them? 

DCPS 010319 



-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Date: Wed, 7 Nov 2012 16:28:15 -0500 

To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Documents 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Hubner <aphhub@msn.com> 
Date: November 7,2012,4:25:17 PM EST 
To: "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Documents 

Hi Tara 

My internet went down in house around 3:30 and I am at library trying to send documents but encountering 
issues gathering them iff the hard drive -

I have one powerpoint and one excel Gantt Chart that I am trying to send. 

I may need to send as seperate documents ..... . 

Please stay tuned and I will get these to you ASAP 

Thanks - Andy 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010320 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wedid! 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,201211 :51 AM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Re: Documents 

Kevin sent his first, but I realized that the docs weren't attached. I emailed him back within four minutes of receiving the 
email. He replied with the docs at 5:30 p.m. 

Would you like me to compile the power point presentations in an email to you and SLT for review? Or should I just forward 
them on to all of you separately? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:45:21 -0500 

To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

Did we ever get them? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Date: Wed, 7 Nov 2012 16:28:15 -0500 

To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Documents 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Hubner <aphhub@msn.com> 
Date: November 7,2012,4:25:17 PM EST 
To: "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Documents 

Hi Tara 

My internet went down in house around 3:30 and I am at library trying to send documents but encountering 

DCPS 010321 



issues gathering them iff the hard drive -

I have one powerpoint and one excel Gantt Chart that I am trying to send. 

I may need to send as seperate documents ..... . 

Please stay tuned and I will get these to you ASAP 

Thanks - Andy 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010322 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wedid! 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.cheston@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,201211 :51 AM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Re: Documents 

Kevin sent his first, but I realized that the docs weren't attached. I emailed him back within four minutes of receiving the 
email. He replied with the docs at 5:30 p.m. 

Would you like me to compile the power point presentations in an email to you and SLT for review? Or should I just forward 
them on to all of you separately? 

Best, 
Tara 

From: DCPS-OSE <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 11:45:21 -0500 

To: DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Documents 

Did we ever get them? 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Tara Cheston <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 

Date: Wed, 7 Nov 2012 16:28:15 -0500 

To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Documents 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Hubner <aphhub@msn.com> 
Date: November 7,2012,4:25:17 PM EST 
To: "McKenzie, Tara (DCPS)" <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Documents 

Hi Tara 

My internet went down in house around 3:30 and I am at library trying to send documents but encountering 

DCPS 010323 



issues gathering them iff the hard drive -

I have one powerpoint and one excel Gantt Chart that I am trying to send. 

I may need to send as seperate documents ..... . 

Please stay tuned and I will get these to you ASAP 

Thanks - Andy 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010324 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McKenzie, Tara (DCPS) [tara.mckenzie@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, February 14, 20124:30 PM 

Subject: 
Beers, Nathaniel (OSE); Anthony, Donna (OSE) 
Re: hearing prep tomorrow and Thursday 

Hi, N. 

I will have it to you well before then. 

Best, 
Tara 

From: Nathaniel Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 14 Feb 2012 16:27:24 -0500 
To: "Anthony, Donna (DCPS-OSE)" <Donnam.Anthony@dc.gov>, DCPS-OSE <tara.mckenzie@dc.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: hearing prep tomorrow and Thursday 

If I can get the ward stuff before the 1130am tomorrow that would be helpful. 
N 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sutton, Fonda \(OOC\)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov> 
Date: February 14, 20124:18:49 PM EST 
To: "Davis, John L. \(OOC\)" <john.davis@dc.gov>, "Beers, Nathaniel \(OSE\)" <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter \(OOC\)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Ruda, Lisa M. \(OOC\)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> 
Subject: hearing prep tomorrow and Thursday 

Nathaniel and John Davis -

You're both on for our hearing prep session with the Chancellor tomorrow. The session on Thursday will 
include all Chiefs. 

The priorities for tomorrow: 
• Go over the draft testimony 
• Go over major themes of IIbig rocks" that we think Council will focus on (IFF, Special Ed, Food 

Services, Enrollment, test integrity, discipline) 
• Review the ward-based/CM-specific issues with KKH 

On the latter, if you'll both do some thinking, from your perspectives, on those, it would be a big help. 
In fact, John, could we do a call among Instructional Supes tonight for any good stories and/or ward
specific concerns? Also need some TPs for athletics - even if we just have it on hand for the hearing 
(eg., # of sports, by grade band, by schools, by gender, plus major challenges/priorities under new 
Director). 

Nathaniel - thanks to you and your team for the big lift on data and responses, and for scrambling with 
last-minute requests. 1st round's on me after the hearing! © 
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Finally. just wanted to emphasize that Chiefs should be present for the entire hearing on Friday (11 
until). It would help to have your Deputies watching from the office and able to quickly reach out to get 
any answers to us for tough questions that come up. 

Thanks again, 
FS 

Fonda Sutton 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
Intergovernmental Relations and Legislative Affairs 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.442.5035 
F 202.442.5026 
E fonda.sutton2@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Join Mayor Gray's One City • One Hire - 10,000 Jobs Campaign 
IIPutting District Residents Back to Work - One Hire at a Time" 
Learn more at http://onecityonehire.org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

McAdams, Camsie (DCPS) [camsie.mcadams@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11 :21 AM 
Young, Kelly (DCPS) 

Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Burger, Erin (DCPS); Rose, David (DCPS); Gordon, Dan 
(DCPS-OOC); Pick, Brian (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Ward 5 meeting tomorrow 

I've been on the line for 20 minutes. Is this the right number? 

Camsie McAdams 
Director, STEM 
DC Public Schools 
1200 First St NE, 8th floor 
Washington DC 20002 

On Nov 1, 2011, at 9:56 AM, "Young, Kelly \(DCPS\)" <kelly.young@dc.gov> wrote: 

great. 877-633-0828 passcode 9398651 leader : 6504287 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Young 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 10:00 AM 
To: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Ward 5 meeting tomorrow 

Hi Kelly, 
I think I can get there just before 12 so I can participate (partially). 
Will that work. 

Also + 1+11 get you the suggested schools per the grade configs in about 15 minutes. 

A 

On 11/1/11 9:50 AM, "Young, Kelly (DCPS)" <kelly.young@dc.gov> wrote: 

It is from 11+ 12:30 but the Chancellor will be there from 11:30 + 12:30. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Young 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 9:43 AM 
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To: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Ward 5 meeting tomorrow 

Can you remind me when it begins? 
A 

From: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (OOC) 
Sent: Tue Nov 01 09:41:432011 
Subject: RE: Ward 5 meeting tomorrow 
Yes. What specific schools what fit each of our scenarios. Is there any way that you could join by 
conference call? 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Young 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01,2011 9:24 AM 
To: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Ward 5 meeting tomorrow 

Hey Kelly, 
I will not be able to attend but is there anything specific that you need from me? 
Anthony 

From: Young, Kelly (DCPS) 
To: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Cc: Wright, Carey (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (OOC); Davis, John L. (OOC); WoodwardGraves, 
Marie (DCPS) 
Sent: Mon Oct 31 22:08:09 2011 
Subject: Ward 5 meeting tomorrow 

Hello Kaya, 

I should have asked in our meeting, what would you like to accomplish tomorrow in the internal meeting? 
I am writing the agenda for the meeting and want to use your time wisely. The three agenda items that 

we were planning to discuss are below. I would love to come to some resolution on all of them or at least 
a process for resolving them and think you could be very valuable in getting us there. 

1 - November 16th meeting announcement - we have said publically that we will announce the proposed 
grade configuration on November 16th. 

a - Given the mixed feedback from parents, what grade configuration do we want to go with? 
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b- How will we make the decision? 

c - With the proposed grade configuration do we want to share school specific sites? And, what 
data/thinking do we want to share about how we arrived at the proposed grade configuration? 

2 - By November 1 st, we said that we would get back to parents on any short-term solutions. What do we 
want to promise for next year and do we want to fund it with additional funds? I was prepared to tell 
parents that we are promising to provide access to algebra and world language in all of our EC's for 2012-
13 without saying how. We had said that we would work with our principals and Inst Sups to make it work 
in each school during budget season. Carey is putting together a memo for your consideration on options 
to achieve access to algebra and world language at all of our EC's. Uncertainty of whether that is a good 
promise to make arose in last week's meeting. 

3 - Long-term timeline - when do we want to propose a final set of schools, including schools to close? 
On what timeline would we be prepared to present BOTH what we plan to take away (school closings 

and change of grade configuration) AND what we want to provide (new grade configuration and what 
about these schools will be special/attractive)? I think that it is key we present both so people understand 
what the trade off is and have something to look forward to and a reason to stay. 

Knowing that it is late, I am going to draft the agenda to get at these things with November 16th and 
November 1 st desicions as the priority tomorrow. 

Thanks for any input. 

Kelly 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Maureen Schindeldecker [mail@change.orgj 
Monday, November 19,20127:38 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
5 new petition signatures: Jamison Taylor, laurent amzallag ... 

5 new people recently signed Chris Sondreal's petition "C.h~.n.<;;.~U.Q.LH~.ml~J.~Qn.LM~YQL.Gr.~y,. .. c.Q.!!!JJ;;ilm~.mb.~.:r 
Evans, and the DC Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" on Change.org. 

There are now 150 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council
do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 

146. Jamison Taylor Washington, District Of Columbia 
147. laurent amzallag rockville, md, Maryland 
148. Kelley McCaleb Silver Spring, Maryland 
149. D. Smith Clinton, Maryland 
150. Maureen Schindeldecker New Richmond, Wisconsin 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Matt Connolly [connolly.matthew@gmail.comj 
Tuesday, November 27,20129:03 PM 
Jim Graham 

Cc: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Lord, Mary (OSSE); KHetherington@DCCOUNCIL.US; DeTaeye, 
John (COUNCIL) 

Subject: Re: Garrison Elementary 

Thank you, Councilmember. 

I share your concern about having empty buildings in our communities. 

A number of people have asked me about the Chancellor's claim that 20 schools need to close. Can you (or 
someone on this email) please send me the supporting data and documentation for that claim? Given the 
demographic trends in Wards 1 and 2, I am convinced that Garrison should not close, and I do not believe we 
should be looking for another school to take its place. 

- Matt 

On Mon, Nov 26,2012 at 8:15 AM, Jim Graham <Jim@grahamwone.com>wrote: 

Commissioner Connolly, 

Thanks for forwarding me the attached letter. I agree. By the way, if you count in and out of boundary students, 
Ward 1 has the largest number at Garrison. I'm including Ward Two's representative on the State Board of 
Education, Mary Lord, and Chancellor Henderson. As I stated during yesterday's hearing on proposed school 
closings, I am very concerned with the prospect of having empty buildings in our communities. 

Bests, Jim 

I typically answer emails before 9 AM" on weekdays. If you email me after that, it is likely that you will 
hear from me the next weekday. If there is a need to communicate prior to that, you may wish to call 
me. For most effective communication, please use my direct email address:jim@grahamwone.com 

Jim Graham, Councilmember, Ward One, 1350 Pa. Ave., NW, #105, Washington, DC 20004. Z.QZ.~.ZZ.4.~ 
8181; 202-124-8109 (fax). 

Chairman, Committee on Human Services (including alcohol regulation). Main Committee Number: 
202-124-8191. 1350 Pa. Ave., NW, #116, Washington, DC 20004. 
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Website: www.grahamwone.com 

From: Matt Connolly [mailto:connolly.matthew@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Graham, Jim (COUNCIL) 
Subject: Garrison Elementary 

Councilmember Graham, 

Please find attached a letter sent by the Commissioners of ANC 2F regarding Garrison Elementary School. 

I would appreciate if you would acknowledge receipt. 

Thank you, 

Matt Connolly 

Commissioner, ANC 2F-05 

Matt Connolly 

www.CQl}nQl~yfQrCQmmi~.~iQI}~r,c;Qm 

hupj!www,fClc;~bQQk.<:;Qm!#.!!CQnnQUyFQ[CQmmi~siQn~[ 
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Matt Connolly 

WWW.CQl1.l1.QllyfQr:CQmmi~~iQll~L<:;.Qm 

http://www.fCl.<:;.~bQQk.c;Qm!#!ICQl1.l1.Ql1yfQrCQmmis~~Ql1.~r: 

Matt Connolly 
www.ConnollyforCommissioner.com 
httpj!www,fClc;~bQQk.<:;Qm!#.!!CQIll1,QUyFQr:CQmmi~siQll~r 
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From: 
Sent: 

Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 10,201210:08 AM 

To: Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Anderson, Thomas (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); 
Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Jackson, Richard (DCPS) 

Cc: Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS); 
Watson, Carla (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Thank you for the update. 

Professionally, 

Archibald DeQ. Mason 

Special Education Specialist, Office of Special Education 

LEA Monitoring and School Support Team 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE, Ninth Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 

T: 202/907-7480 

FlEfax: 202/654-6137 

Email: archibald.mason@dc.gov 

From: Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 10:04 AM 
To: Anderson, Thomas (DCPS); Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Jackson, 
Richard (DCPS) 
Cc: Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Good morning. 

The student, Lane Washington-Roque, was issued comp ed to address academic performance and socio-emotional areas. 
After much research, the parent chose to focus on the area of academic performance and obtain intense reading and 
writing intervention. As a result, the comp ed authorization letter needed to be amended from central office. The 
amended letter has been generated and forwarded to Mr. Washington. I just spoke to Mr. Washington and got 
confirmation that he received the letter. 

All the best, 

Tarisai Lumumba-Umoja 
Special Education Coordinator 
H.D. Woodson STEM SHS 
540 55th Street NE 
Washington DC 20019 
202-939-2030 (main) 
202-480-0885 (cell) 
202-388-3489 (fax) 
''Reviving a Tradition of Academic Excellence!" 
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From: Anderson, Thomas (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:51 AM 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); 
Jackson, Richard (DCPS) 
Cc: Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Good morning All, 

I am not aware of the details but please bring me up to speed and someone must communicate with the parent this 
morning with the plan of how this will be resolved. 

Thanks, 

Thomas Anderson 
Instructional Superintendent, Cluster X 
Office of the Chief of Schools 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Eliot-Hine MS 

1830 Constitution Ave., NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202-939-5290 
E Thomas.anderson@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] [mailto:DWashington@nea.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Johnson, Erika C. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Anderson, 
Thomas (DCPS) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Hello Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Anderson: 

I am very frustrated and disappointed parent of a senior at HD Woodson Senior High School. My frustration and 
disappointment stems from the inability to get a response from central office personnel regarding a request to combine 
pre-approved compensatory special education services for my son Lane Washington Roque. The staff at HD Woodson 
and I have been working cooperatively to put together strategies that we believe will assist my son in achieving 
academic success. I would greatly appreciate it if you would look into this matter ASAP. You can contact me or the 
special education staff at HD Woodson for further information. This is NOT acceptable. I do hope that we can have this 
resolved yesterday. 

P.S. --- this was my original thought --- hope you get a sense of my frustration --- Ok --- maybe there is a prevailing 
thought that if we don't do or say anything he will go away --- this is very frustrating and disappointing that we can 
not get a response for a request to combine services for a compensatory package that has already been approved. 

Regards, 

Donald D. Washington, PhD. 
NEA Center for Governance 
Leadership Development Team 
1201 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
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202 822-7745 
202257-4884 (mobile) 

From: Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [mailto:archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,20123:18 PM 
To: Washington, Donald [NEAJ; Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Johnson, Erika C. (DCPS) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

That was the incorrect Erika Johnson. I have included the correct Ms. Johnson on this email. 

Professionally, 

Archibald DeQ. Mason 

Special Education Specialist, Office of Special Education 

LEA Monitoring and School Support Team 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE, Ninth Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 

T: 202/907-7480 

FlEfax: 202/654-6137 

Email: archibald.mason@dc.gov 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] [DWashington@nea.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,20123:00 PM 
To: 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov'; Johnson, Erika (DDOT) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Johnson, Erika (DDOT); 
Mason, Archibald (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Ms. Johnson, 

I am following up on the earlier email regarding hearing from you by COB today. As you know, schools close at 3:15 and 
since we are working cooperatively with the folks at HD Woodson I am hoping to hear from you very soon. Each day 
that things are delayed makes the schedule tighter to accomplish the things we desire for Lane. Thank you. 

From: Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [mailto:archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,2012 10:15 AM 
To: Washington, Donald [NEAJ; 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Johnson, Erika (DDOT) 
Subject: Re: Lane Washington Roque 

Good Morning, 
Apology for the delay in response. I too have been experiencing difficulty with Ms. Allen-King. I was able to reach her this 
morning and she stated that Ms. Erica Johnson will follow-up with you by COB today. 
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Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] <DWashington@nea.org> 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' <anitra.allen-king@dc.gov> 
Cc: 'Sarah Roque (sarogue@maxhealth.com)' <sarogue@maxhealth.com>; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, 
Edward (DCPS) 
Sent: Tue Oct 0908:56:51 2012 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Mr. Mason, 

We have not heard back from you or Mrs. Allen-King. In fact, Mrs. Allen-King's email keeps bouncing back. It is critical 
that we get a response and preferably a positive response so that we can move forward. Our son Lane, is in need of 
these critical academic services as we prepare him for the SAT and other college/post secondary options. I will be 
forwarding a copy of this email and request to the office of the Superintendent. 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04,2012 10:19 AM 
To: 'archibald.mason@dc.gov'; 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' 
Cc: Sarah Roque (sarogue@maxhealth.com) 
Subject: Lane Washington Roque 

Hello, 

I am following up on email correspondence sent to each of you from Ms. Umoja and Mr. Wilkerson from HD Woodson 
High School regarding the compensatory education package for our son Lane Washington Roque. It has been several 
days and we have not received any response or indication on how to proceed. This is very disappointing and disturbing 
as we want to move forward with getting our son the support he needs to be successful. We have been working 
cooperatively with the staff at HD Woodson to outline what we believe to be a sound approach to moving forward and 
that is being hindered by the lack of a response from your office. We would greatly appreciate your attention to this 
matter immediately. If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me. 

Donald D. Washington, PhD. 
NEA Center for Governance 
Leadership Development Team 
1201 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
202 822-7745 
202257-4884 mobile 

******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
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******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
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From: 
Sent: 

Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 10,201210:07 AM 

To: Anderson, Thomas (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); 
Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Jackson, Richard (DCPS) 

Cc: Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS); 
Watson, Carla (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Good Morning, 

The required comp ed documents were emailed to the school yesterday by Ms. Johnson. The LEA Rep was out on leave 
and returned to work today. The documents were sent to the parent this morning. 

Professionally, 

Archibald DeQ. Mason 

Special Education Specialist, Office of Special Education 

LEA Monitoring and School Support Team 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE, Ninth Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 

T: 202/907-7480 

FlEfax: 202/654-6137 

Email: archibald.mason@dc.gov 

From: Anderson, Thomas (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:51 AM 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); 
Jackson, Richard (DCPS) 
Cc: Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Good morning All, 

I am not aware of the details but please bring me up to speed and someone must communicate with the parent this 
morning with the plan of how this will be resolved. 

Thanks, 

Thomas Anderson 
Instructional Superintendent, Cluster X 
Office of the Chief of Schools 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Eliot-Hine MS 

1830 Constitution Ave., NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202-939-5290 
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From: Washington, Donald [NEA] [mailto:DWashington@nea.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Johnson, Erika C. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Anderson, 
Thomas (DCPS) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Hello Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Anderson: 

I am very frustrated and disappointed parent of a senior at HD Woodson Senior High School. My frustration and 
disappointment stems from the inability to get a response from central office personnel regarding a request to combine 
pre-approved compensatory special education services for my son Lane Washington Roque. The staff at HD Woodson 
and I have been working cooperatively to put together strategies that we believe will assist my son in achieving 
academic success. I would greatly appreciate it if you would look into this matter ASAP. You can contact me or the 
special education staff at HD Woodson for further information. This is NOT acceptable. I do hope that we can have this 
resolved yesterday. 

P.S. --- this was my original thought --- hope you get a sense of my frustration --- Ok --- maybe there is a prevailing 
thought that if we don't do or say anything he will go away --- this is very frustrating and disappointing that we can 
not get a response for a request to combine services for a compensatory package that has already been approved. 

Regards, 

Donald D. Washington, PhD. 
NEA Center for Governance 
Leadership Development Team 
1201 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
202 822-7745 
202257-4884 (mobile) 

From: Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [mailto:archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,20123:18 PM 
To: Washington, Donald [NEAJ; Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Johnson, Erika C. (DCPS) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

That was the incorrect Erika Johnson. I have included the correct Ms. Johnson on this email. 

Professionally, 

Archibald DeQ. Mason 

Special Education Specialist, Office of Special Education 

LEA Monitoring and School Support Team 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE, Ninth Floor 
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Washington. DC 20002 

T: 202/907-7480 

FlEfax: 202/654-6137 

Email: archibald.mason@dc.gov 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] [DWashington@nea.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,20123:00 PM 
To: 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov'; Johnson, Erika (DDOT) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Johnson, Erika (DDOT); 
Mason, Archibald (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Ms. Johnson, 

I am following up on the earlier email regarding hearing from you by COB today. As you know, schools close at 3:15 and 
since we are working cooperatively with the folks at HD Woodson I am hoping to hear from you very soon. Each day 
that things are delayed makes the schedule tighter to accomplish the things we desire for Lane. Thank you. 

From: Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [mailto:archibald.mason@dc.Qov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,2012 10:15 AM 
To: Washington, Donald [NEAJ; 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Johnson, Erika (DDOT) 
Subject: Re: Lane Washington Roque 

Good Morning, 
Apology for the delay in response. I too have been experiencing difficulty with Ms. Allen-King. I was able to reach her this 
morning and she stated that Ms. Erica Johnson will follow-up with you by COB today. 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] <DWashington@nea.org> 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' <anitra.allen-king@dc.gov> 
Cc: 'Sarah Roque (saroque@maxhealth.com)' <saroque@maxhealth.com>; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, 
Edward (DCPS) 
Sent: Tue Oct 0908:56:51 2012 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Mr. Mason, 

We have not heard back from you or Mrs. Allen-King. In fact, Mrs. Allen-King's email keeps bouncing back. It is critical 
that we get a response and preferably a positive response so that we can move forward. Our son Lane, is in need of 
these critical academic services as we prepare him for the SAT and other college/post secondary options. I will be 
forwarding a copy of this email and request to the office of the Superintendent. 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04,2012 10:19 AM 
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To: 'archibald.mason@dc.gov'; 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' 
Cc: Sarah Roque (saroque@maxhealth.com) 
Subject: Lane Washington Roque 

Hello, 

I am following up on email correspondence sent to each of you from Ms. Umoja and Mr. Wilkerson from HD Woodson 
High School regarding the compensatory education package for our son Lane Washington Roque. It has been several 
days and we have not received any response or indication on how to proceed. This is very disappointing and disturbing 
as we want to move forward with getting our son the support he needs to be successful. We have been working 
cooperatively with the staff at HD Woodson to outline what we believe to be a sound approach to moving forward and 
that is being hindered by the lack of a response from your office. We would greatly appreciate your attention to this 
matter immediately. If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me. 

Donald D. Washington, PhD. 
NEA Center for Governance 
Leadership Development Team 
1201 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
202 822-7745 
202257-4884 mobile 

******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
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1 '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
2 Class size No. SPED Teacher I I 
3 Kinder-l 20 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Plan (50) Ll 

4 Kinder-2 18 1 Developing HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Plan (50) Ll 

5 Gr 1-1 22 2 Highly Eff. HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/Recess (50) 

6 Gr 1-2 17 21st year HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/Recess (50) 

7 Gr 2-1 19 3 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

8 Gr 2-2 18 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

9 Gr 3-1 21 3 Effective HR Language Arts (100 minutes) Plan (50) LA (40) Ll 

10 Gr 3-2 20 3 Effective HR Language Arts (100 minutes) Plan (50) LA (40) Ll 

11 Gr 4-1 18 2 Developing HR Plan (50) Language Arts (100 minutes) Math (75) 

12 Gr4-2 20 2 Effective HR Plan (50) Language Arts (100 minutes) Math (75) 

13 Gr 5-1 16 21st year HR LA (50) Sci/55 (75) Math (25) Lunch/Recess (50) 

14 Gr 5-2 20 1 Effective HR LA (50) Sci/55 (75) Math (25) Lunch/Recess (50) 

15 SPED-l N/A Effective LA-K LA-l Lunch-K PL 

16 SPED-2 N/A Highly Eff. LA-2 LA-3 Plan - 3 PL Math-2 

17 5PED-3 N/A Effective Plan - 4PL LA-4 Lunch Math-4 

18 Arts 19 Effective Gr4 Lunch Gr3 Kinder 

19 PE 19 Effective Gr4 Lunch Gr3 Kinder 

JI Coach" N/A Highly Eff. Gr 4 (2X per week) Lunch Gr 3 (2X per week) Gr K (2X per week) 

Team expert support: Primarily coach led teams w/ one teacher-leader led team; In addition to scheduled meetings, coach meets with 1st grd teacher once per week Plan 
22 -
23 Differentiated roles: Class size lowerfor least effective & 1st year teachers 

24 
~ SPED student scheduling and support: spread across classrooms; SPED support organized through flexible grouping across classroms 

26 - Specials: Two specials teachers (one art/musIc and one PEl teach specials for the whole school; students go to specials In their homerooms 27 

2s 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Team expert support: Primarily coach led teams w/ one teacher-leader led team; coach support more intensive for lower capacity teams; In addition to scheduled meetings, coach meets with 1st grd 

Differentiated roles: Class size lower for least effective & 1st year teachers. 

SPED student scheduling and support: SPED students spread across classrooms. MostSPED services provided dUring Intervention/enrichment blocks. 

Specials: Two specials teachers (one art/musIc and one PEl teach specials for the whole school; students go to specials In their homerooms. 
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Int/Enrich (50) 

Int/Enrich (50) 

Other 

Team expert support: Most teams are led by teacher-leaders; pnnclpalleads 4th and 2nd grade teams and meets for two hours after school1X per week with the teacher-leaders In other grades. 

Differentiated roles: Class size lower for classrooms where SPED students are clustered, which means they are not lower for less effective or 1st year teachers. 

SPED student scheduling and support: SPED students are concentrated within one classroom at each grade level that has somewhat lower class size and an effective or highly effective teacher. M 
SPED students has very little access to flexible grouping resources outside of the I/E block. 

Specials: Two specials teachers (one art/musIc and one PEl teach specials for the whole school; students go to specials In their homerooms. 

Planning time: Shared by grade level teams; SPED teacher shares with one of the two grades In her family, and attends the other grade's planning time once per week Instead of providing services I 
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SPED services provided through Inclusion. Some flexible grouping happens across classrooms, but for the most part, the classroom without 

her regularly scheduled classroom. 
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1 '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
2 Class size No. SPED Teacher I I I I 
3 Kinder-l 20 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

4 Kinder-2 18 1 Developing HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

5 Gr 1-1 22 2 Highly Eff. HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

6 Gr 1-2 17 21st year HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

7 Gr 2-1 19 3 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

8 Gr 2-2 18 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

9 Gr 3-1 21 3 Effective HR Language Arts (90 minutes) Math (60) Sci/55 (50) 

10 Gr 3-2 20 3 Effective HR Language Arts (90 minutes) Math (60) Sci/55 (50) 

11 Gr 4-1 18 2 Developing HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

12 Gr4-2 20 2 Effective HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

13 Gr 5-1 16 21st year HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

14 Gr 5-2 20 1 Effective HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

15 SPED (3) NA I Inclusion, planning, and lunch 

16 Arts/PE (3) 25 1 Either small grouping support or assignment to different school 

....!2. Coach NA Highly Eff. Observation, planning, and other duties 

18 Specials: Three specials teachers who all teach their special subject half time (total to 1.5 FTE) teach Art, MUSIC, and PE for the whole school; students "pool" for specials with 4 classrooms gOing to t -
19 dUring their off-time. 

20 
~ Planning time: Shared by grade level families comprised of two grade levels; SPED attend planning for the grade-level family once per week Instead of supporting enrichment block. 

22 -
23 Team expert support: Coach leads teaching teams. 

24 
~ Differentiated roles: Class size lowerfor least effective & 1st year teachers 

26 - SPED student scheduling and support: SPED students are spread across classrooms. Most SPED services provided dUring I/E. SPED Inlcuslon support organized In combination with fleXible grouping 
27 
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ree specials teachers. Extra resources can either be used to buy additional flexible grouping staff or specials teachers can push In to regular classrooms to create small groups 

t---"rr,n« class roms 
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1 '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
2 Class size No. SPED Teacher I I I 
3 Kinder-l 20 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

4 Kinder-2 18 1 Developing HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

5 Gr 1-1 22 2 Highly Eff. HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

6 Gr 1-2 17 21st year HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

7 Gr 2-1 19 3 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

8 Gr 2-2 18 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

9 Gr 3-1 21 3 Effective HR Language Arts (90 minutes) Math (60) Sci/55 (50) 

10 Gr 3-2 20 3 Effective HR Language Arts (90 minutes) Math (60) Sci/55 (50) 

11 Gr 4-1 18 2 Developing HR LA (100 minutes) Sci/55 (50) Lunch/Recess (50) 

12 Gr4-2 20 2 Effective HR LA (100 minutes) Sci/55 (50) Lunch/Recess (50) 

13 Gr 5-1 16 21st year HR Sc/SS (75) LA (100 minutes) Math (25) 

14 Gr 5-2 20 1 Effective HR Sc/SS (75) LA (100 minutes) Math (25) 

15 SPED-K-l NA Effective LA-K LA-l Math -1 

16 SPED-2-3 NA Effective LA - 2 Math-3 Lunch 

17 5PED-4-5 NA Highly Eff. LA-4 LA-5 I Lunch 

18 Arts/PE (3) 25 Either small grouping support or assignment to different school 

19 Coach NA Highly Eff. Observation, planning, and other duties 

20 Specials: Three specials teachers who all teach their special subject half time (total to 1.5 FTE) teach Art, MUSIC, and PE for the whole school; students "pool" for specials with 4 classrooms gOing to t 

~ dUring their off-time. 

22 -
23 Planning time: Shared by grade level families comprised oftwo grade levels; SPED teachers share family planning. 

24 
~ Team expert support: Coach leads teaching teams. 

26 - Differentiated roles: Class size lowerfor least effective & 1st year teachers 27 

2s 
29 SPED student scheduling and support: SPED students are spread across classrooms. SPED services provided dUring I/E and through Inlcuslon support organized In combination with fleXible groupln 
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ree specials teachers. Extra resources can either be used to buy additional flexible grouping staff or specials teachers can push In to regular classrooms to create small groups 
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1 '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
2 Class size No. SPED Teacher I I I 
3 Kinder-l 20 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

4 Kinder-2 18 1 Developing HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

5 Gr 1-1 22 2 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

6 Gr 1-2 17 21st year HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Math (60) 

7 Gr2 26 41st year HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/Recess (50) 

8 Gr 2/3 25 3 Highly Eff. HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

9 Gr3 25 4 Effective HR Language Arts (140 minutes) Lunch/recess (50) 

10 Gr4 25 3 Developing HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

11 Gr 4/5 25 2 Highly Eff. HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

12 Gr5 26 31st year HR LA (100 minutes) Math (75) Sc/SS (25) 

13 SPED-K-l Highly Eff. LA-K LA-l Math -1 

14 SPED-2-3 Effective Inclusion-family model Lunch/Recess (50) 

15 SPED-2-3 NA Effective Inclusion-family model Lunch/Recess (50) 

16 SPED-4-5 Effective Inclusion-family model 

17 SPED-4-5 NA Highly Eff. Inclusion-family model 

18 Arts/PE (3) 25 Either small grouping support or assignment to different school 

19 Coach NA Highly Eff. Observation, planning, and other duties 

20 Specials: Three specials teachers who all teach their special subject half time (total to 1.5 FTE) teach Art, MUSIC, and PE for the whole school; students "pool" for specials with 4 classrooms gOing to t 

~ classrooms to create small groups dUring their off-time. 
22 -
23 Planning time: Shared by grade level families comprised oftwo grade levels; SPED teachers share family planning. 

24 
~ Team expert support: Coach leads teaching teams. 

26 - Family model and differentiated class size: In grades 2-5, one mixed grade classroom IS created per grade level, which allows for Increased class Size, thus freeing resources for more targeted group 27 

2s model w/constant regrouping across classrooms within a grade family. 

~ SPED student scheduling and support: SPED students are spread across classrooms, placed Into or out of mixed grade classrooms according to their need. SPED services provided dUring I/E , and th 
30 -
31 
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Gr4-S 

Gr4-S 

K-l team' 2 X/wk 

ree specials teachers. Extra resources can either be used to buy additional flexible grouping staff or specials teachers can push In to regular 

Two SPED teachers are assigned to the 2-3 family and the 4-S family. Significant small grouping support organized through the family 
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Class size 

Specials Instruction 

120 Minute Literacy Block 

Specials 

Teacher & Para 

R 

E 

A 

K 
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Nap Instruction 

Specials Reteach/Enrich 

Reteach/Enrichment Specials 

Individualized Schedules (Specials w/Grade Spam) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Mary Mundal [mail@change.orgj 
Sunday, November 18,20125:30 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 

Subject: I just signed "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

I just signed Chris Sondreal's petition "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
CQ]JnQiLJJQ __ nQLg1Q_S_~ __ F);_~_IJQi~LS1~Y~mLEC" on Change.org. 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Mundal Salem, Oregon 

There are now 15 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council-

@]-----." 
.2.J ~h' 

do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= ;: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mary Lord [edwriter1@hotmail.comj 
Tuesday, November 27,20122:22 PM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
RE: FYI - community meeting about Francis Stevens closing 

Figured you were in the loop, but wanted to maintain open lines of communication. I had hoped to attend tonight's Ward 
8 meeting but came down with a raging fever last night and am holed up at home. May yet make it, but hate the thought 
of exposing anyone to this bug. 
Good luck tonight. 
Mary 

From: josephine.robinson@dc.gov 
To: edwriter1@hotmail.com; Mary.Lord@dc.gov 
CC: shanita.burney@dc.gov 
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2012 20:05:09 -0500 
Subject: Re: FYI - community meeting about Francis Stevens closing 

Thanks Mary. Sorry for the holiday challenges and hope your family at least enjoyed the festivities before descending into 
travel hell. 

I am aware of the meeting but as you know, we will be fully occupied with the Ward 8 meeting. Much of what you've 
shared has been relayed by numerous parents and we certainly apppreciate the reinforcement of these points for 
consideration. We expect to hearthis at our meeting on the 5th and at a meeting with the PTA on the 12th. 
Thanks for keeping us looped in and it will be great if you could come by the ward 8 meeting to hear the additional 
perspectives and challenges. 
Kindly, 
Josephine 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Office of Family and Public Engagement 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Mary Lord <edwriter1@hotmail.com> 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Lord, Mary (OSSE) 
Sent: Mon Nov 26 19:09:37 2012 
Subject: FYI - community meeting about Francis Stevens closing 

Josephine -

Apologies for the last minute notice, but we've been out of town on a ridiculously long Thanksgiving traffic-jammed 
odyssey that included hitting a deer and wrecking a rental car in remote New England. 

Assume you'd heard about tomorrow's meeting about Francis-Stevens closure, but given the constant struggle to keep 
everyone informed and in the loop on all matters concerning public education, I thought I should send you an e-mail with 
the information. 
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When: Tuesday, November 27, at 6:30 pm, 
Where: Francis-Stevens Auditorium, 2425 N St NW. 

Thus "Emergency Town Hall" is a joint effort by the Francis-Stevens PTA, ANC2A, ANC2B, the Foggy Bottom Association 
and other groups. There seems to be some momentum behind saving at least the early childhood and elementary 
programs. Some ANC commissioners are upset by the process, and that Foggy Bottom ANC's decision on Stevens was 
predicated on having a walkable school at Francis-Stevens. Parents of preschoolers chose the program over World Bank 
and there's no way they're going to march up to Marie Reed. (Makes me wonder if boundaries and feeder patterns need 
to be rethought in the era of choice; many Ward 2 couples can afford to pull up stakes and leave, which is not how we 
want to be driving traffic.) Neighbors who don't have kids are also going to bat for the school. 

Both Garrison and Francis-Stevens seem to be schools that have developed stronger school cultures, attracted more local 
families, and are growing and improving the way Ross Elementary did. It wasn't so long ago that Ross was also under
enrolled and serving mostly out of boundary students. Now it's one of the highest performing, lowest achievement-gap, 
most sought after elementary schools in the city, and it has a library because a retired librarian volunteered to build it. 
Another neighbor, whose kids went to private school, started an annual mother's day book drive to keep it stocked. 

Garrison can point to similar community engagement that has succeeded in turning that school around. 

I know these are tough decisions, brought on as a result of changing demographics (baby boom bust), out of boundary 
and charter options, and varying quality of programs. 

However, I also know that the only growth in enrollment has been in early childhood education - and that our 'seed corn.' 
The parents of preschoolers may opt to leave DCPS or move from DC, but if we close their school, they'll surely flee for 
good. My two cents. 

Good luck tomorrow. I'm going to try and visit both Ward 7 and Francis-Stevens forums. 

Mary 

Mary Lord 
D.(.S.tgte. .. S9.grg .. 9.f..!;g.!J.~gtj.9.o, Ward 2 Representative 
At Large Member-elect 
Personal work/cell: 301-502-7564 
SBOE cell 202-257-3226 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Josephine -

Mary Lord [edwriter1@hotmail.comj 
Monday, November 26,20127:10 PM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Lord, Mary (OSSE) 
FYI - community meeting about Francis Stevens closing 

Apologies for the last minute notice, but we've been out of town on a ridiculously long Thanksgiving traffic-jammed 
odyssey that included hitting a deer and wrecking a rental car in remote New England. 

Assume you'd heard about tomorrow's meeting about Francis-Stevens closure, but given the constant struggle to keep 
everyone informed and in the loop on all matters concerning public education, I thought I should send you an e-mail with 
the information. 

When: Tuesday, November 27, at 6:30 pm, 
Where: Francis-Stevens Auditorium, 2425 N St NW. 

Thus "Emergency Town Hall" is a joint effort by the Francis-Stevens PTA, ANC2A, ANC2B, the Foggy Bottom Association 
and other groups. There seems to be some momentum behind saving at least the early childhood and elementary 
programs. Some ANC commissioners are upset by the process, and that Foggy Bottom ANC's decision on Stevens was 
predicated on having a walkable school at Francis-Stevens. Parents of preschoolers chose the program over World Bank 
and there's no way they're going to march up to Marie Reed. (Makes me wonder if boundaries and feeder patterns need 
to be rethought in the era of choice; many Ward 2 couples can afford to pull up stakes and leave, which is not how we 
want to be driving traffic.) Neighbors who don't have kids are also going to bat for the school. 

Both Garrison and Francis-Stevens seem to be schools that have developed stronger school cultures, attracted more local 
families, and are growing and improving the way Ross Elementary did. It wasn't so long ago that Ross was also under
enrolled and serving mostly out of boundary students. Now it's one of the highest performing, lowest achievement-gap, 
most sought after elementary schools in the city, and it has a library because a retired librarian volunteered to build it. 
Another neighbor, whose kids went to private school, started an annual mother's day book drive to keep it stocked. 

Garrison can point to similar community engagement that has succeeded in turning that school around. 

I know these are tough decisions, brought on as a result of changing demographics (baby boom bust), out of boundary 
and charter options, and varying quality of programs. 

However, I also know that the only growth in enrollment has been in early childhood education - and that our 'seed corn.' 
The parents of preschoolers may opt to leave DCPS or move from DC, but if we close their school, they'll surely flee for 
good. My two cents. 

Good luck tomorrow. I'm going to try and visit both Ward 7 and Francis-Stevens forums. 

Mary 

Mary Lord 
DC State Board of Education, Ward 2 Representative 
At Large Member-elect 
Personal work/cell: 301-502-7564 
SBOE cell 202-257-3226 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Mary Lord [edwriter1@hotmail.comj 
Tuesday, November 13,20128:50 PM 
Alice Speck; Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Hill, Collin A. (DCPS) 
Wells, Thomas (COUNCIL); Jim Graham; Evans, Jack (COUNCIL); Mendelson, Phil 
(COUNCIL); Mara, Patrick (OSSE) 
RE: Garrison & Shaw 

Alice, thank you for cc'ing me. 

While closings are entirely up to the Chancellor, I also was disheartened to see Garrison on the list. The school posted 
stronger 2012 DC CAS scores than the proposed receiving school (Seaton), has a great new principal, strong PTA and 
community support, and a wonderful field that when renovated will provide a great play space for kids and neighborhood. 

Deep, meaningful public engagement - particularly with families in the affected schools and communities - around this 
issue is critical. 

Mary 

Mary Lord 
202-331-9239 home 
202-577-9939 personal cell 
202-257-3226 state board cell 
@MaryLordDC 

Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 19:59:04 -0500 
Subject: Garrison & Shaw 
From: alice.speck@gmail.com 
To: Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov; john.davis@dc.gov; Jason.kamras@dc.gov; shanita.burney@dc.gov; mark.king@dc.gov; 
da n iel.shea@dc.gov; theodore. thompson@dc.gov; joseph i ne. robi nson@dc.gov; ta nya. roa ne@dc.gov; Colli n. h ill@dc.gov; 
guillaume.gendre@dc.gov; sara.dykstra@dc.gov 
CC: twells@dccouncil.us; J i m@grahamwone.com; jackeva ns@dccouncil.us; pmendelson@dccouncil.us; 
patrick.mara@dc.gov; edwriter1@hotmail.com 

Good evening, 

I know you'll be fielding a high volume of emails on the topic of school closures, so please don't feel as though you need 
to respond to this .... 

I am very disappointed to see Garrison on this list. 

I am not so shocked to see Shaw consolidated with Cardozo, and think in the interim it is a good idea. I am going to 
spend the next days looking at the proposal, and reviewing A Capital Commitment, and will write again after the holiday. 

Best, 
Alice 

Alice Speck 
c:703.786.2266 
Twitter: @AliceSpeck 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

MARY BROWN [mbrown@lifepieces.orgj 
Tuesday, November 27,20125:13 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
***FYI ONL Y***Fwd: Flyer for Tomorrow's DCPS Ward 7 Meeting 
consolidation_flyeUemplate.ward7. pdf 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Greg Rhett <jr.h~11~.QQ.2.@f!:QLQQ.J;n> 
Date: Tue, Nov 27,2012 at 1:25 PM 
Subject: Flyer for Tomorrow's DCPS Ward 7 Meeting 
To: jrhett3009@ao1.com 

Good Afternoon All, 

Here is the official flyer for tomorrow's Ward 7 meeting with Chancellor Henderson. 

We realize that this may be short notice, but, we really need to do all that we can to ensure a large turnout for this 
important meeting! 

The Chancellor has specifically requested feedback from this community regarding her proposed school consolidations 
within Ward 7. 

"This proposal is a conversation with our communities," said Henderson. "We need to hear from 
families and community members. We are relying deeply on community feedback and 
engagement to ensure our success. We want to hear the innovative and creative ideas that come from our 
school communities to help make sure that our consolidation plan represents the best thinking of the city." 

Last night at our Ward 7 Education Council's strategic planning meeting, we received solid input and feedback from new 
Council Chairman Mendelson and our Ward 7 Councilmember Alexander. Both stayed for the duration and were actively 
engaged. 

The group, via vote, reconfirmed Ward 7's position on these proposed closures and developed a draft alternative plan for 
improving the five schools proposed for closure (Kenilworth ES, Davis ES, Smothers ES, Brown MS, and Winston EC). 
The Education Council's draft alternative plan will be presented, in writing, to the Chancellor at tomorrow's meeting: 

The Primary Ward 7 position: 

"Ward 7 demands a moratorium on DCPS closures within Ward 7 AND a moratorium on opening any new Charter 
Schools within Ward 7, until we've had the opportunity to assess academic/resource needs and prepare and 
present a Comprehensive Ward 7 Education Plan." 

Some suggested talking points: 

There must be a sound and systemic Public Education plan that ensures tremendous improvements in Academic 
Performance at ALL of our schools (Traditional and Charter); there must be real and measurable steps towards closure of 
the historic Academic Achievement Gap impacting our Children across the board. The Chancellor should show that her 
plan includes an increased investment of resources within every classroom within our Ward 7 schools; and an increase in 
the number of high quality teachers/principles within each of our schools. 

As for building under-utilization .... yes, data confirms that Ward 7 parents are enrolling their Children in both Charter and 
Traditional schools across the city. For the most part this is mainly due to the lack of high quality and diverse academic 
and programmatic offerings at our Ward 7 neighborhood schools. For the most part, parental educational decisions are 
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driven by their desire of ensuring the best education possible for their Children ..... so, if the plan/desire is to have Ward 7 
Children attend Ward 7 schools, then the academic product needs to be drastically improved. 

Some unanswered questions: Why can't DCPS simply replicate some of these more attractive programs/academic 
offerings within Ward 7 schools? What if financial resources and high quality teachers/principles were redirected to Ward 
7 schools? Millions of District Tax Dollars are being invested into Public Charter Schools .... where is the public and 
transparent accountability for the expenditure of these tax dollars? Operational Autonomy does not mean that we should 
exclude Public Accountability. 

Four years ago, the DCPS implemented the closure of 23 schools. To date, no financial documentation has been 
presented by DCPS to confirm that there were any cost savings. If, in fact, there were costs savings, then to date, DCPS 
has not presented any documentation confirming how said savings were re-invested into our school classrooms. 
Preliminary data analysis also indicates that there has also been very little measurable improvement in academic 
performance as a result of these previous closures. 

Simply closing schools every four years is not the answer to improving academic performance. Where is the DCPS plan 
to improve academic performance at neighborhood schools within Ward 7? 

Anyway, hope to see each of you and whoever you can bring tomorrow! 

Thanks! 

Greg Rhett 
jrhett3009@aol.com 
(202) 550-4612 

Mary Brown 
Executive Director 
Life Pieces To Masterpieces 
Creating art ... Changing Lives 1M 
C/O Dr. Charles R. Drew Elementary School 
5600 Eads Street, NE 
Fourth Floor 
Washington, DC 20019 
Administrative Office:202-399-7703 - Program Office: 202-724-9719 
Email: mbrown@lifepieces.org 
Internet: www.1ifepieces.org 
F ace Book: ht1pjLww.wJ~.Q~bQ.Q.k,~QmLmtg~.s!Lif~::P.i~g.~.~::IQ::M~.~t~rp.i~~~.~::In.(;i2:Q27.~.nJJQ~2:.7Y=.Wf!:U 
Twitter: @LP2MP 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Martha Smith [mail@change.orgj 
Sunday, November 18,20124:24 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 

Subject: I just signed "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

I just signed Chris Sondreal's petition "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
CQ]JnQiLJJQ __ nQLg1Q_S_~ __ F);_~_IJQi~LS1~Y~mLEC" on Change.org. 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 
Martha Smith Washington, District Of Columbia 

There are now 5 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council-

@]-----." 
.2.J ~h' 

do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= ;: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mark Levinson [mail@change.orgj 
Thursday, November 22,20128:38 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
10 new signers: Laura Doyle, Sarah Alkenbrack ... 

10 new people recently signed Chris Sondreal's petition ".c.h~.n.g.~lJ.Q.LH~'!)Jl~J~Q.n., .. M~YQr..G.:r.~y.Lc.Q!J!1~i.lm~mb.~J 
Evans, and the DC Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" on Change.org. 

There are now 420 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council
do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 

411. Laura Doyle Greensboro, North Carolina 
412. Sarah Alkenbrack Washington, District Of Columbia 
413. Katie Cardwell Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
414. Jessica Neal Washington, District Of Columbia 
415. Gerri Michalska washington, District Of Columbia 
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416. Angelique Chao Washington, District Of Columbia 
417. George Chao Washington, District Of Columbia 
418. Julie Luppino Wilson, North Carolina 
419. Victoria Pace Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
420. Mark Levinson Washington, District Of Columbia 

@]:;;I"' L:..J ~h' 
00 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Maria Angala [mail@change.orgj 
Monday, November 19, 2012 11 :58 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
5 new petition signatures: Kelly Ryan, Orlie Yaniv ... 

5 new people recently signed Chris Sondreal's petition "C.h~.n.<;;.~U.Q.LH~.ml~J.~Qn.LM~YQL.Gr.~y,. .. c.Q.!!!JJ;;ilm~.mb.~.:r 
Evans, and the DC Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" on Change.org. 

There are now 170 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council
do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 

166. Kelly Ryan Lawrence, Kansas 
167. Orlie Yaniv Washington, District Of Columbia 
168. Patrick Kennedy Washington, District Of Columbia 
169. Orlie Yaniv , United States 
170. Maria Angala Waldorf, Maryland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marget Maurer [mail@change.orgj 
Monday, November 19,201212:24 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
5 new petition signatures: Jennifer Rivera, Len DePas ... 

5 new people recently signed Chris Sondreal's petition "C.h~.n.<;;.~U.Q.LH~.ml~J.~Qn.LM~YQL.Gr.~y,. .. c.Q.!!!JJ;;ilm~.mb.~.:r 
Evans, and the DC Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" on Change.org. 

There are now 100 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council
do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 

96. Jennifer Rivera Stockton, California 
97. Len DePas Washington, District Of Columbia 
98. Damith de Silva Washington, District Of Columbia 
99. Seth Millis Gulfport, Mississippi 
100. Marget Maurer Cabin John, Maryland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Nathaniel, 

Margaret McManus [mmcmanus@thenationalalliance.orgj 
Tuesday, October 16,20123:10 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (OCPS) 
RE: any comments on this article from September 

I would be delighted. I could devote a little or a lot of time to this .... eg., looking at how other states have incorporated 
health into special education transition, developing a special program to support health care transition for special 
education students and their families. Can you give me some guidance about whether you want some general ideas or 
some pretty specific ideas? We have done a great deal of work, thanks to you, on health care transition for health care 
professionals, but have not been doing any specific work on health care transition as part of special education, so it will 
take a bit of my time to provide you with some thoughtful suggestions, which I'm happy to do. 

Margaret McManus 
PresIdent 
The National Allmnce to Advance Adolescent Health 
750 17th Street, NW 
Washmgton, DC, 20006 
Phone: 202-223-1500 
~,:r.11~]"\fil4()I,1illAlllil.I1(;~,.o.rg 

From: Beers, Nathaniel COCPS) [mailto:nathaniel.beers@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:28 PM 
To: Margaret McManus; Flanagan, Thomas P. COCPS) 
Subject: Re: any comments on this article from September 

Would you be willing to think this through on how we support students on the health side of transition as well. It could be a 
great opportunity to push the system a little. Tom is leading the conversations for us in the structure of the program. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Margaret McManus <MMcManus@TheNationaIAlliance.org> 
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 14:04:08 -0400 
To: Mary Kornak <mary.kornak@dc.gov>, Anita Chandra <chandra@rand.org>, Annete Forseter 
<aforseter@hotmail.com>, Anthony Chuukwu <achuukwu@rcn.com>, "Bachman, Ellen (OSSE)" 
<Ellen.Bachman@dc.gov>, Barbara Quinton <bguinton@howard.edu>, N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Bell, Gwen 
(DHCF)" <gwen.bell@dc.gov>, Bette Jean Wolf <bwolf@hscsn.org>, Beverly Jackson <beverlyjack390@yahoo.com>, 
Brenda Williams <bbobaI00324@aol.com>, "Massey, Brian (DCPS)" <brian.massey@dc.gov>, carmen daughtery 
<Carmen.Daugherty@aje-dc.org>, Cecil Doggette <cdoggette@hscsn.org>, Cheri Sanzi <csanzi@efa.org>, Margaret 
Copemann <margaret.copemann@dc.gov>, Cynthia Jones <cynthia.jones@hscsn.org>, Dionne Miller 
<allaboutedward131@yahoo.com>, Doreen Hodges <familyvoicesofdc@yahoo.com>, "Dr. Cara Biddle" 
<CBiddle@cnmc.org>, "Dr. Robert Gundling" <secfund@aol.com>, "Dr. Wendy Hoffman" <whoffman@cnmc.org>, 
Edenn Perez <edenn.perez@aje-dc.org>, "Freeman, Vinetta (DOH)" <vinettaJreeman3@dc.gov>, "Henry, Georgia 
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(DOH)" <georgia.henry@dc.gov>, Maude Holt <maude.holt@dc.gov>, Jacqueline McMorris <jwmcmorris@msn.com>, 
Janet Phoenix <japhoenix@yahoo.com>, Jerri Johnston-Stewart <jerri.johnston-stewart@dc.gov>, Kamilah Pickett 
<Kamilah.Pickett@aje-dc.org>, Karen Fratantoni <KFratant@childrensnational.org>, Karen Smith <ksmith@cnmc.org>, 
Kim Jones <kjones@aje-dc.org>, Matt Rosen <mrosen@arcdc.net>, Michaela Morton <mmorton@cnmc.org>, Michelle 
Jiggetts <mjiggett@childrensnational.org>, Michelle McGarry Henson <mmcgarry@cnmc.org>, "Monteiro, Yvockeea 
(DOH)" <yvockeea.monteiro@dc.gov>, Patience White <pwhite@arthritis.org>, Rebecca Smith 
<smithr@musictherapy.org>, Sally Evans <shevans@cnmc.org>, "McCormally, Samuel (DCPS)" 
<samuel.mccormally@dc.gov>, "Sonosky, Colleen (DHCF)" <colleen.sonosky@dc.gov>, Thelma Jones 
<jonest@gmail.com>, Tiffany Smallwood <queenie9@luckymail.com>, Tim WHeeler <Whir tm@yahoo.com>, Tim 
Wheeler <timothy.wheeler@cms.hhs.gov>, Tomlyn Farley <tomlynJarley@aje-dc.org>, Tracey Moses 
<tmoseswillie2000@yahoo.com>, Tsion Feesha <tfesseha@hscsn.org>, Vince Schuyler <VSCHUYLE@cnmc.org> 
Subject: RE: any comments on this article from September 

I think this could be very exciting if there was a clear vision for what the school was to accomplish and if they were able 
to bring together the right teachers and supportive resources. 

Margaret McManus 
PresIdent 
The National Allmnce to Advance Adolescent Health 
750 17th Street, NW 
Washmgton, DC, 20006 
Phone: 202-223-1500 
~,Tl1~]'\[il4()I.1illAlllil_I1(;~,_o.rg 

From: Kornak, Mary (DOH) [mailto:mary.kornak@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:27 PM 
To: Anita Chandra; Annete Forseter; Anthony Chuukwu; Bachman, Ellen (OSSE); Barbara Quinton; Beers, Nathaniel 
(DCPS); Bell, Gwen (DHCF); Bette Jean Wolf; Beverly Jackson; Brenda Williams; Massey, Brian (DCPS); carmen 
daughtery; Cecil Doggette; Cheri Sanzi; Copemann, Margaret (DOH); Cynthia Jones; Dionne Miller; Doreen Hodges; Dr. 
Cara Biddle; Dr. Robert Gundling; Dr. Wendy Hoffman; Edenn Perez; Freeman, Vinetta (DOH); Henry, Georgia (DOH); 
Holt, Maude (DHCF); Jacqueline McMorris; Janet Phoenix; Johnston-Stewart, Jerri (OSSE); Kamilah Pickett; Karen 
Fratantoni; Karen Smith; Kim Jones; Matt Rosen; Margaret McManus; Michaela Morton; Michelle Jiggetts; Michelle 
McGarry Henson; Monteiro, Yvockeea (DOH); Patience White; Rebecca Smith; Sally Evans; McCormally, Samuel (DCPS); 
Sonosky, Colleen (DHCF); Thelma Jones; Tiffany Smallwood; Tim WHeeler; Tim Wheeler; Tomlyn Farley; Tracey Moses; 
Tsion Feesha; Vince Schuyler 
Subject: any comments on this article from September 

DCPS proposes turning River Terrace into special-needs 
school 
By Emma Brown 
The residents of Ward 7's River Terrace have been wondering for months what will become of their neighborhood 
elementary school building, shuttered last spring because of low enrollment. 

Chancellor Kaya Henderson offered them a choice Wednesday night at a standing-room-only community meeting, 
held in the old school's auditorium. 

Renovate River Terrace Elementary from top to bottom and turn it into a school for special-needs students from 
across the city. Or give the building up, allowing the city to put it out for offers from charter schools, or - if charters 
aren't interested - private developers. 

The news came nearly two years after River Terrace residents made an impassioned plea to save their school, 
arguing that it played a central role in the life of the community. 

Henderson said she was moved by that testimony, but simply hadn't been able to justify operating a school with 
fewer than 150 kids enrolled. A citywide special-needs school at River Terrace wouldn't be the same as a 
neighborhood elementary, she said Wednesday, but it could still be a neighborhood hub. 

"I didn't want to just walk away from this school and leave it as we have done in other communities," she said. 
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Residents offered mixed reactions. Some stepped to the microphone to lambast Henderson for closing the school in 
the first place. Others exhorted their neighbors to support the proposed school as a compromise far better than 
allowing the building to slip out of public ownership. 

"We have all kinds of various opinions about what this school should have been," said Lawrence Johnson, a 60-year 
resident of the neighborhood who attended River Terrace as a kid, and whose mother and sister taught there. "I just 
want there to be something here, and as soon as possible." 

Still others said they liked the proposal, but found it hard to trust Henderson after her decision to close River 
Terrace. 

"We definitely want to keep this as an educational resource - our community is pretty much behind that," said 
parent and activist Diana Onley-Campbell. "But I'm wary." 

If the community agrees to the proposal, a renovated River Terrace could open a year from now in Fall 2013. 
Nathaniel Beers, chief of special education for DCPS, said it was too early to know how much the work would cost. 
The money, he said, would come from pooling capital dollars set aside for building facilities for students with 
disabilities. 

Students would come from M9mL~LQ;J,,~~ (in Ward 5) and §.b.9rP.~ .. !::t~9..!!b. (in Ward 4). Together they serve about 
200 children in grades pre-K to 12 with severe disabilities. Both need renovation and modernization that, for one 
reason or another, is difficult to do, Henderson said. 

Kamili Anderson, Ward 4 representative to the State Board of Education, said she had no idea that this proposal 
was being considered. What, she asked, will happen in the Northwest communities that are home to Sharpe and 
Lee? 

Henderson said her staff had met with representatives from each school, but hadn't done broader outreach because 
they weren't sure River Terrace would embrace the proposal. 

A small group of community members will meet with DCPS to decide whether to renovate River Terrace or let it go. 

Cinque Culver, who helped organize opposition to the school's closure, and whose family has lived in the 
neighborhood for a half-century, said it's hard to let go of hopes that the school would reopen as it was. 

"It's melancholy," he said of the mood among meeting-goers Wednesday. 

Still, Culver said he supports Henderson's proposal and appreciated her willingness to ask the community for input. 
"It's a change in the tenor of the conversation," he said. 

By Emma Brown I 05:20 PM ET, 09/20/2012 

Mary Frances Kornak, MPH 
Title V Program Coordinator 
DC Department of Health 
Community Health Administration 
Office of Grant Mangement and Program Evaluation 
phone 202-442-9167 
fax 202-442-4796 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Margaret McManus [mmcmanus@thenationalalliance.orgj 
Tuesday, October 16,20122:04 PM 
Kornak, Mary (DOH); Anita Chandra; Annete Forseter; Anthony Chuukwu; Bachman, Ellen 
(OSSE); Barbara Quinton; Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Bell, Gwen (DHCF); Bette Jean Wolf; 
Beverly Jackson; Brenda Williams; Massey, Brian (DCPS); carmen daughtery; Cecil 
Doggette; Cheri Sanzi; Copemann, Margaret (DOH); Cynthia Jones; DIONNE MILLER; 
Doreen Hodges; Dr. Cara Biddle; Dr. Robert Gundling; Dr. Wendy Hoffman; Edenn Perez; 
Freeman, Vinetta (DOH); Henry, Georgia (DOH); Holt, Maude (DHCF); Jacqueline McMorris; 
Janet Phoenix; Johnston-Stewart, Jerri (OSSE); Kamilah Pickett; Karen Fratantoni; Karen 
Smith; kim jones; Matt Rosen; Michaela Morton; Michelle Jiggetts; Michelle McGarry 
Henson; Monteiro, Yvockeea (DOH); Patience White; Rebecca Smith; Sally Evans; 
McCormally, Samuel (DCPS); Sonosky, Colleen (DHCF); Thelma Jones; Tiffany Smallwood; 
Tim Wheeler; Tim Wheeler; tomlyn farley; Tracey Moses; Tsion Feesha; Vince Schuyler 
RE: any comments on this article from September 

I think this could be very exciting if there was a clear vision for what the school was to accomplish and if they were able 
to bring together the right teachers and supportive resources. 

Margaret McManus 
PresIdent 
The National Allmnce to Advance Adolescent Health 
750 17th Street, NW 
Washmgton, DC, 20006 
Phone: 202-223-1500 
~,Ih~.N.9Jcl!?~~JA)l~~g<;:.~.·.!?!:g 

From: Kornak, Mary (DOH) [mailto:mary.kornak@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:27 PM 
To: Anita Chandra; Annete Forseter; Anthony Chuukwu; Bachman, Ellen (OSSE); Barbara Quinton; Beers, Nathaniel 
(DCPS); Bell, Gwen (DHCF); Bette Jean Wolf; Beverly Jackson; Brenda Williams; Massey, Brian (DCPS); carmen 
daughtery; Cecil Doggette; Cheri Sanzi; Copemann, Margaret (DOH); Cynthia Jones; Dionne Miller; Doreen Hodges; Dr. 
Cara Biddle; Dr. Robert Gundling; Dr. Wendy Hoffman; Edenn Perez; Freeman, Vinetta (DOH); Henry, Georgia (DOH); 
Holt, Maude (DHCF); Jacqueline McMorris; Janet Phoenix; Johnston-Stewart, Jerri (OSSE); Kamilah Pickett; Karen 
Fratantoni; Karen Smith; Kim Jones; Matt Rosen; Margaret McManus; Michaela Morton; Michelle Jiggetts; Michelle 
McGarry Henson; Monteiro, Yvockeea (DOH); Patience White; Rebecca Smith; Sally Evans; McCormally, Samuel (DCPS); 
Sonosky, Colleen (DHCF); Thelma Jones; Tiffany Smallwood; Tim WHeeler; Tim Wheeler; Tomlyn Farley; Tracey Moses; 
Tsion Feesha; Vince Schuyler 
Subject: any comments on this article from September 

DCPS proposes turning River Terrace into special-needs 
school 
By f:lJJ.m.~ .. ?[Q.l!!n 
The residents of Ward 7's River Terrace have been wondering for months what will become of their neighborhood 
elementary school building, shuttered last spring because of low enrollment. 

Chancellor Kaya Henderson offered them a choice Wednesday night at a standing-room-only community meeting, 
held in the old school's auditorium. 

Renovate River Terrace Elementary from top to bottom and turn it into a school for special-needs students from 
across the city. Or give the building up, allowing the city to put it out for Q.ff~n~..f.r.Qm ... 9..b~.r:t~L§.9..b.Q.QJ.§, or - if charters 
aren't interested - private developers. 

The news came nearly two years after River Terrace residents made an lm.P..9.§.?j.Qn.~.g .. p.L~.~ to save their school, 
arguing that it played a central role in the life of the community. 
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Henderson said she was moved by that testimony, but simply hadn't been able to justify operating a school with 
fewer than 150 kids enrolled. A citywide special-needs school at River Terrace wouldn't be the same as a 
neighborhood elementary, she said Wednesday, but it could still be a neighborhood hub. 

"I didn't want to just walk away from this school and leave it as we have done in other communities," she said. 

Residents offered mixed reactions. Some stepped to the microphone to lambast Henderson for closing the school in 
the first place. Others exhorted their neighbors to support the proposed school as a compromise far better than 
allowing the building to slip out of public ownership. 

"We have all kinds of various opinions about what this school should have been," said Lawrence Johnson, a 60-year 
resident of the neighborhood who attended River Terrace as a kid, and whose mother and sister taught there. "I just 
want there to be something here, and as soon as possible." 

Still others said they liked the proposal, but found it hard to trust Henderson after her decision to close River 
Terrace. 

"We definitely want to keep this as an educational resource - our community is pretty much behind that," said 
parent and activist Diana Onley-Campbell. "But I'm wary." 

If the community agrees to the proposal, a renovated River Terrace could open a year from now in Fall 2013. 
Nathaniel Beers, chief of special education for DCPS, said it was too early to know how much the work would cost. 
The money, he said, would come from pooling capital dollars set aside for building facilities for students with 
disabilities. 

Students would come from Mamie D. Lee (in Ward 5) and Sharpe Health (in Ward 4). Together they serve about 
200 children in grades pre-K to 12 with severe disabilities. Both need renovation and modernization that, for one 
reason or another, is difficult to do, Henderson said. 

Kamili Anderson, Ward 4 representative to the State Board of Education, said she had no idea that this proposal 
was being considered. What, she asked, will happen in the Northwest communities that are home to Sharpe and 
Lee? 

Henderson said her staff had met with representatives from each school, but hadn't done broader outreach because 
they weren't sure River Terrace would embrace the proposal. 

A small group of community members will meet with DCPS to decide whether to renovate River Terrace or let it go. 

Cinque Culver, who helped organize opposition to the school's closure, and whose family has lived in the 
neighborhood for a half-century, said it's hard to let go of hopes that the school would reopen as it was. 

"It's melancholy," he said of the mood among meeting-goers Wednesday. 

Still, Culver said he supports Henderson's proposal and appreciated her willingness to ask the community for input. 
"It's a change in the tenor of the conversation," he said. 

By Emma Brown I 05:20 PM ET, 09/20/2012 

Mary Frances Kornak, MPH 
Title V Program Coordinator 
DC Department of Health 
Community Health Administration 
Office of Grant Mangement and Program Evaluation 
phone 202-442-9167 
fax 202-442-4796 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
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Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Pete-

Marci Taylor [marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Tuesday, November 13,201210:30 AM 
Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

I enjoyed talking with you yesterday and appreciate the feedback. In terms of next steps, I think you were planning on 
contacting John Davis about setting up some time to speak with me? Also, we would like to get the chancellor's 
feedback, even though we will have to wait. What is the right process and timeframe for contacting her? 

Thanks, 
Marci Taylor 

From: Weber, Peter CDCPS) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:27 PM 
To: Marci Taylor 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Yup. 10:15 works. That number is my desk phone. If you don't get me there, try my cell- 202-684-5049. 

From: Marci Taylor [mailto:marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 9:53 AM 
To: Weber, Peter CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Monday works for me. How about I give you a call at 10:15? Also, can you please confirm that (202)535-1465 is your 
number? 

Thanks, 
Marci 

From: Weber, Peter CDCPS) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 7:41 PM 
To: Marci Taylor 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Thanks for reaching out. Sorry for the slow response. 

Monday is veterans day, but I'll be in the office all day. I have commitments from 11-12 and from 330-500. Otherwise, 
I'm pretty free. Does Monday work for you? 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: Marci Taylor [mailto:marcLtaylor@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,20122:15 PM 
To: Weber, Peter CDCPS) 
Subject: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Hello Mr. Weber, 

As part of its continuous improvement strategy, Education Resource Strategies (ERS) collects systematic feedback from 
its district partners. ERS has hired me to collect input from the DC Public Schools, and you have been identified as 
someone whose perspective would be valuable in this effort. I would like to schedule a 15 minute telephone call at a 
convenient time for you during which I will ask for your feedback. Could you suggest a few days and times that work for 
you or let me know how to best schedule a telephone call with you? 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Thanks, 
Marci Taylor 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marci Taylor [marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Sunday, November 11,20128:27 PM 
Weber, Peter (OCPS) 
RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Will do. Speak to you tomorrow. 

From: Weber, Peter COCPS) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:27 PM 
To: Marci Taylor 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Yup. 10:15 works. That number is my desk phone. If you don't get me there, try my cell- 202-684-5049. 

From: Marci Taylor [mailto:marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 9:53 AM 
To: Weber, Peter COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Monday works for me. How about I give you a call at 10:15? Also, can you please confirm that (202)535-1465 is your 
number? 

Thanks, 
Marci 

From: Weber, Peter COCPS) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 7:41 PM 
To: Marci Taylor 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Thanks for reaching out. Sorry for the slow response. 

Monday is veterans day, but I'll be in the office all day. I have commitments from 11-12 and from 330-500. Otherwise, 
I'm pretty free. Does Monday work for you? 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Marci Taylor [mailto:marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,20122:15 PM 
To: Weber, Peter COCPS) 
Subject: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Hello Mr. Weber, 
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As part of its continuous improvement strategy, Education Resource Strategies (ERS) collects systematic feedback from 
its district partners. ERS has hired me to collect input from the DC Public Schools, and you have been identified as 
someone whose perspective would be valuable in this effort. I would like to schedule a 15 minute telephone call at a 
convenient time for you during which I will ask for your feedback. Could you suggest a few days and times that work for 
you or let me know how to best schedule a telephone call with you? 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Thanks, 
Marci Taylor 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marci Taylor [marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Sunday, November 11,20129:53 AM 
Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Monday works for me. How about I give you a call at 10:15? Also, can you please confirm that (202)535-1465 is your 
number? 

Thanks, 
Marci 

From: Weber, Peter CDCPS) [mailto:peter.weber@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 7:41 PM 
To: Marci Taylor 
Subject: RE: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Thanks for reaching out. Sorry for the slow response. 

Monday is veterans day, but I'll be in the office all day. I have commitments from 11-12 and from 330-500. Otherwise, 
I'm pretty free. Does Monday work for you? 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Marci Taylor [mailto:marci.taylor@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,20122:15 PM 
To: Weber, Peter CDCPS) 
Subject: Education Resource Strategies Feedback 

Hello Mr. Weber, 

As part of its continuous improvement strategy, Education Resource Strategies (ERS) collects systematic feedback from 
its district partners. ERS has hired me to collect input from the DC Public Schools, and you have been identified as 
someone whose perspective would be valuable in this effort. I would like to schedule a 15 minute telephone call at a 
convenient time for you during which I will ask for your feedback. Could you suggest a few days and times that work for 
you or let me know how to best schedule a telephone call with you? 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Thanks, 
Marci Taylor 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Marchiori, Massimo (DGS) [massimo.marchiori@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 08,2011 2:14 PM 
Beth Penfield; Bleyer, Marc (EOM) 
Chris Dunlavey; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Hatchel-Thomas, Tanya (DGS) 
RE: Monday's documents 

Just a reminder that the Fy13-18 CIP has to be submitted by Nov 18th and as Tanya mentioned in a recent email, we 
would like to get the info by Monday, November 14th so we review the data for input the data into the budget system. 

Thanks, 
Massimo 

Join Mayor Gray's One City • One Hire - 10,000 Jobs Campaign 
IIPutting District Residents Back to Work - One Hire at a Time" 

Learn more at http://onecityonehire.org 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: Beth Penfield [mailto:bpenfield@FACILITYPLANNERS.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08,2011 1:02 PM 
To: Bleyer, Marc (EOM) 
Cc: Chris Dunlavey; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Marchiori, Massimo (DGS) 
Subject: Re: Monday's documents 

Marc, 

My apologies, I have been in a conference these past few days. I am waiting for some final input from Anthony 
on the scenarios before it is ready to circulate since the specific schools filling the "TBDs" has been a working 
list these past few days. 

When you say he has funds to cover right sized high schools, do you mean each fiscal year or a specific one? 

I will be available in about an hour to discuss until about 4 and then tomorrow morning. 

Beth 

Sent from my HTC on the Now Network from Sprint! 

----- Reply message -----
From: "Bleyer, Marc (EOM)" <m~.:rJ;.".b.l~y.~r.@Q.Q."gm~> 
Date: Fri, Nov 4,2011 2:28 pm 
Subject: Monday's documents 
To: "Beth Penfield" <lm.~.n.fj.~lQ@.EACJLJI.TI.LA~R.s.,~Qm> 
Cc: "Chris Dunlavey" <cdunlavey@FACILITYPLANNERS.com>, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Marchiori, Massimo (DGS)" <Massimo.Marchiori@dc.gov> 

Beth, 
I just left a message for you. I spoke with John this morning and gave me a $300M target for FYI8. He said that may be have to 
come down to satisfy other needs in the cluster, but we can work with that for modeling purposes. He asked to see a few models 
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because he might (again) have funds to cover the right-sized high schools, which would change the scenarios. Given that, I think we 
should have a quick phone calion Monday to discuss whether to show the right-sized phase Is at 35% of the total need or something 
else. 

Models: 
1) planned allotments using the BFA numbers and plugging in the FY18 target. 
2) right-sized high schools and phase Is, plugging in the FY18 target. 
3) all right-sized schools with any potential closings. (This can come after Nov. 18th) 

He recognizes that the school closures will change the overall CIP, but said we can work on the 3rd model after the 18th. 

Let's find some time to discuss on Monday or Tuesday afternoon. 
-m 

Join Mayor Gray's One City * One Hire - 10,000 Jobs Campaign 
"Putting District Residents Back to Work - One Hire at a Time" 
Learn more at http://onecityonehire.org 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together!-----Original Message----
From: Beth Penfield [mailto:bpenfield@FACILITYFLANNERS.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26,2011 1:00 PM 
To: BIeyer, Marc (EOM) 
Subject: RE: Monday's documents 

We circulated the CIP that matches what is in the budget book only and explained the issues we were looking at (high school budget 
right sizing and the new MFP). The 'latest' CIP is the scenario we were contemplating that is attached. Allen and Kaya were meeting 
to discuss Roosevelt. Anthony is going to start to identify schools in FY13+ for the TBDs. We still need a total number to work 
towards for FYI8. Right now, I am modeling it on the total amount we have for FYI7. In the past, those numbers were always given 
to us in advance. Do you know when we will get those? Apparently, it is lumped in with the whole cluster. 

Beth Penfield, LEED AP I PROJECT MANAGER 

BRAILSFORD & DUNLAVEY I WWWJ?LQgI1.IJ!1mi!J:.1i!g~!:~J:;Qm 
1140 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20036 D 202.266.3433 I M 202.289.4455 I F 202.289.6461 

-----Original Message-----
From: BIeyer, Marc (EOM) lm~!ltQ_~mi!!:gJ~l~y_~!:@Qg_.KQY] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26,2011 12:15 PM 
To: Beth Penfield 
Subject: Monday's documents 

Would you email me the documents that you presented on Monday? and the latest version of the CIP? 

I can't access the network right now. 

Join Mayor Gray's One City * One Hire - 10,000 Jobs Campaign "Putting District Residents Back to Work - One Hire at a Time" 
Learn more at http://onecityonehire.org 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System. 
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email 

This message is intended only for the attention of the addressee(s). It may contain privileged and confidential information as well as 
copyrighted material. It also may be protected from disclosure on other grounds. If you have received this message in error, please 
delete it immediately and reply to the sender. While Brailsford & Dunlavey considers its information sources to be reliable and virus-
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free, the integrity, accuracy, or completeness of any e-mails, information, or attached files cannot be guaranteed by Brailsford & 
Dunlavey or its employees. 

This message is intended only for the attention of the addressee(s). It may contain privileged and confidential information as well as 
copyrighted material. It also may be protected from disclosure on other grounds. If you have received this message in error, please 
delete it immediately and reply to the sender. While Brailsford & Dunlavey considers its information sources to be reliable and virus
free, the integrity, accuracy, or completeness of any e-mails, information, or attached files cannot be guaranteed by Brailsford & 
Dunlavey or its employees. 

This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System. 
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.comJemail 

This message is intended only for the attention of the addressee(s). It may contain privileged and confidential information as well as 
copyrighted material. It also may be protected from disclosure on other grounds. If you have received this message in error, please 
delete it immediately and reply to the sender. While Brailsford & Dunlavey considers its information sources to be reliable and virus
free, the integrity, accuracy, or completeness of any e-mails, information, or attached files cannot be guaranteed by Brailsford & 
Dunlavey or its employees. 

This message IS Intended only for the attention of the addressee(s) It may contain privileged and confidential information as well as copYrighted material It also 
may be protected from disclosure on other grounds If you have received this message In error, please delete It Immediately and reply to the sender While 
Brailsford & Dunlavey considers ItS information sources to be reliable and virus-free, the integrity, accuracy, or completeness of any e-malls, information, or 
attached files cannot be guaranteed by Brailsford & Dunlavey or ItS employees 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

malik griffin [mail@change.orgj 
Sunday, November 18,20128:00 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 

Subject: I just signed "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

I just signed Chris Sondreal's petition "Chancellor Henderson, Mayor Gray, Councilmember Evans, and the DC 
CQ]JnQiLJJQ __ nQLg1Q_S_~ __ F);_~_IJQi~LS1~Y~mLEC" on Change.org. 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 
malik griffin Knightdale, North Carolina 

There are now 25 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council-

@]-----." 
.2.J ~h' 

do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= ;: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Maisterra, Amy (OSSE) [amy.maisterra@dc.gov] 
Friday, June 10,2011 2:13 PM 
Raymond, Lisa (Council); Rathinasamy, Neela (OOC) 

Cc: Nona Richardson - Director of Communications; Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Jeremy 
Williams; Smith, Ahnna (EOM); Yeager, Margery A. (OOC); Leonard, Jennifer (EOM); Beers, 
Nathaniel (OSE); Tamara Lumpkin - Deputy Director; Bailey, Jesse (OSSE); Crisman, 
Virginia (OSSE); Morse, Elisabeth (OSSE) 

Subject: RE: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

Lisa, 

We can make 9 work on our end .• Copying folks so we can coordinate participation .• Amy 

Amy Maisterra, Ed. D., MSW 
Chief of Staff 
Division of Special Education 
Office of the State Superintendent of Education (OSSE) 
Government of the District of Columbia 
810 N. First St, NE, 5th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
(202) 481-3757 (0) 

(202) 741-0227 (f) 
(202) 641-1458 (c) 
amy.maisterra@dc.gov 

From: Raymond, Lisa (Council) [mailto:lraymond@DCCOUNCIL.US] 
Sent: Friday, June 10,2011 2:10 PM 
To: Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Nona Richardson - Director of Communications; Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Jeremy Williams; Smith, Ahnna (EOM); 
Maisterra, Amy (OSSE); Yeager, Margery A. (DCPS-OOC); Leonard, Jennifer (EOM); Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS-OSE); 
Tamara Lumpkin - Deputy Director 
Subject: Re: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

9 is fine with me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 2:06 PM, "Rathinasamy, Neela (OOC)" <neela.rathinasamy@dc.gov> wrote: 

Nathaniel and I have a lOam mtg so 9 would be better. 

On 6/10/111:56 PM, "Nona Richardson - Director of Communications" 
<richardson@dcpubliccharter.com> wrote: 

I was just about to send out a meeting request for lOam. Does that not work for everyone? 

Nona Mitchell Richardson 
Director of Communications 
D.C. Public Charter School Board 
3333 14th Street, NW, Suite 210 
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Washington. DC 20010 
202/328-2670 (direct line) 
202/328-2660 (reception desk) 
202/328-2661 (fax) 
www.dcpubliccharter.com <http://www.dcpubliccharter.com/> 
<image.png> <http://www.twitter.com/dcpcsb> <image.png> 

<http;LLwwwJ,!g.~.b.Q.QkJ~.Q.mLp;:t.8~.~LW;:t.~hinglQn::P.C!PC.~PllbJjJ;.~.C.h;:t.rt.~r.~.S.g.hQQl~. 
BoardIl12461192123033?ref=search&sid=668160065.1338594793 .. 1> <image.png> 

<http://www.youtube.com/user/ dccharterboard> 

From: Rathinasamy, Neela (OOC) [mailto:neela.rathinasamy@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, June 10,20111:54 PM 
To: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Raymond, Lisa (Council); Nona Richardson - Director of 
Communications; Jeremy Williams - Director of Business Oversight; Smith, Ahnna (EOM) 
Cc: Maisterra, Amy (OSSE); Margie Yeager; Leonard, Jennifer (EOM); Beers, Nathaniel (OSE); Tamara 
Lumpkin - Deputy Director 
Subject: Re: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

Any chance we could do 9am? 

On 6/10/111:50 PM, "Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM)" <scheherazade.salimi@dc.gov> wrote: 
Hi all- can we agree to have a quick call at 9:30am on Monday to check in on everything? Let me know if 

that works. 

Thanks, 

Scheherazade 

Scheherazade Salimi 
Special Assistant 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 

1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 307 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 724-6567 (office) 
(202) 258-4755 (cell) 
(202) 727-8198 (fax) 
Scheherazade.Salimi@dc.gov 
dme.dc.gov 

From: Raymond, Lisa (Council) [mailto:lraymond@DCCOUNCIL.US] 
Sent: Friday, June 10,20111:34 PM 
To: Nona Richardson - Director of Communications; Jeremy Williams; Smith, Ahnna (EOM) 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Maisterra, Amy (OSSE); Yeager, Margery A. (DCPS-OOC); Leonard, 
Jennifer (EOM); Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS-OSE); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS-OOC); Tamara Lumpkin -
Deputy Director 
Subject: RE: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

Thanks, Nona. 

I just met with the parents and they are compiling a list of concerns + some of which you+ve 
addressed here. Clearly their most significant concerns are finding placements and the fact that their 
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children will have significantly less than 180 days of instruction. If there is any way to keep the school 
open until the end of the year, that would do a great deal to reduce the negative impact. 

I think that we should have a meeting/conference call on Monday in order to facilitate coordination of 
efforts and ensure that nothing is falling through the cracks. I think that if there is a clear plan of action 

that+s communicated with parents asap, it would alleviate some of the stress. I am available between 
9:30 -4:00, so let+s find a time to talk as a group. 

Thank you, 
Lisa 

Lisa J. Raymond, Senior Education Advisor 
Committee of the Whole 
Chairman Kwame R. Brown 

John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 508 
Washington, DC 20004 
202-724-8124 

From: Nona Richardson - Director of Communications [mailto:richardson@dcpubliccharter.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10,20111:08 PM 
To: Jeremy Williams - Director of Business Oversight; Smith, Ahnna (EOM) 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Maisterra, Amy (OSSE); Yeager, Margery A. (DCPS-OOC); Leonard, 
Jennifer (EOM); Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS-OSE); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS-OOC); Tamara Lumpkin -
Deputy Director; Raymond, Lisa (Council) 
Subject: RE: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

All, 

Lisa Raymond in Chairman Brown+s office is coordinating support for/responsiveness to parents from 
the Council. SAIL parents have been at the Council this morning asking for help. She has informed 
Council members and staff that she is working with the PCSB to track this situation and offer the 

Council+s support, rather than having staff from each Council office intervening on behalf of parents. 
have copied Lisa so she can be included in future communications. 

By COB Monday we should have compiled information on spaces available in charter schools. I will reach 
out to DCPS today to get a sense of spaces available for out-of-boundary options, and other offerings in 
neighborhood schools that might suit SAIL students. 

We will send out correspondence and/or robo calls to SAIL parents by Monday with a date and time for 
a community forum an enrollment fair that will help reduce some of the parents+ concerns about 
finding new schools and ensuring records are transferred and services can continue. The process will be 
much more effective and supportive of families if we are able to find funding to keep the school open 
until the end of the school year so we have more time to work with school staff. 

Nona Mitchell Richardson 
Director of Communications 
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D.C. Public Charter School Board 
3333 14th Street, NW, Suite 210 
Washington, DC 20010 
202/328-2670 (direct line) 
202/328-2660 (reception desk) 
202/328-2661 (fax) 
www.dcpubliccharter.com <http://www.dcpubliccharter.com/> 
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From: Jeremy Williams - Director of Business Oversight 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 12:27 PM 
To: Smith, Ahnna (EOM); Nona Richardson - Director of Communications 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Maisterra, Amy (OSSE); Yeager, Margery A. (DCPS-OOC); Leonard, 
Jennifer (EOM); Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS-OSE); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS-OOC); Tamara Lumpkin -
Deputy Director 
Subject: RE: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

Answers below in red. 

Jeremy Williams 
Interim Executive Director 

Director of Business Oversight 
DC Public Charter School Board 

3333 14th Street NW, Suite 210 
Washington, DC 20010 

Direct line: (202) 328-2667 
Main line: (202) 328-2660 

Fax: (202) 328-2661 
www.dcpubliccharter.com <http://www.dcpubliccharter.com> 
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From: Smith, Ahnna (EOM) [mailto:ahnna.smith@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, June 10,201112:16 PM 
To: Nona Richardson - Director of Communications 
Cc: Salimi, Scheherazade (EOM); Maisterra, Amy (OSSE); Yeager, Margery A. (DCPS-OOC); Leonard, 
Jennifer (EOM); Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS-OSE); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS-OOC); Tamara Lumpkin -
Deputy Director; Jeremy Williams - Director of Business Oversight 
Subject: FW: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 
Importance: High 

Hi Nona, 

Great seeing you last night. what a great way to send Jo out in style! 

I wanted to touch base and pull in other folks currently working on this SAIL stuff re: data needs and 
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getting communications out to parents/enrollment fair next steps. Especially given the SPED 

coordination that+s going to have to take place in such a short amount of time, I wanted to put all 
these folks on your radar. Scheherazade in our office is running point on the Special Education aspect of 
this work and wanted me to flag a couple questions/needs from DCPS/OSSE end. 

1) What is the timeline for PCSB to identify open slots in other charters? 

Begin contacting schools today through - June 14th 

2) What is our plan for communicating to parents: OSSE has suggested two letters + one to those 
with students needing ESY and a general one (our office can take the lead on this again if that+s 
helpful) 

This would be decided in collaboration with school leadership during the school closure discussion (June 
14th). Letters would be provided on June 15th. 
3) What dates are we looking at for enrollment fair? 

Possibly June 16th; most likely June 17th 

We know that all this is dependent on PCSB making a final determination of how to move forward + 
but we+re eager to tee up whatever we can on our end to make sure these children are successfully 
transitioned. 

Thanks so much for your help and work on this difficult situation! 

Ahnna 

From: Jeremy Williams - Director of Business Oversight [mailto:jwilliams@dcpubliccharter.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10,2011 8:57 AM 
To: Wright, De'Shawn (EOM); Mahaley, Hosanna (OSSE); Smith, Ahnna (EOM) 
Cc: Tamara Lumpkin - Deputy Director; Nona Richardson - Director of Communications; Jacqueline Scott
English - Director of School Performance; Lamont Brittain - Director of Information Technology; Ino 
Okoawo - Operations Manager; Patricia Cisneros - Operations Associate; Gill, Dennis (OFRM); Miranda, 
Vanessa (OSSE); Castle, Meg (OCFO); Powe, Emmanuel (OCFO); Montalvo, Alonso (OCFO); Beth 
Kennedy; bjones bjones; Darren Woodruff; Don Soifer; Emily Bloomfield; John H. "Skip" McKoy; Kim 
Stevenson; Mustafa Nusraty - Board Coordinator; Sarah Mead; Will Marshall - Board Member 
Subject: FW: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 
Importance: High 

De+Shawni Hosanna, 

Refer to the email below from a SAILPCS parent for context. SAIL PCS is slated to close next 
Wednesday, June 15th, due to a lack of funds. I have been informed by school leadership that 
the school needs approximately $80K to remain operational through June 30th (June 27th is the 
last day of school). A June 30th closure date will allow PCSB additional time to arrange 
community events to support the transitioning of SAIL students to other public charter schools or 
DCPS. The sequence of events for getting students transitioned from SAIL to other DC schools 
is as follows: 

~ PSCB staff would poll charter schools for openings by grade level (June 10, 13, 14) 
~ PCSB staff would initiate school closure discussions with school leadership 
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o Participation from the following are required here (June 14): 
~ OCFO 
~ OSSE 
~ SAILPCS 
~ DME??? 
~ PCSB staff would organize a community forum/information night for parents and students. 
DCPS and charter schools will be invited to attend (June 15 or 16) 
~ PCSB will engage an enrollment specialist to help SAIL track new enrollments and 
complete record transfers for children (June 15) 

PCSB would be able to advance the $80K required to sustain operations through June 30 to the 
school to shape the student transitioning process if the $80K could be repaid to PCSB via the 
District (OSSE/OCFO) by July 10. I have requested that school leadership develop a detailed 
budget to support the $80K funding requirement. 

Essentially we have two options: 
1. Allow the school to close on June 15th 
a. This possess numerous issues as over 60% of the school+s students have IEPs which will 
not be effectively satisfied 

1. Incomplete school year + legal implications for the 
school 

11. No ESY service offerings + legal implications for 
the school 
b. Costs to transition students and close the school would easily exceed $80K ifPCSB does 
the work without SAIL+s influence 
c. Substantial human costs + students/parents feeling abandoned by the +system+ 
2. Assist the school in remaining afloat through June 30th 
a. Buys us (PCSB/SAILIOSSEIDME) time to implement a plan to transition students and 
effectively close the school 
b. This option doesn+t satisfy ESY service requirements but the hope is that transition 
schools will absorb this requirement + legal implications still exist but will be minimized to 
some degree 
c. Costs to transition students and close the school pegged at $80K (approximately) 
d. Minimal human costs - students/parents feeling supported by the +system+ 

Your position on the proposed course of action stated above is desired as soon as possible. 

In partnership, 

Jeremy Williams 
Interim Executive Director 
Director of Business Oversight 
DC Public Charter School Board 
3333 14th Street NW, Suite 210 
Washington, DC 20010 
Direct line: (202) 328-2667 
Main line: (202) 328-2660 
Fax: (202) 328-2661 
WW~YJlQQ]JbhgJ;J;H!11~Lg_QJIL:Sh11PjLwww,JkmJbJi~gJl~Jl~rJ~Qm? __ _ 
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Preventing terrorism is everybody~s business. 
If you SEE something, SAY something. 
Call the Metropolitan Police Department at (202) 727-9099 or email at SAR@DC.GOV to report 
suspicious activity or behavior that has already occurred. 
Call 911 to report in-progress threats or emergencies. 

From: Terry Bunton [mailto:tbunton@sailpcs.org] 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 5:38 AM 
To: Jeremy Williams - Director of Business Oversight 
Subject: FW: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

Hi Jeremy: 

Just wanted to forward you this message that went out last night from a parent and their plan today. 
I will continue to keep you in the loop. I have also received an inquiry from the Washington Post.s 

Valerie Strauss. 

Terry Bunton, M.A.T., M.S.A. 
School Director 

The School for Arts in Learning & 
VSA DC 
1100 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Tel: 202/296-9100 x 219 
Fax: 202/261-0200 
tbunton@sailpcs.org 
www.sailpcs.org < http://www.sailpcs.org> 

VSA Washington, DC September 3rd Thursday Concert 
Dehconte Nyepan musical performance; Free Admission, September 16, 2010 5: 30 • 7: 30 pm 

The School for ARTs in Learning AND VSA.s ARTiculate Employment Training Program are each 
currently ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS. 
APPLY TODAY! Go to www.sailpcs.org <http://www.sailpcs.org> to Enroll NOW! 

VSA Washington, DC & The School for Arts in Learning: Educating young minds through the arts. 

------ Forwarded Message 
From: April Goggans <april.goggans@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, 10 Jun 2011 00:20:27 -0400 
To: <shree@baeo.org>, <kevinb@baeo.org>, <dominic@bazelon.org>, <info@bazelon.org>, 
<_Q_$_~~@Jt<:;,gQ'y >, <?J~J9.n,_b_y_b_@Q<:;_,gQY>, < !~.wj~_b_@Q9_?:~LQn,.QL9>, < R9_<:;_b9_ng_9_J:l.iJjgb_~.Ib_Qm9_~@_9J~_~ 
dc.org>, <jerri.johnston-stewart@dc.gov>, <sboe@dc.gov>, <sgrant@dccouncil.us>, Sherri Kimbel 
<skimbel@dccouncil.us>, < kstogner@dccouncil.us>, <rwerner@dccouncil.us>, 
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<ahuff@dccouncil.us>, <sloy@dccouncil.us>, <abrabham@dccouncil.us>, Wendy Abdul-Rahim 
<wrahim@dccouncil.us>, <nstreeter@dccouncil.us>, < mvahey@dccouncil.us>, Charles Mason 
<<;;ITE'L$_QH@QJ;:_<;;Ql,lH<;;lLJt$.>, Tracey Charles <Uq:ny2_KjJt$_@_~'LQtJ;:_Qm>, Jimmy Singleton 
<MarburyMarket@hotmail.com>, Lisa <lisabellydancer@gmail.com>, "Lisa @ LifeBliss Solutions" 
<lisa@lifeblisssolutions.com>, "Robben, Alysia" <arobben@udc.edu>, Clarissa Edwards 
<edwardsclarissa@yahoo.com>, Liz Mustin <liz.mustin@gmail.com>, <shelveepcasey@yahoo.com>, 
Aaron LeCoin <alecoin@sailpcs.org>, Amanda Dudek <adudek@sailpcs.org>, Brandi Gardner 
<!gfl.[~tn~L@_$j:~j!QJ;:_$.,_QL9>, Christian Roman <J;:LQmj':lH@_$j:~j!QJ;:_$.,-QL9>, Derek Pierce 
<dpierce@sailpcs.org>, Garth Ellis <gellis@sailpcs.org>, James Lafferty-Furphy <jlafferty
furphy@sailpcs.org>, Joanne Stanback <jstanback@sailpcs.org>, Kristin Nagy < knagy@sailpcs.org>, 
Leah Carrington <Icarrington@sailpcs.org>, Lincoln Ross <Iross@sailpcs.org>, Marleah Liebner 
< mliebner@sailpcs.org>, Robyne Stone-Davis <rstone@sailpcs.org>, Sam Madison 
<$.ITE'Ldl$.QH@_$.gj!QJ;:_$.,9L9>, Stephanie Wilkinson <~WHKjH$.Qn@_$.fl.jJQ_<;;~_,Qrg>, Terry Bunton 
<tbunton@sailpcs.org>, Toni Barton <tbarton@sailpcs.org>, Trudianne James <tjames@sailpcs.org>, 
<tbrown@dccouncil.us>, <vorange@dccouncil.us>, LaRuby May <Iarubymay@gmail.com>, 
<eom@dc.gov>, Spencer Maguire <smaguire@dccouncil.us>, <mocrs@dc.gov>, 
<2A01@anc.dc.gov>, <anc2f@starpower.net>, <2F01@anc.dc.gov>, <2F02@anc.dc.gov>, 
< ZEQ_;1@_9nJ;:_,QJ;:_,gQY>, < ZEQ_R_@fl.nJ;:_,QJ;:_,gQY> 
Subject: FRIENDSHIP BACKS OUT, LEAVES KIDS WITHOUT SCHOOL AFTER 6/15!!!!! 

My daughter Jade is in the 7th grade at the School for Arts and Learning (SAIL) Public 
Charter School located at 1100 16th St. NW, which is in Ward 2. The School for Arts in 
Learning, Public Charter School, was founded in 1997. SAIL works to address the needs of 
students with learning differences by providing creative learning environments. SAIL serves 
160 students, grades K-8, the students come from all of the Wards in the District. 

SAIL+s Board of Directors came to the realization that there are not enough funds to 
support SAIL; yearly there is a short fall in the budget, which limits the ability for the staff 
to implement all that is desired or needed. Talks then began between the Boards of 
Friendship and SAIL about SAIL becoming a campus of the Friendship Public Charter 
Schools. This partnership would provide the assurance that SAIL could continue. The 
monetary support that Friendship could provide would relieve many of the administrative 
and central office burdens SAIL currently experiences. The discussions focused on the intent 
that SAIL would remain intact at 1100 16th Street, along with class size and teaching 
philosophy. Last month the Boards announced that partnership agreement was met, 
students could participate in Friendship summer programs, and SAIL would be a Friendship 
campus in the fall. This would also ensure SAIL would remain open until its scheduled last 
day, June 27th. The SAIL staff was told most of them would be retained next year. As part 
of the agreement SAIL relinquished its charter and the relinquishment was accepted at the 
District of Columbia Public Charter School Board meeting last month. The agreement was 
that Friendship would get an amendment to their charter that would allow them to acquire 
SAIL. 

Today we received a call from the school that we should do whatever we needed to do to 
attend an emergency meeting at SAIL at 6pm. At this meeting we were informed that 
Friendship backed out of the agreement, there are no funds left so the school (SAIL) will 
have to close for good on Wednesday June 15th! The immediate tears and emotion were 
proof of the utter devastation of all in attendance, including our children. I watched my 
daughter weep, I watched parents weep in disbelief while being comforted by staff, also 
weeping. I held my tears back just long enough to organize the parents to fight! It is 
unacceptable for our children to have no access to education for the 8 required days they 
lose with the school closure. Isn+t it illegal for our children not to be school? What will our 
children do as summer camps do not start until the 20th? More than 60% of these children 
receive special education services, what about their IEPs, their right to a Free Appropriate 
Public Education? And who will hold Friendship accountable? What about the now 
unemployed staff? All of the quality schools (charter and public) are full and have lengthy 
waiting lists? Someone should have a plan! 

We, the parents will be at the Wilson Building, 1350 
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Pennsylvania Ave. NW at 10 am tomorrow morning, Friday June 
10th, to urge the Mayor and the City Council to help our kids! 
Please, join us! If you can.t join us call and email Ward 2 
Councilmember Jack Evans. office at 202-724-8058 <tel:202-
724-8058> and jevans@dccouncil.us 
<mailto:jevans@dccouncil.us> and ask him to help our kids. 

April Goggans, Parent 

*Additionally the students are losing their much anticipated end of the year school picnic 
and BBQ and their field trip to Luray Caverns. Thankfully their school dance (Black Tie and 
Sneaker Ball) is tomorrow night at SAIL from 7-9 pm. In an effort to help the children 
during this very difficult time, the parents are trying to make the dance as special as 
possible, however our resources are limited. If you would like to donate food, drinks, plates, 
cups, or anything that would put a smile on any of their faces, please contact us. Thanks! 

Preventing terrorism is everybody~s business. 
If you SEE something, SAY something. 
Call the Metropolitan Police Department at (202) 727-9099 or email at SAR@DC.GOV to report 
suspicious activity or behavior that has already occurred. 
Call 911 to report in-progress threats or emergencies. 

To learn more, visit http://www.mpdc.dc.gov/operationtipp. 
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From: 
To: 
Sent: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@smtp6-22.dc.gov] 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:19 PM 

Subject: Undeliverable: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients. 

Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 
Sent: 1/7/2013 12:24:14 PM 

The following recipient(s) could not be reached: 

kathy@ksaplus.com on 1/10/2013 1:19:10 PM 
The e-mail system was unable to deliver the message, but did not report a specific 

reason. Check the address and try again. If it still fails, contact your system 
administrator. 

< #5.0.0 smtp; 5.4.7 - Delivery expired (message too old) 'timeout' (delivery attempts: 
0» 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,2013 11 :24 AM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 
many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 
etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 
1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
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Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJmJdi!1,LJJj!1!1@JIg.$QY> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 
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o What did we learn from 20077 
o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 
o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 
o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 
Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 
o Charter school impact 
o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 
• merging school communities 
• changing grade structures/6-12 model 
• SPED integration 

Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 
Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 
o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 
o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 
o Half page for each school (AdG) 
o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 
o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 
Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 
to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010400 



From: 
To: 
Sent: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@smtp6-22.dc.gov] 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:19 PM 

Subject: Undeliverable: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients. 

Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 
Sent: 1/7/2013 11:24:14 AM 

The following recipient(s) could not be reached: 

kathy@ksaplus.com on 1/10/2013 12:19:10 PM 
The e-mail system was unable to deliver the message, but did not report a specific 

reason. Check the address and try again. If it still fails, contact your system 
administrator. 

< #5.0.0 smtp; 5.4.7 - Delivery expired (message too old) 'timeout' (delivery attempts: 
0» 

DCPS 010401 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,2013 11 :24 AM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 
many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 
etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 
1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 

DCPS 010402 



Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJmJdi!1,LJJj!1!1@JIg.$QY> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

DCPS 010403 



o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 

DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010404 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,2013 11 :24 AM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 
many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 
etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 
1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 

DCPS 010405 



Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJmJdi!1,LJJj!1!1@JIg.$QY> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

DCPS 010406 



o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 

DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010407 



From: 
To: 
Sent: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@smtp6-22.dc.gov] 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:19 PM 

Subject: Undeliverable: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients. 

Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 
Sent: 1/7/2013 12:24:14 PM 

The following recipient(s) could not be reached: 

adam@ksaplus.com on 1/10/2013 1:19:10 PM 
The e-mail system was unable to deliver the message, but did not report a specific 

reason. Check the address and try again. If it still fails, contact your system 
administrator. 

< #5.0.0 smtp; 5.4.7 - Delivery expired (message too old) 'timeout' (delivery attempts: 
0» 

DCPS 010408 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,2013 11 :24 AM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 
many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 
etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 
1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 

DCPS 010409 



Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJmJdi!1,LJJj!1!1@JIg.$QY> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

DCPS 010410 



o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 
• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 
to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS010411 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,201310:34 AM 
Adam Kernan-Schloss 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

DCPS 010412 



o Reiterate challenges 

(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 

the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 

of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 

the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 

DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010413 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,201310:34 AM 
Adam Kernan-Schloss 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 
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o Reiterate challenges 

(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 

the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 

of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 

the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 

DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Mahaley, Hosanna (OSSE) [hosanna.mahaley@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 11,20127:42 AM 
Leonard, Jennifer (EOM) 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); spearson@dcpcsb.org; VCG 
Re: Collaboration Opportunities 

Perfect timing. Several ideas are aligned to today's Post article regarding the Brookings Institute's choice study. 

Hosanna Mahaley Jones 
State Superintendent 
Office of the State Superintendent of Education 
810 First Street NE - 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20002 
202-727-6436 Phone 
202-727-2019 Fax 
Hosanna. mahaley@dc.gov 

On Dec 11,2012, at 5:20 AM, "Leonard, Jennifer (EOM)" <i~.n.n.i.f~r..J~.Q.n~.:r.d.@.(Jg.".gQ'y> wrote: 

Excellent on all fronts and great news about Jim. 

Thanks Kaya and Scott, 
Jennifer 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 11 :23 PM 
To: spearson@dcpcsb.orq <spearson@dcpcsb.orq> 
Cc: Leonard, Jennifer (EOM); VCG; Mahaley, Hosanna (OSSE) 
Subject: Re: Collaboration Opportunities 

1. Great. PIs ask her to keep this close to the vest. I don't want this to be an idea that's DOA 
because it got out without us managing the message. 

2. I don't meet regularly with Urban, but will check with my team to figure out when we can 
make this happen. Do you guys have any demographic info that you use for projecting? 

3. I share your view that helping Tier 1 schools is super-important. I also have to be sensitive to 
the fact that we can't close DCPS schools and open charters in their place without some clear 
rationale. We've been thoughtful and will continue to do our best on this front. 

4. Great. 

5. I spoke with Jim tonight and he is interested in helping us. He's going to take some time to 
figure out how to structure this to make this work. I actually think this list of topics is best shared 
with Jim to help us think through these and other issues. 

Thanks, all. 

Kaya Henderson 
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Sent from my IPad 

On Dec 10,2012, at 10:57 PM, "spearson@dcpcsb.org" <spearson@dcpcsb.org> wrote: 

Dear Kaya, 

1. I've spoken with Mary Schaffner from Yu Ying about DCI collaboration. 
She's initially interested. She and I will meet this week to scope it out further and 

then would like to sit down with the right people from your team. It's a very 
exciting idea! 

2. If it's possible for me to attend your next meeting with the Urban Institute I'd 
welcome that. My sense is they are putting together the best fact base about 
where growth is happening and where schools are needed. This could be a good 
start to joint planning. 

3. I have tried to capture facilities needs of our Tier 1 schools, as well as schools 
that are recently opened or about to open. These are attached. I know you share 
my view that helping these Tier 1 schools is among the best things we can do 
educationally for our city. 

4. I will also be sending you this week our enrollment forecasts and can discuss 
in person our specific thoughts on closures. I'd be happy to do this with you or a 
member of your team. I'd envision this as also part of a joint planning exercise. 

5. Finally, I've thought of about a dozen ways in which we could collaborate; 
some may have legs, others may be non-starters. I'm sure you and others on this 
email have other good ideas. What's the right process to advance these? Maybe 
we sit at a white board for a couple of hours and sketch out what these might look 
like? We could do this ourselves or try to get Jim Shelton or someone else to 
facilitate. 

• DCPS chartering authority 
o Key issues: quality, true autonomy, equal access to resources like 

facilities 
o How to advance this politically? 

• Joint schools (e.g. DCI) 
• Shared programs at schools (e.g. Voc ed) - funding formula to make this 

work 
• Feeder patterns 
• Joint planning, common data set. target schools in particular areas 
• DCPS takeover of closed charters?? Charter takeover of closed DCPS? 
• Common application/lottery 
• Facilities access; common facilities authority? 
• Joint planning around charter / DCPS closures 
• Neighborhood preference 
• DCPS seek charters under PCSB ("Mayoral Academies") 
• Improved funding formula (base on actual ADA for both) 
• Collaboration on alternative schools / expulsion schools 
• Better collaboration around SPED. realize the potential of "dependent" 

charter relationship, satellite classrooms 
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• Merge PMF and Scorecard to have common measure of quality (both 
tested grades and EC) 

• DCPS magnets and Ward 3 charters to take the enrollment pressure off of 
Ward 3 DCPS (Charter at UDC?) 

Best, 

Scott 

Scott Pearson 
Executive Director 
DC Public Charter School Board 
202-328-2662 
cell: 202-495-8722 
spearson@dcpcsb.org 
www.dcpcsb.org 
Twitter: @SDPearson 

<PCS Facilities Needs. Dec lO.doc> 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Maggie Jones [mail@change.orgj 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:02 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
10 new signers: Allison Hand, Nancy Hand ... 

10 new people recently signed Chris Sondreal's petition ".c.h~.n.g.~lJ.Q.LH~'!)Jl~J~Q.n., .. M~YQr..G.:r.~y.Lc.Q!J!1~i.lm~mb.~J 
Evans, and the DC Council: Do not close Francis Stevens EC" on Change.org. 

There are now 390 signatures on this petition. Read reasons why people are signing, and respond to Chris 
Sondreal by clicking here: 
http://www . change. org/petitionsl chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-councilmember -evans-and -the-dc-council
do-not-close-francis-stevens-ec?response= 

Dear Kaya Henderson (Chancellor, DCPS), 

Please do not close Francis Stevens EC. The Francis Stevens PTA, prospective parents, and community 
members object to Chancellor Henderson's recommendation to close Francis Stevens Education Campus and 
relocate students to schools across the city -- and repurposing our building as a High School. By doing so, 
Chancellor Henderson discounts the thoughtful initiatives the staff and parent community has put into place 
to foster healthy, permanent, and sustainable growth. Francis Stevens should remain open because: * Francis 
Stevens is growing - there is demand for what it offers. Ward 2 now has nearly as many children ages 0-5 as 
it does school age children. It makes little sense to close this school given the increasing demand it is seeing 
for early childhood instruction. Last year, the early childhood program turned away an entire classroom of 
students because DCPS would not staff the room. DCPS cannot turn away students and criticize our school 
for under-enrollment in the same breath. * Consolidation in the name of efficiency - and without regard for 
educational quality - will drive more children away from DCPS, and has the potential to damage outcomes 
for those children who remain. Francis Stevens itself is the product of a consolidation in 2008, which wiped 
out many parent leaders. A new generation of families is filling up the early years. We're motivated, we're 
connected, and we're all in. * Francis Stevens hosts a unique Vision Program for visually-impaired students 
from PS3 through Grade 8. These students will be removed from their peers and teachers, and sent an 
unfamiliar campus on the other side of the city. * DCPS cannot treat education like any other commodity: 
It's a thoughtful process that cannot be arbitrarily shuttled from one building to another, naively expecting 
the same outcome regardless of place. Education needs to be nurtured, and in fact Francis Stevens test scores 
have been improving. This school can succeed precisely because it has manageable size, diversity, and 
history - the residents of the White House are in-boundary - and we have a vast range of commercial and 
community organizations nearby to support us. * Francis Stevens' location in downtown DC makes it 
attractive to out of boundary families from every ward in Washington. It is a long-term, viable, and safe 
option for working parents who want their children's public schooling - up to eleven years of it from PS3 to 
Grade 8 - to take place near downtown DC. It is positioned to recruit it students city-wide and operate 
entrepreneurially, much like a charter. We, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Chancellor's proposal in the 
most emphatic terms. 

Sincerely, 

381. Allison Hand Greensboro, North Carolina 
382. Nancy Hand greensboro, North Carolina 
383. Caroline Roberts Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
384. Sara Loges Washington, District Of Columbia 
385. Brad Cohen Rockville, Maryland 
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386. Ebonie Taylor Washington, District Of Columbia 
387. Ben Sander Brentwood, Maryland 
388. Hayley Dillon Washington, District Of Columbia 
389. Alfonso Sanchez Washington, District Of Columbia 
390. Maggie Jones Washington, District Of Columbia 

@]:;;I"' L:..J ~h' 
00 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

MacDonald, Graham [gmacdonald@urban.orgj 
Wednesday, December 19,20128:30 AM 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Corney, Jennifer 
RE: Paul PCS Map 

Ok, I'll start on Imagine now. 

Paul PCS is within the MacFarland boundary (page 2 of the PDF, top). I didn't label the boundaries because I thought it 
would be too confusing, but could do that if you like. 

Graham 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: MacDonald, Graham 
Cc: Comey, Jennifer 
Subject: RE: Paul PCS Map 

Thanks, Graham. Sorry it took so long. Looks right. But, I don't see the MacFarland boundary - is that because it's a 
proposed school to close? 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: MacDonald, Graham [mailto:GMacDonald@urban.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 9:58 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Comey, Jennifer 
Subject: Paul PCS Map 

Hi Claudia, 

I've uploaded the Paul PCS map to sharepoint, and tried to incorporate what you wanted as best as I could. The dots are 
not actual student locations but are randomly generated within each census block, which allows you to see how many 
students there are total visually (as opposed to actual addresses, where one dot could represent any number of 
students). 

Charter Students -7 Maps -7 Paul 

If this looks OK I'll do Imagine, which is the other one you wanted, correct? 

Graham 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

LYNN BRAGGA [lbragga@richmond.k12.va.us] 
Monday, May 16, 2011 1 :37 PM 
Chief Operating Officer 
RE: CGCS Information Request 

The same is true for Richmond City Schools as compared to Baltimore, although the City does share in the 
revenues. 
Lynn Bragga 

From: Scroggins, Keith [mailto:KScroqqins@bcps.k12.md.us] 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 20111:29 PM 
To: Chief Operating Officer 
Subject: Re: CGCS Information Request 
Baltimore school buildings are titled to the Mayor and City Council. Baltimore City Schools are controlled by the Board of 
School Commissioners who are appointed jointly by the Mayor and Governor. BCPS has control of school buildings as 
long as we use them for educational purposes. 

When we close schools, they are surplused back to the City ( Mayor & City Council) for disposition. BCPS doesn't share in 
the revenues. 

From: Robert Carlson <rcarlson@cgcs.org> 
To: Chief Operating Officer <coo@cgcslists.org> 
Sent: Mon May 1613:01:462011 
Subject: CGCS Information Request 

A member diistrict is interested in processesrelated tothe sale of closed school buildings, i.e., 
timelines for sale of facilities, how district manage federal tax and bond restrictions, how district 
inform or engage impacted communities in decision-making, and strategies districts have 
implemented to market available properties. 

In this regard, please contact me if you have experience in this area so I can link you to the district 
making the inquiry. 

As always, your cooperation and prompt response in these requests is greatly appreciated. 

--Bob 

You are cu r ren tl y sub s crib ed to co 0 as: ~!?<::E.~gg.~.!?:!?~~.<::P.!?.:.~.~.;? .. :.!:f.l.<:!-..... ~.!? .. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-373665-
8438.63ceea56ae1563b4477506246829b386@cgcslists.org 

NOTICE: The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and is intended solely for the use of the 
named addressee. Access, copying or re-use of the e-mail or any information contained herein by any other 
person is not authorized. If you are not the intended recipient please notify us immediately by returning the e
mail to the originator. 

You are currently subscribed to coo as: lbragga@richmond.k12.va.us. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-373667-
9707.e96b07acb4f9f90f7038004ece14038f@cgcslists.org 

You are cu r ren t 1 Y sub s crib ed to co 0 as: !:f.l.~.~.~.~.~!?:.:.!:f.l.~'y'~.£.~9.<::.:.g.~."I!:. 
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To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-373668-
l0068.a4982cba8b4cbeb32a439f0367273fc8@cgcslists.org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

luzon [vmohammed16@aol.comj 
Friday, March 23, 2012 1 :21 PM 
jsmith@dcvoice.org; Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (OOC); 
vorange@dccouncil.us; kbrown@dccouncil.us; MBowser@DCCOUNCIL.US; 
mbarry@dccouncil.us; mcheh@dccouncil.us; yalexander@dccouncil.us; 
jgraham@dccouncil.us; twells@dccouncil.us; jevans@dccouncil.us 
Closing of DCPS school libraries proposed 

It was just brought to my attention that in next year's budget it is proposed to close all school 
libraries in facilities that have less than 300 students. For those schools that have more than 300 
students, the principal has been given the option to raise money to keep a librarian on staffbut 
allow the media center to remain unmanned! 

I have decided to write an article about this budget issue. Please provide me with as much detailed 
info as possible on the subject. For the record, research shows that students who do well in school 
have fully functioning libraries and that most school without libraries are in the urban schools -
code name predominately BLACK and poor. 

How many schools in your wards don't have libraries? How well are the students succeeding in 
those schools? On deadline for March 29. Peace. 

Valencia Mohammed 
202-710-6713 

-----Original Message-----
From: Jeff Smith <jsmith@dcvoice.org> 
To: vmohammed16 <vmohammed16@aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Mar 23,201210:25 am 
Subject: Re: DC VOICE's Community Schools Bill Passes! 

Dear vmohammed16, 

Earlier this week, The D. C. City Council, by a 10 to 1 vote approved 
final passage of the Omnibus Education Act of 2012 - a bill 
incorporating four separate education measures, one of them 
authored and fought for by DC VOICE partners, volunteers and 
staff. CONGRATULATIONS! 

The Community Schools Incentive Act will require the Mayor to 
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fund and launch at least 5 community schools that establish public 
and private partnerships to coordinate educational, developmental, 
family, health, and after-school care programs during non-school 
hours for students, families and local communities, at a public 
school or public charter school with the objectives of improving 
academic achievement, reducing absenteeism, building stronger 
relationships between students, parents, and communities, and 
improving skills, capacity, and well being of the surrounding 
community residents. 

Since many of the partners and volunteers that were vital to securing 
this victory joined this campaign at different points, below is a 
timeline of its important milestones. 

Timeline for Community Schools Incentive Act Legislation 

• 2005 - Launching of the Ready Schools Project, where DC 
VOICE sought to engage lay persons in education research 
by coordinating a series of principal interviews to access the 
systemic support for the opening of the school year. 

• 2007 - DC VOICE scaled up the Ready Schools Project to 
include more than 135 schools. 

• 2008 - With 2 years of support from the Community 
Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, DC 
VOICE was able expand their community school research in 
depth to holistically examine student supports across the 
District of Columbia. 

• 2009 - DC VOICE volunteers held our first community 
caucus to prioritize a set of campaign issues inclusive of 
community schools. DC VOICE volunteers launched 
the Demand Reform, Demand Equity campaign with the 
support of over 119 community organizations. 

• 2010 aanuary) - DC VOICE staff and volunteers worked 
with D. C City Council staff to author and draft the 
Comprehensive Community Schools Incentive Act. 

• 2010 (February-March) - DC VOICE volunteers and partners 
held education days with Councilmembers and staff. 

• 2010 (April) - Comprehensive Community Schools Incentive 
Act was introduced by Councilmember Michael Brown and 
cosponsored by a host of other Councilmembers. 

• January 2011 - D.C City Council session expires and D.C 
City Council Chairman changes with no action on 
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Comprehensive Community Schools Incentive Act legislation. 
• August 2012 - DC VOICE volunteers kick off 2011-2012 

school year with a series of City Council Advocacy Days 
meeting with 9 or 13 sitting Council members. 

• September 2011 - DC VOICE launches an email campaign to 
Chairman Brown for a hearing on 2 year old Comprehensive 
Community Schools Incentive Act legislation. 

• October 2011 - Chairman Brown agrees to call a hearing on 
Comprehensive Community Schools Incentive Act legislation 
on December 14, 2011. 

• December 14, 2011- DC VOICE is notified oflate evening 
cancelation of Community Schools Bill hearing. 

• December 14, 2011- DC VOICE volunteers, partners, and 
youth rallied in Wilson Building halls demanding immediate 
rescheduling of Community Schools legislation hearing. 

• January 2012 - Comprehensive Community Schools Incentive 
Act legislation hearing held. 

• 2 Mondays ago - Chairman Brown's staff announces bundling 
of popular Community Schools legislation with more 
controversial issues including mandatory SAT exams in one 
omnibus bill entitled the "Raising the Expectations for 
Education Outcomes Act of 2012." 

• 2 Tuesdays ago - First reading of omnibus education act and 
marked up for final votes. 

• This Tuesday - Omnibus act, inclusive of DC VOICE's 
Community Schools bill, passes with 1 0-1 support. 

To follow up on this victory and begin planning for the next phases 
of community inclusive school reform measures in Washington, 
D.C., DC VOICE will be partnering with several organizations to 
launch and co-host a new series of community planning meetings. 

Panel Presentation and Public Discussion 
Thursday, March 29th, from 6 to 8 pm 

Metropolitan Community Church 
(474 Ridge Street NW, 20001, near 5th and M Sts. NW, 2 

short blocks from the Convention Center) 
Topics will cover: 

• DC history of race, class and public education 
• Where we are now 
• Perspectives from Chicago neighborhoods 
• Finding a path for our future 
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Save the Date 
Community Conversation on the Future of Community 

Schools in D. C. 
Saturday, April 28th from 1O-12noon 

Location: TBD 
Topics will cover: 

• Release of DC VOICE Ready Middle School Data 
• Presentations from Community Schools Advisory 

Committee 

In case you missed it ... 

DC VOICE Education Town Hall Radio Show 

The Education Town Hall informs and enlightens audiences 
with a provocative discussion on how proposed and existing 
strategies for transforming the current condition of public 
education in the District of Columbia. The Education Town 
Hall is a talk radio show with a limited number of newsbreaks, 
interviews and special features. Listeners have the opportunity 
to participate in the discussion via phone, Facebook or Twitter. 

Thursday mornings with The Education Town Hall begins with 
a week in review, which offers commentary on the latest issues 
and political news that affects D.C. education reform. Local 
and national guests engage in discussions while sharing with the 
listeners their views on specific aspects of education reform. 

To listen to past Education Town Hall Radio Shows, please 
visit DC VOICE's Blog. 

Follow, Join, and Friend DC VOICE on the Web! 

Click the image links below 
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Don't forget to read the DC VOICE Ostrich's new blog! 

For further information on DC VOICE, please visit our website at www.dcvoice.org or call 
our office at 202-506-6367. 

Forward email 

This email was sent to vmohammed16@aol.com by ]smlth@dcvolce.orq I 
!'!R~t9t~J?J9JH~Ll;mi;IJLMgJ~_$_$ I Instant removal with S9J~_l,JD.$_yQ_$_<;:n_I;J_~TM I P.m!'9_~YJ~QJJw. 
DC VOICE I PO Box 10251 I Washington I DC I 20018 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) [Kristen.Luppino@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 23,20125:36 PM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
RE: Francis-Stevens EC 

I do beleive you are taking everything into consideration and you are truely listening to 
what everyone has to say. I wouldn't have emailed you otherwise. Thank you, and I know the 
school community will come to you with a more comprehensive plan. Thanks so much Kaya. 

Kristen Luppino 
Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
Francis Stevens Education Campus 
kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
202-724-4841 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 17, 2012 9:19 AM 
To: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Francis-Stevens EC 

Kristen, 
I really appreciate your email. Your points are compelling and I truly appreciate your deep 
your commitment to DCPS. I am hearing a lot of different perspectives regarding these 
proposed consolidations. I know people don't actually believe this, but I am taking all of 
these ideas into my thinking. 

Instead of "Please don't close my school!" as the only part of the discussion, what I am 
hoping to see from communities are plans to get to the goals we both desire - keeping the 
school open, while enrolling enough students to make the funding sustainable. The per-pupil 
spend at FS is high because there are not enough students. 

I'm psyched that the community has rallied around FS. Indeed, that is what we need in order 
for our neighborhood schools to succeed. But we also need families to vote with their feet 
and send their students to the school. 

I'm meeting with the FS PTA in the next few weeks at their request. They have an alternate 
plan that I'm excited to hear about. Will keep your thoughts in mind as all this unfolds. 
Thanks, again, Kristen. I really appreciate it. 

Kaya Henderson 
Sent from my IPad 

On Nov 17, 2012, at 7:14 AM, "Luppino, Kristen (DCPS)" <Kristen.Luppino@dc.gov> wrote: 

> Hi Kaya, 
> 
> So I understand school closings. I know the problems with numbers in DCPS. Margie and I 
worked on school closures and recruitment. I've seen unsuccessful schools and unsuccessful 
recruitment campaigns. But Francis-Stevens is changing and growing. And we are on our way 
to a healthy and permanent growth, instead of just filling the space or not filling space. 
We finally have parents who are invested. You may remember a few years ago when we thought 
that was what we were getting in Preschool and those parents left. Most of what they have 
done for this school is very negative, but one thing they did do was open the doors for other 
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families who may not have considered Francis-Stevens previously. In that round of parents we 
have found the future of FSEC. 
> 
> And they are the ones who say this. At every meeting one set of parents says "Hi, We are 
the parents of Henry, and we are staying at Francis-Stevens until the end of eighth grade." 
When Excellence in Teaching Award Winner Kristin Schrauth and I were making phone calls to 
every person on our PSjPK waitlist this summer we made it clear that we are building a 
community here and we are looking for families who are invested in what we are doing all the 
way through 8th grade. And the families have bought into that. They had open play dates 
every week during the summer. Many of the parents have also joined the PTA, which had to be 
re-chartered and re-worked earlier this year. 
> 
> This school provides an opportunity for you to have a neighborhood school in a prime 
location with folks who really care and are really working hard to make the school the best 
it can be. 76% of students are out of boundary, but a good number of my students live in 
Ward 2, actually within walking distance of the school. This is also what adds to our great 
diversity. We have students from allover the city and allover the world. 
> 
> I know that Walls has wanted this building for a while, but I truly believe there are 
better buildings to use. Why change the configuration of a building from Elementary to High 
school, when it was just converted during the last set of school closings? I also noticed 
that many of the schools closing now are schools that received students last round. I don't 
think this set of students is going to go over to Marie Reed. I will be as honest as I can 
with the families and try to convince the students I know can succeed to go there, but many 
of my families visited both schools when making their decision, and, in the end, my class 
ended up having more students with sensory input issues than one would see in a normal 
classroom. That doesn't work in an open space school. My heart is in DCPS no matter what 
the decision, and I plan to remain a DCPS teacher, but a lot of these families will, 
unfortunately, go. And go they will with a distrust of the system. 
> 
> I think everything for me comes down to the fact that I know this school is ready to grow. 
Just last week one of my parents came to me saying that so many current Pre-K families she 
knew from around the District have become interested in Francis-Stevens that, in addition to 
the new Pre-K class we will need next year, she thinks we could fill an extra Kindergarten 
class. People are afraid they are not going to get in to Francis-Stevens. And people are 
still trying to enter mid-year. We have a new Pre-K student who should be enrolling next 
week. 
> 
> We also have buy-in from the community, with partners allover the area. Our kids trick
or-treated at the World Wildlife Fund in October, they go to the West End Library every week, 
and we went and explored Caruso's Flower shop last week. And the fundraising piece that is 
so key at some of the upper northwest schools is beginning here. Actually, the day the 
school closings were announced, I held a fundraiser for my classroom and the school library, 
and, despite the bad news, we still raised over $700 with staff, family, and community 
support. 
> 
> I know there are things that need to be changed here, but with a few staffing changes and 
continued efforts of staff and families, this will happen. And this community, DCPS, and the 
District will be a better place for it. 
> Kaya, I really respect you, and I know you believe in doing what is right for the kids. 
Give Francis-Stevens two years. In two years' time, you will see this ground work we have 
been laying for the last year and a half come to fruition. Give Walls the temporary 
expansion space on our third floor (because I can't imagine they will need the whole building 
next year), and when we are growing into that space, find somewhere else for them to go. 
Like Tyler seven years ago, we have the opportunity, the means, and, arguably, most 
importantly, the motivation to grow. Don't stop this kind of momentum, and you will see a 
return on this investment. 
> 
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> Let us, as our recent grant says, prove what is possible. Thank you so much for your 
consideration Kaya, and know, if we are closed, I will do my best to make a smooth transition 
for families, but I am very afraid DCPS will lose them and a great opportunity for success in 
the District. 
> 
> Thanks for your time, 
> 
> Kristen 
> 
> Kristen Luppino 
> Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
> Francis Stevens Education Campus 
> kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
> 202-724-4841 
> 
> From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:26 PM 
> To: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
> Subject: Re: Francis-Stevens EC 
> 
> Ok. 
> 
> Kaya Henderson 
> Sent from my IPad 
> 
> On Nov 14, 2012, at 9:20 PM, "Luppino, Kristen (DCPS)" <Kristen.Luppino@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
» Sure, I'll get back to you later this week or early next. 
» 
» Kristen Luppino 
» Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
» Francis Stevens Education Campus 
» kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
» 202-724-4841 
» 
» From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
» Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:37 AM 
» To: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
» Subject: RE: Francis-Stevens EC 
» 
» Kristen, 
» 
» My schedule is insane with community meetings around these closures. Any chance you can 
email me your thoughts? That way, I can respond in between meetings. 
» 
» Kaya Henderson 
» Chancellor 
» District of Columbia Public Schools 
» 1200 1st Street NE 
» 12th Floor 
» Washington, DC 20002 
» 202-442-5885 
» Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov 
» 
» 
» -----Original Message-----
» From: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
» Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 4:11 PM 
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» To: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
» Subject: Francis-Stevens EC 
» 
» Hi Kaya, 
» 
» I'm wondering if you have some time in the next month or so to talk about the proposed 
Francis-Stevens Closure. I'd like to talk to you about it if you have some time. Thanks, I 
know this is a rough time for you as well, and I hope you are doing well. 
» 
» Kristen 
» 
» Kristen Luppino 
» Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
» Francis Stevens Education Campus 
» kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
» 202-724-4841 
» 
» Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
» Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of 
an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
» Inform first responders in advance! 
» 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Kaya, 

Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) [Kristen.Luppino@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 17,20128:14 AM 
Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
RE: Francis-Stevens EC 

So I understand school closings. I know the problems with numbers in DCPS. Margie and I 
worked on school closures and recruitment. I've seen unsuccessful schools and unsuccessful 
recruitment campaigns. But Francis-Stevens is changing and growing. And we are on our way 
to a healthy and permanent growth, instead of just filling the space or not filling space. 
We finally have parents who are invested. You may remember a few years ago when we thought 
that was what we were getting in Preschool and those parents left. Most of what they have 
done for this school is very negative, but one thing they did do was open the doors for other 
families who may not have considered Francis-Stevens previously. In that round of parents we 
have found the future of FSEC. 

And they are the ones who say this. At every meeting one set of parents says "Hi, We are the 
parents of Henry, and we are staying at Francis-Stevens until the end of eighth grade." When 
Excellence in Teaching Award Winner Kristin Schrauth and I were making phone calls to every 
person on our PSjPK waitlist this summer we made it clear that we are building a community 
here and we are looking for families who are invested in what we are doing all the way 
through 8th grade. And the families have bought into that. They had open play dates every 
week during the summer. Many of the parents have also joined the PTA, which had to be re
chartered and re-worked earlier this year. 

This school provides an opportunity for you to have a neighborhood school in a prime location 
with folks who really care and are really working hard to make the school the best it can be. 
76% of students are out of boundary, but a good number of my students live in Ward 2, 
actually within walking distance of the school. This is also what adds to our great 
diversity. We have students from allover the city and allover the world. 

I know that Walls has wanted this building for a while, but I truly believe there are better 
buildings to use. Why change the configuration of a building from Elementary to High school, 
when it was just converted during the last set of school closings? I also noticed that many 
of the schools closing now are schools that received students last round. I don't think this 
set of students is going to go over to Marie Reed. I will be as honest as I can with the 
families and try to convince the students I know can succeed to go there, but many of my 
families visited both schools when making their decision, and, in the end, my class ended up 
having more students with sensory input issues than one would see in a normal classroom. 
That doesn't work in an open space school. My heart is in DCPS no matter what the decision, 
and I plan to remain a DCPS teacher, but a lot of these families will, unfortunately, go. 
And go they will with a distrust of the system. 

I think everything for me comes down to the fact that I know this school is ready to grow. 
Just last week one of my parents came to me saying that so many current Pre-K families she 
knew from around the District have become interested in Francis-Stevens that, in addition to 
the new Pre-K class we will need next year, she thinks we could fill an extra Kindergarten 
class. People are afraid they are not going to get in to Francis-Stevens. And people are 
still trying to enter mid-year. We have a new Pre-K student who should be enrolling next 
week. 
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We also have buy-in from the community, with partners allover the area. Our kids trick-or
treated at the World Wildlife Fund in October, they go to the West End Library every week, 
and we went and explored Caruso's Flower shop last week. And the fundraising piece that is 
so key at some of the upper northwest schools is beginning here. Actually, the day the 
school closings were announced, I held a fundraiser for my classroom and the school library, 
and, despite the bad news, we still raised over $700 with staff, family, and community 
support. 

I know there are things that need to be changed here, but with a few staffing changes and 
continued efforts of staff and families, this will happen. And this community, DCPS, and the 
District will be a better place for it. 
Kaya, I really respect you, and I know you believe in doing what is right for the kids. Give 
Francis-Stevens two years. In two years' time, you will see this ground work we have been 
laying for the last year and a half come to fruition. Give Walls the temporary expansion 
space on our third floor (because I can't imagine they will need the whole building next 
year), and when we are growing into that space, find somewhere else for them to go. Like 
Tyler seven years ago, we have the opportunity, the means, and, arguably, most importantly, 
the motivation to grow. Don't stop this kind of momentum, and you will see a return on this 
investment. 

Let us, as our recent grant says, prove what is possible. Thank you so much for your 
consideration Kaya, and know, if we are closed, I will do my best to make a smooth transition 
for families, but I am very afraid DCPS will lose them and a great opportunity for success in 
the District. 

Thanks for your time, 

Kristen 

Kristen Luppino 
Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
Francis Stevens Education Campus 
kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
202-724-4841 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:26 PM 
To: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Francis-Stevens EC 

Ok. 

Kaya Henderson 
Sent from my IPad 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 9:20 PM, "Luppino, Kristen (DCPS)" <Kristen.Luppino@dc.gov> wrote: 

> Sure, I'll get back to you later this week or early next. 
> 
> Kristen Luppino 
> Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
> Francis Stevens Education Campus 
> kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
> 202-724-4841 
> 
> From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:37 AM 
> To: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
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> Subject: RE: Francis-Stevens EC 
> 
> Kristen, 
> 
> My schedule is insane with community meetings around these closures. Any chance you can 
email me your thoughts? That way, I can respond in between meetings. 
> 
> Kaya Henderson 
> Chancellor 
> District of Columbia Public Schools 
> 1200 1st Street NE 
> 12th Floor 
> Washington, DC 20002 
> 202-442-5885 
> Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Luppino, Kristen (DCPS) 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 4:11 PM 
> To: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
> Subject: Francis-Stevens EC 
> 
> Hi Kaya, 
> 
> I'm wondering if you have some time in the next month or so to talk about the proposed 
Francis-Stevens Closure. I'd like to talk to you about it if you have some time. Thanks, I 
know this is a rough time for you as well, and I hope you are doing well. 

> 
> Kristen 
> 
> Kristen Luppino 
> Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 
> Francis Stevens Education Campus 
> kristen.luppino@dc.gov 
> 202-724-4841 
> 
> Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
> Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of 
an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
> Inform first responders in advance! 
> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS) [tarisai.lumumba-umoja@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 10,201210:05 AM 
Anderson, Thomas (DCPS); Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); 
Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Jackson, Richard (DCPS) 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS) 
RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Good morning. 

The student, Lane Washington-Roque, was issued comp ed to address academic performance and socio-emotional areas. 
After much research, the parent chose to focus on the area of academic performance and obtain intense reading and 
writing intervention. As a result, the comp ed authorization letter needed to be amended from central office. The 
amended letter has been generated and forwarded to Mr. Washington. I just spoke to Mr. Washington and got 
confirmation that he received the letter. 

All the best, 

Tarisai Lumumba-Umoja 
Special Education Coordinator 
H.D. Woodson STEM SHS 
540 55th Street NE 
Washington DC 20019 
202-939-2030 (main) 
202-480-0885 (cell) 
202-388-3489 (fax) 
''Reviving a Tradition of Academic Excellence!" 

From: Anderson, Thomas (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:51 AM 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); 
Jackson, Richard (DCPS) 
Cc: Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Good morning All, 

I am not aware of the details but please bring me up to speed and someone must communicate with the parent this 
morning with the plan of how this will be resolved. 

Thanks, 

Thomas Anderson 
Instructional Superintendent, Cluster X 
Office of the Chief of Schools 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Eliot-Hine MS 

1830 Constitution Ave., NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202-939-5290 

E II1QJ:D~_~'_<ln!:t~!:~_Q!J@_Q!:,RQ\! 
W dcps.dc.gov 
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From: Washington, Donald [NEA] [mailto:DWashington@nea.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Johnson, Erika C. (DCPS); Henderson, Kaya (DCPS); Anderson, 
Thomas (DCPS) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Hello Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Anderson: 

I am very frustrated and disappointed parent of a senior at HD Woodson Senior High School. My frustration and 
disappointment stems from the inability to get a response from central office personnel regarding a request to combine 
pre-approved compensatory special education services for my son Lane Washington Roque. The staff at HD Woodson 
and I have been working cooperatively to put together strategies that we believe will assist my son in achieving 
academic success. I would greatly appreciate it if you would look into this matter ASAP. You can contact me or the 
special education staff at HD Woodson for further information. This is NOT acceptable. I do hope that we can have this 
resolved yesterday. 

P.S. --- this was my original thought --- hope you get a sense of my frustration --- Ok --- maybe there is a prevailing 
thought that if we don't do or say anything he will go away --- this is very frustrating and disappointing that we can 
not get a response for a request to combine services for a compensatory package that has already been approved. 

Regards, 

Donald D. Washington, PhD. 
NEA Center for Governance 
Leadership Development Team 
1201 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
202 822-7745 
202257-4884 (mobile) 

From: Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [mailto:archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,20123:18 PM 
To: Washington, Donald [NEAJ; Allen-King, Anitra (DCPS); Johnson, Erika C. (DCPS) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

That was the incorrect Erika Johnson. I have included the correct Ms. Johnson on this email. 

Professionally, 

Archibald DeQ. Mason 

Special Education Specialist, Office of Special Education 

LEA Monitoring and School Support Team 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE, Ninth Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 
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T: 202/907-7480 

FlEfax: 202/654-6137 

Email: archibald.mason@dc.gov 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] [DWashington@nea.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,20123:00 PM 
To: 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov'; Johnson, Erika (DDOT) 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Johnson, Erika (DDOT); 
Mason, Archibald (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Ms. Johnson, 

I am following up on the earlier email regarding hearing from you by COB today. As you know, schools close at 3:15 and 
since we are working cooperatively with the folks at HD Woodson I am hoping to hear from you very soon. Each day 
that things are delayed makes the schedule tighter to accomplish the things we desire for Lane. Thank you. 

From: Mason, Archibald (DCPS) [mailto:archibald.mason@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09,2012 10:15 AM 
To: Washington, Donald [NEAJ; 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' 
Cc: 'saroque@maxhealth.com'; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, Edward (DCPS); Johnson, Erika (DDOT) 
Subject: Re: Lane Washington Roque 

Good Morning, 
Apology for the delay in response. I too have been experiencing difficulty with Ms. Allen-King. I was able to reach her this 
morning and she stated that Ms. Erica Johnson will follow-up with you by COB today. 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] <DWashington@nea.org> 
To: Mason, Archibald (DCPS); 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' <anitra.allen-king@dc.gov> 
Cc: 'Sarah Roque (saroque@maxhealth.com)' <saroque@maxhealth.com>; Lumumba-Umoja, Tarisai (DCPS); Wilkerson, 
Edward (DCPS) 
Sent: Tue Oct 0908:56:51 2012 
Subject: RE: Lane Washington Roque 

Mr. Mason, 

We have not heard back from you or Mrs. Allen-King. In fact, Mrs. Allen-King's email keeps bouncing back. It is critical 
that we get a response and preferably a positive response so that we can move forward. Our son Lane, is in need of 
these critical academic services as we prepare him for the SAT and other college/post secondary options. I will be 
forwarding a copy of this email and request to the office of the Superintendent. 

From: Washington, Donald [NEA] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04,2012 10:19 AM 
To: 'archibald.mason@dc.gov'; 'anitra.allen-king@dc.gov' 
Cc: Sarah Roque (saroque@maxhealth.com) 
Subject: Lane Washington Roque 
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Hello, 

I am following up on email correspondence sent to each of you from Ms. Umoja and Mr. Wilkerson from HD Woodson 
High School regarding the compensatory education package for our son Lane Washington Roque. It has been several 
days and we have not received any response or indication on how to proceed. This is very disappointing and disturbing 
as we want to move forward with getting our son the support he needs to be successful. We have been working 
cooperatively with the staff at HD Woodson to outline what we believe to be a sound approach to moving forward and 
that is being hindered by the lack of a response from your office. We would greatly appreciate your attention to this 
matter immediately. If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me. 

Donald D. Washington, PhD. 
NEA Center for Governance 
Leadership Development Team 
1201 16th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
202 822-7745 
202257-4884 mobile 

******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
******************************************************************* 
Only the individual sender is responsible for the content of the 
message, and the message does not necessarily reflect the position 
or policy of the National Education Association or its affiliates. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, January 12, 2013 1:44 PM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 

Subject: 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Re: What we heard from school communities.docx 

Cool, thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 1:43 PM, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> wrote: 

Absolutely agree! 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Family and Public Engagement 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 1:34 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Definitely. Is it ok if I wait until we meet our deadline on Monday? Since we don't have 

the printing deadline to worry about, it gives us a couple more days to finalize the 
school by school summaries. I want KSA to focus on printing doc. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 12:23 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Josephine 
Thanks for the email. 

I confirmed with Adam this morning that thinks he has a good allotment 
of qoutes and photos so I think we are in relatively good shape there. I 
will forward you the email exchange. 

I don't know what happened with the school by school edits but thanks 

for including them below and pointing that out. 

Claudia, can you circle back on the edit flow for the school by schools so 
we have everything straight? 

Did I miss anything? 

Anthony 
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On Jan 12, 2013, at 12:15 PM, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" 
<josephine.robinson@dc.gov> wrote: 

Anthony, 
Do you know or can you check with Adam to see if 
he reviewed the quotes Shanita shared on Thursday? 
(see email below.) I note a prompt on page six of the 
draft of the final plan for the quotes from Shanita and 
wanted to ensure Adam had what he needed should we 
decide add quotes to the document. I am sure the first 
concern is whether there will be sufficient space to add 
this after the edits are completed, but wanted to ensure 
he didn't need anything more from us. 

I also noted that no edits had been made to any of the 
school summaries and Shanita sent edits to him 
Thursday for the Garrsion and Francis Stevens entries so 
am not clear if he looked at the summaries at all. I've 
made a few additional revisions to the edited Francis 
Stevens and Garrison summaries Shanita shared on 
Thursday and include them below for your review at the 
appropriate time. 

Thanks! 
Josephine 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families noted the 
proposed consolidation school, Marie Reed LC, was not 
located near their neighborhood. A counter-proposal 
was submitted to expand the number of 9-12 grade 
seats at School Without Walls High School. The Francis 
Stevens PTA and school community coalesced around 
sharing the building with SWS by maintaining the 
education campus and placing the high school on the 
upper floors. Francis Stevens PTA additionally 

developed a parent-led .Growth and Retention. plan 
to support the DCPS strategic plan by recruiting families 
to increase enrollment over the next two years. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched a 
campaign to stave off consolidating with Seaton 
Elementary School noting the proposed merger would 
require trailers to accommodate the entire student 
population. The Garrison PTA revamped the school 
website, launched a petition drive and drafted a survey 
to inform the alternative proposal they submitted to 
DCPS. The proposal sought additional investments from 
DCPS to support language immersion, moving up the 
schedule to fully modernization the building, expansion 
of the early childhood education program and returning 
the 6th grade back to the school to boost enrollment. 
The PTA committed to increase recruitment and 
support efforts by the Garrison community and a 
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willingness to enter into an agreement with DCPS 
around projected enrollment. 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:24 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Cc: Johnson, Sarah N. (DCPS); 'Adam Kernan-Schloss' 
Subject: FW: What we heard from school 
communities.docx 

All, 

Attached are quotes from Sarah framed around the 

.what we heard from the community. for each 
school. This is her best thinking on direct quotes that 

link to each school.s summary. 

Feedback that is not included in the attachment that 
may be additional helpful context is below: 

Ferebee-Hope 

( Include sentence that emphasizes community 

concerns about safety of Hendley.s location as 
a receiving school. 

Garrison/Francis-Stevens comparison 

( Garrison summary emphasizes the parent 

advocacy that framed their engagement. 
sense of inequity when compared to the 
Francis-Stevens summary 

Recommendations are below: 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families noted the 
proposed consolidation school, Reed LC, was not 
located near their neighborhood and Ward 2 could 
have more MS options by strengthing the FSEC MS. A 

counter-proposal was submitted to expand the number 
of 9-12 grade seats at School Without Walls High 
School. The Francis Stevens PTA and school community 
coalesced around sharing the building with SWS by 
maintaining the education campus and placing the high 
school on the upper floors. Francis Stevens PTA 

additionally developed a parent-led .Growth and 

Retention. plan to model the DCPS strategic plan and 
increase enrollment with no additional resources from 
DCPS,· recruit families over the nel(t two years through 
lunchtime speaker series and neighborhood 

recru itm ent events;nWIt6<t~nmj.s.5ifl<jJ-fFem-t:hi5nWfit:e
up: proposal was data driven; focused on unique aspects 
crJschooJ including Jow vision program, accessibility to 
students city wide and proffered strengthening the MS 

offerings to expand choice in INaI'd 2. Also noted that 
there was a waiHng list at Marie Reed and Reed is not 
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kN;eted--ff€fl-rbt';--ll'IdlHk--8--5{;}mmef'!-efwhet-the--Ge{;}l'Iter

fJfepe5€1twe5;-

Garrison Elementary school families launched an 

aggressive campaign to stave off consolidating with 

Seaton Elementary School noting the merger would 

require trailers to accommodate the entire student 
po p u I ati 0 n _ The--GaffiWR--P-TA1-a-l:lflEhed-il--pe-t-i-tiefl-·fk-i-ve., 

Gr-afte-G-a-5-I:lf-ve-y--cmd--fe-vampe-G-thetf-5EReel-web&ite--te 

mebilt~e-the-fleighbefheed-te--5Mbm-i-t-€-emme-R-t-s 

~t-i-R-g--t-he--s€hee+-aoo-te-deffieR-stfat-e--the--Ge-m-afld 

fef-the-5EReel-f-e-rnaiflmg--epe-fh Th e a I te rn ati ve pro posa I 

submitted by the PTA requested additional investments 

from DCPS to support language immersion, moving up 

the schedule to fully modernization the building, 

expansion of the early childhood education program 

and returning the 6th grade back to the school to boost 
enrollment_ The PTA committed to increase 

recruitment and support efforts by the PTA and a 

willingness to enter into an agreement with DCPS 
around projected enrollment_ 

Kenilworth 

( Make sure we mean to have the emphasis on 

the DCPNI proposal since that is the way it 

reads 

Please let Sarah know if any other feedback is necessary 

and/or additional support with editing/quotes is 

helpful. 

Thanks_ 

Shanita 

From: Johnson, Sarah N. (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 5:53 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Skates, Jennifer (DCPS) 
Subject: What we heard from school communities.docx 

The quotes included relate to the paragraph summary 

written by JBR. There were no optimistic quotes. There 

were quotes about what people are willing to do to 

make a change. If the purpose of this section is to say 

.we really did hear what you said. look at the quotes 

• and look at how we interpreted all the feedback. 

this is fine. 

Hopefully the final solutions will address some of the 
concerns. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One 
Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or 

DCPS 010443 



www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working 
Together! 

DCPS 010444 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, January 12, 2013 1 :34 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Re: What we heard from school communities.docx 

Definitely. Is it ok if I wait until we meet our deadline on Monday? Since we don't have the printing deadline to worry 
about, it gives us a couple more days to finalize the school by school summaries. I want KSA to focus on printing doc. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 12:23 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Josephine 
Thanks for the email. 

I confirmed with Adam this morning that thinks he has a good allotment of qoutes and photos so I think 
we are in relatively good shape there. I will forward you the email exchange. 

I don't know what happened with the school by school edits but thanks for including them below and 
pointing that out. 

Claudia, can you circle back on the edit flow for the school by schools so we have everything straight? 

Did I miss anything? 

Anthony 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 12:15 PM, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> wrote: 

Anthony, 
Do you know or can you check with Adam to see if he reviewed the quotes Shanita 
shared on Thursday? (see email below.) I note a prompt on page six ofthe draft ofthe 
final plan for the quotes from Shanita and wanted to ensure Adam had what he 
needed should we decide add quotes to the document. I am sure the first concern is 
whether there will be sufficient space to add this after the edits are completed, but 
wanted to ensure he didn't need anything more from us. 

I also noted that no edits had been made to any of the school summaries and Shanita 
sent edits to him Thursday for the Garrsion and Francis Stevens entries so am not clear if 
he looked at the summaries at all. I've made a few additional revisions to the edited 
Francis Stevens and Garrison summaries Shanita shared on Thursday and include them 
below for your review at the appropriate time. 

Thanks! 
Josephine 

DCPS 010445 



Francis-Stevens Education Campus families noted the proposed consolidation school, 
Marie Reed LC, was not located near their neighborhood. A counter-proposal was 
submitted to expand the number of 9-12 grade seats at School Without Walls High 
School. The Francis Stevens PTA and school community coalesced around sharing the 
building with SWS by maintaining the education campus and placing the high school on 

the upper floors. Francis Stevens PTA additionally developed a parent-led .Growth and 

Retention. plan to support the DCPS strategic plan by recruiting families to increase 
enrollment over the next two years. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched a campaign to stave off consolidating 
with Seaton Elementary School noting the proposed merger would require trailers to 
accommodate the entire student population. The Garrison PTA revamped the school 
website, launched a petition drive and drafted a survey to inform the alternative 
proposal they submitted to DCPS. The proposal sought additional investments from 
DCPS to support language immersion, moving up the schedule to fully modernization 
the building, expansion of the early childhood education program and returning the 6th 

grade back to the school to boost enrollment. The PTA committed to increase 
recruitment and support efforts by the Garrison community and a willingness to enter 
into an agreement with DCPS around projected enrollment. 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:24 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Cc: Johnson, Sarah N. (DCPS); 'Adam Kernan-Schloss' 
Subject: FW: What we heard from school communities.docx 

All, 

Attached are quotes from Sarah framed around the .what we heard from the 

community. for each school. This is her best thinking on direct quotes that link to each 

school.s summary. 

Feedback that is not included in the attachment that may be additional helpful context 
is below: 

Ferebee-Hope 

( Include sentence that emphasizes community concerns about safety of 

Hendley.s location as a receiving school. 

Garrison/Francis-Stevens comparison 

( Garrison summary emphasizes the parent advocacy that framed their 

engagement. sense of inequity when compared to the Francis-Stevens 
summary 

Recommendations are below: 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families noted the proposed consolidation school, 
Reed LC, was not located near their neighborhood and Ward 2 could have more MS 
options by strengthing the FSEC MS. A counter-proposal was submitted to expand the 
number of 9-12 grade seats at School Without Walls High School. The Francis Stevens 
PTA and school community coalesced around sharing the building with SWS by 
maintaining the education campus and placing the high school on the upper floors. 

Francis Stevens PTA additionally developed a parent-led .Growth and Retention. plan 
to model the DCPS strategic plan and increase enrollment with no additional resources 

DCPS 010446 



from DCPS,·recruit families over the nClct two years through lunchtime speaker series 

and n e i g h bo rh 00 d recru i tm e nt eve nts .--Whet-~·missi-Flftf-f-e-m·thi-s·wr-ite-/:f'HfNf)fJe5f1.J 
was data driven; focused on unique aspects crfschool including low vision program, 
accessibility to students city wide and proffered strengthening the MS offerings to 
expand choice in V'/ard 2. Also noted that there was a waiting list at Marie Reed and 
Reed is not located nearby. Include a summary crf what the counter proposal was. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched an aggressive campaign to stave off 
consolidating with Seaton Elementary School noting the merger would require trailers 
to accommodate the entire student population. The Garrison PTA launched a petition 
drive, crafted a survey and revamped their school website to mobilize the neighborhood 
to submit comments supporting the school and to demonstrate the demand for the 
school remaining open. The alternative proposal submitted by the PTA requested 
additional investments from DCPS to support language immersion, moving up the 
schedule to fully modernization the building, expansion of the early childhood education 
program and returning the 6th grade back to the school to boost enrollment. The PTA 
committed to increase recruitment and support efforts by the PTA and a willingness to 
enter into an agreement with DCPS around projected enrollment. 

Kenilworth 

( Make sure we mean to have the emphasis on the DCPNI proposal since that is 
the way it reads 

Please let Sarah know if any other feedback is necessary and/or additional support with 
editing/quotes is helpful. 

Thanks. 

Shanita 

From: Johnson, Sarah N. (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 5:53 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Skates, Jennifer (DCPS) 
Subject: What we heard from school communities.docx 

The quotes included relate to the paragraph summary written by JBR. There were no 
optimistic quotes. There were quotes about what people are willing to do to make a 

change. If the purpose of this section is to say .we really did hear what you said. 

look at the quotes. and look at how we interpreted all the feedback. this is fine. 

Hopefully the final solutions will address some of the concerns. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working 

Together! 

DCPS 010447 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 5:04 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

I like the framing of this. I don't remember doing a more detailed look at the population data. I know that forecasts 
came out - but I didn't look at the cluster numbers to say this. You did? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); adam@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010448 



This is my stab a laying out what input influenced DCPS's decisions. Again-I just can't imagine this document without some fiscal 
analysis, so I keep raising it, but obviously if there is none, it is two major areas that influenced decisions, not three. All of the 
varying specific concerns-travel safety; middle grades in high schools; disrupting a school turning around-these all fall under the 
public and local school input... 

DCPS 010449 



Our Revised Plan 

There were three key inputs following the release of our proposal that affected our final plan decisions. First was the 

extensive public and local school input, second a more detailed look at the D.C. Office of Planning age level projections 

and forecast, and third, a more complete analysis of the operating and capital costs associated with implementation. 

Another factor that influenced our decision was knowing we could work over the winter and spring as part of the 

enrollment policy, attendance boundary and feeder plan process to improve the plan to make sure we have the best 

possible plan for students and their community. 

A key criteria we used to evaluate the public and local input on the concerns with and alternative suggestions to our 

proposals for consolidation and reorganization was whether we thought the students would be better off with the 

implementation of the consolidation or reorganization proposal. ilBetter off" was measured in terms of the potential 

for a more comprehensive and enriched educational program at the receiving school; whether the facility was 

modernized; and whether the school was either better, or improving academically, as measured by test scores, the 

Proving What's Possible Program, or other school climate and parental engagement initiatives. However, even when 

students might be better off educationally, the safety concerns communicated by families forced us to reconsider our 

recommendations. Safety concerns were expressed related to combining middle grade students with high school grade 

students and with travelling of students elementary and middle grade from home to school. 

While DCPS has suffered from declining enrollment and the District, as a whole, has had a rapidly declining 
child population, it seems clear from the population projections and forecast from the D.C. Office of Planning 

that the District of Columbia may well be facing a decade from 2012-2022 far different from the one decade of 
2000-2010. The Office of Planning is projecting significant child population increases between 2015 and 2022, 
particularly among children ages 0-10. While preliminary information was available on this when we first 
provided our consolidation and re-organization proposal, as we continued to work with the Office of Planning, 
and we came to a better understand the potential impact this might have on particular neighborhoods. 

Finally, we had the opportunity to do a thorough analysis of the cost of each proposal and we were able to 
evaluate the trade-offs need between the implementation of the original proposal and alternative proposals. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010450 



We have not gone over these edits with ADG yet, so we will have a few more updates to this shortly. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq; kathy@ksaplus.com; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

ok, but did amy's edits get added to the draft I sent at 2pm? If not, i think that's a problem. 

I'm going to work on Next Steps next .... pls send me latest version of that section .... and I won't mess around 
with the rest of the document for now. 

thanks, 

adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Wait! Amy made some some edits from our end ... and we are about to review with AdG to then send to Chancellor in 
next 30 min. You should probably work off that version. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W_!'Y.w.:_9_~.QD_~J!:!_Q_g_:.Q.rg. or !'Y._w!'Y._,Qn_~J~_D.ftQ_~:g.Q'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

Ok, i'll integrate these edits into what I sent at 2 .... so we have a new master. 

DCPS 010451 



Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:25 PM, MFilardo@2lcsforg wrote: 

This was your earlier version with my edits added to letter and intro section, am working on intro to plan. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)' 
Subject: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

This may be easier to look at-I cut the what we heard school by schools, then you have a 14 page doc without the 
table, which will be 2 pages. 

<Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks MF.doc> 

DCPS 010452 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 20134:44 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); adam@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010453 



This is my stab a laying out what input influenced DCPS's decisions. Again-I just can't imagine this document without some fiscal 
analysis, so I keep raising it, but obviously if there is none, it is two major areas that influenced decisions, not three. All of the 
varying specific concerns-travel safety; middle grades in high schools; disrupting a school turning around-these all fall under the 
public and local school input... 

DCPS 010454 



Our Revised Plan 

There were three key inputs following the release of our proposal that affected our final plan decisions. First was the 

extensive public and local school input, second a more detailed look at the D.C. Office of Planning age level projections 

and forecast, and third, a more complete analysis of the operating and capital costs associated with implementation. 

Another factor that influenced our decision was knowing we could work over the winter and spring as part of the 

enrollment policy, attendance boundary and feeder plan process to improve the plan to make sure we have the best 

possible plan for students and their community. 

A key criteria we used to evaluate the public and local input on the concerns with and alternative suggestions to our 

proposals for consolidation and reorganization was whether we thought the students would be better off with the 

implementation of the consolidation or reorganization proposal. ilBetter off" was measured in terms of the potential 

for a more comprehensive and enriched educational program at the receiving school; whether the facility was 

modernized; and whether the school was either better, or improving academically, as measured by test scores, the 

Proving What's Possible Program, or other school climate and parental engagement initiatives. However, even when 

students might be better off educationally, the safety concerns communicated by families forced us to reconsider our 

recommendations. Safety concerns were expressed related to combining middle grade students with high school grade 

students and with travelling of students elementary and middle grade from home to school. 

While DCPS has suffered from declining enrollment and the District, as a whole, has had a rapidly declining 
child population, it seems clear from the population projections and forecast from the D.C. Office of Planning 

that the District of Columbia may well be facing a decade from 2012-2022 far different from the one decade of 
2000-2010. The Office of Planning is projecting significant child population increases between 2015 and 2022, 
particularly among children ages 0-10. While preliminary information was available on this when we first 
provided our consolidation and re-organization proposal, as we continued to work with the Office of Planning, 
and we came to a better understand the potential impact this might have on particular neighborhoods. 

Finally, we had the opportunity to do a thorough analysis of the cost of each proposal and we were able to 
evaluate the trade-offs need between the implementation of the original proposal and alternative proposals. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010455 



We have not gone over these edits with ADG yet, so we will have a few more updates to this shortly. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq; kathy@ksaplus.com; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

ok, but did amy's edits get added to the draft I sent at 2pm? If not, i think that's a problem. 

I'm going to work on Next Steps next .... pls send me latest version of that section .... and I won't mess around 
with the rest of the document for now. 

thanks, 

adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Wait! Amy made some some edits from our end ... and we are about to review with AdG to then send to Chancellor in 
next 30 min. You should probably work off that version. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W_!'Y.w.:_9_~.QD_~J!:!_Q_g_:.Q.rg. or !'Y._w!'Y._,Qn_~J~_D.ftQ_~:g.Q'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

Ok, i'll integrate these edits into what I sent at 2 .... so we have a new master. 

DCPS 010456 



Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:25 PM, MFilardo@2lcsforg wrote: 

This was your earlier version with my edits added to letter and intro section, am working on intro to plan. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)' 
Subject: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

This may be easier to look at-I cut the what we heard school by schools, then you have a 14 page doc without the 
table, which will be 2 pages. 

<Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks MF.doc> 

DCPS 010457 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 20134:20 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

I'm gonna have to leave in 30 min ... can you talk now? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); adam@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010458 



This is my stab a laying out what input influenced DCPS's decisions. Again-I just can't imagine this document without some fiscal 
analysis, so I keep raising it, but obviously if there is none, it is two major areas that influenced decisions, not three. All of the 
varying specific concerns-travel safety; middle grades in high schools; disrupting a school turning around-these all fall under the 
public and local school input... 

DCPS 010459 



Our Revised Plan 

There were three key inputs following the release of our proposal that affected our final plan decisions. First was the 

extensive public and local school input, second a more detailed look at the D.C. Office of Planning age level projections 

and forecast, and third, a more complete analysis of the operating and capital costs associated with implementation. 

Another factor that influenced our decision was knowing we could work over the winter and spring as part of the 

enrollment policy, attendance boundary and feeder plan process to improve the plan to make sure we have the best 

possible plan for students and their community. 

A key criteria we used to evaluate the public and local input on the concerns with and alternative suggestions to our 

proposals for consolidation and reorganization was whether we thought the students would be better off with the 

implementation of the consolidation or reorganization proposal. ilBetter off" was measured in terms of the potential 

for a more comprehensive and enriched educational program at the receiving school; whether the facility was 

modernized; and whether the school was either better, or improving academically, as measured by test scores, the 

Proving What's Possible Program, or other school climate and parental engagement initiatives. However, even when 

students might be better off educationally, the safety concerns communicated by families forced us to reconsider our 

recommendations. Safety concerns were expressed related to combining middle grade students with high school grade 

students and with travelling of students elementary and middle grade from home to school. 

While DCPS has suffered from declining enrollment and the District, as a whole, has had a rapidly declining 
child population, it seems clear from the population projections and forecast from the D.C. Office of Planning 

that the District of Columbia may well be facing a decade from 2012-2022 far different from the one decade of 
2000-2010. The Office of Planning is projecting significant child population increases between 2015 and 2022, 
particularly among children ages 0-10. While preliminary information was available on this when we first 
provided our consolidation and re-organization proposal, as we continued to work with the Office of Planning, 
and we came to a better understand the potential impact this might have on particular neighborhoods. 

Finally, we had the opportunity to do a thorough analysis of the cost of each proposal and we were able to 
evaluate the trade-offs need between the implementation of the original proposal and alternative proposals. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010460 



We have not gone over these edits with ADG yet, so we will have a few more updates to this shortly. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq; kathy@ksaplus.com; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

ok, but did amy's edits get added to the draft I sent at 2pm? If not, i think that's a problem. 

I'm going to work on Next Steps next .... pls send me latest version of that section .... and I won't mess around 
with the rest of the document for now. 

thanks, 

adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Wait! Amy made some some edits from our end ... and we are about to review with AdG to then send to Chancellor in 
next 30 min. You should probably work off that version. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W_!'Y.w.:_9_~.QD_~J!:!_Q_g_:.Q.rg. or !'Y._w!'Y._,Qn_~J~_D.ftQ_~:g.Q'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

Ok, i'll integrate these edits into what I sent at 2 .... so we have a new master. 

DCPS 010461 



Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:25 PM, MFilardo@2lcsforg wrote: 

This was your earlier version with my edits added to letter and intro section, am working on intro to plan. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)' 
Subject: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

This may be easier to look at-I cut the what we heard school by schools, then you have a 14 page doc without the 
table, which will be 2 pages. 

<Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks MF.doc> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 20134:20 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

I'm gonna have to leave in 30 min ... can you talk now? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); adam@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

DCPS 010463 



This is my stab a laying out what input influenced DCPS's decisions. Again-I just can't imagine this document without some fiscal 
analysis, so I keep raising it, but obviously if there is none, it is two major areas that influenced decisions, not three. All of the 
varying specific concerns-travel safety; middle grades in high schools; disrupting a school turning around-these all fall under the 
public and local school input... 

DCPS 010464 



Our Revised Plan 

There were three key inputs following the release of our proposal that affected our final plan decisions. First was the 

extensive public and local school input, second a more detailed look at the D.C. Office of Planning age level projections 

and forecast, and third, a more complete analysis of the operating and capital costs associated with implementation. 

Another factor that influenced our decision was knowing we could work over the winter and spring as part of the 

enrollment policy, attendance boundary and feeder plan process to improve the plan to make sure we have the best 

possible plan for students and their community. 

A key criteria we used to evaluate the public and local input on the concerns with and alternative suggestions to our 

proposals for consolidation and reorganization was whether we thought the students would be better off with the 

implementation of the consolidation or reorganization proposal. ilBetter off" was measured in terms of the potential 

for a more comprehensive and enriched educational program at the receiving school; whether the facility was 

modernized; and whether the school was either better, or improving academically, as measured by test scores, the 

Proving What's Possible Program, or other school climate and parental engagement initiatives. However, even when 

students might be better off educationally, the safety concerns communicated by families forced us to reconsider our 

recommendations. Safety concerns were expressed related to combining middle grade students with high school grade 

students and with travelling of students elementary and middle grade from home to school. 

While DCPS has suffered from declining enrollment and the District, as a whole, has had a rapidly declining 
child population, it seems clear from the population projections and forecast from the D.C. Office of Planning 

that the District of Columbia may well be facing a decade from 2012-2022 far different from the one decade of 
2000-2010. The Office of Planning is projecting significant child population increases between 2015 and 2022, 
particularly among children ages 0-10. While preliminary information was available on this when we first 
provided our consolidation and re-organization proposal, as we continued to work with the Office of Planning, 
and we came to a better understand the potential impact this might have on particular neighborhoods. 

Finally, we had the opportunity to do a thorough analysis of the cost of each proposal and we were able to 
evaluate the trade-offs need between the implementation of the original proposal and alternative proposals. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 
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We have not gone over these edits with ADG yet, so we will have a few more updates to this shortly. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq; kathy@ksaplus.com; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

ok, but did amy's edits get added to the draft I sent at 2pm? If not, i think that's a problem. 

I'm going to work on Next Steps next .... pls send me latest version of that section .... and I won't mess around 
with the rest of the document for now. 

thanks, 

adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Wait! Amy made some some edits from our end ... and we are about to review with AdG to then send to Chancellor in 
next 30 min. You should probably work off that version. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at W_!'Y.w.:_9_~.QD_~J!:!_Q_g_:.Q.rg. or !'Y._w!'Y._,Qn_~J~_D.ftQ_~:g.Q'y. One City, Working Together! 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

Ok, i'll integrate these edits into what I sent at 2 .... so we have a new master. 

DCPS 010466 



Adam 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:25 PM, MFilardo@2lcsforg wrote: 

This was your earlier version with my edits added to letter and intro section, am working on intro to plan. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)' 
Subject: Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks_MF.doc 

This may be easier to look at-I cut the what we heard school by schools, then you have a 14 page doc without the 
table, which will be 2 pages. 

<Cosolidation Plan Draft v4-aks MF.doc> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Got it. 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:43 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:43 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

It is not a change but more specificity. It is really about define which neighborhood schools. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 
http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2013 15:24:56 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Do you mind providing a sentence or two that can serve as rationale for the switch? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Correct. We have specific classrooms being built out to support them. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 

DCPS 010468 



E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2013 15:19:04 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

So, the change for the Prospect plan is that they are going to schools A-C and not their neighborhood schools. Is this 
right? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 11:26:32 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Good morning Dr. Beers, 

Anthony asked me to forward you the following school summary drafts for the consolidation plan. Can you take a look at 
the drafts below and let me know if you have edits/additions/etc.,? 

Best, 
Amy 

School Specific Plans 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace Campus. 
Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a model 
academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe and 

DCPS 010469 



Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 students, 
while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to increase 
compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and nonpublic 
placements. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. Lee and 
Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to develop a 
comprehensive transition plan, including ensuring the right programmatic elements are in place to improve the quality 
of services for the students. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 

Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Prospect LC 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. This 
would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational setting in the least restrictive 
environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by providing more inclusive 
environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from Prospect 
Learning Center to newly developed self-contained learning disabilities classrooms at Garrison Elementary Schools, 
Jefferson Academy, and Eastern High School. The Office of Special Education will provide case management services to 
ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to Kelly Miller Middle 
School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown (204 students) and a 
building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the 
higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high
quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown with Kelly 
Miller. The recommendation for the self-contained special education classrooms are to move the majority of the classes 

DCPS 010470 



to Johnson Middle School (3 behavioral and 2 non-categorical). The remaining classes would be recommended to move 
to Hart (1 behavioral), Jefferson (1 non-categorical) and Whittier (2 behavioral). 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Got it. 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:43 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:43 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

It is not a change but more specificity. It is really about define which neighborhood schools. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 
http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2013 15:24:56 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Do you mind providing a sentence or two that can serve as rationale for the switch? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Correct. We have specific classrooms being built out to support them. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 

DCPS 010472 



E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2013 15:19:04 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

So, the change for the Prospect plan is that they are going to schools A-C and not their neighborhood schools. Is this 
right? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gOY 

http //dcps dc gOY 

From: "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 11:26:32 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Good morning Dr. Beers, 

Anthony asked me to forward you the following school summary drafts for the consolidation plan. Can you take a look at 
the drafts below and let me know if you have edits/additions/etc.,? 

Best, 
Amy 

School Specific Plans 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace Campus. 
Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a model 
academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe and 

DCPS 010473 



Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 students, 
while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to increase 
compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and nonpublic 
placements. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. Lee and 
Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to develop a 
comprehensive transition plan, including ensuring the right programmatic elements are in place to improve the quality 
of services for the students. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 

Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Prospect LC 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. This 
would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational setting in the least restrictive 
environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by providing more inclusive 
environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from Prospect 
Learning Center to newly developed self-contained learning disabilities classrooms at Garrison Elementary Schools, 
Jefferson Academy, and Eastern High School. The Office of Special Education will provide case management services to 
ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to Kelly Miller Middle 
School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown (204 students) and a 
building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the 
higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high
quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown with Kelly 
Miller. The recommendation for the self-contained special education classrooms are to move the majority of the classes 

DCPS 010474 



to Johnson Middle School (3 behavioral and 2 non-categorical). The remaining classes would be recommended to move 
to Hart (1 behavioral), Jefferson (1 non-categorical) and Whittier (2 behavioral). 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:25 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Do you mind providing a sentence or two that can serve as rationale for the switch? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Correct. We have specific classrooms being built out to support them. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2013 15:19:04 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

So, the change for the Prospect plan is that they are going to schools A-C and not their neighborhood schools. Is this 
right? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 

DCPS 010476 



E Nathaniel 8eers@de gov 
http //deps de gov 

From: "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 11:26:32 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Good morning Dr. Beers, 

Anthony asked me to forward you the following school summary drafts for the consolidation plan. Can you take a look at 
the drafts below and let me know if you have edits/additions/etc.,? 

Best, 
Amy 

School Specific Plans 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace Campus. 
Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a model 
academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe and 
Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 students, 
while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to increase 
compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and nonpublic 
placements. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. Lee and 
Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to develop a 
comprehensive transition plan, including ensuring the right programmatic elements are in place to improve the quality 
of services for the students. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 

Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Prospect LC 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. This 
would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational setting in the least restrictive 
environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by providing more inclusive 
environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

DCPS 010477 



Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from Prospect 
Learning Center to newly developed self-contained learning disabilities classrooms at Garrison Elementary Schools, 
Jefferson Academy, and Eastern High School. The Office of Special Education will provide case management services to 
ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to Kelly Miller Middle 
School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown (204 students) and a 
building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the 
higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high
quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown with Kelly 
Miller. The recommendation for the self-contained special education classrooms are to move the majority of the classes 
to Johnson Middle School (3 behavioral and 2 non-categorical). The remaining classes would be recommended to move 
to Hart (1 behavioral), Jefferson (1 non-categorical) and Whittier (2 behavioral). 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:25 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Do you mind providing a sentence or two that can serve as rationale for the switch? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Correct. We have specific classrooms being built out to support them. 
-N 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2013 15:19:04 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov>, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

So, the change for the Prospect plan is that they are going to schools A-C and not their neighborhood schools. Is this 
right? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
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E Nathaniel 8eers@de gov 
http //deps de gov 

From: "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 11:26:32 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Good morning Dr. Beers, 

Anthony asked me to forward you the following school summary drafts for the consolidation plan. Can you take a look at 
the drafts below and let me know if you have edits/additions/etc.,? 

Best, 
Amy 

School Specific Plans 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace Campus. 
Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a model 
academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe and 
Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 students, 
while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to increase 
compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and nonpublic 
placements. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. Lee and 
Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to develop a 
comprehensive transition plan, including ensuring the right programmatic elements are in place to improve the quality 
of services for the students. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 

Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Prospect LC 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. This 
would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational setting in the least restrictive 
environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by providing more inclusive 
environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 
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Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from Prospect 
Learning Center to newly developed self-contained learning disabilities classrooms at Garrison Elementary Schools, 
Jefferson Academy, and Eastern High School. The Office of Special Education will provide case management services to 
ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to Kelly Miller Middle 
School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown (204 students) and a 
building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the 
higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high
quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown with Kelly 
Miller. The recommendation for the self-contained special education classrooms are to move the majority of the classes 
to Johnson Middle School (3 behavioral and 2 non-categorical). The remaining classes would be recommended to move 
to Hart (1 behavioral), Jefferson (1 non-categorical) and Whittier (2 behavioral). 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:19 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

So, the change for the Prospect plan is that they are going to schools A-C and not their neighborhood schools. Is this 
right? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 11:26:32 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Good morning Dr. Beers, 

Anthony asked me to forward you the following school summary drafts for the consolidation plan. Can you take a look at 
the drafts below and let me know if you have edits/additions/etc.,? 

Best, 
Amy 

School Specific Plans 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace Campus. 
Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a model 
academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe and 
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Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 students, 
while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to increase 
compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and nonpublic 
placements. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. Lee and 
Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to develop a 
comprehensive transition plan, including ensuring the right programmatic elements are in place to improve the quality 
of services for the students. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 

Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Prospect LC 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. This 
would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational setting in the least restrictive 
environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by providing more inclusive 
environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from Prospect 
Learning Center to newly developed self-contained learning disabilities classrooms at Garrison Elementary Schools, 
Jefferson Academy, and Eastern High School. The Office of Special Education will provide case management services to 
ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to Kelly Miller Middle 
School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown (204 students) and a 
building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the 
higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high
quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown with Kelly 
Miller. The recommendation for the self-contained special education classrooms are to move the majority of the classes 
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to Johnson Middle School (3 behavioral and 2 non-categorical). The remaining classes would be recommended to move 
to Hart (1 behavioral), Jefferson (1 non-categorical) and Whittier (2 behavioral). 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:19 PM 
Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

So, the change for the Prospect plan is that they are going to schools A-C and not their neighborhood schools. Is this 
right? 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel Beers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 11:26:32 -0500 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, Anthony DeGuzman <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Consolidation Plan- School half-pagers 

Good morning Dr. Beers, 

Anthony asked me to forward you the following school summary drafts for the consolidation plan. Can you take a look at 
the drafts below and let me know if you have edits/additions/etc.,? 

Best, 
Amy 

School Specific Plans 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace Campus. 
Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a model 
academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe and 
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Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 students, 
while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to increase 
compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and nonpublic 
placements. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. Lee and 
Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to develop a 
comprehensive transition plan, including ensuring the right programmatic elements are in place to improve the quality 
of services for the students. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 

Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Prospect LC 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. This 
would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational setting in the least restrictive 
environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by providing more inclusive 
environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from Prospect 
Learning Center to newly developed self-contained learning disabilities classrooms at Garrison Elementary Schools, 
Jefferson Academy, and Eastern High School. The Office of Special Education will provide case management services to 
ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 

Original Proposal 

Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to Kelly Miller Middle 
School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown (204 students) and a 
building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the 
higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high
quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 

After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown with Kelly 
Miller. The recommendation for the self-contained special education classrooms are to move the majority of the classes 
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to Johnson Middle School (3 behavioral and 2 non-categorical). The remaining classes would be recommended to move 
to Hart (1 behavioral), Jefferson (1 non-categorical) and Whittier (2 behavioral). 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09, 20134:32 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
FW: Next steps draft 1 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:29 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: adam@ksaplus.com; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: Next steps draft 1 

Next steps 

For the affected schools 
DCPS is committed in practice, not just theory to having the consolidations and reorganizations improve the quality of 
the educational experience for our students, families, and staff. In order to ensure that we retain our families in our 
schools and that the 2013-2014 school experience is as good as or better than this year's experience DCPS will continue 
the engagement of families, communities and staff throughout this winter and spring to prepare for next year. 

For schools consolidating, DCPS is setting up consolidation committees for each pair of sending and receiving schools. 
The consolidation committees have been assigned a central office staff person responsible for facilitating the committee 
meetings, provide communication support and outreach to families, communities and staff. This central office liaison 
will help with enrollment planning, logistics of the relocation, and concerns about transportation. 

Where schools will not be consolidated or relocated, but proposals were made that require or will benefit from 
continued engagement, DCPS has assigned a central office liaison to continue to work with the school community to 
develop the implementation plans for the revised proposal. 

For DCPS and the Community 
As was clear from the issues and challenges raised during the consolidation and reorganization process, DCPS has more 
work to do to organize its schools, boundaries, feeder patterns and policies so that families have access to both 
neighborhood schools as well as other high quality school choices, near home or across town. During the winter and 
spring of this year, DCPS will work with a citizen advisory committee to the Chancellor on enrollment policies. This 
advisory committee will examine current policies on the out of boundary lottery, special admissions, transfers, and 
feeder schools. It will consider issues of walkability and geography as it relates to enrollment policy and attendance 
boundaries. It will consider how to support and advance economic, racial and cultural diversity in schools. The advisory 
committee will consider how DCPS policy might be revised to reflect the complex choices parents and families have 
among and between DCPS neighborhood, out of boundary, special admissions and public charter schools. The advisory 
committee will also consider policy that will affect grandfather provisions associated with boundary and feeder changes, 
in advance of the changes being proposed. 

Following the policy considerations of the advisory committee, DCPS will prepare a proposal of revised boundaries and 
feeder patterns consistent with the citizen advisory committee policy considerations. These proposals will be taken out 
to the public for input and revision before final action will be taken by the Chancellor. 

For D.C. 
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Even as DCPS can determine a plan that affects families and students in the DCPS system, we know that families and 
students enter and exit our DCPS schools and public charter schools regularly. Students move among and between DCPS 
schools; among and between public charter schools and move back and forth between DCPS and the charter sector. To 
try to address the larger public education issues, DCPS will be working with the Mayor and the Public Charter School 
Board to develop a DC Education Plan. This education plan will reflects the desire to find ways to collaborate across 
education agencies and sectors from early childhood through our UDC, using our operating and capital resources more 
equitably, efficiently and effectively. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 3:18 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: print PO 

I spoke to Jim, he is getting me a revised quote ... can't get PO without that... 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: print PO 

When can Adam and I meet with you, Anthony and Josephine tomorrow? 

Also, I really think we need to see all the draft text together. We need to do a purchase order on this and it seems like it 
might be a much shorter document. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Luian@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet.... I am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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Claudia. you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
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the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
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In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
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students). recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09, 20134:29 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Next steps draft 1 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:29 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: adam@ksaplus.com; kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: Next steps draft 1 

Next steps 

For the affected schools 
DCPS is committed in practice, not just theory to having the consolidations and reorganizations improve the quality of 
the educational experience for our students, families, and staff. In order to ensure that we retain our families in our 
schools and that the 2013-2014 school experience is as good as or better than this year's experience DCPS will continue 
the engagement of families, communities and staff throughout this winter and spring to prepare for next year. 

For schools consolidating, DCPS is setting up consolidation committees for each pair of sending and receiving schools. 
The consolidation committees have been assigned a central office staff person responsible for facilitating the committee 
meetings, provide communication support and outreach to families, communities and staff. This central office liaison 
will help with enrollment planning, logistics of the relocation, and concerns about transportation. 

Where schools will not be consolidated or relocated, but proposals were made that require or will benefit from 
continued engagement, DCPS has assigned a central office liaison to continue to work with the school community to 
develop the implementation plans for the revised proposal. 

For DCPS and the Community 
As was clear from the issues and challenges raised during the consolidation and reorganization process, DCPS has more 
work to do to organize its schools, boundaries, feeder patterns and policies so that families have access to both 
neighborhood schools as well as other high quality school choices, near home or across town. During the winter and 
spring of this year, DCPS will work with a citizen advisory committee to the Chancellor on enrollment policies. This 
advisory committee will examine current policies on the out of boundary lottery, special admissions, transfers, and 
feeder schools. It will consider issues of walkability and geography as it relates to enrollment policy and attendance 
boundaries. It will consider how to support and advance economic, racial and cultural diversity in schools. The advisory 
committee will consider how DCPS policy might be revised to reflect the complex choices parents and families have 
among and between DCPS neighborhood, out of boundary, special admissions and public charter schools. The advisory 
committee will also consider policy that will affect grandfather provisions associated with boundary and feeder changes, 
in advance of the changes being proposed. 

Following the policy considerations of the advisory committee, DCPS will prepare a proposal of revised boundaries and 
feeder patterns consistent with the citizen advisory committee policy considerations. These proposals will be taken out 
to the public for input and revision before final action will be taken by the Chancellor. 

For D.C. 
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Even as DCPS can determine a plan that affects families and students in the DCPS system, we know that families and 
students enter and exit our DCPS schools and public charter schools regularly. Students move among and between DCPS 
schools; among and between public charter schools and move back and forth between DCPS and the charter sector. To 
try to address the larger public education issues, DCPS will be working with the Mayor and the Public Charter School 
Board to develop a DC Education Plan. This education plan will reflects the desire to find ways to collaborate across 
education agencies and sectors from early childhood through our UDC, using our operating and capital resources more 
equitably, efficiently and effectively. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 3:18 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: print PO 

I spoke to Jim, he is getting me a revised quote ... can't get PO without that... 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: print PO 

When can Adam and I meet with you, Anthony and Josephine tomorrow? 

Also, I really think we need to see all the draft text together. We need to do a purchase order on this and it seems like it 
might be a much shorter document. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Luian@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet.... I am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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Claudia. you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
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the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
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In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
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students). recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09,20133:18 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: print PO 

I spoke to Jim, he is getting me a revised quote ... can't get PO without that ... 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: print PO 

When can Adam and I meet with you, Anthony and Josephine tomorrow? 

Also, I really think we need to see all the draft text together. We need to do a purchase order on this and it seems like it 
might be a much shorter document. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
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you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet.... I am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
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1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 
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Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 

Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 

students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 

benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 

another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 

receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 

Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 

foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 

Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 

Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 

Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
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(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09, 20132:28 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

This is all moot (sort-of), if we are going to do a table? Do you want to propose a table format and we can begin to 
complete? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Amy-I am copying you on this now. I didn't want to make you feel bad. (Read what I sent to Claudia below) I was 
reacting, but I think I figured out why I had the reaction I did, since I know much was heard by DCPS. Mary 

I know what struck me now so negatively on the half pagers. I would not restate the original rationale for closing the 
school. Just the original proposal and then the rationale for what is being decided now. When the change is just a 
receiving school, it will echo some of the earlier language, but I think this is why it felt like nothing was heard. Like when 
you argue with someone ... me perhaps ... and the person just repeats what they said in the beginning, you feel like they 
didn't hear. 

So I would urge Amy to say the original proposal, in its simplest terms; and then give the final proposal and the rationale 
for the final proposal, not the original one. 

Make sense? 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet .... 1 am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
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this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
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c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 
2) Next steps for DCPS 

a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
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Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
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After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 
campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under-
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enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
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F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09, 20132:00 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Sorry, I have not read these yet .... 1 am not taking the lead on this last doc as I need to focus on other things ... 

You know that saying we didn't hear anything from the community is absolutely not true. The decision was made to 
take out the what we heard part of these and JBR is working on that as part of her sections. The issue is we are doing 
this doc piecemeal and all over the place - but like you, I am eager to see all pieces together so that we can begin to 
move things around, massage, message, etc. 

I will share what you sent with Amy - but we can also work on a table and incorporate some of this there. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Claudia, you are killing me. The way the half pagers read now seems like DCPS didn't hear much of anything from the 
community .. to say IIDCPS still believes ... " just seems tone deaf. I know these are a draft, but I think you and Anthony 
should read what I sent you earlier, which you didn't want me to share with the chancellor. It just can't be boilerplate 
language in this revised proposal. Boilerplate language suggests that no hearing took place. The language shouldn't be 
boiler plate in whatever schools stay on the list, and it shouldn't be boiler plate in what comes off the list. 

I will work on the table once I have a next steps draft. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 
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We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
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(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 
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Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
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educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
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from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 

Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under

enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 

enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 

offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 

students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 

opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 

with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 

present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 

Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 

Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 

the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 

utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 

Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 
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Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of the Chancellor 

1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202.478.9284 

F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09,20131:12 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Looks ok, but the first section is really going to be an overview of the transition process. So, can you focus on #2 and #3 
for today? We will work on #1. 

We also can't have this be super long. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09,2013 1:10 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Yes-as soon as I read the half pagers, I will send you bullets just so you can check I am heading in the right direction. 
Basically the IInext step" categories are: 

1) Next steps for directly affected schools 
a. affected schools-sending 
b. affected schools-receiving 
c. schools retained, but that had proposals that need further action 

2) Next steps for DCPS 
a. Enrollment policy 
b. Boundaries 
c. Feeder Patterns 

3) Next step for DC 
a. City wide plan for DCPS and Charters 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
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To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 

mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 

Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 

students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 

benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 

another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 

receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 

Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 

foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 

Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 

Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 

Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee

Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 

population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 

campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
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Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
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the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 09,201312:44 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Can you take first stab at next steps and send by 3pm? Is that possible? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Thanks. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) [mailto:Amy.Lerman@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Working Draft of the the School Half-Pagers 

Hi Mary, 
Obviously these are works in progress. Let me know if you have any questions! 

Davis Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary to CW 
Harris Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Davis (178 
students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 40 percent. Consolidating enrollment would 
benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and 
programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Davis with 
another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to change the 
receiving school from CW Harris Elementary School to Plummer Elementary School. DCPS agrees with feedback that 
Plummer offers current and future students from the Davis community a safer passage to school and a stronger 
foundation for high achievement. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Davis Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Plummer 
Elementary School. 
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Ferebee-Hope Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its 
boundary to Hendley Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at 
Ferebee-Hope (215 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 54 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ferebee
Hope with Hendley. Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has looked into the potential 
population growth due to anticipated housing developments, and still believes ... Something about newly modernized? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ferebee-Hope Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to 
Hendley Elementary School. 

Francis Stevens Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Francis-Stevens Education Campus and its 
boundary to Marie Reed Elementary School and Hardy Middle School. Consolidating Francis-Stevens with Marie Reed 
and Hardy would address the extreme under-enrollment at Francis-Stevens (225 students across 11 grades), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 55 percent. Consolidation would allow former Francis 
Stevens students to have access to the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from 

Garrison Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Garrison Elementary School and its boundary to 
Seaton Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the under-enrollment at Garrison (228 
students) and a building utilization rate of only 64 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both 
schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to 
provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan 
After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 

Johnson Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Johnson Middle School and its boundary to 
Kramer and Hart Middle Schools. Consolidating the Johnson with Kramer and Hart would address the extreme under
enrollment at Johnson (245 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 24 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all three middle schools, as the higher enrollment would enable 
the receiving schools to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS ... However, based on the feedback and input from the 
community, DCPS has decided ..... . 

Beginning in August 2013, 
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Kenilworth Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary to 
Houston Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Kenilworth 
(147 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 37 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Kenilworth 
with another school. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to add Thomas 
Elementary School as a receiving school in addition to Houston. We will also be provide transportation for students 
who ... Something about the Promise Neighborhood Grant? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Kenilworth Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Thomas 
or Houston Elementary Schools. 

MacFarland Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary to 
Roosevelt High School. Roosevelt would transition into a 6_12th grade campus. Consolidating the two schools would 
address the extreme under-enrollment at MacFarland (151 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 25 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher 
enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality 
educational opportunities. Expanding Roosevelt would allow the neighborhood to continue to have a middle school 
option at that site. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MacFarland 
with nearby schools. However, in response to the community concerns and the complexities of the Roosevelt 
construction, Roosevelt will remain a 9_12th grade high school. DCPS has decided to Fhange the nearby education 
campuses of Truesdell, Raymond, and West Education Campuses. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MacFarland Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Raymond, 

Truesdell, and West Ec.l ...................................................................................................................................................... _ ....... ( 

Malcolm X Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary to 
Turner Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Malcolm X 
(221 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 43 percent. Consolidating enrollment 
would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Malcolm X 
with Turner Elementary School. During our community meetings we heard a lot of positive feedback about the 
investment the Malcolm X staff has in the success of its students. We will work directly with the Malcolm X staff to 
support transition and retention at DCPS. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Malcolm X Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Turner 
Elementary School. 

Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2014, assign the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health to River Terrace 
Campus. Consolidating these two schools and moving them to the River Terrace Campus will allow DCPS to create a 
model academic program and provide a state-of-the-art space to support the academic program for students of Sharpe 
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and Lee. In doing so, we would effectively utilize resources by combining two schools with enrollments under 100 
students, while allowing students to attend school at a location closer to their homes. It would also allow DCPS to 
increase compliance with state and federal regulations and decrease the number of due process complaints and 
non public placements. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Mamie D. 
Lee and Sharpe. Over the next 6 months the Office of Special Education will work with the two school communities to 
develop a comprehensive transition plan. The SIT (stands for?) process will begin to facilitate the design of River Terrace. 
Beginning in August 2014, the students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health will be assigned to River Terrace. 

Marshall Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary to 
Langdon Education Campus. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Marshall 
(158 students) and a building utilization rate of only 33 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Marshall 
with Langdon. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will provide transportation to 
Langdon for former Marshall students. Additionally, we will retain the Marshall building in the DCPS inventory and 
possibly re-open once the surrounding neighborhood is fully developed. If supported by increased enrollment, DCPS will 
consider modernizing Marshall if it is re-opened. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Marshall Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned to Langdon 
Education Campus. 

M.e. Terrell Elementary School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its 
boundary to King Elementary School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at MC 
Terrell-McGogney (208 students), recent declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 52 percent. 
Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school 
to build the student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate MC Terrell
McGogney with King Elementary School. The parent resource center, currently housed at MC Terrell-McGogney, will 
move to ... 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School and its boundary will be assigned 
to King Elementary School. 

Prospect LC 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Prospect Learning Center to appropriate 
neighborhood schools. This would allow DCPS to improve student outcomes by providing an appropriate educational 
setting in the least restrictive environment (LRE), while increase compliance with state and federal regulations by 
providing more inclusive environments. 
In doing so, DCPS would decrease the number of due process complaints and non public placements while allowing 
students to attend schools closer to their neighborhood of residence. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary assign the students from 
Prospect Learning Center to appropriate neighborhood schools. The Office of Special Education will provide case 
management services to ensure the proper placement of each and every student. 
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Beginning in August 2013, the students from Prospect Learning Center will be assigned to appropriate neighborhood 
schools. 

Ron Brown Middle School 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary to 
Kelly Miller Middle School. Consolidating the two schools would address the extreme under-enrollment at Ron Brown 
(204 students) and a building utilization rate of only 23 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from 
both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming needed 
to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Ron Brown 
with Kelly Miller. Anything else? 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Ron Brown Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Kelly Miller 
Middle School. 

Shaw Middle School at GP 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, Shaw will merge with Cardozo HS to make a 6-12 campus. Should the 
population growth result in increased demand, DCPS can rebuild Shaw at its original location at Rhode Island Ave. and 
10th St. N.W. and the Shaw students will move back to their original location. 
Consolidating the Shaw with Cardozo would address the extreme under-enrollment at Shaw (131 students), recent 
declining enrollment, and a building utilization rate of only 27 percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students 
from both schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the student supports and programming 
needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities in a brand new state-of-the-art facility. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Shaw with 
Cardozo until DCPS rebuilds Shaw Middle School at its original site. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Shaw Middle School and its boundary will be assigned to Cardozo 6-12 
campus. 

Smothers 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Smothers Elementary School and its boundary to 
Aiton and Plummer Elementary Schools. Consolidating Smothers with Aiton and Plummer would address the under
enrollment at all three schools (Smothers, 283 students, Aiton, 254 students, Plummer, 263 students). Consolidating 
enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the school to build the 
student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: Based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS has decided to keep Smothers open. Smothers 
has shown the most growth in student enrollment in the area and is at 84% capacity. By keeping Smothers open, we can 
offer Davis students the option of attending Plummer as requested by the community. 

Spingarn SHS 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary to 
Eastern, Dunbar, and Woodson Senior High Schools. Spingarn STAY students would be reassigned to Ballou and 
Roosevelt STAY programs. Consolidating Spingarn with other schools would address the extreme under-enrollment (377 
students), recent declining enrollment, and, even combined with the STAY program, a building utilization rate of only 55 
percent. Consolidating enrollment would benefit students from all schools, as the higher enrollment would enable the 
receiving schools to build additional student supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational 
opportunities. DCPS' goal is to build and open a state-of-the-art career and technical education center at Spingarn. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Spingarn 
with the other high schools. However, based on the feedback and input from the community, DCPS will develop and 
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present a transition plan that addressed safety concerns and detailed receiving school assignments and rights to 
Woodson, Eastern, and Dunbar, and pursue the option of for Spingarn students to attend other DCPS high schools, 
including Phelps. 

Additionally, DCPS will formally amend the CIP to modernize Spingarn as soon as possible. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Spingarn Senior High School and its boundary will be assigned to Eastern, 
Dunbar, or Woodson Senior High School. 

Winston Education Campus 
Original Proposal: Beginning in August 2013, assign the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary to 
Stanton Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. Consolidating Winston with Stanton and Kramer would address 
the extreme under-enrollment at Winston (308 students across 11 grades), recent declining enrollment, and a building 
utilization rate of only 58 percent. Consolidation would allow former Winston students to have access to the student 
supports and programming needed to provide high-quality educational opportunities. 

Final Plan: After a full review of all proposals and feedback, DCPS still believes it is necessary to consolidate Winston with 
Stanton and Kramer. DCPS will explore options for adding additional space to Stanton, potentially utilizing the existing 
annex space, and providing support to both Stanton and Kramer to facilitate a smooth transition. 

Beginning in August 2013, the students from Winston Education Campus and its boundary will be assigned to Stanton 
Elementary School and Kramer Middle School. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, January 08, 2013 9:01 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Re: thoughts? 

Some small changes to this section. What I think we need to tee up more in the intro (not letter) is the portfolio 
approach and how this ties with boundaries and feeders. I don't think we need to restate as much from the original 
proposal as we do. Maybe pull some language from memo? 

In the attached materials and on the X weblink, we layout the consolidation plan for each school. This plan 
incorporates your feedback and serves as a starting point from which we can move forward to improve the 
quality of education we provide to our children. 

The final plan: 

• Restates the goals of the process/initiative. 
• Summarizes our outreach andfeedback efforts. 
• Provides more information about the benefits of the our reorganization effort. 
• Shares our final consolidation plan and rationale for changes 
• Communicates important next steps. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8,2013, at 8:36 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Dear DCPS Community: 

Before we proposed school consolidations, I knew that students, parents, and community members 
would have strong reactions. Hearing that your school has been proposed for consolidation feels very 

disruptive and unsettling. What I did not anticipate was how inspiring our communities. responses 
would be. I heard directly from representatives from every school in every ward. I heard support for 
consolidating schools, ideas for improving remaining schools, and most of all a desire to work together 
to make our school district as strong as possible. 

I took all the feedback that I heard very seriously. We captured thousands of remarks through our four 
public hearings. We heard from hundreds more people through our website, office hours and individual 
meetings. I met with ANC members, city council members, LSATs and PTAs. I reviewed dozens of 
proposals for modifying our plan and improving our schools. 

o."}-the-fclk:w\l"'ng-pages/--we-13rOvic€-il-~p,l;},"}-fer-{3onsoHcation-for-BachsdlOOL---ll')es~-plan-trl€Ofpofate 

your--feedbackand-serve-as-a-stilrtt.qg-po,'nt-from--.... rhkh-we-cilrHnove-fen,var&-to-i,"npro"<e-the~uaHty-of 

eGb'€ati-on-wei3fovtdete-{}uf-d'}"lcr€R 
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Throughout the many conversation I had, a few themes were very clear. Before looking at individual 

schools, it is useful to highlight these areas where there is wide agreement across our city. 

All of our schools should offer students the same opportunities. The message I heard most clearly is 

that we want our schools, east of the river and west of the park, our big schools and our small schools, 

our Ward 8 schools and our Ward 3 schools, to offer students the same classes and enrichment 

opportunities. I am committed to providing transparent and fair access to students through the 

budgeting process for the upcoming school year. As we allocate funds to schools after the consolidation 

process is over, we will ensure that we can clearly articulate what opportunities will be available to each 

of our children. 

Our children must be safe. Like you, I worry about our students safety and security. I worry about their 

ability to walk to school, to cross busy streets, and to experience their schools as a safe and nurturing 

environment. I made a number of changes to our school consolidation proposal to account for student 

safety. Throughout this plan, you will see information about transportation, crossing guards, revised 

receiving schools, and even revisions to the closing plan. These changes were all made specifically to 

provide for the safety of our students. 

DCPS and Charter schools must improve coordination. In many communities, particularly those where 

charter schools already playa prominent role in educating our children, I heard concerns that closed 

DCPS buildings would simply become the newest charter schools thereby increasing the inefficiencies 

we already face as a result of small schools. I am committed to working with charter schools to ensure 

that our services complement each other. While DCPS will always offer a school of right to all students 

in the city, I am eager to work with charter schools who· t.b.<.=!t can offer students in specific 

neighborhoods strong educational opportunities. 

)n..t.b.~ .. ~.t.t.<.=!fh~.q.m.<.=!t~.r.!~.!.~ .. ~n.q . .9.D . .th~ .. X . .w.~.p.JLQ.~, . .w.~ .. P.r.QY.i.9.~ .. ~ .. p!.<.=!n..fQr...~QD.~Q!.i.9.~.t.i.9.D..f9L~~.~h .. ~.~hQQ!:. 
Ih~.~~ .. p!.<.=!n..i.D.~Qf.PQr.~.t~.'y'9.\-:Ir..f~.~.q.P..<.=!f.~ .. <.=!nq .. ~.~ry.~ .. <.=!~ .. <.=! .. ~.t~rt.i.D.g.PQLQUr.Qm.w.hL~h.w.~ .. <::.~n.m.9.y.~..fQr.w.~r9 . .tQ 

LmP.r.QY.~..t.b.~ .. g\-:l.~.uty'.Qf.~9.!:l.f.<.=!tL9..Q . .w.~ .. Pr.9Y.i.9.~ . .tQ.QW .. ~hLl.9r~n., 

Ih~ .. f!n~.! . .p.J.~n.; 
1. R~.~t~.t.~.~ .. th~ .. gQ~J.~ . .9.f.th~ . .p.r9..~~.~~/.i.D.!t!.<.=!t!y.~: 
2. Summarizes our outreach and feedback efforts . .............................................................................................................. 

3. P..r.9Y.i.9.~.~.m.Qr.~ .. !.QfQr.f.Q.<.=!t!.9.n .. ~.p..9..\-:I.t..th~ .. p..~n.~.f!.t.~ .. Qf.th~ .. .9..\-:Ir..r~.9.rg~.n!.~.<.=!t!.9.n .. ~.f.f.9.r.t: 
4. ~.b.<.=!r.~~ . .9..w..fi.n~.L.<::.9.D.~Q!.i.9.~.t.i.9.D .. p!.<.=!n .. <.=!nq.r..<.=!tL9..Q.<.=!!.~..f.9.r...<.=!.Q.Y .. <::.b.~ng~~..fr..9.m .. .9..w . .9.r.i.g.i.n~.L.P.r..9..P..9..~.<.=!L 
5. ~Qf.Qm.l,!n!.~~.t.~.~ .. !m.PQr.t.~n.t.ng~t.~t~P~:. 

Over the past two months, I have repeatedly been struck by the tremendous power and passion that our 

community holds. As I told each ward and each parent group as I met with them, this is not the end of 

our engagement, but is the beginning of a partnership. The energy that we brought to the school 

consolidations discussion must be channeled to support learning opportunities for our children. The 

innovation that we brought to planning for our schools must be directed toward improving the schools 

we have now. I am now more convinced than ever that we all must work together to build a strong 

school district for our students. 

We are DCPS, and we can do this. 

Sincerely, 

DCPS 010548 



Intro to Plan: 
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Our purpose it to ensure that every DCPS school provides a world-class education that prepares all 
students, regardless of background or circumstance, for success in college, and life. 

Through our strategic plan, A Capital Commitment, we have set five ambitious goals for the next five 
years that will help towards achieving our mission. We will: 

1. Improve achievement for all students; 

2. Show dramatic gains in struggling schools; 

3. Increase graduation rates; 

4. Improve satisfaction; and 

5. Increase enrollment. 

Already, we have taken many important steps towards fulfilling our commitment. We have made 
strategic investments in effective teachers, principals, support staff, and facilities in schools throughout 
the District. We have increased student performance, along with a commitment to serve ALL children 
for academic success. We have, according to the Office of the State Superintendent of Education, the 

city+s highest-performing public schools and many great neighborhood school options for young 
families. We have schools in every ward and community, with families and students from economically, 
racially, and culturally diverse backgrounds. And, we have the infrastructure to support long-term 
enrollment growth. 

Our Challenges: 
Despite our many assets and investments, to prepare our students for success, we must use all of our 

resources + our facilities, our funds, and our staff + wisely. We cannot do that with our schools as they 

are now organized. Too many of our schools are too small. As a result, we spend too much on 

maintaining small schools rather than investing in programs for students. There is a significant 

relationship between the number of schools we have, our staffing and funding. By reducing our number 

of schools/facilities, we can improve the programs we offer and the quality of education we provide to 

students. [insert Facilities/Funds/Staff logo] 

Facilities: 
Currently, DCPS operates many schools that are very under-enrolled and under-utilized. Schools with 
fewer than 350 students need additional per-pupil funding to offer a full range of services. Sixty-four 
percent of DCPS elementary schools have fewer than 350 students. [insert chart]. Major contributing 
factors of our under-enrollment were/are the declining DC population of 5-17 year olds of 15,796 
between 2000 and 2010 [insert color map?], and the sharp increase in Charter school enrollment. 

DCPS+ facilities usage must match the population changes in the city and expansion of Charter school 
while also being flexible enough to accommodate future growth. 

Even--aft.er--arl-enormous-cornm,'tm-ent--of:iust-ever-$l,-3-nHHen-fince-1QQ+;--almos-t-2-G,-OOOstuaents--aUeno 
SdW-o-.lS--aw-ait-i-n-g-meaemizat)'on,-{ins-er-t-p-ooto) 

Funds: 
Because DCPS has many under-enrolled schools that are more expensive to support, DCPS invests in 
maintaining these schools when we would prefer to invest in programs to help low-performing students, 
increase opportunities for advanced learners, and develop specialized programs to engage students. 
Because every school requires some basic administrative and maintenance support, DCPS spends 
disproportionately high sums on non-instructional staff in small schools. 

Staff: 
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Our small schools do not allow our staff to work collaboratively, do not give our students access to the 
staffing resources they need, limit flexibility on class sizes and student grouping, and minimize the 
impact of our highly effective teachers. Because DCPS invests in supporting small schools, individual 
schools do not have access to all the staff that our students deserve. 

Our Original Proposal: 

After a significant amount of analysis, DCPS put forth a consolidation proposal in November of 2012 to 

consolidate 20 schools across six wards. We considered four factors in selecting schools to recommend 

for consolidation: 

1. Student enrollment and population changes in the community. 

2. Building utilization rates. 

3. The building condition and its modernization status; and 

4. The availability of receiving schools to offer students an improved experience 

We .<::.r.!=!n~9. our proposal ~o ensure that: 

? Our programs will meet the diverse needs of our students. We will offer a range of programs 

including, higher quality Career and Technical Education (CTE) opportunities across the city, 

special education services near the students who need them most, alternative settings for 

students who need extra help, and challenging offerings for advanced learners. 

? Our schools will be flexible, allowing for population growth and shifts and always ensuring that 

students have high-quality schools in their neighborhood as well as out-of -boundary options. 

? Our district will maximize opportunities for charter schools to complement the work we are 

doing. 

? Our district will be financially stable and able to direct funds to our highest priorities. 

In order to realize this vision, we have to make significant changes in how we invest. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, January 08, 2013 9:01 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Re: thoughts? 

Some small changes to this section. What I think we need to tee up more in the intro (not letter) is the portfolio 
approach and how this ties with boundaries and feeders. I don't think we need to restate as much from the original 
proposal as we do. Maybe pull some language from memo? 

In the attached materials and on the X weblink, we layout the consolidation plan for each school. This plan 
incorporates your feedback and serves as a starting point from which we can move forward to improve the 
quality of education we provide to our children. 

The final plan: 

• Restates the goals of the process/initiative. 
• Summarizes our outreach andfeedback efforts. 
• Provides more information about the benefits of the our reorganization effort. 
• Shares our final consolidation plan and rationale for changes 
• Communicates important next steps. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8,2013, at 8:36 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Dear DCPS Community: 

Before we proposed school consolidations, I knew that students, parents, and community members 
would have strong reactions. Hearing that your school has been proposed for consolidation feels very 

disruptive and unsettling. What I did not anticipate was how inspiring our communities. responses 
would be. I heard directly from representatives from every school in every ward. I heard support for 
consolidating schools, ideas for improving remaining schools, and most of all a desire to work together 
to make our school district as strong as possible. 

I took all the feedback that I heard very seriously. We captured thousands of remarks through our four 
public hearings. We heard from hundreds more people through our website, office hours and individual 
meetings. I met with ANC members, city council members, LSATs and PTAs. I reviewed dozens of 
proposals for modifying our plan and improving our schools. 

o."}-the-fclk:w\l"'ng-pages/--we-13rOvic€-il-~p,l;},"}-fer-{3onsoHcation-for-BachsdlOOL---ll')es~-plan-trl€Ofpofate 
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Throughout the many conversation I had, a few themes were very clear. Before looking at individual 

schools, it is useful to highlight these areas where there is wide agreement across our city. 

All of our schools should offer students the same opportunities. The message I heard most clearly is 

that we want our schools, east of the river and west of the park, our big schools and our small schools, 

our Ward 8 schools and our Ward 3 schools, to offer students the same classes and enrichment 

opportunities. I am committed to providing transparent and fair access to students through the 

budgeting process for the upcoming school year. As we allocate funds to schools after the consolidation 

process is over, we will ensure that we can clearly articulate what opportunities will be available to each 

of our children. 

Our children must be safe. Like you, I worry about our students safety and security. I worry about their 

ability to walk to school, to cross busy streets, and to experience their schools as a safe and nurturing 

environment. I made a number of changes to our school consolidation proposal to account for student 

safety. Throughout this plan, you will see information about transportation, crossing guards, revised 

receiving schools, and even revisions to the closing plan. These changes were all made specifically to 

provide for the safety of our students. 

DCPS and Charter schools must improve coordination. In many communities, particularly those where 

charter schools already playa prominent role in educating our children, I heard concerns that closed 

DCPS buildings would simply become the newest charter schools thereby increasing the inefficiencies 

we already face as a result of small schools. I am committed to working with charter schools to ensure 

that our services complement each other. While DCPS will always offer a school of right to all students 

in the city, I am eager to work with charter schools who· t.b.<.=!t can offer students in specific 

neighborhoods strong educational opportunities. 

)n..t.b.~ .. ~.t.t.<.=!fh~.q.m.<.=!t~.r.!~.!.~ .. ~n.q . .9.D . .th~ .. X . .w.~.p.JLQ.~, . .w.~ .. P.r.QY.i.9.~ .. ~ .. p!.<.=!n..fQr...~QD.~Q!.i.9.~.t.i.9.D..f9L~~.~h .. ~.~hQQ!:. 
Ih~.~~ .. p!.<.=!n..i.D.~Qf.PQr.~.t~.'y'9.\-:Ir..f~.~.q.P..<.=!f.~ .. <.=!nq .. ~.~ry.~ .. <.=!~ .. <.=! .. ~.t~rt.i.D.g.PQLQUr.Qm.w.hL~h.w.~ .. <::.~n.m.9.y.~..fQr.w.~r9 . .tQ 

LmP.r.QY.~..t.b.~ .. g\-:l.~.uty'.Qf.~9.!:l.f.<.=!tL9..Q . .w.~ .. Pr.9Y.i.9.~ . .tQ.QW .. ~hLl.9r~n., 

Ih~ .. f!n~.! . .p.J.~n.; 
1. R~.~t~.t.~.~ .. th~ .. gQ~J.~ . .9.f.th~ . .p.r9..~~.~~/.i.D.!t!.<.=!t!y.~: 
2. Summarizes our outreach and feedback efforts . .............................................................................................................. 

3. P..r.9Y.i.9.~.~.m.Qr.~ .. !.QfQr.f.Q.<.=!t!.9.n .. ~.p..9..\-:I.t..th~ .. p..~n.~.f!.t.~ .. Qf.th~ .. .9..\-:Ir..r~.9.rg~.n!.~.<.=!t!.9.n .. ~.f.f.9.r.t: 
4. ~.b.<.=!r.~~ . .9..w..fi.n~.L.<::.9.D.~Q!.i.9.~.t.i.9.D .. p!.<.=!n .. <.=!nq.r..<.=!tL9..Q.<.=!!.~..f.9.r...<.=!.Q.Y .. <::.b.~ng~~..fr..9.m .. .9..w . .9.r.i.g.i.n~.L.P.r..9..P..9..~.<.=!L 
5. ~Qf.Qm.l,!n!.~~.t.~.~ .. !m.PQr.t.~n.t.ng~t.~t~P~:. 

Over the past two months, I have repeatedly been struck by the tremendous power and passion that our 

community holds. As I told each ward and each parent group as I met with them, this is not the end of 

our engagement, but is the beginning of a partnership. The energy that we brought to the school 

consolidations discussion must be channeled to support learning opportunities for our children. The 

innovation that we brought to planning for our schools must be directed toward improving the schools 

we have now. I am now more convinced than ever that we all must work together to build a strong 

school district for our students. 

We are DCPS, and we can do this. 

Sincerely, 

DCPS 010553 
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Our purpose it to ensure that every DCPS school provides a world-class education that prepares all 
students, regardless of background or circumstance, for success in college, and life. 

Through our strategic plan, A Capital Commitment, we have set five ambitious goals for the next five 
years that will help towards achieving our mission. We will: 

1. Improve achievement for all students; 

2. Show dramatic gains in struggling schools; 

3. Increase graduation rates; 

4. Improve satisfaction; and 

5. Increase enrollment. 

Already, we have taken many important steps towards fulfilling our commitment. We have made 
strategic investments in effective teachers, principals, support staff, and facilities in schools throughout 
the District. We have increased student performance, along with a commitment to serve ALL children 
for academic success. We have, according to the Office of the State Superintendent of Education, the 

city+s highest-performing public schools and many great neighborhood school options for young 
families. We have schools in every ward and community, with families and students from economically, 
racially, and culturally diverse backgrounds. And, we have the infrastructure to support long-term 
enrollment growth. 

Our Challenges: 
Despite our many assets and investments, to prepare our students for success, we must use all of our 

resources + our facilities, our funds, and our staff + wisely. We cannot do that with our schools as they 

are now organized. Too many of our schools are too small. As a result, we spend too much on 

maintaining small schools rather than investing in programs for students. There is a significant 

relationship between the number of schools we have, our staffing and funding. By reducing our number 

of schools/facilities, we can improve the programs we offer and the quality of education we provide to 

students. [insert Facilities/Funds/Staff logo] 

Facilities: 
Currently, DCPS operates many schools that are very under-enrolled and under-utilized. Schools with 
fewer than 350 students need additional per-pupil funding to offer a full range of services. Sixty-four 
percent of DCPS elementary schools have fewer than 350 students. [insert chart]. Major contributing 
factors of our under-enrollment were/are the declining DC population of 5-17 year olds of 15,796 
between 2000 and 2010 [insert color map?], and the sharp increase in Charter school enrollment. 

DCPS+ facilities usage must match the population changes in the city and expansion of Charter school 
while also being flexible enough to accommodate future growth. 

Even--aft.er--arl-enormous-cornm,'tm-ent--of:iust-ever-$l,-3-nHHen-fince-1QQ+;--almos-t-2-G,-OOOstuaents--aUeno 
SdW-o-.lS--aw-ait-i-n-g-meaemizat)'on,-{ins-er-t-p-ooto) 

Funds: 
Because DCPS has many under-enrolled schools that are more expensive to support, DCPS invests in 
maintaining these schools when we would prefer to invest in programs to help low-performing students, 
increase opportunities for advanced learners, and develop specialized programs to engage students. 
Because every school requires some basic administrative and maintenance support, DCPS spends 
disproportionately high sums on non-instructional staff in small schools. 

Staff: 
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Our small schools do not allow our staff to work collaboratively, do not give our students access to the 
staffing resources they need, limit flexibility on class sizes and student grouping, and minimize the 
impact of our highly effective teachers. Because DCPS invests in supporting small schools, individual 
schools do not have access to all the staff that our students deserve. 

Our Original Proposal: 

After a significant amount of analysis, DCPS put forth a consolidation proposal in November of 2012 to 

consolidate 20 schools across six wards. We considered four factors in selecting schools to recommend 

for consolidation: 

1. Student enrollment and population changes in the community. 

2. Building utilization rates. 

3. The building condition and its modernization status; and 

4. The availability of receiving schools to offer students an improved experience 

We .<::.r.!=!n~9. our proposal ~o ensure that: 

? Our programs will meet the diverse needs of our students. We will offer a range of programs 

including, higher quality Career and Technical Education (CTE) opportunities across the city, 

special education services near the students who need them most, alternative settings for 

students who need extra help, and challenging offerings for advanced learners. 

? Our schools will be flexible, allowing for population growth and shifts and always ensuring that 

students have high-quality schools in their neighborhood as well as out-of -boundary options. 

? Our district will maximize opportunities for charter schools to complement the work we are 

doing. 

? Our district will be financially stable and able to direct funds to our highest priorities. 

In order to realize this vision, we have to make significant changes in how we invest. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

DCPS 010556 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,20136:47 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: school feedback summaries 

Cool. Yup, I saw that which is why I asked. 

You're adding a summary chart? (Is that what you mean by outline?) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7,2013, at 6:45 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

We're working on it right now actually. 

We are adding a brief outline now and I've shared Pete's intro draft and Josephine's write. 

A 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 6:41 PM 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: school feedback summaries 

Did you ask Amy to pull parts together? Just want to make sure I know what I need to do tonight. Can I 
call you later to catch up on outstanding items? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7,2013, at 6:40 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: <Robinson>, Jospephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: school feedback summaries 

What we heard from school communities 
{This is a high-level summary of feedback received. All comments and proposals can be 
viewed in their entirety at www.engagedcps.org) 

Davis Elementary School families expressed the most concern about C.W. Harris as the 

choice of receiving school for their children. C.W. Harris+s location would require 
students to cross Benning Road, which several parents and grandparents considered an 
unsafe walk. The feedback we received consistently noted that the reading and math 

proficiency rates for C.W. Harris were lower than Davis+s and thus requests were made 
to consolidate with Plummer Elementary School. 

DCPS 010557 



Ferebee-Hope Elementary School families expressed the greatest concern about losing 
a facility that has the potential to meet numerous community needs. Several proposed 
that DCPS work with other District agencies to co-locate programs such as adult 
education or DPR programs since the school has a pool and sufficient space. Community 
members believe that the new housing development will be completed shortly and 
families with school-age children will return sooner than originally projected Concerns 
about the distance students would travel to Hendley ES were also noted with 
suggestions that Hendley ES move into the Ferebee-Hope facility. 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families submitted a counter-proposal to expand 
the number of 9-12 grade seats at School Without Walls High School. The Francis 
Stevens PTA and school community coalesced around sharing the building with SWS by 
maintaining the education campus and placing the high school on the upper floors. 

Francis Stevens additionally developed a parent-led .Growth and Retention. plan to 
recruit families over the next two years through a lunchtime speaker series and 
neighborhood recruitment events. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched an aggressive campaign to stave off 
consolidating with Seaton Elementary School. Testimony and comments received from 
the Garrison community were uniformly against consolidation with Seaton noting the 
merger would require trailers to accommodate the entire student population. The 
Garrison PTA launched a petition drive, crafted a survey and revamped their school 
website to mobilize the neighborhood to submit comments supporting the school and 
to demonstrate the demand for the school remaining open. The alternative proposal 
submitted by the PTA requested additional investments from DCPS to support language 
immersion, moving up the schedule to fully modernization the building, expansion of 
the early childhood education program and returning the 6th grade back to the school to 
boost enrollment. The PTA committed to increase recruitment and support efforts by 
the PTA and a willingness to enter into an agreement with DCPS around projected 
enrollment. 

The co-location of the CHOICE Program, currently housed at the Hamilton building, with 
Cardozo High School elicited numerous concerns that too many alternative programs 
and special needs populations would cause strain on a school just beginning to stabilize. 
Cardozo community members requested DCPS consider an alternative site for the 
program. 

Johnson Middle School community members expressed the most concern about the 
safety of students traveling to and from the proposed receiving schools of Hart and 
Kramer and the exacerbation of competing neighborhood tensions within the merged 
school populations. Community members cited the disruption at Hart MS following 
consolidation in 2008 as evidence of challenges to come without significant investment 
from DCPS in transitioning the school community well-before the start of the new 
school year. Community members also contended that the proposed change would 
likely increase the cost of transportation to the proposed receiving schools and create 
significant hardships for families. 

Kenilworth Elementary School community members cited the engagement of the DC 
Promise Neighborhood Initiative (DCPNI) as a rationale for maintaining their school. The 
community also commented that the proposed consolidation with Houston ES creates 
safety concerns as the route to Houston is not walkable. Concerns were expressed that 
the proposed consolidation would remove these students from the Promise 
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Neighborhood footprint and diminish their ability to receive the resources and support 
generated by the DCPNI. Community members proposed that Kenilworth be 
reorganized into an educational campus and community center. 

MacFarland Middle School expressed concern about permanently combining with 
Roosevelt High School to create a single 6-12 grade school, though recognized co
location with Roosevelt was necessary to accommodate the building modernization. 
There were concerns that DCPS was moving too fast in making the change to the new 
grade configuration without providing sufficient detail about the school design that 
would provide safeguards for younger students and the overall academic plan for 
improved programming. An alternative proposal submitted by DC S.HAP.P.E. includes 
moving the middle grades from Truesdell and Raymond Education Campuses over a 
three year period to augment the student population at MacFarland and maintain a 
free-standing middle school in Ward 4. The community also wants to create increased 
foreign language options at the school. 

Malcolm X Elementary School families and community members were concerned that 
the school was reconstituted this school year and thus not given the opportunity to 
turnaround/improve. Consolidation with Turner presents another disruption to student 
learning therefore teachers from Malcolm X need to be retained in any transition. 
Community members expressed displeasure with the number of charter schools in their 
neighborhood and the lack of quality educational options. 

Mamie D. Lee families were interested in the process and timeline for the proposed 
rebuilding of the school at the River Terrace location. Feedback received focused on 
when information about the school design would be available. Feedback centered on 
maintaining the travel training and life skills programs in the newly consolidated school. 

Thurgood Marshall Elementary School expressed several concerns about the proposed 
consolidation with Langdon EC including the distance to the school from the Ft. Lincoln 
community and whether there would be sufficient slots particularly for the Montessori, 
preschool and prekindergarten programs. The current lack of accreditation for 

Langdon+s Montessori program was an also issue for Marshall parents. Marshall 
community members provided the most feedback about the value of the facilities at 
Marshall including the pool, greenhouse, amphitheater and planetarium. Many 
indicated the community was continuing to grow and demand for the school would 
increase as new housing developments are completed and businesses open because of 
burgeoning economic development. 

MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School families expressed concern about the 
walkability of and transportation to King Elementary School and requested 
transportation assistance. Feedback focused on what programs and resources were 
needed to support and strengthen the school as this would be the second consolidation 
since 2008. Community members were interested in maintaining the Parent Resource 
Center that is housed in recently renovated space at Terrell-McGogney, within the 
community. 

There was limited community feedback about Prospect Learning Center outside of 
ensuring that neighborhood schools that received students were prepared to and 
capable of integrating returning special needs students. 

Ron Brown Middle School community members appreciate the schools accessibility and 
fear the transfer of students to Kelly Miller Middle School will cause transportation 
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challenges for students and families. Community members favored increased 
partnerships and investment in the school through the introduction of a STEM program 
to attract students. 

Sharpe Health families wanted more direct engagement with their school community to 
ensure planning for consolidation and relocation to the River Terrace school site would 
have their input. Community members were interested in the process and timeline for 
the proposed rebuilding and design of the school to meet their unique needs. Families 
also noted the importance of maintaining teachers and staff who understood the health 
and education needs of these students. 

Shaw at Garnet-Patterson School families expressed general concern about the 
proposed co-location of middle and high school students together in Cardozo High 
School. Community members see the building as a valuable community asset and want 
to ensure its future use as opposed to lying vacant. 

Smothers Elementary School community members expressed concerns that their school 
had higher enrollment and a much higher capacity rate than the other schools proposed 
for consolidation and that there were very few additional benefits to be gained from 
merging with either Aiton or Plummer Elementary Schools. Families believed they were 
a small school that should be supported similar to other small schools in other wards. 

Spingarn High School community members while generally supportive of a proposal to 
bring career and technical education to the school and were interested in receiving 
more detail than what was provided, most were concerned about transitioning Spingarn 
High School students to multiple schools and potentially exacerbating neighborhood 
rivalries. There were questions about whether Eastern High School in particular would 
be able to accommodate the number of eligible students and whether any of the 
schools could become over-crowded. Concerns about the cost and distance to travel to 
receiving schools including Ballou and Roosevelt for Spingarn STAY students, was 
another issue of note. 

Winston Education Campus families expressed issues with the proposal to separate the 
elementary and middle grades at Winston and direct their children, in some instances, 
siblings to either Stanton ES or Kramer MS. Community members submitted proposals 
requesting reinvestment in Winston as an arts and languages school in expressed 
interest in sharing space with organizations and non-profits that could create an arts 
hub for the Ward 7 and 8 community. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,20136:47 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: school feedback summaries 

Cool. Yup, I saw that which is why I asked. 

You're adding a summary chart? (Is that what you mean by outline?) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7,2013, at 6:45 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

We're working on it right now actually. 

We are adding a brief outline now and I've shared Pete's intro draft and Josephine's write. 

A 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 6:41 PM 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: school feedback summaries 

Did you ask Amy to pull parts together? Just want to make sure I know what I need to do tonight. Can I 
call you later to catch up on outstanding items? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7,2013, at 6:40 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: <Robinson>, Jospephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: school feedback summaries 

What we heard from school communities 
{This is a high-level summary of feedback received. All comments and proposals can be 
viewed in their entirety at www.engagedcps.org) 

Davis Elementary School families expressed the most concern about C.W. Harris as the 

choice of receiving school for their children. C.W. Harris+s location would require 
students to cross Benning Road, which several parents and grandparents considered an 
unsafe walk. The feedback we received consistently noted that the reading and math 

proficiency rates for C.W. Harris were lower than Davis+s and thus requests were made 
to consolidate with Plummer Elementary School. 
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Ferebee-Hope Elementary School families expressed the greatest concern about losing 

a facility that has the potential to meet numerous community needs. Several proposed 
that DCPS work with other District agencies to co-locate programs such as adult 

education or DPR programs since the school has a pool and sufficient space. Community 
members believe that the new housing development will be completed shortly and 
families with school-age children will return sooner than originally projected Concerns 

about the distance students would travel to Hendley ES were also noted with 
suggestions that Hendley ES move into the Ferebee-Hope facility. 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families submitted a counter-proposal to expand 
the number of 9-12 grade seats at School Without Walls High School. The Francis 

Stevens PTA and school community coalesced around sharing the building with SWS by 

maintaining the education campus and placing the high school on the upper floors. 

Francis Stevens additionally developed a parent-led .Growth and Retention. plan to 
recruit families over the next two years through a lunchtime speaker series and 

neighborhood recruitment events. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched an aggressive campaign to stave off 

consolidating with Seaton Elementary School. Testimony and comments received from 

the Garrison community were uniformly against consolidation with Seaton noting the 

merger would require trailers to accommodate the entire student population. The 
Garrison PTA launched a petition drive, crafted a survey and revamped their school 

website to mobilize the neighborhood to submit comments supporting the school and 

to demonstrate the demand for the school remaining open. The alternative proposal 

submitted by the PTA requested additional investments from DCPS to support language 

immersion, moving up the schedule to fully modernization the building, expansion of 

the early childhood education program and returning the 6th grade back to the school to 
boost enrollment. The PTA committed to increase recruitment and support efforts by 

the PTA and a willingness to enter into an agreement with DCPS around projected 

enrollment. 

The co-location of the CHOICE Program, currently housed at the Hamilton building, with 

Cardozo High School elicited numerous concerns that too many alternative programs 
and special needs populations would cause strain on a school just beginning to stabilize. 
Cardozo community members requested DCPS consider an alternative site for the 
program. 

Johnson Middle School community members expressed the most concern about the 
safety of students traveling to and from the proposed receiving schools of Hart and 
Kramer and the exacerbation of competing neighborhood tensions within the merged 

school populations. Community members cited the disruption at Hart MS following 

consolidation in 2008 as evidence of challenges to come without significant investment 
from DCPS in transitioning the school community well-before the start of the new 

school year. Community members also contended that the proposed change would 

likely increase the cost of transportation to the proposed receiving schools and create 
significant hardships for families. 

Kenilworth Elementary School community members cited the engagement of the DC 

Promise Neighborhood Initiative (DCPNI) as a rationale for maintaining their school. The 
community also commented that the proposed consolidation with Houston ES creates 

safety concerns as the route to Houston is not walkable. Concerns were expressed that 

the proposed consolidation would remove these students from the Promise 
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Neighborhood footprint and diminish their ability to receive the resources and support 
generated by the DCPNI. Community members proposed that Kenilworth be 
reorganized into an educational campus and community center. 

MacFarland Middle School expressed concern about permanently combining with 
Roosevelt High School to create a single 6-12 grade school, though recognized co
location with Roosevelt was necessary to accommodate the building modernization. 
There were concerns that DCPS was moving too fast in making the change to the new 
grade configuration without providing sufficient detail about the school design that 
would provide safeguards for younger students and the overall academic plan for 
improved programming. An alternative proposal submitted by DC S.HAP.P.E. includes 
moving the middle grades from Truesdell and Raymond Education Campuses over a 
three year period to augment the student population at MacFarland and maintain a 
free-standing middle school in Ward 4. The community also wants to create increased 
foreign language options at the school. 

Malcolm X Elementary School families and community members were concerned that 
the school was reconstituted this school year and thus not given the opportunity to 
turnaround/improve. Consolidation with Turner presents another disruption to student 
learning therefore teachers from Malcolm X need to be retained in any transition. 
Community members expressed displeasure with the number of charter schools in their 
neighborhood and the lack of quality educational options. 

Mamie D. Lee families were interested in the process and timeline for the proposed 
rebuilding of the school at the River Terrace location. Feedback received focused on 
when information about the school design would be available. Feedback centered on 
maintaining the travel training and life skills programs in the newly consolidated school. 

Thurgood Marshall Elementary School expressed several concerns about the proposed 
consolidation with Langdon EC including the distance to the school from the Ft. Lincoln 
community and whether there would be sufficient slots particularly for the Montessori, 
preschool and prekindergarten programs. The current lack of accreditation for 

Langdon+s Montessori program was an also issue for Marshall parents. Marshall 
community members provided the most feedback about the value of the facilities at 
Marshall including the pool, greenhouse, amphitheater and planetarium. Many 
indicated the community was continuing to grow and demand for the school would 
increase as new housing developments are completed and businesses open because of 
burgeoning economic development. 

MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School families expressed concern about the 
walkability of and transportation to King Elementary School and requested 
transportation assistance. Feedback focused on what programs and resources were 
needed to support and strengthen the school as this would be the second consolidation 
since 2008. Community members were interested in maintaining the Parent Resource 
Center that is housed in recently renovated space at Terrell-McGogney, within the 
community. 

There was limited community feedback about Prospect Learning Center outside of 
ensuring that neighborhood schools that received students were prepared to and 
capable of integrating returning special needs students. 

Ron Brown Middle School community members appreciate the schools accessibility and 
fear the transfer of students to Kelly Miller Middle School will cause transportation 
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challenges for students and families. Community members favored increased 
partnerships and investment in the school through the introduction of a STEM program 
to attract students. 

Sharpe Health families wanted more direct engagement with their school community to 
ensure planning for consolidation and relocation to the River Terrace school site would 
have their input. Community members were interested in the process and timeline for 
the proposed rebuilding and design of the school to meet their unique needs. Families 
also noted the importance of maintaining teachers and staff who understood the health 
and education needs of these students. 

Shaw at Garnet-Patterson School families expressed general concern about the 
proposed co-location of middle and high school students together in Cardozo High 
School. Community members see the building as a valuable community asset and want 
to ensure its future use as opposed to lying vacant. 

Smothers Elementary School community members expressed concerns that their school 
had higher enrollment and a much higher capacity rate than the other schools proposed 
for consolidation and that there were very few additional benefits to be gained from 
merging with either Aiton or Plummer Elementary Schools. Families believed they were 
a small school that should be supported similar to other small schools in other wards. 

Spingarn High School community members while generally supportive of a proposal to 
bring career and technical education to the school and were interested in receiving 
more detail than what was provided, most were concerned about transitioning Spingarn 
High School students to multiple schools and potentially exacerbating neighborhood 
rivalries. There were questions about whether Eastern High School in particular would 
be able to accommodate the number of eligible students and whether any of the 
schools could become over-crowded. Concerns about the cost and distance to travel to 
receiving schools including Ballou and Roosevelt for Spingarn STAY students, was 
another issue of note. 

Winston Education Campus families expressed issues with the proposal to separate the 
elementary and middle grades at Winston and direct their children, in some instances, 
siblings to either Stanton ES or Kramer MS. Community members submitted proposals 
requesting reinvestment in Winston as an arts and languages school in expressed 
interest in sharing space with organizations and non-profits that could create an arts 
hub for the Ward 7 and 8 community. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,20136:41 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: school feedback summaries 

Did you ask Amy to pull parts together? Just want to make sure I know what I need to do tonight. Can I call you later to 
catch up on outstanding items? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7,2013, at 6:40 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: <Robinson>, Jospephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: school feedback summaries 

What we heard from school communities 
{This is a high-level summary of feedback received. All comments and proposals can be viewed in their 
entirety at www.engagedcps.org) 

Davis Elementary School families expressed the most concern about C.W. Harris as the choice of 

receiving school for their children. C.W. Harris+s location would require students to cross Benning 
Road, which several parents and grandparents considered an unsafe walk. The feedback we received 

consistently noted that the reading and math proficiency rates for C.W. Harris were lower than Davis+s 
and thus requests were made to consolidate with Plummer Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School families expressed the greatest concern about losing a facility that 
has the potential to meet numerous community needs. Several proposed that DCPS work with other 
District agencies to co-locate programs such as adult education or DPR programs since the school has a 
pool and sufficient space. Community members believe that the new housing development will be 
completed shortly and families with school-age children will return sooner than originally projected 
Concerns about the distance students would travel to Hendley ES were also noted with suggestions that 
Hendley ES move into the Ferebee-Hope facility. 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families submitted a counter-proposal to expand the number of 9-
12 grade seats at School Without Walls High School. The Francis Stevens PTA and school community 
coalesced around sharing the building with SWS by maintaining the education campus and placing the 

high school on the upper floors. Francis Stevens additionally developed a parent-led +Growth and 

Retention+ plan to recruit families over the next two years through a lunchtime speaker series and 
neighborhood recruitment events. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched an aggressive campaign to stave off consolidating with 
Seaton Elementary School. Testimony and comments received from the Garrison community were 
uniformly against consolidation with Seaton noting the merger would require trailers to accommodate 
the entire student population. The Garrison PTA launched a petition drive, crafted a survey and 
revamped their school website to mobilize the neighborhood to submit comments supporting the 
school and to demonstrate the demand for the school remaining open. The alternative proposal 
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submitted by the PTA requested additional investments from DCPS to support language immersion, 
moving up the schedule to fully modernization the building, expansion of the early childhood education 
program and returning the 6th grade back to the school to boost enrollment. The PTA committed to 
increase recruitment and support efforts by the PTA and a willingness to enter into an agreement with 
DCPS around projected enrollment. 

The co-location of the CHOICE Program, currently housed at the Hamilton building, with Cardozo High 
School elicited numerous concerns that too many alternative programs and special needs populations 
would cause strain on a school just beginning to stabilize. Cardozo community members requested DCPS 
consider an alternative site for the program. 

Johnson Middle School community members expressed the most concern about the safety of students 
traveling to and from the proposed receiving schools of Hart and Kramer and the exacerbation of 
competing neighborhood tensions within the merged school populations. Community members cited 
the disruption at Hart MS following consolidation in 2008 as evidence of challenges to come without 
significant investment from DCPS in transitioning the school community well-before the start of the new 
school year. Community members also contended that the proposed change would likely increase the 
cost of transportation to the proposed receiving schools and create significant hardships for families. 

Kenilworth Elementary School community members cited the engagement of the DC Promise 
Neighborhood Initiative (DCPNI) as a rationale for maintaining their school. The community also 
commented that the proposed consolidation with Houston ES creates safety concerns as the route to 
Houston is not walkable. Concerns were expressed that the proposed consolidation would remove 
these students from the Promise Neighborhood footprint and diminish their ability to receive the 
resources and support generated by the DCPNI. Community members proposed that Kenilworth be 
reorganized into an educational campus and community center. 

MacFarland Middle School expressed concern about permanently combining with Roosevelt High 
School to create a single 6-12 grade school, though recognized co-location with Roosevelt was necessary 
to accommodate the building modernization. There were concerns that DCPS was moving too fast in 
making the change to the new grade configuration without providing sufficient detail about the school 
design that would provide safeguards for younger students and the overall academic plan for improved 
programming. An alternative proposal submitted by DC S.H.A.P.P.E. includes moving the middle grades 
from Truesdell and Raymond Education Campuses over a three year period to augment the student 
population at MacFarland and maintain a free-standing middle school in Ward 4. The community also 
wants to create increased foreign language options at the school. 

Malcolm X Elementary School families and community members were concerned that the school was 
reconstituted this school year and thus not given the opportunity to turnaround/improve. Consolidation 
with Turner presents another disruption to student learning therefore teachers from Malcolm X need to 
be retained in any transition. Community members expressed displeasure with the number of charter 
schools in their neighborhood and the lack of quality educational options. 

Mamie D. Lee families were interested in the process and timeline for the proposed rebuilding of the 
school at the River Terrace location. Feedback received focused on when information about the school 
design would be available. Feedback centered on maintaining the travel training and life skills programs 
in the newly consolidated school. 

Thurgood Marshall Elementary School expressed several concerns about the proposed consolidation 
with Langdon EC including the distance to the school from the Ft. Lincoln community and whether there 
would be sufficient slots particularly for the Montessori, preschool and prekindergarten programs. The 

current lack of accreditation for Langdon+s Montessori program was an also issue for Marshall parents. 
Marshall community members provided the most feedback about the value of the facilities at Marshall 
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including the pool, greenhouse, amphitheater and planetarium. Many indicated the community was 
continuing to grow and demand for the school would increase as new housing developments are 
completed and businesses open because of burgeoning economic development. 

MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School families expressed concern about the walkability of and 
transportation to King Elementary School and requested transportation assistance. Feedback focused 
on what programs and resources were needed to support and strengthen the school as this would be 
the second consolidation since 2008. Community members were interested in maintaining the Parent 
Resource Center that is housed in recently renovated space at Terrell-McGogney, within the 
community. 

There was limited community feedback about Prospect Learning Center outside of ensuring that 
neighborhood schools that received students were prepared to and capable of integrating returning 
special needs students. 

Ron Brown Middle School community members appreciate the schools accessibility and fear the 
transfer of students to Kelly Miller Middle School will cause transportation challenges for students and 
families. Community members favored increased partnerships and investment in the school through the 
introduction of a STEM program to attract students. 

Sharpe Health families wanted more direct engagement with their school community to ensure 
planning for consolidation and relocation to the River Terrace school site would have their input. 
Community members were interested in the process and timeline for the proposed rebuilding and 
design of the school to meet their unique needs. Families also noted the importance of maintaining 
teachers and staff who understood the health and education needs of these students. 

Shaw at Garnet-Patterson School families expressed general concern about the proposed co-location of 
middle and high school students together in Cardozo High School. Community members see the building 
as a valuable community asset and want to ensure its future use as opposed to lying vacant. 

Smothers Elementary School community members expressed concerns that their school had higher 
enrollment and a much higher capacity rate than the other schools proposed for consolidation and that 
there were very few additional benefits to be gained from merging with either Aiton or Plummer 
Elementary Schools. Families believed they were a small school that should be supported similar to 
other small schools in other wards. 

Spingarn High School community members while generally supportive of a proposal to bring career and 
technical education to the school and were interested in receiving more detail than what was provided, 
most were concerned about transitioning Spingarn High School students to multiple schools and 
potentially exacerbating neighborhood rivalries. There were questions about whether Eastern High 
School in particular would be able to accommodate the number of eligible students and whether any of 
the schools could become over-crowded. Concerns about the cost and distance to travel to receiving 
schools including Ballou and Roosevelt for Spingarn STAY students, was another issue of note. 

Winston Education Campus families expressed issues with the proposal to separate the elementary and 
middle grades at Winston and direct their children, in some instances, siblings to either Stanton ES or 
Kramer MS. Community members submitted proposals requesting reinvestment in Winston as an arts 
and languages school in expressed interest in sharing space with organizations and non-profits that 
could create an arts hub for the Ward 7 and 8 community. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,20136:41 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: school feedback summaries 

Did you ask Amy to pull parts together? Just want to make sure I know what I need to do tonight. Can I call you later to 
catch up on outstanding items? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7,2013, at 6:40 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: <Robinson>, Jospephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: school feedback summaries 

What we heard from school communities 
{This is a high-level summary of feedback received. All comments and proposals can be viewed in their 
entirety at www.engagedcps.org) 

Davis Elementary School families expressed the most concern about C.W. Harris as the choice of 

receiving school for their children. C.W. Harris+s location would require students to cross Benning 
Road, which several parents and grandparents considered an unsafe walk. The feedback we received 

consistently noted that the reading and math proficiency rates for C.W. Harris were lower than Davis+s 
and thus requests were made to consolidate with Plummer Elementary School. 

Ferebee-Hope Elementary School families expressed the greatest concern about losing a facility that 
has the potential to meet numerous community needs. Several proposed that DCPS work with other 
District agencies to co-locate programs such as adult education or DPR programs since the school has a 
pool and sufficient space. Community members believe that the new housing development will be 
completed shortly and families with school-age children will return sooner than originally projected 
Concerns about the distance students would travel to Hendley ES were also noted with suggestions that 
Hendley ES move into the Ferebee-Hope facility. 

Francis-Stevens Education Campus families submitted a counter-proposal to expand the number of 9-
12 grade seats at School Without Walls High School. The Francis Stevens PTA and school community 
coalesced around sharing the building with SWS by maintaining the education campus and placing the 

high school on the upper floors. Francis Stevens additionally developed a parent-led +Growth and 

Retention+ plan to recruit families over the next two years through a lunchtime speaker series and 
neighborhood recruitment events. 

Garrison Elementary school families launched an aggressive campaign to stave off consolidating with 
Seaton Elementary School. Testimony and comments received from the Garrison community were 
uniformly against consolidation with Seaton noting the merger would require trailers to accommodate 
the entire student population. The Garrison PTA launched a petition drive, crafted a survey and 
revamped their school website to mobilize the neighborhood to submit comments supporting the 
school and to demonstrate the demand for the school remaining open. The alternative proposal 
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submitted by the PTA requested additional investments from DCPS to support language immersion, 
moving up the schedule to fully modernization the building, expansion of the early childhood education 
program and returning the 6th grade back to the school to boost enrollment. The PTA committed to 
increase recruitment and support efforts by the PTA and a willingness to enter into an agreement with 
DCPS around projected enrollment. 

The co-location of the CHOICE Program, currently housed at the Hamilton building, with Cardozo High 
School elicited numerous concerns that too many alternative programs and special needs populations 
would cause strain on a school just beginning to stabilize. Cardozo community members requested DCPS 
consider an alternative site for the program. 

Johnson Middle School community members expressed the most concern about the safety of students 
traveling to and from the proposed receiving schools of Hart and Kramer and the exacerbation of 
competing neighborhood tensions within the merged school populations. Community members cited 
the disruption at Hart MS following consolidation in 2008 as evidence of challenges to come without 
significant investment from DCPS in transitioning the school community well-before the start of the new 
school year. Community members also contended that the proposed change would likely increase the 
cost of transportation to the proposed receiving schools and create significant hardships for families. 

Kenilworth Elementary School community members cited the engagement of the DC Promise 
Neighborhood Initiative (DCPNI) as a rationale for maintaining their school. The community also 
commented that the proposed consolidation with Houston ES creates safety concerns as the route to 
Houston is not walkable. Concerns were expressed that the proposed consolidation would remove 
these students from the Promise Neighborhood footprint and diminish their ability to receive the 
resources and support generated by the DCPNI. Community members proposed that Kenilworth be 
reorganized into an educational campus and community center. 

MacFarland Middle School expressed concern about permanently combining with Roosevelt High 
School to create a single 6-12 grade school, though recognized co-location with Roosevelt was necessary 
to accommodate the building modernization. There were concerns that DCPS was moving too fast in 
making the change to the new grade configuration without providing sufficient detail about the school 
design that would provide safeguards for younger students and the overall academic plan for improved 
programming. An alternative proposal submitted by DC S.H.A.P.P.E. includes moving the middle grades 
from Truesdell and Raymond Education Campuses over a three year period to augment the student 
population at MacFarland and maintain a free-standing middle school in Ward 4. The community also 
wants to create increased foreign language options at the school. 

Malcolm X Elementary School families and community members were concerned that the school was 
reconstituted this school year and thus not given the opportunity to turnaround/improve. Consolidation 
with Turner presents another disruption to student learning therefore teachers from Malcolm X need to 
be retained in any transition. Community members expressed displeasure with the number of charter 
schools in their neighborhood and the lack of quality educational options. 

Mamie D. Lee families were interested in the process and timeline for the proposed rebuilding of the 
school at the River Terrace location. Feedback received focused on when information about the school 
design would be available. Feedback centered on maintaining the travel training and life skills programs 
in the newly consolidated school. 

Thurgood Marshall Elementary School expressed several concerns about the proposed consolidation 
with Langdon EC including the distance to the school from the Ft. Lincoln community and whether there 
would be sufficient slots particularly for the Montessori, preschool and prekindergarten programs. The 

current lack of accreditation for Langdon+s Montessori program was an also issue for Marshall parents. 
Marshall community members provided the most feedback about the value of the facilities at Marshall 
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including the pool, greenhouse, amphitheater and planetarium. Many indicated the community was 
continuing to grow and demand for the school would increase as new housing developments are 
completed and businesses open because of burgeoning economic development. 

MC Terrell-McGogney Elementary School families expressed concern about the walkability of and 
transportation to King Elementary School and requested transportation assistance. Feedback focused 
on what programs and resources were needed to support and strengthen the school as this would be 
the second consolidation since 2008. Community members were interested in maintaining the Parent 
Resource Center that is housed in recently renovated space at Terrell-McGogney, within the 
community. 

There was limited community feedback about Prospect Learning Center outside of ensuring that 
neighborhood schools that received students were prepared to and capable of integrating returning 
special needs students. 

Ron Brown Middle School community members appreciate the schools accessibility and fear the 
transfer of students to Kelly Miller Middle School will cause transportation challenges for students and 
families. Community members favored increased partnerships and investment in the school through the 
introduction of a STEM program to attract students. 

Sharpe Health families wanted more direct engagement with their school community to ensure 
planning for consolidation and relocation to the River Terrace school site would have their input. 
Community members were interested in the process and timeline for the proposed rebuilding and 
design of the school to meet their unique needs. Families also noted the importance of maintaining 
teachers and staff who understood the health and education needs of these students. 

Shaw at Garnet-Patterson School families expressed general concern about the proposed co-location of 
middle and high school students together in Cardozo High School. Community members see the building 
as a valuable community asset and want to ensure its future use as opposed to lying vacant. 

Smothers Elementary School community members expressed concerns that their school had higher 
enrollment and a much higher capacity rate than the other schools proposed for consolidation and that 
there were very few additional benefits to be gained from merging with either Aiton or Plummer 
Elementary Schools. Families believed they were a small school that should be supported similar to 
other small schools in other wards. 

Spingarn High School community members while generally supportive of a proposal to bring career and 
technical education to the school and were interested in receiving more detail than what was provided, 
most were concerned about transitioning Spingarn High School students to multiple schools and 
potentially exacerbating neighborhood rivalries. There were questions about whether Eastern High 
School in particular would be able to accommodate the number of eligible students and whether any of 
the schools could become over-crowded. Concerns about the cost and distance to travel to receiving 
schools including Ballou and Roosevelt for Spingarn STAY students, was another issue of note. 

Winston Education Campus families expressed issues with the proposal to separate the elementary and 
middle grades at Winston and direct their children, in some instances, siblings to either Stanton ES or 
Kramer MS. Community members submitted proposals requesting reinvestment in Winston as an arts 
and languages school in expressed interest in sharing space with organizations and non-profits that 
could create an arts hub for the Ward 7 and 8 community. 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,201312:54 PM Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS) 
kathy@ksaplus.com; Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Lerman, Amy 
(DCPS-OOC); NHuvendick@21csf.org; JComey@urban.org 

Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Agreed. 

I think we should focus on 1-4. Let's discuss 5 and 6 later this afternoon. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 12:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com; DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com; Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
N H uvend ick@21csf.org; JComey@urban.org 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, It would be great if we can get some of the photos and graphics ready now, while we wait for and folks write 
and revise text for the revised proposal release document. Some of the things we can set up to make sure the deadlines 
for document publication are met: 

1) Agree on Title for final document 
a. The original brochure was: IIDCPS Consolidation and Reorganization: Better Schools for All Students"-I 

would suggest a different title for this, one that helps focus the public on positive results from the 
research done for this process and from the community engagement in the process -something like City 

Rising: Revised Consolidation and Reorganization of DCPS Schools; Managing Decline and Growth: DCPS 
Plan for Consolidation and Reorganization; Adam and others are better at this than me, but I think we 
need to start going back and forth on this. 

2) Upload photos taken from the community meetings (be sure they are labeled) into the dropbox for KSA-I 
suspect you will want at least one, maybe two photos from the community meetings to put in the IIwhat we 
heard" section. 

3) Identify other graphics that might be incorporated into final document maybe some photos of the modernized 
Cardozo-pictures from the design development documents, illustrating how DCPS receiving schools will be 

ready to offer better conditions/programs for students. 
4) Identify the info-graphics aligned to the messaging 

a. -for example, we might want to really simple map of DC with wards and river/parkland and DCPS 
schools per the final decisions, the idea would be to illustrate that DCPS is still a citywide, extensive 
system of schools. 

b. What would the population graphic be? A version of decline and increase again? 
c. What is the fiscal graphic? Council was clear that it wanted to have some understanding of the cost and 

potential savings of this proposal? Where does this come in? 
5) What about some summary stats on capacity, building square footage, enrollments, receiving school 

performance compared to consolidated schools performance? 
6) Figure out the review schedule for document-Mayor, Council Chair? Council Members? Does Chancellor need 

to do a round of meetings with a final draft document before it is finally printed? 

Other items we can start on? 
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Mary 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 

mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:24 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 

many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 

etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 

1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 

content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 

for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 

50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 

17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 

14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 
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Washington. DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 
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ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 

(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 

the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 

of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 

the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 

DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 
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Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at !'Y.w.!'Y.:_Qf.Q.rJ.~f~D_Q:.Qrg or w.!'Y._W:.QQ~f~D_9_:_g_~_,gQy'- One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,201312:46 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

We will send what we have today. Any chance we can meet Wednesday afternoon to review options? 4? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 
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From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 
o Our focus is improving programs 
o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 
o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 
o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 
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What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 
• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 
SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 
to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,2013 11 :24 AM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
kathy@ksaplus.com 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

I understand. I guess I am trying to get a sense of what options exist for the length as it stand now. I mean, with so 
many pages, I am guessing we don't have many options to choose from in terms of structure (3 way folded brochures, 
etc.). I didn't mean to ask for actual design but more style/structure options ... but it sounds like that is not possible. 

Will send content as soon as I can. 

Also, can he send deadlines with prices. We would like to have delivered by 1/16 so we can distribute to schools on 
1/17. (this timeline hasn't changes since we last spoke about this) 

ardo@21csf.org [mailto: MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 11:18 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: kathy@ksaplus.com 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Claudia, We really need to see content. To do a design without it is a waste of time and money. I think you said the 
content should be drafted by close of business today. Sean is checking with printers on dates to have printed docs done 
for Thursday distribution. Toucan is giving us a price on: 

60 Ib paper, 24 pages, saddle stitch, no bleeds 
50 copies digitally printed for a press conference 
17,000 copies divided into packs of 25 each, sorted into boxes and delivered to schools (or warehouse) (last time we did 
14,000 copies) 

Mary 

The first time we printed 14,000 for about $2,800, but this was only 4 pages llX17 folded. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 07,2013 10:34 AM 
To: Adam Kernan-Schloss 
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Cc: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJmJdi!1,LJJj!1!1@JIg.$QY> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 
the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 
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o What did we learn from 20077 
o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 
o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 
o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 
Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 
o Charter school impact 
o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 
• merging school communities 
• changing grade structures/6-12 model 
• SPED integration 

Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 
Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 
o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 
o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 
o Half page for each school (AdG) 
o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 
o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 
Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 
to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, January 07,201310:34 AM 
Adam Kernan-Schloss 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

Given the outline below - We need to get some layout/design/printing options for how this could work. The document 
seems pretty long right now - so not sure how to layout something like this - but this is where we need some ideas from 
the designers about how to make this work - even if it's a shorter version. As Mary suggested, a summary table of the 
decisions could replace some of these pages. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 
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o Reiterate challenges 

(ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 

the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 

of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 

the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 

Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 

DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 

PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 

FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sunday, January 06,201310:16 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

Agreed. For RT we said one year. Need to confirm that is true for these. That jives with having it expire when 
new boundaries and feeders go into effect. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6,2013, at 11: 13 AM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

right, this comment should be added to the policy rationale, but I still think the question of cost benefit 
and how long transportation is provided needs to be addressed. 
Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 10:04 AM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

The other factor is large thoroughfare or intersections that pose safety concerns. This is true for 
Kenilworth and Marshall. Davis there is no major road to cross but there is the cemetery - which 
could or couldn't be an issue. Given that there are multiple buses that go up the road to 
Plummer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6,2013, at 8:07 AM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

On average distance from where students live: 

I think you will want to be careful with distance from student's address, because you 
need a formulation for who has rights to this and who doesn't that minimizes 
transportation, due to the cost and the other impacts of putting kids on buses--district 
liability, walking is more healthy for children, etc. 

All other closing proposals for elementary schools have the receiving schools in close 
proximity to the sending schools--except in the case of Marshall and Kenilworth. In 
these cases there are actually not other options--which is why I think these factors 
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should be iterated into the decision about cost benefit of closing and consolidating, 
whereas, with Malcolm X for example, the transportation would not be a factor. These 
schools, like Ross, could be supported as one class per grade schools, using the small 
school tool box to ensure it has program and is affordable. 

I keep thinking about the notion that "principals don't like being responsible for two 
locations" but why does that trump 300 families needing to put their 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 
and 11 year olds on buses, and lose a school in their community? It seems like this is an 
example of it shouldn't be about the public employees, but about the public. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 X11 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 10:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

Thanks! Helpful. 

Where does the average distance from where students live factor in? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5,2013, at 4:33 PM, "Dropbox" <no-reply@dropbox.com> wrote: 

From Mary: 

~ o 

"claudia here is work on transportation, read the inside of document for 
policy discussion and recommendations. i will invite Anthony to get file 

from drop box too. It was too big to email because of the maps." 

Click here to view Transportation 

(Mary shared these files using Dropbox. Enjoy!) 
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• 2013 Dropbox 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sunday, January 06, 2013 10:05 AM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 

Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

The other factor is large thoroughfare or intersections that pose safety concerns. This is true for Kenilworth and 
Marshall. Davis there is no major road to cross but there is the cemetery - which could or couldn't be an issue. 
Given that there are multiple buses that go up the road to Plummer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6,2013, at 8:07 AM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

On average distance from where students live: 

I think you will want to be careful with distance from student's address, because you need a formulation 
for who has rights to this and who doesn't that minimizes transportation, due to the cost and the other 
impacts of putting kids on buses--district liability, walking is more healthy for children, etc. 

All other closing proposals for elementary schools have the receiving schools in close proximity to the 
sending schools--except in the case of Marshall and Kenilworth. In these cases there are actually not 
other options--which is why I think these factors should be iterated into the decision about cost benefit of 
closing and consolidating, whereas, with Malcolm X for example, the transportation would not be a 
factor. These schools, like Ross, could be supported as one class per grade schools, using the small 
school tool box to ensure it has program and is affordable. 

I keep thinking about the notion that "principals don't like being responsible for two locations" but why 
does that trump 300 families needing to put their 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, and 11 year olds on buses, and lose a 
school in their community? It seems like this is an example of it shouldn't be about the public 
employees, but about the public. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 X11 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 10:00 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: Mary Filardo shared "Transportation" with you 

Thanks! Helpful. 

DCPS 010589 



Where does the average distance from where students live factor in? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5,2013, at 4:33 PM, "Dropbox" <no-reply@dropbox.com> wrote: 

@]2:J 
..... " 
: x ~ . , 

From Mary: 

"claudia here is work on transportation, read the inside of document for 
policy discussion and recommendations. i will invite Anthony to get file 
from drop box too. It was too big to email because of the maps." 

Click here to view Transportation 

(Mary shared these files using Dropbox. Enjoy!) 

• 2013 Dropbox 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, January 03,20137:17 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) (shanita.burney@dc.gov); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
FW: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

FYI. For what it's worth as we work on our sections. 

From: Adam Kernan-Schloss [mailto:adam@ksaplus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1 :04 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Subject: Re: Draft Outline for final plan and Consolidation & Reorganization Report 

THANKS, CLAUDIA. MY COMMENTS IN ALL CAPS BELOW. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ADAM 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 

On Jan 2,2013, at 11: 12 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Our outline for Jan 15 doc. 

Mary, I think there is a lot of value in the longer school one-pagers with the detailed info -let's talk about what needs to 
be in this doc versus what we can include in future transition communications sent to schools. 

Intro (PW) (2-3 pgs.) 
Letter from the Chancellor 
Review timeline 
Set context 

ADD A REITERATE OPPORTUNITIES SECTION ... CITY RISING .... MORE FAMILIES ... MORE 
KIDS .... DCPS UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO BE THE QUALITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHOICE FOR 
CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS ... POSITIVE, HOPEFUL, PROACTIVE FRAME BEFORE WE 
GET INTO THE CHALLENGE SIP AIN 

o Reiterate challenges 
{ensure challenges reflects those that we have no control over that have significantly contributed to 
the challenges and/or our ability to address them without using aggressive reforms. i.e. proliferation 
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of charters, no control over charters, degree of movement between schools both charter and DCPS, 

the achievement gap that is impacting education nationwide, etc.) 

o What did we learn from 20077 

o Our focus is improving programs 

o This is a part of bigger portfolio planning process (potentially discuss comprehensive education plan) 

o We will revise school budgets and reinvest any savings 

o We will hold buildings in our portfolio and explore practical re-use options 

What We Heard (JBR) (3-4 pgs.) 

Engagement process overview 

o Summary of public and individual meetings 
Summary of themes (emphasize this section is "what DCPS heard" from families and the community) INCLUDE 
DIRECT PULLQUOTES AS WELL AS SUMMARY NARRATIVE 

o Quality programming 

o Safety/Walkability 

o Charter school impact 

o Cost Savi ngs 

o Transitions 

• merging school communities 

• changing grade structures/6-12 model 

• SPED integration 
Include link to more detailed summary of feedback 

Our Revised Plan (AdG) (15 pgs.) 

Responses to each Theme 

o Cost Savings (LMR/PW) I'D MOVE THIS DOWN, SAME ORDER AS ABOVE, AND LEAD WITH QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING 

o Quality programming (JO,NB) 

o Safety/Walkability (LMR, AdG) 

o Charter school impact (AdG/PW?) 

o Transitions (JBR, JO, NB) 

School specific plans (AdG) 

o Half page for each school (AdG) 

o Includes top 3 things we heard from this community (JBR) 

o How are we responding to these issues/concerns (Team-TBD) 

SOMEWHERE HERE IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO HAVE A SIDEBAR SHOWING ORIGINAL PROPOSED LIST (BY WARD) AND 
FI NAL LIST BY WARD .... ESPECIALLY IF TH E N UMBER OF EFFECTED SCHOOLS IS REDUCED A LOT. 

Next Steps (AdG) (2 pgs.) 

Bring back to bigger portfolio planning process - set up for boundaries/feeders 
General building re-use plan and process going forward 

(discuss next steps for school transitions, parent roles, and if possible dates for initial school meetings or who 

to contact for more questions, etc.) 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 02, 2013 11:45 AM 
Gordon, Dan (DCPS) 
RE: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 
image002.jpg; image001.jpg 

Sure! Give me 5 min to run to restroom © 

From: Gordon, Dan CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02,2013 11:41 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2,2013 

Yes. Want me to come up? 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 11:34:41 -0500 
To: Dan Gordon <dan.gordon@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

Actually, do you have a few min now to talk about this now? And I can provide other updates as wei I. .. 

From: Gordon, Dan CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02,2013 11:33 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2,2013 

Relatedly, let me know if there's anything I can do with the secondary programming (Spingarn, 6-12s, Walls, etc). I know you 
and Danielle are working on the ECE implications. EARLY LEARNING CENTERS! :) 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 11:23:58 -0500 
To: Dan Gordon <dan.gordon@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garcia, Elba (DCPS)" <elba.garcia@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

Thanks! Completely agree, there is much more to making this work than just adding a new DL program. 

From: Gordon, Dan CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: FW: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2,2013 

Claudia, 

Happy New Year! Hope you found a least one moment to relax during the holidays, though I wouldn't be surprised if that was 
hard to pull off. 
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I just reviewed the Garrison PTA proposal (linked through the WPost article below). It goes without saying, but to the extent 
dual-language programming becomes an issue in the consolidation work, please know that Elba and Katarina are ready, willing 
and able to help in any way they can. They are especially good at explaining why creating a DL program isn't as easy as just 
snapping your fingers and saying "I want one!" 

Dan 

From: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 

Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 08:49:37 -0500 
To: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 

Subject: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

SECTIONS 
• News 
• Editorial/Opinion 

NEWS: 

Media Coverage Summary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

Recent News Coverage 

January 2, 2013 

Become a o CPS fan on and follow us on 

D.C. parents develop alternatives to chancellor's school-closure plan 
Emma Brown/Washington Post: 

• When D.C. Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson outlined a plan this fall to close 20 city schools, she did not call it 
a plan. Instead she said it was a proposal, a pliable draft meant to be refined with input from parents, teachers 

and community members. 

EDITORIAL/OPINION: 

Can the D.C. Council start the new year right? 
Editorial Board/Washington Post: 

• The DC Council just completed one of the most disappointing sessions on record, memorable more for the 
misconduct of its members than for any of its (lackluster) accomplishments. So we hope the start of 2013 -

with the addition of a promising at-large member and plans for an improved committee structure - will usher 

in a chapter of government in which the only ambitions that matter are those of a growing city. 

Why charters shouldn't be 'neighborhood schools' 
Mark Schneider and Robert Cane/Washington Post: 

• We both served on the Neighborhood Preference Task Force, which has just issued its final report. A parting gift 
of former D.C. Council chairman Kwame Brown, the task force was charged with recommending whether public 

charter schools should be required to grant an admissions preference to residents who live near them. Right 

DCPS 010594 



now, charters are schools of choice and accept students from all over the District, while it is the responsibility of 
the D.C. Public Schools (DCPS) to provide neighborhood schools. But as higher-performing charter schools in 
their wards become the preferred choice for parents, some on the D.C. Council want IItheir" charter schools to 
fill up with neighborhood kids. 

Melissa Salmanowitz 
Press Secretary 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
Desk: 202.535.1096 
Cell: 202.578.1264 

E melissa salmanowltz@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov 
@dcpubllcschools 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 02, 2013 11 :35 AM 
Gordon, Dan (DCPS) 
RE: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 
image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Actually, do you have a few min now to talk about this now? And I can provide other updates as wei I. .. 

From: Gordon, Dan CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02,2013 11:33 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2,2013 

Relatedly, let me know if there's anything I can do with the secondary programming (Spingarn, 6-12s, Walls, etc). I know you 
and Danielle are working on the ECE implications. EARLY LEARNING CENTERS! :) 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 11:23:58 -0500 
To: Dan Gordon <dan.gordon@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garcia, Elba (DCPS)" <elba.garcia@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

Thanks! Completely agree, there is much more to making this work than just adding a new DL program. 

From: Gordon, Dan CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: FW: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2,2013 

Claudia, 

Happy New Year! Hope you found a least one moment to relax during the holidays, though I wouldn't be surprised if that was 
hard to pull off. 

I just reviewed the Garrison PTA proposal (linked through the WPost article below). It goes without saying, but to the extent 
dual-language programming becomes an issue in the consolidation work, please know that Elba and Katarina are ready, willing 
and able to help in any way they can. They are especially good at explaining why creating a DL program isn't as easy as just 
snapping your fingers and saying "I want one!" 

Dan 

From: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 08:49:37 -0500 
To: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Subject: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

DCPS 010596 



SECTIONS 
• News 
• Editorial/Opinion 

NEWS: 

Media Coverage Summary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

Recent News Coverage 
January 2, 2013 

Become a o CPS fan on and follow us on 

D.C. parents develop alternatives to chancellor's school-closure plan 
Emma Brown/Washington Post: 

• When D.C. Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson outlined a plan this fall to close 20 city schools, she did not call it 
a plan. Instead she said it was a proposal, a pliable draft meant to be refined with input from parents, teachers 
and community members. 

EDITORIAL/OPINION: 

Can the D.C. Council start the new year right? 
Editorial Board/Washington Post: 

• The DC Council just completed one of the most disappointing sessions on record, memorable more for the 
misconduct of its members than for any of its (lackluster) accomplishments. So we hope the start of 2013 -
with the addition of a promising at-large member and plans for an improved committee structure - will usher 
in a chapter of government in which the only ambitions that matter are those of a growing city. 

Why charters shouldn't be 'neighborhood schools' 
Mark Schneider and Robert Cane/Washington Post: 

• We both served on the Neighborhood Preference Task Force, which has just issued its final report. A parting gift 
of former D.C. Council chairman Kwame Brown, the task force was charged with recommending whether public 
charter schools should be required to grant an admissions preference to residents who live near them. Right 
now, charters are schools of choice and accept students from all over the District, while it is the responsibility of 
the D.C. Public Schools (DCPS) to provide neighborhood schools. But as higher-performing charter schools in 
their wards become the preferred choice for parents, some on the D.C. Council want IItheir" charter schools to 
fill up with neighborhood kids. 

Melissa Salmanowitz 
Press Secretary 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 

DCPS 010597 



Washington, DC 20002 
Desk: 202.535.1096 
Cell: 202.578.1264 

E melissa salmanowltz@de gOY 
W deps de gOY 
@depubllesehools 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 02, 2013 11 :24 AM 
Gordon, Dan (DCPS) 
Garcia, Elba (DCPS) 
RE: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 
image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Thanks! Completely agree, there is much more to making this work than just adding a new DL program. 

From: Gordon, Dan CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: FW: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2,2013 

Claudia, 

Happy New Year! Hope you found a least one moment to relax during the holidays, though I wouldn't be surprised if that was 
hard to pull off. 

I just reviewed the Garrison PTA proposal (linked through the WPost article below). It goes without saying, but to the extent 
dual-language programming becomes an issue in the consolidation work, please know that Elba and Katarina are ready, willing 
and able to help in any way they can. They are especially good at explaining why creating a DL program isn't as easy as just 
snapping your fingers and saying "I want one!" 

Dan 

From: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 08:49:37 -0500 
To: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Subject: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

SECTIONS 
• News 

• Editorial/Opinion 

NEWS: 

Media Coverage Summary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

Recent News Coverage 
January 2, 2013 

Become a o CPS fan on and follow us on 
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D.C. parents develop alternatives to chancellor's school-closure plan 
Emma Brown/Washington Post: 

• When D.C. Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson outlined a plan this fall to close 20 city schools, she did not call it 
a plan. Instead she said it was a proposal, a pliable draft meant to be refined with input from parents, teachers 
and community members. 

EDITORIAL/OPINION: 

Can the D.C. Council start the new year right? 
Editorial Board/Washington Post: 

• The DC Council just completed one of the most disappointing sessions on record, memorable more for the 
misconduct of its members than for any of its (lackluster) accomplishments. So we hope the start of 2013 -
with the addition of a promising at-large member and plans for an improved committee structure - will usher 
in a chapter of government in which the only ambitions that matter are those of a growing city. 

Why charters shouldn't be 'neighborhood schools' 
Mark Schneider and Robert Cane/Washington Post: 

• We both served on the Neighborhood Preference Task Force, which has just issued its final report. A parting gift 
of former D.C. Council chairman Kwame Brown, the task force was charged with recommending whether public 
charter schools should be required to grant an admissions preference to residents who live near them. Right 
now, charters are schools of choice and accept students from all over the District, while it is the responsibility of 
the D.C. Public Schools (DCPS) to provide neighborhood schools. But as higher-performing charter schools in 
their wards become the preferred choice for parents, some on the D.C. Council want IItheir" charter schools to 
fill up with neighborhood kids. 

Melissa Salmanowitz 
Press Secretary 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
Desk: 202.535.1096 
Cell: 202.578.1264 

E melissa salmanowltz@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov 
@dcpubllcschools 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:45 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 
image001.jpg; image002.jpg Attachments: 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gordon, Dan (DCPS)" <dan.gordon@dc.gov> 
Date: January 2, 2013, 9:41:44 AM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garcia, Elba (DCPS)" <elba.garcia@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

Claudia, 

Happy New Year! Hope you found a least one moment to relax during the holidays, though I wouldn't 
be surprised if that was hard to pull off. 

I just reviewed the Garrison PTA proposal (linked through the WPost article below). It goes without 
saying, but to the extent dual-language programming becomes an issue in the consolidation work, 
please know that Elba and Katarina are ready, willing and able to help in any way they can. They are 
especially good at explaining why creating a DL program isn't as easy as just snapping your fingers and 
saying "I want one!" 

Dan 

From: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 08:49:37 -0500 
To: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Subject: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

SECTIONS 
• News 

Media Coverage Summary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

Recent News Coverage 
January 2, 2013 

Become a o CPS fan on and follow us on 
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• Editorial/Opinion 

NEWS: 

D.C. parents develop alternatives to chancellor{}s school-closure plan 
Emma Brown/Washington Post: 

• When D.C. Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson outlined a plan this fall to close 20 city schools, 
she did not call it a plan. Instead she said it was a proposal, a pliable draft meant to be refined 
with input from parents, teachers and community members. 

EDITORIAL/OPINION: 

Can the D.C. Council start the new year right? 
Editorial Board/Washington Post: 

• The DC Council just completed one of the most disappointing sessions on record, memorable 
more for the misconduct of its members than for any of its (lackluster) accomplishments. So we 

hope the start of 2013 + with the addition of a promising at-large member and plans for an 

improved committee structure + will usher in a chapter of government in which the only 
ambitions that matter are those of a growing city. 

Why charters shouldnf>t be f)neighborhood schoolsf> 
Mark Schneider and Robert Cane/Washington Post: 

• We both served on the Neighborhood Preference Task Force, which has just issued its final 
report. A parting gift of former D.C. Council chairman Kwame Brown, the task force was charged 
with recommending whether public charter schools should be required to grant an admissions 
preference to residents who live near them. Right now, charters are schools of choice and 
accept students from all over the District, while it is the responsibility of the D.C. Public Schools 
(DCPS) to provide neighborhood schools. But as higher-performing charter schools in their 

wards become the preferred choice for parents, some on the D.C. Council want +their+ 
charter schools to fill up with neighborhood kids. 

Melissa Salmanowitz 
Press Secretary 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
Desk: 202.535.1096 
Cell: 202.578.1264 

E melissa salmanowltz@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov 
@dcpubllcschools 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:45 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 
image002.jpg; image001.jpg Attachments: 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gordon, Dan (DCPS)" <dan.gordon@dc.gov> 
Date: January 2, 2013, 9:41:44 AM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garcia, Elba (DCPS)" <elba.garcia@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

Claudia, 

Happy New Year! Hope you found a least one moment to relax during the holidays, though I wouldn't 
be surprised if that was hard to pull off. 

I just reviewed the Garrison PTA proposal (linked through the WPost article below). It goes without 
saying, but to the extent dual-language programming becomes an issue in the consolidation work, 
please know that Elba and Katarina are ready, willing and able to help in any way they can. They are 
especially good at explaining why creating a DL program isn't as easy as just snapping your fingers and 
saying "I want one!" 

Dan 

From: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2013 08:49:37 -0500 
To: "Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS)" <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> 
Subject: DCPS Media Coverage Summary - January 2, 2013 

SECTIONS 
• News 

Media Coverage Summary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

Recent News Coverage 
January 2, 2013 

Become a o CPS fan on and follow us on 

DCPS 010603 



• Editorial/Opinion 

NEWS: 

D.C. parents develop alternatives to chancellor{}s school-closure plan 
Emma Brown/Washington Post: 

• When D.C. Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson outlined a plan this fall to close 20 city schools, 
she did not call it a plan. Instead she said it was a proposal, a pliable draft meant to be refined 
with input from parents, teachers and community members. 

EDITORIAL/OPINION: 

Can the D.C. Council start the new year right? 
Editorial Board/Washington Post: 

• The DC Council just completed one of the most disappointing sessions on record, memorable 
more for the misconduct of its members than for any of its (lackluster) accomplishments. So we 

hope the start of 2013 + with the addition of a promising at-large member and plans for an 

improved committee structure + will usher in a chapter of government in which the only 
ambitions that matter are those of a growing city. 

Why charters shouldnf>t be f)neighborhood schoolsf> 
Mark Schneider and Robert Cane/Washington Post: 

• We both served on the Neighborhood Preference Task Force, which has just issued its final 
report. A parting gift of former D.C. Council chairman Kwame Brown, the task force was charged 
with recommending whether public charter schools should be required to grant an admissions 
preference to residents who live near them. Right now, charters are schools of choice and 
accept students from all over the District, while it is the responsibility of the D.C. Public Schools 
(DCPS) to provide neighborhood schools. But as higher-performing charter schools in their 

wards become the preferred choice for parents, some on the D.C. Council want +their+ 
charter schools to fill up with neighborhood kids. 

Melissa Salmanowitz 
Press Secretary 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
Desk: 202.535.1096 
Cell: 202.578.1264 

E melissa salmanowltz@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov 
@dcpubllcschools 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 20,20122:33 PM 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

She is awkward.+ I have to say, I am surprised that she confronted you+ballsy - Good for her, but she still wrong and 

didn+t manage the +collaboration+ introduction very well. 

From: Rinkus, Christopher CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20,2012 1:34 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: FW: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Who's the strange one here + her or me 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (DCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Our interaction+s been bugging me for the past couple hours. I just want you to know that I see you as the expert on 
school budget processes and everyone who has worked with you says the same thing. To be completely honest ODA has 
lacked direction since Cate left and Pete sees this as a project where they could provide some niche guidance. The goal is 
definitely not to undermine your work but to help you with any data pulls. 

From: Rinkus, Christopher CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20,2012 11:14 AM 
To: Michel-Herf, Nadja CDCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

It's surprising for me to hear about the importance of them knowing Claudia's and my willingness to collaborate since they 
were seemingly unaware of either of our roles earlier this very morning, but sure, Claudia & I work well with others and are 
happy to assist. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (DCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

I think Pete asked Pras and Greg to look into this because the consolidations present a new wrinkle in the budgeting 

process for principals. I think it+s important they know you+re open to collaborating with them. 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Ranaweera, Pras CDCPS); Rinkus, Christopher CDCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja CDCPS); Garrison, Greg CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

OBE develops ELL projections and OSE develops SPED projections, but I look forward to running through how this all 
works and hearing what other data reports you have the might be helpful. 
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See you at 3. 

Thanks! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:40 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Great + thanks! We should sync with you both to ensure we aren+t duplicating or contradicting you on anything - or 
sharing data with schools at an time that could undermine your efforts. 

ODA+s role as we envisioned it internally and talked about with Pete, might be to send principals analysis or simply 
additional data points that could help principals plan how to allocate their budgets. Some of those data points would be 

student performance data, which would of course be closely linked to projected enrollment. We+ve been thinking 
about analyzing the number of ELL, SpEd students etc - and we have a few other ideas + but mainly we want to know 
which pieces (of the many different analyses we could run) could actually be useful to principals at the stage of the 
budgeting cycle in which they become a ~eceiving~school+1 guess mid-January 2013. Maybe you are already 
working on some of these questions so this should be a really fruitful conversation with you and I am looking forward to 
it. See you at 3pm. 

Pras 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20,20129:56 AM 
To: Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Pras, 

There is a whole process and system set up to project enrollment and develop school budgets. I own the 
enrollment projection process and work with Chris and John who manage the school budget process. If you 
have A few minutes this afternoon I'd love to stop by and give you a quick overview. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:27 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <CJuis.t9Q}wLRinlqJ.s.@dg.$QY> wrote: 

Hold on. Projected enrollment is more nuanced than existing enrollment plus expected students to be received. 
Claudia Lujan and her team own the responsibility of developing next year's enrollment projections. Have you 
coordinated with her? No information should be sent to principals that doesn't originate from her. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (DCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: "Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS)" <pras.ranaweera@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garrison, Greg (DCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

C One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at ww.WJlg.Q!1~fu!1!:LQxg or ww.w,.Q!1~fum:Lg.9.,gQY. One City, Working Together! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 7:49 AM 
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To: Michel-Herf, Nadja CDCPS) 
Cc: Garrison, Greg CDCPS) 
Subject: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Nadj. 

Greg and I have talked previously with Pete about contacting principals in the schools which will 
receive students following consolidation to see what data could help them prepare for the 
possible changes. If this proves to be a good idea, Greg+s team will do the analysis early in Jan 
2013. 

We might send out projected enrollment and student proficiency data ??? Depends what is useful 
to principals. Greg is going to reach out to a few principals shortly to understand precisely that, 
but we wandered if you have a little context on the school budget timeline and how much flex is 
there for change after the consolidations are announced? 

If, for example we send information to a principal that shows he should expect a large number of 
ELL students, at what point in the year is it too late for principals to allocate more funding to 
ELL support? 

Thanks 

Pras 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 20, 201211:18AM 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
FW: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Does Pete want aDA to do projections?? 

From: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

I think Pete asked Pras and Greg to look into this because the consolidations present a new wrinkle in the budgeting 

process for principals. I think it+s important they know you+re open to collaborating with them. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS); Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

aBE develops ELL projections and aSE develops SPED projections, but I look forward to running through how this all 
works and hearing what other data reports you have the might be helpful. 

See you at 3. 

Thanks! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:40 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Great + thanks! We should sync with you both to ensure we aren+t duplicating or contradicting you on anything - or 
sharing data with schools at an time that could undermine your efforts. 

aDA+s role as we envisioned it internally and talked about with Pete, might be to send principals analysis or simply 
additional data points that could help principals plan how to allocate their budgets. Some of those data points would be 

student performance data, which would of course be closely linked to projected enrollment. We+ve been thinking 
about analyzing the number of ELL, SpEd students etc - and we have a few other ideas + but mainly we want to know 
which pieces (of the many different analyses we could run) could actually be useful to principals at the stage of the 
budgeting cycle in which they become a ~eceiving~school+1 guess mid-January 2013. Maybe you are already 
working on some of these questions so this should be a really fruitful conversation with you and I am looking forward to 
it. See you at 3pm. 

Pras 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20,20129:56 AM 
To: Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Pras, 

There is a whole process and system set up to project enrollment and develop school budgets. I own the 
enrollment projection process and work with Chris and John who manage the school budget process. If you 
have A few minutes this afternoon I'd love to stop by and give you a quick overview. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:27 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hold on. Projected enrollment is more nuanced than existing enrollment plus expected students to be received. 
Claudia Lujan and her team own the responsibility of developing next year's enrollment projections. Have you 
coordinated with her? No information should be sent to principals that doesn't originate from her. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (DCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: "Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS)" <pras.ranaweera@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garrison, Greg (DCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

C One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at WW_WJlgW!~TItQ!t,QXg or WW}LQ!l~fm!g_,g_9_,gQY. One City, Working Together! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS) 
Cc: Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Nadj. 

Greg and I have talked previously with Pete about contacting principals in the schools which will 
receive students following consolidation to see what data could help them prepare for the 
possible changes. If this proves to be a good idea, Greg+s team will do the analysis early in Jan 
2013. 

We might send out projected enrollment and student proficiency data + Depends what is useful 
to principals. Greg is going to reach out to a few principals shortly to understand precisely that, 
but we wandered if you have a little context on the school budget timeline and how much flex is 
there for change after the consolidations are announced? 

If, for example we send information to a principal that shows he should expect a large number of 
ELL students, at what point in the year is it too late for principals to allocate more funding to 
ELL support? 

Thanks 

Pras 
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Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 20,201210:50 AM 
Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS); Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

OBE develops ELL projections and OSE develops SPED projections, but I look forward to running through how this all 
works and hearing what other data reports you have the might be helpful. 

See you at 3. 

Thanks! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:40 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Great + thanks! We should sync with you both to ensure we aren+t duplicating or contradicting you on anything - or 
sharing data with schools at an time that could undermine your efforts. 

ODA+s role as we envisioned it internally and talked about with Pete, might be to send principals analysis or simply 
additional data points that could help principals plan how to allocate their budgets. Some of those data points would be 

student performance data, which would of course be closely linked to projected enrollment. We+ve been thinking 
about analyzing the number of ELL, SpEd students etc - and we have a few other ideas + but mainly we want to know 
which pieces (of the many different analyses we could run) could actually be useful to principals at the stage of the 
budgeting cycle in which they become a ~eceiving~school+1 guess mid-January 2013. Maybe you are already 
working on some of these questions so this should be a really fruitful conversation with you and I am looking forward to 
it. See you at 3pm. 

Pras 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20,20129:56 AM 
To: Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 
Cc: Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Pras, 

There is a whole process and system set up to project enrollment and develop school budgets. I own the 
enrollment projection process and work with Chris and John who manage the school budget process. If you 
have A few minutes this afternoon I'd love to stop by and give you a quick overview. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:27 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Clu;i~1QP.h~r.,Ri!1kltS.@.d.<;;,.8QY> wrote: 
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Hold on. Projected enrollment is more nuanced than existing enrollment plus expected students to be received. 
Claudia Lujan and her team own the responsibility of developing next year's enrollment projections. Have you 
coordinated with her? No information should be sent to principals that doesn't originate from her. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (OCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: "Ranaweera, Pras (OCPS)" <pras.ranaweera@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garrison, Greg (OCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

C One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras COCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, Oecember 20, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Michel-Herf, Nadja COCPS) 
Cc: Garrison, Greg COCPS) 
Subject: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Nadj. 

Greg and I have talked previously with Pete about contacting principals in the schools which will 
receive students following consolidation to see what data could help them prepare for the 
possible changes. If this proves to be a good idea, Greg+s team will do the analysis early in Jan 
2013. 

We might send out projected enrollment and student proficiency data + Depends what is useful 
to principals. Greg is going to reach out to a few principals shortly to understand precisely that, 
but we wandered if you have a little context on the school budget timeline and how much flex is 
there for change after the consolidations are announced? 

If, for example we send information to a principal that shows he should expect a large number of 
ELL students, at what point in the year is it too late for principals to allocate more funding to 
ELL support? 

Thanks 

Pras 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 20,201210:01 AM 
Watson, Naomi M. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

I?! 

(FYI) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Cl~.IJ.di~LL.lJi~n.@d~,gQY> 
Date: December 20,2012, 9:55:47 AM EST 
To: "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Michel-Red: Nadja (DCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov>, "Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS)" 
<pras.ranaweera@dc.gov>, "Garrison, Greg (DCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Pras, 

There is a whole process and system set up to project enrollment and develop school budgets. I 
own the enrollment projection process and work with Chris and John who manage the school 
budget process. If you have A few minutes this afternoon I'd love to stop by and give you a quick 
overvIew. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:27 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Hold on. Projected enrollment is more nuanced than existing enrollment plus expected 
students to be received. Claudia Lujan and her team own the responsibility of developing next 
year's enrollment projections. Have you coordinated with her? No information should be sent 
to principals that doesn't originate from her. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (OCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: "Ranaweera, Pras (OCPS)" <pras.ranaweera@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garrison, Greg (OCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus 
<christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

C One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at .ww.w.".~t9.Qg~fu.mtQ[E or ww.w,.Qg~fu.QgAg,gQY. One City, Working Together! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Michel-Herf, Nadja CDCPS) 
Cc: Garrison, Greg CDCPS) 
Subject: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 
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Nadj. 

Greg and I have talked previously with Pete about contacting principals in the 
schools which will receive students following consolidation to see what data 
could help them prepare for the possible changes. If this proves to be a good idea, 
Greg+s team will do the analysis early in Jan 2013. 

We might send out projected enrollment and student proficiency data + Depends 
what is useful to principals. Greg is going to reach out to a few principals shortly 
to understand precisely that, but we wandered if you have a little context on the 
school budget timeline and how much flex is there for change after the 
consolidations are announced? 

If, for example we send information to a principal that shows he should expect a 
large number of ELL students, at what point in the year is it too late for principals 
to allocate more funding to ELL support? 

Thanks 

Pras 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 20,20129:58 AM 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

There is only room for one bad cop. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:56 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> wrote: 

thx good cop 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Michel-Herf, Nadja (OCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov>, "Ranaweera, Pras (OCPS)" 
<pras.ranaweera@dc.gov>, "Garrison, Greg (OCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Pras, 

There is a whole process and system set up to project enrollment and develop school budgets. I 
own the enrollment projection process and work with Chris and John who manage the school 
budget process. If you have A few minutes this afternoon I'd love to stop by and give you a quick 
overvIew. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:27 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Chris.t.Q.p.h~.LR.inklJ.~@.d.g.,gQY> 
wrote: 

Hold on. Projected enrollment is more nuanced than existing enrollment plus expected 
students to be received. Claudia Lujan and her team own the responsibility of developing next 
year's enrollment projections. Have you coordinated with her? No information should be sent 
to principals that doesn't originate from her. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (OCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: "Ranaweera, Pras (OCPS)" <pras.ranaweera@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garrison, Greg (OCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus 
<christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

C One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Michel-Herf, Nadja CDCPS) 
Cc: Garrison, Greg CDCPS) 
Subject: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 
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Nadj. 

Greg and I have talked previously with Pete about contacting principals in the 
schools which will receive students following consolidation to see what data 
could help them prepare for the possible changes. If this proves to be a good idea, 
Greg+s team will do the analysis early in Jan 2013. 

We might send out projected enrollment and student proficiency data + Depends 
what is useful to principals. Greg is going to reach out to a few principals shortly 
to understand precisely that, but we wandered if you have a little context on the 
school budget timeline and how much flex is there for change after the 
consolidations are announced? 

If, for example we send information to a principal that shows he should expect a 
large number of ELL students, at what point in the year is it too late for principals 
to allocate more funding to ELL support? 

Thanks 

Pras 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 20,20129:56 AM 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS) 

Subject: 
Michel-Herf, Nadja (DCPS); Ranaweera, Pras (DCPS); Garrison, Greg (DCPS) 
Re: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Pras, 

There is a whole process and system set up to project enrollment and develop school budgets. I own the 
enrollment projection process and work with Chris and John who manage the school budget process. If you 
have A few minutes this afternoon I'd love to stop by and give you a quick overview. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20,2012, at 9:27 AM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hold on. Projected enrollment is more nuanced than existing enrollment plus expected students to be received. 
Claudia Lujan and her team own the responsibility of developing next year's enrollment projections. Have you 
coordinated with her? No information should be sent to principals that doesn't originate from her. 

From: <Michel-Herf>, "Nadja (OCPS)" <nadja.michel-herf@dc.gov> 
To: "Ranaweera, Pras (OCPS)" <pras.ranaweera@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Garrison, Greg (OCPS)" <greg.garrison@dc.gov>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

C One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: Ranaweera, Pras CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Michel-Herf, Nadja CDCPS) 
Cc: Garrison, Greg CDCPS) 
Subject: School Consolidation Analysis Next Steps 

Nadj. 

Greg and I have talked previously with Pete about contacting principals in the schools which will 
receive students following consolidation to see what data could help them prepare for the 
possible changes. If this proves to be a good idea, Greg+s team will do the analysis early in Jan 
2013. 

We might send out projected enrollment and student proficiency data + Depends what is useful 
to principals. Greg is going to reach out to a few principals shortly to understand precisely that, 
but we wandered if you have a little context on the school budget timeline and how much flex is 
there for change after the consolidations are announced? 

If, for example we send information to a principal that shows he should expect a large number of 
ELL students, at what point in the year is it too late for principals to allocate more funding to 
ELL support? 
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Thanks 

Pras 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 19,20126:17 PM 
Sandra Moscoso-Mills 
harlan.harris@gmail.com; Suzanne Wells 

Subject: Re: Meet on Thursday PM, after 4PM? 

11:30 work? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19,2012, at 4:52 PM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmai1.com> wrote: 

How about a call on Friday 11ish? 

From: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
To: harlan.harris@gmai1.com; smoscosomills@hotmai1.com 
CC: m.godec@att.net 
Date: Wed, 19 Dec 2012 12:50:36 -0500 
Subject: RE: Meet on Thursday PM, after 4PM? 

My boss is testifying on Thursday, so my day will be focused on that hearing. Can we schedule a call for 
Friday? 

From: Harlan Harris [mailto:harlan.harris@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 12:49 PM 
To: Sandra Moscoso-Mills 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Suzanne Wells 
Subject: Re: Meet on Thursday PM, after 4PM? 

Hm, I have an appointment scheduled late-afternoon Thursday. Is Friday a possibility? 

(And thanks, event went fine! Almost 200 attendees to see a panel talk about Political Campaign 
Data Science.) 

On Tue, Dec 18,2012 at 1:09 PM, Sandra Moscoso-Mills <smoscosomills@hotmai1.com> 
wrote: 

ClaudialHarlan, does this work for you? 

I may be able to head to DCPS for this, if you want to do it face to face 
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Agenda: 

- IntroslWhat is code for DC 

- Project idea 

- Data needs: where to get it, contacts, who to engage 

- Next Steps 

To answer your q, yes, the charter data. And yes, v interesting that no DCPS data was pulled. 

Looking forward to talking! 

Sandra 

ps - Harlan, hope your event goes well! 

From: h~rl!~uLhm;ris_@gm~iLQQm 
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2012 08:34:26 -0500 
Subject: Re: Closures data? other data? 
To: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
CC: smoscosomills@hotmai1.com; m.godec@att.net 

After Tuesday is best for me too. (Running a big event on Tuesday night...!) 

The report is very interesting. It does seem like there's an opportunity to both integrate PCSB and 
DCPS data sets to get a clearer picture of school choice, as well as to think about ways to help 
parents and students understand their options and recommend actions (such as lottery application 
strategy) that best meet their values. I was also intrigued by the "Logistical Concerns" paragraph 
on page 13. Smoothing logistical problems is what technology is best at, and it seems like there 
are some potentially addressable problems here. 

Looking forward to chatting more about this! 
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-Harlan 

On Sat, Dec 15,2012 at 12: 13 PM, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Yes, after being out of the office much of the week, my clan and I are feeling much better! 

What data are you talking about, the charter data? PCSB has all the data. The interesting thing is 
that they never asked us for any DCPS data. We recently provided lottery data, but the same info 
that's on our web. 

Happy to set up time to talk this week about this and your original email. After Tuesday works 
best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 15,2012, at 11:23 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Claudia, 

Hope you're feeling better. 

Any way we can spend 15 mins this week on a call to talk about how we could get 
the data the went into this: 
htJpjLwww.Jt~QllbliQ_Qhf!:rt~L_QQmLd~t~ml~_sl<J~l!Lg_~nt~rLn~jghbm:hQ_QJ1%2QQr~f~r~Jl 
ce%20task%20force%20reQort 12%2014%20 121.Qdf ? (Congratulations, B TW, 
for getting it out - that was fast!) 

We can sign waivers, scrub on-site at OSSE, whatever, but I have a sense that the 
task force has done a lot of the work to gather this and would hate to start from 
scratch to gather it ourselves. If it's not something you can/should help with, who 
is the best person for us to talk to? 
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Thanks so much in advance! 

Sandra 

From: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
To: _SmQ_~g9~Qmills_@h9tJ]J~iL~Qm 
CC: m.godec@att.net; harlan.harris@gmai1.com 
Date: Fri, 7 Dec 201208:48:06 -0500 
Subject: Re: Closures data? other data? 

Hi! I'm actually out sick today - horrible flu. Can we connect next week on this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7,2012, at 6:26 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" 
<smoscosomills@hotmai1.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope you're well! 

I'm hoping we can connect on data. A few things we're working on 
that you might be interested in and not sure how best to access to 
get facts. 

First, Suzanne asked an interesting question about closures and 
impact to walkability to the communities of those schools. We 
reached out to DC Action for Kids and they built this map 
h1tp.;(Lghp_~PQ,9xEaQ_l~[J)LQ_§Lg_9P_~_~Px.QP_Q§~g~_~_ghQQb:;lQ_~w~§::!m_m~_9J::tQ:: 

walkable-communities/dcp.s schoolclosures final!, which has generated 
some questions about the population and obstacles to walking to 
those schools beyond distance (more 
here http':llchp.sp.0.org/20 12/12/061 dCp's-p'rop'osed -school-closures-imp'act -to

wqlls~Ql~~_g9m.ill@!t!~_~L#wm.ill~nt). I imagine the team behind the 
proposed closures collected/analyzed this data (example, what is 
the population size of children wlin the 1 mile radius of proposed 
closures?). 

Questions I have are, did DCPS map the enrollment data (i.e, 
heatmap of where children live who attend the schools)? If so, 
would be good to share this. 
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Second, I've started to work w/ the Code for DC folks (the DC 
branch of Code for America - think similar to Teach for America). 
I'm collaborating with Harlan Harris, a data scientist/rockstar, on a 
project re: education. A couple of outcomes are: 

- A visualization of where children live vs. where they go to school 
for about 5 years. A few benefits I see are: Answering Qs like: Are 
there trends around where kids live vs. where they go to school? Is 
DC a pedestrian/cyclist city for families/children? When do 
children leave DCPS or Charters (2nd grade? 3rd grade? etc) and 
where do they go (do they stay in DCPS, do they go to charters, do 
they go to schools in their neighborhood, do they go across town?). 
I envision a visualization like this one: 
http://images. greatergreaterwashington. org/imagesl20 1203/ cabiflo 
w§jpg (there was a better CaBi one that I can no longer find). 
Would be great to get a few year's worth of data, to see how 
children move around the system. Would also be great to get OOB 
lottery application data to help answer Qs like, where do families 
apply to school vis a vis where they live? Has this changed over 
time (5 years)? 

- An app that helps parents make decisions around where to send 
their children. Think school profiles, but more granular, more 
flexible and includes charters. Data from the above would be 
helpful in answering Qs like, will my children have friends at the 
school from our neighborhood (community is so important for 
things like play dates, carpooling, coordinating extra-curr 
activities, hey, getting each other out of jams - stuck in traffic? call 
a friend who is headed to the school to also to grab your kids)? 
Other data like - does the school have a library? Does it have a 
full-time librarian? Some hard to get data (or hard to keep fresh 
data) might include: What extra-curricular activities/sports does it 
provide? How involved are teachers/staff in after-school 
programs? Who manages the afterschool program? Where do 
children go from here? (what middle school? what high school?) 

I think you've been collecting data for the boundary exercise, so 
am hoping you can share the data or connect us with the data 
owners. I think it will also be an interesting exercise in how data is 
collected/kept in DCPS vs. Charters. It may help push for 
consistent standards around data collection/retention if there are 
inconsistencies. 
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Interested in collaborating? Could be really useful for the entire 
education ecosystem. 

Best! 

Sandra 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working 
Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 19,201212:51 PM 
Harlan Harris; Sandra Moscoso-Mills 
Suzanne Wells 
RE: Meet on Thursday PM, after 4PM? 

My boss is testifying on Thursday, so my day will be focused on that hearing. Can we schedule a call for Friday? 

From: Harlan Harris [mailto:harlan.harris@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 12:49 PM 
To: Sandra Moscoso-Mills 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Suzanne Wells 
Subject: Re: Meet on Thursday PM, after 4PM? 

Hm, I have an appointment scheduled late-afternoon Thursday. Is Friday a possibility? 

(And thanks, event went fine! Almost 200 attendees to see a panel talk about Political Campaign Data Science.) 

On Tue, Dec 18,2012 at 1 :09 PM, Sandra Moscoso-Mills <~mQ§.<;;Q.~Q!ni.U~.@hQ1mi'liL<;;.Q.m> wrote: 
ClaudialHarlan, does this work for you? 

I may be able to head to DCPS for this, if you want to do it face to face 

Agenda: 
- IntroslWhat is code for DC 
- Project idea 
- Data needs: where to get it, contacts, who to engage 
- Next Steps 

To answer your q, yes, the charter data. And yes, v interesting that no DCPS data was pulled. 

Looking forward to talking! 
Sandra 

ps - Harlan, hope your event goes well! 

F rom: hm:l.~JLh.~J:ri§.@g.mi'liJ...~Qm 
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2012 08:34:26 -0500 
Subject: Re: Closures data? other data? 
To: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
CC: smoscosomills@hotmai1.com; m.godec@att.net 

After Tuesday is best for me too. (Running a big event on Tuesday night...!) 

The report is very interesting. It does seem like there's an opportunity to both integrate PCSB and DCPS data 
sets to get a clearer picture of school choice, as well as to think about ways to help parents and students 
understand their options and recommend actions (such as lottery application strategy) that best meet their 
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values. I was also intrigued by the "Logistical Concerns" paragraph on page 13. Smoothing logistical problems 
is what technology is best at, and it seems like there are some potentially addressable problems here. 

Looking forward to chatting more about this! 

-Harlan 

On Sat, Dec 15,2012 at 12: 13 PM, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 
Yes, after being out of the office much of the week, my clan and I are feeling much better! 

What data are you talking about, the charter data? PCSB has all the data. The interesting thing is that they never 
asked us for any DCPS data. We recently provided lottery data, but the same info that's on our web. 

Happy to set up time to talk this week about this and your original email. After Tuesday works best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Claudia, 

Hope you're feeling better. 

Any way we can spend 15 mins this week on a call to talk about how we could get the data the 
went into this: 
ht1pjjwWW,JkpJ!bJjq~h;:JJt~r_,~Qml~l~1f!:Lfil~~Ldf!:t;:Lg_~n1~[Ln~jghlNJhQQJJ%29Q[~f~J~nJ;_~%2Dt~tSk%2Q 
force%20report 12%2014%20121.pdf? (Congratulations, BTW, for getting it out - that was 
fast!) 

We can sign waivers, scrub on-site at OSSE, whatever, but I have a sense that the task force has 
done a lot of the work to gather this and would hate to start from scratch to gather it ourselves. If 
it's not something you can/should help with, who is the best person for us to talk to? 

Thanks so much in advance! 
Sandra 

From: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
To: _~mQ_~~Q~.Qmjn~@_hQ1m~jLgQJn 
CC: m.godec@att.net; harlan.harris@gmail.com 
Date: Fri, 7 Dec 201208:48:06 -0500 
Subject: Re: Closures data? other data? 

Hi! I'm actually out sick today - horrible flu. Can we connect next week on this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7,2012, at 6:26 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 
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Hope you're well! 

I'm hoping we can connect on data. A few things we're working on that you might 
be interested in and not sure how best to access to get facts. 

First, Suzanne asked an interesting question about closures and impact to 
walkability to the communities of those schools. We reached out to DC Action for 
Kids and they built this map http://chpspo.org/2012/12/06/dcps-proposed-school-closures

tmPQ~J::tQ~_wQJkQRJ~_~gQmml!mJj_~~LggPL~_9J}_QQJgIQ_~w~!Lt!!l~L, which has generated some 
questions about the population and obstacles to walking to those schools beyond 
distance (more here http://chpspo.org/20 12/12/06/dcps-proposed-school-closures-impact -to

walkable-communities/#comment). I imagine the team behind the proposed closures 
collected/analyzed this data (example, what is the population size of children wlin 
the 1 mile radius of proposed closures?). 

Questions I have are, did DCPS map the enrollment data (i.e, heatmap of where 
children live who attend the schools)? If so, would be good to share this. 

Second, I've started to work w/ the Code for DC folks (the DC branch of Code for 
America - think similar to Teach for America). I'm collaborating with Harlan 
Harris, a data scientist/rockstar, on a project re: education. A couple of outcomes 
are: 

- A visualization of where children live vs. where they go to school for about 5 
years. A few benefits I see are: Answering Qs like: Are there trends around where 
kids live vs. where they go to school? Is DC a pedestrian/cyclist city for 
families/children? When do children leave DCPS or Charters (2nd grade? 3rd 
grade? etc) and where do they go (do they stay in DCPS, do they go to charters, 
do they go to schools in their neighborhood, do they go across town?). I envision 
a visualization like this one: 
http://images. greatergreaterwashington.org/imagesI20 1203/ cabiflows. jpg (there 
was a better CaBi one that I can no longer find). Would be great to get a few 
year's worth of data, to see how children move around the system. Would also be 
great to get OOB lottery application data to help answer Qs like, where do 
families apply to school vis a vis where they live? Has this changed over time (5 
years)? 
- An app that helps parents make decisions around where to send their children. 
Think school profiles, but more granular, more flexible and includes charters. 
Data from the above would be helpful in answering Qs like, will my children have 
friends at the school from our neighborhood (community is so important for 
things like play dates, carpooling, coordinating extra-curr activities, hey, getting 
each other out of jams - stuck in traffic? call a friend who is headed to the school 
to also to grab your kids)? Other data like - does the school have a library? Does it 
have a full-time librarian? Some hard to get data (or hard to keep fresh data) 
might include: What extra-curricular activities/sports does it provide? How 
involved are teachers/staff in after-school programs? Who manages the 
afterschool program? Where do children go from here? (what middle school? 
what high school?) 

I think you've been collecting data for the boundary exercise, so am hoping you 
can share the data or connect us with the data owners. I think it will also be an 
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interesting exercise in how data is collected/kept in DCPS vs. Charters. It may 
help push for consistent standards around data collection/retention if there are 
inconsistencies. 

Interested in collaborating? Could be really useful for the entire education 
ecosystem. 

Best! 
Sandra 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 19, 2012 11 :20 AM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
RE: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

Yup.+ The rest was fine + just the third bullet 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 11:17 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

Okay, and are you good leaving in the first bullet? 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:14 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

I would just take out the third bullet about choice. I am worried that we might have some more nuanced situations + 
like Eastern and MacFarland + that may not completely fit that statement. So, let+s leave out to be sure. I think we 
just reiterate that the final plan will include details of options for parents/families. 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 5:25 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

What if a student lives in the boundary of a school that is 
proposed for consolidation? 

? The consolidation proposal will be finalized before the lottery 
opens on January 28. 

&#65533 When schools close, their boundaries are assigned 
one or more receiving schools where students have the right 
to attend. 

&#65533 DCPS will communicate receiving school information 

to all affected families. 

&#65533 Where a closed school boundary has more than one 
receiving school, a child living in that boundary has the right 
to CHOOSE which school to attend. 
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&#65533 DCPS will communicate this information to all 
affected families 

&#65533 EBIS will also be updated to indicate which school{s} 

have been assigned as new +in-boundarv+ schools 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 5: 10 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

What else does the slide have on it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 5:08 PM, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> wrote: 

I am presenting to the registrars tomorrow because Alaina is going to be out of town. She provided a 

solid presentation for me to work off of. In the presentation she has a slide titled .What if a student 
lives in the boundary of a school that is proposed for consolidation?. which is fine. The first bullet 
on the slide is states .The consolidation proposal will be finalized before the lottery opens on January 

28 .• 

Are you good with that? 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 18,201211:14 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
RE: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

I would just take out the third bullet about choice .• I am worried that we might have some more nuanced situations. 
like Eastern and MacFarland. that may not completely fit that statement .• So, let.s leave out to be sure." I think 
we just reiterate that the final plan will include details of options for parents/families. 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 5:25 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: presentation to registrars tomorrow 

What if a student lives in the boundary of a school that is 
proposed for consolidation? 

? The consolidation proposal will be finalized before the lottery 
opens on January 28. 

&#65533 When schools close, their boundaries are assigned 
one or more receiving schools where students have the right 
to attend. 

&#65533 DCPS will communicate receiving school information 
to all affected families. 

&#65533 Where a closed school boundary has more than one 
receiving school, a child living in that boundary has the right 
to CHOOSE which school to attend. 

&#65533 DCPS will communicate this information to all 
affected families 

&#65533 EBIS will also be updated to indicate which school{s} 

have been assigned as new +in-boundary+ schools 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 5: 10 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: presentation to registrars tomorrow 
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What else does the slide have on it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 5:08 PM, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov> wrote: 

I am presenting to the registrars tomorrow because Alaina is going to be out of town. She provided a 

solid presentation for me to work off of. In the presentation she has a slide titled .What if a student 

lives in the boundary of a school that is proposed for consolidation?. which is fine. The first bullet 

on the slide is states .The consolidation proposal will be finalized before the lottery opens on January 

28 .• 

Are you good with that? 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5634 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 17,201212:07 PM 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
FW: Classroom breakdown by school,grade 
DRT _1000-Raw_12-3-2012.xls 

This will be helpful for projections - particularly for consolidated schools. 

From: Rinkus, Christopher CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 12:01 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Classroom breakdown by school,grade 

The data isn't really usable beginning in 6th grade given the nature of secondary student schedules but works really well for 
Pre-S thru 5 

From: <Rinkus>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
To: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Classroom breakdown by school,grade 

There are 10 categories of classroom. Which category are you interested in 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: Classroom breakdown by school,grade 

I think you have this in an spreadsheet, right? Can you send? 

Thanks! 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 17,20128:02 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: consolidation reminders 

Ok .• I just might note that. since that investment isn.t being .Iost. but will be leveraged for when we re-open as 
a alt school. 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 7:53 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: consolidation reminders 

Only Johnson. It would drop by about 4mil 

I think we need to leave it in for the same of a apples to apples comparison. 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 7:49 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

What if you take out Johnson and Spingarn, since we are reopening ... does that bring the $ invested in 
closing schools down? You might want to give them option of total with those two schools and option 
without. Just a thought. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 7:46 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Shereen, 
I thought I had already sent this. Sorry 

The Capital Improvement Plan investments made to date for the Proposed Receiving 

Schools is $ 540,335,302, and ;iJ.:llij,~i~:~:~~~~:~ffi~~:~ijmlll~i;~nll!~i;ti~:~itl;M:~. Should the 
proposed Consolidation Plan be approved, Capital Investment Plan relocations in the 
amount ofiiii~iijMiii can occur based on the budget allocations in the Mayor's 
Proposed Budget and Financial Plan - FY 2013 to FY 2018 Capital Improvements Plan 
(volume 6 issued on March 23, 2012). 

Let me know if there are any follow-up questions. 

Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:18:36 -0500 
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To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: consolidation reminders 

I thought it was both 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 12:19 PM 
To: Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: consolidation reminders 

ShereenjClaudia, 
Remind me, is this investments in just the receiving schools? That is my recollection. 
Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:04:32 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: consolidation reminders 

Hello Anthony and Claudia, 

I have you down for capturing the capital investments in the consolidated schools and 
also getting info from PCSB on charter expansion plans. Do you have documents to 
submit? 

Shereen Williams 
Special Assistant to Chancellor Henderson 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE- 12th fl. 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.442.5004 
F 202.442.5026 
E 5.b_~X_~_~D_,Y)(!JJLClXD_~_@Q_~_,9.Q\! 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working 

Together! 

<Capital Analysis - consolidation v2.xlsx> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 17,20128:02 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: consolidation reminders 

Ok .• I just might note that. since that investment isn.t being .Iost. but will be leveraged for when we re-open as 
a alt school. 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 7:53 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: consolidation reminders 

Only Johnson. It would drop by about 4mil 

I think we need to leave it in for the same of a apples to apples comparison. 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 7:49 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

What if you take out Johnson and Spingarn, since we are reopening ... does that bring the $ invested in 
closing schools down? You might want to give them option of total with those two schools and option 
without. Just a thought. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 7:46 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Shereen, 
I thought I had already sent this. Sorry 

The Capital Improvement Plan investments made to date for the Proposed Receiving 

Schools is $ 540,335,302, and ;iJ.:llij,~i~:~:~~~~:~ffi~~:~ijmlll~i;~nll!~i;ti~:~itl;M:~. Should the 
proposed Consolidation Plan be approved, Capital Investment Plan relocations in the 
amount ofiiii~iijMiii can occur based on the budget allocations in the Mayor's 
Proposed Budget and Financial Plan - FY 2013 to FY 2018 Capital Improvements Plan 
(volume 6 issued on March 23, 2012). 

Let me know if there are any follow-up questions. 

Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:18:36 -0500 
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To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: consolidation reminders 

I thought it was both 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 12:19 PM 
To: Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: consolidation reminders 

ShereenjClaudia, 
Remind me, is this investments in just the receiving schools? That is my recollection. 
Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:04:32 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: consolidation reminders 

Hello Anthony and Claudia, 

I have you down for capturing the capital investments in the consolidated schools and 
also getting info from PCSB on charter expansion plans. Do you have documents to 
submit? 

Shereen Williams 
Special Assistant to Chancellor Henderson 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE- 12th fl. 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.442.5004 
F 202.442.5026 
E 5.b_~X_~_~D_,Y)(!JJLClXD_~_@Q_~_,9.Q\! 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working 

Together! 

<Capital Analysis - consolidation v2.xlsx> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 17,20127:49 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Re: consolidation reminders 

What if you take out Johnson and Spingarn, since we are reopening ... does that bring the $ invested in closing schools 
down? You might want to give them option of total with those two schools and option without. Just a thought. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 7:46 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Shereen, 
I thought I had already sent this. Sorry 

The Capital Improvement Plan investments made to date for the Proposed Receiving Schools is $ 
S40,33Sr~02, and ~~~iji~i.g~:~fiE~I;:~:~:~i:~I~~ij:~:~~I~w:~I:~:~t.ffi~~!i. Should the proposed Consolidation Plan 
be approved, Capital Investment Plan relocations in the amount ofiiiMii~iliim can occur based on the 
budget allocations in the Mayor's Proposed Budget and Financial Plan - FY 2013 to FY 2018 
Capital Improvements Plan (volume 6 issued on March 23, 2012). 

Let me know if there are any follow-up questions. 

Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:18:36 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: consolidation reminders 

I thought it was both 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 12:19 PM 
To: Williams, Shereen L. CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: consolidation reminders 

ShereenjClaudia, 
Remind me, is this investments in just the receiving schools? That is my recollection. 
Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:04:32 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: consolidation reminders 
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Hello Anthony and Claudia, 

I have you down for capturing the capital investments in the consolidated schools and also getting info 
from PCSB on charter expansion plans. Do you have documents to submit? 

Shereen Williams 
Special Assistant to Chancellor Henderson 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE- 12th fl. 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.442.5004 
F 202.442.5026 
E ~_h~X~_~_IJ,_w.lHl9m_~@g_C;:_,9_9_,{ 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

<Capital Analysis - consolidation v2.xlsx> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 17,20127:49 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Re: consolidation reminders 

What if you take out Johnson and Spingarn, since we are reopening ... does that bring the $ invested in closing schools 
down? You might want to give them option of total with those two schools and option without. Just a thought. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 7:46 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Shereen, 
I thought I had already sent this. Sorry 

The Capital Improvement Plan investments made to date for the Proposed Receiving Schools is $ 
S40,33Sr~02, and ~~~iji~i.g~:~fiE~I;:~:~:~i:~I~~ij:~:~~I~w:~I:~:~t.ffi~~!i. Should the proposed Consolidation Plan 
be approved, Capital Investment Plan relocations in the amount ofiiiMii~iliim can occur based on the 
budget allocations in the Mayor's Proposed Budget and Financial Plan - FY 2013 to FY 2018 
Capital Improvements Plan (volume 6 issued on March 23, 2012). 

Let me know if there are any follow-up questions. 

Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:18:36 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: consolidation reminders 

I thought it was both 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 12:19 PM 
To: Williams, Shereen L. CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: consolidation reminders 

ShereenjClaudia, 
Remind me, is this investments in just the receiving schools? That is my recollection. 
Anthony 

From: Shereen Williams <shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2012 12:04:32 -0500 
To: Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: consolidation reminders 
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Hello Anthony and Claudia, 

I have you down for capturing the capital investments in the consolidated schools and also getting info 

from PCSB on charter expansion plans. Do you have documents to submit? 

Shereen Williams 
Special Assistant to Chancellor Henderson 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE- 12th fl. 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.442.5004 
F 202.442.5026 
E ~_h~X~_~_IJ,_w.lHl9m_~@g_C;:_,9_9_,{ 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

<Capital Analysis - consolidation v2.xlsx> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, December 15,201212:13 PM 
Sandra Moscoso-Mills 

Subject: 
Suzanne Wells; harlan.harris@gmail.com 
Re: Closures data? other data? 

Yes, after being out of the office much of the week, my clan and I are feeling much better! 

What data are you talking about, the charter data? PCSB has all the data. The interesting thing is that they never 
asked us for any DCPS data. We recently provided lottery data, but the same info that's on our web. 

Happy to set up time to talk this week about this and your original email. After Tuesday works best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 15,2012, at 11:23 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Claudia, 

Hope you're feeling better. 

Any way we can spend 15 mins this week on a call to talk about how we could get the data the 
went into this: 
http://www.dcpubliccharter.com!data/files/ data center/neighborhood%20preference%20task%20 
force%20report 12%2014%20121.pdf? (Congratulations, BTW, for getting it out - that was 
fast!) 

We can sign waivers, scrub on-site at OSSE, whatever, but I have a sense that the task force has 
done a lot of the work to gather this and would hate to start from scratch to gather it ourselves. If 
it's not something you can/should help with, who is the best person for us to talk to? 

Thanks so much in advance! 
Sandra 

From: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
To: smoscosomills@hotmail.com 
CC: m.godec@att.net; harlan.harris@gmail.com 
Date: Fri, 7 Dec 201208:48:06 -0500 
Subject: Re: Closures data? other data? 

Hi! I'm actually out sick today - horrible flu. Can we connect next week on this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7,2012, at 6:26 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope you're well! 

DCPS 010642 



I'm hoping we can connect on data. A few things we're working on that you might 
be interested in and not sure how best to access to get facts. 

First, Suzanne asked an interesting question about closures and impact to 
walkability to the communities of those schools. We reached out to DC Action for 
Kids and they built this map httJULg]}p§P'Q,w:gi~_QJ~Ll~LQ§jQs;m;_~p!:Q]2Q_~_~~t~§gh!;mb;:JQ~ltI;"~_~_~ 
imp.act-to-walkable-communities/dcp.s schoolclosures final/, which has generated some 
questions about the population and obstacles to walking to those schools beyond 
distance (more here M:pjjghp_~PQ,QXEaQ_l~!J)jQ_§Lg_9P_~_~PLQP_Q~~g~_~_ghQQt~glQ_~w~§::!mp~_9J::tQ~ 
walkable-communities/#comment). I imagine the team behind the proposed closures 
collected/analyzed this data (example, what is the population size of children wlin 
the 1 mile radius of proposed closures?). 

Questions I have are, did DCPS map the enrollment data (i.e, heatmap of where 
children live who attend the schools)? If so, would be good to share this. 

Second, I've started to work w/ the Code for DC folks (the DC branch of Code for 
America - think similar to Teach for America). I'm collaborating with Harlan 
Harris, a data scientist/rockstar, on a project re: education. A couple of outcomes 
are: 

- A visualization of where children live vs. where they go to school for about 5 
years. A few benefits I see are: Answering Qs like: Are there trends around where 
kids live vs. where they go to school? Is DC a pedestrian/cyclist city for 
families/children? When do children leave DCPS or Charters (2nd grade? 3rd 
grade? etc) and where do they go (do they stay in DCPS, do they go to charters, 
do they go to schools in their neighborhood, do they go across town?). I envision 
a visualization like this one: 
http://images. greatergreaterwashington.org/imagesI20 1203/ cabiflows. jpg (there 
was a better CaBi one that I can no longer find). Would be great to get a few 
year's worth of data, to see how children move around the system. Would also be 
great to get OOB lottery application data to help answer Qs like, where do 
families apply to school vis a vis where they live? Has this changed over time (5 
years)? 
- An app that helps parents make decisions around where to send their children. 
Think school profiles, but more granular, more flexible and includes charters. 
Data from the above would be helpful in answering Qs like, will my children have 
friends at the school from our neighborhood (community is so important for 
things like play dates, carpooling, coordinating extra-curr activities, hey, getting 
each other out of jams - stuck in traffic? call a friend who is headed to the school 
to also to grab your kids)? Other data like - does the school have a library? Does it 
have a full-time librarian? Some hard to get data (or hard to keep fresh data) 
might include: What extra-curricular activities/sports does it provide? How 
involved are teachers/staff in after-school programs? Who manages the 
afterschool program? Where do children go from here? (what middle school? 
what high school?) 

I think you've been collecting data for the boundary exercise, so am hoping you 
can share the data or connect us with the data owners. I think it will also be an 
interesting exercise in how data is collected/kept in DCPS vs. Charters. It may 
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help push for consistent standards around data collection/retention if there are 
inconsistencies. 

Interested in collaborating? Could be really useful for the entire education 
ecosystem. 

Best! 
Sandra 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 12,20122:45 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Accepted: School Consolidation Proposal 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at w.w.w,ggQn~fimg.".Q):g or w.w.w,9.rr.~.fumLQg."KQY. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 12,20122:45 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Accepted: School Consolidation Proposal 
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From: 
Sent: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 12,20122:34 PM 

To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Cc: 
Subject: 

I.m on their list .• Thanks. 

Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
RE: PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS WITH DC 
SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KAYA HENDERSON 

From: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS WITH DC SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KAYA 
HENDERSON 

If you are on their distro list let me know and I'll cease forwarding stuff. 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Family and Public Engagement 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <garrisonpta@gmai1.com> 
Date: December 12, 2012 1:00: 10 PM EST 
Subject: PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS WITH 
DC SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KA YA HENDERSON 

PRESS RELEASE 

Garrison Elementary PTA 11200 S Street NW 1 Washington, DC 200091 
www.Facebook.org/GarrisonES 

For Immediate Release: December 12, 2012 

Contact: Ann McLeod 202-407-07941 Vanessa Bertelli 202-406-0007 1 
www.,G~rIi.s.QnEl.~m~nt~IY,.QIg 

PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS 
WITH 
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DC SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KAYA HENDERSON 

Multifaceted innovative counterproposal being developed by PTA 

WASHINGTON - Garrison PTA deployed a _S.!![Y~y today so the community can provide input on 
programs and improvements it would like to see included in a counter-proposal to the DCPS plan 
to consolidate the elementary school with another. Survey results will be used to finalize the 
counter-proposal being presented to DC Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson on December 18 . 

• We are committed to ensuring that our proposal reflect the desires of the entire community. 
People can complete the survey on-line, and we.ll have folks walking throughout the 
neighborhood to talk with individuals one-on-one, as we know not everyone has internet access 
or a computer,. noted McLeod. .Someone we.ve not had a chance to talk with directly just 
might come up with the one thing that can save our school, so we+ve got to make sure we hear 
all the ideas that we can .• As part of this input process, the PTA plans to release snapshots of 
proposal ideas every few days. 

One aspect of the proposal is a full modernization of the school. Beginning in February 2012, 
Garrison.s PTA led a community-wide project to create and implement a vision for the school 
grounds and building. Teachers, staff, parents, neighbors, area churches and institutions, DC 
government agencies and elected officials participated in a participatory process. .Garrison.s 
building and outdoor facilities are in sore need of an update. they.ve not seen improvement 
for decades. We understood we were scheduled for Phase I modernization in 20 12.which 
somehow got pushed back to 2014. We knew that many Ward 3 schools were successful in fast
tracking their modernizations, and we undertook this effort to have the same thing happen at 
Garrison,. said McLeod .• With the support of the Logan Circle Community Association, we 
secured pro-bono architecture and landscaping design services. Based on the input from the 
many community meetings that were held, they came up with a phenomenal design for our 
facilities .• 

About Garrison PTA 

Garrison PTA.s mission is to support the education of all Garrison Elementary School students, 
support Garrison faculty and staff, foster positive relationships among parents, staff, and 
community members, and assist Garrison faculty and staff to provide a safe and nurturing 
environment where all students, families, and faculty can thrive and grow. The PTA recently 
started an effort to improve the school facility, leading to Council Member Jack Evans. 
securing $lM in funds for the project For more information on the PTA visit 
www.GarrisonElementary.org and follow it on Twitter at @GarrisonPTA. 
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### 

Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/#!/GarrisonES 
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/garrisonpta 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 12,20122:34 PM 

To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Cc: 
Subject: 

I.m on their list .• Thanks. 

Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
RE: PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS WITH DC 
SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KAYA HENDERSON 

From: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS WITH DC SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KAYA 
HENDERSON 

If you are on their distro list let me know and I'll cease forwarding stuff. 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Family and Public Engagement 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <garrisonpta@gmai1.com> 
Date: December 12, 2012 1:00: 10 PM EST 
Subject: PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS WITH 
DC SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KA YA HENDERSON 

PRESS RELEASE 

Garrison Elementary PTA 11200 S Street NW 1 Washington, DC 200091 
www.Facebook.org/GarrisonES 

For Immediate Release: December 12, 2012 

Contact: Ann McLeod 202-407-07941 Vanessa Bertelli 202-406-0007 1 
www.,G~rIi.s.QnEl.~m~nt~IY,.QIg 

PTA-LED COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS 
WITH 
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DC SCHOOLS CHANCELLOR KAYA HENDERSON 

Multifaceted innovative counterproposal being developed by PTA 

WASHINGTON - Garrison PTA deployed a _S.!![Y~y today so the community can provide input on 
programs and improvements it would like to see included in a counter-proposal to the DCPS plan 
to consolidate the elementary school with another. Survey results will be used to finalize the 
counter-proposal being presented to DC Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson on December 18 . 

• We are committed to ensuring that our proposal reflect the desires of the entire community. 
People can complete the survey on-line, and we.ll have folks walking throughout the 
neighborhood to talk with individuals one-on-one, as we know not everyone has internet access 
or a computer,. noted McLeod. .Someone we.ve not had a chance to talk with directly just 
might come up with the one thing that can save our school, so we+ve got to make sure we hear 
all the ideas that we can .• As part of this input process, the PTA plans to release snapshots of 
proposal ideas every few days. 

One aspect of the proposal is a full modernization of the school. Beginning in February 2012, 
Garrison.s PTA led a community-wide project to create and implement a vision for the school 
grounds and building. Teachers, staff, parents, neighbors, area churches and institutions, DC 
government agencies and elected officials participated in a participatory process. .Garrison.s 
building and outdoor facilities are in sore need of an update. they.ve not seen improvement 
for decades. We understood we were scheduled for Phase I modernization in 20 12.which 
somehow got pushed back to 2014. We knew that many Ward 3 schools were successful in fast
tracking their modernizations, and we undertook this effort to have the same thing happen at 
Garrison,. said McLeod .• With the support of the Logan Circle Community Association, we 
secured pro-bono architecture and landscaping design services. Based on the input from the 
many community meetings that were held, they came up with a phenomenal design for our 
facilities .• 

About Garrison PTA 

Garrison PTA.s mission is to support the education of all Garrison Elementary School students, 
support Garrison faculty and staff, foster positive relationships among parents, staff, and 
community members, and assist Garrison faculty and staff to provide a safe and nurturing 
environment where all students, families, and faculty can thrive and grow. The PTA recently 
started an effort to improve the school facility, leading to Council Member Jack Evans. 
securing $lM in funds for the project For more information on the PTA visit 
www.GarrisonElementary.org and follow it on Twitter at @GarrisonPTA. 
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### 

Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/#!/GarrisonES 
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/garrisonpta 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 11,20124:54 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Accepted: School Consolidation Proposal 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at w.w.w,ggQn~fimg.".Q):g or w.w.w,9.rr.~.fumLQg."KQY. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 11,20124:54 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Accepted: School Consolidation Proposal 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 10,201210:59 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Accepted: School Consolidation Proposal 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 

Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, December 10,201210:59 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Accepted: School Consolidation Proposal 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, December 07,20124:51 PM 
Sandra Moscoso-Mills 
m .godec@att.net 
Re: Closures data? other data? 

Not sure if you're going to the CM Wells' awards event tonight, but my good childhood friend is a recipient! 
She is co-founder of City Blossoms. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7,2012, at 12:37 PM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Of course! Feel better! 

From my Android phone on T-Mobile. The first nationwide 4G network. 

-------- Original message -------
Subject: Re: Closures data? other data? 
From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Sandra Moscoso-Mills <§mQ.s.g.Q§.QmiU.s.@.b.Qtm.~iLQQm> 
CC: Suzanne Wells <m. godec@att.net>, "harlan.harris@gmail.com" <harlan. harris@gmail.com> 

Hi! I'm actually out sick today - horrible flu. Can we connect next week on this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7,2012, at 6:26 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope you're well! 

I'm hoping we can connect on data. A few things we're working on that you might 
be interested in and not sure how best to access to get facts. 

First, Suzanne asked an interesting question about closures and impact to 
walkability to the communities of those schools. We reached out to DC Action for 
Kids and they built this map http://chpspo.org/2012/12/06/dcps-proposed-school-closures

impact-to-walkable-communities/dcps schoolclosures final/, which has generated some 
questions about the population and obstacles to walking to those schools beyond 
distance (more here http://chpspo.org/20 12/12/06/dcps-proposed-school-closures-impact -to

wQlk.(IJ~1~::g9.mrrlJmi.tt~~jf!g9.mm~!1t). I imagine the team behind the proposed closures 
collected/analyzed this data (example, what is the population size of children wlin 
the 1 mile radius of proposed closures?). 
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Questions I have are, did DCPS map the enrollment data (i.e, heatmap of where 
children live who attend the schools)? If so, would be good to share this. 

Second, I've started to work w/ the Code for DC folks (the DC branch of Code for 
America - think similar to Teach for America). I'm collaborating with Harlan 
Harris, a data scientist/rockstar, on a project re: education. A couple of outcomes 
are: 

- A visualization of where children live vs. where they go to school for about 5 
years. A few benefits I see are: Answering Qs like: Are there trends around where 
kids live vs. where they go to school? Is DC a pedestrian/cyclist city for 
families/children? When do children leave DCPS or Charters (2nd grade? 3rd 
grade? etc) and where do they go (do they stay in DCPS, do they go to charters, 
do they go to schools in their neighborhood, do they go across town?). I envision 
a visualization like this one: 
http://images. greatergreaterwashington.org/imagesI20 1203/ cabiflows. jpg (there 
was a better CaBi one that I can no longer find). Would be great to get a few 
year's worth of data, to see how children move around the system. Would also be 
great to get OOB lottery application data to help answer Qs like, where do 
families apply to school vis a vis where they live? Has this changed over time (5 
years)? 
- An app that helps parents make decisions around where to send their children. 
Think school profiles, but more granular, more flexible and includes charters. 
Data from the above would be helpful in answering Qs like, will my children have 
friends at the school from our neighborhood (community is so important for 
things like play dates, carpooling, coordinating extra-curr activities, hey, getting 
each other out of jams - stuck in traffic? call a friend who is headed to the school 
to also to grab your kids)? Other data like - does the school have a library? Does it 
have a full-time librarian? Some hard to get data (or hard to keep fresh data) 
might include: What extra-curricular activities/sports does it provide? How 
involved are teachers/staff in after-school programs? Who manages the 
afterschool program? Where do children go from here? (what middle school? 
what high school?) 

I think you've been collecting data for the boundary exercise, so am hoping you 
can share the data or connect us with the data owners. I think it will also be an 
interesting exercise in how data is collected/kept in DCPS vs. Charters. It may 
help push for consistent standards around data collection/retention if there are 
inconsistencies. 

Interested in collaborating? Could be really useful for the entire education 
ecosystem. 

Best! 
Sandra 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, December 07,20128:48 AM 
Sandra Moscoso-Mills 

Subject: 
Suzanne Wells; harlan.harris@gmail.com 
Re: Closures data? other data? 

Hi! I'm actually out sick today - horrible flu. Can we connect next week on this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7,2012, at 6:26 AM, "Sandra Moscoso-Mills" <smoscosomills@hotmai1.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope you're well! 

I'm hoping we can connect on data. A few things we're working on that you might be interested 
in and not sure how best to access to get facts. 

First, Suzanne asked an interesting question about closures and impact to walkability to the 
communities of those schools. We reached out to DC Action for Kids and they built this map 
http:// chpspo. org/20 12/12/061 dcps-proposed -school-closures-impact -to-walkable

gQmml!D!ti~§!.Qg'p~u.ghQ9JgJ9.~W~!Lt!!l~L, which has generated some questions about the population and 
obstacles to walking to those schools beyond distance (more here http://chpspo.org/2012/12/06/dcps

proposed-school-closures-impact-to-walkable-communities/#comment). I imagine the team behind the 
proposed closures collected/analyzed this data (example, what is the population size of children 
wlin the 1 mile radius of proposed closures?). 

Questions I have are, did DCPS map the enrollment data (i.e, heatmap of where children live 
who attend the schools)? If so, would be good to share this. 

Second, I've started to work w/ the Code for DC folks (the DC branch of Code for America
think similar to Teach for America). I'm collaborating with Harlan Harris, a data 
scientist/rockstar, on a project re: education. A couple of outcomes are: 

- A visualization of where children live vs. where they go to school for about 5 years. A few 
benefits I see are: Answering Qs like: Are there trends around where kids live vs. where they go 
to school? Is DC a pedestrian/cyclist city for families/children? When do children leave DCPS or 
Charters (2nd grade? 3rd grade? etc) and where do they go (do they stay in DCPS, do they go to 
charters, do they go to schools in their neighborhood, do they go across town?). I envision a 
visualization like this one: 
ht1pjjjm;:),g~.~,g[~.;:),1.~[gr.~f!:t.~.fWf!:~hinglQn.".m:gb.m.~g~§i2.QJ2.QJ/g.~.bitlmy'~jpg (there was a better 
CaBi one that I can no longer find). Would be great to get a few year's worth of data, to see how 
children move around the system. Would also be great to get OOB lottery application data to 
help answer Qs like, where do families apply to school vis a vis where they live? Has this 
changed over time (5 years)? 
- An app that helps parents make decisions around where to send their children. Think school 
profiles, but more granular, more flexible and includes charters. Data from the above would be 
helpful in answering Qs like, will my children have friends at the school from our neighborhood 
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(community is so important for things like play dates, carpooling, coordinating extra-curr 
activities, hey, getting each other out of jams - stuck in traffic? call a friend who is headed to the 
school to also to grab your kids)? Other data like - does the school have a library? Does it have a 
full-time librarian? Some hard to get data (or hard to keep fresh data) might include: What extra
curricular activities/sports does it provide? How involved are teachers/staff in after-school 
programs? Who manages the afterschool program? Where do children go from here? (what 
middle school? what high school?) 

I think you've been collecting data for the boundary exercise, so am hoping you can share the 
data or connect us with the data owners. I think it will also be an interesting exercise in how data 
is collected/kept in DCPS vs. Charters. It may help push for consistent standards around data 
collection/retention if there are inconsistencies. 

Interested in collaborating? Could be really useful for the entire education ecosystem. 

Best! 
Sandra 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 06,20126:22 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 

Subject: Fwd: Special Message to Walls Community - opposition to expansion proposal 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Date: December 6,2012, 6:21:02 PM EST 
To: "Davis, John L. (DCPS)" <jQh.n.,df!:Yi~.@d~,gQY>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, 
"Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" <Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Special Message to Walls Community - opposition to expansion proposal 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Audette-Lynch <audettelynch@verizon.net> 
Date: December 6, 20126: 17:08 PM EST 
To: "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" <Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov>, "DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Special Message to Walls Community - opposition to expansion 
proposal 

FYI. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 

From: SWW [mailto:info@swwhs.orq] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06,2012 5:59 PM 
To: audettelynch@verizon.net 
Subject: Special Message to Walls Community 
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A Notice from the Walls HSA 

On Nov. 13 DCPS Chancellor Kaya Henderson released a proposal to consolidate 
and close schools in the District of Columbia. As you may know, that plan called 
for the closure of Francis Stevens Campus at 2425 N St. NW and the campus 
.used to expand the number of 9-12 grade seats available at School Without 
Walls .• 

This proposal came without advance discussion or notice. Since then, little 
information has been forthcoming about DCPS plans. Public hearings have been 
held since the release of the plan, with major discussion centered on closures. 
Last evening the School Without Walls Local School Advisory Team met to 
discuss the matter and issued the following statement, which was subsequently 
endorsed by the SWW Home & School Association Executive Board: 

SWW's LSAT appreciates the implicit recognition of our institution~ 
success by DCPSf) proposed expansion of our program to Francis Stevens. 
Given the lack of information we have at this time, the LSA T unanimously 
opposes the proposed expansion. The LSAT believes that a rapid expansion 
does not serve the interests of sWW's current or future students, the school 
system as a whole, or the city that we serve. 
Any expansion plan must maintain the integrity of our school community by 
supporting its mission and vision. We urge a process that is deliberative, 
inclusive of all stakeholders, and transparent. The current proposal does 
not meet any of the above conditions. 
Further, we believe that no plan should be pursued until a determination 
regarding the status of the Francis Stevens Campus is made. 

The LSAT, HSA, administration and faculty of Walls are working cooperatively 
and commit to keeping the school community informed on this matter. 
We do know that the Francis Stevens community is fighting for the survival of 
its school and hard at work on a proposal to increase enrollment and ensure 
their school stays open. Chancellor Henderson has said publicly that final 
decisions on closures will be made in January. The parent community there is 
appreciative of the posture we have adopted. 

There will be a regular HSA general membership meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 
18 at 6:30 p.m. in the common room at Walls. We will have this matter on the 
agenda and will share what more - if anything - that we learn. We will also take 
up other business important to the parent community. All are welcome and 
encouraged to attend. 

This message was sent to audettelynch@venzon net from 

The School Without Walls I 2130 G St , NW I Washington, DC 20037 

Manage Your Subscription I Forward To a Friend 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 06,20125:38 PM 
Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: recap of last night's School Consolidation meeting 

Oh I won't!! 

:) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 6,2012, at 5:24 PM, "Sutton, Fonda (DCPS)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov> wrote: 

There is only ONE Fonda Sutton + and don+t you forget it, little girl!!! © 

Fonda Sutton 

Office of the Chancellor 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

202.442.5035 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 5:21 PM 
To: Joe Weedon 
Cc: Sutton, Fonda CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: recap of last night's School Consolidation meeting 

Thanks Joe! Looping in Fonda because you had the wrong address - there are two Fonda Suttons 
inDC gOY. 

Look forward I reading this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 6,2012, at 2:29 PM, "Joe Weedon" <joeweedon@verizon.net> wrote: 

It was suggested that I forward the following recap of last night's meeting 
to you both. 

It was sent to parents at Maury ES as well as approximately 50 parents who 
are part of a Ward 6 middle school listserve. 
I'm happy to provide additional thoughts and inSights, if needed. 

Best. 
Joe Weedon, Maury ES parent 
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Joey R. Weedon 
1406 C Street, N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Cell: 202-277-9410 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Joe Weedon <joeweedon@verizon.net> 
To: Joey R. Weedon <joeweedon@verizon.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 6,201212:22 PM 
Subject: recap of last night's School Consolidation meeting 

Greetings -
I wanted to provide everyone with a quick recap of last night's meeting with 
Chancellor Henderson about DCPS's proposal to close/consolidate schools 
across the District. 

Last night's gathering brought together a standing room only group of 
parents, teachers and students from Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. The discussion 
followed the lines of the other forums held last week in Wards 5, 7 and 8. 
The Chancellor gave brief opening remarks and then small group discussions 
began. There were DCPS employees taking notes from each small group that 
will be compiled and presented to the Chancellor. The Chancellor also made 
her way around the room to observe and listen in on the small group 
conversations. The groups did report out at the end of the meeting. 

The main messages coming from the crowd largely revolved around 
saving individual schools, questions about why different schools were 
included and requests for information from DCPS on what their plan is to 
facilitate the consolidations - ie, will teachers be offered jobs, will there be 
busing, will there be extra staff to aid in the consolidation. At the end of 
the day, I believe the consensus was that DCPS is moving too fast. 
Additionally, there is strong sentiment that DCPS needs to provide more 
clear information about the criteria for selecting schools, the projected 
cost savings, and a strategy for reinvesting the funds. Additionally, 
questions were raised about why the closing/consolidation process is 
being conducted separately from the redrawing of boundaries (which is 
expected to take place next year). A final point was a great concern that 
DCPS and the Public Charters are operating independently without any 
coordination ... the public charters plan to open several new schools this 
fall raising the question of whether or not DCPS should close more schools 
or whether a moratorium should be placed on additional openings/closings 
until there is a central vision and plan for our school system. 

Specifically for Ward 6 .... It was disappointing to be included with residents 
from Wards 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. While the chancellor said she was looking for 
new ideas and outside the box thinking, the size of the meeting and the 
limited focus on issues directly impacting us in Ward 6 prevented this. 
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Overall, the representatives from Eastern HS did a great job of expressing 
concerns about the movement of Spingarm students into their school, though 
it may have been lost in the overall chaos of the evening. 1 mis-spoke earlier 
in the week, one Ward 6 school - Prospect Early Learning Center - is slated to 
be closed; however, it was not brought up last night and it appears there is 
limited concern about integrating students from Prospect into their 
community schools. 

The path forward ... 
We need to ensure that Eastern HS is supported fully in the integration of 
any new students. Eastern's culture and curriculum are significantly different 
from that at Spingarm. Long-term, the inclusion of new feeder schools into 
Eastern is also significantly problematic. Eastern's ideal capacity is 
approximately 1100-1200 (lover estimated based on outdated documents in 
my note earlier this week). That means they expect to have approximately 
250 - 300 freshman each year. With nearly 500 3rd graders already in the 
Eastern feeder pattern, we cannot sustain a school where more individual 
students have a 'right' to attend. 

Visit this link - http://www.engagedcps.org/ - to urge DCPS to slow the 
process, to ensure that feeder pattern realignment is done in conjunction 
with school closings. 

Thanks for your support of our schools. 

Support the DC One Fund Campaign, Each One Give One. 
Learn more at www.dconefund.org or www.onefund.dc.gov. One City, Working Together! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, December 06,20125:21 PM 
Joe Weedon 
Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: recap of last night's School Consolidation meeting 

Thanks Joe! Looping in Fonda because you had the wrong address - there are two Fonda Suttons in DC gOY. 

Look forward I reading this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

It was suggested that I forward the following recap of last night's meeting to you both. 

It was sent to parents at Maury ES as well as approximately 50 parents who are part of a 
Ward 6 middle school listserve. 
I'm happy to provide additional thoughts and inSights, if needed. 

Best. 
Joe Weedon, Maury ES parent 

Joey R. Weedon 
1406 C Street, N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Cell: 202-277-9410 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Joe Weedon <joeweedon@verizon.net> 
To: Joey R. Weedon <joeweedon@verizon.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 6,201212:22 PM 
Subject: recap of last night's School Consolidation meeting 

Greetings -
I wanted to provide everyone with a quick recap of last night's meeting with Chancellor 
Henderson about DCPS's proposal to close/consolidate schools across the District. 

Last night's gathering brought together a standing room only group of parents, teachers 
and students from Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. The discussion followed the lines of the other 
forums held last week in Wards 5, 7 and 8. The Chancellor gave brief opening remarks and 
then small group discussions began. There were DCPS employees taking notes from each 
small group that will be compiled and presented to the Chancellor. The Chancellor also 
made her way around the room to observe and listen in on the small group conversations. 
The groups did report out at the end of the meeting. 
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The main messages coming from the crowd largely revolved around saving individual 
schools, questions about why different schools were included and requests for 
information from DCPS on what their plan is to facilitate the consolidations - ie, will 
teachers be offered jobs, will there be busing, will there be extra staff to aid in the 
consolidation. At the end of the day, I believe the consensus was that DCPS is moving 
too fast. Additionally, there is strong sentiment that DCPS needs to provide more clear 
information about the criteria for selecting schools, the projected cost savings, and a 
strategy for reinvesting the funds. Additionally, questions were raised about why the 
closing/consolidation process is being conducted separately from the redrawing of 
boundaries (which is expected to take place next year). A final point was a great 
concern that DCPS and the Public Charters are operating independently without any 
coordination ... the public charters plan to open several new schools this fall raising the 
question of whether or not DCPS should close more schools or whether a moratorium 
should be placed on additional openings/closings until there is a central vision and plan 
for our school system. 

Specifically for Ward 6 .... It was disappointing to be included with residents from Wards 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 6. While the chancellor said she was looking for new ideas and outside the box 
thinking, the size of the meeting and the limited focus on issues directly impacting us in 
Ward 6 prevented this. Overall, the representatives from Eastern HS did a great job of 
expressing concerns about the movement of Spingarm students into their school, though it 
may have been lost in the overall chaos of the evening. 1 mis-spoke earlier in the week, 
one Ward 6 school - Prospect Early Learning Center - is slated to be closed; however, it was 
not brought up last night and it appears there is limited concern about integrating students 
from Prospect into their community schools. 

The path forward ... 
We need to ensure that Eastern HS is supported fully in the integration of any new 
students. Eastern's culture and curriculum are significantly different from that at Spingarm. 
Long-term, the inclusion of new feeder schools into Eastern is also significantly 

problematic. Eastern's ideal capacity is approximately 1100-1200 (lover estimated based 
on outdated documents in my note earlier this week). That means they expect to have 
approximately 250 - 300 freshman each year. With nearly 500 3rd graders already in the 
Eastern feeder pattern, we cannot sustain a school where more individual students have a 
'right' to attend. 

Visit this link - http://www.engagedcps.org/-tourgeDCPStoslowtheprocess.to 
ensure that feeder pattern realignment is done in conjunction with school closings. 

Thanks for your support of our schools. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 05,20129:13 AM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 

Subject: Fwd: Garrison Info 
Attachments: ATT00001.htm; Garrison.docx 

For when we talk ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Date: December 4, 2012, 10:22:51 PM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Garrison Info 

Let me know in the am what I this you want. Looking for grade breakdown now ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Date: November 15, 2012, 3:14:38 PM EST 
To: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" 

<Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov>, "Sutton, Fonda (DCPS)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov>, "DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS)" 

<shereen.williams@dc.gov> 
Subject: Garrison Info 

I added a performance section at the bottom of this email (not in the attachment), but 

not sure we need that. We have talked about this not being about performance, so may 

not make sense to include, but since we had pulled the info. figure I would share and 
you can decide. 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students. Twenty of these students are in 

three city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently 
attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 

o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age 
children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 to 247. We see a 
similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss 
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over the same period of time. It is evident we don+t currently have the school
age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close 
proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, 
with significant increases after 2015. We will work closely with the Office of 
Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary 
age children. There are 8 charters schools within one mile of Seaton that serve 
elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of its building. This is based on a 356 capacity 
(which already accounts for the space used by the Office of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess 
capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to sustain two under
enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for 
Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 
acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at Garrison. The Garrison site 

may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison+s 
land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without 
compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw MS campus (literally across the street) is a desirable 
feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw MS in the future. 

Performance: 
Garrison 

• Garrison saw large gains in Math this year (up +27.5 percentage points) and 
more modest gains in reading (up +2.6 percentage points) 

• Overall, their performance has been very up and down since 2008. They have 
negative average growth in both math (-1.2%) and reading (-3.1%) over the past 
5 years, and their % change has been negative in both reading and math. 

Seaton: 

• Seaton saw more modest gains in Math (+10.2 percentage points) and 
decreased slightly in reading (-1.0%). 

• Seaton+s performance has been consistent since 2008 ( average growth in 
math is +0.2 percentage points, reading +0.3 percentage points), having a 
modest, but positive % change in both math (+1.6 %) and reading (+3.0%). 
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Seaton ES 

Claudia Luj+n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 15t Street N E 

Washington, DC 20002 
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Average 
October October October Yearly % 

% Utilized 
Reported Reported Reported Enrollment Enrollment 2012 

Per 
Modernization 

Reading Math 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, from In Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 to Boundary 
Capacity 

2012-13 

215 237 228 2.98% 45% 356 64% n/a 45% 51% 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students, 20 of these students are in 3 city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 
o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 
to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident 
we don't currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 2015. We will work 

closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of the building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the space used by the Office 
of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to 
sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 
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• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive 
to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at 

Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw campus (literally across the street) is desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw in the future. 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmrnSmealtmOlnmEmlemmmemnmtmamrYmSmCmhmOmOmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli~mmrnmrnmmmmmrnmmmmmmmrnmlm~mI IT 1503 10TH STREET NW II ~ 

October October October Average Yearly 
% Enrollment 

Certified Certified Certified Enrollment 
from In 2012 Capacity 

% Utilized Per Modernization 
Reading Math Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, 2010- Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 11 to 2012-13 
Boundary 

279 265 257 -4.02% 32% 325 79% 
Classroom 

41% 45% 
Modernization 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 05,20129:13 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Wondering if there are any data questions that we could try and address in the new slide ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <iosephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: December 5,2012, 7:24: 16 AM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <ChnJ.di~J~llJ~.n.@.dJ;.,gQ'y>, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony. deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

I got these yesterday and we will not be answering questions from the podium tonight in this fashion. 
Some of the questions have already been addressed in some way in her remarks and comments so I'm 
not that worried about tonight. 

I talked to ann mcleod last week and ran through the run of show. She knows we're not doing q&a but 
sent these anyway as a set-up/play. They have a meeting with chancellor on the 18th so they what 
doesn't satisfy them tonight will be retried/replayed/questioned again at that meeting. That being said, we 
should work on a reasonable set of responses to several questions we have received overall and provide 
to chancellor. 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Office of Family and Public Engagement 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Wed Dec 05 07:01:55 2012 
Subject: Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Do we need to be prepared to answer these questions? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> 
Date: December 4,2012, 11 :42:32 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Cl.~.Y.di~Je.llJ~n.@d.<;;,gQ'y> 
Cc: "Sutton, Fonda (DCPS)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

No, but check with JBR on this. She and the chancellor have been in 
conversation with these folks. 

DCPS 010673 



On Dec 4,2012, at 10:26 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Cl~ltdi~LL1Ji~n@d~,gQY> wrote: 

Do you have the list of questions? Or is this old? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <garrisonpta@gmail.com> 
Date: December 4,2012, 10:21: 14 PM EST 
Subject: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Dear Garrison Family: 

As always, thank you for your support of 
Garrison!! As you know, yesterday was the closing 
date to submit written testimony to the City Council 
regarding the matter ofDCPS School Closings. We 
cannot thank you enough for submitting letters in 
support of Garrison. For the past few days, we've 
received many copies of the letters you submitted 
on our behalf. You're the best!! (If you submitted a 
letter but did not send us a copy, please do so.) 

We hope to see you tomorrow, Wednesday, 
December 5 for community meetings regarding this 
Issue: 

• 4-5:30 pm at Garrison for discussion, a light 
meal, and transportation to the DCPS 
meeting. 

• 6-8 pm at Brightwood Education Campus 
for the DCPS Community meeting 
(childcare available). At this meeting, 
Chancellor Henderson will make remarks 
about the school consolidation proposal. 
The PTA submitted a list of questions that 
we would like to be addressed during this 
time. Then, attendees will break into tables 
by school to discuss concerns and ideas. A 
DCPS representative will be at the table to 
take notes and answer questions. At the end 
of the discussion period, each table will 
select a spokesperson to report out on the 
findings of the table. 

It is essential that as many of our supporters attend 
these meetings as possible, so bring your family and 
friends. We'll see you there!! 

Also - we just reached 500 signatures on our 

DCPS 010674 



change.org petition!!! If you have not yet signed, 
please do so ASAP, and ask your friends and family 
to do the same - we've got to get as many signatures 
as possible! ! ! 
https://www.change.org/petitions/chancellor
henderson-mayor -gray-dc-city-council-save
g;:Jni~Qn::_~1~J)J~n1flJy::frQm::_QQn~Qli(J~1iQ!1::2 

#SaveGarrison 
Your PTA Officers 
Ann McLeod, President 
Dima Reda, Vice President 
Charnise Elliott, Treasurer 
Sandra Wright, Secretary 
Lisa Leavitt, Director-at-Large 
Luisabeth Naranjo, Director-at-Large 
Alison Lo, Teacher Representative 

Like us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/#!/GarrisonES 
Follow us on Twitter: 
htJpjLtwitl~LQ.Q_mL#YgflJIi~.Qnpl~ 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010675 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 05,20129:13 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Wondering if there are any data questions that we could try and address in the new slide ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <iosephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: December 5,2012, 7:24: 16 AM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <ChnJ.di~J~llJ~.n.@.dJ;.,gQ'y>, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony. deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

I got these yesterday and we will not be answering questions from the podium tonight in this fashion. 
Some of the questions have already been addressed in some way in her remarks and comments so I'm 
not that worried about tonight. 

I talked to ann mcleod last week and ran through the run of show. She knows we're not doing q&a but 
sent these anyway as a set-up/play. They have a meeting with chancellor on the 18th so they what 
doesn't satisfy them tonight will be retried/replayed/questioned again at that meeting. That being said, we 
should work on a reasonable set of responses to several questions we have received overall and provide 
to chancellor. 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Office of Family and Public Engagement 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Wed Dec 05 07:01:55 2012 
Subject: Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Do we need to be prepared to answer these questions? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> 
Date: December 4,2012, 11 :42:32 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Cl.~.Y.di~Je.llJ~n.@d.<;;,gQ'y> 
Cc: "Sutton, Fonda (DCPS)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

No, but check with JBR on this. She and the chancellor have been in 
conversation with these folks. 

DCPS 010676 



On Dec 4,2012, at 10:26 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Cl~ltdi~LL1Ji~n@d~,gQY> wrote: 

Do you have the list of questions? Or is this old? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <garrisonpta@gmail.com> 
Date: December 4,2012, 10:21: 14 PM EST 
Subject: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Dear Garrison Family: 

As always, thank you for your support of 
Garrison!! As you know, yesterday was the closing 
date to submit written testimony to the City Council 
regarding the matter ofDCPS School Closings. We 
cannot thank you enough for submitting letters in 
support of Garrison. For the past few days, we've 
received many copies of the letters you submitted 
on our behalf. You're the best!! (If you submitted a 
letter but did not send us a copy, please do so.) 

We hope to see you tomorrow, Wednesday, 
December 5 for community meetings regarding this 
Issue: 

• 4-5:30 pm at Garrison for discussion, a light 
meal, and transportation to the DCPS 
meeting. 

• 6-8 pm at Brightwood Education Campus 
for the DCPS Community meeting 
(childcare available). At this meeting, 
Chancellor Henderson will make remarks 
about the school consolidation proposal. 
The PTA submitted a list of questions that 
we would like to be addressed during this 
time. Then, attendees will break into tables 
by school to discuss concerns and ideas. A 
DCPS representative will be at the table to 
take notes and answer questions. At the end 
of the discussion period, each table will 
select a spokesperson to report out on the 
findings of the table. 

It is essential that as many of our supporters attend 
these meetings as possible, so bring your family and 
friends. We'll see you there!! 

Also - we just reached 500 signatures on our 

DCPS 010677 



change.org petition!!! If you have not yet signed, 
please do so ASAP, and ask your friends and family 
to do the same - we've got to get as many signatures 
as possible! ! ! 
https://www.change.org/petitions/chancellor
henderson-mayor -gray-dc-city-council-save
g;:Jni~Qn::_~1~J)J~n1flJy::frQm::_QQn~Qli(J~1iQ!1::2 

#SaveGarrison 
Your PTA Officers 
Ann McLeod, President 
Dima Reda, Vice President 
Charnise Elliott, Treasurer 
Sandra Wright, Secretary 
Lisa Leavitt, Director-at-Large 
Luisabeth Naranjo, Director-at-Large 
Alison Lo, Teacher Representative 

Like us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/#!/GarrisonES 
Follow us on Twitter: 
htJpjLtwitl~LQ.Q_mL#YgflJIi~.Qnpl~ 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010678 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 05,20127:02 AM 

Subject: 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Do we need to be prepared to answer these questions? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> 
Date: December 4,2012, 11 :42:32 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <ChnJ.di~J~llJ~.n.@.dJ;.,gQ'y> 
Cc: "Sutton, Fonda (DCPS)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

No, but check with JBR on this. She and the chancellor have been in conversation with these 
folks. 

On Dec 4,2012, at 10:26 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Do you have the list of questions? Or is this old? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <gi'lu:i~Qnp1.~@gm.~jLg.Qm> 
Date: December 4,2012, 10:21: 14 PM EST 
Subject: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Dear Garrison Family: 

As always, thank you for your support of Garrison!! As you know, 
yesterday was the closing date to submit written testimony to the 
City Council regarding the matter ofDCPS School Closings. We 
cannot thank you enough for submitting letters in support of 
Garrison. For the past few days, we've received many copies of 
the letters you submitted on our behalf. You're the best!! (If you 
submitted a letter but did not send us a copy, please do so.) 

We hope to see you tomorrow, Wednesday, December 5 for 
community meetings regarding this issue: 

• 4-5:30 pm at Garrison for discussion, a light meal, and 
transportation to the DCPS meeting. 

• 6-8 pm at Brightwood Education Campus for the DCPS 
Community meeting ( childcare available). At this meeting, 
Chancellor Henderson will make remarks about the school 

DCPS 010679 



consolidation proposal. The PTA submitted a list of 
questions that we would like to be addressed during this 
time. Then, attendees will break into tables by school to 
discuss concerns and ideas. A DCPS representative will be 
at the table to take notes and answer questions. At the end 
of the discussion period, each table will select a 
spokesperson to report out on the findings of the table. 

It is essential that as many of our supporters attend these meetings 
as possible, so bring your family and friends. We'll see you there!! 

Also - we just reached 500 signatures on our ~h1'lDg~.,.Qrg 
petition!!! If you have not yet signed, please do so ASAP, and ask 
your friends and family to do the same - we've got to get as many 
signatures as possible! ! ! 
https://www.change.org/petitions/chancellor-henderson-mayor
gr~y::Q.Q::~itY--:-.Q.Q.\J.nQjl::§.~y'~::g~U.Ij§.Q.n-:-.~l(~mwnt.~r.Y __ :Jm!TI::g.Qn§.Q1iQ1'ltiQ.D.-:·. 
2 

#SaveGarrison 
Your PTA Officers 
Ann McLeod, President 
Dima Reda, Vice President 
Charnise Elliott, Treasurer 
Sandra Wright, Secretary 
Lisa Leavitt, Director-at-Large 
Luisabeth Naranjo, Director-at-Large 
Alison Lo, Teacher Representative 

Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/#!/GarrisonES 
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/garrisonpta 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 
event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010680 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, December 05,20127:02 AM 

Subject: 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Do we need to be prepared to answer these questions? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> 
Date: December 4,2012, 11 :42:32 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <ChnJ.di~J~llJ~.n.@.dJ;.,gQ'y> 
Cc: "Sutton, Fonda (DCPS)" <fonda.sutton2@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

No, but check with JBR on this. She and the chancellor have been in conversation with these 
folks. 

On Dec 4,2012, at 10:26 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Do you have the list of questions? Or is this old? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <gi'lu:i~Qnp1.~@gm.~jLg.Qm> 
Date: December 4,2012, 10:21: 14 PM EST 
Subject: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Dear Garrison Family: 

As always, thank you for your support of Garrison!! As you know, 
yesterday was the closing date to submit written testimony to the 
City Council regarding the matter ofDCPS School Closings. We 
cannot thank you enough for submitting letters in support of 
Garrison. For the past few days, we've received many copies of 
the letters you submitted on our behalf. You're the best!! (If you 
submitted a letter but did not send us a copy, please do so.) 

We hope to see you tomorrow, Wednesday, December 5 for 
community meetings regarding this issue: 

• 4-5:30 pm at Garrison for discussion, a light meal, and 
transportation to the DCPS meeting. 

• 6-8 pm at Brightwood Education Campus for the DCPS 
Community meeting ( childcare available). At this meeting, 
Chancellor Henderson will make remarks about the school 

DCPS 010681 



consolidation proposal. The PTA submitted a list of 
questions that we would like to be addressed during this 
time. Then, attendees will break into tables by school to 
discuss concerns and ideas. A DCPS representative will be 
at the table to take notes and answer questions. At the end 
of the discussion period, each table will select a 
spokesperson to report out on the findings of the table. 

It is essential that as many of our supporters attend these meetings 
as possible, so bring your family and friends. We'll see you there!! 

Also - we just reached 500 signatures on our ~h1'lDg~.,.Qrg 
petition!!! If you have not yet signed, please do so ASAP, and ask 
your friends and family to do the same - we've got to get as many 
signatures as possible! ! ! 
https://www.change.org/petitions/chancellor-henderson-mayor
gr~y::Q.Q::~itY--:-.Q.Q.\J.nQjl::§.~y'~::g~U.Ij§.Q.n-:-.~l(~mwnt.~r.Y __ :Jm!TI::g.Qn§.Q1iQ1'ltiQ.D.-:·. 
2 

#SaveGarrison 
Your PTA Officers 
Ann McLeod, President 
Dima Reda, Vice President 
Charnise Elliott, Treasurer 
Sandra Wright, Secretary 
Lisa Leavitt, Director-at-Large 
Luisabeth Naranjo, Director-at-Large 
Alison Lo, Teacher Representative 

Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/#!/GarrisonES 
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/garrisonpta 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 
event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010682 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, December 04,201210:27 PM 

Subject: 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Fwd: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Do you have the list of questions? Or is this old? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Garrison PTA <garrisonpta@gmail.com> 
Date: December 4,2012, 10:21: 14 PM EST 
Subject: SaveGarrison Updates 12-04-12 

Dear Garrison Family: 

As always, thank you for your support of Garrison!! As you know, yesterday was the closing 
date to submit written testimony to the City Council regarding the matter ofDCPS School 
Closings. We cannot thank you enough for submitting letters in support of Garrison. For the 
past few days, we've received many copies of the letters you submitted on our behalf. You're the 
best!! (If you submitted a letter but did not send us a copy, please do so.) 

We hope to see you tomorrow, Wednesday, December 5 for community meetings regarding this 
Issue: 

• 4-5:30 pm at Garrison for discussion, a light meal, and transportation to the DCPS 
meeting. 

• 6-8 pm at Brightwood Education Campus for the DCPS Community meeting (childcare 
available). At this meeting, Chancellor Henderson will make remarks about the school 
consolidation proposal. The PTA submitted a list of questions that we would like to be 
addressed during this time. Then, attendees will break into tables by school to discuss 
concerns and ideas. A DCPS representative will be at the table to take notes and answer 
questions. At the end of the discussion period, each table will select a spokesperson to 
report out on the findings of the table. 

It is essential that as many of our supporters attend these meetings as possible, so bring your 
family and friends. We'll see you there!! 

Also - we just reached 500 signatures on our change.org petition!!! If you have not yet signed, 
please do so ASAP, and ask your friends and family to do the same - we've got to get as many 
signatures as possible! !! https://www.change.org/petitions/chancellor -henderson-mayor -gray-dc
city-council-save-garrison-elementary-from-consolidation-2 

#SaveGarrison 
Your PTA Officers 
Ann McLeod, President 
Dima Reda, Vice President 
Charnise Elliott, Treasurer 

DCPS 010683 



Sandra Wright, Secretary 
Lisa Leavitt, Director-at-Large 
Luisabeth Naranjo, Director-at-Large 
Alison Lo, Teacher Representative 

Like us on Facebook: bJtmdLwwwJ,!g_~b9Qk,_g_QJTIL#YG'!rri§9JJE_S 
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/garrisonpta 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010684 



Average 
October October October Yearly % 

% Utilized 
Reported Reported Reported Enrollment Enrollment 2012 

Per 
Modernization 

Reading Math 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, from In Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 to Boundary 
Capacity 

2012-13 

215 237 228 2.98% 45% 356 64% n/a 45% 51% 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students, 20 of these students are in 3 city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 
o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 
to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident 
we don't currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 2015. We will work 

closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of the building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the space used by the Office 
of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to 
sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

DCPS 010685 



• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive 
to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at 

Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw campus (literally across the street) is desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw in the future. 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmrnSmealtmOlnmEmlemmmemnmtmamrYmSmCmhmOmOmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli~mmrnmrnmmmmmrnmmmmmmmrnmlm~mI IT 1503 10TH STREET NW II ~ 

October October October Average Yearly 
% Enrollment 

Certified Certified Certified Enrollment 
from In 2012 Capacity 

% Utilized Per Modernization 
Reading Math Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, 2010- Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 11 to 2012-13 
Boundary 

279 265 257 -4.02% 32% 325 79% 
Classroom 

41% 45% 
Modernization 

DCPS 010686 



Average 
October October October Yearly % 

% Utilized 
Reported Reported Reported Enrollment Enrollment 2012 

Per 
Modernization 

Reading Math 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, from In Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 to Boundary 
Capacity 

2012-13 

215 237 228 2.98% 45% 356 64% n/a 45% 51% 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students, 20 of these students are in 3 city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 
o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 
to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident 
we don't currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 2015. We will work 

closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of the building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the space used by the Office 
of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to 
sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

DCPS 010687 



• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive 
to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at 

Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw campus (literally across the street) is desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw in the future. 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmrnSmealtmOlnmEmlemmmemnmtmamrYmSmCmhmOmOmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli~mmrnmrnmmmmmrnmmmmmmmrnmlm~mI IT 1503 10TH STREET NW II ~ 

October October October Average Yearly 
% Enrollment 

Certified Certified Certified Enrollment 
from In 2012 Capacity 

% Utilized Per Modernization 
Reading Math Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, 2010- Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 11 to 2012-13 
Boundary 

279 265 257 -4.02% 32% 325 79% 
Classroom 

41% 45% 
Modernization 

DCPS 010688 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 30,20128:39 AM 
Suzanne Wells 
Re: Hi! 

Running a few min late. See you soon! ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 27,2012, at 10:31 AM, "Suzanne Wells" <m.godec@att.net> wrote: 

Claudia, 

There's a place called Peregrine on 7th Street (in the block between Pennsylvania Avenue and Eastern Market). 
If you don't mind coming my way, I'll see you there at 9:30 a.m. on Friday. My treat! 

Suzanne 

--- On Mon, 11126/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m,gQd~g_@_~ttJJ~t> 
Date: Monday, November 26, 2012, 6: 11 PM 

Yes! Where would you like to go? Happy to meet you close to your house. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:49 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, 

Would 9:30 a.m. on Friday, November 30, work for your schedule to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m.godec@att.net> 

DCPS 010689 



Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 12:22 PM 

Yes! Let me know what time works for you. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, I've got to work next week, so Wednesday won't work. I'm going to be off on November 30. Would 
you have time then to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m,gQd~g_@_~ttn~t> 
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 10:21 AM 

Would love to share my perspective on the proposal. coffee next week? Wed? 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:39 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Hi! 

You're so sweet Claudia. You should be running DCPS! ! ! 

I can't believe that hearing went on so long (is it over yet?)! I thought Mary Levy, Mark Simon and Cathy 
Reilly were especially effective. I really think it is a mistake for DCPS to close 20 schools. Here's the whole 
testimony .. .! timed myself several times and cut out lots of extra sentences, and I still went over! 

Suzanne 

--- On Thu, 11115/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> 
Subject: Hi! 
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To: "mgQJ1~_Q@~Jl.JwJ" <mgQJkQ_@~Jtn~t> 
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012, 9:41 PM 

Just watched your testimony! Nice. 

I also like your glasses! 

Hope you are well. I am ok, overwhelmed with work, but what+s new. 

Claudia Luj+n 

Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 18t Street NE 

Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 29,20121 :16 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Table Facilitator Prep - Consolidation and Reorganization Community Meeting @ 
McKinley MS 

But UI and 21 will not be doing their presentation, right? 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 29,2012 1:14 PM 
To: Rathinasamy, Neela (DCPS); Flanagan, Thomas P. (DCPS); Holland, Burnell (DCPS); Baxter, Vincent (DCPS); 
Johnson, Sarah N. (DCPS); Hudson, Kevin (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Alexander, Renard (DCPS); Martin, Torri 
(DCPS); Harris, Lindsay (DCPS); Hong, Melina (DCPS) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Wilson, Rochelle (DCPS); Basley, Jocelyn (DCPS); Smith, Alaina 
(DCPS); Higgins, Brenton (DCPS); West, Theresa (DCPS); Harris, Lindsay (DCPS); 'NHuvendick@21csf.org'; Cobb, 
Stephanie (DCPS); Fesler, Charity (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Lopes, Ronald A. (DCPS); Fields, Arthur 
(DCPS); Johnson, Curtis (DCPS); Newman, Rebecca (DCPS); Bruce, Diana (DCPS); Nelson, Nekosi (DCPS); Kiernan, Emily 
(DCPS); Graves, Zaneta (DCPS); Lewis, Frederick (DCPS) 
Subject: Table Facilitator Prep - Consolidation and Reorganization Community Meeting @ McKinley MS 
Importance: High 

Good afternoon Table Facilitators for the Ward 5 C&R Community Meeting! 

The meeting will be in the McKinley Gym at 151 T Street NE, Washington DC 20002. 

This is the third out of four meetings, and if you aren't sure how much your efforts are appreciated .... the 

Chancellor and Chiefs gave everyone kudos for the facilitations and said that your work was the "heartbeat" 
of the meetings and a great demonstration of how we engage our community. (A special shout out to the 

facilitators who will be doing a 3rd straight night tonight!) 

The format tonight will be the same as the format of the first meeting in Ward 8. Josephine will do 

introductions, the Chancellor will do a high level review of the proposal and then you'll begin the small table 

discussion. 45 minutes have been allotted for the discussion. 

Here is some additional best practices to build on the advice from Tuesday1s facilitators: 

• "Facilitators should be seated/positioned at their table as soon as individuals begin to get seated - use 

this time to build a rapport and review materials with participants prior to meeting start." 

• If your table gets way off track or if participants have questions you can't answer, raise your hand and 

a floater will assist you. 

• Be sure to remind participants that there are more opportunities to engage us about the C&R. They 

are listed on the back of the agenda. 

• Submit your notes before you leave McKinley! 

Please make arrangements to arrive at McKinley no later than 5:00pm so I can meet with you prior to 

participant arrival to run through materials, the meeting flow, and ensure you have everything you need to be 

successful this evening. (For those who attended yesterday, I PROMISE to be there on time today!) 
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We will have your materials printed for you and we'll have laptops available, but feel free to bring yours (fully 
charged) if that's more convenient for you. 

Lastly, there is there parking lot and plenty of street parking. It's also a nice walk from Central Office if you 
want to get some exercise in before the meeting. 

The OFPE team and I are immeasurably grateful for all the work you are doing. This level of engagement with 
the community would not be possible without you! 

Thank you and see you tonight! 

Shanita Burney 

Director, Family and Community Engagement 

Office of Family and Public Engagement 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE (lih floor) 

Washington, DC 20002 
T: (202) 442-5612 

C: (202) 997-9887 

Become a fan on Facebook and stay connected: www.facebook.com/DCPSPartners 

Be a part of public education's greatest turnaround story. APPLY NOW 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 28,201211:40 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (OCPS); Charles, Hassan (OCPS) 
RE: Enrollment Over Time 
image001.png; image002.png 

The trends are good to use. Would not recommend citing raw enrollment totals - especially the really old ones. 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. COCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28,2012 11:20 AM 
To: Charles, Hassan COCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: FW: Enrollment Over Time 

Also, looping Claudia in on this one in case anything changed (I doubt it, but know we won't have a ton of 
time to review) 

LMR 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. COCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28,2012 10:57 AM 
To: Charles, Hassan COCPS) 
Subject: Enrollment Over Time 

Hassan, 

Here is another interesting piece of information - when people talk about us losing 3,000 students after the 

last round of closings. 

• Prior to the 2007 closings, OCPS was losing 2,000-4,000 students each year. (See bottom of email 

going back 10 years) 

• When we closed schools in June 2008, we lost nearly 3,000 students the following year. This was the 

same loss we saw in the years leading up to the closing. In fact, we can make a really strong argument 

that had we not closed schools in 2008, we still would have lost 3,000 students. Mary Filardo said this 
last night - citing her 1967 study. 

• What we can say is that since losing the children in 2008, we have stopped the enrollment loss. We 
have held our enrollment constant for the past 3 years - in fact, in 2010 we saw the first increase in 

over a decade. 

There is an email below which has some data and some numbers below my initials. They are slightly 

different because one is audited enrollment and the other is reported, but the trends are the same. 

LMR 

Official Audited DCPS Enrollment 
SYl2-13 

SY06-07 SY07-08 SY08-09 SY09-10 SYlO-ll SY 11-12 

52,505 49,123 45,190 44,718 45,630 45,191 45,835* 

MR appointed in Post-Closing; 3,932 loss since *Reported, audited # 

6/07 Pre-Closing # 3,933 loss from 2008 closings likely to be 44,800-
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year before 45,300 

Closings announced 1
st 

enrollment 
in 11/07. Schools increase in 40 

close 6/08. years. 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:26 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Hope it's nottoo late ... 

Some additional points for consideration: 

• While we dipped significantly between 2007 and 2008, DCPS was already in a downward enrollment trend. In 
fact, the rate of loss between 07-08 and 08-09 was at the same rate as the 06-07 and 07-08 rate of 8% loss. 

• After 2008 we were able to stabilize and not continue the steep enrollment loss, as evident in the 1% loss 
between 08-09 and 09-10. 

• Furthermore, in 2010, DCPS saw its first increase in enrollment in a decade. 
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Attached is the spreadsheet, with some notes on historical grade band data. 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
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1200 15t Street N E 

Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 28,201210:42 AM 
Brandt, Kari (DCPS) 
RE: Charter/DCPS Performance Analysis 

DME should have been able to address this question. A few things I think you can refer them to: 

• IFF included performance for all schools - can be found on the ODME site 

• Send them link to our scores and profiles sites that allows comparison among DCPS schools 

• Point them to PCSB site for the PMF results 

From: Brandt, Kari CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27,20125:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Charter/DCPS Performance Analysis 

Hi Claudia, 

I hope you had a great holiday! CRT received the following inquiry from the Mayor's Office. Do you have any thoughts on 
how to address this inquiry? I've heard rumors of a charter/DCPS comparison, but I don't know that there are any 
available to the public. Let me know what you think. Thanks! 

Kari 

joseph ferguson 
1004 woodside parkway (work) 
silver sprint, MD 20910' 
jferqusonjr@qmail.com 

Subject 

Education 

Message 

Where is the comparison of public and charter 
schools performance for elementary, middle, and 
high school students to be found? 
Thank you for your response. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

See you then! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 28,20128:19 AM 
Suzanne Wells 
Re: Hi! 

On Nov 27,2012, at 10:31 AM, "Suzanne Wells" <m.godec@att.net> wrote: 

Claudia, 

There's a place called Peregrine on 7th Street (in the block between Pennsylvania Avenue and Eastern Market). 
If you don't mind coming my way, I'll see you there at 9:30 a.m. on Friday. My treat! 

Suzanne 

--- On Mon, 11126/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m,gQd~g_@_~ttJJ~t> 
Date: Monday, November 26, 2012, 6: 11 PM 

Yes! Where would you like to go? Happy to meet you close to your house. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:49 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, 

Would 9:30 a.m. on Friday, November 30, work for your schedule to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m.godec@att.net> 
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Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 12:22 PM 

Yes! Let me know what time works for you. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, I've got to work next week, so Wednesday won't work. I'm going to be off on November 30. Would 
you have time then to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m,gQd~g_@_~ttn~t> 
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 10:21 AM 

Would love to share my perspective on the proposal. coffee next week? Wed? 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:39 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Hi! 

You're so sweet Claudia. You should be running DCPS! ! ! 

I can't believe that hearing went on so long (is it over yet?)! I thought Mary Levy, Mark Simon and Cathy 
Reilly were especially effective. I really think it is a mistake for DCPS to close 20 schools. Here's the whole 
testimony .. .! timed myself several times and cut out lots of extra sentences, and I still went over! 

Suzanne 

--- On Thu, 11115/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Luian@dc.gov> 
Subject: Hi! 
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To: "mgQJ1~_Q@~Jl.JwJ" <mgQJkQ_@~Jtn~t> 
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012, 9:41 PM 

Just watched your testimony! Nice. 

I also like your glasses! 

Hope you are well. I am ok, overwhelmed with work, but what+s new. 

Claudia Luj+n 

Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 18t Street NE 

Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 27,20123:20 PM 
DuPre, Mary (DCPS) 
RE: address distribution maps 

I am working with OCTO on doing these for all schools proposed for closure. We are running into an issue right now 
about confidentiality issues and plotting student addresses. We should have something this week. 

The map that I requested for the Council member last year, didn't take this issue into account - so it was much easier. .... 

From: DuPre, Mary (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,2012 1:59 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: address distribution maps 

Hi Claudia, 

Fonda asked me to go ahead and request the distribution map for Garrison from OCTO. We haven't requested maps 
from them before, I'm wondering if that's typically done by your office? If so, do you know the correct person to 
contact? 

Thanks! 

Mary 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:30 AM 
To: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); DuPre, Mary (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: address distribution maps 

We are working on similar maps for the community meetings, feels weird having these out there before ours .... 

Can I connect with you later today after I meet with JBR and team to go over what the plan is for meetings ... ? 

From: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:27 AM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); DuPre, Mary (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: address distribution maps 

Sounds good. Mary - can you add it to your OCTO request? 

Fonda Sutton 
Office of the Chancellor 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

202.442.5035 
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From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:26 AM 
To: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); DuPre, Mary (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: address distribution maps 

Morning! Mary's probably the best person for these requests since I would end up going to Mary/GOA for this request 
as well. Perhaps keep Claudia in the loop since we know this is a vocal community and we may have existing 
supplemental data that may be helpful. 

-Nancy 

From: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); DuPre, Mary (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: address distribution maps 

Good morning - can we get one of these distribution maps for Garrison to go along with the other request? I want to 
talk about the best way to streamline these requests, whether I should be doing them myself, what you all prefer in 
terms of making these data requests ... 

FS 

Fonda Sutton 
Office of the Chancellor 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

202.442.5035 

From: DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL) [mailto:JDeTaeye@DCCOUNCIL.US] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 201210:13 AM 
To: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Data request from CM Graham's office 

No, the map with the dots of where students live. Attached is an example. 

Rev. John D. De Taeye 
Committee on Human Services 
Councilmember Jim Graham, Chair 
John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Suite 116 
Washington, DC 20004 
202.724.7774 (phone) 

202.724.7133 (fax) 
www.grahamwone.com 
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From: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) [mailto:fonda.sutton2@dc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL) 
Subject: RE: Data request from CM Graham's office 

John - this is a document that you got from China/OSSEo I resent it to you last week when we were sorting out the 
crossing requests on Garrison. 

Fonda Sutton 
Office of the Chancellor 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

202.442.5035 

From: DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL) [mailto:JDeTaeye@DCCOUNCIL.US] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Data request from CM Graham's office 

Hi, 

Were you able to get a Garrison student distribution map from OSSE for last school year? 

Rev. John D. De Taeye 
Committee on Human Services 
Councilmember Jim Graham, Chair 
John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Suite 116 
Washington, DC 20004 
202.724.7774 (phone) 

202.724.7133 (fax) 
www.grahamwone.com 

From: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) [mailto:fonda.sutton2@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:14 PM 
To: DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL) 
Subject: FW: Data request from CM Graham's office 

Fonda Sutton 
Office of the Chancellor 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

202.442.5035 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:19 PM 
To: 'DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL)' 
Subject: FW: Data request from CM Graham's office 

John -

Attached is the data (from OSSE) we were discussing about Ward 1 in-boundary students over the summer. Your 
constituent, Vanessa Bertelli, also requested the data from DCPS (see below): 

2010: 

I School Name I Garrison ES 

Count of Pupil 
Number 

Student Ward Grade Total 
1 01 8 

02 4 
03 12 
04 5 
05 7 
K 11 
PK 8 
PS 8 

1 Total 63 
2 01 5 

02 3 
03 6 
04 6 
05 6 
K 13 
PK 7 
PS 2 

2 Total 48 

3 PS 1 
3 Total 1 

4 01 1 
02 1 
03 6 
04 1 
05 3 
K 3 
PK 3 
PS 3 

4 Total 21 

5 I 01 4 
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02 3 
03 3 
04 4 
05 2 
K 3 
PK 3 
PS 3 

5 Total 25 

6 01 2 
05 1 
PK 2 
PS 1 

6 Total 6 

7 01 2 
04 3 
05 2 
K 1 
PK 3 
PS 1 

7 Total 12 

8 02 3 
03 4 
04 4 
K 3 

8 Total 14 

(blank) 01 3 
02 5 
03 1 
04 4 
05 4 
K 6 
PK 9 
PS 10 

(blank) Total 42 
Grand Total 232 

2009: 

I School Name I Garrison Elementary School 

Count of Pupil 
Number 
Student Ward Grade Total 
Ward 1 01 4 

02 6 
03 8 
04 6 
05 7 
K 9 
PK 6 
PS 3 

Ward 1 Total 49 

Ward 2 I 01 3 
02 6 
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03 9 
04 5 
05 8 
K 7 
PK 8 
PS 3 

Ward 2 Total 49 
Ward 4 01 1 

02 3 
03 2 
04 2 
K 2 
PK 2 
PS 3 

Ward 4 Total 15 

Ward 5 01 2 
02 1 
03 3 
04 3 
05 5 
K 2 
PK 2 
PS 1 

Ward 5 Total 19 
Ward 6 04 1 

K 1 

Ward 6 Total 2 
Ward 7 01 2 

03 3 
04 5 
05 1 
K 1 
PK 1 

Ward 7 Total 13 
Ward 8 01 5 

02 2 
03 3 
04 1 
K 2 

Ward 8 Total 13 
(blank) 01 1 

02 8 
03 8 
04 3 
05 7 
K 6 
PK 6 
PS 3 

(blank) Total 42 

Grand Total 202 

Fonda Sutton 
Office of the Chancellor 
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District of Columbia Public Schools 

202.442.5035 

From: DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL) [mailto:JDeTaeye@DCCOUNCIL.US] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Cc: Cameron, Malcolm (Council) 
Subject: FW: Data request from CM Graham's office 

Hi Fonda, 

I just spoke with the CM about this report. This inquiry addresses his question, "What is the future of DCPS in Ward One 
given the proliferation of Public Charter Schools in Ward One"l 

This chart provides good information on where Ward One students are attending. He would like to know the percentage 
of Ward One students attending DCPS as compared to Ward One students attending PCS. We are going to begin 
working with the attached chart. However, as you can see, there are a lot of additional schools that appear to be neither 
DCPS nor PCS. 

It would also be helpful to review the enrollment both DCPS and PCS in Ward One and the home wards of the students 
attending those schools. 

Please call if more information is needed. 

Thanks 

Rev. John D. De Taeye 
Committee on Human Services 
Councilmember Jim Graham, Chair 
John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Suite 116 
Washington, DC 20004 
202.724.7774 (phone) 

202.724.7133 (fax) 
www.grahamwone.com 

Grade Your Government! 

Share your thoughts on key DC Government services. 

Check out the new grade.dc.gov and give your feedback via web, text or social media. 

Learn more at www.grade.dc.gov 

From: Terrell, China (OSSE) [mailto:china.terrell@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, October 07,2011 7:51 PM 
To: DeTaeye, John (COUNCIL) 
Subject: Data request from CM Graham's office 

John, it has been a long day and it is still going, but here are the responses to your data request. 
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Btw. the total number of students enrolled at Garrison as of 10-4-2011 is 238. 

Thanks for being patient, 

China Terrell 
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs 
202-415-2916 (Mobile) 
china. terrell@dc.gov 

Join Mayor Vincent C. Gray, Council members, and many others at the "Full Democracy Freedom Rally and March" 
Saturday, October 15 @9:30 a.m. on Freedom Plaza (13th & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 26,20126:12 PM 
Suzanne Wells 
RE: Hi! 

Yes!. Where would you like to go? Happy to meet you close to your house. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:49 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, 

Would 9:30 a.m. on Friday, November 30, work for your schedule to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <rrLgQ~l~~@_~1Ln~1> 
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 12:22 PM 

Yes! Let me know what time works for you. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.qodec@att.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, I've got to work next week, so Wednesday won't work. I'm going to be off on November 30. Would 
you have time then to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lu;an@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m.godec@att.net> 
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Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 10:21 AM 

Would love to share my perspective on the proposal. coffee next week? Wed? 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.qodec@att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:39 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Hi! 

You're so sweet Claudia. You should be running DCPS! ! ! 

I can't believe that hearing went on so long (is it over yet?)! I thought Mary Levy, Mark Simon and Cathy 
Reilly were especially effective. I really think it is a mistake for DCPS to close 20 schools. Here's the whole 
testimony .. .! timed myself several times and cut out lots of extra sentences, and I still went over! 

Suzanne 

--- On Thu, 11115/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Hi! 
To: "m. godec@att.net" <m. godec@att.net> 
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012, 9:41 PM 

Just watched your testimony! Nice. 

I also like your glasses! 

Hope you are well. I am ok, overwhelmed with work, but what+s new. 

Claudia Luj+n 

Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 18t Street NE 

Washington, DC 20002 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 26,201212:27 PM 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes. Wait to get them from me. Johnson only one ready for tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 12:16 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> wrote: 

> Is OCTO making changes to these maps? Are these the most up-to-date versions? If so, I can 
print the remaining three from this file. 
> 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:52 PM 
> To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia 
> (DCPS) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 
> 
> Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB tomorrow. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Chris 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:14 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, 
> Claudia (DCPS) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Thanks Chris! 
> 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:55 PM 
> To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy 
> (DCPS) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 2 mile, I 
will be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 
> 
> Chris 
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> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:52 PM 
> To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 
> 
> Chris-can you please send a status? 
> 
> Matt 
> 
> From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 03:44 PM 
> To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
> Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Matt, 
> 
> We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Claudia 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On Nov 20, 2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>> wrote: 
> Hi Chris, 
> 
> Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming 
community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you'll still be able to 
turn them around this week? 
> 
> Thanks for your help on this. 
> 
> Best, 
> 
> Nancy 
> 
> Nancy Iheanacho 
> Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
> 
> District of Columbia Public Schools 
> Office of the Chancellor 
> 1200 First Street NE 
> Washington, DC 20002 
> T: 202.719.6595 
> F: 202.442.5026 
> E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
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> W: http://dcps.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:00 PM 
> To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Chris - this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
> To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> If needed, here is a map as well. 
> 
> Chris 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:43 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
> Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Thank you! 
> 
> 
> Nancy Iheanacho 
> DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
> 202.907.8285 
> Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 
> 
> -------------------------
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
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> Sent: Thu Nov 15 14:15:25 2012 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools Nancy, 
> 
> Here is Seaton. 
> 
> Chris 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
> Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Chris, 
> 
> Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school 
for Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a 
sense of the charter layout in that community. 
> 
> Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 
> 
> Thanks so much. 
> 
> 
> Nancy Iheanacho 
> DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
> 202.907.8285 
> Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 
> 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
> (OCTO) 
> Sent: Wed Nov 14 23:13:54 2012 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools Here are 
> Charters Schools - 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 
> 
> 2 Mile to follow ... 
> 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
> (OCTO) 
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> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Ok, thanks! 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:21 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
> (OCTO) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, 
one and two mile buffer. I am on that now. 
> 
> Chris 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
> To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
> (OCTO) 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Nancy and Claudia, 
> 
> Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. 
As for two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree - Riverside in SW fall within that 
distance. 
> 
> Let me know if you need anything else. 
> 
> Chris 
> 
> 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:41 PM 
> To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
> (OCTO) 
> Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
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> On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<christopher.faust@dc.gov<mailto:christopher.faust@dc.gov» wrote: 
> Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed schools 
to create the buffers, correct? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Chris 
> 
> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>> wrote: 
> Thanks Chris! 
> 
> Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 
> 
> Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have attached 
it to the initial email. 
> 
> Thanks again. 
> 
> -Nancy 
> 
> 
> Nancy Iheanacho 
> DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
> 202.907.8285 
> Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 
> 
> 
> From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
> To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
> Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:42 2012 
> Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools Nancy, 
> 
> Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same as 
the 20 I have seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 
> 
> Chris 
> 
> Chris Faust 
> GIS Analyst 
> Government of the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology 
> Officer 1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005 ph - (202) 
> 727-2023 
> 
> From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:41 PM 
> To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, 
> Matthew (OCTO) 
> Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn this 
around by tomorrow at noon. 
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> 
> Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 
> 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 04:33 PM 
> To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
> Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
> Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
> 
> Hey Mario, 
> 
> The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information for her. For 
all of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the neighboring charter 
schools within both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each school? I've attached the list 
of schools. Is this possible? If so, what's the turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this 
information no later than noon. 
> 
> We appreciate your help with this! 
> 
> Best, 
> 
> Nancy 
> 
> Nancy Iheanacho 
> Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
> 
> District of Columbia Public Schools 
> Office of the Chancellor 
> 1200 First Street NE 
> Washington, DC 20002 
> T: 202.719.6595 
> F: 202.442.5026 
> E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
> W: http://dcps.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
> Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of 
an emergency call today at www.smart911.com<http://www.smart911.com>. 
> Inform first responders in advance! 
> 
> 
> <Charters_1mile.zip> 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Jim, 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 26,201211:49 AM 
Jim Inglesby 
RE: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Should I be making alternative plans for our community meeting tomorrow night + in regards to updated brochures? 

Thanks, 
claudia 

From: Jim Inglesby [mailto:jim@gotoucan.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 24,20128:50 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thanks Claudia! You too. Jim 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

-----Original message-----
From: "Lujan, Claudia (OCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Jim Inglesby <jim@gotoucan.com> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 23,201222:51 :07 GMT +00:00 
Subject: RE: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Hope you are enjoying the holiday weekend! 

Will keep my eye out for the proof on Monday and will get you a quick turn around. 

Best, 
Claudia 

From: Jim Inglesby [mailto:jim@qotoucan.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11 :42 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Claudia, 

The plant is off on Thursday and Friday. We+1I try and get the proof done today but realistically I think it will fall into 
Monday. If we can get a quick OK on the proof we may get lucky and get it printed and delivered Tuesday afternoon but 
I think more likely is that we should shoot for Wednesday. Once we get it proofed and approved 1+11 have a better feel 
for an exact ETA. 

Thanks 

Jim 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:15 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Much appreciated, thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 11: 13 AM, "Jim Inglesby" <jim@gotoucan.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

I+m not sure on that delivery as we+re going to have a lot of downtime due to the Thanksgiving 

holiday. I+m working on it and will do my best and let you know. 

Thanks 

Jim 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:09 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Jim, I really appreciate you agreeing to go with the first quote. I know you are working on eta of 
delivery. Would be great if we could get before 4 on Tuesday. Do you think that's possible? 

Again, thank you. Look forward to hearing from you. 

Happy Turkey Day! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 10:41 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Jim, 

Attached is the PO for services. Will give you a call to confirm timeline, etc. 

Thank you! 

Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" <r~Q~_g_g~,n~wmi:!.Jl@_~k_._gQY> 
Date: November 21,2012, 10:34:24 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<~!lt.b9!lY,JI~g1-!~_mmJ@d~,gQY>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 
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<glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 
<fmnklirunHilin@_~lg_,gQY>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 
<c1ara.mccargo@dc.gov>, "Armstrong, James (DCPS)" 
<james. armstrong@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 
"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 

<franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 

<clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My apologies for the urgent 
request but it is imperative to obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a 
necessary procurement for the school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional 
information. If there is anyway in which I can assist I am happy to. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 

<franklin.austin@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be assigned by the 
Contracting Officer. RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 
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Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it this weekend so 
that we can get it to the printers first thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the expedition of RQ79320S 
as these materials are required for the communication effort surrounding 
school consolidations. Please address this as soon as possible and let me 
know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 
F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov <http //dcps dc gov/> 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<P0450497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 23,20126:03 PM 
Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If we held off on the 2 mile maps (except for FSj, but instead had you add any other DCPS schools that were also within a 

mile radius to the other maps. how hard would that be? Would you hate me?? Be honest. 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 7:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Here is Francis-Stevens redone. 

I will have 2 mile radius maps to you by Monday at the latest. 

Happy Thanksgiving, cheers yall, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Monday is fine too •. 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 4:47 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Amy. I will correct and resend tonight. 

Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Nov 21,2012, at 4:18 PM, "Crossett, Matthew (OCTO)" <mi'J,J1h~wJ;;IQ_S_~~Jl@d~,gQY> wrote: 

Hi Amy, 
Chris F is working on this request. Chris, please comment below. 

Matt 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 04:01 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

Was going through the files you sent Claudia and noticed that the Francis Stevens. PDF is actually of 
MacFarland. Can we get a corrected PDF? Thanks! 
Amy 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 7: 10 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Fwd: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

can you check to make sure the new charters this yr are on this? And just spot check? 

Thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopher.faust@dc.gov> 
To: "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>, "Crossett, 
Matthew (OCTO)" <mi'J,11h~w,~m§_~~J1@dg_,gQY>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia. Lui an@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 

Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB 
tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
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ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20124:14 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia 
(DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:55 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy 
(DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 
2 mile, I will be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 

Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 
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Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<n~ngyjh~~n~J;J;1Q_@JJ~U~QY<m~iltQ_JJ~ngyjh~_~n~~hQ_@d~,gQY> > wrote: 
Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the 
upcoming community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that 
you+ll still be able to turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: n!1ngyjh~!1n~_ghQ_@J;k._gQY<m~iltQJ)'_~_lJgyjh~_~n_~_<;;hQ_@d~,gQ'y> 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20124:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
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Chris. this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20122:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14: 15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the 
receiving school for Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions 
on this so we want to get a sense of the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 1423:13:542012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters 
within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 
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From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20129:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed 
school, one and two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools 
closings. As for two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside 
in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20126:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
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Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<christopher.faust@dc.gov<mailto: christopher.faust@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed 
closed schools to create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<n~ngyjh~~n~J;J;1Q_@JJ~U~QY<m~iltQ_JJ~ngyjh~_mJ~~hQ_@d~,gQY> > wrote: 
Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have 
attached it to the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:422012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same 
as the 20 I have seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
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1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20124:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
(OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn 
this around by tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 201204:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information 
for her. For all of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the 
neighboring charter schools within both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each 
school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is this possible? If so, what+s the 
turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this information no later than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: httpjLd~Q!HkgQY 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event 
of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com<http://www.smart911.com>. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 23,20125:50 PM 
Jim Inglesby 
RE: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Hope you are enjoying the holiday weekend! 

Will keep my eye out for the proof on Monday and will get you a quick turn around. 

Best, 
Claudia 

From: Jim Inglesby [mailto:jim@gotoucan.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11 :42 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Claudia, 

The plant is off on Thursday and Friday. We+1I try and get the proof done today but realistically I think it will fall into 
Monday. If we can get a quick OK on the proof we may get lucky and get it printed and delivered Tuesday afternoon but 
I think more likely is that we should shoot for Wednesday. Once we get it proofed and approved 1+11 have a better feel 
for an exact ETA. 

Thanks 

Jim 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:15 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Much appreciated, thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 11: 13 AM, "Jim Inglesby" <jim@gotoucan.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

I+m not sure on that delivery as we+re going to have a lot of downtime due to the Thanksgiving 
holiday. I+m working on it and will do my best and let you know. 

Thanks 

Jim 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:09 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Jim, I really appreciate you agreeing to go with the first quote. I know you are working on eta of 
delivery. Would be great if we could get before 4 on Tuesday. Do you think that's possible? 

Again, thank you. Look forward to hearing from you. 

Happy Turkey Day! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 10:41 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <C.l~ltdi~LLgi~lJt@d~,gQY> wrote: 

Jim, 

Attached is the PO for services. Will give you a call to confirm timeline, etc. 

Thank you! 

Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
Date: November 21,2012, 10:34:24 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 
<glm:iQ1tsJ~f!:~_~mQ};'_~_@d~,gQY>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 
<franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 
<c1ara.mccargo@dc.gov>, "Armstrong, James (DCPS)" 
<jf!:m~_~L~r_msJmng@_dg_gQ'y> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 
"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 
Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 
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<franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 

<clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My apologies for the urgent 
request but it is imperative to obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a 
necessary procurement for the school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional 
information. If there is anyway in which I can assist I am happy to. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 
"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 
Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 

<franklin.austin@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be assigned by the 
Contracting Officer. RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 

Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 
"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it this weekend so 
that we can get it to the printers first thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 
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From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 
"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the expedition of RQ79320S 
as these materials are required for the communication effort surrounding 
school consolidations. Please address this as soon as possible and let me 
know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 
F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov <http //dcps dc gov/> 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 

www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<P0450497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20125:47 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Re: School Closing Community Meeting Table Facilitator Training 

First thing in am or 3 and after. Maybe better in the afternoon we will probably have a full set of documents to 
share with folks then. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 5:32 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Ok thanks. 

Alaina. no 

Lindsay, maybe. Don.t know Torri. 

Should I send this to Lindsay? 

When would you be available to attend? I don.t know that I feel comfortable doing it without you. ;) 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
w.W.w,.~.illm:t.2.1L9.Q!.n. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 5:26 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: School Closing Community Meeting Table Facilitator Training 

Rebecca is out of town next week and Nancy I has class in the evenings •. 

Can you add Alaina? Lindsay and Torri will help too, but maybe not as facilitators. or maybe yes •. your call if 
you want to add to this particular training. 

Also have mtg with Chancellor at this same time. Hassan is also in that meeting. 

-----Orig i na I Appoi ntment ----
From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,20125:17 PM 
To: Holland, Burnell (DCPS); Baxter, Vincent (DCPS); Newman, Rebecca (DCPS); Rauch, Jessica (DCPS); 
Johnson, Sarah N. (DCPS); Baumwell, Ivan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Johnson, Curtis (DCPS); Basley, Jocelyn (DCPS); Gordon, Dan (DCPS); 
Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Isaac, Joseph (DCPS); Nelson, Nekosi (DCPS); Montgomery, Ryan (DCPS); 
Lopes, Ronald A. (DCPS); Morris, Amoretta (DCPS); Wilson, Rochelle (DCPS); Ramos, Arnoldo (DCPS); 
Hudson, Kevin (DCPS); Fesler, Charity (DCPS) 
Cc: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: School Closing Community Meeting Table Facilitator Training 
When: Monday, November 26,2012 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
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Where: l012A 
Importance: High 

Good evening colleagues! 

As many of you prepare for your all night cook-athons for Thanksgiving © please consider 
serving in an extended leadership role for the 4 School Closing Community Meetings taking 
place next week starting Tuesday, November 27 and ending Wednesday, December 5. In this 
role, you will serve as a small group table facilitator during the small group discussions where 
the community will be able to provide feedback to the Chancellor+s Proposal to Consolidate 
and Reorganize 20 schools SY13-14. 

We need a minimum of 15 table facilitators for each community meeting and welcome your 
interest for one or more of the meetings. Please join us this Monday, November 27th at 1 pm in 
Conference Room 1012A to receive more information. 

I have included the Run of Show for you to review and see the general format of the meeting. 
Also, see below to review the message that was sent to all staff Monday, November 20. 

Thank you and hope to see you on Monday at 1 pm. 

********************************************************* 
«File: Community Meeting ROS.clean.doc » 
Dear DCPS Central Office Staff, 

As most of you know by now, DCPS has released a proposal to consolidate and reorganize 20 
~gJ1QQ1~ to ensure that our investments in schools will provide the greatest benefit to students. 
Before a final decision is made, we will be holding a series of important community meetings to 
receive feedback on the proposals from the community and to share information with the DCPS 
community. 

We need your help! 
Because we expect anywhere from 100-200 attendees at each event, we need your help. 
Volunteers are needed for set-up, greeting, sign-in, note-taking, general logistical assistance, and 
clean-up. 

About the meetings 

• A total of four meetings are scheduled between Tuesday, Nov. 27, and Wednesday, Dec. 
5. 

• All meetings are scheduled between 6 - 8 p.m., and volunteers are expected to arrive by 

5:15 p.m. and should plan to stay until 8:30 p.m. + 9 p.m. 

How to sign up to volunteer 

• Sign up here to volunteer! You can sign up for a minimum of one and as many as 

four events and indicate what responsibilities you prefer. 
• Following your sign up, you will receive a calendar event invite through Outlook from 

Jennifer Skates. 
• Final volunteer role assignments will be sent out the day before each event. 
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• You will also receive an invitation to join us at a prep meeting on Monday, Nov. 26 from 

2 p.m .• 3 p.m. in l012A. 

Thank you in advance for your support of the DCPS Proposed School Consolidation and 
Reorganization community meeting series. We cannot do this without you! 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to Jennifer Skates at Jennifer.Skates@dc.gov. 

The Office of Family and Public Engagement 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart9ll.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Anthony, 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20124:39 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
FW: handouts 

Amy and I can pull some of this together on Friday into a slide on charters .... do you want more detail than what is in 
here? 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 4:34 PM 
To: 'Comey, Jennifer'; MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: handouts 

This could be helpful snapshot for these meeting. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:42 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Claudia -
I think Mary is on the road already. During the phone call this morning, Anthony and Josephine reiterated the need to 
get stats on where the kids live. I explained the challenges with the OSSE file, plus the fact we have not started trying to 
use it. It may be that in the end, the OSSE file will only be good for the feeder school analysis (which is important but not 
pressing right now). So we may need to ask for PCSB for their point level data for 2009, 2010, 2011, and possibly 2012. 
We'll need a week AT LEAST to process this data, so maybe PCSB would just run the aggregate numbers of charter kids 
who live in the ward. I didn't not reach out to PCSB - we've been scrambling on everything else. I'm not sure if 21CSF 
did. 

Mary had planned on just showing the stats on DCPS kids. 

I won't be local on Friday so talking on Monday is best. 

jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Luian@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,20122:58 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

The files that Marc sent are not in programs that we have here ... 

Can we connect on Friday about this? Sorry, are you all out on Friday ... Monday morning? 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 2:30 PM 
To: 'Comey, Jennifer'; MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

These are standard size paper, right? If so, then yes. We can make copies on Tuesday. 

Anthony mentioned something about where charter school students are going to school?? He said you were going to 
try and get that - is that true? Marc is sending me the geo-coded info that was used in IFF .... but we can do that analysis 
internally - if you prefer that. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Mary and Claudia -
Graham and I just talked and we're going to have the slides and two hands outs (1 and 2 below) done in the next few 
hours. 

Handouts 3 and 4 are much more down to the wire. Graham is going to try and get 1 maybe 2 of the ward 8 schools 
done today, so we can take a look at them on Friday. But he's going to take most of the day on Monday to get the 
remainder done. We're completely crunched trying to get all of these pieces done in little time with the holiday where 
we're all traveling. So we're doing the best we can. If you get the four school maps by COB Monday, is that enough time 
to print them for Tuesday's meeting? 

Seems like the development map is the lowest priority right now, so that won't be done until Monday either. 
Jc 

Saved in Sharepoint: DCPS Boundary Feeder AnalysIs Reference Documents Presentations 

1. Slide 1 with the full city 2000 to 2010 4-17 year olds population changes along with ward level table (uploaded 
Wednesday) 

2. Cluster level age category projections table for 2010, 2015, and 2020 [uploaded Wednesday] 
3. Dot density for 4 closed/sending ward 8 schools (Graham to finish at least one by COB Wednesday and JC and 

others can review Friday. Others completed by the end of the day Monday) 
4. Citywide developmental map that shows where large residential and mixed use developments (uploaded 

Monday) 
a. Edits to the maps: add in ward boundaries, add in source and definition 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 
www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20124:34 PM 
Corney, Jennifer; mfilardo@21csf.org 

Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: handouts 
Attachments: NPTF Pre Reading Appendix_1 0.2.12.pdf; NPTF Pre Reading MateriaU 0.2.12.pdf 

This could be helpful snapshot for these meeting. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:42 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Claudia -
I think Mary is on the road already. During the phone call this morning, Anthony and Josephine reiterated the need to 
get stats on where the kids live. I explained the challenges with the OSSE file, plus the fact we have not started trying to 
use it. It may be that in the end, the OSSE file will only be good for the feeder school analysis (which is important but not 
pressing right now). So we may need to ask for PCSB for their point level data for 2009, 2010, 2011, and possibly 2012. 
We'll need a week AT LEAST to process this data, so maybe PCSB would just run the aggregate numbers of charter kids 
who live in the ward. I didn't not reach out to PCSB - we've been scrambling on everything else. I'm not sure if 21CSF 
did. 

Mary had planned on just showing the stats on DCPS kids. 

I won't be local on Friday so talking on Monday is best. 

jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,20122:58 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

The files that Marc sent are not in programs that we have here ... 

Can we connect on Friday about this? Sorry, are you all out on Friday ... Monday morning? 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 2:30 PM 
To: 'Comey, Jennifer'; MFilardo@21csf.org 
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Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

These are standard size paper, right? If so, then yes. We can make copies on Tuesday. 

Anthony mentioned something about where charter school students are going to school?? He said you were going to 
try and get that - is that true? Marc is sending me the geo-coded info that was used in IFF .... but we can do that analysis 
internally - if you prefer that. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Mary and Claudia -
Graham and I just talked and we're going to have the slides and two hands outs (1 and 2 below) done in the next few 
hours. 

Handouts 3 and 4 are much more down to the wire. Graham is going to try and get 1 maybe 2 of the ward 8 schools 
done today, so we can take a look at them on Friday. But he's going to take most of the day on Monday to get the 
remainder done. We're completely crunched trying to get all of these pieces done in little time with the holiday where 
we're all traveling. So we're doing the best we can. If you get the four school maps by COB Monday, is that enough time 
to print them for Tuesday's meeting? 

Seems like the development map is the lowest priority right now, so that won't be done until Monday either. 
Jc 

Saved in Sharepoint: DCPS Boundary Feeder AnalysIs Reference Documents Presentations 

1. Slide 1 with the full city 2000 to 2010 4-17 year olds population changes along with ward level table (uploaded 
Wednesday) 

2. Cluster level age category projections table for 2010, 2015, and 2020 [uploaded Wednesday] 
3. Dot density for 4 closed/sending ward 8 schools (Graham to finish at least one by COB Wednesday and JC and 

others can review Friday. Others completed by the end of the day Monday) 
4. Citywide developmental map that shows where large residential and mixed use developments (uploaded 

Monday) 
a. Edits to the maps: add in ward boundaries, add in source and definition 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 
www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:53 PM 
Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 

Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Good catch. Can you email Chris and let him know, so he can correct or just double check the info ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 3:49 PM, "Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov>wrote: 

Okay. Well, the one in the file labeled FS is actually of MacFarland. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:48 PM 
To: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

FS doesn+t have charters within a mile + just within 2 miles+.so they should have a map. 

From: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Still going through these, but the new charters appear to be on them. However, Francis Steven PDF is 
actually of MacFarland, so we need to get the actual Francis Stevens 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 7: 10 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Fwd: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

can you check to make sure the new charters this yr are on this? And just spot check? 

Thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopher.faust@dc.gov> 
To: "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>, "Crossett, 
Matthew (OCTO)" <matthew.crossett@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia. Lui an@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 

Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB 
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tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20124:14 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia 
(DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:55 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy 
(DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 
2 mile, I will be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 
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Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the 
upcoming community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that 
you+ll still be able to turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: ht1pjl~kmuk_,gQY 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20124:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 
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Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris. this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20122:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14: 15:252012 
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Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the 
receiving school for Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions 
on this so we want to get a sense of the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 1423:13:542012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters 
within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
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Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20129:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed 
school, one and two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools 
closings. As for two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside 
in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
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Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20126:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<dHi~t9Qh~LfmJ~t@JJ~U~QY<rrHtilJQ;J;hri§JQPh~rJ~n1sJ@d~,gQY> > wrote: 
Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed 
closed schools to create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have 
attached it to the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:422012 
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Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same 
as the 20 I have seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20124:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew 
(OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn 
this around by tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 201204:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information 
for her. For all of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the 
neighboring charter schools within both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each 
school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is this possible? If so, what+s the 
turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this information no later than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
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Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: httpjLd~Q!HkgQY 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event 
of an emergency call today at WWW,_SJ)J~!12JL~Qm<httQjLwww,_S.!1H!-!12JLQQm>. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:48 PM 
Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

FS doesn.t have charters within a mile. just within 2 miles •. so they should have a map .• 

From: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Still going through these, but the new charters appear to be on them. However, Francis Steven PDF is actually of 
MacFarland, so we need to get the actual Francis Stevens 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 7: 10 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Fwd: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

can you check to make sure the new charters this yr are on this? And just spot check? 

Thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <~lu:i~lQP.b.~r...fi!1J.~l@.dg.gQ'y> 
To: "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>, "Crossett, Matthew (OCTO)" 
<matthew.crossett@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 

Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 
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From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20124:14 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:55 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 2 mile, I will 
be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 

Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming 
community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you+ll still be able to 
turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: htJpjLd~])_~u:ig_,gQY 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20124:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris + this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 

DCPS 010757 



Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20122:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14: 15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 

DCPS 010758 



Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for 
Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of 
the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 1423:13:542012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20129:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 

DCPS 010759 



Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and 
two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for 
two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20126:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<christopher.faust@dc.gov<mailto: christopher.faust@dc.gov» wrote: 

DCPS 010760 



Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed schools to 
create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have attached it to 
the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:422012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same as the 20 I have 
seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20124:41 PM 

DCPS 010761 



To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn this around by 
tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 201204:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information for her. For all 
of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the neighboring charter schools within 
both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is this 
possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this information no later 
than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: h11Q;1l(;kQ_S_JJ~U~QY 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www,_s_mm12JL~Qm<h11Q.:l!www,_S.!1H!-r12JLQQm>. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010762 



Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010763 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:48 PM 
Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

FS doesn.t have charters within a mile. just within 2 miles •. so they should have a map .• 

From: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Still going through these, but the new charters appear to be on them. However, Francis Steven PDF is actually of 
MacFarland, so we need to get the actual Francis Stevens 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 7: 10 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Fwd: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

can you check to make sure the new charters this yr are on this? And just spot check? 

Thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopher.faust@dc.gov> 
To: "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>, "Crossett, Matthew (OCTO)" 
<m.~tth~WJ~r.Q.~.s.~11@.d.g.,gQ'y>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCP S)" <Cl~.IJ.di~Je.IJi~n.@d~,gQ'y> 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 

Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 

OCPS 010764 



Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20124:14 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:55 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 2 mile, I will 
be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 

Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

DCPS 010765 



On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<n;~m~yj)J~!~m!1d)9@Jk_,gQY<m~jlt9Jl~tngyjJ)J~_~XHtgl1Q_@JJ~U~QY> > wrote: 
Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming 
community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you+ll still be able to 
turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20124:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris + this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 

DCPS 010766 



To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20122:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14: 15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 

DCPS 010767 



To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for 
Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of 
the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 1423:13:542012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20129:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

DCPS 010768 



Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and 
two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for 
two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20126:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<christopher.faust@dc.gov<mailto: christopher.faust@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed schools to 

DCPS 010769 



create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have attached it to 
the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:422012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same as the 20 I have 
seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20124:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 

DCPS 010770 



Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn this around by 
tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 201204:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information for her. For all 
of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the neighboring charter schools within 
both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is this 
possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this information no later 
than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www. smart911. com<http://www.smart911.com> . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

DCPS 010771 



at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010772 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:48 PM 
Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

FS doesn.t have charters within a mile. just within 2 miles •. so they should have a map .• 

From: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Still going through these, but the new charters appear to be on them. However, Francis Steven PDF is actually of 
MacFarland, so we need to get the actual Francis Stevens 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 7: 10 AM 
To: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Fwd: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

can you check to make sure the new charters this yr are on this? And just spot check? 

Thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopher.faust@dc.gov> 
To: "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>, "Crossett, Matthew (OCTO)" 
<m.~tth~WJ~r.Q.~.s.~11@.d.g.,gQ'y>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCP S)" <Cl~.IJ.di~Je.IJi~n.@d~,gQ'y> 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 

Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 

OCPS 010773 



Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20124:14 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:55 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 2 mile, I will 
be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 

Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

DCPS 010774 



On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<n;~m~yj)J~!~m!1d)9@Jk_,gQY<m~jlt9Jl~tngyjJ)J~_~XHtgl1Q_@JJ~U~QY> > wrote: 
Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming 
community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you+ll still be able to 
turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20124:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris + this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
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To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20122:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14: 15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
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To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for 
Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of 
the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 1423:13:542012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20129:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
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Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and 
two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for 
two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20126:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<christopher.faust@dc.gov<mailto: christopher.faust@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed schools to 
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create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have attached it to 
the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:422012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same as the 20 I have 
seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20124:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
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Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn this around by 
tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 201204:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information for her. For all 
of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the neighboring charter schools within 
both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is this 
possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this information no later 
than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www. smart911. com<http://www.smart911.com> . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
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at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:47 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: handouts 

Don't think this is going to happen with charter data. 

Did get files from marc today with charter addresses, but don't think we have the right programs to read them .... and 
analyze in time. Will see ... 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:42 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Claudia -
I think Mary is on the road already. During the phone call this morning, Anthony and Josephine reiterated the need to 
get stats on where the kids live. I explained the challenges with the OSSE file, plus the fact we have not started trying to 
use it. It may be that in the end, the OSSE file will only be good for the feeder school analysis (which is important but not 
pressing right now). So we may need to ask for PCSB for their point level data for 2009, 2010, 2011, and possibly 2012. 
We'll need a week AT LEAST to process this data, so maybe PCSB would just run the aggregate numbers of charter kids 
who live in the ward. I didn't not reach out to PCSB - we've been scrambling on everything else. I'm not sure if 21CSF 
did. 

Mary had planned on just showing the stats on DCPS kids. 

I won't be local on Friday so talking on Monday is best. 

jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,20122:58 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

The files that Marc sent are not in programs that we have here ... 

Can we connect on Friday about this? Sorry, are you all out on Friday ... Monday morning? 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 2:30 PM 
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To: 'Comey, Jennifer'; MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

These are standard size paper, right? If so, then yes. We can make copies on Tuesday. 

Anthony mentioned something about where charter school students are going to school?? He said you were going to 
try and get that - is that true? Marc is sending me the geo-coded info that was used in IFF .... but we can do that analysis 
internally - if you prefer that. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq; Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Mary and Claudia -
Graham and I just talked and we're going to have the slides and two hands outs (1 and 2 below) done in the next few 
hours. 

Handouts 3 and 4 are much more down to the wire. Graham is going to try and get 1 maybe 2 of the ward 8 schools 
done today, so we can take a look at them on Friday. But he's going to take most of the day on Monday to get the 
remainder done. We're completely crunched trying to get all of these pieces done in little time with the holiday where 
we're all traveling. So we're doing the best we can. If you get the four school maps by COB Monday, is that enough time 
to print them for Tuesday's meeting? 

Seems like the development map is the lowest priority right now, so that won't be done until Monday either. 
Jc 

Saved in Sharepoint: DCPS Boundary Feeder AnalysIs Reference Documents Presentations 

l. Slide 1 with the full city 2000 to 2010 4-17 year olds population changes along with ward level table (uploaded 
Wednesday) 

2. Cluster level age category projections table for 2010, 2015, and 2020 [uploaded Wednesday] 
3. Dot density for 4 closed/sending ward 8 schools (Graham to finish at least one by COB Wednesday and JC and 

others can review Friday. Others completed by the end of the day Monday) 
4. Citywide developmental map that shows where large residential and mixed use developments (uploaded 

Monday) 
a. Edits to the maps: add in ward boundaries, add in source and definition 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 
www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20123:40 PM 
Corney, Jennifer; mfilardo@21csf.org 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
RE: handouts 

They are doing the charter mile radius around proposed consolidated school. I'm talking about just a DC map (poster 
size) with all schools plotted on them. Or a poster size map of Ward 8 with all schools (DCP5 and charter) plotted on 
them. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:38 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Do you mean the ones that OCTO are doing? I'm not sure what you are referring to. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Do we need city-wide maps or Ward maps? With just schools plotted on them. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Mary and Claudia -
Graham and I just talked and we're going to have the slides and two hands outs (1 and 2 below) done in the next few 
hours. 

Handouts 3 and 4 are much more down to the wire. Graham is going to try and get 1 maybe 2 of the ward 8 schools 
done today, so we can take a look at them on Friday. But he's going to take most of the day on Monday to get the 
remainder done. We're completely crunched trying to get all of these pieces done in little time with the holiday where 
we're all traveling. So we're doing the best we can. If you get the four school maps by COB Monday, is that enough time 
to print them for Tuesday's meeting? 
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Seems like the development map is the lowest priority right now, so that won't be done until Monday either. 
Jc 

Saved in Sharepoint: DCPS Boundary Feeder AnalysIs Reference Documents Presentations 

1. Slide 1 with the full city 2000 to 2010 4-17 year olds population changes along with ward level table (uploaded 
Wednesday) 

2. Cluster level age category projections table for 2010, 2015, and 2020 [uploaded Wednesday] 
3. Dot density for 4 closed/sending ward 8 schools (Graham to finish at least one by COB Wednesday and JC and 

others can review Friday. Others completed by the end of the day Monday) 
4. Citywide developmental map that shows where large residential and mixed use developments (uploaded 

Monday) 
a. Edits to the maps: add in ward boundaries, add in source and definition 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research Associate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 
www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20122:58 PM 
Corney, Jennifer; mfilardo@21csf.org 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
RE: handouts 

The files that Marc sent are not in programs that we have here ... 

Can we connect on Friday about this? Sorry, are you all out on Friday ... Monday morning? 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 2:30 PM 
To: 'Comey, Jennifer'; MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

These are standard size paper, right? If so, then yes. We can make copies on Tuesday. 

Anthony mentioned something about where charter school students are going to school?? He said you were going to 
try and get that - is that true? Marc is sending me the geo-coded info that was used in IFF .... but we can do that analysis 
internally - if you prefer that. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Mary and Claudia -
Graham and I just talked and we're going to have the slides and two hands outs (1 and 2 below) done in the next few 
hours. 

Handouts 3 and 4 are much more down to the wire. Graham is going to try and get 1 maybe 2 of the ward 8 schools 
done today, so we can take a look at them on Friday. But he's going to take most of the day on Monday to get the 
remainder done. We're completely crunched trying to get all of these pieces done in little time with the holiday where 
we're all traveling. So we're doing the best we can. If you get the four school maps by COB Monday, is that enough time 
to print them for Tuesday's meeting? 

Seems like the development map is the lowest priority right now, so that won't be done until Monday either. 
Jc 

Saved in Sharepoint: DCPS Boundary Feeder AnalysIs Reference Documents Presentations 

1. Slide 1 with the full city 2000 to 2010 4-17 year olds population changes along with ward level table (uploaded 
Wednesday) 

2. Cluster level age category projections table for 2010, 2015, and 2020 [uploaded Wednesday] 
3. Dot density for 4 closed/sending ward 8 schools (Graham to finish at least one by COB Wednesday and JC and 

others can review Friday. Others completed by the end of the day Monday) 
4. Citywide developmental map that shows where large residential and mixed use developments (uploaded 

Monday) 
a. Edits to the maps: add in ward boundaries, add in source and definition 
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Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research Associate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
199Xn~1I@!JrJ;>_l\rLQr.g 
www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20122:30 PM 
Corney, Jennifer; mfilardo@21csf.org 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
RE: handouts 

These are standard size paper, right? If so, then yes. We can make copies on Tuesday. 

Anthony mentioned something about where charter school students are going to school?? He said you were going to 
try and get that - is that true? Marc is sending me the geo-coded info that was used in IFF .... but we can do that analysis 
internally - if you prefer that. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: handouts 

Mary and Claudia -
Graham and I just talked and we're going to have the slides and two hands outs (1 and 2 below) done in the next few 
hours. 

Handouts 3 and 4 are much more down to the wire. Graham is going to try and get 1 maybe 2 of the ward 8 schools 
done today, so we can take a look at them on Friday. But he's going to take most of the day on Monday to get the 
remainder done. We're completely crunched trying to get all of these pieces done in little time with the holiday where 
we're all traveling. So we're doing the best we can. If you get the four school maps by COB Monday, is that enough time 
to print them for Tuesday's meeting? 

Seems like the development map is the lowest priority right now, so that won't be done until Monday either. 
Jc 

Saved in Sharepoint: DCPS Boundary Feeder AnalysIs Reference Documents Presentations 

1. Slide 1 with the full city 2000 to 2010 4-17 year olds population changes along with ward level table (uploaded 
Wednesday) 

2. Cluster level age category projections table for 2010, 2015, and 2020 [uploaded Wednesday] 
3. Dot density for 4 closed/sending ward 8 schools (Graham to finish at least one by COB Wednesday and JC and 

others can review Friday. Others completed by the end of the day Monday) 
4. Citywide developmental map that shows where large residential and mixed use developments (uploaded 

Monday) 
a. Edits to the maps: add in ward boundaries, add in source and definition 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 
www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,201211:47 AM 
Jim Inglesby 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

I will be on full stand by for review of proof to ensure quick turn around. Good thing is I don't need to have 
proof reviewed by anyone else. I'm hoping for some luck! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 11:41 AM, "Jim Inglesby" <jim@gotoucan.com>wrote: 

Claudia, 

The plant is off on Thursday and Friday. We+1I try and get the proof done today but realistically I think 
it will fall into Monday. If we can get a quick OK on the proof we may get lucky and get it printed and 
delivered Tuesday afternoon but I think more likely is that we should shoot for Wednesday. Once we get 
it proofed and approved 1+" have a better feel for an exact ETA. 

Thanks 

Jim 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:15 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Much appreciated, thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 11: 13 AM, "Jim Inglesby" <jim@gotoucan.com> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

I+m not sure on that delivery as we+re going to have a lot of downtime due to the 
Thanksgiving holiday. I+m working on it and will do my best and let you know. 

Thanks 

Jim 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:09 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 
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Jim, I really appreciate you agreeing to go with the first quote. I know you are 
working on eta of delivery. Would be great if we could get before 4 on Tuesday. 
Do you think that's possible? 

Again, thank you. Look forward to hearing from you. 

Happy Turkey Day! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 10:41 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Jim, 

Attached is the PO for services. Will give you a call to confirm 
timeline, etc. 

Thank you! 

Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" 
<r~b~gJ:~;_~_.Jl~WmflJl@dg_,gQY> 
Date: November 21,2012, 10:34:24 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony. deguzman@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 
Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, 
"Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 
<franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara 
(DCPS)" <c1ara.mccargo@dc.gov>, "Armstrong, 
James (DCPS)" <jf!:m~_~L~_rmsJmng@_dg_,gQ'y> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia.Luj an@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this 
request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE 

<rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
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To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 

<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO

DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious 

(OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin 

(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara 
(DCPS)" <clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My 
apologies for the urgent request but it is imperative to 
obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a necessary 
procurement for the school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need 
additional information. If there is anyway in which I can 
assist I am happy to. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE 
<rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 

<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO

DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious 

(OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin 
(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be 
assigned by the Contracting Officer. RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 

Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE 

<rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 

<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO

DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious 
(OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 
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Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it 
this weekend so that we can get it to the printers first 
thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE 

<rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 

<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO

DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious 
(OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the 
expedition of RQ79320S as these materials are required 
for the communication effort surrounding school 
consolidations. Please address this as soon as possible and 
let me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 
F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gOY 
W dcps dc gOY <http //dcps dc gov/> 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, 
lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010792 



<P0450497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November21, 201211:1SAM 
Jim Inglesby 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Much appreciated, thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 11:13 AM, "Jim Inglesby" <jim@gotoucan.com>wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

I+m not sure on that delivery as we+re going to have a lot of downtime due to the Thanksgiving 

holiday. I+m working on it and will do my best and let you know. 

Thanks 

Jim 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21,2012 11:09 AM 
To: Jim Inglesby 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Jim, I really appreciate you agreeing to go with the first quote. I know you are working on eta of 
delivery. Would be great if we could get before 4 on Tuesday. Do you think that's possible? 

Again, thank you. Look forward to hearing from you. 

Happy Turkey Day! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Jim, 

Attached is the PO for services. Will give you a call to confirm timeline, etc. 

Thank you! 

Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

DCPS 010794 



From: "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
Date: November 21,2012, 10:34:24 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 
<glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 
<franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 
<ghJntm~g_~rgQ@_~lg_._gQY>, "Armstrong, James (DCPS)" 
<james. armstrong@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 

<franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 

<clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My apologies for the urgent 
request but it is imperative to obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a 
necessary procurement for the school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional 
information. If there is anyway in which I can assist I am happy to. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" 

<franklin.austin@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

DCPS 010795 



Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be assigned by the 
Contracting Officer. RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 

Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it this weekend so 
that we can get it to the printers first thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 

"Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, 

Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the expedition of RQ79320S 
as these materials are required for the communication effort surrounding 
school consolidations. Please address this as soon as possible and let me 
know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 

DCPS 010796 



F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gOY 
W dcps dc gOY <http //dcps dc gov/> 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<P0450497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,201211 :09 AM 
Jim Inglesby 
Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Jim, I really appreciate you agreeing to go with the first quote. I know you are working on eta of delivery. 
Would be great if we could get before 4 on Tuesday. Do you think that's possible? 

Again, thank you. Look forward to hearing from you. 

Happy Turkey Day! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 10:41 AM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Jim, 

Attached is the PO for services. Will give you a call to confirm timeline, etc. 

Thank you! 

Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
Date: November 21,2012, 10:34:24 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, 
"Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glQJ;iQ].J.s.J2.~?;~.m.QJ.~.@Q.Q,gm.'>, "Austin, Franklin 
(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" 
<c1ara.mccargo@dc.gov>, "Armstrong, James (DCPS)" 
<i~m~~.".i![m~t[Qng@d~,gQ.Y> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald 

DCPS 010798 



(OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 

<glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov>, 

"McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" <clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My apologies for the urgent request but it is 
imperative to obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a necessary procurement for the 
school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information. If there is 
anyway in which I can assist I am happy to. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald 
(OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 

<glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be assigned by the Contracting Officer. 
RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 

Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald 

(OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 

<glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it this weekend so that we can get it 
to the printers first thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 

DCPS 010799 



From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald 
(OCFO-DCPS)" <donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" 

<glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the expedition of RQ79320S as these 
materials are required for the communication effort surrounding school consolidations. 
Please address this as soon as possible and let me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 
F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov . .'::http //dcps dc gov/;:: 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 
event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<P0450497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:41 AM 
Jim Inglesby 

Subject: Fwd: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 
ATT00001.htm; P04S0497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdf Attachments: 

Jim, 

Attached is the PO for services. Will give you a call to confirm timeline, etc. 

Thank you! 

Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
Date: November 21,2012, 10:34:24 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious 
(OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin (DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov>, 
"McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" <gJ.~rfLm.Q~~JgQ@.dg.gQ'y>, "Armstrong, James (DCPS)" 
<james. armstrong@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ793205 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 
<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin 
(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" <clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My apologies for the urgent request but it is imperative to 
obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a necessary procurement for the school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information. If there is anyway in which I 
can assist I am happy to. 

DCPS 010801 



Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 

<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin 

(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be assigned by the Contracting Officer. RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 

Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 

<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it this weekend so that we can get it to the printers 
first thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 

<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the expedition of RQ79320S as these materials are required for 
the communication effort surrounding school consolidations. Please address this as soon as possible and let 
me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

DCPS 010802 



Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

Dlstnct of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 
F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gOY 
W dcps dc gOY _~http //dcps dc gov/;:: 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

DCPS 010803 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:37 AM 
Newman, Rebecca (DCPS) 

Cc: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Bazemore, Glorious (OCA); Austin, Franklin (DCPS); 
McCargo, Clara (DCPS); Armstrong, James (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Thank you all! ! ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21,2012, at 10:34 AM, "Newman, Rebecca (DCPS)" <[~.b.~.<;;~i'l,n.~wm.~.n.@Q.<;;,gm.'> wrote: 

Thank you all for your time and attention to this request! 

Claudia, 

Please see the attached PO. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 
<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin 
(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov>, "McCargo, Clara (DCPS)" <clara.mccargo@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request - RQ79320S 

Good Morning Clara, 

I see that you were assigned this RQ last night. My apologies for the urgent request but it is imperative to 
obtain a PO as soon as possible as this is a necessary procurement for the school consolidation proposal. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information. If there is anyway in which I 
can assist I am happy to. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 
<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov>, "Austin, Franklin 
(DCPS)" <franklin.austin@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Thank you Don for approving this request. 

DCPS 010804 



Glorious and Franklin, this RQ is now waiting to be assigned by the Contracting Officer. RQ79320S. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this. 

Best, 
Rebeca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 

<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Expedited RQ request 

Hi Don, 

This RQ is now in your box. If possible, can you approve it this weekend so that we can get it to the printers 
first thing Monday morning? 

Thank you! 
Best, 
Rebecca 

From: <Newman>, DCPS-OSE <rebecca.newman@dc.gov> 

To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, "Sink, Donald (OCFO-DCPS)" 

<donald.sink@dc.gov>, "Bazemore, Glorious (OCA)" <glorious.bazemore@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 

Subject: Expedited RQ request 

Good Afternoon, 

The school consolidation team has requested the expedition of RQ79320S as these materials are required for 
the communication effort surrounding school consolidations. Please address this as soon as possible and let 
me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Best, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Newman 

Program Manager 
Operations Reform and Performance Management 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202-442-5309 
M 202-422-6821 
F 202-654-6053 
E rebecca newman@dc gov 
W dcps dc gov <http //dcps dc gov/> 

DCPS 010805 



Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<P0450497 - Consolidation Brochure.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,20127:10 AM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 

Subject: Fwd: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
ATT00001.htm; Charters_1 mile.zip Attachments: 

can you check to make sure the new charters this yr are on this? And just spot check? 

Thx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <~lu:i~lQP.b.~r...fi!1J.~l@.dg.gQ'y> 
To: "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov>, "Crossett, Matthew (OCTO)" 
<matthew.crossett@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey guys, here are the 1 mile radius maps. Take a look, let me know. 

Working to complete the 2 mile radius maps. Will be complete by COB tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20124:14 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:55 PM 
To: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey all, I should be finishing the 1 mile radius maps by tomorrow am. As for the 2 mile, I will 

DCPS 010807 



be spending the remainder of tomorrow on them. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,20123:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 

Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov» wrote: 
Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming 
community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you+ll still be able to 
turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

DCPS 010808 



Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20124:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris. this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 20122:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14: 15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for 
Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of 
the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 
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Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 1423:13:542012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20129:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and 
two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 
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From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for 
two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20126:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" 
<christopher.faust@dc.gov<mailto: christopher.faust@dc.gov» wrote: 
Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed schools to 
create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<tHtnJ;y-.. ibgmJ~tQ)}Q.@Q~,gQY<rrHtil1Q.J}flJWyjh~flJ}f!:gJ1Q@Qg.$QY> > wrote: 
Thanks Chris! 
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Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have attached it to 
the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:422012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same as the 20 I have 
seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20124:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn this around by 
tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 201204:33 PM 
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To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information for her. For all 
of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the neighboring charter schools within 
both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is this 
possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this information no later 
than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy. iheanacho@dc.gov<mailto:nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
W: htJpjLd~])_~u:ig_,gQY 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www. smart911. com<http://www.smart911.com> . 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 21,201212:47 AM 
Harris, Lindsay (DCPS) 
Martin, Torri (DCPS) 
Re: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School Consolidation and 
Reorganization 

I appreciate it. I was actually asking you both to work, if possible. If you are able, can you flex your time and help with all 
3 mtgs? Let me know. OCOO needs to have at least 4 people at each meeting (not including Anthony and I who will be at 
all). 

Let me know, thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 7:53 PM, "Harris, Lindsay (DCPS)" <lindsay.harris@dc.gov> wrote: 

Torri and I would like to volunteer for the Ward 7 meeting. Let me know if that's ok. 

Have a happy Thanksgiving! 
Lindsay 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 2:55 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

We need your help! Are you both available next week for these? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "DCPS Communications (DCPS)" 
<DCPS.Communications@dc.gov> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 2:51:59 PM EST 
To: "DCPS_CentraIOffice (DCPS)" <DCPS CentraIOffice@dc.gov>, "DCPS 
CFO (DCPS)" <DCPS-CFO@dc.gov>, "DCPS OGC (DCPS)" <DCPS
OGC@dc.gov>, DCPS-SECURITY <DCPS-SECURITY@dc.gov> 
Subject: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School 
Consolidation and Reorganization 

Dear DCPS Central Office Staff, 

As most of you know by now, DCPS has released a proposal to 

consolidate and reorganize 20 schools to ensure that our 

investments in schools will provide the greatest benefit to 

students. Before a final decision is made, we will be holding a 

series of important community meetings to receive feedback on 

the proposals from the community and to share information with 

the DCPS community. 
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We need your help! 
Because we expect anywhere from 100-200 attendees at each 
event, we need your help. Volunteers are needed for set-up, 
greeting, sign-in, note-taking, general logistical assistance, and 
clean-up. 

About the meetings 
• A total of four meetings are scheduled between Tuesday, 

Nov. 27, and Wednesday, Dec. 5. 
• All meetings are scheduled between 6 - 8 p.m., and 

volunteers are expected to arrive by 5:15 p.m. and should 

plan to stay until 8:30 p.m .• 9 p.m. 

How to sign up to volunteer 
• Sign up here to volunteer! You can sign up for a 

minimum of one and as many as four events and indicate 
what responsibilities you prefer. 

• Following your sign up, you will receive a calendar event 
invite through Outlook from Jennifer Skates. 

• Final volunteer role assignments will be sent out the day 
before each event. 

• You will also receive an invitation to join us at a prep 

meeting on Monday, Nov. 26 from 2 p.m .• 3 p.m. in 
1012A. 

Thank you in advance for your support of the DCPS Proposed 
School Consolidation and Reorganization community meeting 
series. We cannot do this without you! 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to Jennifer Skates 
at Jennifer.Skates@dc.gov. 

The Office of Family and Public Engagement 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20128:17 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Fwd: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School Consolidation and 
Reorganization 

Am I ok saying this isn't a volunteer option for them, but they can flex their time and if possible would need them for all 
3 days? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harris, Lindsay (DCPS)" <lindsay.harris@dc.gov> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 7:53:07 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Martin, Torri (DCPS)" <torri.martin@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School Consolidation and 
Reorganization 

Torri and I would like to volunteer for the Ward 7 meeting. Let me know if that's ok. 

Have a happy Thanksgiving! 
Lindsay 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 2:55 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

We need your help! Are you both available next week for these? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "DCPS Communications (DCPS)" 
<DCPS.Communications@dc.gov> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 2:51:59 PM EST 
To: "DCPS_CentraIOffice (DCPS)" <DCPS CentraIOffice@dc.gov>, "DCPS 
CFO (DCPS)" <DCPS-CFO@dc.gov>, "DCPS OGC (DCPS)" <DCPS
OGC@dc.gov>, DCPS-SECURITY <DCPS-SECURITY@dc.gov> 
Subject: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School 
Consolidation and Reorganization 

Dear DCPS Central Office Staff, 

As most of you know by now, DCPS has released a proposal to 

consolidate and reorganize 20 schools to ensure that our 

investments in schools will provide the greatest benefit to 

students. Before a final decision is made, we will be holding a 

series of important community meetings to receive feedback on 
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the proposals from the community and to share information with 
the DCPS community. 

We need your help! 
Because we expect anywhere from 100-200 attendees at each 

event, we need your help. Volunteers are needed for set-up, 
greeting, sign-in, note-taking, general logistical assistance, and 
clean-up. 

About the meetings 
• A total of four meetings are scheduled between Tuesday, 

Nov. 27, and Wednesday, Dec. 5. 
• All meetings are scheduled between 6 - 8 p.m., and 

volunteers are expected to arrive by 5:15 p.m. and should 

plan to stay until 8:30 p.m .• 9 p.m. 

How to sign up to volunteer 
• Sign up here to volunteer! You can sign up for a 

minimum of one and as many as four events and indicate 
what responsibilities you prefer. 

• Following your sign up, you will receive a calendar event 
invite through Outlook from Jennifer Skates. 

• Final volunteer role assignments will be sent out the day 
before each event. 

• You will also receive an invitation to join us at a prep 

meeting on Monday, Nov. 26 from 2 p.m .• 3 p.m. in 
1012A. 

Thank you in advance for your support of the DCPS Proposed 
School Consolidation and Reorganization community meeting 
series. We cannot do this without you! 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to Jennifer Skates 
at Jennifer.Skates@dc.gov. 

The Office of Family and Public Engagement 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20123:54 PM 
Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

His original deadline of tomorrow is fine. Just wanted to make sure you were good with us distributing them. Don't know 
if you need to put octo on them .. etc 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 3:51 PM, "Crossett, Matthew (OCTO)" <matthew.crossett@dc.gov> wrote: 

Sure. I know chris has been working hard on them. 

Chris-can you please send a status? 

Matt 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,201203:44 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Cc: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming 

community meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you.1I still be 
able to turn them around this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
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District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris. this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
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Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
OCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14:15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving 
school for Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we 
want to get a sense of the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
OCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 23:13:54 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
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Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 
mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, 
one and two mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. 

As for two miles, ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within 
that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 
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Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopherJaust@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 
proposed closed schools to create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14,2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" 
<nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind 
sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My 
apologies, I should have attached it to the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
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Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:42 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing 
Schools 

Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of 
closed schools the same as the 20 I have seen on many 
news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); 
Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing 
Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with 
chris. He should be able to turn this around by 
tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris 
faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 04:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to 
prepare some information for her. For all of the 
proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the 
neighboring charter schools within both a 1 mile radius 

and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the 
list of schools. Is this possible? If so, what+s the 
turnaround time? Ideally, we would need this 
information no later than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 
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Best. 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, 
lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20123:45 PM 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 

Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Matt, 

We want to use these maps for our community meetings next week. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 3:41 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Chris, 

Looping back on these charter maps. Our team would like to use them for the upcoming community 
meetings on the proposed consolidations. Do you think that you.1I still be able to turn them around 
this week? 

Thanks for your help on this. 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
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GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris. this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14:15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 
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Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for 
Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of the 
charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 23:13:54 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 
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From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and two 
mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for two miles, 

ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopherJaust@dc.gov> wrote: 
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Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed 
schools to create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14,2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I 
should have attached it to the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:42 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools 
the same as the 20 I have seen on many news outlets?) and I will get 
started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, 
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Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be 
able to turn this around by tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 04:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some 
information for her. For all of the proposed closing schools, is it possible 
to pull all the neighboring charter schools within both a 1 mile radius 

and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is 
this possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, we would 
need this information no later than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-

1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 

www.smart911.com . 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20122:58 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; jennifer corney 

Subject: Fwd: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nyhus, Jill (DCPS)" <JiII.Nyhus@dc.gov> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 2:55:49 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/DCPS+Proposed+Consolidations+and+Reorganizatio 
n/Overview 

Di rect link: http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Files/downloads/COMMUN lTV /CR/DCPS-School-Data-Snapshot
November-19-2012.pdf 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,2012 12:55 PM 
To: Nyhus, Jill COCPS) 
Subject: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

So I can send the link to folks •. 

Claudia Luj.n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20122:58 PM 
Salmanowitz, Melissa (OCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nyhus, Jill (DCPS)" <JiII.Nyhus@dc.gov> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 2:55:49 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/DCPS+Proposed+Consolidations+and+Reorganizatio 
n/Overview 

Di rect link: http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Files/downloads/COMMUN lTV /CR/DCPS-School-Data-Snapshot
November-19-2012.pdf 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,2012 12:55 PM 
To: Nyhus, Jill COCPS) 
Subject: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

So I can send the link to folks •. 

Claudia Luj.n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

You're the best! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20122:57 PM 
Nyhus, Jill (OCPS) 
Re: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 2:56 PM, "Nyhus, Jill (DCPS)" <JiII.Nyhus@dc.gov> wrote: 

http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/DCPS+Proposed+Consolidations+and+Reorganizatio 
n/Overview 

Di rect link: http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Files/downloads/COMMUN ITY /CR/DCPS-School-Data-Snapshot
November-19-2012.pdf 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20,2012 12:55 PM 
To: Nyhus, Jill COCPS) 
Subject: Let me know when the data sheet is up 

So I can send the link to folks •. 

Claudia Luj.n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 20,20122:55 PM 
Martin, Torri (DCPS); Harris, Lindsay (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School Consolidation and 
Reorganization 

We need your help! Are you both available next week for these? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "DCPS Communications (DCPS)" <DCPS.Communications@dc.gov> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 2:51:59 PM EST 
To: "DCPS_CentraIOffice (DCPS)" <DCPS CentraIOffice@dc.gov>, "DCPS CFO (DCPS)" <DCPS
CFO@dc.gov>, "DCPS OGC (DCPS)" <DCPS-OGC@dc.gov>, DCPS-SECURITY <DCPS-SECURITY@dc.gov> 
Subject: Volunteers Needed for Community Meetings About School Consolidation and Reorganization 

Dear DCPS Central Office Staff, 

As most of you know by now, DCPS has released a proposal to consolidate and reorganize 20 

schools to ensure that our investments in schools will provide the greatest benefit to students. 

Before a final decision is made, we will be holding a series of important community meetings to 

receive feedback on the proposals from the community and to share information with the DCPS 

community. 

We need your help! 
Because we expect anywhere from 100-200 attendees at each event, we need your help. 

Volunteers are needed for set-up, greeting, sign-in, note-taking, general logistical assistance, 

and clean-up. 

About the meetings 
• A total of four meetings are scheduled between Tuesday, Nov. 27, and Wednesday, Dec. 

5. 
• All meetings are scheduled between 6 - 8 p.m., and volunteers are expected to arrive by 

5:15 p.m. and should plan to stay until 8:30 p.m .• 9 p.m. 

How to sign up to volunteer 
• Sign up here to volunteer! You can sign up for a minimum of one and as many as 

four events and indicate what responsibilities you prefer. 

• Following your sign up, you will receive a calendar event invite through Outlook from 

Jennifer Skates. 

• Final volunteer role assignments will be sent out the day before each event. 

• You will also receive an invitation to join us at a prep meeting on Monday, Nov. 26 from 

2 p.m .• 3 p.m. in 1012A. 
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Thank you in advance for your support of the DCPS Proposed School Consolidation and 
Reorganization community meeting series. We cannot do this without you! 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to Jennifer Skates at Jennifer.Skates@dc.gov. 

The Office of Family and Public Engagement 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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Closures and Consolidations: Before/After 

70 470 na 42 26 30 

• Students from Webb are in a higher enrolled and higher performing school now. 

• Students from Backus are in a higher¥performing school now. 

• Students from Benning are in a higher performing :school now, 
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• Students from Park View are in a higher performing school now. 

292 391 23 22 37% 51% 

237 451 46 38 40% 42% 

200 418 46 36 41% 37% 

• Students from Gage-Eckington are in a higher performing school now. 

• Students from Gibbs are in a higher performing school now. 
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274 282 21 22 24% 37% 

606 279 36 42 34% 51% 

• Students from Hineare in a higher performing school now. 

200 46 36 41% 37% 

403 427 16 11 29% 31% 

• Students from Cooke are in a higher performiog school now. 

254 204 20 12 18% 36% 

• Students from Merritt are fn a higher performing school now. 

292 392 37 30 31% 29% 

420 509 34 25 52% 65% 

• Students from Meyer are in a higher performing school now, 
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328 331 44 31 28% 18% 

242 339 26 14 35% 44% 

312 346 51 43 38% 38% 

• Students from PR Harris are in a higher performing s:chool now. 

315 469 42 35 38% 47% 

365 339 54 48 39% 43% 

.. Students from Rudolph are in a higher performing school now. 

• Students from Garnet~Patterson are in a higher performing school now. 

247 289 56 42 53% 55% 

• Students from Slowe are in a higher performing school now. 
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319 225 37 35 52% 50% 

• Students from Stevens are in a higher performing school now, 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 17,20128:25 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Before/After 
Closures - before-after.docx 

Attached are the past/present comparisons of previous closures. Possible good stories include: Backus, Gage-Eckington, 
Gibbs, Hine, JF Cooke, Meyer, PR Harris, Rudolph, Siowe, and Stevens. 

Notes: 

• In none of the cases do we have a good enrollment story. While there are some examples of the consolidated 
schools having higher enrollment than the closed school pre-closure, it never equals the full sum of the 
enrollment of both schools. 

• While there are examples of the consolidated school currently having higher scores than the closed school, 
there are only a few cases where the current scores are better now for both the closed and receiving school. 

o Hine and Eliot 
o Meyer and Tubman 
o Shaw and GP!! 
o Francis and Stevens!! 
o Siowe and Burroughs are very close 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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Closures and Consolidations: Before/After 

268 288 43 33 20% 18% 

• Students from Backus are in a higher~pefforming school now, 

210 283 32 20 24% 31% 

• Students from Benning are in a higher performing school now+ 

.. Students from Park View are in a higher performing school now. 
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200 418 46 36 41% 37% 

.. Students from Gage-Eckington are in a higher performing school now. 

335 364 18 25 19% 22% 

• Students from Gjbbs are io a higher performjog school now. 

274 282 21 22 24% 37% 

606 279 36 42 34% 51% 
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• Students from Hine are in a higher performing s<::hool now, 

200 46 36 41% 37% 

403 427 16 11 29% 31% 

.. Students from Cooke are in a higher performing :school now. 

254 204 20 12 18% 36% 

• Students from Merritt are in a higher performing school now. 

292 392 37 30 31% 29% 

420 509 34 25 52% 65% 

• Students from Meyer are in a higher performing school now. 

328 331 44 31 28% 18% 

242 339 26 14 35% 44% 
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• Students from PR Harris are in a hjgher performing sthool oow. 

315 469 42 35 38% 47% 

365 339 54 48 39% 43% 

.. Students from Rudolph are in a higher performing :school now, 

• Students from Garnet-Patterson are in a higher performing school now, 

247 289 56 42 53% 55% 

.. Students from Slowe are jn a higher performing school now. 

319 225 37 35 52% 50% 

.. Students from Stevens are in a higher performing school now, 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 17,20128:25 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2@dc.gov) 
Before/After 
Closures - before-after.docx; Before/After 

Attached are the past/present comparisons of previous closures. Possible good stories include: Backus, Gage-Eckington, 
Gibbs, Hine, JF Cooke, Meyer, PR Harris, Rudolph, Siowe, and Stevens. 

Notes: 

• In none of the cases do we have a good enrollment story. While there are some examples of the consolidated 
schools having higher enrollment than the closed school pre-closure, it never equals the full sum of the 
enrollment of both schools. 

• While there are examples of the consolidated school currently having higher scores than the closed school, 
there are only a few cases where the current scores are better now for both the closed and receiving school. 

o Hine and Eliot 
o Meyer and Tubman 
o Shaw and GP!! 
o Francis and Stevens!! 
o Siowe and Burroughs are very close 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 
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Closures and Consolidations: Before/After 

268 288 43 33 20% 18% 

• Students from Backus are in a higher~pefforming school now, 

210 283 32 20 24% 31% 

• Students from Benning are in a higher performing school now+ 

.. Students from Park View are in a higher performing school now. 
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200 418 46 36 41% 37% 

.. Students from Gage-Eckington are in a higher performing school now. 

335 364 18 25 19% 22% 

• Students from Gjbbs are io a higher performjog school now. 

274 282 21 22 24% 37% 

606 279 36 42 34% 51% 
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• Students from Hine are in a higher performing s<::hool now, 

200 46 36 41% 37% 

403 427 16 11 29% 31% 

.. Students from Cooke are in a higher performing :school now. 

254 204 20 12 18% 36% 

• Students from Merritt are in a higher performing school now. 

292 392 37 30 31% 29% 

420 509 34 25 52% 65% 

• Students from Meyer are in a higher performing school now. 

328 331 44 31 28% 18% 

242 339 26 14 35% 44% 
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• Students from PR Harris are in a hjgher performing sthool oow. 

315 469 42 35 38% 47% 

365 339 54 48 39% 43% 

.. Students from Rudolph are in a higher performing :school now, 

• Students from Garnet-Patterson are in a higher performing school now, 

247 289 56 42 53% 55% 

.. Students from Slowe are jn a higher performing school now. 

319 225 37 35 52% 50% 

.. Students from Stevens are in a higher performing school now, 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 17,20128:25 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2@dc.gov) 
Before/After 

Attached are the past/present comparisons of previous closures. Possible good stories include: Backus, Gage-Eckington, 
Gibbs, Hine, JF Cooke, Meyer, PR Harris, Rudolph, Siowe, and Stevens. 

Notes: 

• In none of the cases do we have a good enrollment story. While there are some examples of the consolidated 
schools having higher enrollment than the closed school pre-closure, it never equals the full sum of the 
enrollment of both schools. 

• While there are examples of the consolidated school currently having higher scores than the closed school, 
there are only a few cases where the current scores are better now for both the closed and receiving school. 

o Hine and Eliot 
o Meyer and Tubman 
o Shaw and GP!! 
o Francis and Stevens!! 
o Siowe and Burroughs are very close 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 17,20128:25 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2@dc.gov) 
Before/After 
Closures - before-after.docx 

Attached are the past/present comparisons of previous closures. Possible good stories include: Backus, Gage-Eckington, 
Gibbs, Hine, JF Cooke, Meyer, PR Harris, Rudolph, Siowe, and Stevens. 

Notes: 

• In none of the cases do we have a good enrollment story. While there are some examples of the consolidated 
schools having higher enrollment than the closed school pre-closure, it never equals the full sum of the 
enrollment of both schools. 

• While there are examples of the consolidated school currently having higher scores than the closed school, 
there are only a few cases where the current scores are better now for both the closed and receiving school. 

o Hine and Eliot 
o Meyer and Tubman 
o Shaw and GP!! 
o Francis and Stevens!! 
o Siowe and Burroughs are very close 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 
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Closures and Consolidations: Before/After 

268 288 43 33 20% 18% 

• Students from Backus are in a higher~pefforming school now, 

210 283 32 20 24% 31% 

• Students from Benning are in a higher performing school now+ 

.. Students from Park View are in a higher performing school now. 
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200 418 46 36 41% 37% 

.. Students from Gage-Eckington are in a higher performing school now. 

335 364 18 25 19% 22% 

• Students from Gjbbs are io a higher performjog school now. 

274 282 21 22 24% 37% 

606 279 36 42 34% 51% 
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• Students from Hine are in a higher performing s<::hool now, 

200 46 36 41% 37% 

403 427 16 11 29% 31% 

.. Students from Cooke are in a higher performing :school now. 

254 204 20 12 18% 36% 

• Students from Merritt are in a higher performing school now. 

292 392 37 30 31% 29% 

420 509 34 25 52% 65% 

• Students from Meyer are in a higher performing school now. 

328 331 44 31 28% 18% 

242 339 26 14 35% 44% 
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• Students from PR Harris are in a hjgher performing sthool oow. 

315 469 42 35 38% 47% 

365 339 54 48 39% 43% 

.. Students from Rudolph are in a higher performing :school now, 

• Students from Garnet-Patterson are in a higher performing school now, 

247 289 56 42 53% 55% 

.. Students from Slowe are jn a higher performing school now. 

319 225 37 35 52% 50% 

.. Students from Stevens are in a higher performing school now, 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 16,20122:18 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

I understand. And agree we need to look at the pipeline of kids coming up - but when they 
are lumped together - it's hard to tell what is in the pipeline and what is now. 

Will read rest of your email later .... sorry, so swamped with follow-up 
questions/clarifications. 

-----Original Message-----
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:59 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

3 and 4 year olds will be helpful, but what DC needs to do is a longer term plan, not just 
reactive and next year plan. Chancellor can say, we are responding to forces, but part of 
what the technical team hasn't fully finished with is helping DCPS understand what the data 
is saying about the future, based on 0 to 4 year olds. So for example, if a community has 
been redeveloped and now has families, it is entirely possible that if there are 60 3 year 
olds in year one of community rebuilding, that in year 2 there will be 60 or more 3 year 
olds, and 60 or more the next year ... so after a few years, a school has grown its enrollment. 
This would be a function of births and kids coming up. this is part of what the Garrison 
community is reacting to, not in data, but in experience--babies, strollers, toddlers in 
parks. We didn't focus on this for DCPS and I think it needs to be looked at. 

I am thinking about what should be a part of this next phase of the school consolidation 
process. I wonder if it is something like the following, DCPS says they will be influenced 
by three things: 

1) reactions to the proposals, public concerns, questions, issues--through reading, 
categorizing and analyzing testimony, public comments, input on mind mixer, input from 
meetings with DCPS; input provided from community dialogues. 
2) counter proposals based on the issues and problems raised by Chancellor--staffing, 
facilities, funding--proposals would come from working groups, independent groups, council 
members, even from DCPS's own 
3) New data and analysis in request to issues, concerns, or counter proposals made 

Then at the end of public comment and input period, chancellor can say: 

1) This is how I understand the reactions to the proposals 
2) This is how I have assessed the proposals for modifications to the DCPS proposal 
3) This is new data, information we have looked at that influenced any modification 

So basically she is saying I have been influenced by three things--public reactions; new 
ideas; and new data. Then she can make changes (hopefully) but if not, based on how she 
responds to these three areas. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
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21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:23 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Any way we can just make it 3&4 yo? Folks are going to wonder how much of the number 
accounts for 1-2 year olds .... 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
-----Original Message-----
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Great. I had looked for the map, must have missed it. Yes, I think the 0-4 maps are 
important and I would also like to see the 14-17 maps. Also, I know Marc keeps asking about 
the capture rates. What do we have for them on this? I had done a capture of DCPS kids by 
age, but I really think these runs should come from Urban and not 21CSF, more consistency in 
methods, etc. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:21 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Mary -
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Thanks for sending. I'm opening now and can focus on it and the missing data holes until 3pm 
today. 

Besides the memo, our other immediate tasks for the school closures is the map of where the 
2011-12 DCPS student live to have ready for the community meetings and help inform the 
receiving schools final decisions. We'll send one of Kenilworth shortly that meets 
confidentiality standards and can be used externally. Can we get sign off on the format of 
the maps so Graham can get started. 

Mary - I hear you that we should provide a cluster level map for 0-4 year olds. 

And Graham already did the development map based on Art's projects that have been permitted. 
DCPS Boundary Feeder Analysis<https://sp-rc.urban.org/met/dcps> > Reference 
Documents<https://sp
rc.urban.org/met/dcps/Reference%20Documents/Forms/AIIItems.aspx?View=%7b431AD0F4%2d4CD1%2d473 
C%2d97BF%2dD96089C98A48%7d> > Enrollment and Population Maps and Data > Pipeline_Elementary 
or Pipeline_Middle We just need to add the data source. 
jc 
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Subject: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Folks, This is where we are now. After listening to the hearing last night, over 3 hours of 
testimony, I will work a little more on the larger context and vision. It is clear that 
major problem is very little big picture wrapped into our immediate issues. DCPS wants us to 
finish this up this week coming up. 

Also Jenn, seems to me there are a couple of data holes that DCPS will need to inform whether 
it will change its proposal. We plied them with 4-17 year old data, but the 0-4 year old 
data is actually pretty important for some of the communities. I thought we were going to 
have a map of the specific 2014 already in the works development projects. This came up 
around Ferebee Hope and the Highlands-DCPS needs to see exactly where projects are in play. 

Mary 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 16,20121 :23 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Any way we can just make it 3&4 yo? Folks are going to wonder how much of the number 
accounts for 1-2 year olds .... 

-----Original Message-----
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: JComey@urban.org; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Great. I had looked for the map, must have missed it. Yes, I think the 0-4 maps are 
important and I would also like to see the 14-17 maps. Also, I know Marc keeps asking about 
the capture rates. What do we have for them on this? I had done a capture of DCPS kids by 
age, but I really think these runs should come from Urban and not 21CSF, more consistency in 
methods, etc. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:21 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Mary -
Thanks for sending. I'm opening now and can focus on it and the missing data holes until 3pm 
today. 

Besides the memo, our other immediate tasks for the school closures is the map of where the 
2011-12 DCPS student live to have ready for the community meetings and help inform the 
receiving schools final decisions. We'll send one of Kenilworth shortly that meets 
confidentiality standards and can be used externally. Can we get sign off on the format of 
the maps so Graham can get started. 

Mary - I hear you that we should provide a cluster level map for 0-4 year olds. 
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And Graham already did the development map based on Art's projects that have been permitted. 
DCPS Boundary Feeder Analysis<https://sp-rc.urban.org/met/dcps> > Reference 
Documents<https://sp
rc.urban.org/met/dcps/Reference%20Documents/Forms/AIIItems.aspx?View=%7b431AD0F4%2d4CD1%2d473 
C%2d97BF%2dD96089C98A48%7d> > Enrollment and Population Maps and Data > Pipeline_Elementary 
or Pipeline_Middle We just need to add the data source. 
jc 
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; adam@ksaplus.com 
Cc: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Subject: DRAFT Background Memo on Enrollment Utilization Analysis Nov 15.docx 

Folks, This is where we are now. After listening to the hearing last night, over 3 hours of 
testimony, I will work a little more on the larger context and vision. It is clear that 
major problem is very little big picture wrapped into our immediate issues. DCPS wants us to 
finish this up this week coming up. 

Also Jenn, seems to me there are a couple of data holes that DCPS will need to inform whether 
it will change its proposal. We plied them with 4-17 year old data, but the 0-4 year old 
data is actually pretty important for some of the communities. I thought we were going to 
have a map of the specific 2014 already in the works development projects. This came up 
around Ferebee Hope and the Highlands-DCPS needs to see exactly where projects are in play. 

Mary 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 16,201212:22 PM 
Suzanne Wells 
RE: Hi! 

Yes!. Let me know what time works for you. 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Hi! 

Claudia, I've got to work next week, so Wednesday won't work. I'm going to be off on November 30. Would 
you have time then to get together for coffee? 

Suzanne 

--- On Fri, 11116/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Gl!1!!di~tLllJ~n@_~lg_,gQY> 
Subject: RE: Hi! 
To: "Suzanne Wells" <m.godec@att.net> 
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012, 10:21 AM 

Would love to share my perspective on the proposal. coffee next week? Wed? 

From: Suzanne Wells [mailto:m.godec@att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:39 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: Hi! 

You're so sweet Claudia. You should be running DCPS! ! ! 

I can't believe that hearing went on so long (is it over yet?)! I thought Mary Levy, Mark Simon and Cathy 
Reilly were especially effective. I really think it is a mistake for DCPS to close 20 schools. Here's the whole 
testimony .. .! timed myself several times and cut out lots of extra sentences, and I still went over! 

Suzanne 

--- On Thu, 11115/12, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) <C1!1!!di~_,LllJ~n@_~k.,gQY> 
Subject: Hi! 
To: "m. godec@att.net" <m. godec@att.net> 
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Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012, 9:41 PM 

Just watched your testimony! Nice. 

I also like your glasses! 

Hope you are well. I am ok, overwhelmed with work, but what+s new. 

Claudia Luj+n 

Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 18t Street NE 

Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20126:01 PM 
Le, Andy (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Consolidation letter to parents in spanish 

5 within one min 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 6:00 PM, "Le, Andy (DCPS)" <andy.1e@dc.gov> wrote: 

How many emails did you get about this? North of 15? 

-Andy 

Sent from my iPhone 
202.384.2485 
@dcpublicschools 
EJl.g.Q.mLQ.gQ]Jb.lig.~~hQQl~ 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 5:59 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

OBE gave me list of which schools needed what. It included Spanish for 
Garrison. Made the copies myself. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 5:57 PM, "Le, Andy (DCPS)" <andy.1e@dc.gov> wrote: 

Claudia, 

Is your team responsible for sending letters home to parents? Jim 
Graham made a comment that letters weren't sent home in spanish. 

httQ:/ / dCQs. dc. gov IDCP SlParents+and+CommunityIDCP S+ ProQos 
ed+Consolidations+and+ReorganizationiLetters+to+Parents+and+ 
Ei!m.i.li~.~ 

-Andy 

Andy Le 
Office of Communications 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.442.5191 
C 202.384.2485 
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E andy.le@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 
@dcpublicschools 
fb.com/dcpublicschools 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20126:00 PM 
Le, Andy (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Consolidation letter to parents in spanish 

OBE gave me list of which schools needed what. It included Spanish for Garrison. Made the copies myself. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 5:57 PM, "Le, Andy (DCPS)" <andy.1e@dc.gov> wrote: 

Claudia, 

Is your team responsible for sending letters home to parents? Jim Graham made a comment that 
letters weren't sent home in spanish. 

http:// dcps. dc. gov IDCP SlParents+and+CommunityIDCP S+ Proposed+Consolidations+and+ Reor 
ganizationiLetters+to+Parents+and+Families 

-Andy 

Andy Le 
Office of Communications 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 

1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202.442.5191 
C 202.384.2485 
E andy.le@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 
@dcpublicschools 

fb.com/dcpublicschools 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20125:59 PM 
Le, Andy (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Consolidation letter to parents in spanish 

We did send them in Spanish. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 5:57 PM, "Le, Andy (DCPS)" <andy.1e@dc.gov> wrote: 

Claudia, 

Is your team responsible for sending letters home to parents? Jim Graham made a comment that 
letters weren't sent home in spanish. 

http:// dcps. dc. gov IDCP SlParents+and+CommunityIDCP S+ Proposed+Consolidations+and+ Reor 
ganizationiLetters+to+Parents+and+Families 

-Andy 

Andy Le 
Office of Communications 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 

1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

T 202.442.5191 
C 202.384.2485 
E andy.le@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 
@dcpublicschools 

fb.com/dcpublicschools 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20125:04 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Garrison Info 

Ok, we will work to clean up and double check numbers. My goal is to get to you tomorrow afternoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15,2012, at 4:57 PM, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> wrote: 

Cool. This stuff is real helpful for the entire team. We should plan to send the full set of 

sheets with the Chancellor when she leaves for Nashville on Saturday. 

LMR 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Garrison Info 

We originally created this template for Anthony to use as a cheat sheet, but can clean it up for everyone 
to use. Let me know if there is any data/information that is missing that you want me to include. 

Also, we have updated %IB data for this year (based on reported numbers). I am going to include the 
two numbers in these sheets. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2@dc.qov); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Garrison Info 

I added a performance section at the bottom of this email (not in the attachment), but not sure we need 
that. We have talked about this not being about performance, so may not make sense to include, but 
since we had pulled the info. figure I would share and you can decide. 

Enrollment 
• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students. Twenty of these students are in three city-wide 

autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 
o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

DCPS 010872 



• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the 
boundary/neighborhood. 

o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the 

Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton 
boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident we 

don+t currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools 

in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant 
increases after 2015. We will work closely with the Office of Planning to track population 

increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 
There are 8 charters schools within one mile of Seaton that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of its building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already 
accounts for the space used by the Office of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a 
classroom modernization. It is not efficient to sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close 

proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the 

Seaton building and site is more conducive to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to 

the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as 

the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison+s land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising 
outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw MS campus (literally across the street) is a desirable feature, as we 
plan to rebuild Shaw MS in the future. 

Performance: 
Garrison 

• Garrison saw large gains in Math this year (up +27.5 percentage points) and more modest gains 
in reading (up +2.6 percentage points) 

• Overall, their performance has been very up and down since 2008. They have negative average 
growth in both math (-1.2%) and reading (-3.1%) over the past 5 years, and their % change has 

been negative in both reading and math. 
Seaton: 

• Seaton saw more modest gains in Math (+10.2 percentage points) and decreased slightly in 
reading (-1.0%). 

• Seaton+s performance has been consistent since 2008 ( average growth in math is +0.2 
percentage points, reading +0.3 percentage points), having a modest, but positive % change in 

both math (+1.6 %) and reading (+3.0%). 

DCPS 010873 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20124:01 PM 
Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 

Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 3:59 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopherJaust@dc.gov> wrote: 

This will take a little time. I could possibly have by the middle of next week. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris. this is great. Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 
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Nancy Iheanacho 
OCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14:15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for 
Garrison. The Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of the 
charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
OCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 23:13:54 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 
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Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and two 
mile buffer. I am on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for two miles, 

ALL charter schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20005 

ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopherJaust@dc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed 

schools to create the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14,2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> 

wrote: 

Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I 
should have attached it to the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:42 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools 
the same as the 20 I have seen on many news outlets?) and I will get 

started ASAP. 
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Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, 
Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be 
able to turn this around by tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 

Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 04:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some 
information for her. For all of the proposed closing schools, is it possible 
to pull all the neighboring charter schools within both a 1 mile radius 

and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve attached the list of schools. Is 
this possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, we would 
need this information no later than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
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E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov 
W: http://dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency call today at 
www.smart911.com . 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20123:40 PM 
Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris. this is great .• Can we get this for the 20 schools proposed for closure? 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

If needed, here is a map as well. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Thank you! 

Nancy Iheanacho 
OCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS); Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Thu Nov 15 14:15:252012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Here is Seaton. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
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Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Chris, 

Would you be able to map the charters one mile from Seaton ES? This is the receiving school for Garrison. The 
Chancellor has been getting a lot of questions on this so we want to get a sense of the charter layout in that community. 

Is this possible? If so, how quickly can it be turned around? 

Thanks so much. 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 23:13:54 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Here are Charters Schools. 1 Mile. Excluding Francis-Stevens as no charters within 1 mile. 

2 Mile to follow. 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:01 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:21 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 
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Sorry, as Matt pointed out, forgive my overlook, you are looking for each closed school, one and two mile buffer. I am 
on that now. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:52 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy and Claudia, 

Here is a list of charter schools within one mile of the proposed public schools closings. As for two miles, ALL charter 

schools except Apple Tree. Riverside in SW fall within that distance. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:41 PM 
To: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS); Field, Mario (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Yes, sorry wasn't at my desk to send list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Faust, Christopher (OCTO)" <christopherJaust@dc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks Nancy. Just to double check and be sure, I'm am using the 20 proposed closed schools to create 
the buffers, correct? 

Thanks, 
Chris 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14,2012, at 5:25 PM, "Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS)" <nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks Chris! 

Claudia, I'm away from my desk, would you mind sending the list? 

Chris, you can also find a PDF of it on our website. My apologies, I should have attached 
it to the initial email. 

Thanks again. 

-Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
DCPS, Office of the Chancellor 
202.907.8285 
Sent via Blackberry; please forgive typos 

From: Faust, Christopher (OCTO) 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO); Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Sent: Wed Nov 14 17:00:42 2012 
Subject: RE: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Nancy, 

Glad to help. Please send along the list (or is this list of closed schools the same as the 
20 I have seen on many news outlets?) and I will get started ASAP. 

Chris 

Chris Faust 
GIS Analyst 
Government ofthe District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chief Technology Officer 
1100 15th Street NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
ph - (202) 727-2023 

From: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Faust, Christopher (OCTO); Crossett, Matthew (OCTO) 
Subject: Re: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

I am out tomorrow but you are in good hands with chris. He should be able to turn this 
around by tomorrow at noon. 

Can u please send the list as an attachment to chris faust please. 
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Thanks 

From: Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 04:33 PM 
To: Field, Mario (OCTO) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Nearby Charters for Proposed Closing Schools 

Hey Mario, 

The Chancellor has a hearing tomorrow and we want to prepare some information for 
her. For all of the proposed closing schools, is it possible to pull all the neighboring 

charter schools within both a 1 mile radius and 2 mile radius of each school? I+ve 
attached the list of schools. Is this possible? If so, what+s the turnaround time? Ideally, 
we would need this information no later than noon. 

We appreciate your help with this! 

Best, 

Nancy 

Nancy Iheanacho 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T: 202.719.6595 
F: 202.442.5026 
E: nancy.iheanacho@dc.gov 
W: http:,I,Idcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 

event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20123:34 PM Sent: 

To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Garrison Info 
Attachments: Garrison .docx 

We originally created this template for Anthony to use as a cheat sheet, but can clean it up for everyone to use. Let me 

know if there is any data/information that is missing that you want me to include. 

Also, we have updated %IB data for this year (based on reported numbers). I am going to include the two numbers in 
these sheets. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2@dc.gov); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS); Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Garrison Info 

I added a performance section at the bottom of this email (not in the attachment), but not sure we need that. We have 
talked about this not being about performance, so may not make sense to include, but since we had pulled the info

figure I would share and you can decide. 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students. Twenty of these students are in three city-wide autism 

classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the 
boundary/neighborhood. 

o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary 
dropped 48% from 475 to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 
40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident we don't currently have the school-age population needed 

to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 
2015. We will work closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. There are 8 
charters schools within one mile of Seaton that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 
• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of its building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the 

space used by the Office of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom 
modernization. It is not efficient to sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and 
site is more conducive to expansion. 

DCPS 010886 



• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of 
DCPS property at Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of 
Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 
• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw MS campus (literally across the street) is a desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild 

Shaw MS in the future. 

Performance: 
Garrison 

• Garrison saw large gains in Math this year (up +27.5 percentage points) and more modest gains in reading (up 
+2.6 percentage points) 

• Overall, their performance has been very up and down since 2008. They have negative average growth in both 
math (-1.2%) and reading (-3.1%) over the past 5 years, and their % change has been negative in both reading 
and math. 

Seaton: 

• Seaton saw more modest gains in Math (+10.2 percentage points) and decreased slightly in reading (-1.0%). 

• Seaton's performance has been consistent since 2008 ( average growth in math is +0.2 percentage points, 
reading +0.3 percentage points), having a modest, but positive % change in both math (+1.6 %) and reading 
(+3.0%). 
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Average 
October October October Yearly % 

% Utilized 
Reported Reported Reported Enrollment Enrollment 2012 

Per 
Modernization 

Reading Math 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, from In Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 to Boundary 
Capacity 

2012-13 

215 237 228 2.98% 45% 356 64% n/a 45% 51% 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students, 20 of these students are in 3 city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 
o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 
to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident 
we don't currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 2015. We will work 

closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of the building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the space used by the Office 
of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to 
sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 
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• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive 
to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at 

Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw campus (literally across the street) is desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw in the future. 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmrnSmealtmOlnmEmlemmmemnmtmamrYmSmCmhmOmOmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli~mmrnmrnmmmmmrnmmmmmmmrnmlm~mI IT 1503 10TH STREET NW II ~ 

October October October Average Yearly 
% Enrollment 

Certified Certified Certified Enrollment 
from In 2012 Capacity 

% Utilized Per Modernization 
Reading Math Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, 2010- Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 11 to 2012-13 
Boundary 

279 265 257 -4.02% 32% 325 79% 
Classroom 

41% 45% 
Modernization 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20123:15 PM Sent: 

To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS); Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS) 

Subject: Garrison Info 
Attachments: Garrison .docx 

I added a performance section at the bottom of this email (not in the attachment), but not sure we need that. We have 
talked about this not being about performance, so may not make sense to include, but since we had pulled the info
figure I would share and you can decide. 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students. Twenty of these students are in three city-wide autism 

classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 
o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the 
boundary/neighborhood. 

o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary 
dropped 48% from 475 to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 
40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident we don't currently have the school-age population needed 
to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 
2015. We will work closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. There are 8 
charters schools within one mile of Seaton that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of its building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the 
space used by the Office of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom 
modernization. It is not efficient to sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and 
site is more conducive to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of 
DCPS property at Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of 
Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 
• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw MS campus (literally across the street) is a desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild 

Shaw MS in the future. 

Performance: 
Garrison 
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• Garrison saw large gains in Math this year (up +27.5 percentage points) and more modest gains in reading (up 
+2.6 percentage points) 

• Overall, their performance has been very up and down since 2008. They have negative average growth in both 
math (-1.2%) and reading (-3.1%) over the past 5 years, and their % change has been negative in both reading 
and math. 

Seaton: 

• Seaton saw more modest gains in Math (+10.2 percentage points) and decreased slightly in reading (-1.0%). 

• Seaton's performance has been consistent since 2008 ( average growth in math is +0.2 percentage points, 
reading +0.3 percentage points), having a modest, but positive % change in both math (+1.6 %) and reading 
(+3.0%). 
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Average 
October October October Yearly % 

% Utilized 
Reported Reported Reported Enrollment Enrollment 2012 

Per 
Modernization 

Reading Math 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, from In Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 to Boundary 
Capacity 

2012-13 

215 237 228 2.98% 45% 356 64% n/a 45% 51% 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students, 20 of these students are in 3 city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 
o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 
to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident 
we don't currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 2015. We will work 

closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of the building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the space used by the Office 
of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to 
sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 
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• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive 
to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at 

Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw campus (literally across the street) is desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw in the future. 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmrnSmealtmOlnmEmlemmmemnmtmamrYmSmCmhmOmOmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli~mmrnmrnmmmmmrnmmmmmmmrnmlm~mI IT 1503 10TH STREET NW II ~ 

October October October Average Yearly 
% Enrollment 

Certified Certified Certified Enrollment 
from In 2012 Capacity 

% Utilized Per Modernization 
Reading Math Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, 2010- Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 11 to 2012-13 
Boundary 

279 265 257 -4.02% 32% 325 79% 
Classroom 

41% 45% 
Modernization 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20123:15 PM Sent: 

To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2 
@dc.gov); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Williams, Shereen L. (DCPS) 

Subject: Garrison Info 
Attachments: Garrison .docx 

I added a performance section at the bottom of this email (not in the attachment), but not sure we need that. We have 
talked about this not being about performance, so may not make sense to include, but since we had pulled the info
figure I would share and you can decide. 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students. Twenty of these students are in three city-wide autism 

classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 
o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the 
boundary/neighborhood. 

o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary 
dropped 48% from 475 to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 
40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident we don't currently have the school-age population needed 
to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 
2015. We will work closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. There are 8 
charters schools within one mile of Seaton that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of its building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the 
space used by the Office of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom 
modernization. It is not efficient to sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 

• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and 
site is more conducive to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of 
DCPS property at Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of 
Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 
• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw MS campus (literally across the street) is a desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild 

Shaw MS in the future. 

Performance: 
Garrison 
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• Garrison saw large gains in Math this year (up +27.5 percentage points) and more modest gains in reading (up 
+2.6 percentage points) 

• Overall, their performance has been very up and down since 2008. They have negative average growth in both 
math (-1.2%) and reading (-3.1%) over the past 5 years, and their % change has been negative in both reading 
and math. 

Seaton: 

• Seaton saw more modest gains in Math (+10.2 percentage points) and decreased slightly in reading (-1.0%). 

• Seaton's performance has been consistent since 2008 ( average growth in math is +0.2 percentage points, 
reading +0.3 percentage points), having a modest, but positive % change in both math (+1.6 %) and reading 
(+3.0%). 
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Average 
October October October Yearly % 

% Utilized 
Reported Reported Reported Enrollment Enrollment 2012 

Per 
Modernization 

Reading Math 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, from In Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 to Boundary 
Capacity 

2012-13 

215 237 228 2.98% 45% 356 64% n/a 45% 51% 

Enrollment 

• Garrison ES is under-enrolled with 228 students, 20 of these students are in 3 city-wide autism classrooms. 

o Enrollment without autism students - 208 

o 11/15 total enrollment - 227 

• With only 45% in-boundary, there are approximately 94 students that currently attend from the boundary/neighborhood. 
o 45% of 208 = 94 

Population/Neighborhood 

• According to Census data, from 2000 to 2010, the number of elementary-age children in the Garrison boundary dropped 48% from 475 
to 247. We see a similar decrease in the Seaton boundary, where they experienced a 40% loss over the same period of time. It is evident 
we don't currently have the school-age population needed to sustain two full elementary schools in such close proximity. 

• The school-age population is projected to increase in the Garrison/Seaton area, with significant increases after 2015. We will work 

closely with the Office of Planning to track population increases. 

• There are 11 charter schools within one mile of Garrison that serve elementary age children. 

Building Capacity/Site 

• Garrison is utilizing 64 percent of the building. This is based on a 356 capacity (which already accounts for the space used by the Office 
of Bilingual Education) 

• Seaton is .4 miles from Garrison- less than a 10 minute walk - with excess capacity and a classroom modernization. It is not efficient to 
sustain two under-enrolled schools in such close proximity. 

• We invested $4.3M in the classroom modernization at Seaton in 2011 
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• We know that the building capacity for Seaton is less than the capacity for Garrison, but the Seaton building and site is more conducive 
to expansion. 

• Seaton has significantly more site space than Garrison, with a site size of 6.1 acres compared to the 3.7 acres of DCPS property at 

Garrison. The Garrison site may appear to be just as large as the Seaton site, but a portion of Garrison's land belongs to DPR. 

• Seaton having a higher acreage will enable us to expand the building without compromising outdoor play space. 

• Seaton's adjacency to the Shaw campus (literally across the street) is desirable feature, as we plan to rebuild Shaw in the future. 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmrnSmealtmOlnmEmlemmmemnmtmamrYmSmCmhmOmOmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli~mmrnmrnmmmmmrnmmmmmmmrnmlm~mI IT 1503 10TH STREET NW II ~ 

October October October Average Yearly 
% Enrollment 

Certified Certified Certified Enrollment 
from In 2012 Capacity 

% Utilized Per Modernization 
Reading Math Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Change, 2010- Capacity Status 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 11 to 2012-13 
Boundary 

279 265 257 -4.02% 32% 325 79% 
Classroom 

41% 45% 
Modernization 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:44 AM 
Sutton, Fonda (DCPS-OOC) (fonda.sutton2@dc.gov) 
FW: Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

Mary got your email wrong ... 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:37 AM 
To: Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: fonda.sutton@dc.gov 
Subject: FW: Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

FYI 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Sean ODonnell 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Alex Donahue 
Subject: FW:Jack evens - School Closings in Ward 2 

From: LoganCircieNews@yahoogroups.com [mailto:LoganCircieNews@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Evans, Jack 
(COUNCIL) 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:21 AM 
Subject: [LoganCircieNews] School Closings in Ward 2 

Dear Neighbors: 

I am writing to address the recent proposal by DC Public Schools Chancellor Kaya Henderson to close 20 DC 
Public Schools beginning next school year. In Ward 2, the proposal is to close Garrison Elementary School as 
well as Francis-Stevens. 

With regard to Garrison, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure and 
understand Councilmember Graham agrees, as a number of Ward 1 families also support Garrison. Garrison, 
with its lively and involved support system consisting of parents, a strong PTA, and community support from 
the Logan Circle Citizens Association and the ANC, should remain open. If consolidation is needed, students 
can come from Seaton to Garrison. Garrison is at nearly 70% capacity - higher than almost any other school set 
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to close. 

With respect to Francis-Stevens, I have let the Mayor and the Chancellor know that I am opposed to its closure 
also. While I support School Without Walls and think the concept of using space at Francis-Stevens is an 
interesting idea, I cannot support the idea of closing Francis-Stevens as it exists today. When the executive 
closed Stevens School, a commitment was made to the community regarding Francis-Stevens. If enrollment 
numbers are down, it more likely indicates problems with the K-8 model rather than a lack of need or demand 
for educational resources in the neighborhood. 

Council Chairman Phil Mendelson has scheduled Council hearings for today, November 15, as well as on 
November 19, but I understand from community members that the witness list signups were closed the same 
day the school closure lists were released. I am asking the Chairman to re-open the witness lists so that 
everyone can put their views on the record. 

The DCPS website lists several ways<bJtpjLdgp_~Ldg_gQyfQC.PSlgr> in which parents and the community can 
provide feedback: 

* Way # 1: Two DC Council hearings<ht.tpjLdg_mLdg_gQy!ygn-:-_~_~J-:
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #2: Four community meetings<http://dcps.dc.gov/vgn-ext
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD> 
* Way #3: Online forum for feedback<http://www.engagedcps.org/> 
* Way #4: Office hours<hl1pjl~kp_s.,_d_q~QyLYg!1::~~l:: 
templating/vlindex.jsp?vgnextoid=a4c092036d30a31 OV gn VCM1 000002905c90aRCRD>: DCPS will hold 
office hours in December for interested individuals and community stakeholders. Available times will be posted 
on the DCPS website after Dec. 5,2012. 

Please take advantage of all these forums to express your views. In addition to my communications with the 
Mayor and the Chancellor, I will be participating in these hearings and also have a meeting on Monday with 
teachers' union president Nathan Saunders. 

Jack 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 15,20128:05 AM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Empower DC 

Let her know we are working to get something up today. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 11 :57 AM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Is this something we can provide them? Is it final yet? 

From: Mary Levy [mailto:marylevy41@verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:50 AM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

Thanks for trying. 

Question: can you provide the system-wide school by school reported enrollment as of October 5? It 
would be a help in the analysis I do to try to inform parents, community, the press, and the Council. 

Thank you. 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: 'Darryl Moch' 
Cc: marylevy41@verizon.net; laurajf@gmail.com; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; wilson.a@earthlink.net; 
MFilardo@21csf.org; vspatz@pobox.com; Daniel del Pielago; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
mikeruff95@ymail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

All, 

It+s likely most, if not all of you have received all of these materials, but in the event there is even one 
of you who has not, I want to make sure the group has received all of the materials that were released 
yesterday and to inform you of the public meeting dates including the office hours scheduled for the 6th 

and the 10th
. (Office hours will be held from Spm + 9pm on both days and will offer lO-minute 

increments to meet one-on-one with DCPS officials. This will be a time to ask any questions you didn+t 
get answered at the community meetings and express additional concerns or propose more alternative 
solutions to the consolidation proposal. 

Visit 
http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/DCPS+Proposed+Consolidations+and+Reorganizatio 
!l for the full slide deck presentation, FAQs, and other information. 

Lastly, visit http://www.engagedcps.org/ to submit ideas, hear what others are saying, and interact with 
us online about the proposal. 
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In the meantime, if there are questions I can help to answer via and/or over the phone before then, I 
will make myself available. 

Thanks all. 

Shanita 

From: Darryl Moch [mailto:nubianphoenix1@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:16 AM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: marylevy41@verizon.net; laurajf@qmail.com; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; wilson.a@earthlink.net; 
MFilardo@21csf.orq; vspatz@pobox.com; Daniel del Pielago; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
mikeruff95@ymail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

I disagree; but respect and defer to wisdom of the group. 

Darryl! 

On Nov 13, 2012 5:41 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Daniel, 

I respect Empower DC+s decision to decline the meeting request although admittedly disappointed. 
Please note again the inability to meet prior to the consolidation announcements were unavoidable due 
to scheduling conflicts. As well, you should know the content of the meeting would have changed only 

minimally given the timing+but, again, I respect Empower DC+s stance. 

Thank you for following up and I hope be able to support you and/or Empower DC in a more timely 
manner in the future however appropriate or necessary. Take good care. 

Shanita Burney 

Director, Family and Community Engagement 

Office of Family and Public Engagement 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE (lih floor) 

Washington, DC 20002 

T: (202) 442-5612 
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c: (202) 997-9887 

Become a fan on Facebook and stay connected: www.facebook.com/DCPSPartners 

Be a part of public education~s greatest turnaround story. APPLY NOW 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 5: 16 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 'MFilardo@21csf.orq' 
Cc: vspatz@pobox.com; laurajf@qmail.com; wilson.a@earthlink.net; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; 
mikeruff95@ymail.com; nubianphoenix1@qmail.com; marylevy41@verizon.net 
Subject: Meeting with Empower DC 

Hello Shanita, 

Empower DC planned to honor the request for a meeting with DCPS prior to any 
closure announcements, however we must decline as we refuse to be party to any 
attempt to make school closing announcements at this unprepared juncture seem 
reasonable. 

Empower DC, along with a host of other citizens and organizations, continues to expect 
a true study of the public school landscape • including DCPS and DC Public Charter 
Schools. before further upheaval is perpetrated on DCPS. We insist on full and 
transparent financial projections as well as consideration of effects on local 
communities, should even one school be closed. 
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DAniel 

Daniel del Pielago 

Education Organizer 

Empower DC 

1419 V Street, NW 

202-234-9119 xl. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 14,201212:04 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Empower DC 

No, hold tight if you can. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 12:02 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Oh, I see. That+s what+s on the data sheet+can I just tell her it should be up today? 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Empower DC 

Working on getting the data sheet up today. Will happen today .. .just hold on responding for a 
little 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 11 :57 AM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Is this something we can provide them? Is it final yet? 

From: Mary Levy [mailto:marylevy41@verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:50 AM 
To: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

Thanks for trying. 

Question: can you provide the system-wide school by school reported enrollment as of 
October 5? It would be a help in the analysis I do to try to inform parents, community, 
the press, and the Council. 

Thank you. 

From: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: 'Darryl Moch' 
Cc: marylevy41@verizon.net; laurajf@qmail.com; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; 
wilson.a@earthlink.net; MFilardo@21csf.orq; vspatz@pobox.com; Daniel del Pielago; 
Lujan, Claudia CDCPS); mikeruff95@ymail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 
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AII. 

It+s likely most, if not all of you have received all of these materials, but in the event 
there is even one of you who has not, I want to make sure the group has received all of 
the materials that were released yesterday and to inform you of the public meeting 
dates including the office hours scheduled for the 6th and the 10th

. (Office hours will be 

held from Spm + 9pm on both days and will offer lO-minute increments to meet one

on-one with DCPS officials. This will be a time to ask any questions you didn+t get 
answered at the community meetings and express additional concerns or propose more 
alternative solutions to the consolidation proposal. 

Visit 
http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/DCPS+Proposed+Consolidations+an 
d+Reorganization for the full slide deck presentation, FAQs, and other information. 

Lastly, visit http://www.engagedcps.org/ to submit ideas, hear what others are saying, 
and interact with us online about the proposal. 

In the meantime, if there are questions I can help to answer via and/or over the phone 
before then, I will make myself available. 

Thanks all. 

Shanita 

From: Darryl Moch [mailto:nubianphoenix1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:16 AM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: marylew41@verizon.net; laurajf@gmail.com; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; 
wilson.a@earthlink.net; MFilardo@21csf.org; vspatz@pobox.com; Daniel del Pielago; 
Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); mikeruff9S@ymail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

I disagree; but respect and defer to wisdom of the group. 

Darryl! 

On Nov 13, 2012 5:41 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <~h~nit~J;mrn~y_@d~,gQY> 
wrote: 

Hi Daniel, 

I respect Empower DC+s decision to decline the meeting request although admittedly 
disappointed. Please note again the inability to meet prior to the consolidation 
announcements were unavoidable due to scheduling conflicts. As well, you should know 

the content of the meeting would have changed only minimally given the timing+but, 

again, I respect Empower DC+s stance. 
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Thank you for following up and I hope be able to support you and/or Empower DC in a 
more timely manner in the future however appropriate or necessary. Take good care. 

Shanita Burney 

Director, Family and Community Engagement 

Office of Family and Public Engagement 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE (lih floor) 

Washington, DC 20002 

T: (202) 442-5612 

C: (202) 997-9887 

Be a part of public education~s greatest turnaround story. APPLY NOW 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 
event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 5: 16 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 'MFilardo@21csf.org' 
Cc: vspatz@pobox.com; laurajf@gmail.com; wilson.a@earthlink.net; 
dcampbeI11@starpower.net; mikeruff95@ymail.com; nubianphoenix1@gmail.com; 
ma rylevy41@verizon.net 
Subject: Meeting with Empower DC 

Hello Shanita, 

Empower DC planned to honor the request for a meeting with DCPS prior 
to any closure announcements, however we must decline as we refuse to 
be party to any attempt to make school closing announcements at this 
unprepared juncture seem reasonable. 

Empower DC, along with a host of other citizens and organizations, 
continues to expect a true study of the public school landscape. 
including DCPS and DC Public Charter Schools. before further upheaval 
is perpetrated on DCPS. We insist on full and transparent financial 
projections as well as consideration of effects on local communities, 
should even one school be closed. 

DAniel 

Daniel del Pielago 

Education Organizer 

Empower DC 

1419 V Street, NW 

202-234-9119 xl. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 14,201212:00 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Empower DC 

Working on getting the data sheet up today. Will happen today .. .just hold on responding for a little 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 11 :57 AM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Is this something we can provide them? Is it final yet? 

From: Mary Levy [mailto:marylevy41@verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:50 AM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

Thanks for trying. 

Question: can you provide the system-wide school by school reported enrollment as of October 5? It 
would be a help in the analysis I do to try to inform parents, community, the press, and the Council. 

Thank you. 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: 'Darryl Moch' 
Cc: marylevy41@verizon.net; laurajf@qmail.com; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; wilson.a@earthlink.net; 
MFilardo@21csf.orq; vspatz@pobox.com; Daniel del Pielago; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
mikeruff95@ymail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

All, 

It+s likely most, if not all of you have received all of these materials, but in the event there is even one 
of you who has not, I want to make sure the group has received all of the materials that were released 
yesterday and to inform you of the public meeting dates including the office hours scheduled for the 6th 

and the 10th
. (Office hours will be held from 5pm + 9pm on both days and will offer lO-minute 

increments to meet one-on-one with DCPS officials. This will be a time to ask any questions you didn+t 
get answered at the community meetings and express additional concerns or propose more alternative 
solutions to the consolidation proposal. 

Visit 
http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/DCPS+Proposed+Consolidations+and+Reorganizatio 
D. for the full slide deck presentation, FAQs, and other information. 

Lastly, visit http://www.engagedcps.org/ to submit ideas, hear what others are saying, and interact with 
us online about the proposal. 
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In the meantime, if there are questions I can help to answer via and/or over the phone before then, I 
will make myself available. 

Thanks all. 

Shanita 

From: Darryl Moch [mailto:nubianphoenix1@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:16 AM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: marylevy41@verizon.net; laurajf@qmail.com; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; wilson.a@earthlink.net; 
MFilardo@21csf.orq; vspatz@pobox.com; Daniel del Pielago; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
mikeruff95@ymail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Empower DC 

I disagree; but respect and defer to wisdom of the group. 

Darryl! 

On Nov 13, 2012 5:41 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Daniel, 

I respect Empower DC+s decision to decline the meeting request although admittedly disappointed. 
Please note again the inability to meet prior to the consolidation announcements were unavoidable due 
to scheduling conflicts. As well, you should know the content of the meeting would have changed only 

minimally given the timing+but, again, I respect Empower DC+s stance. 

Thank you for following up and I hope be able to support you and/or Empower DC in a more timely 
manner in the future however appropriate or necessary. Take good care. 

Shanita Burney 

Director, Family and Community Engagement 

Office of Family and Public Engagement 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 First Street, NE (lih floor) 

Washington, DC 20002 

T: (202) 442-5612 
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c: (202) 997-9887 

Become a fan on Facebook and stay connected: www.facebook.com/DCPSPartners 

Be a part of public education~s greatest turnaround story. APPLY NOW 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 5: 16 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 'MFilardo@21csf.orq' 
Cc: vspatz@pobox.com; laurajf@qmail.com; wilson.a@earthlink.net; dcampbeIl1@starpower.net; 
mikeruff95@ymail.com; nubianphoenix1@qmail.com; marylevy41@verizon.net 
Subject: Meeting with Empower DC 

Hello Shanita, 

Empower DC planned to honor the request for a meeting with DCPS prior to any 
closure announcements, however we must decline as we refuse to be party to any 
attempt to make school closing announcements at this unprepared juncture seem 
reasonable. 

Empower DC, along with a host of other citizens and organizations, continues to expect 
a true study of the public school landscape • including DCPS and DC Public Charter 
Schools. before further upheaval is perpetrated on DCPS. We insist on full and 
transparent financial projections as well as consideration of effects on local 
communities, should even one school be closed. 
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DAniel 

Daniel del Pielago 

Education Organizer 

Empower DC 

1419 V Street, NW 

202-234-9119 xl. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Principal Riddlesprigger, 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20125:20 PM 
Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 
ConsolidationBrochure-web-FINAL Spanish.pdf 

Attached please also find the summary of the full proposal in Spanish. 

Best, 
Claudia 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 5:15 PM 
To: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

Sorry for missing this email! Attached, please find the letter to proposed closed schools in Spanish. We did not translate 
the rationale document for Davis in Spanish, as Davis was not flagged by our Office of Bilingual Education for needing 
these documents in Spanish. I am happy to reach out to OBE and request this. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do. 

Thank you, 
Claudia 

From: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:59 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 
Importance: High 

Claudia, 

Do you have Spanish versions of the documents? 

Maisha Riddlesprigger 
PrinCipal 
Davis Elementary School 
4430 H Street SE 
Washmgton, DC 20019 
P: (202) 729-4340 
F: (202) 645-3215 
Website: http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/davis 
Become a fan of Davis Elementary School on FACEBOOK! 

Our Students. Our Future. Our Responsibility. 
(t; Please consider the environment before pnntmg this email. 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:57 PM 
To: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

Thank you. 

From: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

Claudia, 

I am emailing to confirm that the following documents were delivered to Davis ES at 11:26 AM: 

• DCPS Parent Letter 

• DCPS School Profile 

Maisha Riddlesprigger 
PrinCipal 
Davis Elementary School 
4430 H Street SE 
Washmgton, DC 20019 
P: (202) 729-4340 
F: (202) 645-3215 
Website: http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/davis 
Become a fan of Davis Elementary School on FACEBOOK! 

Our Students. Our Future. Our Responsibility. 
(t; Please consider the environment before pnntmg this email. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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NMestm prop6sh:o BS <Jsegumr q~e t<Jd<J 0sc~eb de ~as [POC br§ndB b 
rnejor educndon que prepmre a todos rmewrro§ estudhu'!tes~ rn~§ aUa de 
kliS mnte~edentes 0 ~n:$ ck~~nstandnSR pnra trhmfur en ~a unlversMad~ en 
sus c~rfems y en b vida, 

:¥ 1. Aumentar el rendimiento de todos 
los estudiantes 

:'W' 4. Incrementar el grado de 
.... satisfaccion 

"~' 2. Invertir en escuelas que tienen 
dificultades 

¥ 3. Aumentar el indice (cantidad) de 
graduados 

Hemos hecho inverskmes estr<:ltegk<:ls en mae::>tms, 
directores, persona! de apoyo e insta!ado§'les efectivas 
en escuelas de todo el Distrito. 

Hemos aumentado el wndimiento de 10$ eswcHante$, 
con el compromiso de que TOD05 los ninos alcancen el 
exito academico. 

Tenemos, segun la Oficina del 5uperintendente Estatal de 
Educacion, bs t%cue!a$ f.hHJHc~s ,-;on e! mayor nivel de 

!nsta!adones, Las EPDC dirigen muchas escuelas 
con niveles de matrfcula bajos que se encuentran 
subutilizadas. Las que tienen menos de 350 estudiantes 
necesitan mas financiamiento por alumno para ofrecer 
una gama completa de servicios. EI 64% de las escuelas 
primarias de las EPDC tiene menos de 350 estudiantes. 

Aun luego de un gran compromiso de mas de 
$1,3 mil millones desde el 2007, casi 20.000 
estudiantes asisten a las escuelas esperando la 
modernizacion. 

Los fom:k.l$, Las EPDC invierten en muchas 
escuelas que, a causa de sus bajos niveles de 
matrfcula, son mas caras de mantener, cuando 
preferirfamos invertir en programas para 
ayudar a estudiantes con bajo rendimiento, en 
aumentar las oportunidades para estudiantes 
avanzados y en desarrollar programas 
especializados para atraer mas estudiantes. 

5. Aumentar el nivel de matrlculas 

mm:limlento en !a chad<:ld y muchas opciones de escuelas de 
calidad en distintos vecindarios para familias jovenes. 

Tenemos eswe!as en c~da W~rd y comunidad, con 
familias y estudiantes de diversos trasfondos economicos, 
raciales y culturales. 

Tenemos la infr~estwctum para apoyar el crecimiento a 
largo plazo en los niveles de matrfculas. 

Per$onaL Nuestras escuelas pequenas no permiten que el 
personal trabaje en conjunto, no dan acceso al estudiante 
al personal docente que necesitan, limitan la flexibilidad 
en el tamano de las clases y grupos de estudiantes y 
minimizan el impacto de nuestros maestros altamente 
efectivos. 

Fairfax County 
(177,629 students, 200 schools) 

Montgomery County 
(146,497 students, 200 schools) 

Pnnce George's County 
(123,317 students, 193 schools) 

San FrancIsco 
(52,824 students, 102 schools) 

Boston 
(56,990 students, 125 schools) 

Washington, DC 
(47,247 students, 123 schools) 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 

Promedlo de matnculados por escuela 

Dado que cada escuela requiere un 
mantenimiento tanto ffsico como administrativo, 
las EPDC gastan sumas desproporcionadas en 
personal no-docente en escuelas pequenas. Fuente: Matrfculas presupuestadas en dlstntas escolares para el ana escolar 2011-2012 
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Para afrontar los retos de matrfcula y del uso de las instalaciones mientras alcanzamos las metas del Compromiso Capi

tal, las EPDC proponen una serie de objetivos estrategicas a carto y largo plaza. 

Pam el 2013~~W14 
~ Brindar educacion de alta calidad a todos los 

estudiantes; 
~ Establecer un distrito flexible que pueda responder al 

crecimiento futuro de la poblacion; y 
~ Utilizar todos nuestros recursos de forma efectiva; ~ Asegurar a largo plazo la estabilidad financiera del 

distrito. 

Las EPDC proponen los siguientes cambios, que se efectuarfan al final de este ana escalar (junio de 2013): 

EP Garrison (Ward 2) EP Seaton A partir de agosto de 2013, la Escuela Secundaria Roosevelt dara lugar a un modele de 6to a 12vo 
FEI~M~a~cF~a~r~la~n~d~(~W~a~r~d~4~)~-+~E~sc~u~e~la~s~e~c~u~n~d~a~ri~a~(E~S~)~~ grado, similar al del campus Columbia Heights Education. La ES Roosevelt se encuentra en la 

Roosevelt fase de diseno de modernizacion y abrira su edificio modernizado en agosto de 2014. A medida 
p........~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~.........J que crezca la demanda, las EPDC pod ran reconstruir la Escuela Intermedia Shaw en la ubicacion 

Shaw en Garnet-Patterson 

(Ward 6) 

EP Marshall 

Pasa temporal mente a la anterior. 
ES Cardoso 

CE (Campus educacional) 

Langdon 

A partir de agosto de 2013, la Escuela Secundaria McKinley Technology dara lugar a un modele de 6to 

a 12vo grade similar al del campus Columbia Heights Education. En agosto de 2014, las EPDC abriran 

una Escuela Intermedia dedicada a la ensenanza de artes humanistas y diversos idiomas. Si hay 

demanda, a medida que crezca la poblacion en ellado este del Ward 5, la Escuela Primaria Marshall 

podra reabrir; hasta ese momento, nosotros trasladaremos a los estudiantes ala escuela receptora. 

En agosto de 2014,10 que era antes el campus de la Escuela Primaria River Terrace brindara 
p........-~~--~~--*~--~~--~~.........J programas de educacion especial para estudiantes de las escuelas Mamie D. Lee y Sharpe 

F~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~""""'" Health. De esta manera, las EPDC continuan mejorando sus servicios de educacion especial 

!--~-~~~-~~~-+~~~-~~~-~---1 mientras brindan la opcion de una escuela cercana a los hogares de los estudiantes. Las EPDC 
tambien se han asociado con estudiosos del DC para brindar programas nuevos en la Escuela 

p........-~---~---*---~---~-.........J Primaria Stanton, centrados en la ensenanza rigorosa, en la cultura escolar y en el compromiso 

por parte de los padres de familia. 

En agosto de 2014, las EPDC reabriran el campus Johnson para mantener una escuela 
p........~~~-.,.,.,.;~~-~*~-~.,.,.,.;~-~~~.........J alternativa con el objetivo de brindar otra oportunidad a los estudiantes que no 

F~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~""""'" tuvieron exito en las escuelas intermedias y secundarias tradicionales. 

Los estudiantes seran trasladados del Centro de Aprendizaje Prospect hacia escuelas 
!---~-~~--~--+-~---~------1 situadas en sus respectivos vecindarios. Esta transicion les dara la posibilidad de asistir 

!--~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~---1 a escuelas mas cercanas a sus hogares y construira una mayor capacidad dentro de 

F~~~-~~~-~-+~-~~~-~~~""""'" estas escuelas para servir a esta poblacion. Las EPDC han establecido una relacion 

CE Francis-Stevens EP Marie Reed/EI Hardy 

prometedora con el Colegio Comunitario de la UDC en la Escuela Secundaria Ballou 

STAY. 

EI campus se utilizara para aumentar el numero de vacantes para los grados 9-12 en la 

Escuela Secundaria School Without Walls. 

ES Spingarn ES Dunbar, ES Woodson y EI campus sera transformado en un centro de carreras y educacion tecnica que incluira 

ES Eastern una especializacion en transporte. 

EI reto que se presenta en las escuelas del Ward 3 y algunas del Ward 1 es la superpoblaci6n, que abordaremos como parte de los cambios a realizarse 
en las zonas I{mites y en los patrones de organizaci6n entre escuelas remitentes y receptoras que seron efectuados para el ano escolar 2014-2015. 
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No podemos alcanzar nuestros sueAos y 

nuestras metas si no trabajamos juntos para 

abordar las dificultades que tenemos en 

comun. 

Nuestro pediclo: Para reorganizar el sistema 

escolar con ex ito, necesitamos soluciones 

creativas, propuestas viables e ideas 

innovadoras de parte de usted. Queremos 

escuchar sus sugerencias sobre como 

construir los mejores programas posibles en 

su vecindario. Hoy yen el futuro. 

Para aumentar la participacion que ya recibimos tanto 
de parte del Grupo de Planificacion de Grandes Escuelas 
del Ward 5, como del Sub Alcalde de Educacion en sus 
reuniones sobre "escuelas de calidad", y en las ocho 
reuniones basadas en los Wards sobre el estado de las 
escuelas de las EPDC, lIevaremos a cabo varias reuniones 
adicionales para los padres y la comunidad en noviembre 
y diciembre. 

Audienda del Consejo Municipal Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 

Audiencia del Consejo Municipal Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 

Dialogo comunitario en el Ward 8 Escuela Prima ria Savoy 
2400 Shannon Place, SE 

Dialogo comunitario en el Ward 7 Escuela Intermedia Sousa 
3650 Ely Place, SE 

Dlalogo comunitario en el Ward 5 Campus Educativo Langley 
101 T Street, NE 

Dialogo comunitario en el Ward 1 CE Brightwood 
al4y 6 1300 Nicholson Street, NW 

lS~ S~ fuskman ~as e§cuela§~ pociremo§ 
aumentar e~ numero de matrh;;~das y 
soHd~fk:ar los progwrrms edurativos( 

At consdid<3.f t<3iS e~cud<3is (on nl,,~k5 b.ajos <1;;: 
matriwia, se aumenta la etkfenda y se crea una 
;:·artl~:r<3. De'xlble de' ~s;:ud<3.~, lo qw~: rKl~ pennite: 

~ Ofre<::er pmgr2lrnB$ rna$lnten~os en l",~ <9s(:Ud",~,: 

""" ,.."I Capitalhar num;tras liT<lersronBS en maestros V 
dlr;;:;::tof;;:;; de c,;1lid,ld; 

:> ModernizBr rnas rapidBmente I",~ fmtBtBdorl<9s 
mas antiguas; V 

~ Brindar Wl~ tin~t~d<ld6n rnas <?qi~lt,~li\}<l <l tod<l:> 
las escuelas. 

Ofr<?denoQ mejor<?s pmgramas, podremDs mantenBr 
nuestros estudiantes actuales y atraer a estudiantes 
NUEVOS. 

Ademas, la canciller de las EPDC, Kaya Henderson, yel 
personal de las EPDC se reuniran con miembros de la 
Comision Asesora del Vecindario (ANC, siglas en ingles), 
miembros del concejo y de otros grupos de la comunidad 
para asegurar que podamos afrontar los asuntos publicos 
a medida que finalizamos el trabajo. 

Los padres y los miembros de la comunidad tambien 
tendran la oportunidad de enviar comentarios 24 horas al 
dfa por medio de nuestro sitio Web, en EngageDCPS,org. 

15 de Noviembre de 2012 4-8 p.m. 

19 de Noviembre de 2012 2-6 p.m. 

27 de Noviembre de 2012 6-8 p.m. 

28 de Noviembre de 2012 6-8 p.m. 

29 de Noviembre de 2012 6-8 p.m. 

5 de Diciembre de 2012 6-8 p.m. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20125:15 PM 
Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 
Parent Letter - Proposed for Consolidation FINAL SP.pdf 

Sorry for missing this email! Attached, please find the letter to proposed closed schools in Spanish. We did not translate 
the rationale document for Davis in Spanish, as Davis was not flagged by our Office of Bilingual Education for needing 
these documents in Spanish. I am happy to reach out to OBE and request this. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do. 

Thank you, 
Claudia 

From: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:59 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 
Importance: High 

Claudia, 

Do you have Spanish versions of the documents? 

Maisha Riddlesprigger 
PrinCipal 
Davis Elementary School 
4430 H Street SE 
Washmgton, DC 20019 
P: (202) 729-4340 
F: (202) 645-3215 
Website: http://dcps.dc.gov !DCPS!davis 
Become a fan of Davis Elementary School on fACE.BOQK! 

Our Students. Our Future. Our Responsibility. 
(t; Please consider the environment before pnntmg this email. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:57 PM 
To: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

Thank you. 

From: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
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Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

Claudia, 

I am emailing to confirm that the following documents were delivered to Davis ES at 11:26 AM: 

• DCPS Parent Letter 
• DCPS School Profile 

Maisha Riddlesprigger 
PrinCipal 
Davis Elementary School 
4430 H Street SE 
Washmgton, DC 20019 
P: (202) 729-4340 
F: (202) 645-3215 
We bsite: httj2;Jidl:j2s,.d.(;.,gQyiD02.SidaYLS 
Become a fan of Davis Elementary School on FACEBOOK! 

Our Students. Our Future. Our Responsibility. 
(t; Please consider the environment before pnntmg this email. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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D1STRICT OF COLur"'B!!~, Letter to Parents - School Consolidation (Spanish) 

9 de noviembre de 2012 

Estimados Padres de Familia y Familias de las EPDC: 

A principios de este ano, comparti con ustedes cinco metas importantes de nuestro plan estrategico, Un 
Compromiso Capital"A Capital Commitment". Para alcanzar estas metas, debemos mejorar 
dramaticamente el logro estudiantil para todos los estudiantes. Debemos realizar inversiones grandes 
en nuestras escuelas que tienen dificultades. Debemos aumentar los indices de graduacion y debemos 
asegurarnos de que nuestros estudiantes disfruten de ir a la escuela en nuestro creciente distrito 
escolar. Aunque hemos logrado mucho, aun tenemos que hacer mejoras a fin de crear un sistema que 
nos posicione mejor para ofrecer los programas de la mas alta calidad a todos los estudiantes en cada 
uno de los vecindarios de la ciudad. 

Para alcanzar estas metas, tam bien debemos usar eficazmente todos nuestros recursos; cada dolar, 
cada edificio y cada minuto del tiempo de ensenanza. De la forma en que nuestras escuelas estan 
organizadas actualmente, no podemos lograr nuestras metas. 

EI sistema de las Escuelas Publicas del Distrito de Columbia tiene demasiados edificios con muy pocos 
estudiantes y costas cada vez mayores que hacen que sea diffcil ofrecer a los estudiantes la 
programacion academica integral y el ambiente educativo solido que se requiere en una escuela de 
calidad. Muchas de nuestras escuelas primarias son demasiado pequenas para sostener una 
programacion solida y una ensenanza de calidad; nuestras escuelas intermedias no pueden ofrecer la 
variedad de oportunidades que nuestros estudiantes merecen y, no contamos con suficientes vacantes 
en escuelas secundarias de alta calidad para proporcionar a los estudiantes clases preparatorias para la 
universidad y desarrollo profesional. 

A la fecha, escribo para informarles que su hijo{a) asiste actual mente a una escuela que esta siendo 
considerada para ser fusionada y reorganizada en el ano escolar 2013-2014. 

La decision de proponer a su escuela se baso en: el numero de estudiantes matriculados, las 
proyecciones de crecimiento en la poblacion en edad escolar en su vecindario durante los proximos 
anos, que tan lIeno est a el edificio, que tan recientemente se modernizo el edificio y que oportunidades 
podrfamos ofrecer a los estudiantes en una escuela nueva. 

Quiero asegurarme de que cuente con la mayor informacion posible sobre los motivos por los cuales 
decidimos proponer a su escuela para una fusion escolar. A esta carta se adjunta una hoja informativa 
acerca de la escuela receptora propuesta. Usted puede tam bien encontrar informacion adicional sobre 
nuestro plan para nuestras instalaciones escolares en todo el distrito en www.dcps.dc.gov. 

AI crear esta propuesta, tuvimos en cuenta el aporte que hemos recibido de su comunidad y para mi es 
muy importante continuar recibiendo sus comentarios. Le aseguro que escucharemos y tendremos muy 
en cuenta todo el aporte que recibamos. 

1200 First Street, NE I Washington, DC 20002 I T 202478,5738 I F 202442 5026 Ideps de gOY 
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A fin de asegurarnos de tener la posibilidad de recibir sus comentarios, tenemos programadas dos 
audiencias del Consejo Municipal as! como tam bien cuatro reuniones en los Wards (consulte las fechas a 
continuacion). Tambien hemos establecido un foro en Internet en www.engagedcps.org donde usted 
puede compartir su opinion. Ademas, mi Oficina de Compromiso Familiar y Publico (Office of Family and 
Public Engagement) ofrecera horas habiles en diciembre para recibir sus comentarios individualmente. 
Sus ideas son sumamente importantes para hacer que nuestra propuesta sea aun mejor. 

Edificio Wilson 15 de noviembre de 
Audiencia del Consejo Municipal 1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 2012 4-8 pm 

Edificio Wilson 19 de noviembre de 
Audiencia del Consejo Municipal 1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 2012 2-6 pm 

Dialogo comunitario en el Ward Escuela Prima ria Savoy 27 de noviembre de 
8 2400 Shannon Place, SE 2012 6-8 pm 

Dialogo comunitario en el Ward Escuela lntermedia Sousa 28 de noviembre de 
7 3650 Ely Place, SE 2012 6-8 pm 

Dialogo comunitario en el Ward Campus Educativo Langley 29 de noviembre de 
5 101 T Street, NE 2012 6-8 pm 

Campus Educativo 
Dialogo comunitario en los Brightwood 5 de diciembre de 
Wards 1 al 4 y 6 1300 Nicholson Street, NW 2012 6-8 pm 

Una vez que recibamos y consideremos sus comentarios, el Alcalde Gray finalizara nuestro plan de 
fusion y reorganizacion. EI plan final se anunciara en enero, mucho antes del inicio del proceso de 
inscripcion Fuera de la Zona Escolar. 

Aunque resulte muy diffcil, al hacer estes cam bios ahora, podremos brindar a su hijo(a) la mejor 
oportunidad para un futuro educativo mas brillante. Quiero agradecerles la confianza que han 
depositado en las Escuelas Publicas del DC matriculando a su hijo(a) en una escuela del vecindario, y les 
aseguro nuevamente, que el exito y el bienestar de su hijo(a) son mi prioridad. 

Atentamente, 

Kaya Henderson 
Canciller 

1200 First Street, NE I Washington, DC 20002 I Tel 202478,5738 I Facsimile 202442 5026 Idcps dc gOY 
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Le 13 novembre 2012 

Chers parents et families des DCPS, 

Letter to Parents - Your Child School not Proposed for 
Consolidation (French) 

Au cours de I'annee, je vous ai presente les cinq grands objectifs de notre plan strategique, ({ A Capital 
Commitment ». Afin d' atteindre ces objectifs, nous devons ameliorer considerablement les resultats de 

tous les eleves ; faire de gros investissements dans nos ecoles en difficulte ; augmenter les taux 
d'obtention de dipl6me, et no us devons nous assurer que nos eleves aiment aller a I'ecole dans notre 

district scolaire en croissance. Bien que no us ayons accompli beaucoup de choses, il no us reste encore 
du chemin a faire pour creer un systeme qui no us mette dans les meilleures dispositions pour proposer 

des programmes de grande qua lite a tous nos eleves dans chaque quartier de la ville. 

Afin d'atteindre ces objectifs, no us devons egalement utiliser to utes nos ressources : chaque dollar, 

chaque batiment et chaque minute d'enseignement. La fa<;on dont nos ecoles sont actuellement 

organisees, nous ne permet pas d'atteindre nos objectifs. 

Le systeme des Ecoles publiques du District de Columbia a trop de batiments avec trop peu d'eleves et 
des couts croissants qui rendent difficile d'offrir aux eleves I'eventail de programmes scolaires et 

I'environnement d'apprentissage qu'exigent une excellente ecole. Un trop grand nombre de nos ecoles 

primaires sont trop petites pour prendre en charge des programmes solides et un enseignement de 

qualite, nos colleges ne peuvent pas offrir la palette d'opportunites que nos eleves meritent, et nous 
n'avons pas assez de places de qua lite au Iycee pour fournir aux eleves des classes preparatoires aux 

etudes universitaires ainsi qu'une formation professionnelle. 

Ensemble, nous pouvons y remedier. 

Nous avons propose de consolider et reorganiser un certain nombre d'ecoles du District. Le choix des 

ecoles a ete fonde sur plusieurs criteres : Ie nombre d'eleves inscrits, la croissance de la population 

d'age scolaire dans les prochaines annees, Ie taux de remplissage et la date de modernisation du 

batiment, ainsi que les opportunites que nous pourrions offrir aux eleves dans une nouvelle ecole. 

Bien que I'ecole de votre enfant n'entre ~ dans la liste des ecoles a consolider, elle peut accueillir les 
eleves d'ecoles touchees par la consolidation. Nous savons que tout changement de composition d'ecole 

dans Ie District apportera des difficultes, et nous devrons faire des ajustements pour assurer la 

satisfaction des besoins de tous nos eleves. 

En elaborant cette proposition, no us avons pris en compte les commentaires que nous avons deja re<;us 

de votre communaute, et il est tres important pour moi de continuer a entendre votre avis. Nous avons 

planifie deux audiences du Conseil municipal, ainsi que quatre reunions de quartier (dates indiquees ci
dessous). Nous avons egalement mis en place un forum en ligne sur www.engagedcps.org, ou vous 
pouvez donner votre avis. Sur notre site internet, www.dcps.dc.gov, vous pouvez egalement trouver 
plus d'informations sur notre projet a I'echelle du District au sujet de nos etablissements scolaires. En 

outre, mon Bureau des relations avec les families et Ie public mettra en place des heures de bureau en 

1200 First Street, NE I Washington, DC 20002 I T 202 478,5738 I F 202442 5026 Ideps de gOY 
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decembre pour recueillir votre opinion individuelle. Je vous garantis que nous ecouterons et prendrons 
serieusement en compte tous les commentaires re<;us. 

Wilson Building 
Audience du Conseil municipal 1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 15 novembre 2012 16h-20h 

Wilson Building 
Audience du Conseil municipal 1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 19 novembre 2012 14h-18h 

Dialogue communautaire du Savoy ES 
quartier 8 2400 Shannon Place, SE 27 novembre 2012 18h-20h 

Dialogue communautaire du Sousa MS 
quartier 7 3650 Ely Place, SE 28 novembre 2012 18h-20h 

Dialogue communautaire du Langley EC 
quartier 5 101 T Street, NE 29 novembre 2012 18h-20h 

Dialogue communa uta ire des Brightwood EC 
quartiers 1-4, 6 1300 Nicholson Street, NW 5 dtkembre 2012 18h-20h 

Apres reception et examen de vos commentaires, Ie maire Gray et moi finaliserons notre plan de 
consolidation et reorganisation. Le plan final sera annonce en janvier, bien avant Ie debut du processus 
d'inscription out-oj-boundary. 

Malgre toutes les difficultes que cela implique, en faisant ces changements maintenant, nous serons en 
mesure d'offrir a votre enfant les meilleures chances de reussite. Je tiens a vous remercier pour la 
confiance que vous temoignez a I'egard des Ecoles publiques de DC en inscrivant votre enfant a une 
ecole de quartier et je vous assure encore une fois que la reussite et Ie bien-etre de votre enfant sont 
ma priorite. 

Cordialement, 

Kaya Henderson 
Chanceliere 

1200 First Street, NE I Washington, DC 20002 I T 202 478,5738 I F 202442 5026 Ideps de gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,20124:15 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; Adam Kernan-Schloss; JComey@urban.org 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: NEWS--OCPS Invites Community Feedback on Proposed List of School Consolidations 
image001.jpg 

From: Salmanowitz, Melissa COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 4:05 PM 
To: Salmanowitz, Melissa COCPS) 
Subject: NEWS--OCPS Invites Community Feedback on Proposed List of School Consolidations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Tuesday, November 13, 2012 

Contact: Melissa Salmanowitz 
(desk) 202.535.1096 

DCPS Invites Community Feedback on Proposed 
List of School Consolidations 

DC Public Schools (DCPS) Chancellor Kaya Henderson today announced and requested public feedback on a proposal to 
consolidate 20 schools in six wards across the city. The list includes eight elementary schools, two education campuses, 
four middle schools, one high school, one STAY program, the CHOICE program and three special education campuses. 
Most school consolidations would go into effect for the 2013-2014 school year. 

Challenges with Current Configuration of Schools: 

liThe challenge we face in DCPS is clear - our buildings are wildly under-enrolled, our resources are stretched too thin 
and we're not providing the complement of academic supports that our students and families deserve," said Henderson. 
IIConsolidating schools is our best option to better utilize our facilities and work more efficiently for our schools, our 
teachers, our students and our city." 

Facilities: A priority for DCPS is ensuring as many students as possible are in modernized buildings. Since 2007, DCPS has 
modernized 45 of the current total of 117 school buildings. Taking into account buildings that were previously 
modernized, 57 schools - almost half of the school system inventory still await modernization. Even after an enormous, 
city-wide investment of over $1.3 billion since 2007, almost 20,000 students still attend schools that need 
modernization. 

Funds: Overall, DCPS spends less in large and fully-enrolled schools than it does at small and under-enrolled schools. 
Because DCPS has many under-enrolled schools, DCPS invests in maintaining these schools when it makes more sense to 
invest more in programs to help low-performing students, increase opportunities for advanced learners, and develop 
specialized programs to better engage students. 

Staffing: 45 percent, or nearly half of DCPS schools, have only one teacher per grade level, making shared planning time 
impossible and forcing teachers to work on lesson plans by themselves. With only one teacher per grade level, small 
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changes in student populations at a specific grade can force larger class sizes. In addition, schools cannot provide flexible 

grouping to meet specific student needs (for example, small groups for struggling learners.) 

Consolidation Plan: 

liTo achieve our goals of a great school for every single student, we have to use all of our resources well - every dollar, 

every building, and every minute of instructional time. As our schools are currently organized, we can't achieve our 

goals," said Henderson. 

When making the proposed list, DCPS considered student enrollment and demographic trends in the community, 
building utilization rates, building condition and modernization status and the availability of receiving schools to offer 

students an improved education experience. 

Consolidating these 20 schools will allow DCPS to offer a high-quality education to all students, use all resources more 
effectively, establish a flexible district that can account for future population growth and ensure the district's long-term 

financial stability. 

The portfolio of schools in DCPS will shift dramatically after these consolidations. The average school enrollment will 

increase to 432 students, up from 376. Overall building utilization rate will be 84 percent, an increase from 72 percent. 

Only 26 elementary schools will have fewer than 350 students, instead of 41. 1,700 additional students will have the 

opportunity to attend school in a modernized building. 

1 Marie Reed ES (Elementary Grades) 484 
2 Francis-Stevens EC 

2 Hardy MS (Middle Grades) 462 
2013-14 

2 Garrison ES 2 Seaton ES 439 

4 MacFarland MS 4 Roosevelt HS 616 

4 Sharpe Health School 
2014-15 7 River Terrace 181 

5 Mamie D Lee School 

5 CHOICE at Hamilton 1 Cardozo HS 

5 Marshall ES 5 Langdon EC 477 

5 Spingarn HS 6,5,7 Eastern (9_Uth
), Dunbar, Woodson 608, 6041 822 

5 Spingarn STAY 8,4 Ballou STAY and Roosevelt STAY 739 and 711 

6 Prospect LC Neighborhood Schools n/a 

6 Shaw at Garnet-Patterson 1 Cardozo HS 647 

7 Davis ES 2013-14 7 C.W. Harris ES 407 

7 Kenilworth ES 7 Houston ES 356 

7 Ron Brown MS 7 Kelly Miller MS 516 

7 Smothers ES 7 Aiton ES and Plummer ES 367 and 376 

8 Stanton ES (Elementary Grades) 540 
7 Winston EC 

8 Kramer MS (Middle Grades) 379 

8 Ferebee-Hope ES 8 Hendley ES 511 

8 Johnson MS 8 Hart and Kramer MS 617 and 379 
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8 

8 

Malcolm XES 

MC Terrell-McGogney ES 

Boundary and Feeder Patterns: 

8 

8 

Turner ES 

King ES 

516 

479 

There are no proposed consolidations in Wards one and three. As part of the ongoing portfolio management process, 
DCPS has initiated a project aimed at updating boundaries and feeder patterns to more evenly distribute students. DCPS 
has engaged data experts to analyze population and enrollment data. Community engagement will begin this winter and 
continue through the spring of 2013. New boundaries and feeder patterns will not take effect until the 2014-2015 
school year. 

Community Engagement: 

IIThis proposal is a conversation with our communities," said Henderson. IIWe need to hear from families and 
community members. We are relying deeply on community feedback and engagement to ensure our success. We want 
to hear the innovative and creative ideas that come from our school communities to help make sure that our 
consolidation plan represents the best thinking of the city." 

DCPS will hold a variety of stakeholder meetings to get feedback on the proposed consolidations, including four 
scheduled ward-based meetings. In addition, DCPS officials will meet with ANC members, ward-based education 
councils and other community groups. The DCPS Office of Family and Public Engagement will host office hours in 
December to meet with other interested groups to ensure that all public concerns are accounted for as the school 
configuration plan is finalized. DCPS will also provide a platform for online feedback. 

Wilson Building 

City Council Hearing 1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW November 15, 2012 4-8 pm 

Wilson Building 

City Council Hearing 1350 Pennsylvania Ave, NW November 19, 2012 2-6 pm 

Savoy ES 

Ward 8 Community Dialogue 2400 Shannon Place, SE November 27, 2012 6-8 pm 

Sousa MS 

Ward 7 Community Dialogue 3650 Ely Place, SE November 28, 2012 6-8 pm 

Langley EC 

Wards 5 Community Dialogue 101 T Street, NE November 29, 2012 6-8 pm 

Wards 1-4, 6 Community Brightwood EC 

Dialogue 1300 Nicholson Street, NW December 5, 2012 6-8 pm 

More information and materials are available here. 

### 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
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at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thank you. 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 13,201212:57 PM 
Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
RE: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

From: Riddlesprigger, Maisha (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Canty, Clara (DCPS) 
Subject: Confirmation of Documents - School Consolidation (Davis ES) 

Claudia, 

I am emailing to confirm that the following documents were delivered to Davis ES at 11:26 AM: 

• DCPS Parent Letter 

• DCPS School Profile 

Maisha Riddlesprigger 
PrinCipal 
Davis Elementary School 
4430 H Street SE 
Washmgton, DC 20019 
P: (202) 729-4340 
F: (202) 645-3215 
Website: http://dcps.dc.gov/DCPS/davis 
Become a fan of Davis Elementary School on FACEBOOK! 

Our Students. Our Future. Our Responsibility. 
(t; Please consider the environment before pnntmg this email. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 10,201210:23 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

She's going to send quote in the am. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Can we discuss? Will need to contact Mary in the am 
A 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 20128:07:50 PM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

Hmm. This doesn+t really work. We really need a quote that says that we should close 
schools. This says that we should talk. Can we get 21st cent. To put more of a stake in 
the ground? 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 8:00 PM 
To: Weber, Peter CDCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

Here's what we have from 21st. Let me know if we need something else. 
A 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 20127:38:57 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

This is the quote I included in one of the decks I sent to Pete on Wed. 

It is easy to underestimate how complex the education planning 
environment is for DCPS, but the careful study and an open public 
discussion of the District's public education assets and challenges will 
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help the city, neighborhoods and families weigh these proposals 
and contribute to creating a shared plan for a great future for DCPS. 

- 21st Century School Fund, Urban Institute 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" 
<Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 2012, 7:30:59 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, 
"Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov>, "Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, 
"Davis, John L. (DCPS)" <john.davis@dc.gov>, "Lujan, 
Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

We still don't have anything from 21st century/Urban. 
We also haven't cited any of the research we got from 
ERS. We've spent a ton of money getting external 
technical help to provide some cover to what we're 
doing, and that appears nowhere in the report. So this 
looks like a scheme we cooked up by ourselves. 
Tell those consultants that we MUST have a public 
statement from them to include in the announcements. 
I'll be damned if we're paying them and they join the 
chorus of critics. Or, we'll tell the world that they 
actually recommended way more closures and that we 
were the reasonable ones. 
We also need to attribute our charts and facts to 21st 
century, to ERS, OPM, etc. 
We also never released anything publicly about the ERS 
report. Failure in our part. However, there is still an 
opportunity to get something back from that. 
Since ERS' has a lot to say on staffing and budgeting, we 
need to prepare a deck ahead of school budgeting that 
show that we have more non-teaching adults than 
other jurisdictions, etc. It needs to be a very public 
report that provides the cover for us to be more 
prescriptive in managing the school budgeting process. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Nov 9, 2012, at 11:35 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Pete, 
Attached are three documents per our 
conversation with the Chancellor this 
afternoon. 

The two slide decks are essentially the 
same but one is sorted by ward and the 
other is sorted by the order that the 
schools are presented in the rest of the 
deck. Not sure which you/KH prefer. 

There's also an excel spreadsheet that 
contains data that support the last two 
slides in the Powerpoints. 

I'm still working on some data around 
Garrison that will help frame the 
rationale but I figure I'd share things as 
is for now in case you get an early jump 
on things tomorrow. 

The Powerpoints contain the following: 

1. Slide with a list of proposed 
closures and a brief rationale 
for each 

2. Updated summary slide (we 
added a column for receiving 
school ward per my meeting 
with KH and OP) 

3. Proposed Reuse slide 
4. Slide with ward-by-ward 

breakdown of number of 
students served by charter and 
dcps respectively 

5. Slide with ward-by-ward 
breakdown of number of 
school-aged students within the 
wards that are served by dcps 
and those that aren't. 

There's one more data pull we're trying 

to tie uP. the growth projected for 
charters based on their charters. 

Please let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns about the data or 
slides 
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Anthony 

From: Amy Lerman 
<amy.lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Fri, 9 Nov 201221:43:06 -0500 
To: Claudia Lujan 
<claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, Teacher 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Slides for Pete 

Hey ADG 
Attached are the slides for PW. They are 
two versions of the same slide. The only 
difference is the way the schools are 
sorted on the charts. One is by ward. 
And one follows the order that the 
schools are presented in the slide deck. 
I am also attaching the data I used for 
the graphs at the end. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment 
Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to 
provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency 
call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<slides for PW schools in order of 
deckpptx. pptx> 

<slides for PW schools sorted by 
ward.pptx> 

<Ward Analysis for DCPS.xls> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 10,20129:08 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

Calling her in 30 min 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Can we discuss? Will need to contact Mary in the am 
A 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 20128:07:50 PM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

Hmm. This doesn+t really work. We really need a quote that says that we should close 
schools. This says that we should talk. Can we get 21st cent. To put more of a stake in 
the ground? 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 8:00 PM 
To: Weber, Peter CDCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

Here's what we have from 21st. Let me know if we need something else. 
A 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 20127:38:57 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

This is the quote I included in one of the decks I sent to Pete on Wed. 

It is easy to underestimate how complex the education planning 
environment is for DCPS, but the careful study and an open public 
discussion of the District's public education assets and challenges will 
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help the city, neighborhoods and families weigh these proposals 
and contribute to creating a shared plan for a great future for DCPS. 

- 21st Century School Fund, Urban Institute 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" 
<Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 2012, 7:30:59 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, 
"Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov>, "Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, 
"Davis, John L. (DCPS)" <john.davis@dc.gov>, "Lujan, 
Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

We still don't have anything from 21st century/Urban. 
We also haven't cited any of the research we got from 
ERS. We've spent a ton of money getting external 
technical help to provide some cover to what we're 
doing, and that appears nowhere in the report. So this 
looks like a scheme we cooked up by ourselves. 
Tell those consultants that we MUST have a public 
statement from them to include in the announcements. 
I'll be damned if we're paying them and they join the 
chorus of critics. Or, we'll tell the world that they 
actually recommended way more closures and that we 
were the reasonable ones. 
We also need to attribute our charts and facts to 21st 
century, to ERS, OPM, etc. 
We also never released anything publicly about the ERS 
report. Failure in our part. However, there is still an 
opportunity to get something back from that. 
Since ERS' has a lot to say on staffing and budgeting, we 
need to prepare a deck ahead of school budgeting that 
show that we have more non-teaching adults than 
other jurisdictions, etc. It needs to be a very public 
report that provides the cover for us to be more 
prescriptive in managing the school budgeting process. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Nov 9, 2012, at 11:35 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Pete, 
Attached are three documents per our 
conversation with the Chancellor this 
afternoon. 

The two slide decks are essentially the 
same but one is sorted by ward and the 
other is sorted by the order that the 
schools are presented in the rest of the 
deck. Not sure which you/KH prefer. 

There's also an excel spreadsheet that 
contains data that support the last two 
slides in the Powerpoints. 

I'm still working on some data around 
Garrison that will help frame the 
rationale but I figure I'd share things as 
is for now in case you get an early jump 
on things tomorrow. 

The Powerpoints contain the following: 

1. Slide with a list of proposed 
closures and a brief rationale 
for each 

2. Updated summary slide (we 
added a column for receiving 
school ward per my meeting 
with KH and OP) 

3. Proposed Reuse slide 
4. Slide with ward-by-ward 

breakdown of number of 
students served by charter and 
dcps respectively 

5. Slide with ward-by-ward 
breakdown of number of 
school-aged students within the 
wards that are served by dcps 
and those that aren't. 

There's one more data pull we're trying 

to tie uP. the growth projected for 
charters based on their charters. 

Please let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns about the data or 
slides 
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Anthony 

From: Amy Lerman 
<amy.lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Fri, 9 Nov 201221:43:06 -0500 
To: Claudia Lujan 
<claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, Teacher 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Slides for Pete 

Hey ADG 
Attached are the slides for PW. They are 
two versions of the same slide. The only 
difference is the way the schools are 
sorted on the charts. One is by ward. 
And one follows the order that the 
schools are presented in the slide deck. 
I am also attaching the data I used for 
the graphs at the end. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment 
Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to 
provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-
1-1 in the event of an emergency 
call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<slides for PW schools in order of 
deckpptx. pptx> 

<slides for PW schools sorted by 
ward.pptx> 

<Ward Analysis for DCPS.xls> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 10,20128:53 PM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Update - Monday Calls 

That's right. No delivery to CHOICE. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10,2012, at 7:09 PM, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> wrote: 

FYI Only. We are not sending docs to CHOICE right? 

LMR 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 7:06 PM 
To: Davis, John L. CDCPS) 
Subject: Update - Monday Calis 

Hey John, 

A couple of quick things: 

• I circulated the draft principal email (the one that goes after you reach principals of 

consolidating schools on Monday night) to the group today. My plan is to get the final to you 

on Monday a.m. You can send it after you speak to a principal on Monday night or I am happy 

to do it, just let me know when you reach a specific person. 

• I don+t mean to be crazier than normal, but the list of principals who need to be called is below 

my initials. Can you confirm this is your list? I made notes on CHOICE (I don+t think Chisel om 

needs to do anything other than tell his staff they are moving; no letters or connect ed), 

Spingarn and the two SPED centers closing in June 2014 (I know they are going to get some 

document somewhere that says they are consolidating in June 2013 and wanted to give them a 

heads up to alert us + if they get a June 2013, it+s an error. 
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• I have been keeping running notes of what we need to tell principals of the schools proposed for 

consolidation on the call (or in the meeting if, we had it). Those notes are below my initials 

also. 

• Let me know what you and Dan are thinking on Spingarn. I need to call MPD and am assuming 

the staff may have some reaction when Wash meets with them, but know things will pick up 

even more when the student meetings start. 

• I am asking MPD to prioritize Spingarn, Johnson and Shaw on Tuesday/Wednesday, but wanted 

to check if there are others we should ask them to watch (they will also watch Coolidge). 

• Also, do you know of any principals (particularly of closed or receiving schools) that are 

scheduled to be on leave on Tuesday? Hopefully, not but with the long-weekend, I wanted to 

be sure. 

Please shout if you need anything at all (216440-4286). 

LMR 

Instructional 
School Principal Notes Superintendent 

Francis-Stevens EC Maurice Kennard Steven Zagami 

Garrison ES Collin Hill Amanda Alexander 

Marshall ES Rembert Seaward Errick Greene 

Smothers ES Shannon Feinblatt Jacqueline Gartrell 

Davis ES Maisha Riddlesprigger Clara Canty 

Kenilworth ES Fatima Johnson Barbara Adderly 

Winston EC Charlotte Spann Lolli Haws 

Ferebee-Hope ES Jeffrey Grant Barbara Adderly 

MC Terrell-McGogney ES Atasha James Errick Greene 

Malcolm X ES J. Harrison Coleman Clara Canty 

Johnson MS Carol Campbell-Fullard Mark King 

Ron Brown Darrin Slade Mark King 

MacFarland MS Andrea Samuels Mark King 

Shaw MS Guillaume Gendre Mark King 

Need to know when we can send 
materials as Principal Washington is 

Spingarn SHS and STAY Gary Washington aware of the closing proposal. Dan Shea/Terry DeCarbo 

Assuming we are just going to ask 
Chiselom to tell his staff they are 
moving and we are not sending 

CHOICE at Hamilton William Chiselom documents or asking for a connect ed Terry DeCarbo 

We need to call and treat the same as 
the other schools proposed for 

consolidation, but we need to be 
clear if anything inadvertently says 
closes at the end of SY 12-13, she 
understands it is a mistake and 

Mamie D Lee Aimee Pressley notifies us. Lolli Haws 
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We need to call and treat the same as 
the other schools proposed for 

consolidation, but we need to be 
clear if anything inadvertently says 
closes at the end of SY 12-13, she 
understands it is a mistake and 

Sharpe Health Savetria Francis notifies us. Lolli Haws 

Prospect LC Heidi Haggerty-Wagner Lolli Haws 

Message to Principals of the Schools Proposed for Consolidation (Calls Monday Night from JD) 

1. On Tuesday afternoon at 4:00 p.m., the Chancellor will be releasing her proposal to consolidate 

some DCPS schools. Your school is one of the schools proposed for consolidation at the end of 

the current school year (June 2013 + with two exceptions, Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health) 

2. This is a proposal and not a final decision. We have a series of large and small meetings 

scheduled over the next month or so to engage the community and discuss the proposal. We 

will also have information on our website and link to send information. 

3. Be aware that the public announcement will happen by the end of the day and likely spread 

throughout the day 

4. The Chancellor made the decision to propose to consolidate certain schools based on a number 

of factors +Iow enrollment, under-utilization. However, your performance was NOT one of the 

factors. In other words, the decision to recommend your school for closing is not a reflection on 

your performance. Principals will be evaluated annually as they are every year. (John to insert 

appropriate message) 

5. We want to make sure that your staff and families have a chance to hear about the proposal 

from you before media reports dominate the television, internet and radio on Tuesday evening. 

To that end, we are asking you to convene your staff tomorrow (Tuesday) morning to share the 

news and to distribute documents to students as they leave school. The documents will be 

delivered to your school on Tuesday morning. We are also asking you to send a connect ed 

message to your families on Tuesday afternoon. 

a. Complete details, including information for the staff member and a draft connect-ed 

message, will be sent tonight in a separate email. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 10,201211 :13 AM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 

Subject: 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Re: Connect Ed 

I'm getting the Spanish of both letters on Monday for printing. And the other languages I'm getting Tuesday, 
since we are only scheduled to email those at 3pm. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10, 2012, at 10:29 AM, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> wrote: 

So long as they have printed copies available at the school that works. The general letter is being 
translated but I'm not sure its for all languages. We prioritized the language needs of the impacted 
schools. Claudia, please confirm. My apologies if I am confusing or conflating things by asking but I don't 
want parents confused or frustrated if they don't receive things. 

So long as non-impacted schools make the letter available at the school then I believe the connect ed 
message below 
Is good for all. 

Let me know your thoughts on the message itself so we can get Chancellor's approval and get the 
message recorded. 
Thank you kindly, 
Josephine 

Josephine Bias Robinson 
Chief, Office of Family and Public Engagement 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Cc: Weber, Peter (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Sat Nov 10 10:19:12 2012 
Subject: Re: Connect Ed 

We can't ask the non-receiving schools/non-closing schools to print and distribute letters in 
Tuesday. We are, however, asking these schools to email the general letter and to have copies 
available in their main office on Tuesday. We are offering the schools the option of printing the 
letter and distributing the letter on Tuesday or later in the week, but we have already told non
closing and non-receiving schools that we are not requiring them to do so on Tuesday. It is too 
much to ask these schools to print on site and distribute to all students on Tuesday. The 
translation is important -- isn't OBE translating the general letter? 

LMR 

On Nov 10, 2012, at 9:31 AM, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <j.Q~.~phi!1~Lf.Qb.in~Q.n.@Q.Q,gm~> 
wrote: 
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Attached is a draft Connect Ed script for all students. My reading pace clocked in at 68 
seconds. 

since we talked about this being for all students, Hassan made a great point that all 
families may not have web access so his original script said parents could pick all of this 
information up at their schools. We (me, Lisa, Claudia, et al) decided not to print and 
deliver everything to all non-impacted schools Tuesday so I took that reference out of 
the script. But, the entire system does need a message from the Chancellor. I 
recommend we inform the non-impacted schools to print the letter and make it available. 
I know there is then a translation issue, but could we provide something to the Language 
Line? 

If we don't have the ability to do this, then we'll need to narrow the Connect Ed message 
to parents at just the impacted schools. thoughts? 

Connect Ed Script: Better Schools for All Students 

Dear DCPS parents, this is Chancellor Kaya Henderson and I~m calling with a 
very important message. 

Over the next few days, you will read and hear lots of news about DCPS~ 
proposal to consolidate some of our schools. Your child may bring home a 
letter that says their school is proposed for consolidation or that their school 
may receive students from another school. All of the information about what 
we are proposing and the next steps can be found on our website at 
www.dcps.dc.gov. 

I want many more options and opportunities for our students at all levels and 
in every school ~ and I~ve listened to parents across the city who have said 
the same -- but we can~t get there without making some big changes. Let me 
assure you, I understand how difficult making changes to our schools will be 
for many of our families and I want to hear how we can make our proposal 
stronger to serve all of our students better. 

The letter has information about the public meetings we have scheduled and 
ways to contact me and my team. All of this information is on our website as 
well. 

I want to work with you as we make these difficult decisions now, so we can 

create a system that provides all of our students the world-class education they 

deserve. 

Thank you. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 

event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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<CKH Robo Call 2012-13 Consolidations JBR edit].doc> 
- - - - -
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 10, 2012 11 :00 AM 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 

Subject: 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Re: Connect Ed 

Yes, they are translating the general letter. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10, 2012, at 10: 19 AM, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> wrote: 

We can't ask the non-receiving schools/non-closing schools to print and distribute letters in 
Tuesday. We are, however, asking these schools to email the general letter and to have copies 
available in their main office on Tuesday. We are offering the schools the option of printing the 
letter and distributing the letter on Tuesday or later in the week, but we have already told non
closing and non-receiving schools that we are not requiring them to do so on Tuesday. It is too 
much to ask these schools to print on site and distribute to all students on Tuesday. The 
translation is important -- isn't OBE translating the general letter? 

LMR 

On Nov 10, 2012, at 9:31 AM, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <j.Q~.~Qhi!1~Lf.Qb.in~Q.n.@Q.Q,gm~> 
wrote: 

Attached is a draft Connect Ed script for all students. My reading pace clocked in at 68 
seconds. 

since we talked about this being for all students, Hassan made a great point that all 
families may not have web access so his original script said parents could pick all of this 
information up at their schools. We (me, Lisa, Claudia, et al) decided not to print and 
deliver everything to all non-impacted schools Tuesday so I took that reference out of 
the script. But, the entire system does need a message from the Chancellor. I 
recommend we inform the non-impacted schools to print the letter and make it available. 
I know there is then a translation issue, but could we provide something to the Language 
Line? 

If we don't have the ability to do this, then we'll need to narrow the Connect Ed message 
to parents at just the impacted schools. thoughts? 

Connect Ed Script: Better Schools for All Students 

Dear DCPS parents, this is Chancellor Kaya Henderson and I~m calling with a 
very important message. 

Over the next few days, you will read and hear lots of news about DCPS~ 
proposal to consolidate some of our schools. Your child may bring home a 
letter that says their school is proposed for consolidation or that their school 
may receive students from another school. All of the information about what 
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we are proposing and the next steps can be found on our website at 
www.dcps.dc.gov. 

I want many more options and opportunities for our students at all levels and 
in every school ~ and I~ve listened to parents across the city who have said 
the same -- but we can~t get there without making some big changes. Let me 
assure you, I understand how difficult making changes to our schools will be 
for many of our families and I want to hear how we can make our proposal 
stronger to serve all of our students better. 

The letter has information about the public meetings we have scheduled and 
ways to contact me and my team. All of this information is on our website as 
well. 

I want to work with you as we make these difficult decisions now, so we can 
create a system that provides all of our students the world-class education they 
deserve. 

Thank you. 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 
event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<CKH Robo Call 2012-13 Consolidations JBR edit].doc> 
- - - - -
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 10,20127:39 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Fwd: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

This is the quote I included in one of the decks I sent to Pete on Wed. 

It is easy to underestimate how complex the education planning environment is for DCPS, but the careful study and an 
open public discussion of the District's public education assets and challenges will help the city, neighborhoods and 
families weigh these proposals and contribute to creating a shared plan for a great future for DCPS. 

- 21st Century School Fund, Urban Institute 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" <Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov> 
Date: November 10, 2012, 7:30:59 AM EST 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov>, 
"Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "Davis, John L. (DCPS)" 
<john.davis@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Additional Slides for Deck/appendices 

We still don't have anything from 21st century/Urban. We also haven't cited any of the research we got 
from ERS. We've spent a ton of money getting external technical help to provide some cover to what 
we're doing, and that appears nowhere in the report. So this looks like a scheme we cooked up by 
ourselves. 
Tell those consultants that we MUST have a public statement from them to include in the 
announcements. I'll be damned if we're paying them and they join the chorus of critics. Or, we'll tell the 
world that they actually recommended way more closures and that we were the reasonable ones. 
We also need to attribute our charts and facts to 21st century, to ERS, OPM, etc. 
We also never released anything publicly about the ERS report. Failure in our part. However, there is still 
an opportunity to get something back from that. 
Since ERS' has a lot to say on staffing and budgeting, we need to prepare a deck ahead of school 
budgeting that show that we have more non-teaching adults than other jurisdictions, etc. It needs to be 
a very public report that provides the cover for us to be more prescriptive in managing the school 
budgeting process. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 9, 2012, at 11:35 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hey Pete, 
Attached are three documents per our conversation with the Chancellor this afternoon. 
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The two slide decks are essentially the same but one is sorted by ward and the other is 
sorted by the order that the schools are presented in the rest of the deck. Not sure 
which you/KH prefer. 

There's also an excel spreadsheet that contains data that support the last two slides in 
the Powerpoints. 

I'm still working on some data around Garrison that will help frame the rationale but I 
figure I'd share things as is for now in case you get an early jump on things tomorrow. 

The Powerpoints contain the following: 

1. Slide with a list of proposed closures and a brief rationale for each 
2. Updated summary slide (we added a column for receiving school ward per my 

meeting with KH and OP) 
3. Proposed Reuse slide 
4. Slide with ward-by-ward breakdown of number of students served by charter 

and dcps respectively 
5. Slide with ward-by-ward breakdown of number of school-aged students within 

the wards that are served by dcps and those that aren't. 

There's one more data pull we're trying to tie uP. the growth projected for charters 
based on their charters. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about the data or slides 

Anthony 

From: Amy Lerman <amy.lerman@dc.gov> 
Date: Fri, 9 Nov 201221:43:06 -0500 
To: Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Subject: Slides for Pete 

Hey ADG 
Attached are the slides for PW. They are two versions of the same slide. The only 
difference is the way the schools are sorted on the charts. One is by ward. And one 
follows the order that the schools are presented in the slide deck. I am also attaching 
the data I used for the graphs at the end. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the 
event of an emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 

<slides for PW schools in order of deckpptx. pptx> 

<slides for PW schools sorted by ward. pptx> 

<Ward Analysis for DCPS.xls> 
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No. Ward Closing School IFF 
40 Receiving School{s) 

Year Building 
Public Reuse Options TIer Available 

l. 2 Francis-Stevens EC 2 - Marie Reed, Hardy SY13-14 SWW9-12 

2. 2 Garrison ES 3 - Seaton SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen) 

3. 5 Marshall ES 3 Y Langdon SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen) 

4. 7 Smothers ES 3 Y Aiton and Plummer SY13-14 

5. 7 Davis ES 4 Y CW Harris SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen) 

6. 7 Kenilworth ES 3 - Houston SY13-14 Choice/Promise Neighborhood, DPR 

7. 7 Winston EC 3 Y Stanton, Kramer SY13-14 

8. 8 Ferebee-Hope ES 4 Y Hendley SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen) 

9. 8 
MC Terrell- 4 Y 

King SY13-14 
McGogney ES 

10. 8 Malcolm X ES 4 Y Turner SY13-14 Partnership with PCS 

1l. 8 Johnson 4 Y Hart, Kramer SY14-15 Open Alternative Ed in SY14-15 

12. 7 Ron Brown 2 - Kelly Miller SY13-14 

Temporarily Move 3 -
13. 6 

Shaw@GP 
Cardozo SY13-14 

14. 4 MacFarland MS 3 - Roosevelt SY14-15 Swing space for Roosevelt until 8/14 

CHOICE at n/a -
15. 5 

Hamilton 
Cardozo SY13-14 Partnership with PCS 

16. 5 Spingarn 4 Y Eastern, Dunbar, Woodson SY13-14 DCPS CTE Program 

17. 5 Spingarn STAY n/a - Ballou STAY, Roosevelt STAY N/A N/A 

Mamie D Lee 1 -
18. 5 

(SY14-15) 
River Terrace SY14-15 

Sharpe Health n/a -
19. 4 

(SY14-15) 
River Terrace SY14-15 Partnership with NP SPED school 

20. 6 Prospect LC 4 Y Neighborhood Schools SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen) 

Last updated 11/9 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks. 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 09,201212:41 PM 
Rinkus, Christopher (OCPS) 
RE: New enrollment/budget numbers 

I did hear that I had to be careful with the Budget Boyz - was pretty nervous as I wrote you that email. © 

From: Rinkus, Christopher COCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 09,2012 12:41 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: New enrollment/budget numbers 

I like to help new colleagues start off on the right foot so I am going to take a look at this data for you but don't let my boss 
know, she's pretty sensitive to this school closure stuff 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: New enrollment/budget numbers 

That's fair. 

From: Rinkus, Christopher COCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 12:38 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: New enrollment/budget numbers 

Sorry which office are you with? Do we know each other 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: New enrollment/budget numbers 

Hi Stranger, 

Sorry to ignore your emails - I am trying not to die or commit suicide. 

LMR said she was meeting with you this afternoon to talk about running new budgets for closures and wanted me to 
send you the numbers we are using for our one-pagers. 

Can you cross check it and shout if something looks off? Also, I think she is going to ask you to run new budgets off 
these numbers. Note two calculation notes at the bottom of sheet. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 
Claudia 

Claudia Lujan 
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Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 15t Street N E 

Washington, DC 20002 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,20122:44 PM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Good with me + would like to still sit in, if possible. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 2:35 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Fine with me+need to go to NY for TG, but not leaving until Thursday AM. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 X11 (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Burney, Shanita CDCPS) [mailto:shanita.burney@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08,20122:14 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Mary, 

This is how I want to move forward with Empower DC. 

You and I will meet with home and his team. 

I propose we have the meeting Tuesday, 11/20 or Wednesday, 11/21 (I know this day is not ideal since prior to 
Thanksgiving holiday) and have the goal shift to having a dialogue post-announcement, post-hearings and pre
community meetings. 

Thoughts before I move forward? 

As an FYI, our Senior Press Secretary spoke with Jonetta Rose Barras today refuting the claim that a meeting was 
promised to Empower DC with the Chancellor. ® 
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Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:34 PM 
To: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Got it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2,2012, at 2:03 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Yes, but there was concern (that makes sense to me) that we would have been meeting with him before 

the Mayor had received a full briefing, before all the CM.s, etc. 

So, I have been communicating with him and had to unfortunately cancel twice and am stalling him right 

now. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.orgl 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
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(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be 
important that now more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on 
school closures. Please join us on Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the 
announcements and to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings City Council will be 
having on DCPS school closures. If you haven~t already please make sure to register to 
give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to contact me 
with any questions or concerns. 

? Saturday ~ November 10th (12:00 ~ 2:00pm) ~ School closure Testimony 
development meeting for upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office ~ 1419 V Street, NW 
(close to the U Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for 
the upcoming hearings the City Council will have on DCPS school closures. 
Please let me know if you are able to attend and if you will need child care. 
Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

? Thursday, November 15th (4:00 ~ 8:00pm)~ Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 1) 

o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school 
closures. This is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school 
closures in your community and the city at large. We really want to let the 
city know that we need a Moratorium on schools closures immediately! This 
is a good day for Students and Parents to give testimony as it 
starts at 4:00pm. 

? Monday, November 19th (2:00 ~ 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 2) 

o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact 
Erika Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email 

at ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, 
November 13th. Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
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1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,201210:59 AM 
Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Sorry + my car died on the road this morning+been a bit crazy+can we connect at 127+ 719-6598 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + what is your phone number? I can call you in about 10-15 minutes. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07,20129:13 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Kim, you have a moment tomorrow am to talk? Want to run something by you. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 3:51 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks 
fine to me and I also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any 
comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 

Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall 
presentation and the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are 
thinking about making that into a slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion 
used to select a schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating 
our thinking. As I mentioned before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an 
important data point. It is helping inform how we should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our 
biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the school-age population in the city, but 
the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a proposal that takes into 
account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director 
Tregoning+s office to schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are 
playing catch up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as 
possible and before going live. The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior 
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to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until 
the end of the week to share the map we are considering using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We 

would like a summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will 
be used (if at all) for the public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send 
this information to us by Monday 10/29. That will give us an opportunity to review and 
provide any feedback prior to the public release. In addition, we wanted to check on 

the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning staff. We can 
coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 

Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,20129:43 AM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 

Cc: 
Subject: 

DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Re: delay of release 

Mary, its only a long weekend. It is what it is. Honestly, we have enough work to do to just get ready for 
Tuesday. Your efforts are more useful in getting everything ready for Tuesday than trying to figure out a 
communication strategy for tomorrow. 

How's the memo? Would be great if that were ready for next week. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 8,2012, at 6:33 AM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

Folks, I feel very concerned about the delay of release. It is a relief, as time on mind mixer, and any 
other written documents always improves them. But the public has been so anxious about this, ever 
since the DME issued the IFF report, that I think it would be good to provide some information, short 
specific list. 

I wonder if we can't post, or provide some kind of background piece that will help the public wrestle with 
the proposals when they get them. I was working on a response to the Janney Principal about 
boundaries and think that the principals and schools getting consolidated deserve, at least as much. 

I am thinking that maybe we could just post on the DCPS web site--tweeting the link--some basic 
definitions of some of the information used in the DCPS preparation of the proposal. This will give the 
many community groups some vocabulary ahead of the release. 

For example: what is school building capacity? what is general education funding? what are walking 
distances and how were they calculated? what is a "service rate"? What is the difference between a full 
modernization and a phase 1 classroom modernization and a stabilization? What is in boundary and out 
of boundary? 

I am sure there are some other concepts and data pOints we use, but it seems it would be good to get 
something out. I am envisioning a front back glossary sort of thing. I know everyone will read it for 
clues, but still it seems it might contribute to the quality of dialogue. Otherwise there is so much being 
released at once and so little time for the lay public to have time to understand it--including council 
members and press--before the hearings, that the quality of comments won't be as thoughtful and 
informed as they could be. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
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Washington, DC 20009 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 
at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, November 08,20129:43 AM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 

Cc: 
Subject: 

DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Re: delay of release 

Mary, its only a long weekend. It is what it is. Honestly, we have enough work to do to just get ready for 
Tuesday. Your efforts are more useful in getting everything ready for Tuesday than trying to figure out a 
communication strategy for tomorrow. 

How's the memo? Would be great if that were ready for next week. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 8,2012, at 6:33 AM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

Folks, I feel very concerned about the delay of release. It is a relief, as time on mind mixer, and any 
other written documents always improves them. But the public has been so anxious about this, ever 
since the DME issued the IFF report, that I think it would be good to provide some information, short 
specific list. 

I wonder if we can't post, or provide some kind of background piece that will help the public wrestle with 
the proposals when they get them. I was working on a response to the Janney Principal about 
boundaries and think that the principals and schools getting consolidated deserve, at least as much. 

I am thinking that maybe we could just post on the DCPS web site--tweeting the link--some basic 
definitions of some of the information used in the DCPS preparation of the proposal. This will give the 
many community groups some vocabulary ahead of the release. 

For example: what is school building capacity? what is general education funding? what are walking 
distances and how were they calculated? what is a "service rate"? What is the difference between a full 
modernization and a phase 1 classroom modernization and a stabilization? What is in boundary and out 
of boundary? 

I am sure there are some other concepts and data pOints we use, but it seems it would be good to get 
something out. I am envisioning a front back glossary sort of thing. I know everyone will read it for 
clues, but still it seems it might contribute to the quality of dialogue. Otherwise there is so much being 
released at once and so little time for the lay public to have time to understand it--including council 
members and press--before the hearings, that the quality of comments won't be as thoughtful and 
informed as they could be. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
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Washington, DC 20009 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 07,20129:13 PM 
Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 

Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Kim, you have a moment tomorrow am to talk? Want to run something by you. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 3:51 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks 
fine to me and I also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any 
comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 

emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall 
presentation and the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are 
thinking about making that into a slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion 
used to select a schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating 
our thinking. As I mentioned before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an 
important data point. It is helping inform how we should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our 
biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the school-age population in the city, but 
the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a proposal that takes into 
account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 
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It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director 

Tregoning+s office to schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are 
playing catch up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as 
possible and before going live. The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior 
to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until 
the end of the week to share the map we are considering using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We 

would like a summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will 
be used (if at all) for the public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send 
this information to us by Monday 10/29. That will give us an opportunity to review and 
provide any feedback prior to the public release. In addition, we wanted to check on 

the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning staff. We can 
coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 
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Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 
Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 07,20129:55 AM 
Garcia, Elba (DCPS) 
Chaine, Ivy (DCPS) 
RE: Translation 

I still don+t have the finalletters+.did we miss our window for translation for Friday? 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 11: 11 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Claudia, I am back at aBE so please give me a call 202-330-2818 or desk 202-671-0757. Do you need this in 5 languages? 

Elba M. Garc~a 
Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of Bilingual Education 

1200 S Street, NW, Washington DC 20009 

Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 

Direct Line: 202-671-0757 

Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20125:03 PM 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Attached is the deck that we want to post on our website on Friday. I wanted you to be able to get started on this. I 
have taken out 9 slides that refer to schools and as soon as I get the green light on sending that to you, I will. My hope is 
tomorrow. Calling you now to discuss others. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2012 12:17 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

It should be enough time especially if we can determine the languages ahead of time. Are you at liberty to share the 
number/names of the schools with me so that I can figure out what languages we will need? See below for additional 
notes. 

Elba M. Garc~a 
Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
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Office of Bilingual Education 

1200 S Street, NW, Washington DC 20009 
Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 
Direct Line: 202-671-0757 
Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Hi Elba, 

So our new launch date for proposing closures is November g. We are working on the following documents: 

(5 languages) Power point presentation - only to be posted on website on the gth 

Letter to families. 2 versions (one general (5 languages) and one for schools being proposed to close (depends 
on the school) • to be sent home with students on the gth 

(5 languages) Brochure. to be sent home with all students on the gth 

School-specific rationales. these are front/back one-pagers for each school being proposed to close (based on 
each school population). My guess is that, depending on the school proposed for closure, we may not have to 
translate all of them. 
(5 languages) General FAQ 

If you get these at the end of this week. is that enough time? 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 
claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Translation 

Ok! Thanks for the heads up! 
Elba Garcia via BlackBerry 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wed Oct 0313:09:502012 
Subject: Translation 
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Heads up + the community engagement process (letter) was delayed. Will know for sure, at the end of this week, when 

they want to send letter. It won+t be before the 15th
. Will try to get you docs asap. 

Thanks! 
Claudia 

Claudia Luj+n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Plan TODAY for what+s on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 
prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 07,201212:25 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

I liked most of her talking points. I can't open the deck on my phone - still on train. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 7,2012, at 12:21 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

This is getting better don't you think? 
A 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "MFilardo@21csf.org" <MFilardo@21csf.org> 
Date: November 6,201211:46:40 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "adam@ksaplus.com" <adam@ksaplus.com>, "JComey@urban.org" 
<JComey@urban.org>, "ANichols@urban.org" <ANichols@urban.org>, 
"NHuvendick@21csf.org" <NHuvendick@21csf.org> 
Subject: Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

This is part 2 of the presentation, per last email, the explanation. It has a couple of 

holes, so not quite right, but closer+1 will work on it more in the early AM+CNN just 
called it for Obama, so I am feeling better. Hope this is right. 

Anyway, see what you think. It just seems like we have been trying to do so much in 

one presentation. I wonder if dividing it doesn+t make a better narrative. 

Kaya also asked for her walk around talking points+see if this captures it. 

1) DCPS is committed to a strong and growing system of neighborhood, 
alternative, special ed and magnet schools 

2) However, we need to address our present challenges with low enrollment 
schools 

3) We are proposing consolidations of 15 neighborhood schools and 
reorganization of 3 special ed and one alternative ed school 

4) It is not surprising that we are still addressing problems of low enrollment, 
under utilization, and program inequities in our schools 

5) DC school age child population has been declining since 2000 and is projected to 
continue to decline until 2015 in most parts of the city 

6) At the same time public charter enrollment has increased from XX in 2000 to 
31,xxx in 2012 
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7) At the heart of the challenge with low enrollment schools is that even with the 
same spending per pupil, there is less money that is available for the 
instructional program 

8) But it is not just fix staffing costs for administration that affects program 
opportunities, the fixed costs for the facility also limit programs 

9) In addition, as DC looks to modernize its entire inventory, there are some 
schools which should just not be invested in because their basic design is 

flawed+this was true with Bruce Monroe, and Gage Eckington, and is also the 
case with MC Terrell, Winston, Ferebee Hope and Malcolm X. These facilities 

need to be replaced, but replacement can+t be justified until the population 
beings to grow later in this decade. 

10) The challenge for the city will be working together to make sure we lose no 
children in this transition. We are committed to our families and we want to 
keep them in DCPS, but our best argument for this will be high quality programs 
in all of our neighborhood schools and a plan to be ready to respond to demand 

for growth+even before crowding our current schools. 

<Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx> 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, November 07,201212:25 AM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

I liked most of her talking points. I can't open the deck on my phone - still on train. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 7,2012, at 12:21 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

This is getting better don't you think? 
A 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "MFilardo@21csf.org" <MFilardo@21csf.org> 
Date: November 6,201211:46:40 PM EST 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "adam@ksaplus.com" <adam@ksaplus.com>, "JComey@urban.org" 
<JComey@urban.org>, "ANichols@urban.org" <ANichols@urban.org>, 
"NHuvendick@21csf.org" <NHuvendick@21csf.org> 
Subject: Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx 

This is part 2 of the presentation, per last email, the explanation. It has a couple of 

holes, so not quite right, but closer+1 will work on it more in the early AM+CNN just 
called it for Obama, so I am feeling better. Hope this is right. 

Anyway, see what you think. It just seems like we have been trying to do so much in 

one presentation. I wonder if dividing it doesn+t make a better narrative. 

Kaya also asked for her walk around talking points+see if this captures it. 

1) DCPS is committed to a strong and growing system of neighborhood, 
alternative, special ed and magnet schools 

2) However, we need to address our present challenges with low enrollment 
schools 

3) We are proposing consolidations of 15 neighborhood schools and 
reorganization of 3 special ed and one alternative ed school 

4) It is not surprising that we are still addressing problems of low enrollment, 
under utilization, and program inequities in our schools 

5) DC school age child population has been declining since 2000 and is projected to 
continue to decline until 2015 in most parts of the city 

6) At the same time public charter enrollment has increased from XX in 2000 to 
31,xxx in 2012 
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7) At the heart of the challenge with low enrollment schools is that even with the 
same spending per pupil, there is less money that is available for the 
instructional program 

8) But it is not just fix staffing costs for administration that affects program 
opportunities, the fixed costs for the facility also limit programs 

9) In addition, as DC looks to modernize its entire inventory, there are some 
schools which should just not be invested in because their basic design is 

flawed+this was true with Bruce Monroe, and Gage Eckington, and is also the 
case with MC Terrell, Winston, Ferebee Hope and Malcolm X. These facilities 

need to be replaced, but replacement can+t be justified until the population 
beings to grow later in this decade. 

10) The challenge for the city will be working together to make sure we lose no 
children in this transition. We are committed to our families and we want to 
keep them in DCPS, but our best argument for this will be high quality programs 
in all of our neighborhood schools and a plan to be ready to respond to demand 

for growth+even before crowding our current schools. 

<Part 2 Overivew Presentation nov 6.pptx> 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an 
emergency call today at www.smart911.com. 
Inform first responders in advance! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 06,20128:04 PM 
Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

OK. have a call with Jen in the morning .• 

I will stop bothering you on election night!. 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,2012 7:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Urban Institute already have our forecast numbers and we met with them today to discuss the info. It is pretty much 
done and your consultants have the info and the methodology. So you can chat with Jen and Austin about it. 

Josh. have you shared with Claudia yet? If not, please send to her. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 7:48 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Got it. Great, thanks! I don.t need to get into too much detail. but what are the big takeaways from the forecast? 
Is this the forecast that you all were planning on having in December? 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 7:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Their call was interrupted; she got a call from the Mayor. I actually think they are going to meet in person sometime this 
week. A couple of things though on what you have below: 

1. Student age population begins to increase in 2015, not 2020 (as stated below) 
2. I believe Josh sent our population forecast data a couple of weeks ago and it shows some different things 

happening by cluster during this time period 2010 -2015. The projections are not incorrect but the forecast 
includes more assumptions. 

Let me know if you want to chat tomorrow about this. 

K 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
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Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,2012 7:38 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Great! 

Do you know how the call went? I haven+t heard anything+.but I wouldn+t hear about this anyways © 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,20123:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks fine to me and I 
also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 
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Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 
summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 
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Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 06,20127:48 PM 
Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Got it .• Great, thanks!. I don.t need to get into too much detail. but what are the big takeaways from the 
forecast?" Is this the forecast that you all were planning on having in December? 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 7:45 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Their call was interrupted; she got a call from the Mayor. I actually think they are going to meet in person sometime this 
week. A couple of things though on what you have below: 

1. Student age population begins to increase in 2015, not 2020 (as stated below) 
2. I believe Josh sent our population forecast data a couple of weeks ago and it shows some different things 

happening by cluster during this time period 2010 -2015. The projections are not incorrect but the forecast 
includes more assumptions. 

Let me know if you want to chat tomorrow about this. 

K 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,2012 7:38 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Great! 

Do you know how the call went? I haven.t heard anything •. but I wouldn.t hear about this anyways © 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,20123:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks fine to me and I 
also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
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Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 
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Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 

summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Great!+ 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 06,20127:38 PM 
Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Do you know how the call went?+1 haven+t heard anything+.but I wouldn+t hear about this anyways © 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,20123:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks fine to me and I 
also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 
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Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 
summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 
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Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

FYI 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 06,20125:02 PM 
JComey@urban.org; anichols@urban.org 
FW: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,20123:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks fine to me and I 
also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 
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Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 

summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
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Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 06,20124:59 PM 
anichols@urban.org 
FW: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06,20123:51 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Thanks for sending Claudia! Chancellor Henderson is speaking with Harriet today at 5:30pm. This looks fine to me and I 
also shared with our State Data Center for their review. I will let know if they have any comments. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Help 9-1-1 Save Your Life! 
Create a free Safety Profile to provide critical, lifesaving data to 9-1-1 in the event of an emergency call today 

at www.smart911.com. 

Inform first responders in advance! 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 
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Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 

summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
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Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, November 06,20121 :30 PM 
Garcia, Elba (DCPS) 
RE: Translation 

Just tried you on both phones .• At my desk 719-6598 or cell 6410808 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 11: 11 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Claudia, I am back at aBE so please give me a call 202-330-2818 or desk 202-671-0757. Do you need this in 5 languages? 

Elba M. Garc~a 
Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of Bilingual Education 

1200 S Street, NW, Washington DC 20009 

Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 

Direct Line: 202-671-0757 

Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20125:03 PM 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Attached is the deck that we want to post on our website on Friday. I wanted you to be able to get started on this. I 
have taken out 9 slides that refer to schools and as soon as I get the green light on sending that to you, I will. My hope is 
tomorrow. Calling you now to discuss others. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2012 12:17 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

It should be enough time especially if we can determine the languages ahead of time. Are you at liberty to share the 
number/names of the schools with me so that I can figure out what languages we will need? See below for additional 
notes. 

Elba M. Garc~a 
Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of Bilingual Education 
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1200 S Street, NW, Washington DC 20009 

Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 

Direct Line: 202-671-0757 

Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Hi Elba, 

So our new launch date for proposing closures is November g. We are working on the following documents: 

(5 languages) Power point presentation - only to be posted on website on the gth 

Letter to families + 2 versions (one general (5 languages) and one for schools being proposed to close (depends 
on the school) + to be sent home with students on the gth 

(5 languages) Brochure + to be sent home with all students on the gth 

School-specific rationales + these are front/back one-pagers for each school being proposed to close (based on 
each school population). My guess is that, depending on the school proposed for closure, we may not have to 
translate all of them. 
(5 languages) General FAQ 

If you get these at the end of this week + is that enough time? 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 
claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Translation 

Ok! Thanks for the heads up! 
Elba Garcia via BlackBerry 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wed Oct 0313:09:502012 
Subject: Translation 

Heads up + the community engagement process (letter) was delayed. Will know for sure, at the end of this week, when 

they want to send letter. It won+t be before the 15th
. Will try to get you docs asap. 
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Thanks! 
Claudia 

Claudia Luj+n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Plan TODAY for what+s on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 

prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,201211 :20 PM 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 

Subject: FW: [wardScoe] Fwd: School Closings - Testimony Support and Letter from SHAPPE 

Can you take a look at the Shappe letter and pull out the points she makes in the letter and begin to formulate 
responses or provide school specific examples. We need to be prepared to respond directly to the issues she raises. 

I know you are not going to have all the info - but do what you can. 

Thanks! 
Claudia 

From: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 10: 15 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia 
(DCPS); Sutton, Fonda (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: [ward5coe] Fwd: School Closings - Testimony Support and Letter from SHAPPE 

scroll all the way down for the actual letter from SHAPPE. Lots of well-articulated statements that are largely touched 
upon in the presentation deck already but we may need additional fleshing out to make a stronger case at the 
hearing and in community meetings. 

From: Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20128:57 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: [ward5coe] Fwd: School Closings - Testimony Support and Letter from SHAPPE 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Faith Gibson Hubbard <fg1913@gmai1.com> 
Date: November 5,2012, 8:30:52 PM EST 
To: "w.m;.d.~.g.Q.~.-:-m~mb.~.ni.@gQ.Qgl~g[Q.Y.mu:;.Qm" <w.m;.d.~.g.Q.~.-:-m~mb.~.ni.@gQ.Qgl~g[Q'yp.~Lg.Qm>, 
"ward5@yahoogroups.com" <ward5@yahoogroups.com>, "wardfive@googlegroups.com" 
<wardfive@googlegroups.com> 
Subject: [ward5coe] Fwd: School Closings - Testimony Support and Letter from SHAPPE 

FYI. Below please find the sample letter that SHAPPE is recommending to send to our 
Councilmembers (CM McDuffie and our At-Large CMs) in regards to school closures. Please 
consider contact our CM via email or by phone to let him know your concerns about school 
closures. 

Best, 
Faith 
Join the Ward Five Council on Education listserv! 

Faith Gibson Hubbard 
President 
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Ward Five Council on Education (W5COE) 
fg121J@gm1!iLg9JTI 
W5COE Phone: 202-505-4309 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cathy Reilly <dc.s.h.a.p.p.e@gmail.com> 
Subject: School Closings - Testimony Support and Letter from SHAPPE 
Date: November 5, 2012 7: 11 :54 PM EST 
To: Cathy Reilly <dc.s.h.a.p.p.e@gmail.com> 

Dear S.H.A.P.P.E. Members, 

DCPS will announce the school closings this week. There are two events coming up to support 
folks as they prepare testimony for the Council hearings on November 15th and the 19th. You 
can contact To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact 
Erika Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email 
at ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
DCPTA and the Ward 7 Education Council will be partnering to host a Writers 
Workshop at Neval Thomas Elementary (650 Anacostia Ave, NE at 5:30pm on 
Thursday, November 8th. Refreshments will be provided - contact Eboni-Rose 
Thompson 202.460.3498 ~b_QnjrQ_~~_@gm~iL~Qm for information. Come to get help or to 
give help. 

On Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development 
meeting for upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to 
the U Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming 
hearings the City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know 
if you are able to attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email 
or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

Below is the letter I would like to send from S.H.A.P.P.E. later this evening or tomorrow 
morning to each Council Member regarding the school closings. Let me know your 
thoughts. Cathy 

S.H.A.P.P.E. 

Senior High Alliance of Parents, Principals and Educators 

1340 Ingraham St. NW; Washington, DC. 20011 

dc.s.h.a.p.p.e@gmail.com; www.shappe.org 
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Council of the District of Columbia 

1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20004 

November 5, 2012 

Dear Council Member, 

The Council has oversight and budget authority over DCPS. We need you to exercise that authority. 
Public school closings are wrenching to families and to neighborhoods; it is up to you to make sure the 
due diligence has been done to justify each school that appears on the list or see that it is removed from 
the list. 

DCPS is the system charged with providing a home school to every child in the city regardless of the 
number of charter or private schools opened or the rise and fall of the population and of households 
with children. The charter schools are not responsible for educating the children in the city. They serve 
those that choose them. We want to live in a city that takes on the responsibility of public education for 
all the city's children now and in the future. The capital program has invested in a future for DCPS; the 
Council has supported the Chancellor and the charters even in tough economic times. It is crucial that 
the Council hold DCPS responsible. 

• Can DCPS defend its budget priorities to demonstrate the need to close schools? School size 
alone is not a sufficient reason to close a school. The charter sector is supporting about the 
same number of small schools as is DCPS.ill DC families are choosing small schools. The city is 
poised to add school age children in the coming decade. School systems have to be able to 
shrink and grow. What has DCPS done to support these neighborhood schools as they try to 
attract children in the competitive environment here in DC? The following statements give a 
sense of the scope of issues that should be addressed . 

• 
o In 2006 DCPS closed 7 schools and in 2008 they closed an additional 23. In those 

closings the loss of students to DCPS accelerated.ill The 2008 closings cost DCPS $39.5 
million.ill Since 2008 DCPS has closed Birney, Draper, Montgomery, Shaed, and River 
Terrace while opening Capitol Hill Montessori and a School Within a School at Logan. 
The Youth Engagement Academy at Eliot became Metropolitan High School in the KC 
Lewis Building. With these three moves DCPS re-opened two of its buildings. 

o Analysis of the FY 2012 budget noted DCPS has 694 central office full time employees to 
support 45,000 students - in 2003 we had 535 to support 63,369 students.ill 

o The current DCPS reform agenda has diagnosed the school reform problem as teacher 
quality and the solution as increased pay and incentive pay as well as IIworkforce 
replacement" or the termination of many employees and the hiring of new employees. 
ill The evaluation system IMPACT and more central office personnel have been put in 
place to hold employees accountable. The cost and effectiveness of this strategy have 
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not been reviewed. The high level of employee turnover alone suggests adjustments 
are necessary.1§l 

• DCPS is first obligated to do no harm. Can DCPS ensure that the children affected will be better 
off after the consolidations? 

o Is there adequate room with appropriate class size at the consolidated school? Directly 
consolidating two schools was the only incidence in 2008 where DCPS did not lose a 
majority of the students from the closed school in 2009 - - dispersing students from the 
closed school to several surrounding schools was much less successful 

o Are there sufficient cost savings such that DCPS will be able to offer increased 
programming at the consolidated school that will benefit both schools? School closings 
may limit future expenditures, but not produce current savings especially with 
enrollment losses. 

o At almost all of the elementary schools closed in 2008 and later, DC-CAS scores have 
gone down, and while middle school scores have risen somewhat, in virtually all these 
schools the percentage of students proficient is lower than the DCPS average, which 
ranges from 42%-46%. At least as to test scores, the students involved whose school 
experience was disrupted received no benefit, but apparent harm. III 

• Is there equity? Are the schools on this list concentrated in a few areas? Are children in the less 
advantaged parts of the city more adversely affected by these closings? 

o The value of walk-able neighborhood schools that children have a right to attend was 
confirmed in the 5 community conversations hosted by the Deputy Mayor for 
Education's office . .llil It is a precious legacy, not to be lightly sacrificed especially for the 
poorest neighborhoods. We may not be able to close any more DCPS schools and 
maintain walk-ability ensuring that schools are accessible to our children without 
substantial transportation cost.1m. Costs are to families who may have to use public or 
private transportation; they may also be to the city required to provide additional 
busing. 

If we want a system of strong public schools across the city, owned, coordinated and operated by the 
city for current and future DC families, the Council will have to demand a plan with robust public input- -
put it to a vote - -and provide a budget that ensures this vision. If we continue to proceed passively, it is 
possible that only the DCPS magnet schools and the neighborhood schools west of Rock Creek Park and 
on Capitol Hill may survive in the long run; the remainder of the city will be served only by public charter 
schools accessed by lottery. That is the current trajectory. 

The DC City Council is holding hearings this month on the DCPS school closings as well as bill 19-734 
requiring regular boundary and feeder pattern changes for DCPS. A hearing on the closings without 
any responding action would be irresponsible. The Council has the power to require a plan that justifies 
each closing as a better option for the children; a plan that is economically responsible. The plan should 
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also map out a vision for the future we can all embrace. Prior to the due diligence, there should be a 

moratorium on school closings. Use this power. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Reilly 

Director of S.H.A.P.P.E. 

Cc: Mayor Vincent Gray 

Chancellor Kaya Henderson 

Interim Deputy Mayor for Education Jennifer Leonard 

ill 45 charters are m school bUlldmgs servmg fewer than 300 students, not countmg virtual schools or schools whICh share bUlldmgs with other schools, 
bnngmg the total bUlldmg enrollment up over 300 47 DCPS schools are m bUlldmgs with enrollments below 300 - not countmg schools that share a 
bUlldmg with another school bnngmg the total bUlldmg enrollment up over 300 or the DYRS and Dept of CorrectIOns schools 
https //sltes google corn/slte/shappeslte/policY/facllibes-1 Small Schools 2011-l2NH 2lCSF 

[2J Analysis of the Impact of DCPS School Closings for SY2008-2009 Memo-21 CSF publication: http://www.21csf.org/csf
home/publications/MemolmpactSchoolClosingsMarch2009.pdf 

ill DC Auditor's Report - http //dcaudltor org/sltes/default/filesIDCAI92012 pdf page 5 
[:!l2012-5-3 Barry Memo to Chair re DCPS FY 13 https //sltes google corn/slte/shappeslte/policy/budget-2 
ill GAO Report of July 2009 
[2l https / /sltes google com/slte/shappeslte/policY/restructunng Teacher RetentIOn 2000-2011ML 
ill https / /sltes google com/slte/shappeslteiHome/20 12-2013-school-closmg-mfo 

[~J The DME IS leavmg 11-1-12, staff member m charge has resigned and the promised commumty mput has not been published pnor to the announcement 
of the closmgs Summary of several ward meetmgs provided here I)JJp_~)!!'-!t~~_gQQg!~S-,-)-,!.lj:~!t~Ml~PP!<§-'-t~!JfQm!< 

[21 http //www21csforgjcsf-homelDocUploadslDataShopIDS 277mg 

S.H.A.P.P.E. 
Senior High Alliance of Parents, Principals and Educators 
Cathy Reilly - Executive Director 
202-722-4462 www.shappe.org 
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You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Ward Five 
Council on Education" group. 
To post to this group, send email toward5coe-members@googlegroups.com. 
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to ward5coe
members+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
Visit this group at hllR;LLgrQ1m_~LgQQgl~_,~Qm1g[Q1mLw~r(J~J;_Q_~_~m~mh~I~?hl=_~n. 

<Notice B19-734 - Boundaries_School Closing. pdt> 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,201211 :05 PM 
Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 
Pop Data Slides 11-5pptx.pptx; Population201 0_2020_4_17 (2).pdf 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
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The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 

summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,201211 :05 PM 
JComey@urban.org 
FW: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 
Pop Data Slides 11-5pptx.pptx; Population201 0_2020_4_17 (2).pdf 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,201211:05 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP); Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public. The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 
the map will be in the appendix. I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis. While it was not a criterion used to select a 
schools, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking. As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 
should leverage our inventory of buildings. Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a decline in the 
school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020. We are putting forth a 
proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It+s my understanding that the Chancellor+s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning+s office to 
schedule time for them to talk. 

Will get you dates tomorrow for the Ward Planner briefings! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia + thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
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Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 

summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,201210:46 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 
Pop Data Slides 11-Spptx.pptx 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public .• The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 

the map will be an appendix .• I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis .• While it was not a criterion used to select 

a school, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking .• As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 

should leverage our inventory of buildings in the future. "Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a 

decline in the school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020 .• We are 
putting forth a proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It.s my understanding that the Chancellor.s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning.s office to 

schedule. time for them to talk .• 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia. thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 

DCPS 011001 



Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 
summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 
population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 
the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 
decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on city-wide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 
school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated FnrnllnlAnl'''_ 
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Decreases in child population impacts public schools 

In the near term, DC's child population (ages 4-
17) is estimated to decrease by 8.5 percent 
between 2010 and 2015. These losses are 
concentrated in Wards 4, 5, 7 and 8. 

Change in Child Population, 
2010 to 2015 

Lose more than 500 children 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Lose 250 to 500 children 

Lose 125 to 250 children 

Lose 25 to 125 children 

Lose or gain less than 25 children 

Gain 25 to 125 children 

Gain 125 to 250 chBdren 

_ Gain 250 to 500 children 

Gain more than 500 children 

Source: DC Office of Planning 
Data analyzed by the Urban Institute 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,201210:46 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 
Pop Data Slides 11-5pptx.pptx 

Attached are two slides we are planning to share with the public .• The first slide will be in the overall presentation and 

the map will be an appendix .• I also attached the 2010-2020 map because we are thinking about making that into a 
slide for the appendix as well. 

Overall, the population data has provided important context to our analysis .• While it was not a criterion used to select 

a school, it was a factor in understanding what was happening in the area and validating our thinking .• As I mentioned 
before, the projected increase in school-age population is also an important data point. It is helping inform how we 

should leverage our inventory of buildings in the future. "Our biggest takeaways are that we are in the midst of a 

decline in the school-age population in the city, but the population is expected to increase going into 2020 .• We are 
putting forth a proposal that takes into account the current situation and also positions us to be prepared for the future. 

It.s my understanding that the Chancellor.s assistant has already reached out to Director Tregoning.s office to 

schedule. time for them to talk .• 

From: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Claudia. thanks for the update and yes the end of the week is fine for getting the info to us. 

Kimberly Driggins 
Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
(202) 442-7624 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Driggins, Kimberly (OP) 
Cc: Ghaffari, Joshua (OP) 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from last Friday's meeting 

Hi Kim and Josh, 

Sorry for the delay. Hope all is well and you were able to get a little down time during the storm. We are playing catch 
up and still working through our draft presentation. Will send you something as soon as possible and before going live. 
The Chancellor is also planning on scheduling a briefing with Harriet prior to going live. I believe Lisa Ruda is taking the 
lead on scheduling that. In the meantime can I have until the end of the week to share the map we are considering 
using? 

Best, 
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Claudia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Driggins, Kimberly (OP)" <kimberly.driggins@dc.gov> wrote: 

Hi Claudia, 

Hope all is well. I+m following up on a few items from our last meeting on 10/19. We would like a 
summary of how OP+s projection data is being interpreted and how it will be used (if at all) for the 
public release of school closures. It would be great, if can send this information to us by Monday 10/29. 
That will give us an opportunity to review and provide any feedback prior to the public release. In 

addition, we wanted to check on the status of scheduling a briefing for OP+s Neighborhood Planning 
staff. We can coordinate with staff here. Do you have any suggested dates? 

Best, 

Kimberly 

Kimberl.1) C. Driggins 

Associate Director, Citywide Planning 
Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-442-7624 Phone 
202-442-7637 Fax 
kimberly.driggins@dc.gov 
http://planning.dc.gov 
Visit the DC Office of Planning on Facebook and on Twitter @OPinDC 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 
population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 
the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 
decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on city-wide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 
school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated FnrnllnlAnl'''_ 
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Decreases in child population impacts public schools 

In the near term, DC's child population (ages 4-
17) is estimated to decrease by 8.5 percent 
between 2010 and 2015. These losses are 
concentrated in Wards 4, 5, 7 and 8. 

Change in Child Population, 
2010 to 2015 

Lose more than 500 children 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Lose 250 to 500 children 

Lose 125 to 250 children 

Lose 25 to 125 children 

Lose or gain less than 25 children 

Gain 25 to 125 children 

Gain 125 to 250 chBdren 

_ Gain 250 to 500 children 

Gain more than 500 children 

Source: DC Office of Planning 
Data analyzed by the Urban Institute 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,20129:53 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: revised deck 
School Closing Presentation.ppt 

Want me to get a quote from them? 

From: Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20129:51 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: revised deck 

Attached is the revised deck. I made a few changes: 

-- per anthony fixed some enrollment and utilization rates. 
-- added a reference on the sped slide (16) to how we would move individual sped classrooms. 
-- per kaya put a picture with a teacher on the staff slide. 
-- made a couple of grammar corrections. 

I am inclined to get rid of the quotes slide (10). I can pull a decent quote from ERS, but I don't have anything from 
urban or 21st. cent. Melissa is looking for other quotes, but mostly what the slide proves now is that kaya and the mayor 
have talked about closing schools. I left it in for now. 

Let me know if you guys have other changes. 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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The Challenge 

DCPS has set extremely ambitious goals for 2017 in 
A Capital Commitment. 

• Because our number of schools and the locations of our 
schools does not match the demographic trends in the 
city, we use our resources inefficiently and fail to provide 
students with the tools they need to reach these goals 
and to prepare for college and careers. 

• To prepare our students for success, we must use all of 
our resources - our facilities, our staff, and our funds -
wisely. 

• By making a significant reduction in our number of 
facilities and a dramatic improvement in the programs 
we offer, we can improve the quality of education that 
we provide to students. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 
population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 
the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 
decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on city-wide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 
school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated Fnr·nllnnAn· ... _ 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 
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.. . And many of those 
schools have enrollment 
that is well below 
capacity. 
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Facilities 

• Not only are schools under-enrolled, they 
are also too small to support high quality 
programs. While there is no magic number 
for enrollment, schools with fewer than 350 
students require additional per pupil 
funding to offer a full range of services. 

• The average DCPS Elementary School 
has fewer than 350 students (333 
average) 

• 65% of DCPS Elementary Schools have 
fewer than 350 students. 
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Finally, we want to ensure that as many students as possible have the advantage of going to a modernized 
school. 

Since 2007 we have modernized 45 of the current 117 buildings, but 57 schools - almost half of our inventory 
-- still need to be modernized. Even after an enormous city-wide investment of nearly $1 billion since 2007, 
almost 20,000 students currently attend schools that are in need of modernization. 
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Funds 

Overall, DCPS' per pupil funding is much lower in large and fully enrolled schools than it is at small 
and under enrolled schools. Because DCPS has many small schools and because small schools are 
more expensive to support, DCPS invests in maintaining small schools when we would prefer to 
invest in programs to help low performing students, increase opportunities for advanced learners, 
and develop specialized programs to engage students. 
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Funds 

Because every school requires some basic functions, having many small schools means that DCPS spends 
disproportionately high sums on non-instructional staff and functions, particularly in small schools. This becomes 
very clear when you compare the spending in two elementary schools of different sizes. 

Tubman ES -- Enrollment 490 Students i~~~;;'~:r~ii~~1 Davis ES -- Enrollment 180 Students 

Davis on core 
instruction . 

O'thet.· .. 5'~ ,'.' . '.' ·.·.t . . ' '., ".'. 

, ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
Davis spends 10% more than Tubman to support a 
principal, custodians, administrative staff, non-personnel 
needs, and other support. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 
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Both schools spend 5o;~~fth~i~·budg~tl 
on specialty teachers, but Tubman can 
afford 3 full times teachers with this sum 
while Davis cannot even afford 3 half-
time teachers . 
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Staff 

Our small schools do not allow our staff to work together collaboratively, do 
not allow our students to have access to the staffing resources that they need, 
limit flexibility with regard to class sizes and student grouping, and minimize 
the impact of our highly effective teachers. 

45 % of our schools have only one teacher 

for at least one grade level eliminating 
opportunities for shared planning time and forcing 
teachers to work on lesson plans by themselves. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 

With only one teacher per grade level, 
small changes in student populations at a 
specific grade can force large class sizes. In 
addition, schools cannot provide flexible 
grouping to meet specific student needs (e.g. 
small groups for struggling learners). 
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Staff 

Because DCPS invests in supporting small schools, individual schools do not have access to all the 
staff that our students deserve. This became very clear when in FY 2013, facing budget 
challenges, DCPS had to limit school allocations for librarians. With the rising cost of staff, even 
though DCPS increased school budget allocations by 2%, schools were not able to fund all their 
staff members. Funds that went to supporting small schools could have provided additional 
librarians for our schools. 

For the 2012-2013 school year 57 schools did 
not have a librarian, up from 26 the previous 
school year. 

Unfortunately, librarians are just one example 
of the pressures that schools will face as the 
costs of small schools continues to prevent 
schools from providing robust staffing. 
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This Challenge is Broadly Understood 
Some D.C. schools closing, Mayor Gray says 

By Sam Ford WJLA 
April 18, 2012 - 12:24 pm 
Washington D.C. has an "unsustainable" number of schools and some will be closed, says 
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray Tuesday. 
Speaking at a news conference at the Wilson Building alongside D.C. Public Schools 
Chancellor Kaya Henderson, Gray said the city has too many schools and some of them are 
going to be closed. He said that the city is only averaging about 300 students per school. 

Quality Schools: Every Child, Every School, Every Neighborhood 
January 2012 

Increasing the number of performing seats is paramount. 
This study demonstrates that the actions with the greatest value for 
students will occur if DCPS and the Public Charter School Board 
(PCSB) work together to concentrate on the ten priority 
neighborhood clusters. In particular, IFF recommends: 

1. Invest in facilities and programs to accelerate performance in Tier 
2 schools. 
2. Close or turnaround Tier 4 DCPS schools. Close Tier 4 charter 
schools. 
3. Fill seats in Tier 1 schools. Sustain the performing capacity of Tier 
1 schools. 
4. Monitor Tier 3 schools 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 

D.C. High School Closures 'Absolutely an Option' 
WAMU Februray 25, 2011 

Henderson says, for its student population, 17 high schools 
in the District is a lot. 
She says most people think smaller schools are better, but 
"we subsidize many small high schools and specialized 
programs. We're not utilizing space appropriately, ... " 
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The Solution 

In order to reach our goals, DCPS must strategically assess our portfolio of programs and buildings. 
We have a responsibility to ensure our system is efficient, that it is financially stable, and that we 
leverage our resources to have maximum impact on students. 

For the 2013-2014 school year, we are proposing to consolidate 19 schools across 6 wards to: 

• improve the quality of education that we provide, 

• improve the effectiveness of our resource utilization, 

• and to ensure our long term financial stability. 

We considered four factors in selecting schools to recommend for consolidation: 

1. Student enrollment and demographic trends in the community. 

2. Building utilization rates. 

3. The building condition and its modernization status. 

4. The availability of receiving schools to offer students an improved experience. 
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Wards 2, 4, and 6 Elementary and Middle Schools 

After 2015, demographic projections show that the school age population will grow in the center of Washington, 
DC. To accommodate this population growth, we must both improve our education programming and improve 
facilities in this area. We have already made a significant commitment with the modernization of Cardozo HS and 
Roosevelt HS, we must now invest in improving middle school options in this region while building strong, 
attractive elementary school programs. 

DCPS Proposes the following: 

Ga rrison ES (Ward 2) 228 

MacFarland MS (Ward 4) 151 

Shaw at Ga rnett -Patterson (Wa rd 6) 131 

64% 

25% 

27% 

Seaton ES 

Roosevelt HS 

Roosevelt HS or 
Cardozo HS 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning with the 2013-2014 school year, Roosevelt HS will house a robust 
6-12 grade model similar to that at the Columbia Heights Education Campus. As renovations are 
completed all grades will be incorporated in a newly modernized building. As demand increases, DCPS will 
rebuild Shaw MS at its former location and may reopen Garrison ES. 
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Ward 5 - Elementary Schools and Middle Schools 

DCPS has worked with the Ward 5 community over the past year to ensure that the schools in the ward better meet the needs of its 
students. DCPS has already begun moving forward on implementing the Great Schools Plan. For example: 

• DCPS and the Ward 5 community agreed to reduce the number of education campuses and instead provide more traditional 
middle grades programs to ensure students have a rich middle school experience. 

• Beginning with the 2013-2014 school year, DCPS will open a 6-12 campus at McKinley Tech HS. 

• Langley EC will continue to provide services through 5th grade with 6th_8 th graders attending the new McKinley 6-12 program. 

• DCPS is committed to opening an arts integration and world language middle school for the 2014-2015 school year. 

• The Ward 5 Great Schools Plan also calls for the consolidation of at least one elementary school. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Marshall EC 158 33% Langdon ES 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning with the 2013-2014 school year, McKinley Tech HS will house 
a robust 6-12 grade model similar to that at the Columbia Heights Education Campus. For the 2014-
2015 school year, DCPS will open a middle school dedicated to rigorous arts instruction. As the 
population on the east side of Ward 5 grows, Marshall ES will be available to reopen, until that time 
Marshall students will be able to take a bus to their receiving school. 
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Ward 7 Elementary and Middle Schools 

Currently, Ward 7 has 14 elementary schools and one education campus (grades PS-8) with an average 
enrollment of 275 students and 3 middle schools with an average enrollment of 287 students. In addition, there 
are 7 elementary and middle grades public charter schools in Ward 7. With a projected decrease in the school 
age population in the ward through 2015, DCPS cannot maintain all of these facilities. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Kenilworth ES 

Smothers ES 

Winston EC 

Davis ES 

Ron Brown MS 

147 

283 

308 

178 

204 

37% Houston ES 

83% Aiton ES or Plummer ES 

56% Stanton ES 

Kramer MS 

40% C. W. Harris ES 

23% Kelly Miller MS 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning in the 2014-2015 school year, the former River Terrace ES 
campus will house special education programs for students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health, 
allowing DCPS to continue to improve special education services while providing schooling options closer 
to students' homes. 
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Ward 8 Elementary and Middle Schools 

Currently, Ward 8 has 15 DCPS elementary schools with an average enrollment of 303 students and 3 middle 
schools with an average enrollment of 348 students. In addition, there are 12 elementary and middle grades 
public charter schools in Ward 8. With a projected decrease in the school age population in the ward through 
2015, DCPS cannot maintain all of these facilities. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Ferebee-Hope ES 215 

Me Terrell-McGogney ES 208 

Malcolm X ES 221 

Johnson MS 245 

54% 

52% 

43% 

24% 

Hendley ES 

ML King ES 

Turner ES 

Kramer MS 
Hart MS 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning in the 2014-2015 school year, DCPS will reopen the Johnson MS 
campus to support an alternative school to provide a second chance to students who have not been 
successful in traditional middle schools and high schools. 
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Special Education and Alternative Education 

Over the past two years, DCPS has reduced non-public placements by 700 students through multiple strategies, including building 
high quality special education programs in our neighborhood schools. We will continue to provide high quality special education 
seats through reorganization. In most cases, special education classrooms in consolidated schools will move with other students to 
the receiving school. In a few cases other buildings may be more suited to providing high quality special education opportunities. 

DCPS remains committed to providing high quality services to all students, including special education students and students who 
may be struggling in traditional settings. However, our current configuration of schools does not consistently serve these students 
well. DCPS will: 

• Ensure as many special education students as possible are served in their neighborhood school; 

• When neighborhood schools are not an option for special education students, strive to have a dedicated facility as close to the 
students home as possible; and 

• Provide students on long-term suspensions with a placement that is easily accessible and provides a richer academic program. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Sharpe Health 85 21% River Terrace Campus 

Mamie D. Lee 85 32% River Terrace Campus 

Prospect LC 83 24% Neighborhood Schools 

CHOICE/Hamilton 85 9% Moved to Cardozo HS 
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High Schools 

DCPS has made a significant investment in high school facilities and programming. However, we still do not offer 
sufficient opportunities to prepare students for college and for high-growth, high-wage careers. In addition, 
DCPS does not adequately meet the needs of over-age, under-credited students. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Francis-Stevens EC 
(enrollment 225, building utilization rate 55%) 

Spingarn HS 
(enrollment 377, building utilization 55%) 

Spingarn STAY 
(enrollment 126, building utilization 55%) 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 

Campus will be used to expand the number of 9-12 
grade seats available at School Without Walls by 410. 
Current students will have the opportunity to attend 
Ma rie Reed ES or Hardy MS. 

Campus will be rebuilt into a career and technical 
education hub including a transportation specialization 
in partnership with DDOT. 

Students will attend Ballou STA'G where DCPS has a 
partnership with UDC or Roosevelt STAY. 
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Ward 1 and 3 
DCPS is not proposing to consolidate any schools in Ward 1 or Ward 3. The challenges that Ward 3 and many 
Ward 1 schools face is over-capacity in their buildings due to growing in-boundary and feeder school demand. 

Current ward utilization rates by school type: 

Ward! 

Elementary Schools 82% 

Ward 3 

Elementary Schools 115% 

Middle Schools 107% 

High Schools 107% 

Proposed Improvements: As part of the ongoing portfolio management process, DCPS has initiated a 
project aimed at updating boundaries and feeder patterns so we can more evenly distribute students. 
DCPS has engaged data experts to analyze population, enrollment, and demographic data. Community 
engagement will begin this winter and continue through the spring of 2013. New boundaries and feeder 
patterns will not take effect until SY14-1S. 
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Building Re-use 

We have begun thinking about 
the future use of the buildings, 

but we want to engage the 
community in this discussion. 

Together we can generate ideas 
of how these buildings could 

still serve the children and 
families in their neighborhoods. 

Examples 

Possible Future Uses 
• Going forward, DCPS will monitor population expansion 

and demand for public school options in individual 
neighborhoods. When there is demand, DCPS will be able 
to reopen some schools. 

• Some buildings will be leased to charter schools that can 
offer quality seats to DC students. 

• We will work with our partners in other agencies to 
determine if our facilities can help them provide better 
services in the community. 

• We will seek public input as we establish building re-use 

plans. 

• Francis-Stevens will serve as an expansion site for School without Walls HS 
• Malcolm X will provide us an opportunity to collaborate with a high-performing charter school 
• MacFarland MS will house students during the Roosevelt HS modernization 
• Spingarn will reopen as a Career and Technical Education Center 
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Boundaries, Feeders, and Buildings 

As noted in our discussion of Wards 1 and 3, once we have established our portfolio of schools, DCPS will work 
with the community to evaluate feeder patterns and boundaries. Our goals will be to: 

1. Ensure that our boundaries and feeder patterns reflect current population trends, neighborhood changes, 
and public school options in the city. 

2. Create feeder patterns that create strong and coherent PS to 12th grade pathways. 

3. Continue to maximize the students served in high-quality, modernized buildings. 

Once consolidations school reorganization is complete, DCPS will begin engaging with affected communities on 
boundary and feeder changes. Specifically: 

January- May 2013 DCPS holds public meetings in affected communities 

June 2013 DCPS announced revised boundaries, feeder patterns, and enrollment 
policies. 

January 2014 Out of boundary process for 2014-2015 school year begins. 

August 2014 New boundaries and feeder patterns take effect for the 2014-2015 
school year. 
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Public Input 

Over the past year, DCPS and the city as a whole have worked to gain community input on an improved 
configuration of schools. This process included the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF) evaluation of quality seats in the 
district, the Ward 5 Great Schools Planning Group, and DCPS' eight ward-based State of the Schools meetings. 

Going forward, DCPS and Chancellor Henderson will meet with a wide variety of stakeholders to get feedback on 
the proposed consolidations. We have a schedule of formal meetings (below). In addition, we will meet with 
ANC members, ward-based education councils, and other community groups. The DCPS Office of Family and 
Public Engagement will also host office hours in December to meet with other interested groups to ensure that 
we can account for public concerns as we finalize our revised school configuration plan. 

City Council Hearings Citywide Nov. 15 and 19, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting Ward 8 November 27, 2012 

Wa rd-Based Meeti ng Ward 7 November 28, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting WardS November 29, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting Wards 1,2,3,4,6 December 5, 2012 

Mayor/Chancellor Decision Jan. 11, 2013 
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Our School District 
After consolidation: 

• DCPS will have an average school size of 423 
compared to our current average of 372. 

• DCPS' district-wide building utilization rate will be 

86% compared to our current rate of 77%. 

• Only 29 schools will have fewer than 300 students 

compared to the 51 schools that currently have 

fewer tha n 300 students. 
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• 1,700 additional students will have the 

opportunity to attend school in a 
modernized building. 

• DCPS will have a configuration of schools 
that will allow for long-term financial 
stability instead of facing monumental 
budget pressures and large-scale reductions 
. . 
In service. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,20129:53 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: revised deck 
School Closing Presentation.ppt 

Want me to get a quote from them? 

From: Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20129:51 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: revised deck 

Attached is the revised deck. I made a few changes: 

-- per anthony fixed some enrollment and utilization rates. 
-- added a reference on the sped slide (16) to how we would move individual sped classrooms. 
-- per kaya put a picture with a teacher on the staff slide. 
-- made a couple of grammar corrections. 

I am inclined to get rid of the quotes slide (10). I can pull a decent quote from ERS, but I don't have anything from 
urban or 21st. cent. Melissa is looking for other quotes, but mostly what the slide proves now is that kaya and the mayor 
have talked about closing schools. I left it in for now. 

Let me know if you guys have other changes. 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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The Challenge 

DCPS has set extremely ambitious goals for 2017 in 
A Capital Commitment. 

• Because our number of schools and the locations of our 
schools does not match the demographic trends in the 
city, we use our resources inefficiently and fail to provide 
students with the tools they need to reach these goals 
and to prepare for college and careers. 

• To prepare our students for success, we must use all of 
our resources - our facilities, our staff, and our funds -
wisely. 

• By making a significant reduction in our number of 
facilities and a dramatic improvement in the programs 
we offer, we can improve the quality of education that 
we provide to students. 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 
population both 
declined . 

............................................................................. ~ 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 
the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 
decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on city-wide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 
school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 
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.. . And many of those 
schools have enrollment 
that is well below 
capacity. 
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Facilities 

• Not only are schools under-enrolled, they 
are also too small to support high quality 
programs. While there is no magic number 
for enrollment, schools with fewer than 350 
students require additional per pupil 
funding to offer a full range of services. 

• The average DCPS Elementary School 
has fewer than 350 students (333 
average) 

• 65% of DCPS Elementary Schools have 
fewer than 350 students. 
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Finally, we want to ensure that as many students as possible have the advantage of going to a modernized 
school. 

Since 2007 we have modernized 45 of the current 117 buildings, but 57 schools - almost half of our inventory 
-- still need to be modernized. Even after an enormous city-wide investment of nearly $1 billion since 2007, 
almost 20,000 students currently attend schools that are in need of modernization. 
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Funds 

Overall, DCPS' per pupil funding is much lower in large and fully enrolled schools than it is at small 
and under enrolled schools. Because DCPS has many small schools and because small schools are 
more expensive to support, DCPS invests in maintaining small schools when we would prefer to 
invest in programs to help low performing students, increase opportunities for advanced learners, 
and develop specialized programs to engage students. 
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Funds 

Because every school requires some basic functions, having many small schools means that DCPS spends 
disproportionately high sums on non-instructional staff and functions, particularly in small schools. This becomes 
very clear when you compare the spending in two elementary schools of different sizes. 

Tubman ES -- Enrollment 490 Students i~~~;;'~:r~ii~~1 Davis ES -- Enrollment 180 Students 

Davis on core 
instruction . 

O'thet.· .. 5'~ ,'.' . '.' ·.·.t . . ' '., ".'. 

, ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
Davis spends 10% more than Tubman to support a 
principal, custodians, administrative staff, non-personnel 
needs, and other support. 
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Both schools spend 5o;~~fth~i~·budg~tl 
on specialty teachers, but Tubman can 
afford 3 full times teachers with this sum 
while Davis cannot even afford 3 half-
time teachers . 
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Staff 

Our small schools do not allow our staff to work together collaboratively, do 
not allow our students to have access to the staffing resources that they need, 
limit flexibility with regard to class sizes and student grouping, and minimize 
the impact of our highly effective teachers. 

45 % of our schools have only one teacher 

for at least one grade level eliminating 
opportunities for shared planning time and forcing 
teachers to work on lesson plans by themselves. 
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With only one teacher per grade level, 
small changes in student populations at a 
specific grade can force large class sizes. In 
addition, schools cannot provide flexible 
grouping to meet specific student needs (e.g. 
small groups for struggling learners). 
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Staff 

Because DCPS invests in supporting small schools, individual schools do not have access to all the 
staff that our students deserve. This became very clear when in FY 2013, facing budget 
challenges, DCPS had to limit school allocations for librarians. With the rising cost of staff, even 
though DCPS increased school budget allocations by 2%, schools were not able to fund all their 
staff members. Funds that went to supporting small schools could have provided additional 
librarians for our schools. 

For the 2012-2013 school year 57 schools did 
not have a librarian, up from 26 the previous 
school year. 

Unfortunately, librarians are just one example 
of the pressures that schools will face as the 
costs of small schools continues to prevent 
schools from providing robust staffing. 
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This Challenge is Broadly Understood 
Some D.C. schools closing, Mayor Gray says 

By Sam Ford WJLA 
April 18, 2012 - 12:24 pm 
Washington D.C. has an "unsustainable" number of schools and some will be closed, says 
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray Tuesday. 
Speaking at a news conference at the Wilson Building alongside D.C. Public Schools 
Chancellor Kaya Henderson, Gray said the city has too many schools and some of them are 
going to be closed. He said that the city is only averaging about 300 students per school. 

Quality Schools: Every Child, Every School, Every Neighborhood 
January 2012 

Increasing the number of performing seats is paramount. 
This study demonstrates that the actions with the greatest value for 
students will occur if DCPS and the Public Charter School Board 
(PCSB) work together to concentrate on the ten priority 
neighborhood clusters. In particular, IFF recommends: 

1. Invest in facilities and programs to accelerate performance in Tier 
2 schools. 
2. Close or turnaround Tier 4 DCPS schools. Close Tier 4 charter 
schools. 
3. Fill seats in Tier 1 schools. Sustain the performing capacity of Tier 
1 schools. 
4. Monitor Tier 3 schools 
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D.C. High School Closures 'Absolutely an Option' 
WAMU Februray 25, 2011 

Henderson says, for its student population, 17 high schools 
in the District is a lot. 
She says most people think smaller schools are better, but 
"we subsidize many small high schools and specialized 
programs. We're not utilizing space appropriately, ... " 
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The Solution 

In order to reach our goals, DCPS must strategically assess our portfolio of programs and buildings. 
We have a responsibility to ensure our system is efficient, that it is financially stable, and that we 
leverage our resources to have maximum impact on students. 

For the 2013-2014 school year, we are proposing to consolidate 19 schools across 6 wards to: 

• improve the quality of education that we provide, 

• improve the effectiveness of our resource utilization, 

• and to ensure our long term financial stability. 

We considered four factors in selecting schools to recommend for consolidation: 

1. Student enrollment and demographic trends in the community. 

2. Building utilization rates. 

3. The building condition and its modernization status. 

4. The availability of receiving schools to offer students an improved experience. 
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Wards 2, 4, and 6 Elementary and Middle Schools 

After 2015, demographic projections show that the school age population will grow in the center of Washington, 
DC. To accommodate this population growth, we must both improve our education programming and improve 
facilities in this area. We have already made a significant commitment with the modernization of Cardozo HS and 
Roosevelt HS, we must now invest in improving middle school options in this region while building strong, 
attractive elementary school programs. 

DCPS Proposes the following: 

Ga rrison ES (Ward 2) 228 

MacFarland MS (Ward 4) 151 

Shaw at Ga rnett -Patterson (Wa rd 6) 131 

64% 

25% 

27% 

Seaton ES 

Roosevelt HS 

Roosevelt HS or 
Cardozo HS 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning with the 2013-2014 school year, Roosevelt HS will house a robust 
6-12 grade model similar to that at the Columbia Heights Education Campus. As renovations are 
completed all grades will be incorporated in a newly modernized building. As demand increases, DCPS will 
rebuild Shaw MS at its former location and may reopen Garrison ES. 
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Ward 5 - Elementary Schools and Middle Schools 

DCPS has worked with the Ward 5 community over the past year to ensure that the schools in the ward better meet the needs of its 
students. DCPS has already begun moving forward on implementing the Great Schools Plan. For example: 

• DCPS and the Ward 5 community agreed to reduce the number of education campuses and instead provide more traditional 
middle grades programs to ensure students have a rich middle school experience. 

• Beginning with the 2013-2014 school year, DCPS will open a 6-12 campus at McKinley Tech HS. 

• Langley EC will continue to provide services through 5th grade with 6th_8 th graders attending the new McKinley 6-12 program. 

• DCPS is committed to opening an arts integration and world language middle school for the 2014-2015 school year. 

• The Ward 5 Great Schools Plan also calls for the consolidation of at least one elementary school. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Marshall EC 158 33% Langdon ES 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning with the 2013-2014 school year, McKinley Tech HS will house 
a robust 6-12 grade model similar to that at the Columbia Heights Education Campus. For the 2014-
2015 school year, DCPS will open a middle school dedicated to rigorous arts instruction. As the 
population on the east side of Ward 5 grows, Marshall ES will be available to reopen, until that time 
Marshall students will be able to take a bus to their receiving school. 
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Ward 7 Elementary and Middle Schools 

Currently, Ward 7 has 14 elementary schools and one education campus (grades PS-8) with an average 
enrollment of 275 students and 3 middle schools with an average enrollment of 287 students. In addition, there 
are 7 elementary and middle grades public charter schools in Ward 7. With a projected decrease in the school 
age population in the ward through 2015, DCPS cannot maintain all of these facilities. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Kenilworth ES 

Smothers ES 

Winston EC 

Davis ES 

Ron Brown MS 

147 

283 

308 

178 

204 

37% Houston ES 

83% Aiton ES or Plummer ES 

56% Stanton ES 

Kramer MS 

40% C. W. Harris ES 

23% Kelly Miller MS 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning in the 2014-2015 school year, the former River Terrace ES 
campus will house special education programs for students from Mamie D. Lee and Sharpe Health, 
allowing DCPS to continue to improve special education services while providing schooling options closer 
to students' homes. 
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Ward 8 Elementary and Middle Schools 

Currently, Ward 8 has 15 DCPS elementary schools with an average enrollment of 303 students and 3 middle 
schools with an average enrollment of 348 students. In addition, there are 12 elementary and middle grades 
public charter schools in Ward 8. With a projected decrease in the school age population in the ward through 
2015, DCPS cannot maintain all of these facilities. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Ferebee-Hope ES 215 

Me Terrell-McGogney ES 208 

Malcolm X ES 221 

Johnson MS 245 

54% 

52% 

43% 

24% 

Hendley ES 

ML King ES 

Turner ES 

Kramer MS 
Hart MS 

Programmatic Improvements: Beginning in the 2014-2015 school year, DCPS will reopen the Johnson MS 
campus to support an alternative school to provide a second chance to students who have not been 
successful in traditional middle schools and high schools. 
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Special Education and Alternative Education 

Over the past two years, DCPS has reduced non-public placements by 700 students through multiple strategies, including building 
high quality special education programs in our neighborhood schools. We will continue to provide high quality special education 
seats through reorganization. In most cases, special education classrooms in consolidated schools will move with other students to 
the receiving school. In a few cases other buildings may be more suited to providing high quality special education opportunities. 

DCPS remains committed to providing high quality services to all students, including special education students and students who 
may be struggling in traditional settings. However, our current configuration of schools does not consistently serve these students 
well. DCPS will: 

• Ensure as many special education students as possible are served in their neighborhood school; 

• When neighborhood schools are not an option for special education students, strive to have a dedicated facility as close to the 
students home as possible; and 

• Provide students on long-term suspensions with a placement that is easily accessible and provides a richer academic program. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Sharpe Health 85 21% River Terrace Campus 

Mamie D. Lee 85 32% River Terrace Campus 

Prospect LC 83 24% Neighborhood Schools 

CHOICE/Hamilton 85 9% Moved to Cardozo HS 
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High Schools 

DCPS has made a significant investment in high school facilities and programming. However, we still do not offer 
sufficient opportunities to prepare students for college and for high-growth, high-wage careers. In addition, 
DCPS does not adequately meet the needs of over-age, under-credited students. 

DCPS proposes the following: 

Francis-Stevens EC 
(enrollment 225, building utilization rate 55%) 

Spingarn HS 
(enrollment 377, building utilization 55%) 

Spingarn STAY 
(enrollment 126, building utilization 55%) 
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Campus will be used to expand the number of 9-12 
grade seats available at School Without Walls by 410. 
Current students will have the opportunity to attend 
Ma rie Reed ES or Hardy MS. 

Campus will be rebuilt into a career and technical 
education hub including a transportation specialization 
in partnership with DDOT. 

Students will attend Ballou STA'G where DCPS has a 
partnership with UDC or Roosevelt STAY. 
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Ward 1 and 3 
DCPS is not proposing to consolidate any schools in Ward 1 or Ward 3. The challenges that Ward 3 and many 
Ward 1 schools face is over-capacity in their buildings due to growing in-boundary and feeder school demand. 

Current ward utilization rates by school type: 

Ward! 

Elementary Schools 82% 

Ward 3 

Elementary Schools 115% 

Middle Schools 107% 

High Schools 107% 

Proposed Improvements: As part of the ongoing portfolio management process, DCPS has initiated a 
project aimed at updating boundaries and feeder patterns so we can more evenly distribute students. 
DCPS has engaged data experts to analyze population, enrollment, and demographic data. Community 
engagement will begin this winter and continue through the spring of 2013. New boundaries and feeder 
patterns will not take effect until SY14-1S. 
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Building Re-use 

We have begun thinking about 
the future use of the buildings, 

but we want to engage the 
community in this discussion. 

Together we can generate ideas 
of how these buildings could 

still serve the children and 
families in their neighborhoods. 

Examples 

Possible Future Uses 
• Going forward, DCPS will monitor population expansion 

and demand for public school options in individual 
neighborhoods. When there is demand, DCPS will be able 
to reopen some schools. 

• Some buildings will be leased to charter schools that can 
offer quality seats to DC students. 

• We will work with our partners in other agencies to 
determine if our facilities can help them provide better 
services in the community. 

• We will seek public input as we establish building re-use 

plans. 

• Francis-Stevens will serve as an expansion site for School without Walls HS 
• Malcolm X will provide us an opportunity to collaborate with a high-performing charter school 
• MacFarland MS will house students during the Roosevelt HS modernization 
• Spingarn will reopen as a Career and Technical Education Center 
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Boundaries, Feeders, and Buildings 

As noted in our discussion of Wards 1 and 3, once we have established our portfolio of schools, DCPS will work 
with the community to evaluate feeder patterns and boundaries. Our goals will be to: 

1. Ensure that our boundaries and feeder patterns reflect current population trends, neighborhood changes, 
and public school options in the city. 

2. Create feeder patterns that create strong and coherent PS to 12th grade pathways. 

3. Continue to maximize the students served in high-quality, modernized buildings. 

Once consolidations school reorganization is complete, DCPS will begin engaging with affected communities on 
boundary and feeder changes. Specifically: 

January- May 2013 DCPS holds public meetings in affected communities 

June 2013 DCPS announced revised boundaries, feeder patterns, and enrollment 
policies. 

January 2014 Out of boundary process for 2014-2015 school year begins. 

August 2014 New boundaries and feeder patterns take effect for the 2014-2015 
school year. 
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Public Input 

Over the past year, DCPS and the city as a whole have worked to gain community input on an improved 
configuration of schools. This process included the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF) evaluation of quality seats in the 
district, the Ward 5 Great Schools Planning Group, and DCPS' eight ward-based State of the Schools meetings. 

Going forward, DCPS and Chancellor Henderson will meet with a wide variety of stakeholders to get feedback on 
the proposed consolidations. We have a schedule of formal meetings (below). In addition, we will meet with 
ANC members, ward-based education councils, and other community groups. The DCPS Office of Family and 
Public Engagement will also host office hours in December to meet with other interested groups to ensure that 
we can account for public concerns as we finalize our revised school configuration plan. 

City Council Hearings Citywide Nov. 15 and 19, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting Ward 8 November 27, 2012 

Wa rd-Based Meeti ng Ward 7 November 28, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting WardS November 29, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting Wards 1,2,3,4,6 December 5, 2012 

Mayor/Chancellor Decision Jan. 11, 2013 
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Our School District 
After consolidation: 

• DCPS will have an average school size of 423 
compared to our current average of 372. 

• DCPS' district-wide building utilization rate will be 

86% compared to our current rate of 77%. 

• Only 29 schools will have fewer than 300 students 

compared to the 51 schools that currently have 

fewer tha n 300 students. 
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• 1,700 additional students will have the 

opportunity to attend school in a 
modernized building. 

• DCPS will have a configuration of schools 
that will allow for long-term financial 
stability instead of facing monumental 
budget pressures and large-scale reductions 
. . 
In service. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,20126:56 PM 
Garcia, Elba (OCPS-OBE) (elba.garcia@dc.gov) 
FW: Translation 

I just spoke to Ivy, she told me you were sick!! Oh no!! I'm sorry. Estas enferma yaqui estoy jodiendo. Perdoname. 

Ivy said that for compliance purposes we need to have all the documents translated in Spanish by Friday. As for the 
other languages, we could do the letter - and have the other documents posted on the web next week. But that would 
really be more on a school-by-school case. Just want to make sure that makes sense. 

Que te sientes mejor pronto!! 

Claudia 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20125:03 PM 
To: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Attached is the deck that we want to post on our website on Friday. I wanted you to be able to get started on this. I 
have taken out 9 slides that refer to schools and as soon as I get the green light on sending that to you, I will. My hope is 
tomorrow. Calling you now to discuss others. 

From: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2012 12:17 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

It should be enough time especially if we can determine the languages ahead of time. Are you at liberty to share the 
number/names of the schools with me so that I can figure out what languages we will need? See below for additional 
notes. 

Elba M. Garda 

Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

Oistrict of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of Bilingual Education 

1200 S Street, NW, Washington OC 20009 
Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 
Oirect Line: 202-671-0757 
Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 
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Hi Elba, 

So our new launch date for proposing closures is November g. We are working on the following documents: 

(5 languages) Power point presentation - only to be posted on website on the gth 

Letter to families - 2 versions (one general (5 languages) and one for schools being proposed to close (depends 
on the school) - to be sent home with students on the gth 

(5 languages) Brochure - to be sent home with all students on the gth 

School-specific rationales - these are front/back one-pagers for each school being proposed to close (based on 
each school population). My guess is that, depending on the school proposed for closure, we may not have to 
translate all of them. 
(5 languages) General FAQ 

If you get these at the end of this week - is that enough time? 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 
claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the OC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: Translation 

Ok! Thanks for the heads up! 
Elba Garcia via BlackBerry 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
To: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Sent: Wed Oct 0313:09:502012 
Subject: Translation 

Heads up - the community engagement process (letter) was delayed. Will know for sure, at the end of this week, when 
they want to send letter. It won't be before the 15th

. Will try to get you docs asap. 

Thanks! 
Claudia 

Claudia Lujan 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 
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Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 
prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,20126:20 PM 
Chaine, Ivy (OCPS) 
RE: Translation 

This is going to be posted on our website and intended for all families - so I assume all languages. 

Do you have a second to talk? 

From: Chaine, Ivy COCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November OS, 2012 6:20 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Hi Claudia; 

How many languages you would want this file to translate into. Please let us know at your earliest convenience. 

Thanks 
Ivy 

From: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Monday, November 05,20125:03 PM 
To: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Attached is the deck that we want to post on our website on Friday. I wanted you to be able to get started on this. I 
have taken out 9 slides that refer to schools and as soon as I get the green light on sending that to you, I will. My hope is 
tomorrow. Calling you now to discuss others. 

From: Garcia, Elba COCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2012 12:17 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy COCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

It should be enough time especially if we can determine the languages ahead of time. Are you at liberty to share the 
number/names of the schools with me so that I can figure out what languages we will need? See below for additional 
notes. 

Elba M. Garda 

Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

Oistrict of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of Bilingual Education 

1200 S Street, NW, Washington OC 20009 
Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 
Oirect Line: 202-671-0757 
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Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Hi Elba, 

So our new launch date for proposing closures is November g. We are working on the following documents: 

(5 languages) Power point presentation - only to be posted on website on the gth 

Letter to families - 2 versions (one general (5 languages) and one for schools being proposed to close (depends 
on the school) - to be sent home with students on the gth 

(5 languages) Brochure - to be sent home with all students on the gth 

School-specific rationales - these are front/back one-pagers for each school being proposed to close (based on 
each school population). My guess is that, depending on the school proposed for closure, we may not have to 
translate all of them. 
(5 languages) General FAQ 

If you get these at the end of this week - is that enough time? 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 
claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Translation 

Ok! Thanks for the heads up! 
Elba Garcia via BlackBerry 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wed Oct 0313:09:502012 
Subject: Translation 

Heads up - the community engagement process (letter) was delayed. Will know for sure, at the end of this week, when 
they want to send letter. It won't be before the 15th

. Will try to get you docs asap. 

Thanks! 
Claudia 
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Claudia Lujan 

Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 15t Street N E 

Washington, DC 20002 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 
prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, November 05,20125:03 PM 
Garcia, Elba (DCPS) 
Chaine, Ivy (DCPS) 
RE: Translation 
School Closing Presentation11-5 for OBE.ppt 

Attached is the deck that we want to post on our website on Friday .• I wanted you to be able to get started on this .• I 
have taken out 9 slides that refer to schools and as soon as I get the green light on sending that to you, I will.. My hope 
is tomorrow .• Calling you now to discuss others. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2012 12:17 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: Chaine, Ivy CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

It should be enough time especially if we can determine the languages ahead of time. Are you at liberty to share the 
number/names of the schools with me so that I can figure out what languages we will need? See below for additional 
notes. 

Elba M. Garc~a 
Director, Office of Bilingual Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 

Office of Bilingual Education 

1200 S Street, NW, Washington DC 20009 
Phone: 202-671-0750 Fax: 202-671-2667 
Direct Line: 202-671-0757 
Email: Elba.Garcia@dc.gov 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Subject: RE: Translation 

Hi Elba, 

So our new launch date for proposing closures is November g. We are working on the following documents: 

(5 languages) Power point presentation - only to be posted on website on the gth 

Letter to families. 2 versions (one general (5 languages) and one for schools being proposed to close (depends 
on the school) • to be sent home with students on the gth 

(5 languages) Brochure. to be sent home with all students on the gth 

School-specific rationales. these are front/back one-pagers for each school being proposed to close (based on 
each school population). My guess is that, depending on the school proposed for closure, we may not have to 
translate all of them. 
(5 languages) General FAQ 

If you get these at the end of this week. is that enough time? 
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Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 
claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Translation 

Ok! Thanks for the heads up! 
Elba Garcia via BlackBerry 

From: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
To: Garcia, Elba CDCPS) 
Sent: Wed Oct 0313:09:502012 
Subject: Translation 

Heads up + the community engagement process (letter) was delayed. Will know for sure, at the end of this week, when 
they want to send letter. It won+t be before the 15th

. Will try to get you docs asap. 

Thanks! 
Claudia 

Claudia Luj+n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 

Plan TODAY for what+s on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 

prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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The Challenge 

DCPS has set extremely ambitious goals for 2017 in 
A Capital Commitment. 

• Because our number of schools and the locations of our 
schools does not match the demographic trends in the 
city, we use our resources inefficiently and fail to provide 
students with the tools they need to reach these goals 
and to prepare for college and careers. 

• To prepare our students for success, we must use all of 
our resources - our facilities, our staff, and our funds -
wisely. 

• By making a significant reduction in our number of 
facilities and a dramatic improvement in the programs 
we offer, we can improve the quality of education that 
we provide to students. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 
population both 
declined . 

............................................................................. ~ 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 
the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 
decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on city-wide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 
school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated Fnr·nllnnAn· ... _ 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 
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.. . And many of those 
schools have enrollment 
that is well below 
capacity. 
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Facilities 

• Not only are schools under-enrolled, they 
are also too small to support high quality 
programs. While there is no magic number 
for enrollment, schools with fewer than 350 
students require additional per pupil 
funding to offer a full range of services. 

• The Average DCPS Elementary School 
has fewer than 350 students (333 
average) 

• 65% of DCPS Elementary Schools have 
fewer than 350 students. 
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Finally, we want to ensure that as many students as possible have the advantage of going to a modernized 
school. 

Since 2007 we have modernized 45 of the current 117 buildings, but 57 schools - almost half of our inventory 
-- still need to be modernized. Even after an enormous city-wide investment of nearly $1 billion since 2007, 
almost 20,000 students currently attend schools that are in need of modernization. 
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Funds 

Overall, DCPS' per pupil funding is much lower in large and fully enrolled schools than it is at small 
and under enrolled schools. Because DCPS has many small schools and because small schools are 
more expensive to support, DCPS invests in maintaining small schools when we would prefer to 
invest in programs to help low performing students, increase opportunities for advanced learners, 
and develop specialized programs to engage students. 
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Funds 

Because every school requires some basic functions, having many small schools means that DCPS spends 
disproportionately high sums on non-instructional staff and functions, particularly in small schools. This becomes 
very clear when you compare the spending in two elementary schools of different sizes. 

Tubman ES -- Enrollment 490 Students i~~~;;'~:r~ii~~1 Davis ES -- Enrollment 180 Students 

Davis on core 
instruction . 

O'thet.· .. 5'~ ,'.' . '.' ·.·.t . . ' '., ".'. 

, ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
Davis spends 10% more than Tubman to support a 
principal, custodians, administrative staff, non-personnel 
needs, and other support. 
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Both schools spend 5o;~~fth~i~·budg~tl 
on specialty teachers, but Tubman can 
afford 3 full times teachers with this sum 
while Davis cannot even afford 3 half-
time teachers . 
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Staff 

Our small schools do not allow our staff to work together collaboratively, do 
not allow our students to have access to the staffing resources that they need, 
limit flexibility with regard to class sizes and student grouping, and minimize 
the impact of our highly effective teachers. 

45 % of our schools have only one 

teacher for at least one grade level making 
shared planning time impossible and forcing 
teachers to work on lesson plans by themselves. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 

With only one teacher per grade level, 
small changes in student populations at a 
specific grade can force large class sizes. In 
addition, schools cannot provide flexible 
grouping to meet specific student needs (e.g. 
small groups for struggling learners). 
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Staff 

Because DCPS invests in supporting small schools, 
individual schools do not have access to all the staff that 
our students deserve. This became very clear when in FY 
2013, facing budget challenges, DCPS had to limit school 
allocations for librarians. With the rising cost of staff, even 
though DCPS increased school budget allocations by 2%, 
schools were not able to fund all their staff members. 
Funds that went to supporting small schools could have 
provided additional librarians for our schools. 

For the 2012-2013 school year 57 schools did not have a 
librarian while only 26 did not have a librarian during the 
2011-2012 school year. 

Unfortunately, librarians are just one example of the 
pressures that schools will face as the costs of small 
schools continues to prevent schools from providing 
robust staffing. 
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This Challenge is Broadly Understood 
Some D.C. schools closing, Mayor Gray says 

By Sam Ford WJLA 
April 18, 2012 - 12:24 pm 
Washington D.C. has an "unsustainable" number of schools and some will be closed, says 
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray Tuesday. 
Speaking at a news conference at the Wilson Building alongside D.C. Public Schools 
Chancellor Kaya Henderson, Gray said the city has too many schools and some of them are 
going to be closed. He said that the city is only averaging about 300 students per school. 

Quality Schools: Every Child, Every School, Every Neighborhood 
January 2012 

Increasing the number of performing seats is paramount. 
This study demonstrates that the actions with the greatest value for 
students will occur if DCPS and the Public Charter School Board 
(PCSB) work together to concentrate on the ten priority 
neighborhood clusters. In particular, IFF recommends: 

1. Invest in facilities and programs to accelerate performance in Tier 
2 schools. 
2. Close or turnaround Tier 4 DCPS schools. Close Tier 4 charter 
schools. 
3. Fill seats in Tier 1 schools. Sustain the performing capacity of Tier 
1 schools. 
4. Monitor Tier 3 schools 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 

D.C. High School Closures 'Absolutely an Option' 
WAMU Februray 25, 2011 

Henderson says, for its student population, 17 high schools 
in the District is a lot. 
She says most people think smaller schools are better, but 
"we subsidize many small high schools and specialized 
programs. We're not utilizing space appropriately, ... " 
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Boundaries, Feeders, and Buildings 

As noted in our discussion of wards 1 and 3, once we have established our portfolio of schools, DCPS will work 
with the community to evaluate feeder patterns and boundaries. Our goals will be to: 

1. Ensure that our boundaries and feeder patterns reflect current population trends, neighborhood changes, 
and public school options in the city. 

2. Create feeder patterns that create strong and coherent PS to 12th grade pathways. 

3. Continue to maximize the students served in high-quality, modernized buildings. 

Once consolidations school reorganization is complete, DCPS will begin engaging with affected communities on 
boundary and feeder changes. Specifically: 

January- May 2013 DCPS holds public meetings in affected communities 

June 2013 DCPS announced revised boundaries, feeder patterns, and enrollment 
policies. 

January 2014 Out of boundary process for 2014-2015 school year begins. 

August 2014 New boundaries and feeder patterns take effect for the 2014-2015 
school year. 
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Public Input 

Over the past year, DCPS and the city as a whole have worked to gain community input on an improved 
configuration of schools. This process included the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF) evaluation of quality seats in the 
district, the Ward 5 Great Schools Planning Group, and DCPS' eight ward-based State of the Schools meetings. 

Going forward, DCPS and Chancellor Henderson will meet with a wide variety of stakeholders to get feedback on 
the proposed consolidations. We have a schedule of formal meetings (below). In addition, we will meet with 
ANC members, ward-based education councils, and other community groups. The DCPS Office of Family and 
Public Engagement will also host office hours in December to meet with other interested groups to ensure that 
we can account for public concerns as we finalize our revised school configuration plan. 

City Council Hearings Citywide Nov. 15 and 19, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting Ward 8 November 27, 2012 

Wa rd-Based Meeti ng Ward 7 November 28, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting WardS November 29, 2012 

Ward-Based Meeting Wards 1,2,3,4,6 December 5, 2012 

Mayor/Chancellor Decision Jan. 11, 2013 
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Our School District 

After consolidation: 

• DCPS will have an average school size of 423 
compared to our current average of 372. 

• DCPS' district-wide building utilization rate will be 
86% compared to our current rate of 77%. 

• Only 29 schools will have fewer than 300 students 
compared to the 51 schools that currently have fewer 
tha n 300 students. 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 

• 1,700 additional students will have the 
opportunity to attend school in a 
modernized building. 

• DCPS will have a configuration of schools 
that will allow for long term financial 
stability instead of facing monumental 
budget pressures and large-scale reductions 
. . 
In service. 
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Subject: Council Hearing - School Closures 

Start: 11/19/20122:00 PM 

End: 11/19/20126:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications (311/911) 
and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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Subject: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Organizer: 

Council Hearing - School Closures 

Mon 11/19/20122:00 PM 
Mon 11/19/20126:00 PM 

(none) 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
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Subject: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Organizer: 

Council Hearing - School Closures 

Mon 11/19/20122:00 PM 
Mon 11/19/20126:00 PM 

(none) 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
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Subject: 

Start: 

End: 

Recurrence: 

Council Hearing - School Closures 

11/19/20122:00 PM 

11/19/20126:00 PM 

(none) 

Required Attendees: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 03,20126:51 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Slides 

Does it look too jacked up? 

Still gonna have urban do, but also got ahold of Andy who said could help tomorrow, if needed. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 3,2012, at 6:29 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Nicejob!!! 

On Nov 3,2012, at 6:14 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Pete, 

Attached is an updated ward level capacity chart for slide 2. The labeling on this one is 
less wordy and cleaner. 

I did my best at updating the graph on Slide 3. Urban Institute creates these in a special 
program. I played around for hours in Illustrator trying to make this work. This is the 

best I could do + sorry! Urban can have a cleaner/crisper version on Monday, but I 
hope this works for this weekend (and the Mayor review). Please note that I slightly 
edited the text box to the far right (wanted to include the word projection) and I also 
pointed the red line to the green population line, as opposed to our enrollment line, 
since the text is about gen pop increase. Obviously, feel free to change it if that 

doesn+t make sense. 

Also, 10 of the proposed list are in the lowest 40. 

As for IFF, of our proposed list: 

• 7 schools were ranked in the lowest tier + Tier 4 

• 7 schools were ranked Tier 3 

• 2 schools were ranked Tier 2 

• 1 school was ranked in the top tier 

• 3 schools were not included in study 

Claudia Luj+n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 
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Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

<Data slides. pptx> 

<Proposals. docx> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 03,20126:51 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Slides 

Does it look too jacked up? 

Still gonna have urban do, but also got ahold of Andy who said could help tomorrow, if needed. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 3,2012, at 6:29 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Nicejob!!! 

On Nov 3,2012, at 6:14 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

Pete, 

Attached is an updated ward level capacity chart for slide 2. The labeling on this one is 
less wordy and cleaner. 

I did my best at updating the graph on Slide 3. Urban Institute creates these in a special 
program. I played around for hours in Illustrator trying to make this work. This is the 

best I could do + sorry! Urban can have a cleaner/crisper version on Monday, but I 
hope this works for this weekend (and the Mayor review). Please note that I slightly 
edited the text box to the far right (wanted to include the word projection) and I also 
pointed the red line to the green population line, as opposed to our enrollment line, 
since the text is about gen pop increase. Obviously, feel free to change it if that 

doesn+t make sense. 

Also, 10 of the proposed list are in the lowest 40. 

As for IFF, of our proposed list: 

• 7 schools were ranked in the lowest tier + Tier 4 

• 7 schools were ranked Tier 3 

• 2 schools were ranked Tier 2 

• 1 school was ranked in the top tier 

• 3 schools were not included in study 

Claudia Luj+n 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
Washington, DC 20002 
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Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

<Data slides. pptx> 

<Proposals. docx> 
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Year 
No. Ward Closing School IFF 

40 Receiving School(s) Building Public Reuse Options TIer 
Available 

l. 2 Francis-Stevens EC 2 - Marie Reed, Hardy SY13-14 SWW9-12 

2. 2 Garrison ES 3 - Seaton SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

3. 5 Marshall ES 3 Y Langdon SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

4. 7 Smothers ES 3 Y Aiton and Plummer SY13-14 

5. 7 Davis ES 4 Y CW Harris SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

6. 7 Kenilworth ES 3 - Houston SY13-14 Promise Neighborhood, DPR 

7. 7 Winston EC 3 Y Stanton, Kramer SY13-14 Demolish and build playground/park 

8. 8 Ferebee-Hope ES 4 Y Hendley SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

9. 8 
MC Terrell- 4 Y 

King SY13-14 
McGogney ES 

10. 8 Malcolm X ES 4 Y Turner SY13-14 Partnership with PCS 

1l. 8 Johnson 4 Y Hart, Kramer SY14-15 Open Alternative Ed in SY14-15 

12. 7 Ron Brown 2 - Kelly Miller SY13-14 

Temporarily Move 3 -
MacFarland/Roosevelt OR Cardozo 13. 6 

Shaw@GP 
SY13-14 Future alternative ed school 

14. 4 MacFarland MS 3 - Roosevelt SY14-15 Swing space for Roosevelt until 8/14 

CHOICE at n/a -
15. 5 

Hamilton 
TBD SY13-14 Partnership with PCS 

16. 5 Spingarn 4 Y Eastern, Dunbar, Woodson ? DCPS CTE Program in SY???? 

17. 5 Spingarn STAY n/a - Ballou STAY, Roosevelt STAY N/A N/A 

Mamie D Lee 1 -
18. 5 

(SY14-15) 
River Terrace SY14-15 

Sharpe Health n/a -
19. 4 

(SY14-15) 
River Terrace SY14-15 Partnership with NP SPED school 

20. 6 Prospect LC 4 Y Neighborhood Schools SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

Last updated 11/3 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 

Elementary Middle::::: High 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 

population both 
declined . 

............................................................................. ~ 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 

the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 

decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on citywide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 

school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated Fnr·nllnnAn· ... _ 

201£5 2018 2020 2022 

District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 *Ass.uminQ the capture rate increases by I pe~centage point every year siarong In 201[.; 3 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 

Elementary Middle::::: High 
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that is well below 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 

population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 

the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 

decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on citywide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 

school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated Fnr·nllnnAn· ... _ 
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District of Columbia Public Schools I November 9, 2012 *Ass.uminQ the capture rate increases by I pe~centage point every year siarong In 201[.; 3 
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Year 
No. Ward Closing School IFF 

40 Receiving School(s) Building Public Reuse Options TIer 
Available 

l. 2 Francis-Stevens EC 2 - Marie Reed, Hardy SY13-14 SWW9-12 

2. 2 Garrison ES 3 - Seaton SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

3. 5 Marshall ES 3 Y Langdon SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

4. 7 Smothers ES 3 Y Aiton and Plummer SY13-14 

5. 7 Davis ES 4 Y CW Harris SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

6. 7 Kenilworth ES 3 - Houston SY13-14 Promise Neighborhood, DPR 

7. 7 Winston EC 3 Y Stanton, Kramer SY13-14 Demolish and build playground/park 

8. 8 Ferebee-Hope ES 4 Y Hendley SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

9. 8 
MC Terrell- 4 Y 

King SY13-14 
McGogney ES 

10. 8 Malcolm X ES 4 Y Turner SY13-14 Partnership with PCS 

1l. 8 Johnson 4 Y Hart, Kramer SY14-15 Open Alternative Ed in SY14-15 

12. 7 Ron Brown 2 - Kelly Miller SY13-14 

Temporarily Move 3 -
MacFarland/Roosevelt OR Cardozo 13. 6 

Shaw@GP 
SY13-14 Future alternative ed school 

14. 4 MacFarland MS 3 - Roosevelt SY14-15 Swing space for Roosevelt until 8/14 

CHOICE at n/a -
15. 5 

Hamilton 
TBD SY13-14 Partnership with PCS 

16. 5 Spingarn 4 Y Eastern, Dunbar, Woodson ? DCPS CTE Program in SY???? 

17. 5 Spingarn STAY n/a - Ballou STAY, Roosevelt STAY N/A N/A 

Mamie D Lee 1 -
18. 5 

(SY14-15) 
River Terrace SY14-15 

Sharpe Health n/a -
19. 4 

(SY14-15) 
River Terrace SY14-15 Partnership with NP SPED school 

20. 6 Prospect LC 4 Y Neighborhood Schools SY13-14 (Keep in inventory to reopen 2016-2019) 

Last updated 11/3 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 
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that is well below 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 

population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 

the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 

decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on citywide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 

school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 

OCPS Estmated Fnr·nllnnAn· ... _ 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 

Elementary Middle::::: High 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 

population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 

the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 

decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on citywide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 

school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 

Elementary Middle::::: High 
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Demographic Trends 

DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 

growth. 

Between 2001 and 2008, 
the DCPS enrollment and 
the city-wide, school-age 

population both 
declined . 
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Beginning in 2009, the DCPS 
enrollment stabilized even as 

the city-wide, school-age 
population continued to 

decline. 

200B 2010 2012 2014 

Based on citywide demographic 
data, school-age population will 
continue to decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 2022, the 

school age population is projected 
to grow by 55%. 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 
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utilized. DCPS currently 
has a 77% average 
utilization rate. 
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Demographic Trends 
DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 
growth. . .............................................................................................. . 

i Between 2001 and 2008, 
1 the DCPS enrollment and 
I the city-wide, school-age 

--- ""'" 

Based on citywide 
demographic data, 
school-age population 
will continue to 
decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 
2022, the school age 
population is 
projected to grow by 
55%. 

Census Count. 2000 to 2010 . population both declined. 
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Facilities 

Compared to surrounding 
jurisdictions, DCPS operates 
many more schools for the 
number of students that we 
serve ... 
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Demographic Trends 
DCPS' school facilities usage must match the demographic shifts in the 
city and must be flexible enough to change to reflect future population 
growth. . .............................................................................................. . 

i Between 2001 and 2008, 
1 the DCPS enrollment and 
I the city-wide, school-age 

--- ""'" 

Based on citywide 
demographic data, 
school-age population 
will continue to 
decline until 2015. 
Between 2015 and 
2022, the school age 
population is 
projected to grow by 
55%. 

Census Count. 2000 to 2010 . population both declined. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 03,201212:46 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: The deck to date 

I think it.s fine to call it a memo. not really a policy recommendation, so we can take out policy 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Do you think it needs to be called a policy memo? 

On Nov 3,2012, at 12:13 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

She and Urban are working on a policy memo. It will include summary of findings, research, and 
potential implications of the findings. Spoke to Mary about this yesterday and she plans on sharing a 
draft with us tomorrow. I just emailed her to see is she could give me an outline of sections so we can 

share that. 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 12:06 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: The deck to date 

Claudia. I don't think we plan on this but yesterday Mary mentioned a policy statement. Thoughts? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> 
Date: November 3, 2012 12:02:26 PM EDT 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" 
<Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, 
"Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "Davis, John L. (DCPS)" 
<john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Is Brookings/21st century going to have any kind of written product that we can release 
or reference when we go public? 

LMR 
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On Nov 3,2012, at 10:52 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Spingarn. There are three ways to cut it. Either stand-only programs, if 
they share the space and you keep them separate (school within a 
school concept) and combined. I've given you all the breakdowns for the 
910 student capacity building as well as combing their enrollments 

Spingarn -only 377 910 

Springarn Stay - only 126 910 

Spingarn 377 680 

Springarn Stay 126 230 

Spingarn combo 503 910 

From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 10:20:00 -0400 
To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Teacher 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Lisa Ruda <lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan 
<claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" 
<josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

41% 

14% 

55% 

55% 

55% 

Great notes Anthony. I will encorporate shortly. I'm off to D's soccer 
game, but will be back on this around noon. I still need to do a bunch of 
work around slides 7,9, and 10, but it won't take long (ive got all the 
information I need). 

a couple of other notes: 

I'm using the phrase "consolidation and reorganization" to describe what 
we are doing 

I'm referring to the schools we are closing as "affected schools" 

for Wards 7 and 8 I did not note the % of kids who go to charters 
because I am concerned that not all the kids come from the given wards 
and because the grade splits for charters makes a good comparison 
hard. 

Anthony and Claudia, can you provide enrollment and building utilization 
for spingarn and STAY. 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 10:09 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 
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Amen! 

Kaya Henderson 
Sent from my I Pad 

On Nov 3,2012, at 10:02 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 

<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Pete, 

Slide 3 - C and I will adjust the chart 

Slide 4 + I think we should delete the red 80% 

utilization rate bar. In the box next to it I would mention 
the DCPS is only 77% utilized per our team's analysis. 

80% is somewhat of an industry minimum bar so that 
systems have some flex. When we show the we have 
exceed this bar we can support the accordion opening 

argument more easily and validate that we also have 
some over-capacity issue to tend to in certain locations. 

Macfaland and swing + I don't think it's controversial 
to suggest that we may leverage MacFarland during the 
Roosevelt rebuild and I see that you don't use the term 

swing space which is good. I think most will see it as an 

opportunity. I suspect that once we announce this 
closing DGS will jump at leveraging all of MacFarland 

and some of Roosevelt, or a small module colony 

between the schools, for swing purposes. Thus I 

recommend saying something to the effect of 

"Roosevelt will merge with MacFarland to form a 6+12 
campus. Both schools or all grades will be incorporated 
into a newly modernized Roosevelt." 

IFF + C and I will work on this 

Ward 7 receiving schools + done 

Post closing utilization rate + done 

Other things 

? I didn't include francis stevens in my capacity 

spreadsheet last night + it has 225 currently 

enrolled and can hold a minimum of 410 
students = 55% utilization. Once it converts into 

a high school we might be able to squeeze a bit 
more seats out of it but that's tbd. 

? I notice you use "SHS" for High Schools however 

I think we now us just HS since we dropped the 

senior and junior high terminology 
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? Slide 12. given that we haven't put that much 
into Roosevelt yet, a design team hasn't been 
hired yet, you might want to switch out 
"investment" with "commitment" in the third 
sentence. 

? Slides 13 and 17 you are missing the lead in to 
the chart "DCPS proposes the following:" 

? Josephine you may want to get us all to church 
for some pre-announcement prayer :) 

Anthony 

From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 05:31:16 -0400 
To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Lisa 
Ruda <lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Teacher 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan 
<claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. 
(DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis 
<john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

I've taken care of most of the slide-specific changes and 
will circulate later today when I've finished the librarian 
and staffing slides. 

A couple outstanding issues: 

Anthony and Claudia, can you guys adjust the chart on 
slide 3? I don't have the underlying data to make the 
adjustments to the orange line. 

A&C, can you guys also speak to the 80% utilization rate 
question (slide 4)? I don't think we need to include the 
explanation in the deck, but should make sure Kaya can 
speak to it. 

Lisa, do you feel good about using Shaw as a 
comparison school (slide 8)? Happy to replace if there is 
a better school to use. 

Anthony and John, I can't speak to the MacFarland 
swing space issue (slide 19). If we aren't using it as 
swing space or if this is contraversial, I can take out the 
reference. 

Josephine, I took a crack at slide 21, but it may well 
need more input from you. I'll flag it when I send out 
the next version of the deck. 

On the general comments: 

A&C, can you guys do the IFF comparison? 
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I will work on the financial stability reference 

I will work on reducing the number of times I say 
"closing" 

A&C, can you check the receiving schools for Ward 7 

A&C can you speak to the utilization rates post-closings? 

Josephine, can you look at getting Kaya to church? 

Lisa, can you look at the ANC notification requirement? 

Josephine, can you put together the list of impacted ANC 
commissioners? 

John, Jason also wants to be involved in the principal 
conversation. 

Jason is teeing up an email to central office for Friday. I 
am putting together your talkers for you PEF meeting 
monday. You should not give out the list, but should be 
forthcoming about the scope. 

Lisa, can we do school closing at Thursday's MT? Can 
you also check on the mayor's cabinet meeting? 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

So I just decided to write my feedback down. 

Slide 2. Between the second and third bullet, I 

think we need to add the circular graphic. It 

appears out of nowhere on slide 4, and I think it 

flows better if we introduce it right when we 

introduce the facilities, staff, funds bullet as the 

key challenge. Also, is there any way we can make 

the phrase .more efficient use of resources. 

wrap around the outside of the circle? 

Slide 3. The orange line demonstrating DCPS 

capacity should actually begin before 2008, 
showing that we adjusted down from capacity for 

80,000 kids to capacity for XX kids in 2008. We also 

need to show that at some point in the future, the 

orange line begins to adjust up since the census 
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count shows an increase in population. The box on 
the far right needs to be raised so we actually see 
more of the green census count line. It should read 

.Based on citywide demographic data, the city.s 

school-age population will continue •.• 

Slide 4. Can we add Prince William County to the 
slide on the upper right? They have about 90 
schools for roughly the same amount of kids as 
ours, I think. Where does the 80% target utilization 
rate come from. Is that an industry standard or 
something? Without some attribution or 
explanation, it sounds like we just picked it. 

Slide 5. Sentence 2 should read, .While there is 
no magic number for enrollment, schools with 

fewer than •.• 

Slide 7. Sentence 2 is still not a sentence. Also, 
we need to find a way to say that the librarian issue 

is an example. Finally, the chart shouldn.t show 
full, part-time and no librarians. It should show the 
chart with small, medium and large elementary and 

middle schools, and what they have and don.t 
have. The stuff that Lisa is working on. 

Slide 8 - Last two lines of the paragraph should 

read, +++invest in programs to help low 
performing students, increase opportunities for 
advanced learners, and develop specialized 

programs to engage students .• Question: Is the 
Shaw per-pupil spend artificially inflated by the 
significant costs of the RISE students? 

Slide 9. Assuming we.re working on some 
visuals for the statistics. 

Slide 11. Can we bullet the three things in the 
second paragraph? Also, can we add the word 

.financial. before .stability. in the third 
bullet? Should read .We considered four factors 

(not three} •..• Can we say, "its 
modernization status,. instead of .when it was 

last modernized. in item 3? Can 4 please read, 

.Our ability to offer students a better experience 
(or some better word than placement). The syntax 
is inconsistent as is. 

Slide 13 
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Add +better+ between +ward+ 
and +meet+ on line 1 

Can we say +Ward 5 Great Schools 

Plan+ (or whatever it+s called) 

instead of saying +the 

recommended plan+ on line 2? 
I think bullet 4 should be the first 
bullet. I also think we should say, 

+DCPS and the Ward 5 community 

agreed to+.+ 
In bullet 3, it+s an arts integration 
and world languages middle school, 
I think. 
Before the Marshall closing chart, 
we should add a bullet that says 

something like, +The Great Schools 
Plan also calls for the consolidation 
of at least one Ward 5 elementary 

school.+ We were explicit about 
that in all of our conversations and 
should remind them of that as we 
announce the Marshall 
consolidation. 

Shouldn+t we explicitly state that 
we will add a bus to the 
neighborhood to transport kids 
since this is the only geographic 
isolation case? 

Shouldn+t we also say that based 
on demographic projections, we 
expect to reopen Marshall 
sometime between 2015 and 2017 
or something? 

Slide 14 +1 think we should say, +In addition, 
there are 7 elementary and middle grades public 
charter schools in Ward 7, serving X% of public 
school children in the ward (if we can get our hands 
on the X% info). If not, just end the sentence after 
Ward 7. 

Slide 15 + Same as slide 14. +.12 elementary and 
middle grades public charter schools serving X% of 
public school children in the ward. 

Slide 16 
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can we add, ".through multiple 
strategies, including building high quality 

special education programs •.• in line 1? 

Should read, "may be struggling in 

traditional settings .• and "schools does 
not consistently serve these students 

well.. in line 2 
Bullet three needs a hyphen between 

.Iong. and .term. and .rich. 

should be .richer. 

Slide 17. delete .have the opportunity. in the 
bottom right blue box. Should simply read, 

.Students will attend" 

Slide 18 

Slide 19 

Bullet one should read, .The challenge 
that many Ward 3 and Ward 1 schools 
face is more students enrolled than the 
buildings were designed to hold. For the 

last few years," 
Delete .to begin. from bullet 3. 
We need to add something that says first 
we have to finalize school portfolio, then 
we can deal with boundaries and feeders. 

On the left side text explanation, change 
last word from communities to 
neighborhoods 
Bullet 1 should say reopen some schools 

Bullet 3 is poorly worded. sounds like we 
are giving it to other agencies for 
headquarters, not using it for other 
community uses like recs, health facilities, 
etc. 
Did I know that McFarland will be used as 

swing space during Roosevelt.s 
modernization? Does the Roosevelt SIT 
team already know this? Does the CM? 

Slide 20. can we say, Once we have finalized our 

portfolio of schools •.. ? 

Slide 21. Overall, this looks pretty weak. Can we 
add a few lines that show that there is more public 

engagement? I.m thinking we could add a line 

for me presenting at the Mayor.s ANC meeting (I 
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need the official meeting title) in early Dec. We 

could add a line that says that we.re having 
various meetings with key DCPS partner 
organizations, a line that says meetings with 
various ward-based education councils, etc. We 

wouldn.t put the dates for these, but it would 
show that we (me, Shanita, Josephine, and 
whoever else) are doing meetings in smaller 
settings beyond the big public showdowns, I mean 
town halls. What do you think about us saying 

we.1I do our best to accommodate as many 
requests as possible in November and December to 
meet with civic associations, churches, living room 
groups, etc. 

Slide 22. Can we say, .After consolidation:. 

instead of .Once we close the proposed 

schools.? 

Other random questions: 
How many of our closures match with the 
IFF recommendations? 
In slide 11, we talk about this impacting our 
long term stability. Do we want to state 
somewhere in the challenge slide that if we 

don.t reallocate our resources, we will not 
be able to sustain our budget in the coming 
years? 
On a II of the wa rd cha rts, we say 

.Proposed Closing. as the header. We 
need to figure out a different header. 

Wasn.t Drew supposed to be a receiving 
school for one of the Ward 7 closures? 
Since 80% is the target utilization rate, are 
all of our proposed closings reasonably 
under 80%, and will all of the receiving 
schools be at 80% utilization or higher? 
Can we put together a plan for us to hit a 
few churches each Sunday between now 
and the end of the year in the affected 
neighborhoods? Not sure exactly what 

we.d do (speak to the congregation? Have 
office hours after service where individuals 
could come talk to a DCPS representative 

about the proposal?) but it.s yet another 

opportunity to go to the community, where 
they are, and get input, feedback. 
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Whew! 

I know I asked this question before, but can 
someone double check to make sure we 

aren+t required by law to do a meeting at 
each affected school? And to see if we are 
meeting all the legal requirements around 
school closings? In fact, can someone also 
double check the legal thing that Ab Jordan 
sent (Josephine has it) that says that we are 
required to notify each affected ANC 
commissioner before we close a school? 
Should we make a list of the affected ANC 
commissioners and meet with them one
on-one right after we announce? 
We need some clarity around what we are 
doing with each of the principals (and APs if 
applicable) of schools we are closing. John, 
can you put together the list so we can go 
through it on Monday? 
When do we brief the MT on the final 

deck? What+s our plan for telling central 
office folks? The larger DCPS community 
(we should probably tee up an email from 
me that we can send out on Friday). When 
do I brief the DCPEF? Seems a little crazy 

that I+m talking to them at their board 
meeting on Monday and not sharing some 

of this info, even if it+s not the actual list 
of schools. Can we check with Chris 
Murphy to see if I can share the deck at the 

Mayor+s cabinet meeting on the 13th? I 

don+t want to present + will suck up too 
much time, but I would like the cabinet to 

be clear about what we+re doing and 
why. Any other semi-internal constituents 

that I+m missing? 

Kaya Henderson 
Chancellor 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 15t Street N E 
12th Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 

202-442-5885 

Kaya. Henderson@dc.gov 
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From: Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 5:27 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. 
(DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Cc: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Subject: The deck to date 

I+ve made many of the changes that we talked about 
earlier today and I think the deck is much improved. I 
have three slides that still need work on my end. They 
are: 

+ The slide that talks about the % of staff who 
are teachers + Lisa has given me great data 
that I need to incorporate 

+ I need to fill in some quotes from folks on slide 
10 

+ On slide 12, I+m going to try to make the 
Roosevelt/Cardozo distinction more clear. 

What I still need from other folks is: 

+ Librarian information + lisa is working on this 
+ Verification of utilization rates + Anthony and 

Claudia can you do this? 

+ The date for the boundary and feeder 
engagement is missing + about when will we 
start that Josephine/Anthony? 

+ The last slide needs a ton of data + Anthony 
and Claudia, I think these fall in your court. 

+ I missed if we had a new location for CHOICE 
+ john and Anthony can you help there? 

+ The wards 1 and 3 slide is kinda skimpy right 
now. can we add utilization rates and 
enrollments for some schools there? that 
would make the point clearly. 

Happy to take edits on the other slides as well. 1+11 
give them a more critical read later tonight. 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, 

Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on 

Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 03,201212:46 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: The deck to date 

I think it.s fine to call it a memo. not really a policy recommendation, so we can take out policy 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Do you think it needs to be called a policy memo? 

On Nov 3,2012, at 12:13 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

She and Urban are working on a policy memo. It will include summary of findings, research, and 
potential implications of the findings. Spoke to Mary about this yesterday and she plans on sharing a 
draft with us tomorrow. I just emailed her to see is she could give me an outline of sections so we can 

share that. 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 12:06 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: The deck to date 

Claudia. I don't think we plan on this but yesterday Mary mentioned a policy statement. Thoughts? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> 
Date: November 3, 2012 12:02:26 PM EDT 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" 
<Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, 
"Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "Davis, John L. (DCPS)" 
<john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Is Brookings/21st century going to have any kind of written product that we can release 
or reference when we go public? 

LMR 
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On Nov 3,2012, at 10:52 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Spingarn. There are three ways to cut it. Either stand-only programs, if 
they share the space and you keep them separate (school within a 
school concept) and combined. I've given you all the breakdowns for the 
910 student capacity building as well as combing their enrollments 

Spingarn -only 377 910 

Springarn Stay - only 126 910 

Spingarn 377 680 

Springarn Stay 126 230 

Spingarn combo 503 910 

From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 10:20:00 -0400 
To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Teacher 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Lisa Ruda <lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan 
<claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" 
<josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

41% 

14% 

55% 

55% 

55% 

Great notes Anthony. I will encorporate shortly. I'm off to D's soccer 
game, but will be back on this around noon. I still need to do a bunch of 
work around slides 7,9, and 10, but it won't take long (ive got all the 
information I need). 

a couple of other notes: 

I'm using the phrase "consolidation and reorganization" to describe what 
we are doing 

I'm referring to the schools we are closing as "affected schools" 

for Wards 7 and 8 I did not note the % of kids who go to charters 
because I am concerned that not all the kids come from the given wards 
and because the grade splits for charters makes a good comparison 
hard. 

Anthony and Claudia, can you provide enrollment and building utilization 
for spingarn and STAY. 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 10:09 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 
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Amen! 

Kaya Henderson 
Sent from my I Pad 

On Nov 3,2012, at 10:02 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 

<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Pete, 

Slide 3 - C and I will adjust the chart 

Slide 4 + I think we should delete the red 80% 

utilization rate bar. In the box next to it I would mention 
the DCPS is only 77% utilized per our team's analysis. 

80% is somewhat of an industry minimum bar so that 
systems have some flex. When we show the we have 
exceed this bar we can support the accordion opening 

argument more easily and validate that we also have 
some over-capacity issue to tend to in certain locations. 

Macfaland and swing + I don't think it's controversial 
to suggest that we may leverage MacFarland during the 
Roosevelt rebuild and I see that you don't use the term 

swing space which is good. I think most will see it as an 

opportunity. I suspect that once we announce this 
closing DGS will jump at leveraging all of MacFarland 

and some of Roosevelt, or a small module colony 

between the schools, for swing purposes. Thus I 

recommend saying something to the effect of 

"Roosevelt will merge with MacFarland to form a 6+12 
campus. Both schools or all grades will be incorporated 
into a newly modernized Roosevelt." 

IFF + C and I will work on this 

Ward 7 receiving schools + done 

Post closing utilization rate + done 

Other things 

? I didn't include francis stevens in my capacity 

spreadsheet last night + it has 225 currently 

enrolled and can hold a minimum of 410 
students = 55% utilization. Once it converts into 

a high school we might be able to squeeze a bit 
more seats out of it but that's tbd. 

? I notice you use "SHS" for High Schools however 

I think we now us just HS since we dropped the 

senior and junior high terminology 
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? Slide 12. given that we haven't put that much 
into Roosevelt yet, a design team hasn't been 
hired yet, you might want to switch out 
"investment" with "commitment" in the third 
sentence. 

? Slides 13 and 17 you are missing the lead in to 
the chart "DCPS proposes the following:" 

? Josephine you may want to get us all to church 
for some pre-announcement prayer :) 

Anthony 

From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 05:31:16 -0400 
To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Lisa 
Ruda <lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Teacher 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan 
<claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. 
(DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis 
<john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

I've taken care of most of the slide-specific changes and 
will circulate later today when I've finished the librarian 
and staffing slides. 

A couple outstanding issues: 

Anthony and Claudia, can you guys adjust the chart on 
slide 3? I don't have the underlying data to make the 
adjustments to the orange line. 

A&C, can you guys also speak to the 80% utilization rate 
question (slide 4)? I don't think we need to include the 
explanation in the deck, but should make sure Kaya can 
speak to it. 

Lisa, do you feel good about using Shaw as a 
comparison school (slide 8)? Happy to replace if there is 
a better school to use. 

Anthony and John, I can't speak to the MacFarland 
swing space issue (slide 19). If we aren't using it as 
swing space or if this is contraversial, I can take out the 
reference. 

Josephine, I took a crack at slide 21, but it may well 
need more input from you. I'll flag it when I send out 
the next version of the deck. 

On the general comments: 

A&C, can you guys do the IFF comparison? 
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I will work on the financial stability reference 

I will work on reducing the number of times I say 
"closing" 

A&C, can you check the receiving schools for Ward 7 

A&C can you speak to the utilization rates post-closings? 

Josephine, can you look at getting Kaya to church? 

Lisa, can you look at the ANC notification requirement? 

Josephine, can you put together the list of impacted ANC 
commissioners? 

John, Jason also wants to be involved in the principal 
conversation. 

Jason is teeing up an email to central office for Friday. I 
am putting together your talkers for you PEF meeting 
monday. You should not give out the list, but should be 
forthcoming about the scope. 

Lisa, can we do school closing at Thursday's MT? Can 
you also check on the mayor's cabinet meeting? 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

So I just decided to write my feedback down. 

Slide 2. Between the second and third bullet, I 

think we need to add the circular graphic. It 

appears out of nowhere on slide 4, and I think it 

flows better if we introduce it right when we 

introduce the facilities, staff, funds bullet as the 

key challenge. Also, is there any way we can make 

the phrase .more efficient use of resources. 

wrap around the outside of the circle? 

Slide 3. The orange line demonstrating DCPS 

capacity should actually begin before 2008, 
showing that we adjusted down from capacity for 

80,000 kids to capacity for XX kids in 2008. We also 

need to show that at some point in the future, the 

orange line begins to adjust up since the census 
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count shows an increase in population. The box on 
the far right needs to be raised so we actually see 
more of the green census count line. It should read 

.Based on citywide demographic data, the city.s 

school-age population will continue •.• 

Slide 4. Can we add Prince William County to the 
slide on the upper right? They have about 90 
schools for roughly the same amount of kids as 
ours, I think. Where does the 80% target utilization 
rate come from. Is that an industry standard or 
something? Without some attribution or 
explanation, it sounds like we just picked it. 

Slide 5. Sentence 2 should read, .While there is 
no magic number for enrollment, schools with 

fewer than •.• 

Slide 7. Sentence 2 is still not a sentence. Also, 
we need to find a way to say that the librarian issue 

is an example. Finally, the chart shouldn.t show 
full, part-time and no librarians. It should show the 
chart with small, medium and large elementary and 

middle schools, and what they have and don.t 
have. The stuff that Lisa is working on. 

Slide 8 - Last two lines of the paragraph should 

read, +++invest in programs to help low 
performing students, increase opportunities for 
advanced learners, and develop specialized 

programs to engage students .• Question: Is the 
Shaw per-pupil spend artificially inflated by the 
significant costs of the RISE students? 

Slide 9. Assuming we.re working on some 
visuals for the statistics. 

Slide 11. Can we bullet the three things in the 
second paragraph? Also, can we add the word 

.financial. before .stability. in the third 
bullet? Should read .We considered four factors 

(not three} •..• Can we say, "its 
modernization status,. instead of .when it was 

last modernized. in item 3? Can 4 please read, 

.Our ability to offer students a better experience 
(or some better word than placement). The syntax 
is inconsistent as is. 

Slide 13 
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Add +better+ between +ward+ 
and +meet+ on line 1 

Can we say +Ward 5 Great Schools 

Plan+ (or whatever it+s called) 

instead of saying +the 

recommended plan+ on line 2? 
I think bullet 4 should be the first 
bullet. I also think we should say, 

+DCPS and the Ward 5 community 

agreed to+.+ 
In bullet 3, it+s an arts integration 
and world languages middle school, 
I think. 
Before the Marshall closing chart, 
we should add a bullet that says 

something like, +The Great Schools 
Plan also calls for the consolidation 
of at least one Ward 5 elementary 

school.+ We were explicit about 
that in all of our conversations and 
should remind them of that as we 
announce the Marshall 
consolidation. 

Shouldn+t we explicitly state that 
we will add a bus to the 
neighborhood to transport kids 
since this is the only geographic 
isolation case? 

Shouldn+t we also say that based 
on demographic projections, we 
expect to reopen Marshall 
sometime between 2015 and 2017 
or something? 

Slide 14 +1 think we should say, +In addition, 
there are 7 elementary and middle grades public 
charter schools in Ward 7, serving X% of public 
school children in the ward (if we can get our hands 
on the X% info). If not, just end the sentence after 
Ward 7. 

Slide 15 + Same as slide 14. +.12 elementary and 
middle grades public charter schools serving X% of 
public school children in the ward. 

Slide 16 
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can we add, ".through multiple 
strategies, including building high quality 

special education programs •.• in line 1? 

Should read, "may be struggling in 

traditional settings .• and "schools does 
not consistently serve these students 

well.. in line 2 
Bullet three needs a hyphen between 

.Iong. and .term. and .rich. 

should be .richer. 

Slide 17. delete .have the opportunity. in the 
bottom right blue box. Should simply read, 

.Students will attend" 

Slide 18 

Slide 19 

Bullet one should read, .The challenge 
that many Ward 3 and Ward 1 schools 
face is more students enrolled than the 
buildings were designed to hold. For the 

last few years," 
Delete .to begin. from bullet 3. 
We need to add something that says first 
we have to finalize school portfolio, then 
we can deal with boundaries and feeders. 

On the left side text explanation, change 
last word from communities to 
neighborhoods 
Bullet 1 should say reopen some schools 

Bullet 3 is poorly worded. sounds like we 
are giving it to other agencies for 
headquarters, not using it for other 
community uses like recs, health facilities, 
etc. 
Did I know that McFarland will be used as 

swing space during Roosevelt.s 
modernization? Does the Roosevelt SIT 
team already know this? Does the CM? 

Slide 20. can we say, Once we have finalized our 

portfolio of schools •.. ? 

Slide 21. Overall, this looks pretty weak. Can we 
add a few lines that show that there is more public 

engagement? I.m thinking we could add a line 

for me presenting at the Mayor.s ANC meeting (I 
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need the official meeting title) in early Dec. We 

could add a line that says that we.re having 
various meetings with key DCPS partner 
organizations, a line that says meetings with 
various ward-based education councils, etc. We 

wouldn.t put the dates for these, but it would 
show that we (me, Shanita, Josephine, and 
whoever else) are doing meetings in smaller 
settings beyond the big public showdowns, I mean 
town halls. What do you think about us saying 

we.1I do our best to accommodate as many 
requests as possible in November and December to 
meet with civic associations, churches, living room 
groups, etc. 

Slide 22. Can we say, .After consolidation:. 

instead of .Once we close the proposed 

schools.? 

Other random questions: 
How many of our closures match with the 
IFF recommendations? 
In slide 11, we talk about this impacting our 
long term stability. Do we want to state 
somewhere in the challenge slide that if we 

don.t reallocate our resources, we will not 
be able to sustain our budget in the coming 
years? 
On a II of the wa rd cha rts, we say 

.Proposed Closing. as the header. We 
need to figure out a different header. 

Wasn.t Drew supposed to be a receiving 
school for one of the Ward 7 closures? 
Since 80% is the target utilization rate, are 
all of our proposed closings reasonably 
under 80%, and will all of the receiving 
schools be at 80% utilization or higher? 
Can we put together a plan for us to hit a 
few churches each Sunday between now 
and the end of the year in the affected 
neighborhoods? Not sure exactly what 

we.d do (speak to the congregation? Have 
office hours after service where individuals 
could come talk to a DCPS representative 

about the proposal?) but it.s yet another 

opportunity to go to the community, where 
they are, and get input, feedback. 
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Whew! 

I know I asked this question before, but can 
someone double check to make sure we 

aren+t required by law to do a meeting at 
each affected school? And to see if we are 
meeting all the legal requirements around 
school closings? In fact, can someone also 
double check the legal thing that Ab Jordan 
sent (Josephine has it) that says that we are 
required to notify each affected ANC 
commissioner before we close a school? 
Should we make a list of the affected ANC 
commissioners and meet with them one
on-one right after we announce? 
We need some clarity around what we are 
doing with each of the principals (and APs if 
applicable) of schools we are closing. John, 
can you put together the list so we can go 
through it on Monday? 
When do we brief the MT on the final 

deck? What+s our plan for telling central 
office folks? The larger DCPS community 
(we should probably tee up an email from 
me that we can send out on Friday). When 
do I brief the DCPEF? Seems a little crazy 

that I+m talking to them at their board 
meeting on Monday and not sharing some 

of this info, even if it+s not the actual list 
of schools. Can we check with Chris 
Murphy to see if I can share the deck at the 

Mayor+s cabinet meeting on the 13th? I 

don+t want to present + will suck up too 
much time, but I would like the cabinet to 

be clear about what we+re doing and 
why. Any other semi-internal constituents 

that I+m missing? 

Kaya Henderson 
Chancellor 
District of Columbia Public Schools 

1200 15t Street N E 
12th Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 

202-442-5885 

Kaya. Henderson@dc.gov 
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From: Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 5:27 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. 
(DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Cc: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Subject: The deck to date 

I+ve made many of the changes that we talked about 
earlier today and I think the deck is much improved. I 
have three slides that still need work on my end. They 
are: 

+ The slide that talks about the % of staff who 
are teachers + Lisa has given me great data 
that I need to incorporate 

+ I need to fill in some quotes from folks on slide 
10 

+ On slide 12, I+m going to try to make the 
Roosevelt/Cardozo distinction more clear. 

What I still need from other folks is: 

+ Librarian information + lisa is working on this 
+ Verification of utilization rates + Anthony and 

Claudia can you do this? 

+ The date for the boundary and feeder 
engagement is missing + about when will we 
start that Josephine/Anthony? 

+ The last slide needs a ton of data + Anthony 
and Claudia, I think these fall in your court. 

+ I missed if we had a new location for CHOICE 
+ john and Anthony can you help there? 

+ The wards 1 and 3 slide is kinda skimpy right 
now. can we add utilization rates and 
enrollments for some schools there? that 
would make the point clearly. 

Happy to take edits on the other slides as well. 1+11 
give them a more critical read later tonight. 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, 

Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on 

Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 03,201212:13 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: The deck to date 

She and Urban are working on a policy memo .• It will include summary of findings, research, and potential implications 

of the findings .• Spoke to Mary about this yesterday and she. plans on sharing a draft with us tomorrow .• I just 

emailed her to see is she could give me an outline of sections so we can share that. 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 12:06 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: The deck to date 

Claudia. I don't think we plan on this but yesterday Mary mentioned a policy statement. Thoughts? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> 
Date: November 3, 2012 12:02:26 PM EDT 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" 
<Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. 
(DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "Davis, John L. (DCPS)" <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Is Brookings/21st century going to have any kind of written product that we can release or reference 
when we go public? 

LMR 

On Nov 3,2012, at 10:52 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Spingarn. There are three ways to cut it. Either stand-only programs, if they share the 
space and you keep them separate (school within a school concept) and combined. I've 
given you all the breakdowns for the 910 student capacity building as well as combing 
their enrollments 

Spingarn -only 377 910 41% 

Springarn Stay - only 126 910 14% 

Spingarn 377 680 55% 

Springarn Stay 126 230 55% 

Spingarn combo 503 910 55% 
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From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 10:20:00 -0400 
To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Lisa Ruda <lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

Great notes Anthony. I will encorporate shortly. I'm off to D's soccer game, but will be 
back on this around noon. I still need to do a bunch of work around slides 7,9, and 10, 
but it won't take long (ive got all the information I need). 

a couple of other notes: 

I'm using the phrase "consolidation and reorganization" to describe what we are doing 

I'm referring to the schools we are closing as "affected schools" 

for Wards 7 and 8 I did not note the % of kids who go to charters because I am 
concerned that not all the kids come from the given wards and because the grade splits 
for charters makes a good comparison hard. 

Anthony and Claudia, can you provide enrollment and building utilization for spingarn 
and STAY. 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 10:09 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Amen! 

Kaya Henderson 
Sent from my I Pad 

On Nov 3,2012, at 10:02 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Pete, 

Slide 3 - C and I will adjust the chart 

Slide 4. I think we should delete the red 80% utilization rate bar. In 
the box next to it I would mention the DCPS is only 77% utilized per our 
team's analysis. 80% is somewhat of an industry minimum bar so that 
systems have some flex. When we show the we have exceed this bar we 
can support the accordion opening argument more easily and validate 
that we also have some over-capacity issue to tend to in certain 
locations. 

Macfaland and swing. I don't think it's controversial to suggest that 
we may leverage MacFarland during the Roosevelt rebuild and I see that 
you don't use the term swing space which is good. I think most will see 
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it as an opportunity. I suspect that once we announce this closing DGS 

will jump at leveraging all of MacFarland and some of Roosevelt, or a 

small module colony between the schools, for swing purposes. Thus I 
recommend saying something to the effect of "Roosevelt will merge 

with MacFarland to form a 6+12 campus. Both schools or all grades will 
be incorporated into a newly modernized Roosevelt." 

IFF + C and I will work on this 

Ward 7 receiving schools + done 

Post closing utilization rate + done 

Other things 

? I didn't include francis stevens in my capacity spreadsheet last 

night + it has 225 currently enrolled and can hold a minimum 

of 410 students = 55% utilization. Once it converts into a high 
school we might be able to squeeze a bit more seats out of it 
but that's tbd. 

? I notice you use "SHS" for High Schools however I think we now 

us just HS since we dropped the senior and junior high 

terminology 

? Slide 12 + given that we haven't put that much into Roosevelt 
yet, a design team hasn't been hired yet, you might want to 
switch out "investment" with "commitment" in the third 

sentence. 
? Slides 13 and 17 you are missing the lead in to the chart "DCPS 

proposes the following:" 

? Josephine you may want to get us all to church for some pre

announcement prayer :) 

Anthony 

From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 05:31:16 -0400 

To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Lisa Ruda 
<lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia 

Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" 

<josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

I've taken care of most of the slide-specific changes and will circulate 
later today when I've finished the librarian and staffing slides. 

A couple outstanding issues: 

Anthony and Claudia, can you guys adjust the chart on slide 37 I don't 
have the underlying data to make the adjustments to the orange line. 
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A&C, can you guys also speak to the 80% utilization rate question (slide 
4)? I don't think we need to include the explanation in the deck, but 
should make sure Kaya can speak to it. 

Lisa, do you feel good about using Shaw as a comparison school (slide 
8)? Happy to replace if there is a better school to use. 

Anthony and John, I can't speak to the MacFarland swing space issue 
(slide 19). If we aren't using it as swing space or if this is contraversial, 
I can take out the reference. 

Josephine, I took a crack at slide 21, but it may well need more input 
from you. I'll flag it when I send out the next version of the deck. 

On the general comments: 

A&C, can you guys do the IFF comparison? 

I will work on the financial stability reference 

I will work on reducing the number of times I say "closing" 

A&C, can you check the receiving schools for Ward 7 

A&C can you speak to the utilization rates post-closings? 

Josephine, can you look at getting Kaya to church? 

Lisa, can you look at the ANC notification requirement? 

Josephine, can you put together the list of impacted ANC 
commissioners? 

John, Jason also wants to be involved in the principal conversation. 

Jason is teeing up an email to central office for Friday. I am putting 
together your talkers for you PEF meeting monday. You should not give 
out the list, but should be forthcoming about the scope. 

Lisa, can we do school closing at Thursday's MT? Can you also check on 
the mayor's cabinet meeting? 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, 
John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

So I just decided to write my feedback down. 

Slide 2. Between the second and third bullet, I think we need to 

add the circular graphic. It appears out of nowhere on slide 4, and 

I think it flows better if we introduce it right when we introduce 
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the facilities, staff, funds bullet as the key challenge. Also, is there 

any way we can make the phrase .more efficient use of 

resources. wrap around the outside of the circle? 

Slide 3. The orange line demonstrating DCPS capacity should 
actually begin before 2008, showing that we adjusted down from 
capacity for 80,000 kids to capacity for XX kids in 2008. We also 
need to show that at some point in the future, the orange line 
begins to adjust up since the census count shows an increase in 
population. The box on the far right needs to be raised so we 
actually see more of the green census count line. It should read 

.Based on citywide demographic data, the city.s school-age 

population will continue •.• 

Slide 4. Can we add Prince William County to the slide on the 
upper right? They have about 90 schools for roughly the same 
amount of kids as ours, I think. Where does the 80% target 
utilization rate come from. Is that an industry standard or 
something? Without some attribution or explanation, it sounds 
like we just picked it. 

Slide 5. Sentence 2 should read, .While there is no magic 

number for enrollment, schools with fewer than •.• 

Slide 7. Sentence 2 is still not a sentence. Also, we need to find 
a way to say that the librarian issue is an example. Finally, the 

chart shouldn.t show full, part-time and no librarians. It should 
show the chart with small, medium and large elementary and 

middle schools, and what they have and don.t have. The stuff 
that Lisa is working on. 

Slide 8 - Last two lines of the paragraph should read, 

+++invest in programs to help low performing students, 
increase opportunities for advanced learners, and develop 

specialized programs to engage students .• Question: Is the 
Shaw per-pupil spend artificially inflated by the significant costs of 
the RISE students? 

Slide 9. Assuming we.re working on some visuals for the 
statistics. 

Slide 11. Can we bullet the three things in the second 

paragraph? Also, can we add the word .financial. before 

.stability. in the third bullet? Should read .We considered 

four factors (not three) •..• Can we say, "its modernization 

status,. instead of .when it was last modernized. in item 3? 

Can 4 please read, .Our ability to offer students a better 
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experience (or some better word than placement). The syntax is 
inconsistent as is. 

Slide 13 

Add +better+ between +ward+ and +meet+ 
on line 1 

Can we say +Ward 5 Great Schools Plan+ (or 

whatever it+s called) instead of saying +the 

recommended plan+ on line 2? 
I think bullet 4 should be the first bullet. I also 

think we should say, +DCPS and the Ward 5 

community agreed to+.+ 

In bullet 3, it+s an arts integration and world 
languages middle school, I think. 
Before the Marshall closing chart, we should add a 

bullet that says something like, +The Great 
Schools Plan also calls for the consolidation of at 

least one Ward 5 elementary school.+ We were 
explicit about that in all of our conversations and 
should remind them of that as we announce the 
Marshall consolidation. 

Shouldn+t we explicitly state that we will add a 
bus to the neighborhood to transport kids since 
this is the only geographic isolation case? 

Shouldn+t we also say that based on demographic 
projections, we expect to reopen Marshall 
sometime between 2015 and 2017 or something? 

Slide 14 +1 think we should say, +In addition, there are 7 
elementary and middle grades public charter schools in Ward 7, 
serving X% of public school children in the ward (if we can get our 
hands on the X% info). If not, just end the sentence after Ward 7. 

Slide 15 + Same as slide 14. +.12 elementary and middle grades 
public charter schools serving X% of public school children in the 
ward. 

Slide 16 

can we add, ".through multiple strategies, including 

building high quality special education programs+.+ in 
line 1? 

Should read, "may be struggling in traditional 

settings.+ and "schools does not consistently serve 
these students well.+ in line 2 

Bullet three needs a hyphen between +Iong+ and 

+term+ and +rich+ should be +richer+ 
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Slide 17. delete .have the opportunity. in the bottom right 

blue box. Should simply read, .Students will attend" 

Slide 18 

Slide 19 

Bullet one should read, .The challenge that many Ward 
3 and Ward 1 schools face is more students enrolled 
than the buildings were designed to hold. For the last 

few years," 
Delete .to begin. from bullet 3. 
We need to add something that says first we have to 
finalize school portfolio, then we can deal with 
boundaries and feeders. 

On the left side text explanation, change last word from 
communities to neighborhoods 
Bullet 1 should say reopen some schools 

Bullet 3 is poorly worded. sounds like we are giving it to 
other agencies for headquarters, not using it for other 
community uses like recs, health facilities, etc. 
Did I know that McFarland will be used as swing space 

during Roosevelt.s modernization? Does the Roosevelt 
SIT team already know this? Does the CM? 

Slide 20. can we say, Once we have finalized our portfolio of 

schools •.. ? 

Slide 21. Overall, this looks pretty weak. Can we add a few lines 

that show that there is more public engagement? I.m thinking 

we could add a line for me presenting at the Mayor.s ANC 
meeting (I need the official meeting title) in early Dec. We could 

add a line that says that we.re having various meetings with key 
DCPS partner organizations, a line that says meetings with various 

ward-based education councils, etc. We wouldn.t put the dates 
for these, but it would show that we (me, Shanita, Josephine, and 
whoever else) are doing meetings in smaller settings beyond the 
big public showdowns, I mean town halls. What do you think 

about us saying we.1I do our best to accommodate as many 
requests as possible in November and December to meet with 
civic associations, churches, living room groups, etc. 

Slide 22. Can we say, .After consolidation:. instead of 

.Once we close the proposed schools.? 

Other random questions: 
How many of our closures match with the IFF 
recommendations? 
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Whew! 

In slide 11, we talk about this impacting our long term 
stability. Do we want to state somewhere in the challenge 

slide that if we don+t reallocate our resources, we will 
not be able to sustain our budget in the coming years? 

On all of the ward charts, we say +Proposed Closing+ as 
the header. We need to figure out a different header. 

Wasn+t Drew supposed to be a receiving school for one 
of the Ward 7 closures? 

Since 80% is the target utilization rate, are all of our 
proposed closings reasonably under 80%, and will all of 
the receiving schools be at 80% utilization or higher? 
Can we put together a plan for us to hit a few churches 
each Sunday between now and the end of the year in the 

affected neighborhoods? Not sure exactly what we+d do 
(speak to the congregation? Have office hours after service 
where individuals could come talk to a DCPS 

representative about the proposal?) but it+s yet another 
opportunity to go to the community, where they are, and 
get input, feedback. 
I know I asked this question before, but can someone 

double check to make sure we aren+t required by law to 
do a meeting at each affected school? And to see if we are 
meeting all the legal requirements around school 
closings? In fact, can someone also double check the legal 
thing that Ab Jordan sent (Josephine has it) that says that 

we are required to notify each affected ANC commissioner 
before we close a school? 
Should we make a list of the affected ANC commissioners 
and meet with them one-on-one right after we announce? 

We need some clarity around what we are doing with each 
of the principals (and APs if applicable) of schools we are 
closing. John, can you put together the list so we can go 
through it on Monday? 

When do we brief the MT on the final deck? What+s our 
plan for telling central office folks? The larger DCPS 
community (we should probably tee up an email from me 
that we can send out on Friday). When do I brief the 

DCPEF? Seems a little crazy that I+m talking to them at 
their board meeting on Monday and not sharing some of 

this info, even if it+s not the actual list of schools. Can we 
check with Chris Murphy to see if I can share the deck at 

the Mayor+s cabinet meeting on the 13th? I don+t want 

to present + will suck up too much time, but I would like 

the cabinet to be clear about what we+re doing and why. 

Any other semi-internal constituents that I+m missing? 
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Kaya Henderson 
Chancellor 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
12th Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 
202-442-5885 
Kaya. Henderson@dc.gov 

From: Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 5:27 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, 
Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Cc: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Subject: The deck to date 

I+ve made many of the changes that we talked about earlier today and 
I think the deck is much improved. I have three slides that still need 
work on my end. They are: 

+ The slide that talks about the % of staff who are teachers + 
Lisa has given me great data that I need to incorporate 

+ I need to fill in some quotes from folks on slide 10 

+ On slide 12, I+m going to try to make the Roosevelt/Cardozo 
distinction more clear. 

What I still need from other folks is: 

+ Librarian information + lisa is working on this 

+ Verification of utilization rates + Anthony and Claudia can you 
do this? 

+ The date for the boundary and feeder engagement is missing 

+ about when will we start that Josephine/Anthony? 

+ The last slide needs a ton of data + Anthony and Claudia, I 
think these fall in your court. 

+ I missed if we had a new location for CHOICE + john and 
Anthony can you help there? 

+ The wards 1 and 3 slide is kinda skimpy right now. can we add 
utilization rates and enrollments for some schools there? that 
would make the point clearly. 

Happy to take edits on the other slides as well. 1+" give them a more 
critical read later tonight. 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, 
the Office of Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on 

Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Saturday, November 03,201212:13 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
RE: The deck to date 

She and Urban are working on a policy memo .• It will include summary of findings, research, and potential implications 

of the findings .• Spoke to Mary about this yesterday and she. plans on sharing a draft with us tomorrow .• I just 

emailed her to see is she could give me an outline of sections so we can share that. 

From: DeGuzman, Anthony D. CDCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 12:06 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Subject: Fwd: The deck to date 

Claudia. I don't think we plan on this but yesterday Mary mentioned a policy statement. Thoughts? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> 
Date: November 3, 2012 12:02:26 PM EDT 
To: "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weber, Peter (DCPS)" <peter.weber@dc.gov>, "Henderson, Kaya (DCPS)" 
<Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. 
(DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, "Davis, John L. (DCPS)" <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Is Brookings/21st century going to have any kind of written product that we can release or reference 
when we go public? 

LMR 

On Nov 3,2012, at 10:52 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Spingarn. There are three ways to cut it. Either stand-only programs, if they share the 
space and you keep them separate (school within a school concept) and combined. I've 
given you all the breakdowns for the 910 student capacity building as well as combing 
their enrollments 

Spingarn -only 377 910 41% 

Springarn Stay - only 126 910 14% 

Spingarn 377 680 55% 

Springarn Stay 126 230 55% 

Spingarn combo 503 910 55% 
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From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 
Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 10:20:00 -0400 
To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> 
Cc: Lisa Ruda <lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS)" <josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis <john.davis@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

Great notes Anthony. I will encorporate shortly. I'm off to D's soccer game, but will be 
back on this around noon. I still need to do a bunch of work around slides 7,9, and 10, 
but it won't take long (ive got all the information I need). 

a couple of other notes: 

I'm using the phrase "consolidation and reorganization" to describe what we are doing 

I'm referring to the schools we are closing as "affected schools" 

for Wards 7 and 8 I did not note the % of kids who go to charters because I am 
concerned that not all the kids come from the given wards and because the grade splits 
for charters makes a good comparison hard. 

Anthony and Claudia, can you provide enrollment and building utilization for spingarn 
and STAY. 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 10:09 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, 
Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: The deck to date 

Amen! 

Kaya Henderson 
Sent from my I Pad 

On Nov 3,2012, at 10:02 AM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" 
<anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Pete, 

Slide 3 - C and I will adjust the chart 

Slide 4. I think we should delete the red 80% utilization rate bar. In 
the box next to it I would mention the DCPS is only 77% utilized per our 
team's analysis. 80% is somewhat of an industry minimum bar so that 
systems have some flex. When we show the we have exceed this bar we 
can support the accordion opening argument more easily and validate 
that we also have some over-capacity issue to tend to in certain 
locations. 

Macfaland and swing. I don't think it's controversial to suggest that 
we may leverage MacFarland during the Roosevelt rebuild and I see that 
you don't use the term swing space which is good. I think most will see 
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it as an opportunity. I suspect that once we announce this closing DGS 

will jump at leveraging all of MacFarland and some of Roosevelt, or a 

small module colony between the schools, for swing purposes. Thus I 
recommend saying something to the effect of "Roosevelt will merge 

with MacFarland to form a 6+12 campus. Both schools or all grades will 
be incorporated into a newly modernized Roosevelt." 

IFF + C and I will work on this 

Ward 7 receiving schools + done 

Post closing utilization rate + done 

Other things 

? I didn't include francis stevens in my capacity spreadsheet last 

night + it has 225 currently enrolled and can hold a minimum 

of 410 students = 55% utilization. Once it converts into a high 
school we might be able to squeeze a bit more seats out of it 
but that's tbd. 

? I notice you use "SHS" for High Schools however I think we now 

us just HS since we dropped the senior and junior high 

terminology 

? Slide 12 + given that we haven't put that much into Roosevelt 
yet, a design team hasn't been hired yet, you might want to 
switch out "investment" with "commitment" in the third 

sentence. 
? Slides 13 and 17 you are missing the lead in to the chart "DCPS 

proposes the following:" 

? Josephine you may want to get us all to church for some pre

announcement prayer :) 

Anthony 

From: Peter Weber <peter.weber@dc.gov> 

Date: Sat, 3 Nov 2012 05:31:16 -0400 

To: Kaya Henderson <kaya.henderson@dc.gov>, Lisa Ruda 

<lisa.ruda@dc.gov>, Teacher <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov>, Claudia 

Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov>, "Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS)" 

<josephine.robinson@dc.gov>, John Davis <john.davis@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: The deck to date 

I've taken care of most of the slide-specific changes and will circulate 
later today when I've finished the librarian and staffing slides. 

A couple outstanding issues: 

Anthony and Claudia, can you guys adjust the chart on slide 37 I don't 
have the underlying data to make the adjustments to the orange line. 
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A&C, can you guys also speak to the 80% utilization rate question (slide 
4)? I don't think we need to include the explanation in the deck, but 
should make sure Kaya can speak to it. 

Lisa, do you feel good about using Shaw as a comparison school (slide 
8)? Happy to replace if there is a better school to use. 

Anthony and John, I can't speak to the MacFarland swing space issue 
(slide 19). If we aren't using it as swing space or if this is contraversial, 
I can take out the reference. 

Josephine, I took a crack at slide 21, but it may well need more input 
from you. I'll flag it when I send out the next version of the deck. 

On the general comments: 

A&C, can you guys do the IFF comparison? 

I will work on the financial stability reference 

I will work on reducing the number of times I say "closing" 

A&C, can you check the receiving schools for Ward 7 

A&C can you speak to the utilization rates post-closings? 

Josephine, can you look at getting Kaya to church? 

Lisa, can you look at the ANC notification requirement? 

Josephine, can you put together the list of impacted ANC 
commissioners? 

John, Jason also wants to be involved in the principal conversation. 

Jason is teeing up an email to central office for Friday. I am putting 
together your talkers for you PEF meeting monday. You should not give 
out the list, but should be forthcoming about the scope. 

Lisa, can we do school closing at Thursday's MT? Can you also check on 
the mayor's cabinet meeting? 

From: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: Weber, Peter (DCPS); Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, 
John L. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: The deck to date 

So I just decided to write my feedback down. 

Slide 2. Between the second and third bullet, I think we need to 

add the circular graphic. It appears out of nowhere on slide 4, and 

I think it flows better if we introduce it right when we introduce 
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the facilities, staff, funds bullet as the key challenge. Also, is there 

any way we can make the phrase .more efficient use of 

resources. wrap around the outside of the circle? 

Slide 3. The orange line demonstrating DCPS capacity should 
actually begin before 2008, showing that we adjusted down from 
capacity for 80,000 kids to capacity for XX kids in 2008. We also 
need to show that at some point in the future, the orange line 
begins to adjust up since the census count shows an increase in 
population. The box on the far right needs to be raised so we 
actually see more of the green census count line. It should read 

.Based on citywide demographic data, the city.s school-age 

population will continue •.• 

Slide 4. Can we add Prince William County to the slide on the 
upper right? They have about 90 schools for roughly the same 
amount of kids as ours, I think. Where does the 80% target 
utilization rate come from. Is that an industry standard or 
something? Without some attribution or explanation, it sounds 
like we just picked it. 

Slide 5. Sentence 2 should read, .While there is no magic 

number for enrollment, schools with fewer than •.• 

Slide 7. Sentence 2 is still not a sentence. Also, we need to find 
a way to say that the librarian issue is an example. Finally, the 

chart shouldn.t show full, part-time and no librarians. It should 
show the chart with small, medium and large elementary and 

middle schools, and what they have and don.t have. The stuff 
that Lisa is working on. 

Slide 8 - Last two lines of the paragraph should read, 

+++invest in programs to help low performing students, 
increase opportunities for advanced learners, and develop 

specialized programs to engage students .• Question: Is the 
Shaw per-pupil spend artificially inflated by the significant costs of 
the RISE students? 

Slide 9. Assuming we.re working on some visuals for the 
statistics. 

Slide 11. Can we bullet the three things in the second 

paragraph? Also, can we add the word .financial. before 

.stability. in the third bullet? Should read .We considered 

four factors (not three) •..• Can we say, "its modernization 

status,. instead of .when it was last modernized. in item 3? 

Can 4 please read, .Our ability to offer students a better 
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experience (or some better word than placement). The syntax is 
inconsistent as is. 

Slide 13 

Add +better+ between +ward+ and +meet+ 
on line 1 

Can we say +Ward 5 Great Schools Plan+ (or 

whatever it+s called) instead of saying +the 

recommended plan+ on line 2? 
I think bullet 4 should be the first bullet. I also 

think we should say, +DCPS and the Ward 5 

community agreed to+.+ 

In bullet 3, it+s an arts integration and world 
languages middle school, I think. 
Before the Marshall closing chart, we should add a 

bullet that says something like, +The Great 
Schools Plan also calls for the consolidation of at 

least one Ward 5 elementary school.+ We were 
explicit about that in all of our conversations and 
should remind them of that as we announce the 
Marshall consolidation. 

Shouldn+t we explicitly state that we will add a 
bus to the neighborhood to transport kids since 
this is the only geographic isolation case? 

Shouldn+t we also say that based on demographic 
projections, we expect to reopen Marshall 
sometime between 2015 and 2017 or something? 

Slide 14 +1 think we should say, +In addition, there are 7 
elementary and middle grades public charter schools in Ward 7, 
serving X% of public school children in the ward (if we can get our 
hands on the X% info). If not, just end the sentence after Ward 7. 

Slide 15 + Same as slide 14. +.12 elementary and middle grades 
public charter schools serving X% of public school children in the 
ward. 

Slide 16 

can we add, ".through multiple strategies, including 

building high quality special education programs+.+ in 
line 1? 

Should read, "may be struggling in traditional 

settings.+ and "schools does not consistently serve 
these students well.+ in line 2 

Bullet three needs a hyphen between +Iong+ and 

+term+ and +rich+ should be +richer+ 
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Slide 17. delete .have the opportunity. in the bottom right 

blue box. Should simply read, .Students will attend" 

Slide 18 

Slide 19 

Bullet one should read, .The challenge that many Ward 
3 and Ward 1 schools face is more students enrolled 
than the buildings were designed to hold. For the last 

few years," 
Delete .to begin. from bullet 3. 
We need to add something that says first we have to 
finalize school portfolio, then we can deal with 
boundaries and feeders. 

On the left side text explanation, change last word from 
communities to neighborhoods 
Bullet 1 should say reopen some schools 

Bullet 3 is poorly worded. sounds like we are giving it to 
other agencies for headquarters, not using it for other 
community uses like recs, health facilities, etc. 
Did I know that McFarland will be used as swing space 

during Roosevelt.s modernization? Does the Roosevelt 
SIT team already know this? Does the CM? 

Slide 20. can we say, Once we have finalized our portfolio of 

schools •.. ? 

Slide 21. Overall, this looks pretty weak. Can we add a few lines 

that show that there is more public engagement? I.m thinking 

we could add a line for me presenting at the Mayor.s ANC 
meeting (I need the official meeting title) in early Dec. We could 

add a line that says that we.re having various meetings with key 
DCPS partner organizations, a line that says meetings with various 

ward-based education councils, etc. We wouldn.t put the dates 
for these, but it would show that we (me, Shanita, Josephine, and 
whoever else) are doing meetings in smaller settings beyond the 
big public showdowns, I mean town halls. What do you think 

about us saying we.1I do our best to accommodate as many 
requests as possible in November and December to meet with 
civic associations, churches, living room groups, etc. 

Slide 22. Can we say, .After consolidation:. instead of 

.Once we close the proposed schools.? 

Other random questions: 
How many of our closures match with the IFF 
recommendations? 
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Whew! 

In slide 11, we talk about this impacting our long term 
stability. Do we want to state somewhere in the challenge 

slide that if we don+t reallocate our resources, we will 
not be able to sustain our budget in the coming years? 

On all of the ward charts, we say +Proposed Closing+ as 
the header. We need to figure out a different header. 

Wasn+t Drew supposed to be a receiving school for one 
of the Ward 7 closures? 

Since 80% is the target utilization rate, are all of our 
proposed closings reasonably under 80%, and will all of 
the receiving schools be at 80% utilization or higher? 
Can we put together a plan for us to hit a few churches 
each Sunday between now and the end of the year in the 

affected neighborhoods? Not sure exactly what we+d do 
(speak to the congregation? Have office hours after service 
where individuals could come talk to a DCPS 

representative about the proposal?) but it+s yet another 
opportunity to go to the community, where they are, and 
get input, feedback. 
I know I asked this question before, but can someone 

double check to make sure we aren+t required by law to 
do a meeting at each affected school? And to see if we are 
meeting all the legal requirements around school 
closings? In fact, can someone also double check the legal 
thing that Ab Jordan sent (Josephine has it) that says that 

we are required to notify each affected ANC commissioner 
before we close a school? 
Should we make a list of the affected ANC commissioners 
and meet with them one-on-one right after we announce? 

We need some clarity around what we are doing with each 
of the principals (and APs if applicable) of schools we are 
closing. John, can you put together the list so we can go 
through it on Monday? 

When do we brief the MT on the final deck? What+s our 
plan for telling central office folks? The larger DCPS 
community (we should probably tee up an email from me 
that we can send out on Friday). When do I brief the 

DCPEF? Seems a little crazy that I+m talking to them at 
their board meeting on Monday and not sharing some of 

this info, even if it+s not the actual list of schools. Can we 
check with Chris Murphy to see if I can share the deck at 

the Mayor+s cabinet meeting on the 13th? I don+t want 

to present + will suck up too much time, but I would like 

the cabinet to be clear about what we+re doing and why. 

Any other semi-internal constituents that I+m missing? 
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Kaya Henderson 
Chancellor 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 15t Street N E 
12th Floor 

Washington, DC 20002 
202-442-5885 
Kaya. Henderson@dc.gov 

From: Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 5:27 PM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, 
Claudia (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Davis, John L. (DCPS) 
Cc: Henderson, Kaya (DCPS) 
Subject: The deck to date 

I+ve made many of the changes that we talked about earlier today and 
I think the deck is much improved. I have three slides that still need 
work on my end. They are: 

+ The slide that talks about the % of staff who are teachers + 
Lisa has given me great data that I need to incorporate 

+ I need to fill in some quotes from folks on slide 10 

+ On slide 12, I+m going to try to make the Roosevelt/Cardozo 
distinction more clear. 

What I still need from other folks is: 

+ Librarian information + lisa is working on this 

+ Verification of utilization rates + Anthony and Claudia can you 
do this? 

+ The date for the boundary and feeder engagement is missing 

+ about when will we start that Josephine/Anthony? 

+ The last slide needs a ton of data + Anthony and Claudia, I 
think these fall in your court. 

+ I missed if we had a new location for CHOICE + john and 
Anthony can you help there? 

+ The wards 1 and 3 slide is kinda skimpy right now. can we add 
utilization rates and enrollments for some schools there? that 
would make the point clearly. 

Happy to take edits on the other slides as well. 1+" give them a more 
critical read later tonight. 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, 
the Office of Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on 

Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 02,20122:34 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
mfilardo@21csf.org; Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Got it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2,2012, at 2:03 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Yes, but there was concern (that makes sense to me) that we would have been meeting with him before 

the Mayor had received a full briefing, before all the CM.s, etc. 

So, I have been communicating with him and had to unfortunately cancel twice and am stalling him right 

now. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
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www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be 
important that now more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on 
school closures. Please join us on Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the 
announcements and to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings City Council will be 
having on DCPS school closures. If you haven~t already please make sure to register to 
give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to contact me 
with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday ~ November 10th (12:00 ~ 2:00pm) ~ School closure Testimony 
development meeting for upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office ~ 1419 V Street, NW 
(close to the U Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for 
the upcoming hearings the City Council will have on DCPS school closures. 
Please let me know if you are able to attend and if you will need child care. 
Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 ~ 8:00pm)~ Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 1) 

o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school 
closures. This is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school 
closures in your community and the city at large. We really want to let the 
city know that we need a Moratorium on schools closures immediately! This 
is a good day for Students and Parents to give testimony as it 
starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 ~ 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 2) 

o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact 
Erika Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email 

at ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, 
November 13th. Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 02,20122:34 PM 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS) 
mfilardo@21csf.org; Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Re: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Got it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2,2012, at 2:03 PM, "Burney, Shanita (DCPS)" <shanita.burney@dc.gov> wrote: 

Yes, but there was concern (that makes sense to me) that we would have been meeting with him before 

the Mayor had received a full briefing, before all the CM.s, etc. 

So, I have been communicating with him and had to unfortunately cancel twice and am stalling him right 

now. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony 
D. (DCPS) 
Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 

Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
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www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be 
important that now more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on 
school closures. Please join us on Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the 
announcements and to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings City Council will be 
having on DCPS school closures. If you haven~t already please make sure to register to 
give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to contact me 
with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday ~ November 10th (12:00 ~ 2:00pm) ~ School closure Testimony 
development meeting for upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office ~ 1419 V Street, NW 
(close to the U Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for 
the upcoming hearings the City Council will have on DCPS school closures. 
Please let me know if you are able to attend and if you will need child care. 
Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 ~ 8:00pm)~ Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 1) 

o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school 
closures. This is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school 
closures in your community and the city at large. We really want to let the 
city know that we need a Moratorium on schools closures immediately! This 
is a good day for Students and Parents to give testimony as it 
starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 ~ 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school 
closures (part 2) 

o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact 
Erika Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email 

at ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, 
November 13th. Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 02,20122:00 PM 

To: mfilardo@21csf.org; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications {311/911 
Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

FYI-

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be important that now 
more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on school closures. Please join us on 
Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the announcements and to develop testimony for the 
upcoming hearings City Council will be having on DCPS school closures. If you haven't already please 
make sure to register to give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development meeting for 
upcoming council hearings: 
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o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to the U 
Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings the 
City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know if you are able to 
attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 - 8:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 1) 
o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school closures. This 

is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school closures in your community 
and the city at large. We really want to let the city know that we need a Moratorium on 
schools closures immediately! This is a good day for Students and Parents to give 
testimony as it starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 - 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 2) 
o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact Erika 
Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email at 

ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: 
Sent: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, November 02,20122:00 PM 

To: mfilardo@21csf.org; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, 
Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: RE: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Are we still meeting with them? 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 1:56 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

FYI-

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Daniel del Pielago [mailto:daniel@empowerdc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, November 02,2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Empower DC Education Campaign - Important Dates/Updates to fight School Closures 

Hello all, 

DCPS will most likely be announcing school closures this coming week. It will be important that now 
more than ever we are pushing back and calling for a moratorium on school closures. Please join us on 
Saturday the 10th for a meeting to plan a response to the announcements and to develop testimony for the 
upcoming hearings City Council will be having on DCPS school closures. If you haven't already please 
make sure to register to give testimony at the hearings ASAP, details are listed below. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions or concerns. 

• Saturday - November 10th (12:00 - 2:00pm) - School closure Testimony development meeting for 
upcoming council hearings: 

o We will be meeting here at the Empower DC office - 1419 V Street, NW (close to the U 
Street metro-green line). The goal is to develop testimony for the upcoming hearings the 
City Council will have on DCPS school closures. Please let me know if you are able to 
attend and if you will need child care. Contact Daniel via email or at 202-234-9119 xt. 104 

• Thursday, November 15th (4:00 - 8:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 1) 
o This will be the first part of the hearings Council is having on DCPS school closures. This 

is a great opportunity to speak on your concerns about school closures in your community 
and the city at large. We really want to let the city know that we need a Moratorium on 
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schools closures immediately! This is a good day for Students and Parents to give 
testimony as it starts at 4:00pm. 

• Monday, November 19th (2:00 - 6:00pm)- Council Hearing on DCPS school closures (part 2) 
o Second hearing on DCPS school closures. 

To register to give testimony on either of these dates please contact Erika 
Wadlington of the City Council at 202-724-8124 or via email at 

ewadlington@dccouncil.us by close of business on Tuesday, November 13th. 
Hearing announcement is attached. 

If you need help in getting registered please feel free to contact me at 202-234-9119 xt. 104. 

Daniel del Pielago 
Education Organizer 
Empower DC 
1419 V Street, NW 
202-234-9119 xt. 104 
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From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 31,201212:37 AM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: FW: High Schools 

FYI 

From: Gordon, Dan (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 12:49 PM 
To: Davis, John L. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
Cc: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: High Schools 

Good afternoon. Hope everyone is dry and wondering what the big deal is, as we are here in calm, electrified Adams Morgan. 

Claudia and I just spoke, and I'm writing to share some thoughts/ask some questions about the high school piece of the school 
closure conversation. I hope this is helpful going into tomorrow's conversation with the Chancellor. 

1) Where are we with the CTE Center idea at Spingarn? Since Carey and I first pitched this idea to Kaya (and she gave us the 
green light), here's what's happened: 

• Everyone with whom we've shared the idea has been really excited, including the three HS supts at the CTE Task 
Force. Many have suggested it would be a very attractive investment for foundations/industry/other DC agencies. 

• I am tentatively planning to locate CTE programs in the Health and Information Technology (IT) industries there. Both 
industries are priorities under the CTE Task Force's labor market data-driven analysis. 

• Executive Director of the WIC is very interested in this and would like to consider placing a youth-focused "One Stop" 
site there to support employment/workforce development. 

• DME's office is also very interested in possibly using the facility also as a "re-engagement center" like they do in 
Baltimore and LA. This is one of the great perks of the CTE center is that the building could be used more than just 
during the school day by a variety of groups for a variety of purposes. 

• The former Young ES building, which Kaya suggested we consider using as a hub for non-profits that support 
workforce development, has been put on the market for charters. Kaya was going to ask DME about taking it off, but 
I don't know if she has. It may be passed on, in which case it could be reclaimed for this project. 

• 101 logistical challenges still remain to figure out how to operate/fund a center like this. We have time, though, 
because we wouldn't want to open it until after it was modernized. I would love to know if we could accelerate the 
schedule for that, either by finding additional funding or by swapping places with another school on the queue. 

2) What are the programmatic benefits of a 6-12 model? I understand one or two 6-12 schools may emerge from this. The 
push back on this model I've heard mostly is about concern for the safety of the younger students. I believe CHEC hasn't run 
into this much at all, and it seems that it's mostly about being smart about dividing the building and setting up the bell 
schedule. There may be other concerns, but I don't know of them. 

Here are in my view some of the exciting opportunities afforded by the 6-12 model: 

• Access to high-school level courses for advanced middle graders (math, world language, maybe CTE, etc) 
• Vertical teaming for content teachers to plan together, align curriculum and instructional practices (this is particularly 

useful in "pre-AP" teaching and building a pipeline for success in more rigorous upperclass courses 
• Greater opportunity for middle graders to build and maintain relationships with caring adults to help them not just 

get through middle school but also over the 9th grade hump 
• No or very little 8th-->9th transition to make, which often leads to the big negatives in 9th grade 
• Flexibility to take "competency-based learning" seriously ... students could advance or take longer as needed because 

there's more flexibility in the schedule 
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Hope all of the above is helpful. I'm happy to talk further about any of this and/or help prepare any information for the 
closing announcements. 

Best, 
Dan 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, October 23,20121:40 PM 
Rinkus, Christopher (OCPS) 
RE: McKinley 

I heard that's not likely. I heard that we needed to close 50 schools to break even © 

The whole Ward 5 thing is fundamentally flawed. We do not have the students to support 2 stand alone neighborhood 
middle schools. McKinley should have really been a specialized/application middle school. And we should have opened 
it second - after Brookland. Sigh ... 

From: Rinkus, Christopher COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2012 1:37 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: McKinley 

Funny ... maybe closures will help pay for it 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: McKinley 

Looping in Shanita, copied on this email. 

From: Rinkus, Christopher COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2012 1:35 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: McKinley 

Super efficient 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: RE: McKinley 

No one else next year. ... as of now. 

From: Rinkus, Christopher COCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2012 1:32 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Subject: Re: McKinley 

Who else is losing their MS 

From: <Lujan>, Claudia Lujan <claudia.lujan@dc.gov> 
To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: McKinley 

MS will open next year with full 6-8. Langley will lose ms at the end of this year. Langley, as of now, is only feeder to McKinley 
ms. 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 5:26 PM, "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> wrote: 

How does McKinley MS affect Langley 

From: <Rinkus>, Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 

To: "Robinson, Akilah (DCPS)" <akilah.robinson@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: McKinley 

Got it. I'm honestly not sure. Let me find out & get back to you 

From: <Robinson>, "Akilah (DCPS)" <akilah.robinson@dc.gov> 

To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: McKinley 

Yes and when will the change take place. 

From: "Rinkus, Christopher (DCPS)" <Christopher.Rinkus@dc.gov> 

Date: Mon, 22 Oct 2012 17:12:32 -0400 
To: DCPS-OSE1 <akilah.robinson@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: McKinley 

Just so I have the question correct, you are asking that with the launch of McKinley Middle School, how will 
that affect Langley offering MS? 

From: <Robinson>, "Akilah (DCPS)" <akilah.robinson@dc.gov> 

To: Christopher Rinkus <christopher.rinkus@dc.gov> 

Subject: McKinley 

Hi Chris, 

In my check-in with Dr. Beers, he asked me to touch base with you regarding McKinley Middle School. Are 
the Langley grades moving our of the building for SY13-14 or SY13-15? Please let me know if you need more 
clarity. 

Thanks, 

Akilah 

Akilah M. Robinson 
Specialist, Strategy & Performance 
Office of Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 576 1113 
C 202 489 7286 
F 202 654 6067 
E akllah roblnson@dc gOY 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
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Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, October 22,20122:28 PM 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
FW: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 

High 

Can you include these in SPED FAQ. 

From: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 
Importance: High 

See below. Sharing with you both to compile for Adam. 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:37 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 
Importance: High 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Josephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:32:28 -0400 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 

Nathaniel, 
Members of Anthony and my team are working to develop response to a number of the hard questions we posed during 
our discussion last week on school closures. In addition to the questions we developed, the consulting team we have 
engaged and who will assist us in the development of all of the collateral communications material, produced a number 
of additional questions of which you see referenced below. They developed questions on special education that we 
need your to assistance with. 

How is the District planning to manage the closure of all the special education schools at one time? The move for 
Mamie D Lee and Sharpe would take place in SY 14-15 to allow the facility at River Terrace to be prepared for 
the students and the programs. The closure of Prospect would allow us to be more compliant with the law and 
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decrease the number of due process complaints and non-public placements by increasing the capacity in 
neighborhood schools to serve the students who are currently enrolled at Prospect. As DCPS has built capacity 
at neighborhood schools, there have been many fewer referrals to Prospect and the population has been 
decreasing outside the new early childhood and ED classrooms placed there. 

Won't this just increase the number of students in non-public placements?See above 
Has there been any analysis of how inclusion of special education students is working? DCPS has been evaluating the 

progress of all students. However, there is little historical data to rely on. The Office of Special Education has 
been working to ensure that schools get the right technical support they need to serve students in more 
inclusive settings. 

Are there projected cost savings from closing the special education schools? There are no cost savings. The goal is to 
make sure that the students can receive more comprehensive services than currently offered at Sharpe and 
Mamie D Lee. This means that the current resources would be redistributed to improve the capacity to serve 
students. For the students at Prospect, the costs will be similar however DCPS will be more compliant with IDEA 
requirements to provide education in the least restrictive environment and thus increase the chances for 
students to receive more services within the general education environment. 

Will the cost of increased special education staffing at neighborhood schools be less or more than the cost 
of continuing to staff the existing special-education campuses? See above. 

Would you be able to take some time to consider and develop the responses for these questions by about noon 
tomorrow? 

I am sure these are not be full representative of all the questions we may be asked with respect to the impact on the 
SPED program and students, but they are in the ballpark of what we can anticipate having to answer at some point. 
Please feel free to edit and/or augment the questions themselves if you can think of a different approach. You may not 
be able to answer the question, but knowing that will help us determine the narrative and design the documents 
appropriately. 

Thanks in advance. 

Kindly, 
Josephine 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:21 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 
Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Follow-ups from today's communications meeting 

We need to hash out some of the answers to the IItough" FAQs. Adam has a firm grasp on most of the questions, but 
DCPS needs to do some thinking on several. 

The OFPE team needs to work on the following: 
What will you need to see from these public hearings to engage the public on the challenges you are facing, rather 

than trying to solve it all within DCPS? 

What is the value and role of trust and support from DCPS families, parents and community members as you 
manage our public schools? 

Josephine-I believe you said you would also check in with Dr. Beers on the SPED questions. 
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The COO team needs to work on the following: 
When DCPS and Mayor Fenty closed 23 schools in 2008, they promised that it would benefit the programs in the 

remaining schools and lead to better schools. A number of the schools on this closing list were ones that were 
the receiving schools in 2008, why didn't this work out? 

Some of the city's best-regarded schools have small enrollments (e.g., Ross, Cleveland, Hearst, Peabody, Capitol Hill 
Montessori, School Without Walls, Banneker, and Ellington) and nearly half of all the public charter schools have 
enrollments less than 350 students If they are successful with few students, can't small schools with children 
from low income families and communities be supported also? 

Do the Mayor, Chancellor and Council want the DCPS schools to be walkable, particularly in communities where 
families may not have personal automobiles? 

What will the impact be on the traffic congestion in the city, if more students are bussed or driven to school? How 
might this affect student health? How much will this cost? 

Years ago, small Georgetown schools clustered to share staff, and now these DCPS schools are growing and have 
expanded and modernized buildings. Why not try that or other approaches rather than disinvesting in 
neighborhoods where people also need neighborhood schools? 

(ADG) Schools in Ward 3 jumped the modernization list and got full modernizations moving ahead of the schools on 
the closing list. Nowa number of neighborhood schools are proposed for closure, in part because they were not 
modernized. How is this equitable? 

Best, 
Amy 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sunday, October 21, 2012 10:38 PM 
Corney, Jennifer; mfilardo@21csf.org 
Re: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 

Can we connect in the am via phone? Want to make sure I understand the charter piece. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 21, 2012, at 9:57 PM, "Comey, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org> wrote: 

> Howdy all -- I was out of town on Saturday and just got back tonight, so I'm catching up on 
the emails. Here's what I think are the next steps for Monday: 
> 
> 1. Revisions to the criteria list. 
> --break up the campuses, like Oyster Adams into separate locations. 
> --add in ward designations and run Mary's enrollment, capacity, and number of schools for 
DCPS. Create bar graphs comparing enrollment and capacity by ward. Talk about how to show 
number of kids and number of schools. 
> --Mary asked that we add back in the senior high schools, alternative, special ed schools 
but this will throw off the criteria flag. How about. How about we create a separate tab with 
those schools, so DCPS has the info but it won't mess with the criteria flag? 
> --need updates to the scheduled modernization flags (DCPS to provide which scheduled 
modernization are legit). 
> 
> 2. Charter enrollment tables 
> --go back over why some clusters not adding up. 
> --run number of LEAs, number schools, number students. 
> Mary, I think having a cluster map showing the increase in enrollments of the charters by 
cluster/ward is important and is a critical factor influencing DCPS' enrollment. My issue was 
using this map to help determine which DCPS schools to close. My concern was that we needed 
to know the permancy of the locations of the charters before making school closure decisions. 
> 
> I think there was one other thing to do on Monday but I need to send this in order to 
scroll through my emails. 
> jc 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> From: MFilardo@21csf.org [MFilardo@21csf.org] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 11:59 AM 
> To: Litschwartz, Sophie; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
> Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov; Comey, Jennifer; MacDonald, 
Graham 
> Subject: RE: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 
> 
> Sophie, this is really getting close. I spent a little more time on this this weekend. 
Couple of comments--
> 
> 1) Oyster should be broken into two schools, one is at the Calvert location grades PK-4th, 
with its own building number (I'll send it on, don't have it in my head anymore) with the 
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other location at Adams on 19th street building code 201--with grades 5-8th, I think. This 
is important as we need to provide some ward level analysis. 
> 
> 2) 
show 

We 
by 

need the ward designation pulled in. Obviously to do the ward analysis. I want to 
ES, MS and HS (might have to do PK8 in ward 5 and 4): 

> a) 2011-12 DCPS enrollment by ward 
> b) 2012 DCPS capacity by ward 
> c) 2012 number of DCPS schools by ward 
> d) 2011-12 number of students who live in the ward 
> 
> What this will do is show the distribution challenges for DCPS, it will highlight the fact 
that while there may be more DCPS students in 7 and 8, there is much more school capacity, 
and far more schools than in other wards, particularly for ES and MS--hence smaller school 
enrollments. 
> 
> I think this could be in one bar graph, with enrollment compared to capacity include in one 
bar--then total DCPS children living in the ward in a separate bar, with the number of DCPS 
schools by level listed below the ward axis designation. There would be three of these--one 
for ES, MS, HS. 
> 
> I also don't think it makes sense for us to work with a partial master school file--so the 
special education, alternative and STAY schools should be added in. DCPS is making 
recommendations on these programs and even though it is based on a different criteria 
analysis, we want to have a complete school file for them to work from. 
> 
> Thanks. Mary 
> 
> 
> 
> Mary Filardo 
> Executive Director 
> 21st Century School Fund 
> (202)745-3745 Xll 
> (202)745-1713 fax 
> mfilardo@21csf.org 
> www.21csf.org 
> www.BESTfacilities.org 
> 
> 1816 12th Street, NW 
> Washington, DC 20009 
> 
> From: Litschwartz, Sophie [SLitschwartz@urban.org] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:48 PM 
> To: Mary Filardo; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
> Cc: Nichols, Austin; Nancy Huvendick; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov; Comey, Jennifer; MacDonald, Graham 
> Subject: RE: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 
> 
> Sorry to send out two emails. I made a couple last minute edits to a couple of the headers, 
and here is the latest file. There is also a copy on the sharepoint for the project. Also, 
just a note, the scheduled modernizations haven't been re-categorized to reflect which 
scheduled building mods are set and which can be changed because we're still waiting on the 
update. 
> Sophie 
> 
> -----Original Message----
> From: Litschwartz, Sophie 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:18 PM 
> To: 'MFilardo@21csf.org'; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
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> Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov; Comey, Jennifer; MacDonald, 
Graham 
> Subject: Closure Criteria and School Characteristics File 
> 
> Here's the latest updated closure criteria and school characteristics file. Let me know if 
you have any questions. 
> 
> Sophie Litschwartz 
> Research Associate 
> Metropolitan Housing and Communities 
> The Urban Institute 
> 2100 M St. NW 
> Washington, DC 20037 
> (202) 261-5332 
> www.urban.org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 18,20129:19 AM 
Iheanacho, Nancy (DCPS) 
Fwd: capture rate by age 

Attachments: PopForecasts11_14_2010-2020.pdf; PopForecasts4_11_201 0-2020.pdf; Population 
Methodolo9LSources_Punchlines.docx; Elementary.pdf; School_Cluster Crosswalk.docx; 
ATT00001.htm; Cluster_School Crosswalk.docx; ATT00007.htm; Middle.pdf 

Can you print copies for boundaries mtg? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <CJ.~]J.djfLL]Jjf!:n@d~,gQ'y> 
Subject: FW: capture rate by age 

These are the maps and projection pieces for today. mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21 st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 XII (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csforg 
www,.2Jg.~f.m:g 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Corney, Jennifer [m.~il.t.Q.)Cmn~y@.mb.f!:n,.Q.rg] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:06 AM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nichols, Austin; MacDonald, Graham; Litschwartz, Sophie 
Cc: Nancy Huvendick 
Subject: RE: capture rate by age 

Thanks for starting this, Mary. I do see the need for the capture rate, because right now our 
punchlines say that approximately 7,800 more elementary aged kids are estimated to live in the 
city by 2020. First, this number is high and one could reasonably wonder why are we closing 
schools when so many more predicted kids. And the second point is that DCPS shouldn+t 
expect to capture the full 7,800 kids. We+ll talk internally about ways to estimate the capture 
rate, and we should do it for 2000 too as a point of comparison. 

Attached are the population maps and narrative. The narrative is written to simply explain the 
maps + they aren+t written in the context of closing schools. And again the main punchline is 
that we+re expecting a lot more elementary aged kids virtually all over the city by 2020 and 
more middle school kids in some parts of the city. This begs the question of why close schools. 
Showing two maps+that there are loses but then gains may make the argument clearer. 
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Also attached are the revised DCPS enrollment maps with capacity and the new legend for 
schools/clusters. Graham has the charter maps done too + we+ll send around with narratives 
later on today. 

Claudia + we+re almost done with the criteria table + Sophie is going to send you the list of 
scheduled modernizations so we can learn which ones should be removed. 

We should also start sharing through Sharepoint. 
Thanks, 
JC 

From: MEil~IdQ@_2Jg_~fm:g<m~iltQ_;MEil~IdQ@_2J~~fm:g> [mf!:il1Q_;MEitm::_dQ_@2Jg_~fQIg] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 11:43 PM 
To: Corney, Jennifer; Nichols, Austin; MacDonald, Graham; Litschwartz, Sophie 
Cc: J:frl.IJy.~ndj~k@2J~~fQrg<m~jltQJ"~~HllY~.ndi_gk@2JQ_s.LQJg> 
Subject: capture rate by age 

Did a quick check on this. Seems interesting, according to this DCPS captures only 50%--1 have 
mixed years (by one) seems like it would be best to use 2010 enrollment, rather than 2011, but 
the enrollments were close that year, so may not make much difference to get relational scale. 
After looking at this, 1 decided to see distribution by age group: DCPS has 55% of 4-11 year 

olds; 39% of 11-14 year olds and 50% of 14-17 year olds. (I think 1 did the breaks 
correctly+4,5,6,7,8,9,10 in first span; 11,12,13 in second span; and 14,15,16,17 in third span) 
otherwise the percentages will be very different. Mary 

DCPS capture rate for 4-17 year olds 50% 

ALL Children 

Census 

age span 

totals 2010 

DCPS 

SY 2011 

age 4-11 

41,912 

Age 4 

2178 

age 11-14 
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20,015 

Age 5 

3338 

age 14-17 

22,154 

Age 6 

3793 

age 4-17 

84,081 

Age 7 

3728 

Age 8 

3345 

Age 9 

3345 

Age 10 

3234 

Age 11 

2979 

Age 12 

2455 

Age 13 

2335 
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Age 14 

2497 

Age 15 

2680 

Age 16 

2748 

Age 17 

3091 

41,746 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21 st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 XII (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21 csf. org<mailto: mfilardo@21 csf. org> 
www,_2Jg_~fm:g<bJ1PjLwww,2J~~fm:g> 
www.BESTfacilities. org<http://www .BES Tfacilities. org> 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications {311/911 
Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thank you!! 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, October 16,20124:38 PM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
RE: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 

From: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 
Importance: High 

See below. Sharing with you both to compile for Adam. 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:37 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 
Importance: High 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Josephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:32:28 -0400 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 

Nathaniel, 
Members of Anthony and my team are working to develop response to a number of the hard questions we posed during 
our discussion last week on school closures. In addition to the questions we developed, the consulting team we have 
engaged and who will assist us in the development of all of the collateral communications material, produced a number 
of additional questions of which you see referenced below. They developed questions on special education that we 
need your to assistance with. 

How is the District planning to manage the closure of all the special education schools at one time? The move for 
Mamie D Lee and Sharpe would take place in SY 14-15 to allow the facility at River Terrace to be prepared for 
the students and the programs. The closure of Prospect would allow us to be more compliant with the law and 
decrease the number of due process complaints and non-public placements by increasing the capacity in 
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neighborhood schools to serve the students who are currently enrolled at Prospect. As DCPS has built capacity 
at neighborhood schools, there have been many fewer referrals to Prospect and the population has been 
decreasing outside the new early childhood and ED classrooms placed there. 

Won't this just increase the number of students in non-public placements?See above 
Has there been any analysis of how inclusion of special education students is working? DCPS has been evaluating the 

progress of all students. However, there is little historical data to rely on. The Office of Special Education has 
been working to ensure that schools get the right technical support they need to serve students in more 
inclusive settings. 

Are there projected cost savings from closing the special education schools? There are no cost savings. The goal is to 
make sure that the students can receive more comprehensive services than currently offered at Sharpe and 
Mamie D Lee. This means that the current resources would be redistributed to improve the capacity to serve 
students. For the students at Prospect, the costs will be similar however DCPS will be more compliant with IDEA 
requirements to provide education in the least restrictive environment and thus increase the chances for 
students to receive more services within the general education environment. 

Will the cost of increased special education staffing at neighborhood schools be less or more than the cost 
of continuing to staff the existing special-education campuses? See above. 

Would you be able to take some time to consider and develop the responses for these questions by about noon 
tomorrow? 

I am sure these are not be full representative of all the questions we may be asked with respect to the impact on the 
SPED program and students, but they are in the ballpark of what we can anticipate having to answer at some point. 
Please feel free to edit and/or augment the questions themselves if you can think of a different approach. You may not 
be able to answer the question, but knowing that will help us determine the narrative and design the documents 
appropriately. 

Thanks in advance. 

Kindly, 
Josephine 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:21 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 
Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Follow-ups from today's communications meeting 

We need to hash out some of the answers to the IItough" FAQs. Adam has a firm grasp on most of the questions, but 
DCPS needs to do some thinking on several. 

The OFPE team needs to work on the following: 
What will you need to see from these public hearings to engage the public on the challenges you are facing, rather 

than trying to solve it all within DCPS? 

What is the value and role of trust and support from DCPS families, parents and community members as you 
manage our public schools? 

Josephine-I believe you said you would also check in with Dr. Beers on the SPED questions. 

The COO team needs to work on the following: 
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When DCPS and Mayor Fenty closed 23 schools in 2008, they promised that it would benefit the programs in the 
remaining schools and lead to better schools. A number of the schools on this closing list were ones that were 
the receiving schools in 2008, why didn't this work out? 

Some of the city's best-regarded schools have small enrollments (e.g., Ross, Cleveland, Hearst, Peabody, Capitol Hill 
Montessori, School Without Walls, Banneker, and Ellington) and nearly half of all the public charter schools have 
enrollments less than 350 students If they are successful with few students, can't small schools with children 
from low income families and communities be supported also? 

Do the Mayor, Chancellor and Council want the DCPS schools to be walkable, particularly in communities where 
families may not have personal automobiles? 

What will the impact be on the traffic congestion in the city, if more students are bussed or driven to school? How 
might this affect student health? How much will this cost? 

Years ago, small Georgetown schools clustered to share staff, and now these DCPS schools are growing and have 
expanded and modernized buildings. Why not try that or other approaches rather than disinvesting in 
neighborhoods where people also need neighborhood schools? 

(ADG) Schools in Ward 3 jumped the modernization list and got full modernizations moving ahead of the schools on 
the closing list. Nowa number of neighborhood schools are proposed for closure, in part because they were not 
modernized. How is this equitable? 

Best, 
Amy 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thank you!! 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, October 16,20124:38 PM 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Burney, Shanita (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
RE: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 

From: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: Burney, Shanita (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS) 
Subject: FW: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 
Importance: High 

See below. Sharing with you both to compile for Adam. 

From: Beers, Nathaniel (DCPS) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:37 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 
Importance: High 

See below. 

Nathaniel Beers, MD, MPA, FAAP 
Chief, Special Education 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of Special Education 
1200 First St NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202 535-1089 
F 202 654-6075 
E Nathaniel 8eers@dc gov 
http //dcps dc gov 

From: Josephine Robinson <josephine.robinson@dc.gov> 
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:32:28 -0400 
To: N Beers <nathaniel.beers@dc.gov> 
Subject: ACTION: Respond to SPED questions re closures 

Nathaniel, 
Members of Anthony and my team are working to develop response to a number of the hard questions we posed during 
our discussion last week on school closures. In addition to the questions we developed, the consulting team we have 
engaged and who will assist us in the development of all of the collateral communications material, produced a number 
of additional questions of which you see referenced below. They developed questions on special education that we 
need your to assistance with. 

How is the District planning to manage the closure of all the special education schools at one time? The move for 
Mamie D Lee and Sharpe would take place in SY 14-15 to allow the facility at River Terrace to be prepared for 
the students and the programs. The closure of Prospect would allow us to be more compliant with the law and 
decrease the number of due process complaints and non-public placements by increasing the capacity in 
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neighborhood schools to serve the students who are currently enrolled at Prospect. As DCPS has built capacity 
at neighborhood schools, there have been many fewer referrals to Prospect and the population has been 
decreasing outside the new early childhood and ED classrooms placed there. 

Won't this just increase the number of students in non-public placements?See above 
Has there been any analysis of how inclusion of special education students is working? DCPS has been evaluating the 

progress of all students. However, there is little historical data to rely on. The Office of Special Education has 
been working to ensure that schools get the right technical support they need to serve students in more 
inclusive settings. 

Are there projected cost savings from closing the special education schools? There are no cost savings. The goal is to 
make sure that the students can receive more comprehensive services than currently offered at Sharpe and 
Mamie D Lee. This means that the current resources would be redistributed to improve the capacity to serve 
students. For the students at Prospect, the costs will be similar however DCPS will be more compliant with IDEA 
requirements to provide education in the least restrictive environment and thus increase the chances for 
students to receive more services within the general education environment. 

Will the cost of increased special education staffing at neighborhood schools be less or more than the cost 
of continuing to staff the existing special-education campuses? See above. 

Would you be able to take some time to consider and develop the responses for these questions by about noon 
tomorrow? 

I am sure these are not be full representative of all the questions we may be asked with respect to the impact on the 
SPED program and students, but they are in the ballpark of what we can anticipate having to answer at some point. 
Please feel free to edit and/or augment the questions themselves if you can think of a different approach. You may not 
be able to answer the question, but knowing that will help us determine the narrative and design the documents 
appropriately. 

Thanks in advance. 

Kindly, 
Josephine 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:21 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com; Burney, Shanita (DCPS); 
Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Follow-ups from today's communications meeting 

We need to hash out some of the answers to the IItough" FAQs. Adam has a firm grasp on most of the questions, but 
DCPS needs to do some thinking on several. 

The OFPE team needs to work on the following: 
What will you need to see from these public hearings to engage the public on the challenges you are facing, rather 

than trying to solve it all within DCPS? 

What is the value and role of trust and support from DCPS families, parents and community members as you 
manage our public schools? 

Josephine-I believe you said you would also check in with Dr. Beers on the SPED questions. 

The COO team needs to work on the following: 
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When DCPS and Mayor Fenty closed 23 schools in 2008, they promised that it would benefit the programs in the 
remaining schools and lead to better schools. A number of the schools on this closing list were ones that were 
the receiving schools in 2008, why didn't this work out? 

Some of the city's best-regarded schools have small enrollments (e.g., Ross, Cleveland, Hearst, Peabody, Capitol Hill 
Montessori, School Without Walls, Banneker, and Ellington) and nearly half of all the public charter schools have 
enrollments less than 350 students If they are successful with few students, can't small schools with children 
from low income families and communities be supported also? 

Do the Mayor, Chancellor and Council want the DCPS schools to be walkable, particularly in communities where 
families may not have personal automobiles? 

What will the impact be on the traffic congestion in the city, if more students are bussed or driven to school? How 
might this affect student health? How much will this cost? 

Years ago, small Georgetown schools clustered to share staff, and now these DCPS schools are growing and have 
expanded and modernized buildings. Why not try that or other approaches rather than disinvesting in 
neighborhoods where people also need neighborhood schools? 

(ADG) Schools in Ward 3 jumped the modernization list and got full modernizations moving ahead of the schools on 
the closing list. Nowa number of neighborhood schools are proposed for closure, in part because they were not 
modernized. How is this equitable? 

Best, 
Amy 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, October 16,20126:53 AM 
Adam Kernan-Schloss 
Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); DeGuzman, Anthony D. 
(DCPS); Burney, Shanita (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Mary Filardo 

Subject: Re: Follow-ups from today's communications meetin 

Actually, it needs to be before that. We have to get deck to Chancellor on Monday, but need to get it to Lisa and 
Pete prior and Josephine and Anthony have to be good with it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 15,2012, at 2:06 PM, "Adam Kernan-Schloss" <adam@ksaplus.com> wrote: 

I'd say COB Thursday, so we can edit and incorporate into PPT, etc. on Friday+fro delivery to 
Kaya on Monday. 

Adam 
On Oct 15,2012, at 1:22 PM, Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS) wrote: 

Agreed. Assuming everything has an ASAP deadline, when do we need to have these done? 1+11 need 
to give Nathaniel something. Thanks 

From: Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:21 PM 
To: Robinson, Josephine B. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); adam@ksaplus.com; Burney, 
Shanita (DCPS); Charles, Hassan (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: Follow-ups from today's communications meeting 

We need to hash out some of the answers to the +tough+ FAQs. Adam has a firm grasp on most of the 
questions, but DCPS needs to do some thinking on several. 

The OFPE team needs to work on the following: 
( What will you need to see from these public hearings to engage the public on the challenges 

you are facing, rather than trying to solve it all within DCPS? 

What is the value and role of trust and support from DCPS families, parents and community 
members as you manage our public schools? 

Josephine+1 believe you said you would also check in with Dr. Beers on the SPED questions. 

The COO team needs to work on the following: 
( When DCPS and Mayor Fenty closed 23 schools in 2008, they promised that it would benefit 

the programs in the remaining schools and lead to better schools. A number of the schools on 

this closing list were ones that were the receiving schools in 2008, why didn+t this work out? 

Some of the city+s best-regarded schools have small enrollments (e.g., Ross, Cleveland, 
Hearst, Peabody, Capitol Hill Montessori, School Without Walls, Banneker, and Ellington) and 
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Best, 
Amy 

nearly half of all the public charter schools have enrollments less than 350 students If they are 

successful with few students, can+t small schools with children from low income families and 
communities be supported also? 

Do the Mayor, Chancellor and Council want the DCPS schools to be walkable, particularly in 
communities where families may not have personal automobiles? 

What will the impact be on the traffic congestion in the city, if more students are bussed or 
driven to school? How might this affect student health? How much will this cost? 

Years ago, small Georgetown schools clustered to share staff, and now these DCPS schools are 
growing and have expanded and modernized buildings. Why not try that or other approaches 
rather than disinvesting in neighborhoods where people also need neighborhood schools? 

(ADG) Schools in Ward 3 jumped the modernization list and got full modernizations moving 
ahead of the schools on the closing list. Nowa number of neighborhood schools are proposed 
for closure, in part because they were not modernized. How is this equitable? 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

Adam Kernan-Schloss 
KSA-Plus Communications 
2000 N. 15th St., Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-284-7114 (direct) 
703-528-7100, x 114 (main) 
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703-624-380 1 (cell) 
www.ksaplus.com 

Follow us on Twitter: KSAPlus 
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Potential Closures 
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Closures: Enrollment and Utilization Impact 

• Currently, 77 schools do not meet our enrollment benchmarks (ES: 350, EC: 
500, MS: 450, HS: 550) 

• After closures, we project that only 46 schools will fall below our 
enrollment threshold. The majority of these schools have been 
modernized, are at full capacity, or we made a public commitment to 
grow. 

• Of the 31 schools that came off the list, 

• 15 schools are among those that would close 

• 16 schools are receiving schools 

• Currently, 47 schools are utilizing less than 75% of their building. After 
closings we project this will drop 40% to 28 schools. 
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Preliminary Population Data: Ward 7 and 8 

• We are working with the Office of Planning and Urban Institute on population 
projections and other data analysis that has and will continue to inform this process 

• Historical data shows that: 

• From 2000-2010 both wards lost children between the ages of 5-11 

• There were no areas of any growth of children 

• Preliminary projections show that from 2010-2015 

• Bolling Air Force Base is the only neighborhood cluster where school-age children 
are projected to grow. Nearby DCPS schools capture few of these students 
currently. 

• Majority of neighborhood clusters in Ward 7 and 8 are showing up to 2% decline 
in school-age children 

• Kenilworth, Houston, River Terrace neighborhoods are projected to have more 
than a 2% decline in school-age children 
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Ward 7: Public School Options 

Buildings Enrollment Buildings Enrollment 

PS-5 14 3815 5 2041 

PS-8 1 308 1 

6-8 3 860 1 1036 

9-12 1 718 6** 2019 

Total 19 5701 8 5096 

**4 of the 6 schools have grades 4-8 
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PS-5 

PS-8 

6-8 

9-12 

Total 

Ward 8: Public School Options 

Buildings 

15 

3 

2 

20 

Enrollment 

4551 

1043 

1536 

7130 

Buildings 

9 

3 

3 

15 

Enrollment 

3378 

990 

965 

5333 
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Francis-Stevens EC (Ward 2) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 225 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 60% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 15% 
2012 Performance -- 52% (R), 50% (M) 

• School is under 250 and is only utilizing 60% of the building 

• Can't build a strong middle school program with so few students 

• Predominantly serving an out-of-boundary population 

• School is better utilized as an expansion site for SWW to relieve capacity at 
Wilson SHS and possibly Deal MS 

Receiving School(s): 
• Neighboring elementary schools will absorb the students - not a large population 

of IB families to consider. 
• Middle grade students will be absorbed by Shaw 
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Seaton or Garrison (Ward 2) 

Seaton 

10/5 Enrollment -- 257 
% In-boundary - 28% 
Building Capacity -- 420 
Building Utilization -- 62% 
2012 Performance -41% (R), 45% (M) 

Rationale for Closure: 

Garrison 

10/5 Enrollment -- 228 
% In-boundary - 38% 
Building Capacity --350 
Building Utilization -- 68% 
2012 Performance - 45%(R), 51% (M) 

• Both schools under-enrolled with high OOB populations and within walking distance 
from each other 

• Seaton is better site for expansion and may potentially accommodate impact of 
rebuilding Shaw 

L ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Seaton -- Performance: 41% (R), 45% (M), New Enrollment: 434 (from 228) 
Garrison -- 45%(R), 51% (M), New Enrollment: 439 (from 257) 
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MacFarland MS (Ward 4) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 151 
Building Capacity -- 434 
Building Utilization -- 46% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 61% 
2012 Performance -- 27% (R), 35% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled, with history of declining enrollment 

• Previously expanded grades in an effort to increase enrollment, but did not help 

• Cannot provide middle school programming with an average of 50 students per 
grade 

• We would not eliminate middle grade options just move them next door to 
Roosevelt 

Receiving School: 
Roosevelt would expand to serve grades 6-8, students would benefit from a 
modernized building, and would increase Roosevelt's enrollment to over 600 
students. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 243 
Building Capacity -- 278 
Building Utilization -- 88% 

Rationale for Closure: 

West EC (Wa rd 4) 

% In-boundary -- 39% 
2012 Performance -- 48% (R), 50% (M) 

• While the building utilization rate is high, the school still doesn't have a 
strong enrollment to build robust school programming 

• Three schools (Truesdell, Brightwood, and Powell) are located less than one 
mile away 

Receiving School (s): 
Truesdell - 2012 Performance -- 38% (R), 47% (ML New enrollment: 660 (from 
440) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 158 
Building Capacity -- 363 
Building Utilization -- 44% 

Rationale for closure: 

Marshall ES (Ward 5) 

% In-boundary -- 30% 
2012 Performance -- 30% (R), 22% (M) 

• School is under 200 students, and is utilizing less than half of the building 

• Geographically isolated with no population to pull from 

• From 2000-2010, neighborhood lost 100+ school-age children and they are projected 
to continue to lose school-age children through 2015. 

• Increase in population not expected until after 2015 

Receiving School(s): 
Langdon ES - 2012 Performance -- 57% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 450 (from 350), 

New Utilization: 90% (from 63%) 
Burroughs ES - 2012 Performance -- 53% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 316 (from 

286), New Utilization: 70% (from 49%) 
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Spingarn (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 377 
Building Capacity -- 910 
Building Utilization - 49% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary - 68% 
2012 Performance - 14% (R), 13% (M) 
STAY Enrollment -- 126 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive high school 
programming. 

• Building is under-utilized and has been for several years. 
• DCPS exploring the creation of a more comprehensive Career and Tech Ed (CTE) 

program and Spingarn is a promising location. 
• May be a phased closure (TBD) 
• This will impact STAY programming 

Receiving School: 
Eastern - Increasing the area assigned to Eastern will help ensure the school fills the 

modernized building. 
Dunbar -- Performance: 28% (R), 20% (M), New Enrollment: 773 (from 593), New 

Utilization: 70% (from 54%) 
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Sharpe Health (Ward 4) & Mamie D Lee (Ward 5) 

Sharpe Health 
10/5 Enrollment -- 85 

Mamie D Lee 
10/5 Enrollment - 85 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 
Building Capacity -- 350 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 

Building Utilization -- 24% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• Merge Sharpe and Mamie D Lee and re-Iocate to River Terrace building 

• Allows the schools to be closer to where the majority of their students live 

• Allows us to invest in one specialized building, rather than supporting two 
under-utilized buildings 

• Schools would be closed at the end of the 13-14 SY 
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Hamilton/CHOICE (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 85 
Building Capacity -- 500+ 
Building Utilization - approximately 20% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• CHOICE is a program that is serves secondary students from across the city who have 
long-term suspensions. 

• The number of students ranges week to week, but rarely goes above 100 

• The building is far too big and under-utilized 

• By moving the program to an occupied, but under-utilized school building, we can 
help off-set some space and/or administrative costs. Potential locations for the 
program include: Johnson, Coolidge, and alternative education locations 

l __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
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Shaw MS @ Garnett Patterson (Ward 6) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 130 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 39% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 32% (R), 33% (M) 

• Severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Extremely difficult to build any programming with less than 150 students - especially 
at the middle school level. 

• School enrollment does not support the cost of a basic staffing structure 

• Located in an area of the city that is saturated with public school options 
L __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving school: 
The school program would co-locate with another school, until we rebuild the old Shaw 
site. It would likely co-locate with Cardozo HS. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 83 
Building Capacity -- 300 

Rationale for Closure: 

Prospect LC (Ward 6) 

Building Utilization - 28% 

• A special education center that serves students from across the city with emotional 
disorders. 

• The majority of the students can and should be served at their neighborhood 
schools. 

Receiving School(s): Neighborhood schools 

Building is a good option for School-within-a-School's permanent location as they grow 
into a full PS-5 elementary school. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 265 
Building Capacity -- 378 
Building Utilization -- 59% 

Rationale for Closure: 

CW Harris ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 60% 
2012 Performance -- 15% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
Davis) 

• Nalle recently modernized and less than 0.5 miles away 

Receiving school (s): 
Nalle - - Performance: 23% (R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 526 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 82%) 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 147 
Building Capacity -- 400 
Building Utilization -- 45% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Kenilworth ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 43% 
2012 Performance: -- 21% (R), 26% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Declining enrollment - dropping 40 students since SY09-10 (185) 

• No population to pull from - geographically isolated 

• Thomas ES approximately one mile away with capacity 

Receiving School: 
Thomas ES - Performance: 38% (R), 49% (M), New Enrollment: 428 (from 310), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 49%) 
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Ron Brown MS (Ward 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 201 
Building Capacity -- 782 
Building Utilization -- 29% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 37% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and cannot support full middle school 
programming 

• Middle school population in the area can not sustain both Kelly Miller and Ron 
Brown MS one mile apart 

• Currently in the lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

Receiving School: 
Kelly Miller MS - Performance: 24% (R), 39% (M), New Enrollment: 514 (from 353), 

New Utilization: 86% (from 55%), recently renovated, hosts new SEM 
program 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 282 
Building Capacity --342 
Building Utilization -- 71% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Smothers ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 24%(R), 31% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in area (Aiton, Drew) 

• Aiton less than 0.5 mile away and Drew less than 2 miles away 

• Drew has received a Phase 1 modernization 

• Smothers footprint leaves very little room to grow; Aiton is on land that allows for 
growth/expansion 

Receiving School: 
Aiton ES - Performance: 18% (R), 21% (M), New Enrollment: 480 (from 254) 

DCPS 011191 



10/5 Enrollment -- 308 
Building Capacity -- 422 
Building Utilization -- 72% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Winston EC (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 50% 
2012 Performance -- 25%(R), 25% (M) 

• School is under-enrolled and cannot sustain a full EC program 

• Garfield less than one mile away, and as Turner grows, Garfield is better located to 
support Turner 

• Building has not been modernized, and the structure and site would be very costly 
to renovate. 

Receiving School: 
Garfield ES - Performance: 9% (R), 12% (M), New Enrollment: 491 (from 245) 

DCPS 011192 



Davis ES (Wa rd 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 178 
Building Capacity -- 449 
Building Utilization -- 41% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary-49.16% 
2012 Performance - 34% (R), 25% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
CW Harris) 

• School has less than 200 students 

• Building has not been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 

DCPS 011193 



Ferebee-Hope ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 215 
Building Capacity -- 325 
Building Utilization -- 74% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 63% 
2012 Performance -- 19%(R), 22% (M) 

• Sharp enrollment decline over last 3 years (SY09-10: 360) 

• Hendley 0.5 miles away and scheduled to receive modernization in 2013 and has 
room to grow 

L ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Hendley ES -- Performance: 35% (R), 44% (M), New Enrollment: 511 (from 339), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 82%) 

DCPS 011194 



1015 Enrollment -- 242 
Building Capacity --710 
Building Utilization -- 35% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Johnson MS (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary --71% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 23% (M) 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive middle school 
programming. 

• Building is very under-utilized and has been for several years. 

• DCPS cannot sustain three under-enrolled/under-utilized middle schools in Ward 8 

Receiving School: 
Kramer MS -- Performance: 17% (R), 25% (M), New Enrollment: 356 (from 282), New 

Utilization: 76% (from 59%) 
Hart MS -- Performance: 23%(R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 638 (from 519), New 

Utilization: 73% (61%) 

DCPS 011195 



10/5 Enrollment -- 221 
Building Capacity -- 310 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Malcolm X ES (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 15%(R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, 

M LK, Terrrell) 

• Currently among lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

• Both Turner and Simon have been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Turner ES -- Performance: 22% (R), 22% (M), New Enrollment: 516 (from 450), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 

DCPS 011196 



Me Terrell/McGogney ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 208 
Building Capacity -- 250 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 37% 
2012 Performance -- 22% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, MLK, 
Malcolm X) 

• Can help boost enrollment at receiving and neighboring schools 

• Simon, Turner have both been modernized 

Receiving School: 
ML King -- Performance: 27% (R), 31% (M), New Enrollment: 479 (from 313L New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 

DCPS 011197 
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Potential Closures 

DCPS 011199 



Closures: Enrollment and Utilization Impact 

• Currently, 77 schools do not meet our enrollment benchmarks (ES: 350, EC: 
500, MS: 450, HS: 550) 

• After closures, we project that only 46 schools will fall below our 
enrollment threshold. The majority of these schools have been 
modernized, are at full capacity, or we made a public commitment to 
grow. 

• Of the 31 schools that came off the list, 

• 15 schools are among those that would close 

• 16 schools are receiving schools 

• Currently, 47 schools are utilizing less than 75% of their building. After 
closings we project this will drop 40% to 28 schools. 

DCPS 011200 



Preliminary Population Data: Ward 7 and 8 

• We are working with the Office of Planning and Urban Institute on population 
projections and other data analysis that has and will continue to inform this process 

• Historical data shows that: 

• From 2000-2010 both wards lost children between the ages of 5-11 

• There were no areas of any growth of children 

• Preliminary projections show that from 2010-2015 

• Bolling Air Force Base is the only neighborhood cluster where school-age children 
are projected to grow. Nearby DCPS schools capture few of these students 
currently. 

• Majority of neighborhood clusters in Ward 7 and 8 are showing up to 2% decline 
in school-age children 

• Kenilworth, Houston, River Terrace neighborhoods are projected to have more 
than a 2% decline in school-age children 

DCPS 011201 



Ward 7: Public School Options 

Buildings Enrollment Buildings Enrollment 

PS-5 14 3815 5 2041 

PS-8 1 308 1 

6-8 3 860 1 1036 

9-12 1 718 6** 2019 

Total 19 5701 8 5096 

**4 of the 6 schools have grades 4-8 

DCPS 011202 



PS-5 

PS-8 

6-8 

9-12 

Total 

Ward 8: Public School Options 

Buildings 

15 

3 

2 

20 

Enrollment 

4551 

1043 

1536 

7130 

Buildings 

9 

3 

3 

15 

Enrollment 

3378 

990 

965 

5333 

DCPS 011203 



Francis-Stevens EC (Ward 2) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 225 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 60% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 15% 
2012 Performance -- 52% (R), 50% (M) 

• School is under 250 and is only utilizing 60% of the building 

• Can't build a strong middle school program with so few students 

• Predominantly serving an out-of-boundary population 

• School is better utilized as an expansion site for SWW to relieve capacity at 
Wilson SHS and possibly Deal MS 

Receiving School(s): 
• Neighboring elementary schools will absorb the students - not a large population 

of IB families to consider. 
• Middle grade students will be absorbed by Shaw 

DCPS 011204 



Seaton or Garrison (Ward 2) 

Seaton 

10/5 Enrollment -- 257 
% In-boundary - 28% 
Building Capacity -- 420 
Building Utilization -- 62% 
2012 Performance -41% (R), 45% (M) 

Rationale for Closure: 

Garrison 

10/5 Enrollment -- 228 
% In-boundary - 38% 
Building Capacity --350 
Building Utilization -- 68% 
2012 Performance - 45%(R), 51% (M) 

• Both schools under-enrolled with high OOB populations and within walking distance 
from each other 

• Seaton is better site for expansion and may potentially accommodate impact of 
rebuilding Shaw 

L ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Seaton -- Performance: 41% (R), 45% (M), New Enrollment: 434 (from 228) 
Garrison -- 45%(R), 51% (M), New Enrollment: 439 (from 257) 

DCPS 011205 



MacFarland MS (Ward 4) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 151 
Building Capacity -- 434 
Building Utilization -- 46% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 61% 
2012 Performance -- 27% (R), 35% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled, with history of declining enrollment 

• Previously expanded grades in an effort to increase enrollment, but did not help 

• Cannot provide middle school programming with an average of 50 students per 
grade 

• We would not eliminate middle grade options just move them next door to 
Roosevelt 

Receiving School: 
Roosevelt would expand to serve grades 6-8, students would benefit from a 
modernized building, and would increase Roosevelt's enrollment to over 600 
students. 

DCPS 011206 



10/5 Enrollment -- 243 
Building Capacity -- 278 
Building Utilization -- 88% 

Rationale for Closure: 

West EC (Wa rd 4) 

% In-boundary -- 39% 
2012 Performance -- 48% (R), 50% (M) 

• While the building utilization rate is high, the school still doesn't have a 
strong enrollment to build robust school programming 

• Three schools (Truesdell, Brightwood, and Powell) are located less than one 
mile away 

Receiving School (s): 
Truesdell - 2012 Performance -- 38% (R), 47% (ML New enrollment: 660 (from 
440) 

DCPS 011207 



10/5 Enrollment -- 158 
Building Capacity -- 363 
Building Utilization -- 44% 

Rationale for closure: 

Marshall ES (Ward 5) 

% In-boundary -- 30% 
2012 Performance -- 30% (R), 22% (M) 

• School is under 200 students, and is utilizing less than half of the building 

• Geographically isolated with no population to pull from 

• From 2000-2010, neighborhood lost 100+ school-age children and they are projected 
to continue to lose school-age children through 2015. 

• Increase in population not expected until after 2015 

Receiving School(s): 
Langdon ES - 2012 Performance -- 57% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 450 (from 350), 

New Utilization: 90% (from 63%) 
Burroughs ES - 2012 Performance -- 53% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 316 (from 

286), New Utilization: 70% (from 49%) 

DCPS 011208 



Spingarn (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 377 
Building Capacity -- 910 
Building Utilization - 49% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary - 68% 
2012 Performance - 14% (R), 13% (M) 
STAY Enrollment -- 126 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive high school 
programming. 

• Building is under-utilized and has been for several years. 
• DCPS exploring the creation of a more comprehensive Career and Tech Ed (CTE) 

program and Spingarn is a promising location. 
• May be a phased closure (TBD) 
• This will impact STAY programming 

Receiving School: 
Eastern - Increasing the area assigned to Eastern will help ensure the school fills the 

modernized building. 
Dunbar -- Performance: 28% (R), 20% (M), New Enrollment: 773 (from 593), New 

Utilization: 70% (from 54%) 

DCPS 011209 



Sharpe Health (Ward 4) & Mamie D Lee (Ward 5) 

Sharpe Health 
10/5 Enrollment -- 85 

Mamie D Lee 
10/5 Enrollment - 85 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 
Building Capacity -- 350 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 

Building Utilization -- 24% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• Merge Sharpe and Mamie D Lee and re-Iocate to River Terrace building 

• Allows the schools to be closer to where the majority of their students live 

• Allows us to invest in one specialized building, rather than supporting two 
under-utilized buildings 

• Schools would be closed at the end of the 13-14 SY 

DCPS011210 



Hamilton/CHOICE (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 85 
Building Capacity -- 500+ 
Building Utilization - approximately 20% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• CHOICE is a program that is serves secondary students from across the city who have 
long-term suspensions. 

• The number of students ranges week to week, but rarely goes above 100 

• The building is far too big and under-utilized 

• By moving the program to an occupied, but under-utilized school building, we can 
help off-set some space and/or administrative costs. Potential locations for the 
program include: Johnson, Coolidge, and alternative education locations 

l __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

DCPS 011211 



Shaw MS @ Garnett Patterson (Ward 6) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 130 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 39% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 32% (R), 33% (M) 

• Severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Extremely difficult to build any programming with less than 150 students - especially 
at the middle school level. 

• School enrollment does not support the cost of a basic staffing structure 

• Located in an area of the city that is saturated with public school options 
L __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving school: 
The school program would co-locate with another school, until we rebuild the old Shaw 
site. It would likely co-locate with Cardozo HS. 

DCPS 011212 



10/5 Enrollment -- 83 
Building Capacity -- 300 

Rationale for Closure: 

Prospect LC (Ward 6) 

Building Utilization - 28% 

• A special education center that serves students from across the city with emotional 
disorders. 

• The majority of the students can and should be served at their neighborhood 
schools. 

Receiving School(s): Neighborhood schools 

Building is a good option for School-within-a-School's permanent location as they grow 
into a full PS-5 elementary school. 

DCPS011213 



10/5 Enrollment -- 265 
Building Capacity -- 378 
Building Utilization -- 59% 

Rationale for Closure: 

CW Harris ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 60% 
2012 Performance -- 15% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
Davis) 

• Nalle recently modernized and less than 0.5 miles away 

Receiving school (s): 
Nalle - - Performance: 23% (R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 526 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 82%) 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 

DCPS 011214 



10/5 Enrollment -- 147 
Building Capacity -- 400 
Building Utilization -- 45% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Kenilworth ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 43% 
2012 Performance: -- 21% (R), 26% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Declining enrollment - dropping 40 students since SY09-10 (185) 

• No population to pull from - geographically isolated 

• Thomas ES approximately one mile away with capacity 

Receiving School: 
Thomas ES - Performance: 38% (R), 49% (M), New Enrollment: 428 (from 310), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 49%) 

DCPS011215 



Ron Brown MS (Ward 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 201 
Building Capacity -- 782 
Building Utilization -- 29% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 37% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and cannot support full middle school 
programming 

• Middle school population in the area can not sustain both Kelly Miller and Ron 
Brown MS one mile apart 

• Currently in the lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

Receiving School: 
Kelly Miller MS - Performance: 24% (R), 39% (M), New Enrollment: 514 (from 353), 

New Utilization: 86% (from 55%), recently renovated, hosts new SEM 
program 

DCPS 011216 



10/5 Enrollment -- 282 
Building Capacity --342 
Building Utilization -- 71% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Smothers ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 24%(R), 31% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in area (Aiton, Drew) 

• Aiton less than 0.5 mile away and Drew less than 2 miles away 

• Drew has received a Phase 1 modernization 

• Smothers footprint leaves very little room to grow; Aiton is on land that allows for 
growth/expansion 

Receiving School: 
Aiton ES - Performance: 18% (R), 21% (M), New Enrollment: 480 (from 254) 

DCPS011217 



10/5 Enrollment -- 308 
Building Capacity -- 422 
Building Utilization -- 72% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Winston EC (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 50% 
2012 Performance -- 25%(R), 25% (M) 

• School is under-enrolled and cannot sustain a full EC program 

• Garfield less than one mile away, and as Turner grows, Garfield is better located to 
support Turner 

• Building has not been modernized, and the structure and site would be very costly 
to renovate. 

Receiving School: 
Garfield ES - Performance: 9% (R), 12% (M), New Enrollment: 491 (from 245) 

DCPS011218 



Davis ES (Wa rd 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 178 
Building Capacity -- 449 
Building Utilization -- 41% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary-49.16% 
2012 Performance - 34% (R), 25% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
CW Harris) 

• School has less than 200 students 

• Building has not been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 

DCPS011219 



Ferebee-Hope ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 215 
Building Capacity -- 325 
Building Utilization -- 74% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 63% 
2012 Performance -- 19%(R), 22% (M) 

• Sharp enrollment decline over last 3 years (SY09-10: 360) 

• Hendley 0.5 miles away and scheduled to receive modernization in 2013 and has 
room to grow 

L ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Hendley ES -- Performance: 35% (R), 44% (M), New Enrollment: 511 (from 339), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 82%) 

DCPS 011220 



1015 Enrollment -- 242 
Building Capacity --710 
Building Utilization -- 35% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Johnson MS (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary --71% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 23% (M) 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive middle school 
programming. 

• Building is very under-utilized and has been for several years. 

• DCPS cannot sustain three under-enrolled/under-utilized middle schools in Ward 8 

Receiving School: 
Kramer MS -- Performance: 17% (R), 25% (M), New Enrollment: 356 (from 282), New 

Utilization: 76% (from 59%) 
Hart MS -- Performance: 23%(R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 638 (from 519), New 

Utilization: 73% (61%) 

DCPS 011221 



10/5 Enrollment -- 221 
Building Capacity -- 310 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Malcolm X ES (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 15%(R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, 

M LK, Terrrell) 

• Currently among lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

• Both Turner and Simon have been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Turner ES -- Performance: 22% (R), 22% (M), New Enrollment: 516 (from 450), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 

DCPS 011222 



Me Terrell/McGogney ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 208 
Building Capacity -- 250 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 37% 
2012 Performance -- 22% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, MLK, 
Malcolm X) 

• Can help boost enrollment at receiving and neighboring schools 

• Simon, Turner have both been modernized 

Receiving School: 
ML King -- Performance: 27% (R), 31% (M), New Enrollment: 479 (from 313L New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 

DCPS 011223 
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Potential Closures 

DCPS 011225 



Closures: Enrollment and Utilization Impact 

• Currently, 77 schools do not meet our enrollment benchmarks (ES: 350, EC: 
500, MS: 450, HS: 550) 

• After closures, we project that only 46 schools will fall below our 
enrollment threshold. The majority of these schools have been 
modernized, are at full capacity, or we made a public commitment to 
grow. 

• Of the 31 schools that came off the list, 

• 15 schools are among those that would close 

• 16 schools are receiving schools 

• Currently, 47 schools are utilizing less than 75% of their building. After 
closings we project this will drop 40% to 28 schools. 

DCPS 011226 



Preliminary Population Data: Ward 7 and 8 

• We are working with the Office of Planning and Urban Institute on population 
projections and other data analysis that has and will continue to inform this process 

• Historical data shows that: 

• From 2000-2010 both wards lost children between the ages of 5-11 

• There were no areas of any growth of children 

• Preliminary projections show that from 2010-2015 

• Bolling Air Force Base is the only neighborhood cluster where school-age children 
are projected to grow. Nearby DCPS schools capture few of these students 
currently. 

• Majority of neighborhood clusters in Ward 7 and 8 are showing up to 2% decline 
in school-age children 

• Kenilworth, Houston, River Terrace neighborhoods are projected to have more 
than a 2% decline in school-age children 

DCPS 011227 



Ward 7: Public School Options 

Buildings Enrollment Buildings Enrollment 

PS-5 14 3815 5 2041 

PS-8 1 308 1 

6-8 3 860 1 1036 

9-12 1 718 6** 2019 

Total 19 5701 8 5096 

**4 of the 6 schools have grades 4-8 

DCPS 011228 



PS-5 

PS-8 

6-8 

9-12 

Total 

Ward 8: Public School Options 

Buildings 

15 

3 

2 

20 

Enrollment 

4551 

1043 

1536 

7130 

Buildings 

9 

3 

3 

15 

Enrollment 

3378 

990 

965 

5333 

DCPS 011229 



Francis-Stevens EC (Ward 2) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 225 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 60% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 15% 
2012 Performance -- 52% (R), 50% (M) 

• School is under 250 and is only utilizing 60% of the building 

• Can't build a strong middle school program with so few students 

• Predominantly serving an out-of-boundary population 

• School is better utilized as an expansion site for SWW to relieve capacity at 
Wilson SHS and possibly Deal MS 

Receiving School(s): 
• Neighboring elementary schools will absorb the students - not a large population 

of IB families to consider. 
• Middle grade students will be absorbed by Shaw 

DCPS 011230 



Seaton or Garrison (Ward 2) 

Seaton 

10/5 Enrollment -- 257 
% In-boundary - 28% 
Building Capacity -- 420 
Building Utilization -- 62% 
2012 Performance -41% (R), 45% (M) 

Rationale for Closure: 

Garrison 

10/5 Enrollment -- 228 
% In-boundary - 38% 
Building Capacity --350 
Building Utilization -- 68% 
2012 Performance - 45%(R), 51% (M) 

• Both schools under-enrolled with high OOB populations and within walking distance 
from each other 

• Seaton is better site for expansion and may potentially accommodate impact of 
rebuilding Shaw 

L ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Seaton -- Performance: 41% (R), 45% (M), New Enrollment: 434 (from 228) 
Garrison -- 45%(R), 51% (M), New Enrollment: 439 (from 257) 

DCPS 011231 



MacFarland MS (Ward 4) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 151 
Building Capacity -- 434 
Building Utilization -- 46% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 61% 
2012 Performance -- 27% (R), 35% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled, with history of declining enrollment 

• Previously expanded grades in an effort to increase enrollment, but did not help 

• Cannot provide middle school programming with an average of 50 students per 
grade 

• We would not eliminate middle grade options just move them next door to 
Roosevelt 

Receiving School: 
Roosevelt would expand to serve grades 6-8, students would benefit from a 
modernized building, and would increase Roosevelt's enrollment to over 600 
students. 

DCPS 011232 



10/5 Enrollment -- 243 
Building Capacity -- 278 
Building Utilization -- 88% 

Rationale for Closure: 

West EC (Wa rd 4) 

% In-boundary -- 39% 
2012 Performance -- 48% (R), 50% (M) 

• While the building utilization rate is high, the school still doesn't have a 
strong enrollment to build robust school programming 

• Three schools (Truesdell, Brightwood, and Powell) are located less than one 
mile away 

Receiving School (s): 
Truesdell - 2012 Performance -- 38% (R), 47% (ML New enrollment: 660 (from 
440) 

DCPS 011233 



10/5 Enrollment -- 158 
Building Capacity -- 363 
Building Utilization -- 44% 

Rationale for closure: 

Marshall ES (Ward 5) 

% In-boundary -- 30% 
2012 Performance -- 30% (R), 22% (M) 

• School is under 200 students, and is utilizing less than half of the building 

• Geographically isolated with no population to pull from 

• From 2000-2010, neighborhood lost 100+ school-age children and they are projected 
to continue to lose school-age children through 2015. 

• Increase in population not expected until after 2015 

Receiving School(s): 
Langdon ES - 2012 Performance -- 57% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 450 (from 350), 

New Utilization: 90% (from 63%) 
Burroughs ES - 2012 Performance -- 53% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 316 (from 

286), New Utilization: 70% (from 49%) 

DCPS 011234 



Spingarn (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 377 
Building Capacity -- 910 
Building Utilization - 49% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary - 68% 
2012 Performance - 14% (R), 13% (M) 
STAY Enrollment -- 126 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive high school 
programming. 

• Building is under-utilized and has been for several years. 
• DCPS exploring the creation of a more comprehensive Career and Tech Ed (CTE) 

program and Spingarn is a promising location. 
• May be a phased closure (TBD) 
• This will impact STAY programming 

Receiving School: 
Eastern - Increasing the area assigned to Eastern will help ensure the school fills the 

modernized building. 
Dunbar -- Performance: 28% (R), 20% (M), New Enrollment: 773 (from 593), New 

Utilization: 70% (from 54%) 

DCPS 011235 



Sharpe Health (Ward 4) & Mamie D Lee (Ward 5) 

Sharpe Health 
10/5 Enrollment -- 85 

Mamie D Lee 
10/5 Enrollment - 85 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 
Building Capacity -- 350 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 

Building Utilization -- 24% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• Merge Sharpe and Mamie D Lee and re-Iocate to River Terrace building 

• Allows the schools to be closer to where the majority of their students live 

• Allows us to invest in one specialized building, rather than supporting two 
under-utilized buildings 

• Schools would be closed at the end of the 13-14 SY 

DCPS 011236 



Hamilton/CHOICE (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 85 
Building Capacity -- 500+ 
Building Utilization - approximately 20% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• CHOICE is a program that is serves secondary students from across the city who have 
long-term suspensions. 

• The number of students ranges week to week, but rarely goes above 100 

• The building is far too big and under-utilized 

• By moving the program to an occupied, but under-utilized school building, we can 
help off-set some space and/or administrative costs. Potential locations for the 
program include: Johnson, Coolidge, and alternative education locations 
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Shaw MS @ Garnett Patterson (Ward 6) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 130 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 39% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 32% (R), 33% (M) 

• Severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Extremely difficult to build any programming with less than 150 students - especially 
at the middle school level. 

• School enrollment does not support the cost of a basic staffing structure 

• Located in an area of the city that is saturated with public school options 
L __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving school: 
The school program would co-locate with another school, until we rebuild the old Shaw 
site. It would likely co-locate with Cardozo HS. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 83 
Building Capacity -- 300 

Rationale for Closure: 

Prospect LC (Ward 6) 

Building Utilization - 28% 

• A special education center that serves students from across the city with emotional 
disorders. 

• The majority of the students can and should be served at their neighborhood 
schools. 

Receiving School(s): Neighborhood schools 

Building is a good option for School-within-a-School's permanent location as they grow 
into a full PS-5 elementary school. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 265 
Building Capacity -- 378 
Building Utilization -- 59% 

Rationale for Closure: 

CW Harris ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 60% 
2012 Performance -- 15% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
Davis) 

• Nalle recently modernized and less than 0.5 miles away 

Receiving school (s): 
Nalle - - Performance: 23% (R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 526 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 82%) 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 147 
Building Capacity -- 400 
Building Utilization -- 45% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Kenilworth ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 43% 
2012 Performance: -- 21% (R), 26% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Declining enrollment - dropping 40 students since SY09-10 (185) 

• No population to pull from - geographically isolated 

• Thomas ES approximately one mile away with capacity 

Receiving School: 
Thomas ES - Performance: 38% (R), 49% (M), New Enrollment: 428 (from 310), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 49%) 
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Ron Brown MS (Ward 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 201 
Building Capacity -- 782 
Building Utilization -- 29% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 37% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and cannot support full middle school 
programming 

• Middle school population in the area can not sustain both Kelly Miller and Ron 
Brown MS one mile apart 

• Currently in the lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

Receiving School: 
Kelly Miller MS - Performance: 24% (R), 39% (M), New Enrollment: 514 (from 353), 

New Utilization: 86% (from 55%), recently renovated, hosts new SEM 
program 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 282 
Building Capacity --342 
Building Utilization -- 71% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Smothers ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 24%(R), 31% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in area (Aiton, Drew) 

• Aiton less than 0.5 mile away and Drew less than 2 miles away 

• Drew has received a Phase 1 modernization 

• Smothers footprint leaves very little room to grow; Aiton is on land that allows for 
growth/expansion 

Receiving School: 
Aiton ES - Performance: 18% (R), 21% (M), New Enrollment: 480 (from 254) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 308 
Building Capacity -- 422 
Building Utilization -- 72% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Winston EC (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 50% 
2012 Performance -- 25%(R), 25% (M) 

• School is under-enrolled and cannot sustain a full EC program 

• Garfield less than one mile away, and as Turner grows, Garfield is better located to 
support Turner 

• Building has not been modernized, and the structure and site would be very costly 
to renovate. 

Receiving School: 
Garfield ES - Performance: 9% (R), 12% (M), New Enrollment: 491 (from 245) 
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Davis ES (Wa rd 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 178 
Building Capacity -- 449 
Building Utilization -- 41% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary-49.16% 
2012 Performance - 34% (R), 25% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
CW Harris) 

• School has less than 200 students 

• Building has not been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 
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Ferebee-Hope ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 215 
Building Capacity -- 325 
Building Utilization -- 74% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 63% 
2012 Performance -- 19%(R), 22% (M) 

• Sharp enrollment decline over last 3 years (SY09-10: 360) 

• Hendley 0.5 miles away and scheduled to receive modernization in 2013 and has 
room to grow 
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Receiving School: 
Hendley ES -- Performance: 35% (R), 44% (M), New Enrollment: 511 (from 339), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 82%) 
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1015 Enrollment -- 242 
Building Capacity --710 
Building Utilization -- 35% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Johnson MS (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary --71% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 23% (M) 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive middle school 
programming. 

• Building is very under-utilized and has been for several years. 

• DCPS cannot sustain three under-enrolled/under-utilized middle schools in Ward 8 

Receiving School: 
Kramer MS -- Performance: 17% (R), 25% (M), New Enrollment: 356 (from 282), New 

Utilization: 76% (from 59%) 
Hart MS -- Performance: 23%(R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 638 (from 519), New 

Utilization: 73% (61%) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 221 
Building Capacity -- 310 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Malcolm X ES (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 15%(R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, 

M LK, Terrrell) 

• Currently among lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

• Both Turner and Simon have been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Turner ES -- Performance: 22% (R), 22% (M), New Enrollment: 516 (from 450), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 
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Me Terrell/McGogney ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 208 
Building Capacity -- 250 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 37% 
2012 Performance -- 22% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, MLK, 
Malcolm X) 

• Can help boost enrollment at receiving and neighboring schools 

• Simon, Turner have both been modernized 

Receiving School: 
ML King -- Performance: 27% (R), 31% (M), New Enrollment: 479 (from 313L New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 
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Potential Closures 
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Closures: Enrollment and Utilization Impact 

• Currently, 77 schools do not meet our enrollment benchmarks (ES: 350, EC: 
500, MS: 450, HS: 550) 

• After closures, we project that only 46 schools will fall below our 
enrollment threshold. The majority of these schools have been 
modernized, are at full capacity, or we made a public commitment to 
grow. 

• Of the 31 schools that came off the list, 

• 15 schools are among those that would close 

• 16 schools are receiving schools 

• Currently, 47 schools are utilizing less than 75% of their building. After 
closings we project this will drop 40% to 28 schools. 
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Preliminary Population Data: Ward 7 and 8 

• We are working with the Office of Planning and Urban Institute on population 
projections and other data analysis that has and will continue to inform this process 

• Historical data shows that: 

• From 2000-2010 both wards lost children between the ages of 5-11 

• There were no areas of any growth of children 

• Preliminary projections show that from 2010-2015 

• Bolling Air Force Base is the only neighborhood cluster where school-age children 
are projected to grow. Nearby DCPS schools capture few of these students 
currently. 

• Majority of neighborhood clusters in Ward 7 and 8 are showing up to 2% decline 
in school-age children 

• Kenilworth, Houston, River Terrace neighborhoods are projected to have more 
than a 2% decline in school-age children 
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Ward 7: Public School Options 

Buildings Enrollment Buildings Enrollment 

PS-5 14 3815 5 2041 

PS-8 1 308 1 

6-8 3 860 1 1036 

9-12 1 718 6** 2019 

Total 19 5701 8 5096 

**4 of the 6 schools have grades 4-8 
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PS-5 

PS-8 

6-8 

9-12 

Total 

Ward 8: Public School Options 

Buildings 

15 

3 

2 

20 

Enrollment 

4551 

1043 

1536 

7130 

Buildings 

9 

3 

3 

15 

Enrollment 

3378 

990 

965 

5333 
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Francis-Stevens EC (Ward 2) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 225 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 60% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 15% 
2012 Performance -- 52% (R), 50% (M) 

• School is under 250 and is only utilizing 60% of the building 

• Can't build a strong middle school program with so few students 

• Predominantly serving an out-of-boundary population 

• School is better utilized as an expansion site for SWW to relieve capacity at 
Wilson SHS and possibly Deal MS 

Receiving School(s): 
• Neighboring elementary schools will absorb the students - not a large population 

of IB families to consider. 
• Middle grade students will be absorbed by Shaw 
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Seaton or Garrison (Ward 2) 

Seaton 

10/5 Enrollment -- 257 
% In-boundary - 28% 
Building Capacity -- 420 
Building Utilization -- 62% 
2012 Performance -41% (R), 45% (M) 

Rationale for Closure: 

Garrison 

10/5 Enrollment -- 228 
% In-boundary - 38% 
Building Capacity --350 
Building Utilization -- 68% 
2012 Performance - 45%(R), 51% (M) 

• Both schools under-enrolled with high OOB populations and within walking distance 
from each other 

• Seaton is better site for expansion and may potentially accommodate impact of 
rebuilding Shaw 

L ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Seaton -- Performance: 41% (R), 45% (M), New Enrollment: 434 (from 228) 
Garrison -- 45%(R), 51% (M), New Enrollment: 439 (from 257) 
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MacFarland MS (Ward 4) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 151 
Building Capacity -- 434 
Building Utilization -- 46% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 61% 
2012 Performance -- 27% (R), 35% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled, with history of declining enrollment 

• Previously expanded grades in an effort to increase enrollment, but did not help 

• Cannot provide middle school programming with an average of 50 students per 
grade 

• We would not eliminate middle grade options just move them next door to 
Roosevelt 

Receiving School: 
Roosevelt would expand to serve grades 6-8, students would benefit from a 
modernized building, and would increase Roosevelt's enrollment to over 600 
students. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 243 
Building Capacity -- 278 
Building Utilization -- 88% 

Rationale for Closure: 

West EC (Wa rd 4) 

% In-boundary -- 39% 
2012 Performance -- 48% (R), 50% (M) 

• While the building utilization rate is high, the school still doesn't have a 
strong enrollment to build robust school programming 

• Three schools (Truesdell, Brightwood, and Powell) are located less than one 
mile away 

Receiving School (s): 
Truesdell - 2012 Performance -- 38% (R), 47% (ML New enrollment: 660 (from 
440) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 158 
Building Capacity -- 363 
Building Utilization -- 44% 

Rationale for closure: 

Marshall ES (Ward 5) 

% In-boundary -- 30% 
2012 Performance -- 30% (R), 22% (M) 

• School is under 200 students, and is utilizing less than half of the building 

• Geographically isolated with no population to pull from 

• From 2000-2010, neighborhood lost 100+ school-age children and they are projected 
to continue to lose school-age children through 2015. 

• Increase in population not expected until after 2015 

Receiving School(s): 
Langdon ES - 2012 Performance -- 57% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 450 (from 350), 

New Utilization: 90% (from 63%) 
Burroughs ES - 2012 Performance -- 53% (R), 55% (M), New enrollment: 316 (from 

286), New Utilization: 70% (from 49%) 
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Spingarn (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 377 
Building Capacity -- 910 
Building Utilization - 49% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary - 68% 
2012 Performance - 14% (R), 13% (M) 
STAY Enrollment -- 126 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive high school 
programming. 

• Building is under-utilized and has been for several years. 
• DCPS exploring the creation of a more comprehensive Career and Tech Ed (CTE) 

program and Spingarn is a promising location. 
• May be a phased closure (TBD) 
• This will impact STAY programming 

Receiving School: 
Eastern - Increasing the area assigned to Eastern will help ensure the school fills the 

modernized building. 
Dunbar -- Performance: 28% (R), 20% (M), New Enrollment: 773 (from 593), New 

Utilization: 70% (from 54%) 
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Sharpe Health (Ward 4) & Mamie D Lee (Ward 5) 

Sharpe Health 
10/5 Enrollment -- 85 

Mamie D Lee 
10/5 Enrollment - 85 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 
Building Capacity -- 350 

53% of students come from Wards 7&8 

Building Utilization -- 24% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• Merge Sharpe and Mamie D Lee and re-Iocate to River Terrace building 

• Allows the schools to be closer to where the majority of their students live 

• Allows us to invest in one specialized building, rather than supporting two 
under-utilized buildings 

• Schools would be closed at the end of the 13-14 SY 
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Hamilton/CHOICE (Ward 5) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 85 
Building Capacity -- 500+ 
Building Utilization - approximately 20% 

Rationale for Closure: 

• CHOICE is a program that is serves secondary students from across the city who have 
long-term suspensions. 

• The number of students ranges week to week, but rarely goes above 100 

• The building is far too big and under-utilized 

• By moving the program to an occupied, but under-utilized school building, we can 
help off-set some space and/or administrative costs. Potential locations for the 
program include: Johnson, Coolidge, and alternative education locations 

l __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
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Shaw MS @ Garnett Patterson (Ward 6) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 130 
Building Capacity -- 390 
Building Utilization -- 39% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 32% (R), 33% (M) 

• Severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Extremely difficult to build any programming with less than 150 students - especially 
at the middle school level. 

• School enrollment does not support the cost of a basic staffing structure 

• Located in an area of the city that is saturated with public school options 
L __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving school: 
The school program would co-locate with another school, until we rebuild the old Shaw 
site. It would likely co-locate with Cardozo HS. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 83 
Building Capacity -- 300 

Rationale for Closure: 

Prospect LC (Ward 6) 

Building Utilization - 28% 

• A special education center that serves students from across the city with emotional 
disorders. 

• The majority of the students can and should be served at their neighborhood 
schools. 

Receiving School(s): Neighborhood schools 

Building is a good option for School-within-a-School's permanent location as they grow 
into a full PS-5 elementary school. 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 265 
Building Capacity -- 378 
Building Utilization -- 59% 

Rationale for Closure: 

CW Harris ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 60% 
2012 Performance -- 15% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
Davis) 

• Nalle recently modernized and less than 0.5 miles away 

Receiving school (s): 
Nalle - - Performance: 23% (R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 526 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 82%) 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 147 
Building Capacity -- 400 
Building Utilization -- 45% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Kenilworth ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 43% 
2012 Performance: -- 21% (R), 26% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and utilizing less than half of the building 

• Declining enrollment - dropping 40 students since SY09-10 (185) 

• No population to pull from - geographically isolated 

• Thomas ES approximately one mile away with capacity 

Receiving School: 
Thomas ES - Performance: 38% (R), 49% (M), New Enrollment: 428 (from 310), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 49%) 
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Ron Brown MS (Ward 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 201 
Building Capacity -- 782 
Building Utilization -- 29% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 57% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 37% (M) 

• School is severely under-enrolled and cannot support full middle school 
programming 

• Middle school population in the area can not sustain both Kelly Miller and Ron 
Brown MS one mile apart 

• Currently in the lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

Receiving School: 
Kelly Miller MS - Performance: 24% (R), 39% (M), New Enrollment: 514 (from 353), 

New Utilization: 86% (from 55%), recently renovated, hosts new SEM 
program 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 282 
Building Capacity --342 
Building Utilization -- 71% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Smothers ES (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 24%(R), 31% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in area (Aiton, Drew) 

• Aiton less than 0.5 mile away and Drew less than 2 miles away 

• Drew has received a Phase 1 modernization 

• Smothers footprint leaves very little room to grow; Aiton is on land that allows for 
growth/expansion 

Receiving School: 
Aiton ES - Performance: 18% (R), 21% (M), New Enrollment: 480 (from 254) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 308 
Building Capacity -- 422 
Building Utilization -- 72% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Winston EC (Ward 7) 

% In-boundary -- 50% 
2012 Performance -- 25%(R), 25% (M) 

• School is under-enrolled and cannot sustain a full EC program 

• Garfield less than one mile away, and as Turner grows, Garfield is better located to 
support Turner 

• Building has not been modernized, and the structure and site would be very costly 
to renovate. 

Receiving School: 
Garfield ES - Performance: 9% (R), 12% (M), New Enrollment: 491 (from 245) 
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Davis ES (Wa rd 7) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 178 
Building Capacity -- 449 
Building Utilization -- 41% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary-49.16% 
2012 Performance - 34% (R), 25% (M) 

• Cannot sustain cluster of under-enrolled schools in the area (Nalle, Plummer, and 
CW Harris) 

• School has less than 200 students 

• Building has not been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Plummer - Performance: 45% (R), 56% (M), New Enrollment: 476 (from 334), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 49%) 
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Ferebee-Hope ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 215 
Building Capacity -- 325 
Building Utilization -- 74% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 63% 
2012 Performance -- 19%(R), 22% (M) 

• Sharp enrollment decline over last 3 years (SY09-10: 360) 

• Hendley 0.5 miles away and scheduled to receive modernization in 2013 and has 
room to grow 

L ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Receiving School: 
Hendley ES -- Performance: 35% (R), 44% (M), New Enrollment: 511 (from 339), New 

Utilization: 100% (from 82%) 
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1015 Enrollment -- 242 
Building Capacity --710 
Building Utilization -- 35% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Johnson MS (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary --71% 
2012 Performance -- 18%(R), 23% (M) 

• School is very under-enrolled and cannot provide comprehensive middle school 
programming. 

• Building is very under-utilized and has been for several years. 

• DCPS cannot sustain three under-enrolled/under-utilized middle schools in Ward 8 

Receiving School: 
Kramer MS -- Performance: 17% (R), 25% (M), New Enrollment: 356 (from 282), New 

Utilization: 76% (from 59%) 
Hart MS -- Performance: 23%(R), 29% (M), New Enrollment: 638 (from 519), New 

Utilization: 73% (61%) 
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10/5 Enrollment -- 221 
Building Capacity -- 310 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

Malcolm X ES (Ward 8) 

% In-boundary -- 55% 
2012 Performance -- 15%(R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, 

M LK, Terrrell) 

• Currently among lowest 10 enrolled schools among all DCPS schools 

• Both Turner and Simon have been modernized 

Receiving School: 
Turner ES -- Performance: 22% (R), 22% (M), New Enrollment: 516 (from 450), New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 
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Me Terrell/McGogney ES (Ward 8) 

10/5 Enrollment -- 208 
Building Capacity -- 250 
Building Utilization -- 84% 

Rationale for Closure: 

% In-boundary -- 37% 
2012 Performance -- 22% (R), 19% (M) 

• Cannot sustain so many schools in the area along Alabama Ave. (Turner, Simon, MLK, 
Malcolm X) 

• Can help boost enrollment at receiving and neighboring schools 

• Simon, Turner have both been modernized 

Receiving School: 
ML King -- Performance: 27% (R), 31% (M), New Enrollment: 479 (from 313L New 

Utilization: 100+% (from 76%) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20123:13 PM 
Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
RE: Updated Spreadsheet 

This is wonderful - thank you! Enjoy the salon - will call you if I have questions - but will copy you on what I send AdG. 

From: Lerman, Amy (OCPS-OOC) 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) 
Cc: Iheanacho, Nancy (OCPS) 
Subject: Updated Spreadsheet 

Noteworthy: before closures 77 schools received the under-enrollment flag. After closures, 46 schools receive the 
under-enrollment flag (a difference of 31 schools). Only 15 of those 31 schools were closed schools (Hamilton, and 3 
SPED schools were not included in the original 77). This means that 16 schools come off the under-enrollment flag if we 
close. 

Included in Spreadsheet: 
Tab 1: Closing Schools 

• Closing School with: 
o today's registered enrollment 
o building cap 
o building utilization* 
o 2012 CAS scores 

• Receiving Schools with: 
o today's registered enrollment 
o building cap 
o building utilization 
o 2012 CAS scores 
o updated enrollment if they receive. 
o Updated building cap if they receive**. 

Tab 2: IIAII schools", first few columns reflect the updated enrollment***, building capacity, and flag. 

*building utilization is based on last years audited enrollment 
**updated building utilization is based on calculations made using today's reg. enrollment 
***updated enrollment and building capacity on the second spreadsheet is based on today's enrollment 

Call me if you have questions on this. Will be by my phone. 

Amy Lerman 
Manager, Strategic Enrollment Initiatives 
Office of the Chief Operating Officer 

District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
T 202.478.9284 
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F 202.442.5081 
E amy.lerman@dc.gov 

W dcps.dc.gov 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 
(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Can you print? 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20122:36 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
FW: cluster populations 
cluschg.png; clustpop.xls; projcomp2.png; clustot.png 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Corney, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but the cluster 
names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the graph comparing my 
projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than saying we will 
have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the school closing list 
could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Corney, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, 
but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my 
estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people 
age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 totals 
(cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20129:56 AM 

Subject: 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
RE: Mayor Meeting 

This very helpful, thank you. 

Can folks confirm that both Payne and Houston were taken off? 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:23 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Subject: Mayor Meeting 

In addition to fleshing out the overall story/map/list of closings, I think we have these specific requests 

from the Chancellor in anticipation of Monday.s meeting: 

? Details regarding population decline in Ward 7 as well as information on DCPS building 

capacity and charter school enrollment. basically, support for the assertion that we 
have more capacity than students (actual or projected) in this area. Similar data for 
Ward 8 will also be helpful (to support the Alabama Avenue argument) (AdG/Claudia) 

? Budget scenarios. basically, how life will be better for schools after the closings as 
evidenced by staffing (LMR) 

? After the closings, a list of schools and their anticipated enrollment and building 

capacity. Basically, the Chancellor wanted to see how many .small schools. we 

would still have after we close schools and why (or why didn.t we close these 

schools). Building capacity and .need. (receiving) will be a large part of the 
explanation. (Claudia) 

We need to get whatever we have by 5:00 p.m. to Pete so he can make sure the 
Chancellor has hard copies for review and for the meeting. 

Please let me know if you think I am missing anything. 

LMR 

On Oct 4,2012, at 6:18 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Ok 

On Oct 4,2012, at 5:55 PM, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> wrote: 

Team, 
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The Chancellor is scheduled to meet with the Mayor on Monday, 
10/8 at 2:00 p.m. at the WB to discuss closings. The Deputy 

Mayor is included in the meeting. We don.t have clear 
direction right now as to whether the Chancellor wants to prep 
before the meeting and who she wants, if anyone, to accompany 
her at the meeting. As soon as we hear something on these 
issues, we will let you know. 

Absent that information, here is what 1 think makes the most 
sense as a game plan: 

? Claudia/Anthony, pull whatever information we can 
pull/put together by COB tomorrow around the closings 
and the supporting data that the Chancellor requested. 

? 1.11 get the school budget information. 
? We all circulate what we have at the end of the day 

tomorrow and take a look at the information. 
? Once we review and determine it is ready, we can forward 

the information to the Chancellor. With the information, 

we may get a better sense of what Monday.s plan needs 
to be. 

Shout if you have other ideas. 
LMR 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, 
the Office of Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on 
Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20129:56 AM 

Subject: 
Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS); DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
RE: Mayor Meeting 

This very helpful, thank you. 

Can folks confirm that both Payne and Houston were taken off? 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:23 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Subject: Mayor Meeting 

In addition to fleshing out the overall story/map/list of closings, I think we have these specific requests 

from the Chancellor in anticipation of Monday.s meeting: 

? Details regarding population decline in Ward 7 as well as information on DCPS building 

capacity and charter school enrollment. basically, support for the assertion that we 
have more capacity than students (actual or projected) in this area. Similar data for 
Ward 8 will also be helpful (to support the Alabama Avenue argument) (AdG/Claudia) 

? Budget scenarios. basically, how life will be better for schools after the closings as 
evidenced by staffing (LMR) 

? After the closings, a list of schools and their anticipated enrollment and building 

capacity. Basically, the Chancellor wanted to see how many .small schools. we 

would still have after we close schools and why (or why didn.t we close these 

schools). Building capacity and .need. (receiving) will be a large part of the 
explanation. (Claudia) 

We need to get whatever we have by 5:00 p.m. to Pete so he can make sure the 
Chancellor has hard copies for review and for the meeting. 

Please let me know if you think I am missing anything. 

LMR 

On Oct 4,2012, at 6:18 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Ok 

On Oct 4,2012, at 5:55 PM, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> wrote: 

Team, 
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The Chancellor is scheduled to meet with the Mayor on Monday, 
10/8 at 2:00 p.m. at the WB to discuss closings. The Deputy 

Mayor is included in the meeting. We don.t have clear 
direction right now as to whether the Chancellor wants to prep 
before the meeting and who she wants, if anyone, to accompany 
her at the meeting. As soon as we hear something on these 
issues, we will let you know. 

Absent that information, here is what 1 think makes the most 
sense as a game plan: 

? Claudia/Anthony, pull whatever information we can 
pull/put together by COB tomorrow around the closings 
and the supporting data that the Chancellor requested. 

? 1.11 get the school budget information. 
? We all circulate what we have at the end of the day 

tomorrow and take a look at the information. 
? Once we review and determine it is ready, we can forward 

the information to the Chancellor. With the information, 

we may get a better sense of what Monday.s plan needs 
to be. 

Shout if you have other ideas. 
LMR 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, 
the Office of Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on 
Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20129:45 AM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 

Subject: FW: Mayor Meeting 

FYI 

From: Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS) 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:23 AM 
To: DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS); Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Weber, Peter (DCPS) 
Subject: Mayor Meeting 

In addition to fleshing out the overall story/map/list of closings, I think we have these specific requests 

from the Chancellor in anticipation of Monday.s meeting: 

? Details regarding population decline in Ward 7 as well as information on DCPS building 

capacity and charter school enrollment. basically, support for the assertion that we 
have more capacity than students (actual or projected) in this area. Similar data for 
Ward 8 will also be helpful (to support the Alabama Avenue argument) (AdG/Claudia) 

? Budget scenarios. basically, how life will be better for schools after the closings as 
evidenced by staffing (LMR) 

? After the closings, a list of schools and their anticipated enrollment and building 

capacity. Basically, the Chancellor wanted to see how many .small schools. we 

would still have after we close schools and why (or why didn.t we close these 

schools). Building capacity and .need. (receiving) will be a large part of the 
explanation. (Claudia) 

We need to get whatever we have by 5:00 p.m. to Pete so he can make sure the 
Chancellor has hard copies for review and for the meeting. 

Please let me know if you think I am missing anything. 

LMR 

On Oct 4,2012, at 6:18 PM, "DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS)" <anthony.deguzman@dc.gov> wrote: 

Ok 

On Oct 4,2012, at 5:55 PM, "Ruda, Lisa M. (DCPS)" <Lisa.Ruda@dc.gov> wrote: 

Team, 
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The Chancellor is scheduled to meet with the Mayor on Monday, 
10/8 at 2:00 p.m. at the WB to discuss closings. The Deputy 

Mayor is included in the meeting. We don.t have clear 
direction right now as to whether the Chancellor wants to prep 
before the meeting and who she wants, if anyone, to accompany 
her at the meeting. As soon as we hear something on these 
issues, we will let you know. 

Absent that information, here is what 1 think makes the most 
sense as a game plan: 

? Claudia/Anthony, pull whatever information we can 
pull/put together by COB tomorrow around the closings 
and the supporting data that the Chancellor requested. 

? 1.11 get the school budget information. 
? We all circulate what we have at the end of the day 

tomorrow and take a look at the information. 
? Once we review and determine it is ready, we can forward 

the information to the Chancellor. With the information, 

we may get a better sense of what Monday.s plan needs 
to be. 

Shout if you have other ideas. 
LMR 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, 
the Office of Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on 
Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20129:32 AM 
Corney, Jennifer 

Subject: 
MacDonald, Graham; Nichols, Austin; Litschwartz, Sophie; mfilardo@21csf.org 
Re: cluster populations 

Works for me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 5, 2012, at 9:19 AM, "Corney, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org>wrote: 

How is around 1pm? 
Jc 

Please excuse any typos. I am sending from my cell phone. 

On Oct 5, 2012, at 9:04 AM, "Corney, Jennifer" <J.c.Q!1H~y.@].Jr.b.~.:~LQrg> wrote: 

Claudia-I'm now in dc but at kids dentist appoint. After, 1m working at home 
today (got in at 2:30 this morning). 

I'll go through the materials and then we can talk through early afternoon. 

Sound ok? 
Jc 

Please excuse any typos. I am sending from my cell phone. 

On Oct 4,2012, at 11 :51 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Do you or someone on your team have time to help me interpret the 
excel spreadsheet tomorrow morning? I think you have been sending 

good stuff + but don+t really know how to use it and what it means! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 

Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
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Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the 
data and maps are all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and 
spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another 
variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it 
changes virtually nothing in the graph comparing my projected totals to 
OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, 
and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge 
additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, 
and a gain of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 
more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that 
horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more 
reasonable as a rough guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more 
kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing 
development is planned, the school closing list could look a lot different 
next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org; 
NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and 
overestimates the number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates 
are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, 
and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific 
totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my 
estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, 
to ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in 
each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age 
estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), 
and percent change from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Friday, October 05,20121 :09 AM 

To: Nichols, Austin; mfilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Corney, Jennifer 

Cc: 
Subject: 

OK. 

Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
RE: cluster populations 

But, I thought we had population data that I can use that tells us what happened from 2000-2010 and also the map that 
went out to 2015. IS that not available now? We can talk in the am. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, October OS, 2012 1 :04 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Better to wait for a spreadsheet with in-boundary population changes in 2015 and 2020. Married to new capacity 
numbers, this can provide guidance on future utilization crises in both directions: over- and under-utilization. The cluster 
totals just do not give you the *Iocal* population shifts. Of course, to solve the "Roosevelt problem" of kids in distant 
blocks attending out-of-boundary, and PCSB attendance, we need to do a lot of SLED work. But the first cut I am 
describing should be ready next week. 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Luian@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04,2012 11:51 PM 
To: Nichols, Austin; MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Do you or someone on your team have time to help me interpret the excel spreadsheet tomorrow morning? I think you 
have been sending good stuff - but don't really know how to use it and what it means! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 

Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but the cluster 
names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
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(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the graph comparing my 
projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than saying we will 
have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the school closing list 
could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, 
but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my 
estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people 
age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 totals 
(cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 04,201211 :51 PM 

To: Nichols, Austin; mfilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Corney, Jennifer 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
RE: cluster populations 

Do you or someone on your team have time to help me interpret the excel spreadsheet tomorrow morning? I think you 
have been sending good stuff - but don't really know how to use it and what it means! 

Thanks, 
Claudia 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but the cluster 
names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the graph comparing my 
projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than saying we will 
have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the school closing list 
could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, 
but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my 
estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people 
age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 totals 
(cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 04,20129:41 AM 
Corney, Jennifer 

Cc: mfilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 

Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I+m also using this + very helpful + more detailed, but+ still good to have. 

Thanks all ,+ There is also another meeting with Chancellor this afternoon, that we will use this for.+ 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:54 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Litschwartz, Sophie; 
MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Yeah + what I+ve attached is the full analysis plan and where we are. So far we+ve focused on neighborhood changes 
and the short list criteria but we aren+t finished with the projections (a key piece) nor have we finished the walkability 
piece (another key piece). We also haven+t looked at in-out of boundary at all and can+t until SLED data are ready. 

There are other policy factors that should be taken into consideration before identifying schools to be closed such as 
what can be moved, collocated etc. 

I see the email from Mary that she is going to take a stab + Mary take a look at the individual analysis points attached. 

This isn+t exactly what Anthony needs but may help you. 
Jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:39 AM 
To: Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Litschwartz, Sophie; 
MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Yes, sort of. We are trying to say to folks here that the following analysis/data is important to consider before 
making a final decision on what list to go with. We don't have it now, but will at X time. 

Does that make sense? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4,2012, at 8:34 AM, "Corney, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org> wrote: 

Claudia+ 
I+m just seeing this now (sorry I+m an hour behind). I want to make sure that I understand the ask. 
You want to know what pieces of analysis we+re working on? 

1+11 send something over in a sec. 
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jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.qov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 11:32 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.orq 
Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer; Litschwartz, 
Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9: 15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

Grade.OC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 

Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps 
are all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
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(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes 
cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually 
nothing in the graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains 
of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 
0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain 
of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 
2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a 
rough guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is 
planned, the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy 
(DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the 
number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 
62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 
2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which 
compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to 
ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would 
be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent 
change from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Synthesized version. 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 04,20129:35 AM 
mfilardo@21csf.org; JComey@urban.org 
anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org 
RE: cluster populations 

Thoughts? 

1) The 10 year student population projections, based on Office of Planning child 
population estimates. We have the 5 year projections, but needs further analysis. 
2) Projected capture rates (based on current rate) on their child populations estimates 
for ALL public school children. 
3) Long term capacity estimates - will we have space at receiving schools to serve 
population increases? 
4) Create scenarios for each school on list that includes: 

a. Walkabili ty impact 
b. Desired capture rate for DCPS 
c. Receiving school index (enrollment, achievement, location, capacity) 

-----Original Message-----
From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:08 AM 
To: JComey@urban.org; Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: ANichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); SLitschwartz@urban.org; 
GMacDonald@urban.org 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Claudia, Jenn said she thought what I sent just a few minutes ago was right. Said they need 
a couple weeks on the sled data when we get it. It takes time. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:53 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: Mary Filardo; Nichols, Austin; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Litschwartz, 
Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Yeah - what I've attached is the full analysis plan and where we are. So far we've focused on 
neighborhood changes and the short list criteria but we aren't finished with the projections 
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(a key piece) nor have we finished the walkability piece (another key piece). We also haven't 
looked at in-out of boundary at all and can't until SLED data are ready. 

There are other policy factors that should be taken into consideration before identifying 
schools to be closed such as what can be moved, collocated etc. 

I see the email from Mary that she is going to take a stab - Mary take a look at the 
individual analysis points attached. This isn't exactly what Anthony needs but may help you. 
Jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:39 AM 
To: Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Yes, sort of. We are trying to say to folks here that the following analysis/data is 
important to consider before making a final decision on what list to go with. We don't have 
it now, but will at X time. 

Does that make sense? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4, 2012, at 8:34 AM, "Comey, Jennifer" <JComey@urban.org<mailto:JComey@urban.org» 
wrote: 
Claudia -
I'm just seeing this now (sorry I'm an hour behind). I want to make sure that I understand 
the ask. You want to know what pieces of analysis we're working on? 

I'll send something over in a sec. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:32 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org> 
Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS
OOC); Comey, Jennifer; Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9:15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>" 
<MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org» wrote: 
Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 
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Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org<mailto:mfilardo@21csf.org> 
www.21csf.org<http://www.21csf.org> 
www.BESTfacilities.org<http://www.BESTfacilities.org> 

Grade.DC.gov<http://Grade.DC.gov> has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified 
Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 
Check out www.grade.dc.gov<http://www.grade.dc.gov> today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, 
Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are 
all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong (OCTO has cluster 
names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number also 1 to 
46) . 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing 
in the graph comparing my projected totals to Op's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 
1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age 
up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 
over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 
and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough 
guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, 
the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org<mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org>; 
NHuvendick@21csf.org<mailto:NHuvendick@21csf.org>; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 
I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17-year-olds and overestimates the number of 
0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand 
people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster
specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates 
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to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the 
same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would be more reluctant to align to 
their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change 
from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 04,20128:37 AM 
Austin Nichols 

Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Both. What is the important analysis we should consider, that we don't have yet, as we finalize the list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4,2012, at 8:34 AM, "Austin Nichols" <austinnichols@gmai1.com> wrote: 

Missing because we are waiting for facts or SLED or missing because we have not done the 
work yet? Or both? 

Can you call me? 

On Wednesday, October 3,2012, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) wrote: 
Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9: 15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 

(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 
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mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 

Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps 
are all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 

(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes 
cluster number also 1 to 46). 

We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually 
nothing in the graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains 
of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 

OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 
0-4 age up. 

Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain 
of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 
2015 and 2020. 
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I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a 
rough guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 

If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is 
planned, the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy 
(DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the 
number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 
62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 
2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which 
compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to 
ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would 
be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent 
change from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 04,20128:39 AM 
Corney, Jennifer 

Cc: mfilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 

Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Yes, sort of. We are trying to say to folks here that the following analysis/data is important to consider before 
making a final decision on what list to go with. We don't have it now, but will at X time. 

Does that make sense? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4,2012, at 8:34 AM, "Corney, Jennifer" <J.c.Qm~'y'@'yJ.b.i:!JLQJ.g> wrote: 

Claudia+ 
I+m just seeing this now (sorry I+m an hour behind). I want to make sure that I understand the ask. 
You want to know what pieces of analysis we+re working on? 

1+" send something over in a sec. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 11:32 PM 
To: MFilardo@21csf.org 
Cc: Nichols, Austin; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer; Litschwartz, 
Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9: 15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
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1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 

Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps 
are all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes 
cluster number also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually 
nothing in the graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains 
of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 
0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain 
of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 
2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a 
rough guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is 
planned, the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy 
(DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the 
number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 
62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 
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2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which 
compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to 
ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would 
be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent 
change from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Thursday, October 04,20128:40 AM 
Austin Nichols 

Subject: Re: cluster populations 

Call you in 5 min 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4,2012, at 8:34 AM, "Austin Nichols" <austinnichols@gmai1.com> wrote: 

Missing because we are waiting for facts or SLED or missing because we have not done the 
work yet? Or both? 

Can you call me? 

On Wednesday, October 3,2012, Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) wrote: 
Folks, 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with 
estimated date of completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9: 15. Is this 
possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and 
would like to be able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 7:23 PM, "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> wrote: 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 

Executive Director 

21st Century School Fund 

1816 12th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20009 

(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 

(202)745-1713 (fax) 
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mfilardo@21csf.org 

www.21csf.org 

www.BESTfacilities.org 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of 

Unified Communications (311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps 
are all right but the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 

(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes 
cluster number also 1 to 46). 

We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually 
nothing in the graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains 
of 1750 kids vs 2010 in 2015. 

OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 
0-4 age up. 

Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain 
of 17670 over 2015 projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 
2015 and 2020. 
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I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a 
rough guess than saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 

If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is 
planned, the school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy 
(DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the 
number of 0- to 4-year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 
62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 
2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off (see projcomp.png attached which 
compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their totals easily enough, to 
ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I would 
be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent 
change from 2010 totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Folks, 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 03,201211 :32 PM 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
anichols@urban.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
JComey@urban.org; SLitschwartz@urban.org; gmacdonald@urban.org 
Re: cluster populations 

I'm hoping you can help me out. I need to put together a list of missing data points (with estimated date of 
completion and percent complete if started) for tomorrow at 9: 15. Is this possible? 

Sorry for the last minute notice, but Anthony has a mtg in the morning with Lisa and Pete and would like to be 
able to bring this. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but 
the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number 
also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the 
graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 
2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 
projections! 
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If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than 
saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the 
school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-
year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 
2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off 
(see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their 
totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I 
would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 
totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 03,20129:25 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: cluster populations 

Will call after debate :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> 
Date: October 3, 2012, 7:23:48 PM EDT 
To: "ANig.hoJ.~@.mQi!!LQJ.g" <ANj~hQl~.@mb.m1.".Q)::g>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia. Lui an@dc.gov>, "NHuvendick@21csforg" <NHuvendick@21csforg>, "Lerman, 
Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov>, "JComey@urban.org" <JComey@urban.org> 
Cc: "SLitschwartz@urban. org" <SLitschwartz@urban.org>, "GMacDonald@urban.org" 
<GMacDonald@urban.org> 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

Grade.DC.gov has expanded! 
Now you can grade the DC Public Library, Police, Fire and EMS, the Office of Unified Communications 

(311/911) and the Office on Aging. 

Check out www.grade.dc.gov today. 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but 
the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number 
also 1 to 46). 
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We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the 
graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 
2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 
projections! 

If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than 
saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the 
school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.orq; NHuvendick@21csf.orq; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-
year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 
2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off 
(see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their 
totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I 
would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 
totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 03,20129:25 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 

Subject: Fwd: cluster populations 

Will call after debate :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> 
Date: October 3, 2012, 7:23:48 PM EDT 
To: "ANig.hoJ.~@.mQi!!LQJ.g" <ANj~hQl~.@mb.m1.".Q)::g>, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" 
<Claudia. Lui an@dc.gov>, "NHuvendick@21csforg" <NHuvendick@21csforg>, "Lerman, 
Amy (DCPS-OOC)" <Amy.Lerman@dc.gov>, "JComey@urban.org" <JComey@urban.org> 
Cc: "SLitschwartz@urban. org" <SLitschwartz@urban.org>, "GMacDonald@urban.org" 
<GMacDonald@urban.org> 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

Whoa, thanks. A really different view with cluster names corrected. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202)745-3745 Xll (phone) 
(202)745-1713 (fax) 
mfilardo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

From: Nichols, Austin [mailto:ANichols@urban.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2012 7:14 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: RE: cluster populations 

I inadvertently attached the wrong cluster names on cluster numbers; the data and maps are all right but 
the cluster names on the bar graphs and spreadsheet are wrong 
(OCTO has cluster names attached to ID 1 to 46 and then another variable that encodes cluster number 
also 1 to 46). 
We also got a new block-to-cluster mapping thanks to Graham, but it changes virtually nothing in the 
graph comparing my projected totals to OP's totals. 

Note that OP projects losses of 5900 kids age 5-17 vs 2010 for 2015, and I project gains of 1750 kids vs 
2010 in 2015. 
OP numbers for 2020 would show large gains however, once those huge additions aged 0-4 age up. 
Their total age 5-17 is 79967 for 2020, a gain of 11765 over 2010 totals, and a gain of 17670 over 2015 
projections! 
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If we target OP totals, we should close 10 schools next year, but open 50 more between 2015 and 2020. 

I will try to run my block-based projections out to 2020 to compare at that horizon as well. 

I think saying we will have 6 thousand additional kids in 2020 is more reasonable as a rough guess than 
saying we will have 18 thousand more kids. 
If 3 thousand go into DCPS, and many of them are where major housing development is planned, the 
school closing list could look a lot different next week. 

From: Nichols, Austin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1 :36 PM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
Comey, Jennifer 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; MacDonald, Graham 
Subject: cluster populations 

I believe OP underestimates the number of 5- to 17 -year-olds and overestimates the number of 0- to 4-
year-olds in 2015, but our estimates are not that far apart. OP shows 62.3 thousand people age 5-17 in 
2015, and I show 69.9 thousand people age 5-17 in 2015. The cluster-specific totals are not that far off 
(see projcomp.png attached which compares my estimates to OP's) on average. I could align to their 
totals easily enough, to ensure that I have the same number of people age 5-17 in 2015 in each cluster. I 
would be more reluctant to align to their single-year-of-age estimates. 

I also attach cluster totals for 2015 OP estimated pop 5-17 (clustot.png), and percent change from 2010 
totals (cluschg.png). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 03,201210:38 AM 
Corney, Jennifer 
mfilardo@21 csf.org 
RE: next steps 

We need to plot the students for our list to see where they live .• Do you have the data to do this? 

I have our students from last year (a Jan data pull) geo-coded .• Can we just use that? 

I am VERY concerned that getting the right data is taking too long from OSSE and we need to pursue other options to get 
what we need. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Nichols, Austin 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); SLitschwartz@urban.org; MacDonald, 
Graham 
Subject: RE: next steps 

Claudia and Mary. 

I.m not sure if this email went out yesterday so I.m resending the info. 

We talked with the SLED people yesterday (Tommy, Katie, and William. analysts who work with the data). We set up 
the phone call to learn about how the three files on the SLED DVD relate to one another, as well as understand what 

fields we have (there is no data dictionary yet). I was also worried that we didn.t have 2011 data (the MEAD file shows 

2010 data but not 2011). They confirmed that we don.t have the most recent data. Katie explained that the 2011 

hasn.t been merged on yet and we have to get that file separately. 

We took three steps back and talked about what types of data UI needs to look at in/out of boundary and feeder pattern 
analysis. Sounds like we need a different set of roster data to get historic address data. What OM E has is not necessarily 
what we need (SLED is a set of relational databases and sounds like there are a number of files and fields to choose 
from.) Because this is complicated, we set up a meeting for Tuesday at 11am (earliest we could do it). I think we can get 
a data dump quickly after we discuss with the team. 

So we don.t have accurate SLED data to do analysis with right now. We.1I know more on Tuesday. 
jc 

From: Comey, Jennifer 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; Nichols, Austin 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: next steps 

Morning all. 
My mailbox was overfull so I couldn.t send any emails (always seems to happen when I travel). 

Claudia, it makes sense to start digging into the neighborhood changes. We have both the actual population changes 

from 2000-2010, and as Austin said, we now have OP.s single age forecasts. Their forecasts take into account fertility 

and death so we can look at the birth data as a stand alone piece but they.ve taken it into account. The wild card in 
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their forecasts (and any forecast in DC) is the mobility rate. Seems like should look separately at OP+s projections based 
on fertility/death and aging up (with little mobility taken into account) as well as Austin+s that models the historic 
change. Are the two different methods projecting a general increase of elementary age, middle school age, and high 

school age students in the same general areas? We aren+t trying to come up with exact numbers per se, right? We+re 
looking to identify what schools should remain open because we think there will be more schools to fill them. 

What time are you guys talking? I am working in my hotel until about 2pm your time and I can join in. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 10:46 PM 
To: Nichols, Austin 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Comey, Jennifer; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: next steps 

Looking forward to discussing tomorrow afternoon! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 9:50 PM, "Nichols, Austin" <ANichols@urban.org> wrote: 

Of course we should. But doing so requires estimating what populations will be where, which will take 
weeks. OP has shared single-year-of-age projections by cluster with us, but the projections seem to 
assume too many people age in place, and net migration does not offset the shift of the population into 
older ages. This results in large numbers of 20-year-olds in 2010, with few children, becoming large 
numbers of 25-year-olds with very young children in 2015. Attached is an example graph for cluster 14, 
roughly Woodley/Cleveland Park, where you can see the shift up from age 20-25 to age 30-35 from 2010 
to 2015 (and an increase in ages 0-4). If we accept these as our targets, we will see large numbers of 
children entering school in early grades in 2015 around the city and entering middle school in 2022. That 
is, our 10 year plan should be to build elementary schools and then turn them into middle schools. As I 
say, the full analysis would take weeks, but this is my guess at what we will find based on OP's numbers. 
If instead we take OP population totals, without the age distribution, and take my age and geographic 
distribution, we may get more sensible results, or we may not; forecasting via projection from 2000 to 
2010 is also error-prone. 

A safer approach in the short term might be to take population totals by cluster from OP, and use the 
2010 age distribution, though that does not have the advantage of being theoretically defensible! 

Walkability for existing students requires much SLED work; walkability for projected students needs 
detailed population by block and estimates of DCPS takeup by age and block. 

We need to think carefully about what we can do in the short term (Oct) and in the slightly longer term 
(Nov-Dec). 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,20126:59 PM 
To: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Cc: Comey, Jennifer; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: Re: next steps 

I would say we should take a stab at an approach to projecting the enrollment impact of various 
scenanos. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 
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On Oct 2,2012, at 1:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Cl~ltdi~tlAJi~n@d~,gQY> wrote: 

I am thinking we need to dig into walkability and demographic factors that will 
impact how we look at a certain area of the city. This is rationale for why we 
close or not close a school from our first list. This is going to be particularly 
important for Ward 7. But, not really needed for other areas. 

The data points that I am missing from my conversations are the birth/population, 
demographic, and demand data. The internal conversations are moving at a 
quicker pace over here, and I want to make sure we catch up. 

I think the best step right now is to put our data package together (maps, etc) with 
our recommended list to present to senior leaders here at DCPS. The 
recommendations should be based on data and facilities. Our leaders can then 
layer on the budget, and other non-data factors that they think will impact the list. 
But, at least we have made a solid proposal of what we go out with. Make sense? 

Plan TODAY for what.s on the way. September is National Emergency 

Preparedness Month. To learn how to prepare & to sign up for critical 

emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,2012 1:54 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: nhuvendick@21csf.org; MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: next steps 

Claudia. 

I got messages from Mary and Nancy that you want to starting thinking about 
neighborhood analysis for the short list criteria. I.m out of town for work 
starting tonight, but Austin and Graham are available to chat. What are you 
thinking so we can get a heads up? 

How did the meeting go with the Chancellor yesterday? 
JC 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 

www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 

<Woodley. png> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Wednesday, October 03,201210:35 AM 
Corney, Jennifer; Nichols, Austin 
mfilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); 
SLitschwartz@urban.org; MacDonald, Graham 
RE: next steps 

Ugh.+ Is this the data we need for the boundary analysis?+ 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS); Nichols, Austin 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC); SLitschwartz@urban.org; MacDonald, 
Graham 
Subject: RE: next steps 

Claudia and Mary + 
I+m not sure if this email went out yesterday so I+m resending the info. 

We talked with the SLED people yesterday (Tommy, Katie, and William + analysts who work with the data). We set up 
the phone call to learn about how the three files on the SLED DVD relate to one another, as well as understand what 

fields we have (there is no data dictionary yet). I was also worried that we didn+t have 2011 data (the MEAD file shows 
2010 data but not 2011). They confirmed that we don+t have the most recent data. Katie explained that the 2011 

hasn+t been merged on yet and we have to get that file separately. 

We took three steps back and talked about what types of data UI needs to look at in/out of boundary and feeder pattern 
analysis. Sounds like we need a different set of roster data to get historic address data. What DM E has is not necessarily 
what we need (SLED is a set of relational databases and sounds like there are a number of files and fields to choose 
from.) Because this is complicated, we set up a meeting for Tuesday at 11am (earliest we could do it). I think we can get 
a data dump quickly after we discuss with the team. 

So we don+t have accurate SLED data to do analysis with right now. We+1I know more on Tuesday. 
jc 

From: Comey, Jennifer 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: 'Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)'; Nichols, Austin 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: RE: next steps 

Morning all + 
My mailbox was overfull so I couldn+t send any emails (always seems to happen when I travel). 

Claudia, it makes sense to start digging into the neighborhood changes. We have both the actual population changes 

from 2000-2010, and as Austin said, we now have OP+s single age forecasts. Their forecasts take into account fertility 

and death so we can look at the birth data as a stand alone piece but they+ve taken it into account. The wild card in 
their forecasts (and any forecast in DC) is the mobility rate. Seems like should look separately at OP+s projections based 
on fertility/death and aging up (with little mobility taken into account) as well as Austin+s that models the historic 
change. Are the two different methods projecting a general increase of elementary age, middle school age, and high 
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school age students in the same general areas? We aren+t trying to come up with exact numbers per se, right? We+re 
looking to identify what schools should remain open because we think there will be more schools to fill them. 

What time are you guys talking? I am working in my hotel until about 2pm your time and I can join in. 
jc 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [mailto:Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 10:46 PM 
To: Nichols, Austin 
Cc: MFilardo@21csf.org; Comey, Jennifer; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Subject: Re: next steps 

Looking forward to discussing tomorrow afternoon! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 9:50 PM, "Nichols, Austin" <ANichols@urban.org> wrote: 

Of course we should. But doing so requires estimating what populations will be where, which will take 
weeks. OP has shared single-year-of-age projections by cluster with us, but the projections seem to 
assume too many people age in place, and net migration does not offset the shift of the population into 
older ages. This results in large numbers of 20-year-olds in 2010, with few children, becoming large 
numbers of 25-year-olds with very young children in 2015. Attached is an example graph for cluster 14, 
roughly Woodley/Cleveland Park, where you can see the shift up from age 20-25 to age 30-35 from 2010 
to 2015 (and an increase in ages 0-4). If we accept these as our targets, we will see large numbers of 
children entering school in early grades in 2015 around the city and entering middle school in 2022. That 
is, our 10 year plan should be to build elementary schools and then turn them into middle schools. As I 
say, the full analysis would take weeks, but this is my guess at what we will find based on OP's numbers. 
If instead we take OP population totals, without the age distribution, and take my age and geographic 
distribution, we may get more sensible results, or we may not; forecasting via projection from 2000 to 
2010 is also error-prone. 

A safer approach in the short term might be to take population totals by cluster from OP, and use the 
2010 age distribution, though that does not have the advantage of being theoretically defensible! 

Walkability for existing students requires much SLED work; walkability for projected students needs 
detailed population by block and estimates of DCPS takeup by age and block. 

We need to think carefully about what we can do in the short term (Oct) and in the slightly longer term 
(Nov-Dec). 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,20126:59 PM 
To: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Cc: Comey, Jennifer; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: Re: next steps 

I would say we should take a stab at an approach to projecting the enrollment impact of various 
scenanos. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 1:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 
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I am thinking we need to dig into walkability and demographic factors that will 
impact how we look at a certain area of the city. This is rationale for why we 
close or not close a school from our first list. This is going to be particularly 
important for Ward 7. But, not really needed for other areas. 

The data points that I am missing from my conversations are the birth/population, 
demographic, and demand data. The internal conversations are moving at a 
quicker pace over here, and I want to make sure we catch up. 

I think the best step right now is to put our data package together (maps, etc) with 
our recommended list to present to senior leaders here at DCPS. The 
recommendations should be based on data and facilities. Our leaders can then 
layer on the budget, and other non-data factors that they think will impact the list. 
But, at least we have made a solid proposal of what we go out with. Make sense? 

Plan TODAY for what.s on the way. September is National Emergency 

Preparedness Month. To learn how to prepare & to sign up for critical 

emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,2012 1:54 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: nhuvendick@21csf.org; MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: next steps 

Claudia. 

I got messages from Mary and Nancy that you want to starting thinking about 
neighborhood analysis for the short list criteria. I.m out of town for work 
starting tonight, but Austin and Graham are available to chat. What are you 
thinking so we can get a heads up? 

How did the meeting go with the Chancellor yesterday? 
JC 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 

www nelghborhoodlnfodc org 

<Woodley. png> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, October 02,201210:46 PM 
Nichols, Austin 

Cc: 
Subject: 

mfilardo@21csf.org; Corney, Jennifer; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 
Re: next steps 

Looking forward to discussing tomorrow afternoon! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 9:50 PM, "Nichols, Austin" <ANichols@urban.org> wrote: 

Of course we should. But doing so requires estimating what populations will be where, which will take 
weeks. OP has shared single-year-of-age projections by cluster with us, but the projections seem to 
assume too many people age in place, and net migration does not offset the shift of the population into 
older ages. This results in large numbers of 20-year-olds in 2010, with few children, becoming large 
numbers of 25-year-olds with very young children in 2015. Attached is an example graph for cluster 14, 
roughly Woodley/Cleveland Park, where you can see the shift up from age 20-25 to age 30-35 from 2010 
to 2015 (and an increase in ages 0-4). If we accept these as our targets, we will see large numbers of 
children entering school in early grades in 2015 around the city and entering middle school in 2022. That 
is, our 10 year plan should be to build elementary schools and then turn them into middle schools. As I 
say, the full analysis would take weeks, but this is my guess at what we will find based on OP's numbers. 
If instead we take OP population totals, without the age distribution, and take my age and geographic 
distribution, we may get more sensible results, or we may not; forecasting via projection from 2000 to 
2010 is also error-prone. 

A safer approach in the short term might be to take population totals by cluster from OP, and use the 
2010 age distribution, though that does not have the advantage of being theoretically defensible! 

Walkability for existing students requires much SLED work; walkability for projected students needs 
detailed population by block and estimates of DCPS takeup by age and block. 

We need to think carefully about what we can do in the short term (Oct) and in the slightly longer term 
(Nov-Dec). 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,20126:59 PM 
To: Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov 
Cc: Comey, Jennifer; NHuvendick@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: Re: next steps 

I would say we should take a stab at an approach to projecting the enrollment impact of various 
scenanos. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 1:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

I am thinking we need to dig into walkability and demographic factors that will 
impact how we look at a certain area of the city. This is rationale for why we 
close or not close a school from our first list. This is going to be particularly 
important for Ward 7. But, not really needed for other areas. 
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The data points that I am missing from my conversations are the birth/population, 
demographic, and demand data. The internal conversations are moving at a 
quicker pace over here, and I want to make sure we catch up. 

I think the best step right now is to put our data package together (maps, etc) with 
our recommended list to present to senior leaders here at DCPS. The 
recommendations should be based on data and facilities. Our leaders can then 
layer on the budget, and other non-data factors that they think will impact the list. 
But, at least we have made a solid proposal of what we go out with. Make sense? 

Plan TODAY for what.s on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness 

Month. To learn how to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to 

www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,2012 1:54 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia CDCPS) 
Cc: nhuvendick@21csf.org; MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: next steps 

Claudia. 

I got messages from Mary and Nancy that you want to starting thinking about 
neighborhood analysis for the short list criteria. I.m out of town for work 
starting tonight, but Austin and Graham are available to chat. What are you 
thinking so we can get a heads up? 

How did the meeting go with the Chancellor yesterday? 
JC 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research ASSOCiate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 

<Woodley. png> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Tuesday, October 02,201210:45 PM 
Lerman, Amy (DCPS-OOC) 

Subject: Fwd: next steps 

Can you come? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "MFilardo@21csforg" <MFilardo@21csforg> 
Date: October 2, 2012, 8: 10: 11 PM EDT 
To: "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <ChnJ.di~J~llJ~.n.@.dJ;.,gQ'y> 
Subject: Re: next steps 

Claudia, Austen said OP finished their population projections. Says they are showing big 
increases in child population. He said he could meet with us tomorrow afternoon. Does 3 :30 
work for you? He said they needed some time to get the projections on usable condition. 

Mary Filardo Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2,2012, at 1:49 PM, "Lujan, Claudia (DCPS)" <Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov> wrote: 

I am thinking we need to dig into walkability and demographic factors that will 
impact how we look at a certain area of the city. This is rationale for why we 
close or not close a school from our first list. This is going to be particularly 
important for Ward 7. But, not really needed for other areas. 

The data points that I am missing from my conversations are the birth/population, 
demographic, and demand data. The internal conversations are moving at a 
quicker pace over here, and I want to make sure we catch up. 

I think the best step right now is to put our data package together (maps, etc) with 
our recommended list to present to senior leaders here at DCPS. The 
recommendations should be based on data and facilities. Our leaders can then 
layer on the budget, and other non-data factors that they think will impact the list. 
But, at least we have made a solid proposal of what we go out with. Make sense? 

Plan TODAY for what+s on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness 
Month. To learn how to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to 
www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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From: Comey, Jennifer [mailto:JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02,2012 1:54 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Cc: nhuvendick@21csf.org; MFilardo@21csf.org; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: next steps 

Claudia. 

I got messages from Mary and Nancy that you want to starting thinking about 
neighborhood analysis for the short list criteria. I.m out of town for work 
starting tonight, but Austin and Graham are available to chat. What are you 
thinking so we can get a heads up? 

How did the meeting go with the Chancellor yesterday? 
JC 

Jennifer Comey 
Senior Research Associate, METRO 
The Urban Institute 
202261 5760 
Icomey@urban org 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lujan, Claudia (OCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, October 01,20126:08 PM 
Salmanowitz, Melissa (OCPS) 
Re: Charters 

We have met a few times with pcsb and will continue to do so with the idea to make sure we keep each other in the loop, 
share data, etc. 

From: Salmanowitz, Melissa COCPS) 
To: Lujan, Claudia COCPS) 
Sent: Mon Oct 01 13:39:33 2012 
Subject: FW: Charters 

You're on this taskforce ... is there anything else I should say here? I'm not trying to overcommit but I don't want to look 
flippant. 

From: Lisa Gartner [mailto:lgartner@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 01,2012 1:38 PM 
To: Salmanowitz, Melissa COCPS) 
Subject: Re: Charters 

Sure, but won't you also need to keep the taskforce informed, since that conversation will be affected by 
neighborhood schools closing? 

On Mon, Oct 1,2012 at 1 :34 PM, Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS) <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> wrote: 

Got it. 

As we move forward with right sizing the district, we will rely on public feedback. This is one more opportunity to listen 
to community needs, opinions and insight. 

From: Lisa Gartner [mailto:lgartner@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 01,2012 1:28 PM 

To: Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS) 
Subject: Re: Charters 

Yep: http://www.dcpubliccharter.comIN ews-Room. aspx?ID=291 

On Mon, Oct 1,2012 at 1:26 PM, Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS) <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> wrote: 
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Can you tell me more about who this taskforce is? 

From: Lisa Gartner [mailto:lgartner@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 01,2012 1:18 PM 
To: Salmanowitz, Melissa CDCPS) 
Subject: Re: Charters 

Another question for this taskforce story -- the discussion about whether to give preference to neighb kids for 
charter schools will be happening as DCPS makes decisions about which schools to close. 

a) As this is pretty interrelated (fewer neighborhood schools / charter schools' relations to the neighborhood), 
how will DCPS keep the taskforce informed of these decisions? 

b) Have you set a date for making closure decisions? 

On Mon, Oct 1,2012 at 11: 18 AM, Salmanowitz, Melissa (DCPS) <melissa.salmanowitz@dc.gov> wrote: 

She is definitely still interested. I'll ask about this additional element. 

From: Lisa Gartner [mailto:lgartner@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 11: 14 AM 
To: Salmanowitz, Melissa CDCPS) 
Subject: Charters 

Hey, I'm writing about the taskforce to consider giving admissions preference to students who live near charter 
schools, and I'll be mentioning that Chancellor Henderson had expressed interested in getting chartering 
authority for DCPS. Is she still interested? And if neighborhood preference were to happen, would she still be 
interested? 

LISA GARTNER I Education Reporter 
The Washington Examiner I e. lmtrJn~r@-'N_i:t$.bJo9t9D~2~9JDjOJ~L<;;9JDJ p. 2_Q2_~_1_5_9_~_1_9_5_6 
washingtonexaminer.com I @Lisa_Examiner I 1015 15th St. NW, Suite 500 I D.C. 20005 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To learn how to 

prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Monday, October 01,201212:22 PM 
DeGuzman, Anthony D. (DCPS) 
FW: capacity numbers 
Closure List_Sent092812.xls 

Can you look at the notes she made on capacity nums. Also, can you double check Garrison and Raymond capacity 
nums. 

From: MFilardo@21csf.org [mailto:MFilardo@21csf.org] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 9:47 PM 
To: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) 
Subject: capacity numbers 

Claudia, here is the spreadsheet with comments from me on some of the capacities. They really look screwy. We can 
discuss tomorrow if you want. I am flying out to Sacramento, CA for all day meeting on Monday. I arrive in CA around 
noon their time 3PM here, so if you want to discuss, we can do it them. I will have email on the flight and will be 
working. 

Otherwise we should talk in the AM Monday, I am always up early, as I stay on east coast time. I take the red eye back 
tuesday night. If you want to schedule our tuesday prep call, this is good. I will be fine in the AM. just a 2PM (5 our 
time) meeting. 

To get the universe defined, I think you should 1) eliminate modernized, scheduled and phase 1 schools; 2) eliminate 
program investments and committments; 3) then do the low enrollment filter. It gets you to the same list, but it seems 
that the modernized and program criteria is really coming first in your thinking. 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.orq 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Lujan, Claudia (DCPS) [Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29,2012 1:12 PM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: Re: walkability issues in ward 7 and 8 

I agree on looking at walkability, but not as main criteria. I said that to Jen too. Instead as a further lens when we look at 
each ward/area. This is going to be particularly important in ward 7. 

FYI - Have party at chucky cheese in va at 5. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Sep 29,2012, at 1:04 PM, "MFilardo@21csf.org" <MFilardo@21csf.org> wrote: 

claudia, see below. nancy is right to push us on what are the walkability considerations. I am looking 
forward to discussing all this tonight. 

Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

Plan TODAY for what's on the way. September is National Emergency Preparedness Month. To 

learn how to prepare & to sign up for critical emergency alerts, go to www.72hours.dc.gov. 

From: Nancy Huvendick 
Sent: Saturday, September 29,20126:19 AM 
To: Mary Filardo 
Subject: RE: looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 

Something seems just wrong with the capacities - - Hyde-Addison has dropped to 292 from 330 
in 2003 when it was just one building - - lots of other drops too that seem non-sensical even 
when you consider increases in special education students. 

But I've been thinking about distance - - which does not seem to have been considered, 
paraticularly walk-ability in Wards 7 and 8. I think the system of right has a responsibility to 
consider this as policy and expense and investment. 

Pondering the map I'm struck by the fact that wards 7 & 8 were built up in the 20th century 
(almost entirely) and schools were mostly sited for liz mile intervals. Those that are closer have 
mostly already been consolidated - - but so many of those closed schools turned into charters the 
closing efficiency has been lost to the city. The many schools along Alabama and Mississippi 
Ave are at roughly liz mile intervals. The exceptions have already been addressed. 

Furthermore the terrain is so often hilly and cut by empty parkland or heavily travelled 
thoroughfares that walk-ability is often limited. It is not Ward 3 in that regard nor with respect 
to having family cars readily available for transport. 

• At Me Terrell/ McGogney and Moten! Wilkinson replacement schools were built and 
the old schools never torn down; and those pairs have already been addressed, sort of. 

• Turner/GreenlMalcolm X - - Green is already closed but may remain in play. 
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• PattersonlLeckie - - which are about 1/4th mile - and Patterson has no playing field, so 
closing Leckie is problematic (although the city should buy the small parcel next door). 
Leckie got a Phase I this summer. I doubt that either capacity could manage both 
populations. 

• Nalle/CW Harris; each about liz mile from Shadd, more than V4 mile but less than liz mile 
apart. It looks as if some homes in the CW Harris catchment area would require nearly a 
mile's walk to Nalle. But enrollments and capacities don't seem to fit. Nalle got the 
Phase I. 

• Smothers and Aiton are more than V4 mile apart but less than liz mile - - but their 
catchment area north ofE. Capital St. is large (not counting Richardson! Arts & 
Technology, which just expanded.) Smothers sort of got a Phase I in 2008; it is one of 
the only older, pre-1940s schools architecturally left in 7 & 8 (Garfield, Ketchem, 
Anacostia, Kennilworth?). Aiton is the site with good outdoor space, horrid as it is at 
present; there has been next to no facilities investment there. 

• Kennelworthl N. Thomas/ Houston! River Terrace are all liz mile or more distance and 
with highways between. Losing Kennelworth would pass-up possibilities for partnership 
with the Aquatic Gardens, which is a waste. 

• Ferebee-Hope and Simon are slightly less than liz mile apart but kids would have to wade 
Oxen Run as the walk around via Wheeler Rd. and Mississippi Ave. looks to be well 
more than a mile. 

• Ferebee-Hope and Hendley are liz mile. Ferebee-Hope has had some investment but 
remains a dog of a building with immense neighborhood amenities and somehow, 
without decent play space for little kids. 

• Davis and Plummer are a bit more than liz mile but within a large catchment area between 
Benning Rd. and Fort Dupont. 

• Beers and Winston are liz mile, Winston and Stanton are liz mile, Stanton and Garfield, 
Orr and Randle Highlands, Orr and Ketchem, Ketchem and Savoy, Burrville, Drew and 
Houston, etc., etc. 

As for criteria: 

Can distance from other schools of the same grade levels (ES, MS, HS) be used as a signal for 
the need to invest in or sustain isolated schools in order to maintain walk-able, accessible 
schools-of-right. 

Can positive weight for investment be put on secondary schools that are near the metro but NOT 
elementary schools, which should be within neighborhoods, serving families that can walk to the 
metro more than students arriving by metro. This also puts adult athletic fields within metro 
access. So Ron Brown and Wilson and Columbia Heights are well sited but Malcolm X is not. 

Nancy Huvendick 
DC Program Director 
21st Century School Fund 
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Thurgood Marshall Center 
181612th 5t. NW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20009 
202-745-3745 x15 
nhuvendick@21cslorq 

"Working to improve urban public school facilities" 

From: Mary Filardo 
Sent: Friday, September 28,2012 11:19 PM 
To: Comey, Jennifer; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin; anthony.deguzman@dc.gov; adam@ksaplus.com; 
andrea@ksaplus.com 
Subject: looking at it as targeting enrollment growth list 

Folks, 

Here is the spreadsheet, from Jenn, but with the capacities and building square footages from Nancy I. 
added to it. I had to guess at HD woodson's GSF, the 2012 capacity's in red are the 2003 capacities, 
since it seems they haven't finished with the 2012 capacity review. I also threw in estimate for the 
oyster ES enrollment, as the building utilizations are different--I still need to adjust the adams 
enrollment. There are other bits needing clean up, but you will be able to see the basics. 

I suggest we turn the question on its head--so rather than looking at enrollment size, I wonder about the 
question, Where could DCPS increase enrollment and provide better programs and environment? (ie 
where has DCPS invested (facilities and program) and where do we have more capacity?) 

So I put on a filter at 65% of capacity (I can explain the other figure--it is a sort of building efficient 
check, some schools, like MC Terrell, are given a very low program capacity, but actually have lots of 
room for students and staff) then looked at which schools with less than 65% utilization had full 
modernizations. So there are 4 (Walker Jones, Phelps, Kelly Miller, and Eastern) that meet that criteria. 
There are two that are soon to open (Cardozo and Dunbar who will be at very low utilization at opening) 
and two others, Ballou and Roosevelt with planned modernization that will low enrollment. 

One can do the same with 65% capacity and with the phased modernizations and program investment-
to see the universe of schools that could immediately deliver better conditions and better programs IF 
there was the enrollment to support them. 

So then, the question is, where are there schools with low or declining enrollment, and relatively worse 
facility conditions and without program investment that could be reassigned to these low capacity, good 
schools? (these are basically the "close universe". 

It sort of flips the problem to be solved, it becomes where are our high quality under utilized assets, how 
can we utilize them better? If one were to do an IFF overlay, in terms of where test scores are 
increasing, this would put another lens to this. 

Next step is to look for is which schools and or communities could be consolidated or reassigned to the 
better quality schools--to relieve crowding and/or to improve program. This helps DCPS with the problem 
of overpromising, as it only changes existing schools, to the extent it can find a better school for students 
to attend. The great thing about 2012 over 1993, 1997,2006, and 2008 or any of the other years DCPS 
schools have been closed, is that there really are some great facilities in DCPS. 

One of the things you need to realize is that according to DCPS figures, the capacity for DCPS is only 
about 55,000 now. This is with 12.5 million GSF of space, so it seems to me there is room for a sizeable 
number more than this, but it is true with larger shares of early childhood and special education, the 
enrollment the efficiencies of 140, 170 and 200 GSF per student at the various grade levels are hard to 
achieve. According to DCPS capacities, DCPS occupied schools (omitting special and alternative ed 
schools) are an average of 82% utilized. This is hardly a utilization rate that suggests any major "right 
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sizing .. is required, although-what is clear from the range of utilization rates in schools, is that there is 
serious reallocation needed. 

I will send other notes and ways to communicate these pOints tommorrow. Mary 

Mary Filardo 
Executive Director 
21st Century School Fund 
(202)745-3745 Xll 
(202)745-1713 fax 
mfi la rdo@21csf.org 
www.21csf.org 
www.BESTfacilities.org 

1816 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

From: Comey, Jennifer [JComey@urban.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Mary Filardo; Nancy Huvendick; Claudia.Lujan@dc.gov; Amy.Lerman@dc.gov 
Cc: Litschwartz, Sophie; Nichols, Austin 
Subject: new run of ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria 

Attached is the latest run of the ES, MS, EC, and HS by the criteria that we discussed yesterday. We 
tweaked the following based on our meeting yesterday: 
--categorized the 5 EC campuses in Ward 5 as ES and pulling their enrollments for just Ps-s. 
--added in three-year average change in enrollment 
--removed alternative, special ed, and STAY schools from the original list 
--made sure have the consolidated schools accurately collapsed 
--identified all three types of modernization data (phase I, full mod, and planned) 
--tweaked the enrollment thresholds 

There are four flags in the file: 
1. Flag for a low enrollment (the label describes the cutoffs) 
2. Flag whether the school experienced a negative three-year average enrollment (which is a 

pretty low bar) 
3. Flag for no building investment/modernization flag (school did not receive phase I, full mod, 

and planned) 
4. Flag for no central admin programmatic investment 

Column O-school closure list flag (shorthand for now) -- identifies those schools that meet none of the 
3 criteria listed above (1, 3, and 4). We did not include negative 3-year enrollment (criteria 2) in the 
school closure list flag for now because we hadn't discussed it. 

Below is a summary of the total number of schools that we started with in each grade category, how 
many are on the short list if we use 3 criteria (22), and how many on the short list if we use all 4 criteria, 
including the negative enrollment, (9). 

Since this is in Excel, you can sort and filter at a whim. 
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Let us know what you think and if you see any issues. We still need to put on DCPS school codes (will do 
for Monday's iteration), and we need to make sure no eligible school was dropped from the original 
total number (112). 

Let us know, 
jc 

DCPS Elementary, Middle, High, and Education Campuses that did not meet enrollment, facility, or 
programmatic criterion 9/28 

Schools Total number On short list On short list 
of possible for closing, for closing, 

schools consolidation, consolidation, 
colocation colocation 
based on 3 based on 4 

criteria criteria 
{without 3-yr (including 

average negative 3-yr 
change in average 

enrollment) change in 
enrollment) 

Elementary 70 13 6 
Schools (5 EC 
schools in 
Ward 5 
switched to ES) 

Middle Schools 14 3 1 

Education 13 3 0 
Campuses 

High Schools 15 3 2 

Total 112 22 9 
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